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'*Omnes res creatse sunt divinse sapientiae et potentise testes, clivitise felioitatis

humanas :—ex harum usu honitas Creatoris ; ex pulchritudine sapientia Domini

;

ex oeconomiri m conservation e, proportione, renovatione, potentia majestatia

elucet. Earum itaque indagatio ab hominibus sibi relictis semper sestimata

;

a vere eruditis et sapientibus semper esculta ; male doctis et barbaris semper

inimica fuit,"

—

Li>^n.eus.

"Quel que soit le principe de la Tie animale, il ne faut qu'ouvrir les yeux pour

voir qu'elle est le chef-d'oeuvre de la Toute-puissance, et lebut auquel se rappor-

tant toutes ses operations."

—

Bruckner, Theorie du Systhrne Animal^ Leyden,

1767.

The sylvan powers

Obey our summons ; from their deepest dells

The Dryads come, and throw their garlands wild

And odorous branches at our feet ; the Nymphs
That press with nimble step the mountain-thym9

And purple heath-flower come not empty-handed,

But scatter round ten thousand forms minute

Of velvet moss or lichen, torn from rock

Or rifted oat or cavern deep ; the Naiads too

Quit their lored native stream, from whose smooth face

They crop the lily, and each sedge and rush

That drinks the rippling tide: the frozen poles,

Where peril waits the bold adventurer's tread,

The burning sands of Borneo and Cayenne,

All, all to us unlock their secret stores

And pay their cheerful tribute,

J. Taylor, Norwich, 1818.
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No. 31. JULY 1870.

I.

—

The Ostracoda and Foramimfera of Tidal Rivers. J3j

Geoege Stewaedsox Beady, C.M.Z.S., and David
RoBEETSON, F.G.S. With an Analysis and Descriptions of
the Foraminifera^ hj Henry B. Beady, F.L.S.

[Plates IWX.]

Part I.

That the stagnant water and miKl of salt marshes support a

peculiar group of Microzoa has for some time past been well

known, though the subject has received the attention of but

few naturalists. The number of species inhabiting these loca-

litieSj however, is probably very small, comprising among
Foraminifcra, chiefly Polystomella striatojjunctata^ Ficlitel &
]\Ioll, ^Miliola hitherto confused with QidnquelocuUna agglu-

tinanSj D'Orbigny, Trochammina tuJIatay^loiitsLgu^Nonionina

depressula. Walker & Jacob ;—amongst Copepoda, Teniora

us

remiSy Lilljeborg, Cyclops cequoreuSy Fischer, C. LuhhocMiy
Brady, Dactylopus tishoides^ Glaus, and Delavalia palustrisj

Brady. The Ostracoda are represented almost exclusively by
^F^J '^ J^^^ j*"*^ ^""J _ "^ ^S j^ ^'*tJ ^m A *»

form

'/

* See 'Natural Histor}" Transactions of NorthumT)orland and Durham/
vol. iii. part 1, ^*0n the Crustacean Fauna of the Salt-Marches of North-
umberland and Durham."

Ann. (k Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 4. Voh vi. 1



2 Messrs. G. S. Bradj and D. Robertson on the

Probably more extended investigation may add to the number
of specieSj but it is evident that the fauna of salt marshes is a

very restricted one.

That of river-estuaries^ on tlie contrary, embraceSj amongst
the Microzoa to whicli we now refer^ a very large number of

specJeSj some of which are evidently derived from the fresh-

water side, some from the sea, whilst others seem to haunt
exclusively Avater of a more or less brackish character- It is

probable, however, that a few examples of purely freshwater or

marine type which have occurred sparingly in estuarine situa-

tions may have been merely dead shells, washed into the

places where they were found either by tides or river-currents.

In this class we may reckon, for example, such species as

CytJiere ahyssicola^ U. Jlnmarcliicaj and probably some of the

Cyprides. Out of about ninety species of Ostracoda observed

in gatherings taken from river-estuaries, twelve may be looked

upon as having marked brackish proclivities ; so that, were
we to meet with their shells in considerable numbers in any
fossilifcrous deposit^ we should at once infer that the strata

must have been produced in water subject more or less to

marine influences. Of this group the principal members are

Gythere castanea^ Gr. O- Sars, Gytlieridea torosa (Jones) and
its varieties, and Loxoconcha elliptica^ Brady ; scarcely less

marked in their preference for brackish water are Cypns sa-

Iinay Brady, Cypndopsis ohesa^ B. & R-, 0, aculeata (Lillje-
j

borg), Potamocypris fulva^ Brady, Cythere gihhosa^ B. & B.,

Cythere j^orcellanea^ Brady, Loxoconcha pusilla^ B. & B., Cy~ i

therura flavescens^ Brady, C> Rohertsoniy Brady, C ceUulosa

(Norman), and Paradoxostoma Fischerij G. 0. Sars*

Of species commonly resident in fresh water we notice

twelve, the most frequent of which are Gypris l(m}is^ Miiller,

coynpressa^ Baird, gibha^ Bamdohr, Gandona Candida^ Miiller,

lactea^ Baird, and Limnicythere inopinata (Baird) j while of

those usually found in the sea, but not unfrequently spreading

plentifully up into estuarine localities, we may name Gythere

pellucida^ Baird, tenera^ Brady, albomaculata^ Baird, viridis^

Miiller^ villosa (G. O. Sars), Xestoleheris aurantia (Baird),

Lo.icoconcha tamarindus (Jones), GytJierura nigrescens (Baird),

cuneata^ Brady, striata^ G. O. Sars, angidata^ Brady, Cytheri-

deis siihidataj Brady, Paradoxostoma variahile (Baird), ahhre-

viatunij G. 0* Sars, and ensiforme^ Brady, The total number
of Ostracoda kno^vn to us as inhabiting tidal rivers and their

estuaries, excluding those found in the Norfolk district, of

which we shall speak separately, is eighty-six.

From this enumeration and from the accompanying table,

it Avill be seen that the genera Cytherura and Paradoxostoma
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(perliaps also, to a smaller extent^ LoxoconcJia) maj be con-
sidered e3peciallj littoral or estuarine In habitat j the elon-
gated subsigmoid forms of Cytliere (typified bj G. pellacida)
come also under tlie same category.
The situations which seem to be most favom-able to the

growth and multiplication of these animals are quiet sheltered
pools which are never left entirely dry by the tide, are un-
swept by strong currents, and thus able to retain permanently
a bed of soft mud. Many spi^cics there are, of course, which
prefer different conditions ," but it Is in such localities that we
find om- gatherings richest, both as to number of individuals

and variety of species. A remarkably fine gatliering, taken
from a place such as we have described is that from the river

Blyth (Northumberland), Avhich contained thirty-eight species

of Ostracoda and thirty-eight of Foraminifera. Budle Bay,
on the same line of coast, with a harder bottom and more sub-

ject to the wash of the sea, and also with much less admixture
of fresh water, contained, as shown in our gathering, only

twenty-six species of Ostracoda and thirty-six of Foraminifera;

while the river Coquet and the Warn burn, with much harder

beds, stronger currents, and but little admixture of salt water,

gave respectively ten and six species of Ostracoda, and no
Foraminifera.

The Entomostraca of the tidal waters of Norfolk, Suffolk,

and the Cambridge fen-district constitute so remarkable a

group that it seems best to speak of them separately ; and in

so doing we shall call the area to which we refer the East-

Anglian district^ understanding by that term the whole tract

di-amed by the rivers Xene, Cam, Bure, Yare, and Wavcney.
The di'ainage-tract of the adjoining rivers on the south, Aid,
Deben, Stour, &c., is separated by rising ground, and appears

to be zoologically distinct; but whether the more northern

fen-district of Lincolnshire be likewise distinct, Ave have not

yet had the opportunity of examining. If, as is probable, the

two tracts were in former times one continuous fen, we shall

doubtless find an indication of it in the similarity of their

microscopic faunas.

It is well known that the present physical condltion'of East
Norfolk is of very recent origin. Only a few centuries back,

the ground on which Great Yannouth now stands was a sand-

bank covered by the sea ; and the extensive tract between
Yarmouth and Norwich was a shallow estuary, the gradual

silting-up of which has produced the present physical con-

formation of the district. Through this extensive flat, which
lies below the level of the sea, now flow in tortnnns channels

the rivers Bure, Yare, and Waveney ; and connected with

X

p
p
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these livers are numerous fresliAvater lakes or mereSj locally

called ^^ broads/' occupying^ doubtless^ areas Avliich were for-

merly depressions of the sea-bed. These have at the present

day all the external characteristics of freshwater lakes ; they

are mostly surrounded by wood, their edges fringed with wide
and dense growths of sedge and rushes, and their shallow

waters supporting luxuriant forests of aquatic weeds, Pota-

THogeton^ Myriopliyllum^ CJiara^ water-lilies, and the like. Yet
they are to a greater or less degree subject to the influence of

the tides, rising and falling to some inconsiderable extent

;

and though the water which thus ebbs and flows must usually

be fresh, we are informed that in some broads sea-water has

been known to penetrate in sufficient quantity to kill the fish.

There can be no doubt that the changes which produced the

present aspect of the district are still in progress, that the

broads are yearly becoming shallower, and that, owing partly

to the debris brought down by the rivers, partly to the choking
arising from constantly decaying vegetation, they will at no
distant date cease to exist. In 1827, Mr. Taylor stated their

depth to range from 15 to 30 feet; at the present time, 3 to

15 feet would be a tolerably correct estimate. Mr. Stevenson
tells us that " Mr. Gunn estimates the growing-up process,

from subsidence of vegetable matter, aided by drainage, at a
foot in twenty years, but in places this estimate must be ex-

ceeded considerably ;" and he adds, " to my knowledge, where,

some fifteen years back, I could pull a boat through, is now a

pathway almost fimi enough for a marsh-man in boots." The
rise and fall of the tides along the Norfolk coast is extremely

small, averaging at Yarmouth only three or four feet; yet,

owing to the low level of the district, they affect the rivers for

a very great distance inland. The Rev. Canon Kingsley, in an
interesting paper on ^^ the Fens," in ^ Good Words ' for 1867,
states that, were it not for the great sea-sluice of Denver, on
the Ouse, the tides would be felt to within ten miles of Cam-
bridge. There can be no difficulty, then, in understanding

how a fauna introduced when the whole East-Anglian district

was overspread by the sea, should hold its ground for a
lengthened period, while its habitat was year by year becoming
less subject to marine influences, and that the more hardy or

more plastic species should remain even after fresh water
entirely usurped the place of salt, while at the same time a
new fauna derived from the landward side was also gradually

establishing itself, as the conditions of existence became more
favourable. It is, indeed, imj)ossible to account in any other

way for the existence in the more remote broads of Norfolk,

In the river Cam at Ely, and in the dykes about Whittlesea,

of species purely marine (or, at least, decidedly estuarlne) in

^

n
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character. Tlieir mtroduction along the river-channels at tlie

present time can scarcely be thought possible ; moreover there

are two facts which strongly oppose such an idea. In the first

place, we find in the dykes about Whittlesea several Forami-
nifera and Ostracoda, of marine character, which do not occur

in our gatherings from the closely adjacent river Nene*, and
which would therefore appear to be the relics of a previous
fauna ; secondly, some of the species found commonly in

the most inland waters of the East-Anglian district are un-
known anywhere else, and certainly cannot have been intro-

duced from the sea. Judging from analogy, we may, indeed,

say witli tolerable certainty that some of them are unfitted for

a marine habitat, and, at any rate, are not now to be found there.

The Ostracoda specially characteristic of the East-Anglian
district, and here, (except Cytlierefascata) first described, are

Poljclieles Stevensoni, not. gen, ^^sp,

Cjthere fuscata; Brady,
Goniocypris mitra, nov. gen, ^- sp,

Metacypris cordataj nov, gen. *§• sp>.

More or less frequent also tlirougliout the district, but of

doubtful significance, because probably spreading beyond its

limits, and being also less pronounced in external character, are

Oypris fretensis^ nov, sp>

Cypridopsis Newtouij nov. sp,

Caiidoua Kingsleii^ nov. sp.

Candona liyalina, nov. sp.

Limnicytliere Sancti-Palricii^

Cytheridea toroaa (Jones) (torose

form).

A highly interesting circumstance connected with some of

the most remarkable of the new East-Anglian Si:)ecies, is their

occurrence likewise in dredgings (for which we are indebted

to Mr. E. C. Davison) taken in the Dutch rivers Meuse and
Scheldt, These species are Metacypris cordataj Oypris fre-
tensis^ Cytliere fuscata^ and Polyclieles Stevensoni. It is not

likely that they lived, except perhaps Cythere fascata^ in the

places where they were taken, near the mouths of the two
rivers : we must therefore suppose that they have been washed
down from inland localities, probably dykes or canals, where
they may probably be as abundant as in similar situations in

our Fen-district. Empty shells of the same species occur also

in the same way at the mouths of the East-Anglian rivers.

Other points of resemblance between the faunas of Northern
Europe and Eastern England are well known, and have been
noticed by the Eev, C. Kingsley, in the paper already referred

to
J
and it is interesting and important to find a further con-

firmation of this relationship in the microscopic inluibitants of

* Our di'edging^s in the river Nene were made at several points over a
cour::;^ of about six miles between Peterborough and Whittlesea^ aiiJ

must have included every tbin^ most characteristic of the pinee. It is

remarlvuble that, though roraiuiuifern are very abuuJaiit in the Whittle-
sea dykes, scarcely any occurrf d in the river l^fone.
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the two districts. But tlie tlieory of tlie efflux in Ibygone

times of many of the rivers of northern EuropCj inchiding

East Anglia^ into one common estuary^ though^ no donbt^ cor-

rectj is scarcely sufficient to explain the identity of the two
microscopic faunas to which we now invite attention ; for most
of these peculiar species appear not to inhabit estuaries or even

brackish water, but solely fresh water, which in many cases

may be affected by the tides, but not sufficiently so to render

it to any perceptible extent brackish. It is not likely, there-

fore, that these species had their origin in any estuarine loca-

lity, though doubtless such a means of communication may
easily have helped to spread them from one district to another.

Still it seems to us most probable that the real habitat of these

species was at that early time, as it is now, almost entirely

beyond the reach of marine influences, consisting perhaps of

an extensive series of lagoons or low-lying fens surrounding

the margins of the estuary, of which the present fen-districts

of England and Holland are but the remnants.

M. F^lix Plateau has recently published a memoir on the

freshwater Crustacea of Belgium, but does not mention any
species identical with those new ones noticed by us in the

East-Anglian district- It is probable, however, that his

gatherings have been made entirely by the ordinary hand-
net, in which case it is scarcely likely that any of our

characteristic species would be obtained. In our own fen-

gatherings, the dredged material only yielded the species to

which we refer ; though surface-gatherings were diligently

made in most places visited by us, they yielded little or no-

thing of special interest. The swimming Entomostraca taken

in this way were all of j:)urely freshwater character, and such

as might have been found in any British waters of like extent.

Our memoranda of these captures include the following spe-

cies

DapLnia pulex (Limi.^^
-^— Tetiila {MuUer).

mucronata (Milller),

rotundata (Straiiss).

Sida crystallina (MiiUery.

Polypliemus pediculus {Linn.^,

Bosmina longirostris (Milller).

Lynceiis sphmricus, Miiller.

tiigonellus, MiiUer.

q^uadrangularis^ Miiller.

narpa} (JBaird),

costatiig (6^. 0. Sars),

nanus (Haird).

testudinamiSj Fis€hei\

Cypris reptans (Saird).

ovum {Juriiie).

Ipevis (Mi'fllej'),

striolata, Brady.
fusca, Baird,

truncatus (^fuller),

globosua {Baird),

Eiirycercus lamellatus (Midler),

Cypridopsis vidua (MiiUer),

aculeata {Lilljehorg),

Candona lactea, Baird.

albicans^ Brady.
Limnicythere inopiiiata (Baird).

monstrifica (Nm^man).
Cyclops (species vari<e),

Cantliocamptus stapliylinus (Ju
rine) .

Diaptonius Castor (Jurine).

— Westwoodii, Lubbock.
Argulus foliaceus (Linn.).
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Amongst oiiv dredged material from the Korfolk Broads
occun-ed a few fragments of Amphipodous Crustacea to which
we cannot with any certainty attacli nanies^ and a few entire

specimens of Gammarus pulex : a few fragments of Eckimis-
spines were also noticed^ the origin of which it is diflicnlt to

decide. It seems nnlikely that fragments of such considerable

size and weight could be brought up from the sea by tides for

a distance of many miles ; and, on the otlier hand, with the

beds of the broads constantly accumulating layer by layer of
new material^ it is impossible to suppose that a light ivand-

di'cdgCj such as that used by us^ can have penetrated to any
fossiliferous strata. Perhaps a more likely supposition is that

the objects in question may have been washed doionwards out
of some exposed posttertiary deposits. Fragments of a si-

milar character occurred also in the river Nenc, near Peter-

borough^ and possibly may there have been derived from
similar sources or from the Gault. In dxedgings from the
river Cam^ at Ely^ occurred a large number of valves of

Ostracoda totally different from any thing known to us

amongst recent species, and, from their appearance, probably
fossil. At the same time, one or two of the most remarkable
of these had such a wonderfully recent and unfossilized ap-

pearance, and were in such perfect condition, as to throw a
shade of doubt over the whole, especially when with them
were found some really marine species, about Avhose recent cha-

racter there can be no doubt. Furtlier remarks respecting tliese

will be found under our description of Cytheridea {nmq^ualis.

We must here express our hearty thanks for the valuable

assistance which we have received, in prosecuting our re-

searches in the East-Anglian disti'ict, from the Rev. John
Gunn, Mr. H. Stevenson of Xonvich, the Eev. Canon Kingslcy,

and Professor Alfred Newton of Cambridge ; also for informa-

tion kindly given us respecting the physical peculiarities of

the district by Mr. Spencer Smyth of Gorleston and Mr. Arthur

Saunders of King's Lynn. To yir. E. C. Davison of Sunder-

land our thanks are also especially due for help afforded in

many ways, as well as for several interesting gatherings of

Ostracoda, which led to the researches noted in the present paper.

The following tables show the distribution and comparative

freq^uency of the various Ostracoda in each locality, their rela-

tive abundance being indicated by the number of asterisks

affixed. "We prefix a catalogue of the various localities, des-

cribing briefly their physical characteristics, and noticing such

other circumstances as seemed to be of interest in connexion

with the fauna.

Group L
A. Clyde Estuary.—At Langbank the tide leaves bare a long
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muddy flat along the rh^erj nearly a quarter of a mile broad,

and when the tide is out and the river swollen to any extent,

this is covered entirely with fresh water. Our gatherings at

this place were taken from low-water to near high-water mark.

Other gatherings Avere taken from Port Glasgow up along the

river for fully a mile, in four to eight feet water beyond low
tide. In some places the bottom is soft black mud, in others

muddy gravelly sand, much covered by mussels [Mytilus

edulis). The estuary here is a few miles broad, and the tide

rises from eight to ten feet, the fresh water being much less

felt than at Langbank, which is about four miles further up,

where the water narrows greatly as it reaches Dumbarton
Castle. It is somewhat remarkable, considering the extent

of the gatherings, the diversity of bottom, and very promising

appearance in every way of the locality, together with the

profusion of Corophiumy Isopoda, and other forms of animal

life, that the Ostracoda and Foraminifera met with were ex-

ceptionally few, both in number of species and individuals,

and these mostly of brackish or freshwater type. AVe are

inclined to suppose rtiat the great amount of chemical refuse

poured into the river Clyde from around Glasgow and
Paisley may account for the scarcity of these animals. In the

river Wear, Avhere somewhat similar conditions exist, we
have found the fauna affected in exactly the same manner.
That some artificial cause is at work seems almost certain, as

we have not found so poor a microscopic fauna in any river

unconnected with manufactimng operations.

E. Alontrose Basing Forfarshire^ is an area of considerable

extent, communicating with the sea by a narrow channel.

The whole area, with the exception of the tortuous channels

of the river South Esk, is left dry at low water, exposing a

muddy flat ; at high water it is covered to a depth of six feet

by the sea.

C- Budle Bay
J
Northumherland,—The description of Mont-

rose Basin applies also pretty accurately to this locality, except

that Budle Bay is exposed across the whole of its wide mouth
to the action of the sea. It is thus, owing to want of

shelter, a less favourable place for the habitation of organisms

requiring an undisturbed muddy bottom and quiet water. Our
gathering was taken from almost the only sheltered spot in

the bay, on a bottom of hard muddy sand just beyond low-

water mark, and behind a small quay or breakwater belonging

to the coast-guard service. Samples of sand collected in other

more exposed spots showed no trace of animal life. Two
small streams, the Warn burn and the Buckton burn, empty
themselves into the bay ; but their channels on the tidal flat

were not examined, owing to difficulty of access.
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D. Warn Burn.—This gathering was from a sheltered pool

ill the Led of the "burrij not more than ahout a hundred yards

ahove its outlet into Budle Baj. The bottom consisted of

rather coarse sand and stones. The stream, coming doAvn

through a somewhat hilly country, and subject, no doubt, to

strong currents and violent floods, exhibits a rery scanty

fauna when compared with others in the same district, but of

a more sluggish character, especially the river Blyth, about
thirty miles further soutli.

E. River Aln ahove AlmnoutJi,—The bed of the river above
the mouth is everywhere muddy, more or less hard according

to exposure and rapidity of current. Our examples were
taken from beyond low-water mark, just below the ^^ Duchess's

Bridge;" the bottom a rather tenacious mud.
F. River Coquet at WarJcworth Hermitage.—At this spot

the river, though subject to a rise and fall of many feet, has,

owing to its precipitous banks, always a considerable depth of

w^ater at low tides. The bottom consists of a hard muddy or

loamy sand, and must often be much scoured by the floods to

which the river is subject.

G. River Wansbeck.—Gatherinir taken from near low-water
mark, in a somewhat strong current, about half a mile from
the mouth of the river ; bottom of fucus-covered stones. Pro-

bably a more sheltered and muddier spot, which might have
been found higher up the river, would have yielded a larger

variety of species.

H. River Blyth ^ at the junction of the Sleek bum, about

two miles from the sea.—Gatherings taken from below low-

water mark, partly from the bed of the Bl^'th, but chiefl

from a small pool above some stc} ping-stones on the Sleek

bum; bottom of soft black mud. This river, draining a low
country, is slow and l eep throughout the greater part of its

course, and for a distance of several miles from its mouth
exposes at low water a large sm'fixce of muddy banks to the air.

I. River Ouse^ YorJcshire.—^From muddy sand at low-water

margin of river, a short distance above Goole, forty-flve miles

from the sea. Though the average rise of the tide at high

water is twelve feet, the water at low tide is fresh,

J. River Humher.—A dredging on the Ferrity Sand, three

miles above Hull (and twenty-three miles from the sea), where

the river is about two miles and a half wide, and the depth at

low water is six feet, and at high water twenty-four feet. The
Ilnniber, receiving the drainage of a larger extent of country

than any other river of England, the amount of fresh crater

caiiied bv it to the German Ocean is considerable. The ma-
tcriul dredged was a fine reddish sand mixed with vegetable

remains.
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K. River Deben at Woodhridge; L. River Stour at Manning-
tree.—These rivers are of a character very similar to the river

Blyth (H)jthoiigh oflarger climensionSjandj owing to their com\se

through an exceedingly flat country^ affected by the tide to a

much greater distance from the sea. Our gatherings were got

chiefly from beyond low-"water mark ; those from the Deben
at about eight miles from the mouth of the river^ the average

rise of the tide being eight feet ; those from the Stour at about

twelve miles from its mouthy the rise of tide ten feet.

M. Estuary ofthe Thames.—The collections from the Thames
estuary

J
with the exception of one from the " Girdlcr Sand,

which was procm'cd from a portion of the bank micovered at

low watei'j were obtained by dredging in various parts of the

estuary between a line joining Margate and the Maplin light-

house to the eastward^ and the Nore to the westward ; the

depths were from two to twelve fathoms ; the average rise of

tide at hisrh water over this district is fourteen feet.

J/
Harhour.—Dredged in from three to five fathoms^

In the harbour^ which is the outlet of the river Fowey or

Lostwithielj Cornwall. Average rise of tide at high water

thirteen feet.

Geoup II,

O. Dykes on the site of Whittlesea Mere; P. ^^ WMttlesea
Bylce^'^ south of Whittlesea.—These are artificial drainage-

channels^ contaming in all weathers a few feet of water^ and in

winter^ on the site of the old Whittlesea Mere^ often over-

flowing their banks to a considerable extent^- tliey contain

abundant aquatic vegetation.

Q. River Nenej betiveen PeterhoroKgh and Wh ittlesea

;

E. River Cam at £/y.—These rivers have a veiy" sluggish

cuiTcntj and in appearance are more like canals than rivers,

the present course of the Nene being, indeed, in great part an
artificial one. In both cases our gatherings were taken from

the bed of the river, in the Nene at several points over a course

of about six miles, in the Cam over a very small area near the

bridge ; the distance from the sea is in both cases about thirty

miles. Notwithstanding the apparently marine character of

some of the species found in both rivers, it nmst be remem-
bered that sea-water finds no access whatever to these locali-

ties, being entirely shut out by the Denver sluice. And even
long before the construction of this sluice, it is probable that

any tidal influence felt at these remote points would be con-

fined to the driving back of the fresh, rather than the influx

of salt water.

&-Y, The Broads ofNorfollc and 8nfolic may be considered

as expansions of the various tidal rivers, though situated at
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such distances from tlic sea as to be but slightly influenced by
tidal ebb and flow. Wroxlaam and Barton Broads, the most
distant of the group^ are, in a direct line, sixteen miles from
their sea-outlet ; but, the river-channel being exceedingly

tortuous, their real distance is very much greater. They sup-

port mostly a rank vegetation of freshwater character, being

fringed with dense masses of sedge and rushes, under the

shelter of which, and often far out into tlie lake, grow patches

of water-lily, water-milfoil, and other aquatic weeds. Hickling
Broad constitutes, however, an exception to tliis rule, its ve-

getation consisting to a large extent of a Chara^ which is so

abundant as to afford occupation to some of the neighbouring
population in fishing it up and selling it at the rate of nine-

pence a ton. The broads are uniformly shallow, varying from
three to fifteen feet in the channels, and (except Hickling,

which is gravelly) have a bottom of peaty or decaying vege-

table matter ; they are probably in all cases fast filling up
Sea-water appears to find access to some of them to a small

extent at very high tides, about once in six or seven years.

From particulars obligingly furnished by Mr. Spencer
Smyth, we here extract the following :—" The level of the

broads Higham and Hickling seldom varies three inches ; and
they are not affected by saline particles injurious to fish, ex-

cept after extreme high tides at Yarmouth—say, eleven feet,

or two following tides of nearly that height, occurring perhaps

once in six or seven years : at such times some pike and bream
are killed in Hickling, but, I believe, not in Horsey or Martliam

Broads, the former only reached by a long, tortuous, and nar-

row dyke from the upper part of Whittlesea, and Martliam by
an equally difficult although shorter channel from the river

Tliune. Martliam Broad is fast filling up, choked by reeds,

with only a sailing channel four feet in depth for small

wherries to Somerton and Martliam. Higham and Hickling

are also growing up ; but the channel has four feet and a half

till near Hickling, where it falls off to three and a half." This

extract, though not refemng entirely to broads visited by us,

applies pretty accurately to all, the more remote ones {e.g.

Wroxham and Barton), however, being even less affected by
tides* The infoi-mation is especially valuable as coming from

one whose oflScial duties are connected with the sm'vey of the

navigable river-channels of the district.

Z. LaTce LotJiing is a tidal expanse separated from Oulton

Broad, at its western extremity, by an embankment, through

which canal-boats pass by means of a lock. In this way some
slight communication exists between the waters of the two
basins ; but the true outlet of Oulton Broad is Ly the river

Waveney, which from this point takes a circuitous course of
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about fifteen miles to Breydon Water. The western end of

Lake Lotliing has quite a marine appearance^ its stones being

coated with the usual Algre of the upper littoral zone. Our
gatherings are from the soft black mud of the channel beyond
low-water mark. The sea was once known, on the occasion

of an unusually high tide, to break oyer the top of the lock

into Oulton Broad.

A a. River Bare near Yarmouth.—These gatherings were
from the bed of the river, below low-water mark, the bottom
consistms' of stones and mud.

B b. Breydon Water^ a large tidal basin which receives the

waters of the rivers Bure, Yarc, and Waveney, is situated to

the west of Great Yarmouth. It is about four miles long by a

mile broad, and a large proportion of its surface is left dry at

low water. Our gatherings extended from Yarmouth to the

confluence of the rivers Yare and Waveney, and were taken

both in mid-stream and more or less over the sides. The
bottom at some places was coarse sand, at other parts black or

brownish coloured mud.
Cc. River Ouse [Norfolk) at Lynn,—Muddy sand, from low-

water margin of the river. Rise at spring-tides eighteen feet.

Dd- River Scheldt^ Antwerp),—^^ Material a light-coloured

sand mixed with vegetable remains. It was obtained from a

sandbank near the town, where the river is a quarter of a mile

wide. The rise of tide at springs is fifteen feet. Distance from
the sea about sixty miles."—-£/. (7. Davison,

E e. River Maas or Mease^ near Schiedam.—•" Material

somewhat similar to the last mentioned. A good many years

have elapsed since I obtained them, and my infonnation is but

scanty respecting the localities."

—

E. G. Davison.

Genus Cyphis, Mtiller.

Cypris ventricosa^ nov. sp. (PI. IV. figs. 1-3.)

Carapace (of the female?), as seen from the side, subelliptical,

highest in the middle
;
greatest height equal to nearly two-

thirds of the length ; anterior extremity somewhat obtusely,

posterior boldly rounded: superior margin boldly arched,

highest in the middle, where it is somewhat gibbous ; in-

ferior almost straight, slightly sinuated, however, in the

middle, in front of which is a slight convex protuberance.

Seen from above, ovate, widest in tlie middle, thence taper-

ing gradually towards the anterior extremity, which is

sharply acuminate
;

posterior extremity well rounded,

greatest width equal to half the length : end view broadly

oval, nearly circular. Surface of the shell smooth, sparingly

ii
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beset with minute rounded papillse. Colour (of dried spe-

cimens) very slight^ whitish. Lucid spots narrow^ crcs-

centic. Length -^ inch. Animal unknown.
Ilah. Site of Whittlesea Mere. Only one or two perfect spe-

cimens obtained.

Cypris tumefadaj nov. sp, (PL IV. figs, 4-6.)

Carapace (of the female?) very tumid^ seen from the side,

subrenifornij highest in the middle
;

greatest height equal-

ling rather more than half the length ] extremities rounded^

sloping steeply above the middle : superior margin very
boldly archedj rising almost to a point m the middle, infe-

rior gently sinuated in the middle. Seen from above,
broadly ovate, suddenly and acutely mucronate in front,

well rounded behind ; sides subparallel, greatest width
situated in the middle, and somewhat greater than the

height : end view subrhomboidal, pointed above, broadly
rounded below, sides excessively convex. Shell perfectly

smooth, opaque white. Length -^ inch. Animal un-
known.

Ilah. AVam burn and river Coquet, Northumberland.

If viewed only from the side, this species might not un-
reasonably be suspected to belong to G. virens or perhaps G.-

nicongruens
; but when seen in any othe rdirection, this simi-

larity entirely disappears : no species possesses a more cha-

racteristic or well-marked contour when looked upon from
above. In the Warn burn about half a dozen specimens were
found, in the river Coquet only one.

Cypris Jretensis ^ nov. sp. (PI. IV. figs. 7-9.)

Carapace of the female, as seen from the side, broadly rcni-

form, highest in the middle ; height equal to more than

half the length ; anterior extremity broad and well rounded,

posterior narrower, rounded, but emarginate above the mid-
dle, owing to the overlapping of the left valve, which is

produced below the middle : superior margin boldly and
evenly arched, inferior gently sinuated in the middle. Seen
from above, compressed, ovate, widest behind the middle

;

posterior extremity rounded, anterior obtusely pointed

;

width equal to about two-thirds of the liei^ht : end view

ovate, pointed above, broadly rounded below. Valves

smooth, minutely and closely punctate ; right valve crenu-

lated in front and on the posterior portion of the ventral

margin ; the left valve has a row of small tubercles parallel

to and a little within the anterior border : the margins of

the valves are considerablv incurved alonsr the posterior
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portion of the dorsal aspect^ forming- a distinct longitudinal

sulcus when viewed from above. Length -^^ inch.

Hah. Rivers Deben and Scheldt^ Breydon Water and Lake
Lothingj Somerton Broad and djkes on the site of Whittle-

sea Mere.

The specimens from the last locality are doubtfully referred

to the present species. (7. fretensis is more nearly allied to

C. salina, Brady, than to any other British species, but differs

from it in the less compressed and more distmctly ovate form
of the carapace when seen from above^ in the peculiar emargina-
tion of the posterior margin, in the absence of the peculiar

form of contact margin which distinguishes the valves of the

latter species, as well as in other characters of form. We have
not observed any colom'-markings in this species ; but those

of C. salina are also sometimes observed to be wanting.

Genus Cypeidopsis, Brady.
4-

Cy-pridopsis (?) Newtoniy nov. sp. (PL VIL figs. 14-16.)

Carapace, as seen from the side, reniform
;

greatest height in

the middle, and equal to a little more than half the length
j

extremities rounded, the anterior being the broader of the

two : superior margin boldly and evenly arched, inferior

sinuated in the middle. Seen from above, comj^ressed,

ovate, acuminate in front, rounded behind
;
greatest width

^ntuated near the middle, much less than the height. Sur-

flice of the shell punctate, and covered with numerous ad-

^- - ^.d hairs ; colour dull green. Length ~-^ inch.

1^ '*. iLiversNcneand Cam.anddvkesonthe siteof Whittlesea

C^'^r V *mples of this species are not numerous, and we have
not - .1 .'iccessful in finding perfect specimens of the con-

tained . il. The postabdominal rami are rudhucntary, as

in Cyj.
'

is
; but the lower antennse seem to be destitute of

the set*.
''

ish, which in that genus is usually very long.

The spec

'

uld therefore appear to be an aberrant one; but,

without t jrough acquaintance with its internal sti"ucture,

we think best for the present to place it in the genus to

which it is here assigned. It approaches closely in external

appearance to Cyprido^sis villosa diVidL Potamoqfiyrisftdva] it

is, however, larger than either, is more tumid, less strongly

arcuate, and coarser in texture than the former ; while the almost

equal and well-rounded valves, coarsely hispid sm^face, and
ovate form when seen from above sufficiently distinguish it from

tlie latter : it agrees very much with Fischer's figures of Cypris

prasina^ but is more elongated and more densely hairy.
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We have great pleasure in inscribing this species to Prof.

Alfred Newton, of Cambridge^ whose assistance we have
acknowledged in a previous page.

Cypridopsis obcsa^ B. & R.^

which was described by us from specimens taken in the Mul-
lingar Canal at Dublin, we now believe to be probably a
variety of (7. vidua j but as there is still some doubt on the

subject, we hesitate to cancel the name ohesa. Our Dublin
specimens seemed to have little in commom with G. vidaa^

except their sliape j they wxre of a uniform brown colour,

without any transverse bands ] in fact we never even sus-

pected any relationship to (7. vidua. Since that time^ hoAv-

ever, we have found specimens which we refer to C. obesa^ in

many places always more or less subject to tidal influence,

and have observed that they vary much in colouring, being in

brackish water usually of a dirty grey tint, and approaching
brown " in fresh water ; moreover some of those taken at

Whittlesea, though brownish in the ground tint, had distinct

dark bands, after the manner of C, vidua. In some localities

both species occurred together ; but it is remarkable that (7.

vidua^ when it occurred in dredged material, was never other-

wise than scarce, whereas O. ohesa was often exceedingly

abundant j on the contrary, gatherings made with the hand-
net amongst weeds or in clear water, though often containing

G. vidua in plenty, never showed a single specimen of G. ohesa
;

so that it appears certain that the brilliantly banded vidua and
the dingy ohesa^ whether we regard them as distinct species or

merely as varieties, live often in the same situations, the one

on the bottom mud, the other amongst the supernatant weeds.

Genus GoniocypeiS, nov. gen.

Valves compressed, subequal, thin, and fragile. Seen from the

side, triangular, the inferior niargin terminating at each ex-

tremity in an acutely produced angle, the superior margin

rising to an acute central point j hinge simple. Animal
unknown.

Goniocypris viitra^ nov. sp. (PL VII. figs. 10-13.)

Carapace, as seen from the side, triangular; right valve ratlicr

larger than the left ; height and length nearly equal ; ante-

rior and posterior margins obliquely arched (the anterior

the more convex) and meeting in an acute point neaidy over

the centre of the shell : inferior margin straight, produced

downwards at each extremity into an angular point. Seen

from above, compressed, ovate, widest in the middle ; ex-

tremities obtusely and nearly equally pointed j width equal
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to half tlie length : seen from tlie frontj ovate, widest below
the middle, pointed above, broadly rounded below. Shell

thin, semltransparent, sparingly and minutely punctate, or

often perfectly smooth, somewhat granular in appearance.

Colour yellowish or reddish brown. Length -gV mch.
Ilah. Dykes on the site of Whittlesea Mere, "Whittlesea
Dyke ;" rivers Nene at Peterborough, Cam at Ely, and Ouse
at Lynn ; Wroxham, Barton, Somerton, and Ormesby
Broads.

Though generally distributed throughout the East-Anglian
district, this remarkable species appears to be rather rare as to

number of individuals j nor have we succeeded in finding a

trace of animal structure in any specimen that we have exa--

mined. The minuteness of the shell may perhaps partly

account for its apparent rarity ; and as we have not met with
it except in dredged material, we presume that it is a creeping

rather than a swimming species, and probably inhabits ex-

clusively the muddy bottoms of the broads and rivers.

Genus Aegillcecia, G. O. Sars.

ArgiTlGe-cia^) aurea^ nov. sp. (PL VIIL figs. 4, 5.)

Carapace, as seen from the side, compressed, subovate, some-
what depressed in front, nearly of the same height through-
out; height much less than one-half of the length; extre-

mities rounded, the anterior narrowed and oblique : superior

margin straight or very gently convex in the middle, curv-

ing gently downwards at each extremity ; inferior very
slightly convex along its whole length. Seen from above,

OA'ate, acuminate in front, rounded behind
;
greatest width

situated in the middle, and about equal to the height. Sm*-
face of the shell quite smooth ; colour golden yellow.

Length -V inch.

Hah. Iliver Ouse at Lynn.

But one specimen of this species was noticed ; and we place

it provisionally only in the genus Argilloecia.

Genus Caxdona, Balrd.

Candona Candida (Miiller), var. tumida, (PL IX. figs. 13-15.)

Throughout the East-Anglian district occurs a form of this

species differing from the typical C. Candida chiefly in its ex-

cessive shortness and tumidity. In the female the greatest

height is equal to nearly two-thirds of the length, and the width
to more than half of the length. Seen from above, the extremi-

ties are very abruptly tapered, giving an almost elliptical

contour. The male is much more compressed, but more tumid

than in the ordinary form of the species. The lucid spots are
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arranged in a rosette^ five in number^ each being broadly
cuneate in shape^ their apices directed towards the centre of

the group.

It is remarkable that Candona compressay Koch^ which
occurs also very abundantly throughout the district, likewise

puts on an excessively tumid form, differing almost as much
from the typical form as does the variety of C. Candida just

described (see PL VIL figs. 8, 9).

Hah. We have found the tumid variety of (7. Candida
abundantly in the dykes in the neighbourhood of Whittlesea,
also in the rivers Nene, Cam, and Scheldt, in Barton Broad,
and in the Warn burn, Northumberland. The normal form
occurs also constantly throughout Norfolk and Suffolk, and,
so far as Ave know, throughout the kingdom. Candona com^
pressa we found in all our East-Anglian gatherings, except

those from Hickling Broad and the rivers Bure and Ouse.
The two forms of C. Candida run into each other so much

that it is sometimes difficult to say whether an example should
be referred to the species or its variety. The rosulate disposi-

tion of the lucid spots, however, and the peculiar reticulation

of the posterior portion of the shell (figured in the ^ Mono-
graph of Recent British Ostracoda'), are usually visible only

in the tumid variety. We are not aware that this form ever

occurs in localities entirely uninfluenced by the tides.

Candona Kmr/sleit) nov. sp. (PL IX. figs. 9-12.)

Carapace of the female, as &e(in from the side, subreniform

;

greatest height near the middle, and equal to half the length
j

extremities rounded : superior margin boldly arched, inferior

rather deeply sinuated in the middle. Seen from above,

ovate, width somewhat less than the height, greatest in the

middle
;
pointed in front, sharply rounded behind. Shell of

the male, as seen from the side, more deeply sinuated be-

low ; the dorsal margin obscm'ely sinuated m front of the

middle, and more arched than in the female : seen from

above, much more compressed : shell thin and fragile,

colourless, showing the limbs of the animal distinctly

through it. Length of the female Vt inch.

Ilah. Eiver .Nene ; Barton, Horsey, and Hickling Broads

;

Breydon Water.

The specimens from the last-mentioned locality somewhat
differ from the rest, but probably belong to the same species.

It is with much pleasure that we dedicate this elegant spe-

cies to the Kev. Canon Kingsley, in acknowledgment not only

of tlie great services which he has rendered and is still ren-

dering in popularizing the study of natural history, but also

Ann.&Mag.N.IIisU Ser. 4. VoLyu 2
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of his kind assistance in the prosecution of our researches in

the Fen-district,

Candona diapTiana^ nov. sp. (PL V. figs. 1-3.)

Carapace of the male (?), as seen from the side, elongated,

suhreniform
;
greatest height situated behind the middle,

and equal to less than half the length ; obtusely and evenly

rounded in front^ obliquely behind ; superior margin highest

at the posterior third, thence sloping almost in a right line

and with a very gentle declivity forwards, very steeply and

with a slightly concave curve backwards ; inferior margin

gently sinuated. Seen from above, compressed, tapering

equally and rather suddenly to the extremities, which are

pointed- sides subparallel; width scarcely equalling one-

third of the length. The hinge-margin of the left valve is

suddenly produced towards each extremity into a very con-

spicuously overlapping curve, the posterior being much
larger than the anterior. Shell-structm-e as in the preceding

species. Length ^V ii^ch.

Hah. Ormesby Broad, and the river Nene at Peterborough.

One specimen only from each locality. From the com-
pressed outline and very pronounced characters of the shell,

we suppose this to be probably the male. The limbs are not

sufficiently preserved to indicate the sexual character through
the shell,

Candona liyalina^ nov. sp. (PL IX. figs. 5-8, and
PL V. figs. 4-11.)

Carapace of the female, as seen from the side, reniform, highest

near the middle ; height scarcely equalling half the length
j

extremities rounded, the posterior obtusely ; superior margin
well arched, but behind the posterior third distinctly hol-

lowed out and steeply sloping ; inferior distinctly sinuated

in the middle. Seen from above, ovate, widest in the mid-
dle, with acutely and equally pointed extremities • width
equal to one-third of the length. Hinge-margin as in (7.

diaphana ; the cmwed projections, however, scarcely so pro-

minent, more so in the male than the female. Shell of the

male more compressed; seen from the side, tlie inferior

margin more deeply sinuated j superior margin excessively

elevated and gibbous in the middle, behind which it sud-
denly dips and slopes steeply backwards with a marked
concave curve. Shell-structure as in the two preceding
species. Superior antenna sparingly setose, last two joints

of nearly equal length, about twice as long as broad, the

rest shorter and thicker j inferior antennas destitute of any
proper setose brush, the place of which is occupied in the
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male by three short sctge with much thickened bases. Man-
dibles narrow and weak, but armed with long teeth (fig. 6)

;

branchial appendage formed of one long ciliated seta, and
one much shorter and lancet-shaped- second pair of jaws
in the female bearing as usual a simple or indistinctly

jointed conical palp (fig. 7), in the male a very large

abruptly curved hook-shaped appendage ; no branchial

plate. Mucus-glands (testes ?) of the male very small and
abnormal in structure^ consisting apparently of a thickened

cylinder^ which is beset with marginal and transverse rows
of obscurely radiated tubular or filamentous structure (fig.

10). Copulative organs of exceedingly complex structure,

composed chiefly of a large oblong lamina, from Avhich

springs a strong hook-shaped j^i'ocess ; attached to these

are also several other tortuous and spinous or hook-like

appendages (fig. 11). Postabdominal rami (fig. 9) well

developed ; two long and nearly equal terminal claws, and
one minute seta ; also from the border of the ramus, a little

below the middle, one long slender seta. Length of female

a 6 inch, of male -rg inch.

Hab. Site of Whittlesea Merej Wroxliam^ Barton, and Ormes-
by Broads.

This and the preceding species, (7. diarpliana^ have in com-
mon two very remarkable characters—the abruptly curved

hinge-margin of the left valve, and the gibbous dorsal margin
with its hoUowed-out posterior tennination. Some species

described and figured by Fischer ("Uebcr das Genus Cypris'*'^)

very closely approach them ; but none, so far as Ave can judge,

are identically the same : those most nearly allied are Cypris

TtvulartSy pellucida^ fabceformiSy and conipressa. The small

number of our specimens and the imperfect preservation of their

animal structm-e have prevented our ascertaining as accm'ately

as might be wished many points of their minute anatomy

;

and though we think it likely that this group might with

propriety form the basis of a new genus, for the present we
refer them to Candonay to which they exhibit the closest

resemblance.

Genus MeTACYPEIS, nov. gen.

Shell moderately strong and thick. Seen from the side, the

outline is subrhomboidal, rounded in front, and obscurely

angular behind ; the posterior portion of tlie hinge-margins

produced angularly. Seen from above, heart-shaped, ex-

cessively trmiid, widest behind the middle : ventral surface

deeply impressed along the central and posterior portions of

the median line. Hingement formed on the right valve by
2*
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a laminated angular projection anteriorly (fig. 7 c)^ poste-

riorly by a strong rectangularly produced flange (fig. 7 d^

fig. 5 d^ and fig. 9 1?), from which projects a single sharply

cut toothy the flange itself being continued round the poste-

rior margin of the valve (fig. 9 e) ; on the left valve by a

deep sulcus behind, and a shalloAvcr one in front (fig. Qfg)*
Except in front and at the supero-posteal angle, the margins
of the valves are incui'ved considerably, so that the actual

contact-margins embrace a much smaller area than that of

the entire shell j the right valve is larger than the left.

Animal unknown.

Metacypris cordata^ nov. sp. (PL VI. figs. 1-9.)

Carapace excessively tumid and depressed : seen from the

side, subovate or subrhomboidal, highest in the middle

;

height equal to more than half the length : anterior extre-

mity well rounded, posterior obscurely angular: superior

margin gently arched, produced at its posterior extremity
into an angular process, corresponding in position to the

posterior hinge-joint ; inferior margin distinctly convex,
curving upwards behind, in front rather deeply and abruptly
sinuated at its junction with the anterior margin. Seen
from above, the outline is heart-shaped, pointed in front

;

posterior extremity broadly rounded and indented at the
junction of the two valves

;
greatest width situated behind

the middle, much greater than the height, and equal to

about five-sixths of the length ; the lateral margins are

boldly cm'ved and somewhat sinuous in the anterior part of
their course j end view subreniform, depressed ] sides ex-
cessively convex ; superior margin arched and shghtly in-

dented in the middle, inferior deeply sinuated in the middle,
where, however, it is encroached on by the downwardly
produced anterior margin. Surface of the valves closely

set with small rounded impressions, which are arranged in

longitudinal rows, running on the ventral surface into inter-

rupted furrows ; ventral surface deeply and broadly sulcate

along the greater part of the median line. Colom' brownish
yellow. Length -^^ inch.

Hah. Eivers Nene, Cam, and Scheldt, Wroxham and Barton
Broads, and Breydon Water. Scarce in all these localities.

We much regret that we have been unable to find a trace of
the animal structure of this remarkable species, all om- speci-

r

external

mg
ioubt as to the propriety

ut it is not so clear whe
Cypridse or the Cytheri
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Genus Cythere, Muller.

Cythere fidicida^ nov. sp.

Carapace, as seen from tlie side, trapezoidal j height equal to

not much more than one-third of the length ; extremities

narrowly rounded below, above the middle sloping steeply

upwards to the short and straight superior margin, which
theyjoin at an obtuse angle ; inferior margin almost straight,

but slightly protruded in front of the middle by a rounded
tubercular eminence. Seen from above, elongated, sub-

hexagonal, with parallel sides and obtuse or subtruncate

extremities : the two anterior angles well marked, the pos-

terior rounded off; width equal to the height; seen from
below, the ventral surface exhibits at its anterior angles tw^o

prominent rounded eminences, behind which it becomes
slightly constricted, again swelling out into a convex mar-
gin behind the middle ; the outline on this aspect Is thus

remarkably fiddle-shaped. End view triangular, apex
rounded off, basal angles prominent and acute, sides convex,

base concave. Shell marked with irregular and sinuous

longitudinal rugee, which on the concave ventral surface are

especially conspicuous. Length ^V iuch.

Hob. Estuaries of the rivers Thames, Scheldt, and Meuse

;

very rare in all these localities. One specimen has also

occurred in a dredging from the north of Scotland.

Genus Cytheridea, Bosquet.

Cytlieridea lorosa (Jones). (PL VIII, figs. 6, 7.)

A peculiar form of this species, which occurs commonly
throughout Norfolk and Suffolk, but has not yet been found

in the recent state elsewhere, requires a few words of notice.

It agrees closely with the typical fossil specimens described

by Professor Kupert Jones, and differs from the common recent

form only in the presence, on the sides of the valves, of se-

veral large rounded eminences or tubercles, which are variable

as to number and position ; but the appearance of a Avell-

marked example may be understood from our figures. The
single infero-posteal spine is perhaps les?^ frequently present

than in the smooth form. Both the smooth and torose forms

occur abundantly in many localities, and sometimes in com-
pany, and both exhibit their peculiar characters In very early

stages of growth; but there are many grades between perfectly

smooth specimens and the strongly marked valves represented

in our plate*. We find the smooth form (<7. littorah's^ Brady),

* I take this opportimity of witlidrawing au opinion recently expressed

by me as to the synonymy of the present species, in a paper on the
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which we propose to call var. teresy commonly in the river-

outlets and salt-marshes of Northumberland and Durham, in

the rivers Ouse (Yorkshire and Norfolk) ^ Deben, Stour, Cam,
BurCj Thames, Scheldt, and Meuse, in all theb roads visited

by us except Wroxham, in Lake Lothing and Breydon Water,

and in the dykes about Whittlesea. The typical torose form

we have not found at all north of Norfolk; but it occm'S in all

the broads known to us, except Barton, in Lake Lothing and
Breydon Water, and in the river Bm'e : it thus appears to be

peculiar to the East-Anglian district. It is wortliy of note that

this species has not occuiTcd to us at all in Scotland, except in one

gathering from the Clyde near Dumbarton Castle (var. teres)
^

though that it is not a strictly southern species is shown by
its occurrence abundantly, according to G. O. Sars, in Chris-

tianiafiord. It is remarkable also that, though occurring

abundantly in the dykes on the site of Whittlesea Mere, it

was not found in the closely adjacent river Nene.

Cytheridea inceqiialis^ nov. sp. (PL IX. figs. 1-4,)

Carapace, as seen from tlie side, subtriangular
j
greatest height

situated in the middle, and equal to two-thirds of the length
j

anterior extremity broadly rounded, posterior broad, scarcely

rounded : superior margin excessively arched, highest in the

middle, sloping with a gentle cmwe towards the front, more
steeply behind, where it is obscurely angulated. Seen from
above, lozenge-shaped

;
greatest width in the middle, equal

to half the length ; extremities obtusely pointed ; end view
subtriangular, twisted. Bight valve very much smaller than

the left, its superior and posterior margins obtusely angu-

lated in the middle j anterior margin fringed with a row of

eight long and sharp spines directed forwards and down-
wards

;
posterior margin having at the lower angle one long

and four smaller rudimentary spines : left valve devoid of

spinous armature, and overlapping the right throughout its

entire circumference. Surface of the shell polished, obscurely

" Crustacean Fauna of the Salt-Marshes of NorthuniLerland andDuiliam"
(see T^atiual-Historj' Transactions ofNorthumberland and Durham, voLiii-

p.l2o). Not having at that time seen any recent^orose carapaces, Iwasled to

refer the imperfect specimens in Prof. Rupert Jones's collection to a closely

allied species, C lacimtris (G. O, Sars), to which it is indeed prohahle that

one or two of Prof. Jones's examples may he referred; but his figin-es

given in the Monograph of the Tertiary Entomostraca clearly represent

the form now under consideration. I therefore withdraw the specific

name littorah'Sy and revert to the nomenclature adopted in my 'Monograph
of the Recent British Ostracoda/ considering the form there called Cy-

theridea torosa^ and aftei^wards liftoralis, as a variety (teres) of that origi-

nally described by Prof. Rupert Jones.—G. S. B.
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waved, impressed with distant rounded punctures : lips of
the valves much thickened and rounded, those oi the
ventral surface somewhat depressed. Animal unknown.
Length -^ inch.

Hah, Dredged in the river Cam at Elj. One specimen only
taken. '

We have already mentioned that several Ostracoda and
some fragments of other animals (^oA^'?^w5-spines and shells of
Balanus) were met with in our dredgings from the river Cam.
The fragments of Echinus and Balanns must be regarded as

fossil, and may have been derived either from some posttcrtiary

deposit or from the Gault. It becomes difficult under these

circumstances, where the animal itself is absent, to decide

which of the Ostracoda are recent and which fossil specimens;
but that from which our present" description is taken is alto-

gether so unlike a fossilized shell, being semitransparent,

highly polished, and In almost perfect condition as regards the

preservation of its spines and surface-markings, that we can
scarcely doubt its recentness. If it be really so, it constitutes

a most interesting addition to the fauna, not only by reason of

its peculiar configuration, but of its occmTCnce m fresh water.

The only known recent species at all nearly resembling it is

G. Sorb^ana^ Jones (r7e?^toto,Sars), which exhibits the same dif-

ferences in the form of the right and left valves,but differs greatly

in general form. Some of the fossil specimens obtained in the

river Cam belong to strongly splnect and probably deep-sea

species. But associated with them occurred examples of se-

veral species usually found at the present day living in estua-

ries or in littoral marine situations : these we regard as being

of recent origin j they are as follows:

—

Fontocypris trigo-

nella{T)j Cythere castanea^ C, villosa^ G. laticari?ia {?)j Gythe-

ridea torosa^ var. teresj Loxoconcha eUi2yticay L, tamarinaus.

Genus Loxoconcha, G. O. Sars.

Loxoconcha pusillaJ nov. sp. (PL A III. figs. 1-3.)

Carapace, as seen from the side, subrhomboidal, nearly equal

in height throughout ; height equal to half the length j ex-

tremities obliquely rounded ; superior and inferior margins

straight. Seen from above, the outline is regularly ovate,

widest in the middle, exh-emities nearly equally acuminate,

width considerably less than the height Shell delicate and
fragile, faintly rugose, and marked also with a few scattered

hairs and papillae. Length -^ inch.

Hob. Montrose Basin, Firth of Forth ; rivers Wansbeck,
Blyth, Deben, Ouse (Norfolk), and Scheldt. Scarce in all

these places.
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Its small size and peculiar shell-structure distinguish it

readily from X. elUptica and tamarindus^ with which alone it

could be confounded.

Loxoconcha fixtgiliSy G. 0. Sars. (PI. X. fig. 3.)

Loxoc(mchafragiUs^(j, 0. Sars, Oversigt af Xorges marine Ostracoder^p.6o.

Shell of the female^ seen from the side^ suhrhomhoidal
j
greatest

height situated in front of the middle^ greater than half the

length ; anterior extremity rounded, posterior produced be-

low Into a short obliquely truncated process ; superior mar-

gin moderately arched over the eyes^ thence sloping back-

wards
J

inferior sinuated in the middle^ convex behind.

Seen from abovej compressed
;
greatest width situated in

front of the middle, and much less than the height
;
poste-

rior exti'emity slender and produced. Shell of the male
narrower; length equal to twice the height ; superior margin
nearly straight and horizontal

;
posterior extremity obtusely

rounded below. Valves excessively thin and fragile^ almost

transparent, ornamented sparingly with very small tubercles

and but slightly hairy. Antennaa very slender; second

joint of the superior short, much shorter than the united

lengths of the two following, and shortly pilose on the an-

terior margin, last three joints much elongated and nearly

equal
J
third joint of inferior antennae very narrow, its an-

terior margin smootli, without any setge. Feet very slender,

second joint of the last pair about equal to the conjoined

length of the two following. Copulative organs of the male

obtusely produced in front. Eyes confluent. Length of

female -^ inch.

Hah. Montrose Basin and Budle Bay»

The few specimens of this species which have occiUTcd to

us consist only of separated valves, from one of which our

figure was drawn*. The description given above is taken from

G. O. Sars.

Genus Cttiieeura, G, O. Sars.

Gytlierwra jpropinqiia^ nov- sp. (PL X. figs. 1, 2.)

Carapace, as seen from the side, subrhomboidal, approaching

C. similis in shape
;
greatest height situated in the middle,

and equal to about half the length ; anterior extremity well

and evenly rounded, posterior produced in the middle into

an obtuse subtruncate process : superior margin evenly

arched, inferior straight or very slightly sinuated. Seen

from above, compressed ovate, slender and acuminate In

front, broadly mucronate behind; greatest width behind

written

dredjnnf>*.D*"0
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the middle^ and veiy much less than the height. Animal
unknoAvn. Length -^V i^ich.

Hah. Thames estuary.

Genus Poltciieles^ nov. gen.

Shell fragile, structureless. Carapace oblong^ higher behind
than in front ; lucid spots ten to twelve, linear-oblong or

vvedge-shaped, arranged in a subradiate manner in front of

the centre of the valve. Seen from, the side, comjKessed,
oblong, subovate : seen from above, ovate, acuminate in

front, obtusely rounded behind. Valves unequal, the right

much larger than the left. Limbs of the animal verj short

and stout, strongly armed with short curved claws and
bristles

; superior antennae six-, inferior four-jointed^ and
bearing strong terminal claws ; mandible simple, weak
(having no palp?), armed at the extremity with four or five

small slender teeth; first maxilla composed of a broad,

squarish basal portion, from the distal border of which
spring eight long and strong cuiwed setae, and from its an-
terior extremity a long biarticulatc digit, which terminates

in four curved claws, two of which are long, and two short;

second maxilla consisting of four digits, the anterior larger

and stouter than the rest, biarticulatc, and terminating in

four slender claws, the other three single-jointed, small and
slender, each tenninating in two long sctse ; at the base a

large branchial plate suiTOunded by about thirty plumose
processes. First pair of legs small, almost rudimentary,

four-jointed, second and third five-jointed, the third mucli

the longest, its last joint armed with two strong curved

claws and one shorter seta ; the longer of the two claAvs

twice the length of the shorter. Abdomen ending in a

short conical process. Copulative organs of the male of

complex structure, the basal portion (on each side) consist-

ing of a subrhomboidal acuminate lamina, the apical portion

of an irregularly shaped plate produced laterally into an
aliform process, and on the distal margin into a short,

strong hook. Female probably viviparous.

Polycheles Stevensoniy nov. sp. (PI. VII. figs. 1-7,

and PI. X. figs. 4r-14.)

Carapace of the female, as seen from the side, oblong, depressed

in fi'ont, height equal to more than one-third of the length

;

extremities obliquely rounded, anterior narrowed, posterior

broad and obtuse : superior margin nearly straight, cm'ving

downwards in front of the middle ; inferior sliglitly sinuatcd

in the middle. Seen from above, ovate-acuminate, widest

near the posterior extremity, greatest width about equal to
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the height
;
posterior margin indented in the middle at tlie

junction of the two valves : end view nearly circular. Shell

of the male somewhat more compressed, when seen from

abovCj having the greatest width near the middle. The
right valve much overlaps the leftj especially in the middle

of the ventral margin. Superior antennae excessively short

and stout, the joints much broader than long, except the

last two and the first, whose breadth and length are nearly

equal j all the joints except the first armed with very strong

cm'ved setae, the longer of which are nearly equal in length

to the last five joints of the antennae, the shorter equal to

the last two joints. Inferior antennae also very short and
stout ; terminal claws nearly straight^ with upturned extre-

mities ; last joint very short, with two stout, equal, apical

spines
;
penultimate with three apical spines of equal length

and one short seta, antepenultimate with one long and one
rather shorter seta ; basal joint thicker, having two slender

setae rising from independent bases. Joints of the second
and tliird feet gradually decreasing in length from the first

to the last j the longer of the two terminal claws equal in

length to the three preceding joints ; second and third joints

armed on the posterior margins with several short sharp
setse or prickles. The shell is pellucid or milk-white, often

slightly granular in appearance, and showing through it

the limbs of the animal, as well as the ova and fully deve-
loped young. The infero-posteal angle of the shell is beset

with a dense tuft of microscopic beaded hairs (fig. 14).

Length 3V inch.

Hah. Whittlesea Dyke, and on the site of Whittlesea Mere

;

the rivers Nene, Cam, Ouse, Deben, and Scheldt; Lake
Lothing and Breydon Water; and the broads of Wrox-
ham, Barton, Horsey, Hickling, Somerton, Ormesby, and
Oulton.

Amost extensively distributed and abundant species through-
out the East-Anglian district, the only gathering in which we
failed to find it being tliat from the river Bure^ which it may
be said was made under very unfavourable circumstances.

Except in the river Scheldt, P. Stevensoni has not yet been
found outside of this district, where its great abundance in

many situations renders its apparently restricted habitat the

more striking. This species, with Goniocypi^is mitra and
Metacypris cordata^ may be looked upon as the salient feature

of the peculiar Fen fauna. We have much pleasure in

dedicating it to Henry Stevenson, Esq., the accomplished
author of the ^ Birds of Norfolk/ to whose kind interest in the

objects of our visit to the district we are indebted for much of

om- success.
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Table IL Illusirating tlie distribution of Ostracoda.—Groups II. and III. English Fen-district and Holland.
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34: Mr. E. R. LanlvGs"ter on t'he use"of

II.—On tlie use of the term Homology in modern Zoology

^

and tlie distinction hetween Homogenetic mid Homoj^Jastic

agreements. By E. Rat Lankestee, B,iV, Oxon.

Whilst tlie adoption of the theory of evolution has "broken

clo-wn the notions at one time held by zoologists and botanists

as to the existence of more or less symmetrical classes and

groups in the organic -^Yorld, established by some inherent law

of Natm-e which limited her productive powers to arbitrary spe-

.

cial plans or types bf structure^ and has taught us to see^ in the

variously isolated and variously connected kinds of animals and

plants^ simply the parts of one great genealogical tree, which
have become detached and separated from one another iji a thou-

.

sand different degrees^ through the operation of the great de-';

stroyer Time^ yet certain terms and ideas are still in use which
belonged to the old Platonic school^ and have not been defined

afresh in accordance with the doctrine of descent. The notion

of the possibility of classifying organisms acciirately by means
of diA'ision into large groups of equal v^luc and significance,

these again being divided into smaller groups of equal sub-

ordinate value, and so on, is still almost universally preva-

lent, although one of the first conclusions to which we are led

by a consideration of Darwin's doctrine is that the groups into

which we may be able to cast the few and scattered samples .

of organic development known to us must be in every way
most unequal and dissimilar, the line which we can draw in

one case being sharp and clear, in another much less certain

and definite, sometimes including a vast variety of minor
groups, sometimes embracing definitely marked large groups^ -

in no case offering us examples of two series of forms strictly
^

alike in extent and simificance : and thus it is rendered im-O ' / ' ' ' ^ -

possible to indicate the genetic relations of organisms by the

use of the neat and symmetrical system of terms generally

employed (consisting of kingdom, subkingdom, class, order,

family, &c.). To do this adequately, additional terms are

required (and, indeed, have been proposed), and the important

fact has to be held in mind that we have not to search out a sup-

.

posed symmetrical disposition of organisms existing in natm^e,

'

but to simply indicate as clearly as we can the sequence of

forms and the innumerably various gaps in the series.

The term "homology'' belongs to tiie Platonic schoolj but

is nevertheless used without hesitation by those who reject

the views of that school. Professor Owen (who first clearly

defined this term, in developing those researches into the

agreements of essential structure under various modifica-

tions by which the biologists of the first part of this con-
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the term Homology in modern Zodtogy. 35

tuiy so much advanced science) would understand by Itomo-
logne ^^the same organ in diiFerent animals under every
variety of form and function j" by analogue^ " a part or organ
in one animal wliicli has the same function as another part or
organ in a different animal." But how can the sameness (if

we may use the word) of an organ under every variety of
form and function he established or investigated ? This is,

and always has been, the stLmibling-block in the study of
liomologies without the light of evolutionism ; for, to settle

this question of sameness^ an ideal ^^type" of a grouj) of
organisms under study had to be evolved from the human
mind, after study of the component members of the group

;

and then it could be asserted that organs might be said to be
the ^^same" in two animals which had a common representa-

tive in the ideal type.

This reference to an ideal t}q)S was the only criterion o

homology
; and yet we find those who have adopted the doc-

trine of evolution making use of the term ^Hiomology" with-

out any explanation. The study of homologies v/as brouglit

under a very important influence from the appreciation of the

value of developmental changes in indicating the similarities

or distinctions of organs ; and before the appearance of Mr.
Darwin's theory many zoologists were turning to embryology
as a surer guide than ideal archetypes in tracing the identitiea

of structure in organisms j so that, refusing to commit them-
selves to the Platonic theory, they were ready to receive the

flood of light and explanation which the doctrine of descent

shed upon the meaning and nature of homologies.

What, then, are we to suppose that an evolutionist means

when he asserts that an organ A in one animal is homologous

with an organ B in another animal? It is clear that he can-
' consistently have the same meaning as a Platonist • and

it appears that, from the force of habit or some^ accidental

cause, the term homology is used at the present time in the

old sense by many authors who accept the doctrine of evolu-

tion, or at any rate not with any definite meaning which has

been agreed upon by those who belong to the new school.

Without particularizing the authors whose views are alluded

to, we may mention the attempt to trace the liomologies of the

bones of the skull in detail through the vertebrate series, the

homology of the chain of nerve-ganglia of Arthropoda with

the sympathetic of Vertebrata, the homology of the four cavi-

ties of the heart and also of the individual muscles of the

limbs in Sauropsida and Mammalia, and cf^peclally the so-

called serial homologies of the fore and hind limbs in Vertebi-aia

and of the teeth of the upper and lower jaws.
3*
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Witlioiit doubt the majority of evolutionists would agree

tliat by asserting an organ A in an animal u to be Iiomologous

witb an organ B in an animal yS^ tliey mean that in some i

common ancestor k the organs A and B were represented by
an organ C^ and that a and ^ have inherited their organs A

^

and B from k. Though this is the definition of homology
which we should expect from an evolutionist, it is yet not that

which seems to be implied in the cases above cited; and on
investigation it appears that there is something more con-

tained in the Platonist's term "homologue/' which must be
separated and distinguished from the idea of genetic commu-
nity of origin. It will be found^ in fact^ necessary to have \

two terms in place of tlie one " homologue^" and to broadly

distinguish the nature of the resemblances to whicli they are

applied. Structures which are genetically related^ in so far as

they have a single representative in a common ancestor^ i^^^J

be called Jiomogenous. We may trace an liomogeny between
them^ and speak of one as the homogen of the other. Thus
the fore limbs of Mammalia, Sauropsida, Batrachiaj and Fishes
may be called, so far as their most general structure is con-

cernedj homogenousy but only so far as relates to general

I

i

3

\
4

I

structure ; for if we endeavour to trace these groups back to a
common ancestor, we find that, by the time that ancestor is

reached, the limb has become a very simple form, and that

which Mammalia, Sauropsida, Batrachia, and Fishes have in-

herited from this common ancestor is but the rude outlines of
an appendage: it is only thus far that their limbs can be
called homogenous. If, however, we compare the fore limb
of Sauropsida and Mammalia, it is possible to go a step further

with the homogeny ; for the common ancestor of these groups
we may suppose to be (for the sake of illustration) among
the immediate ancestors of the Batrachia; and so far as the

*

fore limbs of Mammalia and Sam-opsida present evidence of
that simple skeleton and system of muscles which we have
reason to believe their pr£e-Batrachian ancestor possessed, we
may assert their homogeny, but no further : details not trace- V

able to and inherited from the ancestor cannot be homoge-
nous. And now, if we turn to tlie examples of structures

whose homologies have been recently discussed by writers
who, there is good reason to believe, accept the doctrine of
evolution, we shall see that in tracing Jwmohgies they are not
confining themselves to tlie elucidation of what it is here pro-
posed to term liomogemes. Since, in all probability, the Ver-
tebrata have diverged from the stock which gave rise Xo the

^

Arthropoda at a point in the series where the nervous syste mis
of the simplest and most rudimentary kind, it is only to a small
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extent that there is homogenj between the chain of nerve-
ganglia of Arthropods and tlie sympathetic ganglion-sjstem
of Vertehrata—merely an agreement which is so general that
we can only say that the nervous system as snch in i\i(- U\o
cases is in the most general way liomogenous^ and must seek
for some other cause to accomit for the more detailed resem-
blance of the insect's nerve-chain to the vertebrate sympa-
thetic. In this case we see that in discussing so-called
^^ homology/' two kinds of relation have been in question.
Again, it may perhaps be admitted that the common an-
cestor of the osseous Fishes and Mammalia had a skull oi
decidedly undiiFerentiated character^ Avith a much less amount
of segmentation than is observed in the skulls of cither of
these groups. It is only in so far as they have parts repre-
sented in the common ancestor that we can trace liomogeny in

these groups
; and yet the Jiomology of a vast number of bones

m the skulls of the two is discussed and pointed out. In
particular may be mentioned the mammalian incus^ malleus,

and other parts in their region which have been identified

homologically Avith particular bones in the suspensorium of
-the lower jaw of the fish* It will be allowed that the lioino-

geny is of a much less detailed kind, and will only admit of

the assertion of a genetic relation between the regions in which
these bones arise, the particular result of segmentation in each

.case being not homogenous, since the common ancestor of

osseous fish and mammalia was in all probability a fish in

which segmentation of the lower jaw and suspensorium had
-been carried to a very small extent. So, too, with regard to

the homologies of the same bones with the Sauropsidan sus-

pensorium* grecment
greater detail than Is indicated by the condition of this region

in the supposed common ancestor of Mammalia and Sam'op-

mcus

•ij
7

another case, the fom' cavities of the bird's heart are generally

regarded as homologous with the four cavities of the mamma-

* The supposed caaes of homolog-y here given are used to illustrate tlie

riiiciple under discussion. The latest views ^hich have been advanced

)y Prof. Huxley on the homologies of the malleus and incus and neigh-

bouring parts are acceptable if we recognize homogeny, since he dwells

rather on the identity of the cartilaginous arches than on the correspon-

dence of individual segments ; but I am not sure that ho means to speak

of homogenetic relation when he sar^^ *' The operculum and ^uboperculnm
' (of fishes) together answer undoubtedly to potential hard parts in the

mammahan concha of the ear" (Brit. Med. Journ. (Abstract) loGOy

p. 37o}.
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lian lieart ; but since the common ancestor of mammals and

birds in all probability had but three cavities to its heart, the

ventricles are only liomogenetic as a wholCj and not each to

each. The disposition of the aorta and the important light

throAvn on the origin of the muscular right auriculo-ventricular

valve of the bird's heart by comparison with an Ophidian or

Lacertian heart, harmonize decidedly with the conclusion that

the riG:ht ventricle of the bird is not homo^renetic with the

right ventricle of the mammal. But it is said to be homo-
logous. Why? What is there more involved in the term

homology which here, again^ as also with regard to the bones

of the skuUj is not implied in the term homogeny ? When
it is sought to establish a detailed homology between the

muscles of the pectoro-humeral region in Mammalia, Birds,

and Keptiles (as^ for instance, is done by my friend and teacher.

Professor Rolleston, who concludes that the mammalian sub-

clavius is the homologue of the pectoralis secundus of the bird,

and of the epicoraco-humeral of the Iguana, and the mamma-
lian coraco-brachialis longus of the pectoralis tertius of the

bird and of the middle part of the coraco-brachialis of rej^tiles),

we surely are not to understand that these muscles are homo-
genetic, that the common ancestor of Mammalia and Saurop-

sida possessed all these muscles, and has ti-ansmitted them to

its descendants. The common stock of these groups most
certainly had not such a specialization of this part of its mus-
cular structures. What, then, is it that produces so close a

resemblance in the disposition of these parts as to lead one to

speak of homology ? What is the other quantity covered by
the term homology over and above homogeny ?

The consideration of one more case, that of serial homolo-
gies, will bring us to this : Unless it be maintained that the

vertebrate animal is an aggregate of two individuals, one re-

presented by the head and aiTns, the other by the legs, no
genetic identity can be established between the fore and hind •
limbs. And since no one will maintain such a constitution for

the Vertebrata (though it is exceedingly probable that the

earliest segmentation which they exhibit is a remnant of sucl

a history), the possibility of serial homogeny is out of the

question in Yertebrata, though the segments of Arthropoda,
Vermes, and other tertiary aggregates present it. And yet

we speak of serial homologies j and it is possible to trace a
very remarkable correspondence between the bones and mus-
cles of the fore and hind limbs. AVlxat is the nature of the

correspondence between fore and hind limb which is called

"serial homology?'* If we can ascertain this, we may expect

to ascertain at the same time the natm^e of the corrcspoodence

\
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which is not homogenetic and yet is recorded as "homology "

in the study of the cranial hones, of the hones and muscles of
the extremities, and of other organs. The answer to this
inquiry appears to he found in the following considerations.
When identical or nearly similar forces, or environments, act
on two or more parts of an organism wliich are exactly or
nearly alike, the resulting modifications of the various parts
will be exactly or nearly alike. Further, if, instead of similar
parts in the same organism, we suppose the same forces to act
on parts in two organisms, which parts are exactly or nearly
alike and sometimes homogenetic, the resulting correspon-
dences called forth in the several parts in the two organism;
will be nearly or exactly alike. There will he, I imagine, no
kind of difficulty to the evolutionist or student of Mr. Herbert
Spencer's writings in admitting the above propositions ; and
it is in accordance Avith the principle they set forth that serial

homologies and much else which, together with v/hat is here

distinguished as homogeny, has been included under homology
may be explained. I propose to call this kind of agreement
homoplasis or Jiomojylasy. The fore legs have a homoplastic

agreement with the hind legs, the fom' extremities being, in

their simpler form (e. g. Proteus^ which must have had ancestors

with quite Rudimentary hind legs), very closely similar in

structure and function. To a very considerable extent the

movement and support required from the fore and liind limbs

in subsequent developments of this stock, whether towards

Mammalia or Sauropsida, would be the same j
and hence the

muscular and skeletal parts Avould agree in many striking

details, these details serving as the groundwork for further

modifications when the cliaracter of a fl^^ing, grasping, or

offensive organ was assumed by either pair of extremities*.

The muscles of the pectoro-humeral rcgion^ are homogenetic

in a general way in mammals and Sauropsida ; but such de-

tails of agreement as that between the pectoralis major of

mammals and the gracilis of Iguana^ the subclavius and tliQ

fleeper head of the pectineus, the coraco-brachialis and part of

the obturator externus, wc must set down to tlie fact that they

are to a great degree honioplasts,—simiUir forces or require-

The coucomitant variatiou of fore and hind Kmb in such matters a3

feather-growth seems to point to a somewhat closcv relation hetwecu

these pai'ts ; bnt it is quite conceivable that such a nutritional relation

should arise in the course of time by a soi-t of delicate balancing of the

forces of the oro-anism, which would cause the distiu-bance of equilibrium

m
Oi

one part to affect simultaneou.slj another part equally and pinularly.

•jrans which stand in this nutritional relation to one another may bo

termed honiolropliic ; such are teeth and hair, eps and ear?, and others

enumerated by Mr. Bar^vin, as Well as fore and huid limbs.
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ments operating on similar materials in the two stocks, the

Mammalian and Saiu'opsidan, having produced results in the

way of structure which have a certain agreement* Whatj
exactljj is to he ascribed to homogenj; and what to homoplasj,
in the relations of this series of structures, is a mattca: for

careful consideration. As was remarked above, the right

ventricle of the bird's heart is not homogenous with the right

ventricle of the mammars heart, nor the left with the left;

but the two cavities in each case are homoplastic—the same
conditions as regards the maintenance of animal heat and
other matters belonging to the circulation, which evoked or

were the cause of the perpetuation of this structure in the one

case having er[uallj operated in the other. As to the bones of

the skull, the room for diversity is not very great when the

homogenous basis is given which all higher Vertebrata have
inherited from a common ancestor ; but there can be no doubt
that many of the bones in the fish's skull are not homo-
genous with those of other Vertebrata, whilst they appear to

be related as homoplasts. That similar forms may arise in

this way in the skulls of two divergent stocks, and lead to

close correspondences which are not traceable to homogeny, is

indicated by the fact that membrane-bones corresponding in

position and relations in the skulls of one group to cartilage-

bones in the skulls of another group are observed*. The
membrane-bone in this case is certainly not homogenous with
the caitilage-bone ; but it is homoplastic with it ; and in the
same w^ay it is veiy probable that membrane-bones in two
skulls are in some cases only homoj)lasts, though they may
have been the subject of speculation as to their homology.
The mammalian malleus and mandible present an homogeny
of the general region only, when compared with the bones of

the suspcnsorium and low^er jaw of the fish, the individual

bones of which, as well as the opercular bones, are not repre-

sented in the mammalian skull by coiTCsponcling individual

bones, and not even by homoplastic developments. The
Sauropsidan suspcnsorium, in being segmented, presents a
closer homoplastic agreement with that of osseous fish ; and
probably a true homogenetic correspondence is to be admitted
in the quadrato-articular articulation of Fishes and Saurop-
sida.

It may be said that the term ^^ analogy," already in use, is

sufficient to indicate what is here termed "homoplasy;" but
analogy has had a -wider signification given to it, in which it is

* As an example, tlie cnttilape-boiie in the fish's skull, -which Mr.
Parker proposes to call pterotic, till lately considered the honiolog-ue of
the squamous ip piammala, may be cited*
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found very useful to employ it^ and it could not be used -with

any accuracy in place of liomoplasy.' Any two organs having
the same function are analogous^ whether closely rescniLling
each other in their structure and relation to other parts or not

;

and it is well to retain the word in that wide sense. liomo-
plasy includes all cases of close resemLlance of form which are

not traceable to liomogeny, all details of agreement not homo-
genous, in structures which are broadly homogenous, as well
as in structures having no genetic affinity.

There may be other less direct causes at worlc in pro-

ducing homoplasy besides an agreement in environment or

external evokmg conditions ; such a cause is indicated in the

remarkable cases grouped by Mr, Darwin as correlations of

growth, and for which the term homotrojjfiy may perhaps be
foimd useful.

An illustration of the distinction between homoplastic and
homogenetic agreement in form may be seen in the possible

origin of the forms of tlie weapons and utensils of various

races of men. Two races, A and B, Avithout commimication,
may devise a stone axe or a canoe of similar form : the resem-

blance is in this case homoplastic* The Inventors have learnt

in the same school, indeed ; but that school is the school of

necessity, as Professor Huxley once observed with regard to

the Indian stone implements. In the course of time the axe
or canoe Is improved on and perfected in various ways by the

race A, and this particular form of Instrument becomes widely

spread and slightly modified in various branches of tlie race.

The various modifications are all homogenous, traceable as

they are to one original pattern which has been improved

upon. They have, howe^-er, still merely a homoplastic agree-

ment with the instruments of the race B, which may have

become similarly Improved.
Besides the cases of simple homoplasy which have not been

discriminated from homogeny, but indicated under the common
terra homology, there are others which may be citedj wliich

have less commonly or never been accounted for by calling

them cases of homology. Among the simplest of these, we
have the jointing of an appendagCj ^uch as the antenna of an

insect and of a crustacean, the individual joints of which arc

homoplastic, though they have never been considered homo-
logous—or, again, the calcareous shell of a cirriucde and a

multivalve mollusk, wdiich are to a great degTee homoplasts,

though their homology has not been maintained for many
years. The beak of a bird is to a considerable extent homo-
plastic with the beak of a chelonian, the dorsal and cauda 1

fins of a cetacean with those of some fish, the seta? oi Acan-
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tTiohdellea with those of Ch^topods ; "but zoologists would he-

sitate to assert homology in these cases, and it certainly seems

improbable that there is homogeny. What Mr. Spencer calls

^^ superinduced segmentation^ hitherto included by many
zoologists as serial homology, falls under simple homoplasy,

the detailed resemblances of the vertebrpe being thus explained^

though it is possible that there is an obscured homogenous
segmentation indicated in the earliest stages of vertebrate

development.

I trust now to have said sufficient to illustrate the distinc-

tion which I wish to draw between homogeny and homoplasy,

and to have shown a probabihty that a good deal of the latter

has been associated with the former under one head, ^^ homo-
logy," It is less likely to cause confusion if we have a iiew

term than if we amend an old one, which is my reason for not

retaining " homology." It is not improbable that homoplasy
tnay admit of further analysis ; but it is sufficient here to dis-

tinguish it from homogeny. I do not propose to defend

against criticism the cases I have used in illustration. The
views suggested with regard to particular cases arc open to

much discussion, and the views alluded to as being commonly
held may in some instances be not very widely prevalent.

This, however, does not afiect the matter in hand. Concrete

cases are given merely with a view to illustration, and to

render clear what is the relative significance of the terms

•^homology," ^^ homogeny," and ^^ homoplasy."

AVhat is put forAvard here is this,—that under the term
'' homology," belonging to another philosophy, evolutionists

have described and do describe two kinds of agreement—the

one, now proposed to be called ^^homogeny," depending simply

on the inheritance of a common part, the other, proposed to be

called ^^lomoplasy," depending on a common action of evoking

causes or moulding environment on such homogenous parts,

or on parts which for other reasons offer a likeness of material

to begin with. In distinguishing these two factors of a com-
mon result we are only recognizing the principle of a plurality

of causes tending to a common end, which is elsewhere recog- «
nizable and has been pointed out in biological phenomena.
The explanation of the phenomena by the one law of homo-
logy is a part of that tendency to view Nature as more simple

ancl more easily mastered than she really is^ against which
Bacon cautions us.

I am persuaded that some valuable results may be obtained

from an investigation of the numerous problems of homology
by the light which the discrimination of homogenous and

homoplastic formations can afford. " The discrimination is a

^4»
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matter of time and labour^ but is feasible. Besides tlic liomo-
logies of tbc vertebrate skeleton and muscles, I would mention
the various vascular systems of the Invertcbrata as likely to

be better understood in this manner. The vascular system of
leeches, with its haemoglobin, is not homogenous with that of
Cha^topods, though closely homoplastic with it : its relation to

thd nervous system, segment-organs, its develo^nncnt, and the

probable ancestral relations of the Leeches and Trematodes
lead to this conclusion. Yet most zoologists would consider

these two vascular systems homologous, or perhaps only qualify

the term by refusing to regard them as strictly homologous.
Again, the h[emochyle or blood-lymph system of Vertebrates

has no homogcn, or but a very rudimentary one, in the other

;roupS of animals. The vascular fluid of mollusks and insects

has a homoplastic agreement Avith one part of the vertebrate

ha^mochyle, viz. the lymph, whilst the haemoglobin of anne-

lids and of the i)lasma of some insects' and mollusks' vascular

fluid corresponds functionally with the red corpuscles.

Another distinction, of more importance, v/hich a con-

sideration of homogcny and homoplasy suggests, relates to

the segmentation in various groups of the Annulosa. Leav-
ing the question as to the origin of this segmentation, by
arrested gemmation or otherwise, on one side, we arc led

to conclude that in any case such repetition is not necci^ari]^

a proof of affinity, is not necessarily homogenous in the ani-

mals compare dj but may be simply homoplastic. The An-
nelida, on the one side, and the Arthropoda, on the other,

are probably entirely unrelated, so far as their segmentation

is concerned, eacli having sprung from a distinct unisegmental

ancestor, the primitive Anneliclan and Arthropodan Iiaving

been possibly very little alike, even in their unisegmental

stage, and having only a more remote ancestral coinicxion,

difficult to conjectm-e. Thus, then, the ganglion-chain of the

two groups, and their points of contact m tegumentary deve-

lopment, sense-organs, &c., are simply homoplastic, and not

homogenous.
- Zoology has been for some time embarrassed with the refer-

ence of all segmented Invertcbrata to a common type, and

the supposed homology of their segmented structures. This

difficulty may, it is suggested, be possibly solved by the

admission of true zooid-segmentation as being frequently due

to homoplasy, and not by any means necessarily an indication

of genetic affinity.
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III.

—

Lii^t of Coleoptera received from Old Ccdahar^ on the

[Continued from toL t. p. 438.]

s

[Plates II. and III.]

PaciiydissuSj Newm.

fi
1856, p. 340.

g. de Zool,

Obscure cinereus; capite ovato^ pilis brevibus aureis antice

posticeque incluto, versus tboracem minutissime tuberculato,

sulco longltudinali in fronte valdc impresso
;
palpis^ mandi-

bulisj labioj clypeo primoque articulo antennanim (valido

clavato scabro sulcatoqiie) iiigrls ; oculis subcontigulsj am-
lis, supra profunde emarginatis ; antenuls corj)ore vix

ongioribuSj articulis elongatis^ 5-10 ad apicem subaugu-

latis ; thorace subrotundato, antiec posticcque constricto,

transversini grossc plicatOj pilis aureis dense vestito^ sed in

parte dorsali nigro (ad latus anterius ciini tubcrculo magno);
scutello triangulari ; eljtris punctulatis ad Iiumerura rcct-

angule subrotundatis^ ad apiceni oblique truncatis ; spina

suturali acuta ; femoribus cinereo-ferrugineis^ longitudine

costulatis.

Long. 8-13 lin., lat. l|-3-|- lin.

Brownisb black, covered witli a short, ashy-grey, velvety

pubescence, except on the head, tliorax, and tarsi, where it is

replaced by silky, irregularly interrupted, brownish golden

hairs. Head strong, deeply channelled above. Eyes very
projecting, making the liead at its widest nearly as broad as

the widest part of the thorax, coarsely gTanidated, strongly

cmarginate above, and almost touching each other; a golden

brownish-yellow pubescence both in front of and above the eyes

and on the front of the head. Labruni piceous* Palpi and
mandibles black. Antenna in the males about a fourth or

a fifth longer than the body, in the females very little longer

;

with the first article thick, punctate, pitted, Avith a sludlow

channel on the upperside, blackish, the remaining articles

elongated, and those from the fifth to the tenth inclusive some-
wdiat angulated at the apex. Thorax rounded, constricted in

front and behind, covered with large, short, transverse folds,

which are interrupted by oblique channels, producing a sort

of coronet-shaped space a little before the base on the posterior

part of the disk, which is black and free from pubescence, as

is a narrower dorsal middle space continuing on to the front of

the thorax ; the yellowish-golden pile occurs in patches on the

rest of the thorax—one at the base in front of the scutellum,

one on each side a little behind the middle, and one on each
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side nearer tlie front and not so far apartj others on the side
near the anterior and posterior angles ; near the anterior mar-
gin,^ on the side, is a large tnberele, and a smaller one a little

behind and further from the side, a longitudinal channel lead-
ing from the one to the other. Scutcllum triangular and im-
punctate. Elytra flattened, parallel, of the breadth of the
thorax, truncated at the apex^ each with iv^o spines j their

surface has a dull opaque ground, and is covered in the middle
with small, scattered, shallow punctures ; these become very
few and fine towards the base, and wholly disappear towards the
apex

; clothed with a fine, hoary-grey, velvety down, changing
its reflections in different lights. Legs rather long ; the thighs
reddish or brownish red, and feebly keeled on the inferior

margin ; underside blackish, clothed with the same lioary pile.

Abdomen with five abdominal segments.

Very few specimens have been received, but their size has
been very various.

2^ Pacliydissus dilatatus^ Chcvr. Eev. et Mag. de Zool.

1856, p. 567.

Serlceo-luteus
;
palpis, antennis pedibusque fernigincls ; oculis

amplis, nigris ; thorace elongato, antice valde et postice late

attenuato, stiicto et recto, in lateribus et in medio fusco,

longitudine insequall et snbpllcato ; elytris minute punctatis,

ultra medium infuscatis, sublto dilatatis, dein obliquis, et

apice recte truncatls.

Long. 4|-5 lln., lat. 1 lln.

One of the smallest species of the genus, silky, and of a pale

cinnamon-colour. Head strong, rounded, with a short pile,

reddish and somewhat rugose only on the posterior part.

Eyes large, black, almost united behind, deeply emarginate

above. Slandibles obscure. Antennae ferruginous, with the

first article thick, rounded, the third a little longer than the

fifth, the sixth equal to the third. Thorax at least twice as

long as broad, very attenuated, margined and straight in front,

more broadly behind, unequal, and with short transverse folds

in the middle ; its colour is brownish black, Avith two longitu-

dinal lines and the middle in front silky ; a lateral ridge

borders the silky part ; the sides are rounded. Scutellum <^f

an obscure ash-colour, rounded triangular. Elytra a little

broader than the thorax, nearly three times as long, shortly

rounded on the outside of the shoulder, parallel for two-thirds

from the base, suddenly widened and narrowing oblI(|ucly

afterwards, and then truncate at the extremity ; they liave a

punctured space, and a small, oblique, blackisli line in the
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middle of the elytra near the dilatation ; tlie margin at that

place is also obscm^e. Abdomen of an obscure silky grey, of

five segments, which are nearly ec[ual, but which diminish in

size towards the extremity.

This was not among the species which came to me from Old

Calabar j it was procured by Mr, Hislop, and by him commu-
nicated to M. Chevrolat^ in whose collection (now in the British

Museum) it now is,

Allogastee^ Thomson.

AUogaster annulq^es, PI. Ill- fig. 2.

Corethrogaster anmilipes^ Chey. Eev, et Hag. Zool. (185o) p. 183,

Cinnamomeus j capite rotimdato, anguste sulcato, genis

,
late nigris ; antcnnis flavis, palpis rufis ; thorace in dorso

septemtuberculato, lateribus obtuse unidentato ; elytris

acupimctatis, duabus iineolis obsoletis costiformibus, postice

rotundatis et parce fulvo setosis (foemina)..

Long. 11 lin.j lat. 4 lin.

Pale cinnamon-coloured, with the apex of tlie thighs black.

The figure given in Pla4:e III. renders it unnecessary to say
more by way of description,

'

Rare. In the British Museum and my collection.

An African form, the only other species being from Sene-
gambia.

DiASTELLOPTEEUS, Thoms.

Diastello'pteTUS clavatus.

Paristenna davata, Clievr. Eev. et Mag. Zool. (1855) p. 513.

Alatus, crebre punctatus, luteo-fuscus ; oculis, antcnnis (primo
articulo fulvo, tertio dilatato), pedibus, pectorc abdomineq[ue
nigris ; elytris costulis octo.

Long. 6^-7 lin., lat, 3 milL

Only one example. The species ranges from Old Calabar
to Gaboon.

Paeistemia, Westw.

Paristemia apicalis, Westw. Arcana Ent. ii. p. 57,
pi. 64. fig. 2 ? J

var. costata.

The Old-Calabar specimens are a little broader and stouter,

and the lateral tubercle on the thorax stouter and straighter,

than those from Sierra Leone. The tubercle in the Sierra-
Leone specimens which I have seen has a yery slight tendency
to look backwards, which is not the case in the Old-Calabar in-
dividuals. At first I distributed specimens under the name of P,
costata

J
which has led Prof. Lacordaire (Gen. Col. ix. p. 162)

_
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to say tlmt a tliird species is .known in collections under tlie

name costata^ Murray ; but I am now satisfied that the differ-

ences are not specific, and that it is only a climatal variety,

I cannot agree with Prof. Lacordaire in placing this species

in the same genus as the preceding {Biastellqptertts). The
difierent form of the thorax and the ditferent facies of the whole

r

animal seem to call for the erection of a difierent genus for

each. Similar reasons lead me to preserve the genus Amphi
desmus of Serville for the Brazilian species of this type of

LongicornSj instead of sinking it in Paristemia ofWestwood as

Lacordaire has done. I preserve that name for the West-
African form, to which it was originally applied Ly our great

English entomologist.
• It appears to me, too, that the relations of afiinity of tliis

genus and its allies are greater with the Lepturidse {Desmo-

cerus &c.) than with any other group ; and I have placed them
accordingly wdiere, thanks to Prof. Lacordaire, it seems now
generally admitted that that group ought to be taken in.

This is another instance of affinity between Brazilian and

West-African species.

Callichroma, Latr.

1. Calh'chroma afiuMj auct.

Ceravihyx afer, Linn. Mantis. Plantar, p. 532 j Drury, iii. 1. pi. 39. fig. 4.

(iter, fab. Syst. El. ii. p. 268.

Occasional.

This species seems to range all along tlie coast from Senegal

to Old Calabar. It belongs to a type whicli is especially cha-

racteristic of Brazil and West Africa. Tlie smallest species

of the genus, and distinguished by the elytra rapidly attenu-

ated behind, the light-grccn opaque elytra, bright golden

suture, and red legs. Gallkliroma assumes a number of dif-

ferent forais and facies ; and although it is impossible to find

good generic characters by which to define them, the eye can

easily detect and separate tliem. 0. afrum and its allies,

which follow, are of this character ; and I claim them as in-

stances of the extension of Brazilian species into Africa or of

the converse.

Affine

'allichroma cakaratum, Chevr. Kev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1856, p. 341.

G. alLifarst, attamen latius et brevius, vipdi-lffitura,

nitidiore in marginibus thoracis suturaque
;
palpis, antennis

pedibusque ferrugineis, femoribus infra emargmatim calca-

ratls et abrupte clavatis, po.sticis elongatis ; capite punctato,

longitudinc sulcato ; thorace transverslm plicato, angulose
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clentato ; scutello acutissimo ; elytris creLeninie nigulosis
;

corpore infra viridi, segmentis abdominalibus infra anguste

fascis.

Long. 12^ lin.j lat. 3^ lin.
* »

Belongs to the same type as (7. ajrxim^ and near Callichroma

ciTbitarsej but shorter and proportionally broader at the shoul-

ders^ of a green more or less tender and brilliant, obscure on

the margin of the elytra, and brighter on the suture and on

the scuteUum and anterior and posterior sides of the thorax.

Antenme and legs feiTuginous, tarsi paler. Head narrow,

brilliant, very finely punctate in front, very densely in the

middle and behind ; three longitudinal channels in front, and

a transverse one betvv'cen the eyes. Labium emarginate, ob-

scure ferraginous. Mandibles elongate, conical, green, and

mgosely pnnctate at the base, black and smooth towards the

tip, a little sinuated on the inner side. Eyes black. Thorax
as long as broad, straight, and bordered in front and behind

with a basal fold situated betw^een two transverse grooves,

lightly convex and flattened on tlie disk, and with four obtuse

tubercles. The disk is finely rugulose, and has some trans-

verse or oblique wrinkles ; lateral spine stout, obtuse, brilliant,

and irregularly punctate. Scutellum very pointed. Elytra of

an obscure and velvety green, very densely and finely rugu-

lose, more coarsely wrinkled and punctate behind the scutel-

lum ; they are broad and rounded on the shoulders, and dimi-

nish by degrees to the apex of the sutm"e. Body below of a

brilliant green with whitish pubescence
j
posterior margin of

the abdominal segments obscure feiTuginous. Posterior thighs

with a very slight tooth on tlie underside near the apex, caused

by a feeble emargination (female).

Apparently rare. In my collection.

3. CaUicliroma simuJatiany Chevr. Eev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1856, p. 342.

C calcarato simillimum, sed differt statura minore, antenms
gracilioribus et femoribus clavatis, sed non dentatis ;

viridi-

prasinum
; caj)ite rugose punctato, antice trisulcato j tliorace

vage pimctato, in dimidia parte postica arcuatim rugato

acutius spinoso j elytris rugulosis, subparallclis, ad suturara

flavido-sericeis.

Long. 9 lin., lat. 2| lin.

Belongs to the same tj^e as Callichroma calcaraiitmj and is

veiy like it in colour, but smaller, with more slender antennse

and thighs, not dentate, of a fine tender vegetable-green.

Head more stronsrlv and somewhat nio-oselv i>unetate in front.

L

\

i
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otherwise marked nearlj as m G. calcaratum. Mandibles
shorter^ green at the base, black at the point. Palpi, antennae
(first article somewhat obscure), and legs ferruginous. Tho-
rax straight, constricted, bordered and brilliant on the anterior
and posterior margins, with a small basal fold, faintly punc-
tate and smooth behind the liead; arched wrinkles cover the
posterior two-thirds ; the sides are polished^ slightly bluish,
and the lateral spine, although tolerably stout, is sharper.

Scutellum triangular, punctured, and golden ; it has a cliaanel

m the middle, and two small depressions in front. Elytra
subparallel, rounded on the shoulder, and a little more nar-
rowly at the apex, finely rugulosc and longitu-dinally f\\intly

impressed wnth the remains of one or two depressed lines

;

sutm-e entirely of a yellowish green. The four anterior

thighs are abruptly swollen ; and the posterior are long, flat,

and gradually thickened. Body below of a clearer green,

and covered with a whitish pubescence ; the margins (both

anterior and posterior) of the abdominal segments are nar-

rowly blackish. Pygidium subconical, black, green only at

the extremity (female).

Apparently not common. In my collection.

4. CalUchroma ohscuricome, Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1858, p. 52.

Simillimum C. afro^ Linn., differt ah illo statura, caplte,

thorace eljtiisqiie "brevioribus ; liis ad apicem latiusciilis,

subpavalleliSj in sutura aureo-viridibus, necnon albicantlbus.

Alatum, pimctatum, viride ; capite antice subquadratiim, ad

latera siilcato et marginato, vage et fortltev punctato, sulco

frontali longlore
;

palj^is, labio pedibusquc rubris j
maudi-

bulis apice, oculis antennlsque nigris ; thorace transverso,

rugis integris parvis tecto, punctulato, antice posticeque

recto et late constricto, ad basin canaliculato, aureo, costul;

superposit

I

scu-

tello triangulari, producto, aurato ; elytris viridi-obscuris,

singulatim rotimdatisj pectore et abdomine viridi-albicanti-

bus, subsericeis.

Long. 9 lin., lat. 4 lin.

This

Linn., but may be distinguished bj

/>

Altogether the head, thorax, and elytra are shorter; tiie latter

are parallel, and do not become more attennated posteriorly,

and, instead of being green passing into whitisli, are copperj^-

green ; and, moreover, the antenna-, instead of being ferrugi-

nous, are black.

Kare. In my collection.

Ann. d: Man. N. Hist. Ser.4. Voly'i. 4
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5. CalUchroraa clirysogrammaj Clievr. Rev* et Mag- d. Zool.

1855, p. 514.

Virkll - auratum ; caplte (longitudlne) et tliorace (latitucline)

plicatis; scutello elytrisque (obscure rugose punctatis)

vittis duabus obliquis yiridi-aureis ; tliorace infra^ pectore

aTbdomineque virentlbus, albido-sericels-

Long. 7^ lin.j lat. 1\ lin.

Of tlie size and form of C. vittafum^ Fab.j and of a brilliant

golden green* Head punctate, raised between the antenna,

longitudinally grooved and plicate,with curved wrinkles behind*

Palpi short; maxillary obscure, labial red. Mandibles punctate,

wrinkled, green, black at the apex. Eyes black. Antenna?

red, with the first article obscure. Thorax as long as broad,

of a beautiful golden green, with very regular transverse folds,

which are curved behind the middle ; smooth and irregularly

punctate below the sides ; depressed, strongly plicate, and con-

stricted neat the inferior margin in front • median angles ob-

tuse ; in the middle of the back is a longitudinal line marked
by a depression. Scutellum triangular, moderate, golden, and
punctate. Elytra obscure, rugosely punctate, each with a

coppery line which proceeds from the exterior of the shoulder

and goes to the extremity of the suture. Underside of the

body of a pale green covered by a Avhitish silky pubescence.

Legs entirely ferrughious.

Eare. None received by me. M. Chevrolat described it

from si)eciraens received by Mr. T. Gray of Glasgow.

6.

1856, p. 436.

Bev

Planiusculum, nignim ; capite violaceo- vcl cceruleo-viridi

;

aneis

quatuor anticis tarsisque totis cinereis ; tliorace viridi, elon-

gato, transversim rugato, lateribus posticis splnoso ; elytris

opacis, rugose 2>unctatis, nigro-cyaneis, vitta lata communi
postice attenuata et abbreviata virescente ; corpore infra

viridi, lanugine alba induto.

Long* 8 lin*, lat, 2 lin*

^
Flattened, narrow, and attenuated behind* Head of a fine

violet or bluish green, abruptly truncate and raised between
the antenna?, punetiu-ed in front, longitudinal channel narrow*
Mandibles, palpi, labrum, clypeus, and eyes black. Antemiae
slender, angular, flattened, grooved longitudinally, bluish black,
velvety j

first article club-shaped, strongly and rugosely punc-
tate, with a spine or claw at the apex j second very small ; third

very long, suddenly swollen, and of a shining black at the apex

:

\
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foiirtli and fifth a little longer, and terminating in an angle ; the
rest simple. Thorax subcylindricalj elongated, of a deep bril-

liant green, coA^ered with entire transverse wrinkles, furnished
w^ith^two small tubercles behind near the base and near a small
longltuctmal ridge ; lateral spine situated a verj little beliind
the middle. Scutellum triangular, depressed, of a deep
blackish green, marked by a small lateral stria. Elytra flat,

as broad as tlie thorax at its widest, rounded on the shoidder
(with a strong depression inside of it) and at the apex, marked
bj an abbreviated longitudinal middle nervure and by a broad
green sutural stripe, which begins behind the scutellum and
gradually diminishes in breadth until it disappears about a
fifth or fom'th from the extremity. Legs black, changing into

blue according to position ^ thighs moderately abruptly swollen;

anterior tibite and all the tarsi clothed with a silveiy-grey

pubescence.

This belongs to a different and more parallel and elongate

type than the preceding species.

In my collection. Apparently rare.

7. Callicliroma cinereij>es.

Ztiajms cinereipes, Clievr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1856, p, 437,

Mimitlssime coriaceum, supra vlridi-cjaneum, infra viridi-

splendens ; mandibulis, oculis, antennis pedibusque ater-

rimis; tarsis posticis cinereis; tliorace lateribns augulo.se

producto et 8uj)ra dcprcssOj antice coiistricto posticeqiic arete

tricostato.

Long. 11 lin.j lat. 5 lin.

This "belongs to a different type from 0. afium, C. calca-

ratttm, &c. It is very like Ceramhyx ccerideus, Oliv. Finely

rugnlose, green mixed with Blue above, and a fine brilliant

green below. Head raised and longitudinally groored be-

tween the antennae, rugosely punctate, green, blue on the

sides, ti-i-emarginate in front. Parts of the mouth orange.

Labial palpi black. Mandibles pmictatc, conical, that on the

left most projecting, green at the base, black, smooth, and re-

curved at the apex. Labrum transverse, feebly depressed and

emarginate. Clypeus almost straight. Eyes black. Antenna

ebony-black, third article twice the length of the fourth.

Thorax rounded, unequal, angular near the anterior margin,

compressed near the head, and the base ivith three transverse

contiguous raised ridges, a strong dorsal depression on each

side, between which is a green cruciform line, whicli is punc-

tate. Lateral tubercles thick and obtuse, almost glabrous, and

with scarcely any punctation. Scutellum trianguUir, depressed

Missou. r

BOTANICAia
GARDEN.
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and punctate. Elytra of the breadth of the thorax, rounded

on the slioukler (a small longitudinal depression within), and

more narrowly at the apex, smooth, green and more brilliant

at the apex, with the suture bluish and depressed in the mid-

dle at its posterior part. Legs smooth, of an ebony-black

;

the four anterior thighs abruptly swollen, posterior elongated

and club-shaped
;

posterior tibice long, flattened. Tarsi

blackish, grey below^ posterior clothed with a silvery ashy
pubescence.

I have only seen one specimen, which is in my collection.

M. Chevrolat described this as aLttopusi but the characters

of that genus, as exposed by Prof. Lacordaire (Genera des

Coleoptercs, ix. p. 23), forbid its being ranked with it. It pro-

perly belongs to the genus CallicJiroma : for example, one of

the characters of Litopus is to have the thorax rounded on the

sides, and without spine or tubercle, while in Callkliroma it is

tuberculate j and the thorax of this sj^ecies has thick and obtuse

lateral tubercles or spines. The other characters also agree
with those of Gallichroma^ and I have therefore removed it

to that genus.

LiTOPUS, Serv.

IjitopiiH glahricollis

.

T
m

Facie simillimus CalUchromati ejyiscojmlij sed thorace diifert

omnino. Planiusculus, niger vel nigro-cyanescens ; capite

nitido, supra viridi, subtus nigro ; antennis carinatis oximino

ut in C. episcopali^ pedibusque clavatis, nigro-cyaneis

;

thorace subgloboso, supra planato, glabro, nigro-cyaneo,
lateribus parum viridibus, Isevissime sparsim acupunctatoj
elytris opacis, rugose punctatis, mgro-cyaneis, vitta lata

communi jDOstice attenuata et abbrcviata virescente; corpore
infra cupreo et cupreo-viridi, densissime punctato, lanugine
brevissima parum albida induto.

Long. 12 lin., lat. 2-2\ lln.

Exceedingly like Gallichroma ejyiscojmle^ scarcely any dif-

ference can be noted in the antennre, the parts of the moutl1,

the legs, and the elytra ; but the head differs somewhat, and
the thorax entirely. Flattened, narrow, and attenuated behind.
Mouth, eyes, antennjs, upper side of thorax, and legs black
or bluish black ; head, sides of thorax and scutellum green.
Elytra blue-black, with a sutm-al stripe of green, broad in

front,^ gradually attenuated behind, and terminating before
reaching the apex. Head ii-regularly impressed and punctate,
witli three foldings in the middle between the eyes, and other
irregular folds and grooves. Thorax large, at its widest
nearly as broad as the base of the elytra, subglobular^ flattened

m
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above, smooth^ glabroiiSj faintly^ fiucljj and distantly acii-

punctate, narrowed both in front and behind; the anterior
margin

^
sinuate

J
the posterior straight j a slight longitudinal

fovea in front in the dorsal line, the basal naiTowed
parts with small plieai on eaeh side running outwards and
backwards from the middle line; sides brilliant, almost im-
punctate, widest behind the middle. Scutellum triangular,

Tiollowcd, and terminating in a point. Elytra square at the
base; shoulders rather prominent, with a hollow on their

inner side, surface shagreened, blackish blue, running into

green at the suture, the green becoming narrower behind, and
disappearing before it reaches the apex : a faint trace of a line

running longitudinally from the base, inside the shoulder, to

tlic apex ; each elytron somewhat acutely romidcd at the apex.

Underside coppery and coppery-green, opaque, and so finely

and closely punctured as to appear shagreened, and with a
very short whitish pubescence, only visible in some lights.

Legs as in Callichroma e^nscojyale.

nly one specimen ; in my collection.

1

LiTOMECES*, nov. genus vel subgenus.

Genus vel subgenus affinis Promeci^ diiFert ab illo antennis

tenuibus hand incrassatis versus apicem ; capite et thorace

valde elongato ; elytris parallelis ; femoribus elytrorum

apice longioribus.

Litomeces s^lendidus.

Promeces splendidiis, Cbevr. in Thorns. Archives Eutom. ii. 243, pi. xiv.

fig. 2.

Linearis, parallelus ; capite antlce prolongato, aureo-cupreo
;

antennis nigris, corpore parura longioribus, articuHs clou-

gatis, seeundo curto, ceteris fere a^qualibus ; thorace anreo-

cupreo nitido, subcylindrico, antice parum atteiiuatn, pannn

punctato; scutello subcordiformi, punctato, viridi ; elytris

^ thorace vix longioribus, humeris rotundatis, fere parallelis,

versus apicem paululo dilatatis, Ifete viridibus versus su-

turam, nigro-viridibus ad latera; pedibus la^te cyaneo-

nians.

Long. 8^-9 lin., lat. 2 lin.

P
like the Chsteromeriis imiyeriaUs of White. It differs from the

true Promeces by its more delicate form, as Avell as by the

characters e-iven above.

r^auie compound
shares the characters.
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Head narrow^ prolonged in front, of a brilliant glabrous golden

copper-colour, sparsely punctate ;
it is keeled and grooved on

its anterior margins, and a tolerably deep longitudinal channel

extends to a little beyond tlie foreliead. Palpi brownisli black,

pale at the apex of the articles. Mandibles black, wrinkled,

punctate, sharp, smooth and cm'ved at the extremity, tolerably

dilated on the interior marojin, and furnished with a tooth

with an emargination near the base. Labrum transverse,

nan'ow, black. Clypeus almost cut straight. Eyes rounded,

emarginate above, black. Antennae a little longer than the

body, black, with elongate articles almost equal (with the ex-

ception of the second, which is short). The first is thick,

rugosely prmctate ; its base has a transverse notch, and its

apex is feebly angular. Thorax of a very brilliant golden

copper, subcylindric, straight both in front and behind, more
slender and attenuated near the anterior edge, wrinkled on the

base, with small and distant punctures. Scutelluni subcordi-

fonn, punctate, brilliant green. Elytra very closely punctate,

ud, as it Avere, shagreened, scarcely broader than the thorax,

rounded on the shoulder, a little dilated towards the apex,

which is rounded j they arc of a fine green on the inner half,

and a blackish green on the outer half. Breast and abdomen
of a more delicate green ; the segments, which are five in

number, have their posterior margin blue. Legs of a fine

indigo-blue ; the four anterior thighs are suddenly swollen,

the posterior are longer, passing beyond the elytra, and gra-

dually thickened without becoming very strong ; the apex of

the four anterior tibiae, as well as the first pair of tarsi, has

an ash-coloured pubescence, and the remainder are fringed with
that colour.

I have not received this. M. Chevrolat describes it from
the collection of the late General Eeisthamel. It is now in

the British Museum (Chevrolat^s collection).

a

COKDYLOMEEA, SerV.

1. Cordyli

Parallela, linearis; mandibulis, oculis, antennis, scutello,

tibiis, tarsis, geniculis et clava femoruni posticorum nigris

;

palpis, hibro et clypeo ferrugineis ; femoribus anticis et me-
cliis atque pedunculo posticorum rubris ; eapite nigro vire-

scente, thorace supra chalceo ; elytris dorso cupreo-viriclibus,

lateribus late et sutura tenuiter ca^nileo-viridibus ; corpore

pubtus saturate "brunnco ; eapite parum punctate, antice

, fortiter impressg; antennis longitudinc corporis parum lon-

gioribus, primo articulo clavato, secundo parvo, 3-7 later!

?

^^^
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interne apice spinosis^ 8-11 liaiicl spmosis, sed latere ex-
terno^angulatis; thorace subcylincWco, nitido, paulo poiic
margincm anteriorem constricto ct illic laevi et vix puuctii-
lato, medio latiorc, imprcsso, sat fortitcr utriiupic puuctato^
ad basin constricto et transversim rugato • scutello posticc
foveato; cljtris parallelism dorso planis, apiec deutatls^

punctatis ; femoribus fortiter abru])tc clavatis ; tibiis et

tarsis jmbe argenteo-cinerea vestitivS.

Long. 6 lin.j lat, 1^ lin,

^
Parallelj linear. Mandibles^ eyes^ antennas, scutelluni,

tibifBj tarsij knees, and club of the posterior thighs black
j

palpij labrum, and clypeus ferruginous; anterior and middle
thighs and peduncle of posterior thighs red ; head black and
virescent, greenest behind ; thorax above brassy ; elytra cop-
peiy green on the back and rich blue-green on the sides, ajoex,

and sutui'c, broadly on the sides, narrowly on the suture and
apex; underside dark brown. Head finely punctate, more
coarsely ^o in front behind the clyjjeus, deeply impressed by
a transverse line drawn across from near the anterior angle of

the eyes, with a transverse ridge between the antenna?, and
with a hollow and a faint longitudinal line there ; the hollow
behind this ridge is punctate and transversely wrinkled. An-
tenna} a little longer than the body, witii the first article not

pubescent, rather thick and clavate, and finely punctate, the

rest clothed wdth fine silvery cinereous pubescence ; the fiecond

article small, the next fi\ e moderate and nearly equal in length,

except the fourth, which is shortest, thickened at the apex,

and each with a Bharp S2)ine at the inner angle of its apex, the

first spine being the largest nnd tlie remainder gradually dimi-

nishing in size, until in the seventh article it is scarcely per-

ceptible; the next three articles without spines on the inner

side, but flattened and with an angle on the outer side, the last

article eniarginate at the apex on the outer side. Thorax sub-

cylindrical, shining, narrowed a little behind the front and nt

the base, widest in the middle, bulging out so as to look

slightly nodose, the narrow part in front smooth and very

slightly punctate, that at the base ti*ansversely wrinkled, tlie

intermediate part rather thickly, distinctly, and irregularly

punctate, with a depression on each side of the disk and an-

other longitudinal one on the sides, and a smooth, shining,

clear space in the dorsal line. Scutellum impunctate, hollowed

out in the back part. Elytra flattened, parallel, linear, scjuarc

at the base, with the shoulders pruniinent, and a.hol]uvvw>ii

the inner side of them reacliing nearly to the base of the 5>cu-

tellum, oparjuo, except at the base, which is shining, covered

with not very close, scattered pimctvu'cs, the apex terminating
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in an incnrved tooth or spine. Underside opaque j with a dull

concolorous velvet pile. Thighs with the club large and abrupt;

tibi^ and tarsi clothed witli a fine cinereous pubescence.

Found both at Old Calabar and other parts of the west

coast.

2. Cordyhmera rnjicornisy Chevr, Rev. et Mag, d. Zool.

1855, p. 283.

Affinis C. sjyhncorm^ Fab. {torridum^ Oliv.), sed minor, medio-

criter et sat crebre punctata/viridis ; antennis, thorace infra,

pectorc pedibusquc rufis
;

thorace antice posticeque con-

stricto ] eljtris snigulatim in sutura aculeatis.

Long, 1\ Kn,, lat. If lin.

This is very near the preceding species {G. gratiosa of

Dejean)j but differs from it bj its antenna?, which, instead of

being black, are red. Tlie elytra are more flattened, the thighs

more suddenly SAvollen, and the green colour aboA-e is more
tender.

In the British Museum (Chevrolat's collection).

3. Cordyhmera suturaliSj Thomson, Archiv. Ent. ii. p. 155
(1858) • Chevr. Archiv. Ent. ii. p. 242, pi, 14. fig. 3.

Pra^cedenti valde affinis ; capite, antennis, thorace et scutello

nigris
; thorace bituberculato ; elytris singulatim apice acu-

leatis
;
pedibus nigris ] tibiis anticis et tarsis pube cinerea

vestitis ; subtus pube plmnbeo-argentea vestitus.

Long. 9-10 lin., lat. 2 lin.

Distinguished from G. sptnicornis and G. rujicornis by its

black legs, its white silky underside, &c*

[To be continued.]

TV,—-Descrij^tion of a LahyrintJiodont AnipMbian^ a new
Generic JFbrm^ obtained in the Goal-shale at Neicsham^ near

Newcastle'iq)on-2]/ne. By ALBANY Haxcock, F.L.S., an^
Thomas Attiiey!

[Plate I.]

The fossil Vertebrata of the Coal-shale overlying the High-
main seam at Newsham do not yet appear to be exhausted,

notwithstanding the great attention that has been bestowed
upon the subject, for many years past, by one of the authors

of til is paper.

In proof of this we have to record the recent occurrence, in

the above locality, of two specimens of asmallLabyrinthodont

y
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skull, difFeriiig from any tiling with wliicli we arc acquamtecl,
and of such a peculiar character that it is necessary to esta-
blish a new genus for the reception of this curious species,
which we propose to name BatracMderpefon lineatum. One
of the specimens is in a good state of preservation, and is

almost entire. The anterior portion of it, however, is crashed
and otherAvisc injured ; hut the characters of the hinder part
iare well disphnjed, and so are those of the median coronal
bones, the surface-structure of the ^^ hole being beautifully
preserved. The other specimen has lost a considerable por-
tion of the right side, and is much crushed and distorted, but
nevertheless exhibits, in excellent order, some of the more
important characters.

The first-mentioned and the more perfect of the two speci-

mens is flat and shield-like, having the contour in front

pointed and broadly wedge-shaped, the sides of this part being
broken

] the occipital region is exceedingly wide, and consi-

derably arched inwards at the posterior margin. It is evident,

however, that, when perfect, the front was broad and rounded,
the muzzle being quite short, and that the sides were arched

outwards. The skull is remarkable for its great width in

proportion to its length, and for the wing-like character of the

lateral expansions of the occipital region, which are very
largely developed and project considerably backwards, the

lateral posterior angles being produced into long processes or

comua : consequently, from this peculiar formation the in-

ward arching of the occipital margni arises. From the outer

angles of the occipital bones there arc two other or inner horns,

which are much less than the outer pair. "When entire, the

skull must have had the form of a broad inverted shield, with

the apex in front rounded, and the basal or posterior margin

concave. It measures two inches and three tenths in length

from the muzzle (the extremity of which is present) to aline ex-

tending from tip to tip of the external horns, but only an inch and

seven eighths to the extremity of the inner or occipital comua.

One side of the skull, behind, is quite perfect ; so, by doubling

the wddth of this from the median line, the breadth of the

. entire skull can be correctly determined : measured thus, it is

two inches and five eightlis across the widest part ; it is two

inches and a quarter in width without making such allowance-

The central coronal bones are narrow in proportion to the

great breadth of the entire skull, and their boundaries are

marked by strongly raised lines or ridges. The occipitals in

combination arc quadrilateral, and are half an inch wide and six

tenths of an inch long j behind, the margin is slightlj concave,

and from the sides, as if in continuation of the raised lateral
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lines, the two inner corniia project ; tliey are a quarter of an inch

longj are conical and irregularly three- or fonr-sidecl, with the

surface roughened with ornamentation like that of the skull.

In front the occipitals are divided from the parietals bj a

double, ralsedj transverse line, Tlie latter are as wide as the

occipitals^ and have their lateral boundaries marked in the

same manner by raised lineSj which are in continuation of

those of the occipitals, but are not so much elevated. These
parietal lines slightly incline towards each other as they ad-

vance forward^ which they do for about half an inch ; they

then diverge a little^ and are lost in front in a circular groove

which reaches four tenths of an inch fm'ther forward. The
anterior boundary of the parietals appears to be at the point

where the lateral lines are most approximate ; and in front of

this the circular groove may perhaps circumscribe the frontals

and nasals.

On the longitudinal middle line, a little in advance of the

posterior margin of the parietals, there is a circular foramen a

tenth of an inch wide, thus proving that we are correct In de-

nominating this elongated area the parietals : consequently
the area behind must be that of the occipitals. But we must
repiark that the forward position of the parietals and the great

extent of the occipitals are uncommon features in the Laby-
rinthodonts, and seem to indicate an approximation to the

Batrachian form of structure—though, as we shall afterwards

endeavour to show, our new genus is more closely related to

the recent genera SireUy Proteus^ and AxoIotL
It is difficult to say of what bones the lateral expansions

are composed; they remind us much of similar exj)ansIon3

seen in other Labyrinthodonts, only they are proportionally

mucli larger than usual. Judging from this similarity, it

may be assumed that they are composed of the quadrates and
squamosals, postorbitals and malarSj so far as the posterior

portions of them are concerned—though probably they also

comprise the epiotics ; for It can scarcely be supposed that

these latter bones He within the raised boundary lines which
we assume to be those of the occipitals. And yet, from ana-
logy, it might be thought that the inner cornua formed the
posterior extremities of the epiotics. In front of the lateral

expansions^ and external to the frontals and parietals, the

ridges on the surface probably indicate the presence of the

several component bones of these parts ; but it is impossible
to determine with precision their Hmits and exact configura-

tion.

The posterior margin of each lateral expansion extends in a

straight line outwards and backwards from the base of the

\
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occipital horn for seven tenths of an inch to the external horn,
which projects backwards with a flight inclination outwards,
and is four tentlis of an inch long and one fourth of an inch
wdde at the base ; the surface is roui^h. like that of the inner
horns, and is carinatcd longitudinally above and below, so
that it presents^ four irregular facets. Of the lateral margins
only the posterior portion of the left side is perfect, and this

turns suddenly forivard from the base of tlie horn in a slightly

convex line for nine tenths of an inch ; it then bends rather

abruptly forwards and inwards, and extends in an outward
curved line for six tenths of au inch further, at which pohit
the margin of this side is broken a-^-ay in an inward-sloping
direction to the anterior extremity of the skulk At the right

side in front the lateral margin is folded inwards, and is other-

wise injured for nearly two thirds of its length ; the posterior

third is almost perfect, but the lateral horn is broken off.

The surface of the skidl is in a very good state of preserva-

tion, and is sculptured in a very peculiar manner, long linear

ridges being the most conspicuous feature. As already stated,

such ridges define the boundaries of the coronal bones ; those

of the occiput are very strong, and, together with the lateral

ridges of the parietals, form along the sides of the central

portion of the skull two nearly parallel lines enclosing the

oecipitals and parietals, each of which is rectangular in form.

Other lines pass diagonally backwards in a radiating manner
from the junction of the parietals and occljntals (that is, from

the point where the transverse double line divides these two
sets of bones), and are continued to the base of the outer horns

j

there are three or four of such lines on each side. Also from

the base of the outer horns other three or four somewhat in-

terrupted lines stretch diagonally forwards and inwards, ex-

tending nearly as far as the front of the parietal^. At the

posterior margin of the lateral expansions, and parallel to it^

there are likewise two or three obscure lines.

Besides these lines, the occipital area and lateral expansions

are irregularly tubcrculated • in front the skull is compara-

tively smooth ; but the whole surface, including the ridges

and tubercles as well as the smooth portions, is covered with

a minute reticidation of raised ridges; the meshes, being deeply

sunk, give, when seen imder a lens, a punctured appearance,

and when so magnified this minute reticulation much resem-

bles the usual Labyrinthodont honeycomb-like surface-struc-

ture.

The under surface of the specimen displays the roof of

the mouth, which, though imperfect, exhibits some very in-

teresting characters. In front the remains of the pr^emaxillaj
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are seen at eitlier side doubled inwards and pressed down

;

thej seem to have been short, probably not niucli over six

tcntlis of an inch in length. That of the right side is nearly

entire^ and lies with its outer surface exposed, which is covered

with a minute reticulation of raised line.s. The posterior ex-

tremity is considerably produced beyond the tcethj and is

pointed and conical. This process is apparently for cartilagi-

nous attachment. The alveolar border is straight and thick,

and contains seven teeth, three or fom* of which are perfect

;

they are close-set, stout, and slightly incurved, with the tips

rather abruptly pointed, a little compressed in the direction

of the length of the jaw, and finely and sharply striated, the

striae being raised ; the base and middle portion are smooth
and cylindrical. A mere trace of the left pra^maxilla is visible;

but four or five of its teeth arc pressed dovrn upon the vomer.

These teeth arc well preserved, and have all the characters of

those of the right side-

The vomer is largely developed, and extends backward
quite half the length of the skull j it is divided by a suture on
the longitudinal middle line, and the two lateral portions

diverge a little behind. To these diverging points the ptery-

goids are attached ; they arc wide, stout bones, which, passing
outward and backward, abut at the posterior portion of the

malars or the bones forming the hinder lateral margins of the

skull. In front of the pterygoids there is a large depression

on each side, which may be the palato-temporal foramen:
these depressions are circular in front; but their inner posterior

boundaries are formed by the almost straight line of the ptery-

goids

-

On the middle longitudinal line behind the pterygoids tliere

IS an elevated process, which probably indicates tlie presence

of ^the sphenoid ; and behind this, on either hand, at the pos-

terior margin of the skull, which is bounded by a strong ridge,

there is a rounded elevation. These two elevations are proba-
bly the occipital condyles, pressed inwards ; or it may be that

they are the lateral margins of the sphenoid turned upwards
and distorted.

The large plates in front, which we have assumed to be the

vomers, may possibly hold in combination the palatal bones.

Be this, however, as it may, they are thickly covered with
minute teeth from end to end, and to within a short distance

of the lateral margins. These teeth do not appear to be
arranged^ in any particular order, but are much obscured by
the matrix. A few, however, are quite free, and show that

they are short, stout, pointed, conical, and have the apices

Striated. This great patch of minute teeth is bounded on
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either side bj a row of eiglit or ten stout close-set teeth, similar
m all respects to the pra^maxillaiy teeth^ even to the apical
compression and striation; and they arc nearly as large, if not
quite as large, as thej are. The posterior one, which is placed
close in front ^of the palato-teniporal foramen, is larger than
the rest, and Is certainly equal in size to the pra^maxillaiy
teeth.

The other or less perfect specimen of the skull has lost the
whole of the right side; and the margin of the left side is mucli
injured, and is doubled inwards. It is quite evident, however^
that this specimen, when perfect, was quite as large as the one
first described; and the suifacc-ornamentation is of tlie same
character. The two principal coronal bones, the occipitals, and
parietals are almost entire, and are of the same rectangular

form. The parietal foramen is distinctly displayed, and in

every respect agrees with that of the other example. The left

outer horn is present, and shows no variation in character ; the

two inner horns and the right outer horn are broken away.
The left pri^maxillary bone is pressed inwards, and agrees

in size and position with that previously described. It has
seven teeth, beautifully preserved, the exact number in the

other sj^ecimen ; and, in fact, the prEemaxillaries of the two in-

dividuals are in every respect similar; only in that noAv before

us the posterior pointed extremity is apparently hidden in the

matrix. The greater portion of the vomer is jireserved, and
is studded, in the same manner as in the first specimen, with

numerous, short, stout, conical teeth. The left outer or lateral

row of vomerine teeth are well exhibited, and are pressed

down inwards ; they are ten or twelve in number, and are

quite as large as those of the prfemaxillary, and are in like

manner striated at the apices. They seem better dcA'cloped

and are rather more numerous than in the other specimen

;

but in it these teeth are broken down and are much encum-

bered with tlie matrix, and there can be little doubt some of

them have entirely disappeared; eight nevertheless can be

counted. Had we not had the first-described specimen for

comparison, we might have taken this lateral row of vomerine

teeth to have belonged to either a maxilla or a mandible

pressed inwards ; but after carefully considering the evidence

for and against, vre think it favours the opinion we have

adopted, though it is quite possil)le that we may be mistaken.

At the same time it must be remarked that this row of teeth

occupies exactly the same position that the lateral vomerine row

does in the otfier specimen, that it is of the same length, and

that the number of teeth is apparently the same, two or three

having been remoA^ed in the first specimen,
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The folded margin of the cranium exhibits in front a longi-

tudinal depression^ -which there can be little douljt indicates

the position of the orbit ; indeed at one point the inner orbital

margin can be traced. A similar depression is observable in

the other specimen^ at the right side. The only other feature

Avorthy of notice in our second specimen is the pterygoid ; that

on the left side is pretty well jn-eserved, and shows no varia-

tion of character^ except that the surface is minutely striated

in a longitudinal direction.

For three or four years past^ Mr. Atthey has had in his

possession a mandible belonging to this new Labyrinthodont

;

and, though always believing it to be distinct from that of any
known species, we have kept it back till now, not feeling our-

selves justified in encumbering the nomenclature with terms

signifying so little and, in a scientific point of view, almost

valueless. We are now, however, in a position to associate it

with a cranium possessing important and interesting features.

There can be no doubt that this mandible is really that of

Batracliiderpeton. The sm^face-character of the bone, its size,

and the character, form, and size of the teeth all go to prove

this.

This mandible is perfect in front, where it is obtusely

pointed ; behind it is imperfect, a considerable portion evi-

dently having been removed. The outer surface is exposed,

and is seen to be covered with a few coarse, irregular, longi-

tudinal ridges, liaving much the character of those on the

cranium ; and in front there are a few reticulated ridges, quite

similar to those on the pra^maxilla?. It is an inch long and a

quarter of an inch broad at the widest part ; the margins are

nearly parallel, the jaw narrowing only very slightly forwards
j

the alveolar border is thick and almost straight, there being t
slight depression near the centre, dividing the teeth into two
groups. In all, there are fifteen teeth ; they are closely

arranged, stout, a little incurved, rather obtusely pointed, and
have the tips finely striated and slightly compressed in the

direction of the length of the jaw—agreeing in these pecu-
liarities, as in all the other characters, "\vith the prsemaxillary

teeth. They are confined to the anterior portion of the man-
dible, there apparently having been none in the posterior part.

The range of the teeth will therefore correspond very well to

those of the prsemaxilla. They are the sixteenth of an inch in

length, being of the same size as those of the pr^emaxilla.

It is impossible to contemplate the structure of the roof of
the mouth of this curious Labyrinthodont without being re-

minded of the arrangement of the parts in that of Sireuj Pro-
teus^ and AxolotL The well-armed vomer in particular is
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very striking. Tlie extensive development of tin's vomerine
armatnre; and tlie deficiency of bony maxilla^^ would seem to
^\\y BatracJdderjyeton to Siren imdi Proteus

] while tlie rela-
tionsliip of the vomers to the pterygoids^ and the form of the
latter, are very similar to what obtains in Axolotl And the
alliance with this interesting form would be rendered still

stronger if it should turn out that our new genus has really
bony maxill^j particularly as the pr^maxillie are armed with
teeth. In Siren and Proteus the pr^emaxillaries are quite mi-
nute, and are devoid of teeth.

The characters of the prjemaxillse in BatracMderj)eton are,

as we have seen, only Imperfectly displayed, and some doubt
as to their form and extent might be entertained. But it Avould
seem likely that in them we see the whole of the bones of the
upper jaw, and that they must have stretched outw"ards and
backwards, and have each been united to a membrane orcartilage

(the representative of the maxilla), and in this way have be-
come attached to the under surface of the malar or the lateral

cranial bone where it is smooth and seems well fitted for such
attachment ; they could not have been attached to the outer

edge of it, for it is covered with sui-face-ornamentation. By
this arrangement spaces for the orbits are provided ; and thus,

again, our new Labyrinthodont would seem to resemble Siren
and Proteus.

That this is the fiict is apj^arently corroborated by what can
be traced of the bones themselves. The pra^maxilla of the

right side in the more perfect specimen is, as before pointed

out, pressed inwards upon the vomer, or rather in front of it.

Before, it is wide, and is continuous with the bone of the

muzzle, as is proved by the continuation of the surface-orna-

ment. Behind, however, it appears to have been free, and to

have tei-minated in a pointed extremity. On this side, too, the

malar is turned inwards ; but its anterior extremity, which is

pointed^ does not seem to be united to the pramiaxillaj it has

likewise all the appearance of having been free.

In the less perfect specimen, as before mentioned, the prse-

maxilla of the left side is pressed inwards in the same manner
as that of the right side in the other specimen; and both agree

in having seven teeth, and in having had apparently the pos-

terior extremity free. From these coincidences it would
seem fair to assume that the prsemaxillo? comprise the whole
of the bony structm^e of the upper jaw. At the same time it

must be allov/ed tliat, as previously pointed out, the row of

teeth on the left side of the vomer in one of the specimens has

much the appearance of having belonged to a maxilha ; and if

this should jjrove to be the case, then Batraeliiderpeton would
be more clo.scly allied to Axolotl than to Siren,
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In the large size of the coronal bones, BatracMder^eton

also shows an alliance with Siren and Axoloilj while, in the

squareness of the occipitals and parietals it agrees with the

Salamander and the Batrachians. But, notwithstanding these

deviations from the usual characters, there can be little doubt

that our new form is a true Labyrinthodont ; for the lateral

cranial expansions, though more developed than commonly,
are very similar to those characteristic features of these am-
phibians. And the parietal foramen is most significant, as

w^ell as tlie stoutness of the teeth ; and the row of strong vo-

merine teeth on each side is also characteristic

•

But this is not the only instance in which a Labyrinthodont
has been found to exhibit an approximation to the 8iren-tj])Qi

of structure. Pterojjlax is so related, as we have pointed out

in the May Number of the ^Annals/ At present, however, it

is not necessary to dilate further on this matter than to state

that Pterojyiax seems to approach Siren in a different line from
that by which it is approximated by BatracMder^yeton ^ In the

former the lateral cranial expansions of the Labyrinthodont
are entirely reduced, while in the latter they are even exag-
gerated in extent ; and in Fteroplax^ again, the coronal bones
are not much altered in form, and the frontals are very long,

showing that the muzzle was much produced. In Batrachi-
derjpeton^ on the conti-ary, the muzzle is extremely short, and
the posterior region of the skull is much developed. Ptero-

plax shows its relationship to Siren by the reduction of the
lateral cranial expansions, Batracliiderjyeton by the large de-
velopment of the occipital and parietal bones, both also by
the peculiar character of the prtemaxillae and the deficiency of

bony maxillae, though, as we have already seen, there may
be some doubt as to this last feature in Batrachider;peton.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE L

Flij, 1, Dorsal ^Iew of the cranium oi BatrachiJerpeton Uneatum^ a little

enlarged; the dotted lines indicate the restored parts : «, occi-

pital bones^ bounded by raised lines ; h, inner comua ; c, parie-

tals exhibiting foramen near the posterior part; d, area circum-
scribed by a circular grooye, probably the frontals and nasals

;

e, lateral expansion
; /, one of the outer comua

; g, supposed
malar; hj prsemaxillae, indicated in outline, in theii- supposed
natural position ; i, orbits, indicated by dotted lines.

Fig^ 2. View of roof of nioutli of the same: «, inner comua; h, one of

the outer cornua; c, left malar; </, right malar^ bent inwards;
e^ right proeniaxilla, doubled inwards ; /, free posterior extremity
of ditto

; g, teeth of the left praemaxdUa, bent inwards ; hy vomer
studded with minute teetli; iiy two lateral rows of large vome-
rine teeth

; y, pteiygoid ; Z:, an eminence, probably the sphenoid

;

/; tWQ elevations, perhaps portions of the sphenoid, or possibly
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the occipital condyles ; m^ occipital ridge j ??, palato-temporal
fpraiuen

;^
o, a depression^ probably marking tke position of the

rig-ht orbit.

Fi(f, 3. View of the anterior portion of the left mandible^ exhibiting the
teeth and surface-ornamentation : a, anterior extremity.

Fig, 4. Three prsemaxillary teeth, seen in front^ mucli enlarged*!
Ftp. 5. Side view of one proemaxillury toothy much enlarged.
Fiff, 6. jMiich enlarged view of the apical extremity of the same, exhi-

biting the striation.

Fiff. 7. Two of the small vomerine teeth, considerably enlarged.

V.

—

Mediterranean Mollusca,

Bj J. Gwrx Jeffrei^s, F.R.S.

Although the coasts of the Mediten-anean liave been dili-

gently explored by many naturalists during the last half-

centuryj the Mollusca from deeper water are not sufficiently

known. With the exception of Forbes's dredgings in the

-3^gean^ which reached tlie extreme limit of 230 fathoms, and
of the accidental discovery of abyssal life by means of tlie

electric telegraph-cable taken up between Cagliari and Bona
at a depth of from about 1100 to between 1500 and 1600 fa-

thoms, I am not aware that any systematic investigation of
the Mediterranean bed beyond fifty fatlioms has ever been
made or even attempted. Of course, I do not forget the

dredgings carried on for two years by ]\lr. M^Andrew in dif-

ferent parts of the Mediterranean, and which liave been of tlie

greatest service to all who are interested in the geographical

distribution of the Mollusca ; but these dredgings, as recorded,

did not exceed the depth of fifty fathoms. For tlie same
reason I will not specially refer to tlie dredgings of Admiral
Acton, the ^Marcpiis de Slonterosato, ITcut WeinkaufT, Mr.
Hanley, Professor Capellini, the ^larrpiis James Doria, M.
Susini, Dr. Manzoni, myself, and others on the coasts of

^iq)les, Sicllv, AWria, Nice, Spezzia, Corsica, EIha, and

Fiedmont.

The kindness of my friend Capt. Spratt, R.X., F.E .S. (who
is so well knovvu to the scientific world, not only in connexion

with Forbes's ^]gean exploration, but as the author of an

admirable work on Crete), and of Capt. Nares, li.X. {the

commander of IT,M.S. Newport), enables me to oifer tlie pre-

sent small contribution towards our knowledge of tlie Jledi-

terranean Mollusca. The dredgings of Capt. Spratt were

made in 1845 and 1816, those of Capt. Narcs in 1808 and
1869. The former may be tlius stated :—Sea of 3Iarinora,

20 fathoms; east coast of Euba^a, 100 f. ; Hydra Channel,

130 f. ; off' the south end of Hydra, 250 f. ; and ioiiy mile

Ann, (0 Jfaj,X IlisL Ser. 4. Voh \l 5
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ecist of Malta, 310 f. The latter are :—Paiitellaria; 40 f.
;

South Syracuse^ 40 f. ; the Adveiitiirc Bank, between Sicily

and Tunis, 60 t ; Tunis Bay, 30 f. ; and off that coast, 50 to

100 f. These will he distinguished by the following abbre-

viations :
—" Mann." for the Sea of Marmora ; "^Eg." for the

^gean, comprising Euboea and the Hydra coast j and " 3Ied."

for the other places*

I will again refer to the Porcupine Expedition (see the last

Xuniber of the ^ Annals,' p. 439) whenever any of the species

occurred in it.

Not the least interesting result from all these Mediterranean

dredgings consists in the discovery in a living or recent state

of scA'Cral species Avliich had previously been knoAvn as fossil

only, and were considered extinct. More extended investiga-

tions and gradual experience confirm my opinion, published

eiglit years ago*, that probably all the MoUusca which lived

during the periods represented by our newer Tertiary strata

still survive in some part or other of the European seas.

With regard to not only the subject of this communication,

but also to the Norwegian Mollusca mentioned in the last

Number, Mr, J. T. Marshall has most obligingly and skilfully

assisted me by examining the produce of the various dredgings.

A quick eye and great patience are indispensable for such
work. My best thanks arc likewise due to Herr Weinkauif
and Professor Allman for sending me typical specimens of

some of Forbes's iEgean species. Unfortunately his descrip-

tions, or rather diagnoses, are insufficient to identify many of

these species j and his types were dispersed among public and
rivate collections. Another inspection of my friend Mr.
I^Andrew's Mediterranean shells has also been of consider-

able use to me.
Dr, Cai-penter will do full justice to the Foraminifera, and

Mr. Robertson to the Ostracode Crustacea whicli were procured
in the dredgings of Capt. Spratt and Capt. Nares.

BllxVCHIOPODA.

Terelratida vitrea^ Gmelin. Philippi, En. Moll. Sic. i. 95,
t. 6. f. 6, and ii. 66, Med. 50-310 fathoms; var. minory
Med. 40 f. The inner layer of a valve from the greatest of

these depths is traversed in every direction by the same
kind of branching organism which has puzzled so many
microscopists. See ^ British Conchology/ i. Intr. Ixii, and
lii. 363.

* BritL^h Conchology, i. Intro^h p. xci
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Argiope decoUata, Cliemuitz. B. C. ii. 18, and v. 164, pi. 19.
f. 3. Med. 40-100 f. j Mg. 130 f.

A. cuneafa, Risso. Ph. I. 96, t. 6. f. 13, and ii. 60 {Orth's
. pern) • and var. alhicohr. Med. 40 f. Several specimens
occurred, all tlie Bracliiopods being gregarious. Terehratida
scohinata, Cantraine. ,

A. hmifera, Pli. B. C. ii. 19 {A. cistellula), and v. 164, pi. 19.
f.4. ^g. 100-130 f.

A. neapolitana, Scacclii. Pli. i. 97, t. 6. f. W, and ii. Qd:
B. G. ii. 22. Med. 40-100 f.

Megerlia trimcafa, Linne. Ph. i. 95, t. 6. f. 12, and ii. 69
j

B. C. ii. 22.. Med. 40-100 f. ; Mg. 100 f. The habitat

pelage ISTorvegico ") is erroneous, so

_ar as 'we at present know.
Platydia Davidsoni, E. Deslongchamps, Ann. & Mag. K. H.

ser. 2. xvi. 443, pi. 10. f. 20, 20 a-d. Mg. 100 f.

Tliecidea mediterranean Eisso. Ph. i. 99, t. 6. f. 17, and ii. 70,

Med. 50-100 f.

Crania anomala, Miiller. B. C. ii. 24, and v. 165, pi. 19. f. 6

Anoviia turhinata, Poli. j^led. 40-100 f.; Porcupine

. Expedition, 30-290 f.

CoXCHIFERA.

Anomia epliippinm^ L. B. C. ii. 30, and v. 165, pi. 20. f. 1;

. and var. aculcata. Med. 40-100 f. ; M^. 100 f. ; P. 10-

557 f.

A. patelliformis, L. B. C. ii. 34, and y. 165, pi. 20. f. 2.

. Med. 40 f. ; P. 60-420 f.

Ostrea cocUear, Poli. Pli. i. 80, and ii. m. Med. 40-100 f.
;

P. 96-110 f.; Mediterranean cable, 1100 f. (A. Milne-

Edwards). This is the 0. siiectmra of Leathes's MS., from

the Coralline Crag at Eanisholt, but not the variety ^>am-

sitica of 0. edidis, which is a Avholly different form.

Spondylus ga^deropus, L. Ph. i. 80, and ii. 62. Med. 40 f.

;

Mg. 100-130 f.

S. Gussoni, Costa. Ph. i. 87, t. 5. f. 16, and ii. 63. Med.

40 f. ; ^Eg. 100 f

.

Fecten pusio, L. B. C. ii. 51, and v. 166, pi 22. f. 1. 3Ied.

40-100 f. ; P. 30-40 f.

P. varius, L. B. C. ii. 53, and v. 166, pi. 22. f. 2. Med.
40 f. ; P. 10 f.

P. opercidarisj L. B. C. ii. 59, and v. 166, pi. 22. f. 3. ^Fed.

60-100 f. : Marm. 20 f. ; P. 30-96 f.

P. septeraradiafus, Miill. B. C. ii. 62, and v. ICG, ])1. 23. f. 1.

M
5*
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Pecten Testce, Bivoiia. B. C. ii. 67, and v. 167, pi. 23. f. 3.

Med. 50-100 f.; Mg. 130 f.; P. 30-164 f.; Mediterranean

cable, 1100 f. (A. Milne-Edwards).

P. similis, Laskey. B. C. ii. 71, and v. 168, pi. 23. f. 5. Med.
40-100 f. ; Mg. 130-250 f. ; P. 40-420 f.

P. vitreus, Cli. B. C. V. 168, pi. 99. f. 6. Med. 310 f, ; P.

208-664 f.

P. PMUj)])}^ Eecluz, Jonrn. de Conch, iv. 52, t. 2, f. 15, 16
P. gibhns, Ph. Med. 40-100 f. _

PJeuronectia fenestrata, Forbes, British Association Report

1843, 192 {Pecten). B. C. v. 168. Med. 50-100 f.

;

JEg. 100-250 f. ; P. 203-2435 f. The lower valve h Pecten

concentncus of Forbes and P. antiquatus of Philippi.

Lima Sarsi'i, Loven. B. C. ii. 78, and v. 169, pi. 25. f. 1

L. cmssa, Forb., ex tvp. Med. 50-100 f. j JEg. 100-250 f.
;

P. 420-422 f.

L. eUiptica, Jeffreys. B. C. ii. 81, and v. 169, pi. 25. f. 2,

Med. 40 f. ; P. 45-208 f.

L. suhaunculafa, Montagu, B. C. ii. 82, and v. 169, pi. 25.

f. 3. Med. 40-310 f. j ^g. 130 f. ; P. 125-1443 f.

L, Loscomhiij Gr. B. Sowerby. B. C. ii. 85, and v. 170, pi. 25.

f. 4. Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 64-75 f.

L. squamosa, Lamarck. Ph. i. 77, and ii. 5Q. Med. 40 f.

AvicuJa hirundo, L. B. C. ii. 95, and v. 170, pi. 26. f. 6.

Med. 50-100 f.

Mytilus j)liaseoU)ius, Ph. B. C. ii. 118, and v. 171, pi. 27. f. 5.

Med. 40-100 f. ; Mg. 130 f. j P. 30-110 f.

M. vitreus (Holboll), MoUer, Ind. Moll. Gra?nl. 19 (Modiola?)
Dacrydium vttreicm, Torcll, Spitzb. Moll. 19, t. 1. f. 2 a,h.

Med. 50-100 f.; Sicily, 35 f. (Marquis T. Allery de Monte-
rosato) ; Greenland (Moller and Torell) ; S]ntzbergen (To-
rell) ; Fimnark (M'Andrew and Sars) ; P. 164-2435 f.

Fossil in the Arctic sliell-clay, Fife (Rev. Thos. Brown).
Living specimens from the Porcupine dredgings in very
deep water (2090 and 2435 f.) were of a reddish-brown
colour, and enclosed in a membranous case. The genus

.
Dacrydium proposed by Prof. Torell for this species seems -"I

to be unnecessary ; at least I cannot detect any characters
to distinguish it geuericiilly from Mytilus phaseolinus. The
name Dacrydium has been long used in botany.

Modiolaria marmorata, Forb. B. C. ii. 122, and v. 171, pi. 28.
f. 1. Med. 40 f.; P. 15-80 f.

Creiiella rhomhea, Berkeley. B. C. ii. 131 , and v. 172, pi. 28.
f. 5.

"
N^'c.ula sulcata, Bronn. B. C. ii. 141, and v. 172, pi. 29. f. 1.

:\lcd. 30-100 f. : Mir. 130 f. : ^]i,vm. '20 f • P l.'^-^ns f.
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^Nucula intcleusj L. B. C. ii. 143. and v. 172, pi. 29. f. 2.

3Iccl 40-100 f. 5 r. 10-1180 f.

'

^V. temus, Mont. B. C. ii. 151, and v. 172, pi. 29. f. 4. Med.
60 f.

; JEg. 130-250 f. ; P. 15-183 f.

Xeda pygmcea^ Miinster. B. C. ii. 154, and v. 173, pi. 29. f. 5.

Med. 50-310 f.; ^g. 130 f.; P. 40-1180 f. A valve of
. this species from 310 fathoms is permeated by tlie same

tubular organism as the above mentioned valve of Terehra-
tula vitrca. Some extremely minute shells, which have the
general appearance of young L.

J^UO^'^^^^^) ^^^t ^^'^ regularly

oval and rounded at each end, without any slope from the
beak, were in the dredgings from 310 fathoms. They may

- be the fry of L, j)elhicidaj Th. (a Calabrian and Sicilian

fossil), although in that species the teeth are numerous
and close-set, while in these shells they are very few and
remote.

Leda acuminata^^ Jeffreys.

Shell somewhat inequilateral, the posterior or naiTOwer
side being longer (in the proportion of between 6 and 7 to

5) than the other side, with a downward slope from the beak
to each end ; it is moderately convex, not very thin, semi-

transparent, and glossy : scuJjHure^ numerous fine concentric

and close-set stride, and an angular ridge from the beak to

the longer side ; the stride are partially or wholly wanting
in some specimens : colour j^earl-white under the epidermis,

which is pale yellowish-broAvn and shiny : margins rounded

at the anterior side, and extended on the other or longer

side to a wedge-like point, being as it Avere pinched up at

that ^n^] lower margin nearly semicircular: hecd<:s very

small, as well as the cartilage and pit : teeth from i^n to

twelve on each side, minute near the beaks and becoming

spike-shaped towards the outer tnH. where they decrease in

size : inside polished, with a smooth and sharp edge : mus-

cular seal's distinct. L. 0"1125, B. 0"175.

Med. 310 f. ; P. 370-862 f. Hitherto known only as a

Sicilian fossil, Professor Seguenza having kindly sent me
specimens from the neighbourhood of Messina, as L. messa-

iiensis. As he has not described it, I venture to prefer the

characteristic name which I had given to the species when
dredged

proposed by him.

M
(Ni

L.jfelluy L. Ph. i. 64, and ii. 45 {Nuada emarginata). Med.
60-100 f. ; Marm. 20 f.

* Poiulcd,
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Pechinculus glycymeris^ L. B. C. ii. 166^ and v. 175, pi. 30.

f. 2. Med. 40-100 f. ; P. 60-80 f.

Arcapectuncuhides, Sc. B. G. ii. 171, and v. 175, pi. 30. f. 3.

Med. 40-100 f. ; Mg. 100-250 f. ; P. 66-422

1

A, ohliqua, Ph. B. C.'^ii. 175, and v. 175, pi. 30 f. 4. Med.
50-100 f. ,• JEg, 100-250 f. j P. 164-422 f.

A. lactea, L. B. C. ii. 177, and v. 175, pi. 30. f. 6. Med.
30-100 f. ; JEg. 130 f.

A, noduhsa, Mull. B. C. ii. 180, and v. 176, pi. 100. f. 2.

Mg. 100-250 f. ; P. 155-3G3 f. It varies considerably in

sliape, some specimens having the dorsal margin more an-

gular than in other specimens from the same locality.

A. 'imhricata, Poli. Pli. i. 5Q, and ii. 42 j B. C, ii. 180. Med.
• 40-100 f.

A. harhafa, L. Ph. i. 57, and ii. 42 ; B. C. ii. 183, and v.

176. Med. 40-100 f.

A. diluvu, Lam. Ph. i. 59, t. 5. f. 2 {A. aufiqiiuta), and Ii.

43. Med. 30-100 f. ; Marm. 20 f.

A. tetragona^ Poli. B. C. ii. 180, and v. 176, pi. 30. f, 6.

Med. 40-100 f.

A. Nocp, L. Pli. i. 56, and ii. 42 : B. C. ii. 182. Med. 30-
100 f.

r

Lej)ton nitidum, Turton. B. C. ii. 198, and v. 177, pi. 31. f. 3.

Med. 50-100 f.; ^g. 130 f.

L. sulcatuIum,Jefii\ B. C. ii. 201, and v. 177, pi. 31. f. 4.

^
Med. 40-100 f.

Scacc/iia elitptica, Sc. Ph. i. 34, t. 4. f. 1 {Liicina? ohlonga),

and ii. 27, t. 14. f. 8. Med. 30 f.

Montacuta sulsfnafa, Mont. B. G. ii. 205, and v. 177, pi. 31.

f. 6. Med. 40 f. ; P. 73-420 f. The last depth indicates

also the liahitat oi Spatangus purimreiiSj to which this mol-
lusk is almost invariably attached.

M. Udentata, lilont. B. C. ii. 208, and v. 177, pi. 31. f. 8.

Med. 30-100 f. ; P. 3-1366 f.

Kdlial cijdadia, S. Wood. B. C. ii. 228, and v. 179, pi. 32.
f. 3. Med. 40 f. • Mg, 100 f, ; P. 1366-1380 f.

Lorij?es divaricatus. L. B. C. ii. 235, and v. 179, pi. 32. f. 5.

Med. 40 f.

Lticina sjyhiifera, Mont: B. C. ii. 240, and v. 179, pi. 32. f. 6.

Med. 40-100 f. ; Marm. 20 f. ; P. 4.5-50 f.

L. loredis, L. B. C. ii. 242, and v. 179, pi. 32. f. 7. Marm.
. 20 f. ; P. 25-208 f.

L. veficidatQ^ Poll. Ph. i. 31, t. 3. f. 14, and ii. 24 [L. pecten).

. Med. 40 f.

Woodia dlgitaria, L. Ph. i. 33, i.Z. f. 19, andii. 2b {Lmlna
,

digitalis)-, B. G. ii. 238, 239, and v. 179, pi. 100. f. 6.
'
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Med. 30-100 f. This species may also be the Tell'ma fisl-
formis of Linne, although its mention in the ' Fauna Suecica

'

and the habitat there given (" ad 0. Europffii ostia fluvio-
rum ") are clearly erroneous.

Axinus transversus, Forbes, B. A. Rep. 1843, 192 {Kellia).

Med. 310 f. Not Lucina transversa of Bronn^ which is A.
Jlexuosa, var. Sarsii.

A.ferruginosns, Forb. B. C. ii. 251, and v. 180, pi. ^^, f. 3.

Med. 50-100 f.; R 40-557 f.

Diplodonta rotiindafaj Mont. B. C. ii. 254, and v. 180, pi. 33.

f. 4. Med. 60 f.

D. trigomduy Bromi. Ph. i. 31, t. 4, f. 6, and ii. 24- and
young {D. ajncalis) . Med. 40 f. ; Mg. 100 f.

Gardiuin ecldnatum, L. B. C ii. 270, and v. 181, j^fl. 34. f. 2.

Marm. 20 f.; P. 15-114 f.
_

C. j^ajnUosum, Poli. B. C. ii. 275, and v. 181, pi. 35. f. 1.

Med. 40-100 f.

C. exiguum, Gm. B. C. ii. 278, and v. 181, pi. 35. f. 2.

Med. 40 f. ; P. 3 f.

C. fasciatum, Mont. B. C. ii. 281, and v. 181, pi. 35. f. 3.

- Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 30-75 f.

C. minimum, Ph. B. C. ii. 292, and v. 182, pi. 35. f. 6.

M
C Med.
50-100 f.

Cardita corbis, Ph, i. bo, t. 4. f. 19, and ii. 41. Med. 40

100 f.

C. sulcata, Bruguike. Ph. i. 6?i, and ii. 40. Med. 40 f.

C. trapezia, L. Ph. i. 54, and ii. 41. Med. 40 f.

C. aculeata, Poli. Ph. i. 54, t. 4. f. 18, and ii. 41. Med. 40-

100 f. ; JEg. 100-130 f.

Chama grgjjJwides, L. Ph. i. 68, and il. 49. Med. 50-100 f.

Isocardia cor, L. B. C. ii. 298, and v. 182, pi. 36. f. 1. Med.

50-310 f. : ^]g. 100-250 f. ; P. 106-1380 f. All but

one of the Mediterranean and JE&

420 f.

A. modesfa, II. Adams, Pruc. Zool. Hoc. 18(39, 275, pi. 19.

f.U{Gouldia). Med. 50-] 00 f. Allied to .4. cxcnrmi? of

Searles Wood, and possibly the same species.

A.parva, S. Wood, Mon. Crag Moll. 192, pi. 17. f. 12, a, h.

Med. 50-100 f. Hitherto known only as a Tertiary

species. This may po?sjbly be the A. pnsilln of Forbef*,

:ds " conccntricc striata " in his deseri})-becausc of the wor
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tlon ; but the present species (like the Crag fostjil) has

strong oblique ridges, and the shape is remarkably inequi-

lateral. The inside margin is notched in my specimens.

Asturte hqmrtita, Ph. i. 32, t. 3. f. 21, and ii. 25 {Liwina?

hipartita). Med. 40-100 f.
_

A. triangularis, ^ilont. B. C. ii. 318, and v. 183, pi. 37. f. 5.

Med. 40-100 f. ; JEg. 130 f.

Circe minima, Mont. B. C. ii. 322, and v. 183, pi. 37. f. 6.

Med. 40-100 f. ; P. 4.5-50 f.

Venics rudis, Poli. Ph. i. 40, t. 4. f. 8 {Cytherea venetiana)^

and ii. 32. 3Ied. 40-100 f. ; Mg. 130 f. ; Mann. 20 f.

V. fasciata, Da C. B. C. ii. 334, and v. 184, pi. 38. f. 4. Med.
40-60 f. ; Mg. 130 f. ; P. GO-80 f.

V. casina, L. B. C. ii. 337, and v. 184, pi. 38. f. 5. Med.
40-100 f.

F. verrucosa, L. B. C. ii. 339, and v. 184, jd. 38. f. 6. Med.
40 f.

V. cygniis, Lam. Pli. i. 42 [CytJtcrca riigosa), and ii. 32 (C
viidtikunclla?). Med. 40-100 f.

T". efossa, Biv. Ph. i. 43, t. 3. f. 20, and ii. 34. Med. 50-

100 f. A true Venus, but ^•er}' distinct from the last spe-

cies.

V. ocata. Pennant. B. C. ii. 342, and v. 184, pi. 39. f. 1.

. Med. 30-100 f. ; Mg, 130 f. ; Marm. 20 f. ; P. 10-1366 f.

Ta2)es aureus, Gm. B. C. ii. 349, and v. 185, pi. 39. f. 4." ^ 40-100 f.; P. 3f.

Lucinoj)sis vndata, Penn. B. C. ii. 363, and v. 186, pi. 40.

^
f. 1. Med. 40 f. ; P. 40-1366 f.

Tellina 7>alaustina, L. B. C. ii. 371, and v. 186, pi. 40. f. 3.

Med. 40-100 f. ; ^Eg. 130 f. ; Marm. 20 f. ; P. 45-420 f.

T. crassa, Penn. B. C. ii. 373, and v. 186, pi. 40. f. 4, Med.
40 f.

T. donacina, L. B. C. ii. 386, and v. 187, pi. 41. f. 4. Med.
40-100 f. ; and var. distorta.

T. pusiUa, Ph. B. C. ii. 388, and v. 187, ])I. 41. f. 5. Med.
40-100 f. ; P. 74-290 f.

T. serrata (Renier), Brocchi. Ph. i. 25, and ii. 21. Med. 50-
100 f. ; :Marm. 20 f.

Psammohia costulafa, Tmi. B. C. ii. 394, and v. 187, pi. 42.

f. 2. Med. 40 f. ; P. 85 f.

Rferroensis, Ch. B. C. ii. 396, and v. 187, pi. 42. f. 3.

jVIcd. 40-100 f. ; Marm. 20 f.
; P. 10-208 f.

Scrohicularia prismafica, Mont. B. C. ii. 435, and v. 189,
pi. 45. f. 1. Med. 30-100 f. ; P. 40-517 f.

S. nitida. Mm. B. C. ii. 436, and v. 189, pi. 45. f. 2. Med.
30 f. ; P, 3-2435 f.
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Scrohicularta alba, W. Wood, B. C. il. 438, and v. 189, pi.

45. f. 3. Med. 40-310 f. ; Mg. 130-250 f. : Marm. 20 f.

;

P. 40-517 f.

tSoIecurius anttqimtus, Pultenej. B. C. iii. 6, and v. 190,
pl.46. f. 2. Med. 50-100 f.

Pandora t'meqmvalvis, L., var. pinna. B. C. iii. 24, and v.

190, pi. 48. f. 1^ Med. 30-100 f. : JEg. 130 f. : P. 45-
420 f.

fhraciapaj-^yraceaj PoH, B. C. iii. 36^ and v. 191^ pL 48. f,4.

,
Med. 40 f.; R 64-164 f.

T. puhescens. Pult. B. C. iii. 38; and v. 191. pi. 48, f. o. Mq.
130 £

Poromya granidata^ Nyst & Westendorp. B. C. iii. 45^ and
V. 191, pi. 49. f. 1. Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 110-420 f.

Ne(jera ahhreviata^ Forb, B. C. iii. 48, and v. 191j pi. 49. f. 2.

.^g. 2o0f.; P. 165-183 f.

N. costellatuj Deshaycs. B. C. iii. 49, and v. 191, pi. 49. f. 3.

Med. 50-100 f. ; Mg, 130-250 f. ; P. 9G-664 f.

N. rostrata^ Spengler. B. C. iii. 51, and y. 191, pi. 49. f. 4.

^Med. 30 f. ; M^. 250 f. ; R 85-183 f.

Verficordta (/r'amilafa^ Seguenza, Jonrn. de Condi. 2^ ser, iv.

293, pi. lb, f. 2/-/^ iEg, 130 f, Ilithcvto known only as a

Sicilian fossil. The hinge of tlie right vah'e is furnislied

with a small but distinct and prominent tnbercnlar tooth,

Avliich is curved, and fits like a bolt into a triangular notch

or caritj in tlie hinge of the otlier valve ; and it has also

a long lateral ridge and fuiTOW on the anterior or broader

side. This species is undistinguishable (except in its smaller

size) from V, mnlticostata of A, Adams, a Xorth-Japanese

shell. The venerable and excellent conchologist, Dr. Lea,

having kindly sent me a specimen of his Hippagus isocar-

dio'idesy I am enabled to state that, in my opinion, it belongs

to the genus Crenelhy as represented by C. gJanduh of

Totten.

Corhida gihha, Olivi. B. C. iii. 56, and v, 192, pi. 49. f. 6.

^
Med. 30-100 f. ; Mg, 130 f.j Marm. 20 f, ; P. 3-1476 f.

Saxicaca rngoaa^ L. ; var, arctica, B. C- iii. 82, and v. 192,

pi. 51. f. 4. Med. 40-100 f. ; P, L5-420 f.

Venerupts sulstrlata^ Mont. Ph. i. 22, t. 3. f. 5, and ii. 20

{V. decussata) 5 B. C. iii, SS. iEg. 1307,

SOLEXOCONCHIA.

Dischides Olivf'y Sc Notizic gcologiche, 56, t, 2. f. 6 ; B. C
iii. 171, and v. 194 {D. hifissm). 3Icd, 30-100 i\ Deata

i
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^ liitm coarctatum^ Ph. (but not of Lamarck^ Brocchij or

' DeshayeSj wliich is a species of Cadulus) = D. hifissum^

S.AVoocl. ^
^

.

Cadidiis suhftisiformUj Sars. B. C. v. 196j pi. 101. f. 3.

Med. 50-100 f. ; JEg. 100-250 f. ; P. 114-1180 f.

Siphonodentaluwi lofotense^ Sars. B. C. v. 195^ pi. 101. f. 2.

Med. 50-100 f. ; iEg, 130-250 f. ; P. 30-1180 f.

8.quinquangulare,Yo\^). B. A.Eep.l843; 188. Med. 50-310f,;

. Mg, 130-250 £ ; P. 40-725 1\ 8. pentagonnmj Sars.

Dentalium dentaliSj L. ; and var. novemcostata> Pli. i. 243j

and ii. 206 5 B. C, iii. 196, 197, and y. 197. Med. 30-

B
100 f. : Marm. 20 f.

B. C. iii. 197, and v. 197,

pi. 101. f. 1. Med, 310 f, ; P. 45-1476 f. D. uicertum, Pli.

(not Desli.)=i), striatum^ Sc. (not Lam.) =D. agile, Sars.

D. tarentiniim^ Lam. B. C. iii. 195j and v. 197j pi. 55. f. 2.

. Med. 40 f.

D. gracile^j Jeffr.

Shell extremely narrow and slender, gently curv^ed,

tliin, nearly transparent, and glossy : sculptitre^ slight con-

centric lines of growtli, "wliicli are scarcely perceptible : co-

lour clear wliite : margin at the anterior end more or less

jagged, owing to its excessive tenuity and fragility ; at the

posterior end truncated, with an internal pipe, and slightly

notched ; in the fry this latter part has a pear-shaped and
perforated point. L. 0'5, B. 0-05.

Med. 310 f. ; Mg. 100-250 f. ; Vigo (M^Andrew).
Mr. M*^Andrew tells me that the animal was of a greenish

colour. Not D. filmn of G. B. Sowerhy, jun., from the

Philippine Islands, in the late Mr. Cuming's collection, nor
• the yomig of 2). rvhescens. The present species is more

regularly cylindrical, narrower, and nearly equal in breadth

throughout. It is curved, which shows that it is adult,

the very young of all species of Dentalmm being almost
» straight.

Gastropoda.

Chiton fasciculans, L. B. C. iii. 211, and v, 197, pi. 55. f. 3.

Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 10 f. Of tliis and the following tliree

species valves onlj occnrred in the Mediterranean dredgings.

C. sicidus, Gray. Ph. i. 106, t. 7. f. 3 {C. squamosus), and
ii. 82 ; B. C. V. 199. Med. 50-100 f.

a Polu, Ph. i. 106, and ii. 83. Med. 50-100 f.

a varieyatus, Ph. i. 107, and ii. 83, t. 19. f. 13. Med. 40 f.
I

* Sleudci\
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Tectiira virgmea, Mtill. B. C. iii. 248, and v. 200, pi 58. f. 4.
Med. 40-60 f. ; P. 10 f.

Gadinia Gussonii, Sc. Oss. zool. Pantellaria, 10. no. 21 {An-
c^his? Gussonii) ; Ph. i. Ill, t. 7. f. 7 [Patella pelhicida),

.
and ij. 84 (P. Gussonii). Med. 40f.j Corsica (Siisini)

;

Madeira (M'Andrew & Watson)
; Canaries (M'Andrew).

G. excodrica, Tiberi. This genus appears to belong to the
Fissurellidee.

G. Garnoti^ Pajraudeau. Ph. i. Ill, and ii. ^5, Med. 40 f.

Emarrfinnla rosea, Bell. B. C. iii. 261, and v. 200, pi. 59.
f. 3.

_
Med. 40 f.

^. adriatica, Costa. Ph. i. 114, t. 7. f. 15, and ii. 89 [E.

cancellata) ; B. C. v. 200. Med. 40 f. ; M^. 100-250 f.

E. Huzardi, Payr. Ph. i. 115 [E. Huzardii), and ii. 89.

Med. 40 f.

E. ehngata^ Costa. Ph. i. 115, t. 7. f. 13, and ii. 89. Med.
40 f.

Fissurclla gra'ca^'L. B. C. iii. 266, and v. 200, pi. 59. f. 5.

Med. 40-100 f.

F. nubecula, L. Ph. i. 117 {F. nimhosa), and ii. 91 {F. rosea?);

B. C. iii. 267, 268, and v. 201. Med. 50-100 f.

Gnpuhs hungaricus, L. B. C. iii. 269, and v. 201, pi. 59. f. 6.

Med. 40 f. ; P. 30-180 f.

Calyptrcca cliinensis, L. B. C. iii. 273, and v. 201, pi. 60. f. 1.

Med. 40-100 f. ; M^. 130 f.
_

Crepidula nnguifonnis, Lam. Ph. i. 120, and ii. 93 ; and
- \SiX.fulvo-lineata. Med. 40 f.

Scissurella crispata, Fleming. B. C. iii. 283, and v. 201,

pL 60. f. 3. Med. 40-60 f. ; M^. 100-250 f. ; P. 164-

725 f.

Cydostrema nitens, Ph. B. C. iii. 289, and v. 201, pi. 61. f. 2,

-iEg. 250 f.

C. serpuloides, Mout. B. C. iii. 290, and v, 201, pi. 61. f. 3.

iMed. 40 f.

Trochus magus, L. B. C. iii. 305, and v. 203, pi. 62. f. 1.

Med. 40-100 f.

T. striatus, L. B. C. iii. 322, and v. 203, pi. 63. f. 2. Med.

40 f.

T. exasperatus , Penn. B. C. iii. 324, and v. 203, pi. 63. f. 3.

Med. 40-100 f.

T. millegranus, Ph. B. C. iii. 325, and v. 204, pi. 63. f. 4.

Med.*40-60 f. : M^. 130 f. ; Marm. 20 f. ; P. 45-190 f.

T. zizypUnm, L. B. C. iii. 330, and v. 204, pi. 63. f. 6.

Med. 40-100 f. ; ^g. 100-130 f. ; P. 10-50 f.

T. conuhis, L. Ph. i. 175, and ii. 149 ; B. C. iii. 332, 333.

Med. 40 f.
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.Clancalus Jussia^ij Pajr. Pli. i. 186, and ii. 157 {Monodonta

Jussieui). Med. 40 f.

-<7. corallinus^ Gm. Pli. i. 186 [Monodonta Coutoarii)^ and Ii.

157. Med- 40 f.

Craspedotus Umhatus^ Ph. ii, 157; t 25. f. 19; B. C. v. 204.

Med. 40 f.; Mg. 100-250 f.; P. 155 f
.

; Mediterranean

cable, 1100 f. (A. Milne-Edwards)-
Phasianella pulla^ L.j var. tenuis, 13, C, iii. 338, and v. 204,

pi. 64. f. 1. Med. 40 f.

P. speciosa^ v. Mulilfeld. Ph. i. 188 (P. Vteuxii)^ and ii. 158.

Med. 40 f.

Turho ritgosus^ L. Ph. i. 173, and ii. 151 [Troclms), lsY%^.

40 f.
^

T. sanguineus
J
L. Ph. i. 179, and ii. 151 [Trochus). Med.

30-iOO f.

Fossariis costatns^ Brocchi. Ph. ii. 148, t. 25, f. 5 [F. da-
tJiratus), Med. 60 f.

F. FetifianvSy Tibcri, Journ. de Conch, xvi. 179» Med.
40 f.

Hela^^ gen. nov.

Shell shaped like that of Lacuna^ with a simiLar oper-

culum; but it has no epidermii^. The apex is truncated or

flattened, and instead of an umbilical canal or groove, there

is merely a narrow chink. The tentacles are ciliated, as in

Trochus and Rissoa.

IL tenella, Jeffr. B. C. v, 204, pi. 101. f. 7 {Lacuna). Med.
310 f.; P. 420-862 f.

Rissoa canceUata^ Da C B. C iv. 8, and v- 207, pi. Q^, f. 3.

Med. 40-100 f. This and manj of the following species of

Rissoa were probably drifted out to sea bj the tide and
currents.

R. Oceania D'Orbigny= i?. crenulata^ var. rainor^ Ph. ii, 126.

Med. 40-60 f.

R. ccdatlias^ Forbes & Ilaulcy. B. C. iv, 11, and v. 207,

pi. m. f. 4. Med. 40-60 f.

R. reticulata^ Mont. B. C. iv. 12, and v. 207, pi. 66. f. 5.

Med. 40-100 f.

R, cimico'idesy Forb. B. G. iv. 14, and v. 207, pi. 66. f. 6.

Med. 40-310 f. ; Mg. 100-250 f. ; P. 90-422 f.

R.puncfura, Mont, B. C. iv. 17, and v. 207, pi. 66. f, 8.

Med. 30-100 f. ; JEg. 130 f. ; P. 25-33 f.

R. scahraj Ph. ii. 126, t. 23. f. 8 ; and var. major. Med. 40 f.

R. ahyssicoJa, Forb. B. C. iv. 19, and v. 207, pi. m. f. 9.

* The Scandinavian Prosei-pine. St-e Gray's ^Pcsccnt of Odin:
^'Ilela's dread abode,"

4

I
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P.lGSf. \^x.l^ohtum. SlicU regularly ovalj Avith a shorter
spire and less oblique outline. Med. 50-310 f. Var. 2, con-
formis. Med.^ 30-100 f. (Nares) ; U^ t (Spratt). This
latter variety is common tlirougliout flic Mcditerraucanj and
may be a distinct species. The sculpture is stronger^ and
tlie reticulation more remote j tlie spire is more shar[)ly

pointed^ and the outer lip is not so much expanded as in
tlie typical form. The throat or inside of the outer lip is

smooth in all the forms.

Rissoa zetlandicay Mont. =i?. clatJirata^ Plu B. C. iv. 20, and
V. 207jph 67. f. 1. Med. 60 f. ; P. 173-208 f. (in the last

Number of the ^Annals' 808 was erroneously given for

173 f.).

It, PMUppiana^ JefFr. Aaxw. & Mag. N. H. ser. 2. xvii. 183,
pi. 2. f. 4, 5 ] var. tessellata [Alvania tesseUatUj Scliwartz).

Shell somewhat larger and more solid than usual. Med.
50-100 f. Perhaps It. Lancet^ Calcara.

R. areolata, Ph. ii. 132^ t. 23. f. 23. Med. 50-100 f. ; Naples
and Sicily (Stefanis and Montcrosato).

ii. 128, pi, 23. f. 11;

#, Schw.), Med. 40 f.

#
IR. costata, Adnms. B. C. iv. 22, and v. 207, pi. 67. f. 2.

Med. 40 f.

B.parva, Da C. B. C. iv. 23, and v. 207, pi. 67. f. 3. :\rcd.

40-60 f.
; P. 0-10 f.

JR. mdcliellaj PJi. i. 155, t. 10, f. 12, and ii. 127,' var. minor.

Smaller and splrallj striated, with a labial rib. j\Ied. 40 f.

Ii. nana, Ph. i. 1.54, t 10. f. 3 {R.pusilla), and ii. 127 (1844).

Med. 40 f. If this be the B. jmJch-a of Forbes (1843),

his name wonld take precedence of nana j
Nyst's work, in

which he changed tlie specific name to doUum, was not

publislied till 1845.
R. inconspicua, Alder. B. C. iv. 26, and v. 207, pi. 67. f. 5.

Med. 40-100 f ; M^. 100 f. ; P. 3 f.

Ii. auriscalpium, L. Pli. i. 151 [It. acuta), and ii. 125, t. 23.

f. 2. Med. 40 f.

B. vorinhilis, v. Miihlf. Pli. i. 149, and II. 123 [R. costata).

Med. 40 f.

B. inemhranacea, Ad. B. C. iv. 30, and v. 208, pi. 07. f. 8.

Med. 40 f.

B. violacea, Desr.iarets. B. C. iv. 33, and v. 208, pi. 67. f. 9.

:Med. 40 f.

B. costulata, Aid. B. C. iv. 35, and v. 208, pi. 68. f. 1 ; var.

simih'fi. ^led. 40 f.

B. vitrea, :\ront. B. 0. il. 40, and v. 20S, pi. 68. f. 4. Med.

60 f. : P. 25-40 f.
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Jiissoa soluta, Pli. B. C. iv, 45, and v. 208, pi. 68. f. 7.

Med. 40-100 f. ; Mg. 130 f.

B. semistriata, Mont. B. C. iv. 46, and v. 208, pi. 68. f. 8.

Med. 40 f.

Bissoina decussata^ Mont. Pli. I. 153, and li. 130 {Bissoa

. Briigmeri). Med. 40 f.

Barieeia rubra, Mont. B. C. ir. 56, and v. 209, pi. 09. f. 4,

Med. 40-100 f. ; drifted ?

Skenea r)lcmorhiSj Fabriciiis. B. C. iv. 65, and v. 209, pi. 70.

f. 1. Med. 30 f.; drifted?

Ccecum trachea, Mont. B. C. iy. 75, and v. 209, pi. 70. f. 4.

Med. 50-100 f.

Vermctus suhcancellatus, Biv. Ph. i. 172, t. 9. f. 20, and ii.

144. Med. 40 f.
J
iEg. 100 f.

JSiliquaria anginna, L. Pli, i. 173, t. 9. f. 24 a-c, and ii. 144.

Med. 60 f.

TurriteUa terehra, L. B. C. iv. 80, and y. 209, pi. 70. f. 6.

Med. 30-100 f. ; Marm. 20 f. ; P. 10-422 f.

Mesalia? j)'nsiUa, Jeffr, Ann. & Mag. N. H. ser. 2. xvii. 184,

pi. 2. f. 10, 11 {TurriteUa?). Med. 30-100 f. Although
the sculpture is that of some species of CeritMum, the mouth
is entire and not grooved at the base.

tScalaria clatliratuJa, Ad. B. C. iv. 96, and v. 210, pi. 71. f. 5.

Med. 30-100 f.

8. pulchella, Biv. Ph. i. 168, t. 10. f. 1, and ii. 145. =8.
Schultzii, Weink. Med. 40-60 f. ; JEg. 100-130 f. The
spiral strife not having been noticed hj Bivona or Philippi,

I thought this might be 8. clathratula ; but the greater

closeness of the ribs otherwise distinguish it from that

species.

8. heUenica, Forb., B. A. Rep. (1843), 189. = Bissoa? coro-

nata (Sc), Ph. = >S'. Scacchii, ITornes? Med. 40 f. ; Canary
Isles (M'Andrew). Specimens from the latter locality are

half an inch long.

Aclis Walleri, Jeifr. B. C. iv. 105, and v. 210, pi. 72. f. 4.

^g. 130f.; P. 422-1380 f.

Odostomia pallida, Mont. B. C. iv. 124, and v. 211, pi. 73.

f. 5. ^g. 130f.
0. conoidea, Brocchi. B. C, iv. 127, and v. 211, pi. 73. f. 6.

Med. 40-100 f. ; JEg. 130 f.
j P. 25-208 f.

0. acuta, Jeffr. B. C. iv. 130, and v. 211, pi. 73. f. 8. Med.
30 f.

0. umdentata, Mont. B. C. iv. 134, and v. 211, pi. 74. f. 1.

Med. 40-60 f. ; P. 30-40 f.

0. turrita, Ilanley. B. C. iv. 135, and v. 211, pi. 74. f. 2.

Med. 30-40 f. : ^p- iro f

n
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Odostoima dia^phana^ Jeffr. B. C. Iv. 141, and v. 212, pL 74.
f. 5. Med. 30-40 f.

'^

0. interstuicta^ Mont. B. C. iv. 151, and v. 213, pi. 75. f. 2.
Med. 30-310 f. ; Mg. 250 f.

0. excavafa^ P]u B. C. iv. 158, and v. 213, pi. 75. f. G.

Med. 40 f.
'
^

0. 5ca?ar/5, Pli. B. G. iv. 160, and v. 213, pL 75. f. 7. Med.
40 f.

'^

I 0. Tufa, Ph. B. C. iv. 162, and v. 213, pL 76. f. 1. Med.
50-100 f. ; P. 25-208 f.

0. lactea, L. B. C. iv. 164, and v. 213, pi. 76. f. 3, Med.
- 40f.; R 15-20f.
0. pusilla^ PL B, C. iv. 167, and v. 213, pL 76. f. 4. Med.
30-100 f,

O.admla^YXx. B. C. iv. 170, and v. 213, pi 76. f. 6. Med.
30-310 f. ; iEg. 100-250 f. : P. 25-1366 f.

0. nitens^j Jeffr,

Shell oWong, or forming a long oval, ratlier thin, semi-

transparent, and very glossj : sculj)ture none, except micro-
scopic lines of groAvth : colour clear white : sj>ire bluntly

pointed ; nucleus inverted : whorls three only (besides the

nucleus), moderately convex ; the last occupies two-thirds of

the spire : suture very narrow and slightly excavated ; it is

apparently margined by the overlapping of each >successive

whorl in that part : mouth oval, contracted above and on the

outer side, and somewhat chajuielled below, length about

one-third of the spire : outer lip thin, sloping downwards

:

inner lip distinct : pillar twisted : umbilicus none : tooth

represented by a broad but not conspicuous fold. L. O'l,

B. 0-035.

iEg. 130 f. Its nearest ally is 0. {Si/rnola) minuta of

H. Adams, which I liave from Corsica ; that shell, however,
* is cylindrical, with more whorls, a golden band encircling

the periphery, and a strong tooth.

0. tricincta^ Jeffr. Ann. & Mag. IST. H. ser. 2. xvii. 185, pi. 2.

f. 12,13. Med. 40-100 f.

0. striatida^ L., Syst Nat. ii. 1238 ;
Ph. i. 157, t. 9. f. 8, and

ii. 136 {Chemnitzia pallida) ;
B. C. iv* 7. Med, 30-100 f.

Not my Eulimella striatida (Piedmontese Mollusca)^ wlncli

must have another name, say hjalina. One specimen of

. the present species has the outer lip crenatcd or toothed on
tlie inside, as in Chemnitzia costaria of S. Wood, which in

other particulars agrees with the recent shell.

Pi/ramidella lieviuscuhj S. Wood, Cr. ^lolL 77, pi. 9. f. 2 a^ K

Shioiner.
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Titrio tereheJlatus of BroccliI, not Auricula terebeUata of

Lamarck. Med. 50-100 f. Another case of tlie revival of

a species supposed to be extinct.

Matliilda quadricarinata^ Brocchi. Ph. i. 191, and li. 160
{Turritella) . =EgUsia Macandrew^ II. Adams. Med. 40-

100 f.

Eulima jwJifa, L. B. C. iv. 201, and v. 214, pi. 77. f. 3.

B. C. iv. 203, and v. 214, pi. 77.

B. C. iv. 205, and v.

Med. 40-100 f.

E.

f. 4. Med. 40 f.

K
214, pi. 77. f. 5. Med. 30-100 f. j Mg
164 f.

E. stenosfoma, Jeftr. B. C. iv. 207, and v. 215, pi. 77. f. 6.

64-290
B. B. C. iv. 208, and v. 215, pi. 77. f. 7.

15-40

anary

E. hilineata, Aid. B. C. iv. 210, and v. 215, pi. 77. f. 8.

Med. 50-100 f. ; JEg. 130 f. ; P. 40-422 f.

E. Jeffreysiana^ Brusina. Jouvn. de Conch, xvii. 245 {Leio-

straca). Med. 40-100 f. ; Canary Isles (M'Andrew) 1

E. microstoma, Briis. 1. c. 244. Med. 40 f. ; (

(M'Andrew)

!

A fragment (tlie last Avhorl) of another and a remarkable
species of (apparently) Eidima occniTcd in the Tunis-Bay
dredging at a depth of 30 fathoms. It would be about the

size of E. suhidata, and is cream-colouredj with longitudinal,

slight, and flattened ribs, and a few spiral stria3 at the base

;

the loAver part of the inner lip is thickened and reflected.

If a perfect specimen should be found, it might take the

name of coelata.

Natica fidmineay Risso, Hist. Nat. de TEur. nier. iv. 149
[Nacca], = N. lineolata and N.JiJosa, Ph. = N. Sagraianaj

M'Andr., not D'Orb. Med. 50-100 f.

N. intricata, Don. Ph. i. 162 {N. Valenciennesii) , and ii.

140. Med. 40 f.

N. Dilhcyni, Payr. Ph. i. 162, and ii. 140. Med. 40 f.

N. Alderi,Yoxh. B. C. iv. 224, and v. 215, ^\. 78. f. 5.

Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 10-420 f.

N. GuiU::nim, Payi-. Ph. i. 162, and ii. 140 f. Med. 40-
100 f.

Neritina vtridis, L. Ph. i. 159, and ii. 138. Med. 40 f.

:

di-ifted ?

Solarium ArcJiitce, Costa. Ph. i. 173, and ii. 148 {S. strami-

neum). == S. fallaciosum, Tib. Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 140 f.

According to "Weinkauft', this species is the S, sicuhon of

I

'«»
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Cantrajne
j but Petit refers the latter to the next species,

Cantraine's descriptions are verj unsatisfactory.

Solarium hyhridumy L, Ph. i. 174^ t. 10. f. 27; and ii, 148
{S. luteum). Med. 50-100 f.

Aporrhais pes-])elecan{^ L. B. C. iv. 250, and v. 216, pi. 80.
t 1. Med. 60 f.

; Marm. 20 f. ; P. 10-422 £
A. Serresianusy Michaud. Ph. ii. 185; t. 27. f 6. (Chenopus).
Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 45-458 f.

^

Certthmm tuberculatum^ L. Ph, i. 192, t, 11. f. 3-6, and ii.

161 (6\ vulgatum) ; B. C. iv. 264, and v. 217. Med. 40 f.

C. lacteum^ Ph. i. 195, and ii. 162. =C. elegans^ DeBlain-
ville, not Desh. Med. 40 f.

C, reticulatmnj DaC. B, C. iv. 258, and v. 217, pi. 80. f. 4.

Med. 40-100 f. ; iEg. 130 f. ] P. 3-74 f.

Triforis perversa^ L. B. C. iv. 261, and v. 217, pi. 80- f. 5.

Mg
tuhercularis^ Mont. B. C. iv. 2&Q, and v. 217,

pi. 81. f. 1. Med
C.pulchella, JefFr. B. C. iv. 269, and v. 217, pi. 81. f. 3.

Med. 40 f.

C.Metaxa, Delle Cliiaje. B. C. iv. 271, and v. 217, pl._81.

f. 4. Med. 40-100 f. Delle Cliiaje expressly mentions

four

STures

the present species.

Triton reticulatus, DeBl. Ph. i. 211, t. 11. f. 28, and ii. 183

{Ranella lanceolata). Med. 40 f.

Murex In.mfi.llnRnft. nHstofori & Jan. Ph. i. 204, t. 11. f. 30,

andii. 179 (Fusus). =? M. hrevis, Forb. Med
Mediterranean cable, 1100 f. (A. Milne-Edwards) ; P. 80-

110 f. M. imhricatus of Brocchi seems io differ only in its

much larger size.

M. cristatus, Brocchi. Ph. i. 209, and ii. 182. Med. 40-

100 f. ; Mg, 100 f.

M. aciculatus, Lam. B. C. iv. 310, and v. 218, pi 84. f. 2.

Med. 40 f.

Lachesis minima, Mont. B. C. iv. 313, and v. 218, pi. 84.

f. 3 ; and var. mammillata. Med. 40-100 f.

L. Folinece, D. Ch. Ph. ii. 189, t. 27. f. 10. Med. 40 f.

Troplion muricatus, Mont. B. C. iv. 318, and v. 218, pi. 84,

f. 5. Med. 60-310 f. ; JEg. 250 f. ; P. 15-458 f.

T. vaginatus, Crist. & Jan. Ph. i. 211, t. 11. f. 27, and ii.

182 {Murex). Med. 310 f.; Mg. 250 f. This and the

following two species appear to belong to the genus TrapTion.

See B. C. iv. 315.
T. syracusanus, L. Ph. i. 203, and ii. 177. Med. 40-310 f.

Ann. <fe Maa. N. Hist. Ser. 4. Vol. vi. 6
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Trojyhon craticulatus^ Brocclii* Ph. i. 204^ and ii. 178. Med.
40-100 f.

Pisania cornea^ L* Ph. i. 202 [Fusus lignarnis)^ and ii. 177.

Med. 40 f.

Cassidaria tyrrhena^ Ch. Ph. i. 216, and ii. 186. Med.
60 f. ] P. 458-725 f.

Nassa incrassata^ Strom. B. C. iv. 351j and v. 219, pi. 88.

f. 1. Med. 30-40 f. ; P. 10-40 f.

N, limatay Ch. Ph. i. 21 9, and ii. 188 [Buccinum prisma-
tician). Med. 40-310 f. j and var. striata^ without ribs.

Med. 50-100 f.

Columhella scripta^ L. Ph, i. 225 {Buccmum Linncei)^ and
ii. 190. Med. 40-100 f.

a vi{n(yr, Sc. Ph. ii. 190, t. 27. £ 12. Med. 40 f.

a Tustica, L. Ph. i. 228, t. 12. f. 11, and ii. 194. Med. 40 f.

Defrancia teres^ Forb. P>. C. iv. 362, and v, 219, pi. 88. f. 5.

Med, 50-100 f. ; ^g. 130 f. ; P. 30-345 f.

n. gracilis, Mont. B. C. iv. 363, and v. 219, pi. 88. f. 6.

Med. 40-60 f.; P. 13-173 f.

D. Leufroyi, Mich. B. C. iv. 366, and v. 219, pL 89. f. 1-

Med. 3i0 f. ; Mg. 130-250 f.

D. linearis, Mont. B. C. iv. 368, and v. 220, pi. 89. f. 2.

Med. 60 f.; P. 13-173 f.

I), retictdata (Renicr), Bronn. B. C. iv. 370, and v. 220,

pi. 89. f. 3, 4. Med. 50-100 f. This specific name has been
so long in use, that it may be unwise to change it ; but as

it was not accompanied by a description or figure, Brocchi's

name ecldnata is in strictness preferable.

D. hjstrix, Jan. Bellardi, Mon. Pleur. foss. Piem. 613,

t, 4. f. 14. Med. 40-100 f. Not D. reticulata, Y^r.formosa,

which (although it has also a spiny sculpture) is much
larger and not so slender, with proportionally more trans-

verse ridges ; and it especially nas the apex conical and

reticulated, the apex in the present species being twisted

and spirally striated, like that of Trophon. Forbes's Fleu-

rotoma reticulata, var. ^pmo^a, may belong to. either species;

it was dredged by him (according to Reeve) off the coast of

Nice, at the dejjth of from 5 to 40 fathoms. P. spinulosa of

Eisso and P. spinosa of De Blainville are evidently the

variety of P. reticulata, as, indeed, the last-named author

suspected. I have to thank Dr. Tiberi for calling my at-

tention to this question in the ^ Bulletino Malacologico

Italiano' for 1869, p. 261. Several localities are given by
him for D. hystrix, as recent and tertiary.

D. purpurea, Mont., var. Pliilherti. B. G. iv. 373, 374, and

V. 220, pi. 89. f. 5. Med. 40 f, j P. 30-40 f.

m
^
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Pleurotoriia crisjmta, Jan. Ph. i. 200, and ii. 170, t. 26. f. 12.
Med. 40-100 f. ; Mg. 130-250 f.

P. striolata (Sc), Ph. B. C. iv. 376, and v. 220, pi. 90. f. 1.
Med. 40 f.

J
P. 15-20 f. Apparently P. Loeviana of Eeeve;

but his descriptions are very insufficient, and his figiu-es

often more picturesque than scientifically exact.
P. costata, Don. B. C. iv. 379, and v. 220, pi. 90. f. 3. Med.
40-100 f. ; P. 10-208 f.

P. Vauquelim, Payr. Ph. i. 198, t. 11. f. 19, and ii. 167.
Med. 40 f.

P. hrachystoma, Ph. B. C. iv. 382, and v. 220, pi. 90. f. 5.

Med. 50-100 f. ; P. 15-40 f.

P. nebula, Mont. B. C. iv. 384, pi. 91. f. 1. Med. 40 f.

:

P. 13-40 f.

P. galerifa, Ph. ii. 172, t. 26. f. 15 ] B. C. v. 221, pi. 102. f. 6.

Med. 50-100 f. A fragment, but unmistakable.
P. mrinata, Biv. B. C. v. 221, pi. 102. f. 7. Med. 310 f. :

P. 80-664 f.

P. septangularis, Mont. B. C. iv. 390, 392, and v. 222, pi. 91.

f. 5; var. secalina. =P. cegeensis, Forb. ex typ. Med. 40-
100 f.

P. nana, Sc. Ph. ii. 169, t. 26. f. 11. =Rfortis, Forb. Med.'
40 f.

Marcel de Scrres. Ph. i. 199, t. 11. f. 16 (P.

rude), and ii. 170 (P. granum). Med. 40-60 f. P. delo-

^gean dredgings

Pleurotoma

m
living or fossil species. It is rather solid for its size, and
has numerous fine cm*ved longitudinal ribs. Not the youn
of the next species, in which the ribs are much broader an

straight at the same period of growth.

Conoj>leura elegans, Sc. Ph. ii. 168, t. 26. f. 5. = Pleurotoma

incisa, Reeve. Med. 40-100 f. ; Marm. 20 f. ; and var.

nana, Med. 40 f. Hind's genus Gonopleura seems a good

one, by reason of the peculiar characters afforded by the

apex and the tubercular process on the pillar. P. sigmo'idea

of Bronn is congeneric.

Conus mediterraneus, Brug. Ph. i. 238, t. 12. f. 16-22, and
ii. 200. Med. 40 f.

Cancellaria cancellata, L. Ph. i. 201, and ii. 176. Med. 50-

100 f.

c&ronata, Sc. Ph. ii. 177, t. 25. f. 27. Med. 50-100 f.

;

a fragment.

'culat

ii. 198, Med, 40-100 f. ; Gulf of Suez (M
6*

Ph. i. 231, and
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According to Bronn, this is the Valuta huccinata of Renier

;

but the latter neither described nor figured it.

Ringicula ventrtcosa^ J. Sow. S- Wood, Cr. Moll. 22^ pi. 4.

f. 1 a, K =E. striata, Ph.
^
Med. 310 f. ; P. 557 f.

_^

Mitra cohimbellaria^ Sc. Ph, i. 230 {M. ohsoleta)^ and ii. 195,

t 27. f. 17. Med. 40-100 f.

M. tricolor, Gm, Ph. i. 230^ and ii. 195 (3f. Savignyi). Med.

40 f. ; Yar. granum, rather larger and broader, with the

pillar-folds also strong and conspicuous =3/. granum, Forb.

Med. 40-100 f.

M. cornicula, L. Ph. i. 229, t. 12. f. 9, 10, and ii. 195 [M.

ehemis), Med, 40 f. ; var. minor =31. Philipj){ana , Forb.

;

joung= 3f. Itttorah'sy Forb., ex typ.

M. lutescens, Lam. Ph. i. 229 (Jtf. cornea), and ii. 195. Med.
40-100 f. ; P. 200-420 f. Volutomitra grcBnlancUca of

Gray, and probably Valuta tringa of Linn^.

Margmella secalina. Ph. i. 232 {Volvaria triticea)y and ii.

197, t. 27. f, 19. Med. 40-100 f.

M. clandestina, Brocchi. Ph. i. 231, and ii. 197. Med. 40-

100 f. ; Mg. 130 f. Var. major, Med, 40 f.

M. occulta, Monterosato, Testacei nuovi dei mari di Sicilia

(Palermo, 1869, 8yo), 17, f. 10. Med. 50-100 f. . I ani

inclined to consider this distinct from the last species, until

an intermediate or connecting form has been found.

M. miimta, L. Pfeiffer. Ph, ii. 197, t. 27. f. 23. Med. 30-

100 f,

M. miliaria, L. Ph. i. 232, and ii. 197 (iV/. miliacea), Med.
40-100 f.

M. Icevis, Don. B. C. iv, 400, pi. 92. f. 1. Med. 40-100 f.

;

P. 30-420 f.

Cyprcea eurojpcea, Mont. B. C. iv. 403, and v. 222, pi. 92. f 2.

Med. 40-100 f. ; P. 10-110 f.

Cylichna umhilicata, Mont. B. C. iv, 413, and v. 223, pL 93-

f. 3. Med. 30-100 f.

C. cylindracea, Penn. B. C. iv. 415, pi. 93. f. 4. Med. 50-

100 f.; P. 10-517 f,

Utriculus mammillatus, Ph. B. C.-^ iv. 420, and v. 223, ph 94.

f. 1. Med. 40 f. ; P. 25-33 f.

U. striatulus, Forb. B. A. Eep, (1843), 188 {Bulla). = Cylichna

pyramidata, A. Adams = C. Hoernesi, Weink. Med. 40-

100 f.

U. ohtusus, Mont. B. C. iv. 423, and v. 223, pi. 94. f. 3 ;

var. minor, apice depresso. Med. 30 f.

Actceon tornatilis, L. B. C. iv. 433, and v. 224, pi. 95. f. 2.

Med. 40 f. ; P. 13-420 f.

A.pusillus, Forb. B. A. Eep. (1843), 191 {Tornatella) . Med.
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40-310 f. Very different from A. tornatiUs in size, shape,
solidity, and sculpture. Forbes's T. ghhulina appears to
be a 3-ounger state oi A , j>iis{llus ^ having the stri^ rubbed
down, but showing traces of the puncture-like markings.
I have before me the types of this and A. pusillus^ which I
had previously regarded (judging only from the short de-
scriptions or diagnoses) as the young and fry of A. tor-

natiUs,

Actceon exilis^^ Jeffr,

Shell oblong or somewhat spindle-shaped, semltranspa-
rent, and glossy : sculpture^ numerous spiral stride or im-
pressed lineSj which are quite smooth or plain, instead of

being pimctate as in other species of this genus : colour

clear white : spire elongated, with a blunt apex : lohorls

three, moderately convex ; the last occupies three-fourths of

the spire
; the first is mammiform : suture distinct, margined :

mouth rather narrow, irregularly pear-shaped, expanded at

the base ; length three-fifths of the shell : outer lip gently

curved, and folding inwards : inner lip folded back on the

L. 0-075, B. 0-045.
fi

Med. 310 f. It is not unlike A. levidensis of S. "Wood,

from the Coralline Crag at Sutton ; but in that species the

suture is deeper (making the spire appear pyramidal), and

the striae are punctate.

Bulla hydatis, L. B. C. iv. 437, and v. 224, pi. 95. f. 3.

Med. 40 f.

B. utriculus, Brocchi. B. C. iv. 440, and v. 224, pi. 95. f. 4.

Med. 40-310 f. ; P. 10-584 f.

Scaphander gihhulus^ Jeffr. Ann. & Mag. N. H. ser. 2. xvii.

188, pi. 2. f. 20, 21. ^?BuUa turgidula, Forb. Med. 40 f.

S. Ugnarius, L. B. C. iv. 443, and v. 224, pi. 95. f. 5. Med.

60 f. ; P. 15-517 f.

PMUne scahra, Mull. B. C iv. 447, and v. 224, pi. 96. f. 4.

Med. 310 f. ; P. 420-1215 f.

Asstminea Uttorina, D. Ch. B. C. v. 101, pi. 97. f. 6. Med.

40 f. ; drifted ?

Atlanta Peroni, Lesueur. Ph. ii. 205. M^. 100-250 f.

This and all the following species belonging to Mollusca

which are oceanic or inhabit the surface onlj of the sea,

must have fallen to the bottom after death. The specific

gravity of their delicate and almost filnij shells being not

much greater than that of sea-water, it is evident that they

could not sink to any great depth if the downward prcosure
r

* Slender.
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of the ocean were such as is generally supposed. Such

physical questions are fully discussed in the Report to the

Royal Society of the late exploring expedition m H.M.S.
^ Porcupine/

A, roseay Les. Voyage sur la Bonite, ii. 377^ pi. 19. f. 16-20-

Med. 310 f, ; Mg. 100-250/.
Ladas Keraudreni^ Les. Ph. ii. 205. ^L.planor'boides^ Forb.

Mg. 130 f.

PxEROrODA.

Embolus rostraliSy Souleyet, Voy. Bon. ii. 216, pi. 13. f. 1-10

{Spirialis) ; B, C. v- 114. = ? Bellero]jMna minuta^ Forb.

Med. 310 f. ; ^g. 100-250 f. .

Sjfirialis retroversus^ Flem. B. C v. 115^ pi. 98. f. 4. Med.

310 f. ' P. 25-173 f.

8. luUmoldes, Eydoux & Soul. Rev. Zool (1840) 138 ; Voy.

Bon. ii. 224, pi 13, f. 35-42. ^g. 100 f. ; P. 664 f.

8. pTiysoides. Forb. B. A. Rep. (1843), 186 (Peracle). Mg.
100 f.

Cavolina tndentata^ Forskal. Ph. i. 101, and ii. 70. Med.
50-100 f. ; Mg, 130 f.

(7. inflexa^ Les. Ph. i. 101, pi. 6. f. 18 [Hyaloia imcmata)

y

and ii. 71 (//. vaginella). Med. 310 f. ; Mg. 100-130 f.

(7, pyramidata^ Browne. B. C. v. 119, pi. 98. f, 6. Med.
40-310 f. ; Mg. 130-250 f. ; P. 110-1380 f.

G, suhulata^ Quoy & Graimard. Ph. ii. 72 [Cleodora spini--

fera). Med. 40-310 f, ; Mg, 100-250 f.

(7. sfriafa, Rang, Ph. ii. 72 {Cleodora). = Gleodora zonata

(D,Ch.?), Ph. ^g. 250f.

VI.

—

Professor Ilachel and M)\ Kent on the Zoological Affi

/ BA
It is scarcely right that the criticisms of ray friend Mr.
Kent should be the only response called forth in this country

by the admirable paper of Hackcl, in which he proposes to

give the sponges an intelligible position in the classification

of organisms. Since others who share Hiickel

Kent
and since he, by the excellent work which he has been doing
in coral-studies, may be judged to have brought as strong a

case against Hackel as can be got up on that side of the

question, I venture to state in what his objections appear to

be unfounded. In the first place, Mr. Kent comnjences by
admittiner one of the chief points which Hackel contends for,

%
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viz. the descent of the sponges and corals from a common an-
cestor, Protascus

; and he also admits the descent of the Cal-
cispongiai from the stock-form Prosycum (Hack.), derived, but
not very far removed, from the ancestral Protascus ; then,
stating that the corals had reached '^ the very zenith " of their

development before the close of the Silurian epoch (a statement
which is very far indeed from being supported by the com-
parison of Silui'ian with recent corals), he says, whatever may
have been the affinities of sponges and corals in past times,

the two groups, as they now exist, exhibit affinities of analogy
only rather than homology. This is a most exti'aordlnary

view
J

for if the sponges and corals inherited a common plan
of structm'c from a common ancestor, no length of time modi-
fying the functions of the parts of that common plan could

destroy the homology * of the two ; and what we should ex-

pect to find, and do find, are affinities of homology and but

small affinities of analogy. The chief fallacy of Mr. Kent in

his criticism upon Hiickel is in mistaking the value of ana-

logical and homological relations, and, indeed, in taking the

one for the other. Thus Mr. Kent lays great stress on the

food of sponges being taken in by ciliary action, whilst corals

use muscular power, and are provided with contractile prolon-

gations of the body-wall to seize food ; but this is a mere
difference of the function of common parts, and has no homo-
logical impoi't. No one thinks of separating certain oligocha^t

worms, such as yEolosomay which take in their food by cillaiy

action, from the others which use a powerfully developed suc-

torial pharynx ; nor of detaching the Chaitopods with pre-

hensile jaws in their pharynges from those which have none.

Mr, Kent's statements with regard to the voluntary action of

muscular tissue and the involuntary action of cilia, and the

consequent psychical distinction between sponges and corals,

are worthy of remark, because, in the first place, if the distinc-

tion be alloAved, we have to admit a totally novel differen-

tiating character. Mr. Kent ventures to say that Hackel asso-

ciates sponges with corals by looking to analogical rather than

homological affinities,—and then actually proposes to distin-

guish them by psychical manifestations. Can any thing be

further from homological argument than that which he here

uses? Moreover the voluntary nature of muscular action

and the involuntaiy nature of ciliary action cannot be admitted

on any terms. It is useless to import the term " voluntary
"

into the discussion ; but it is true that where a nervous system

* In another paper (fp. .34) I have discussed the signification of the term
homology in evolutional zoology, and have propo^od to replace it by the

term ^^loinoyeny " in the pai*ticular sense which is above implied.
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influences animal movements^ It usnallj operates on muscular

tissue, though there are cases (among the Vermes) where

nervous

rpuscles
J

have an example of its influencing the amoeboid as distin-

guished from the ciliary movements of simple protoplasm.

The close relation of ciliary and amoehoid movements and the

gradation, therefore, from cilia to muscular fibre, and conse-

quent insignificance of a distinction based on the substitution

of one of these forms of motion for another, has been demon-
strated by Professor Hackel's observation of the development

Monera
Jionovhora^ also In Sp

as he saw, threw out numerous short pseudopodia, and these

form
Infusoria

pies of ciliary movements exhibiting a so-called " voluntary
"

character ; and conversely it is not necessary to cite tu Mr. Kent
the host of examples of involuntary muscular movement, from
that of an isolated muscular fibre onwards. So much with

regard to a diagnosis which Mr. Kent thinks " may be re-

garded as of the highest importance." Next, in relation to

the differences between the Sponges' canal-system and that of

Actinozoa, we find Mr. Kent simply directing his arguments to

prove a difference of function between the two, and then turning

to us and asking us to admit a great homological distinction be-

tween them. The existence of inhalant pores in Sponges and
their absence in Actinozoa is the only point of homological dis-

tinction of any note which Mr. Kent can find
;
and this is ren-

dered less broad by the temporary character of the pores in some
Calcispongife and their actual existence in some Actinozoa. It

is simply nothing: to the point that there is a current setting;

one way in Sponges and another way (or no current at

all) In Actinozoa, and has no reference to homology, as

Mr. Kent must see on reflection. The development of the

osculum into an aperture for the inception of masses of food

is quite conceivable, especially when we look at such a sponge
as Prosycum. We must also remember that the currents di-

rected by cilia in the Sponges and the contractile organs round
the mouth of Actinozoa are special developments gradually at-

tained by these two diverging stocks which their common
parent possessed but in general outline*.
A second som-ce of error in Mr. Kent's conclusions is that

Dr. Richard Greef has this year described, in ^Kolliker u, Siebold's
Zeitschrift,' a very simple form of marine hydroid {Protohydra Leuekarti)
quite deyoid of tentacles or tentacular processes.
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he persistently compares extreme forms^ and demands an
agreement in details where a general agreement is sufficient.

This is not the way to investigate or to form a judgment of
the relationship of two groups: the points of contact must
he looked at ; and the outlying diverging members of the two
groups compared really do not demand attention^ tending as
they do to mislead the judgment by their extreme contrast.

ThuSj were we not well acquainted with a great mass of inter-

mediate forms^ we should have great difficulty in enclosing
AmpMoxus and Man in one group. And, to take another
case, the sponges and corals present no greater chasm between

r any two forms than is presented by the Chsetopod Aphrodite
and a Tce?^^a-proglottid. No one hesitates to associate the

Calcispongise with the other sponges ; and if it can be shown
that the Galcispongise are more or less closely allied to someof the

Coelenterata^that demonstration is sufficient sofar to connect the

whole of the sponges and the whole of the Coelenterata.

A third objection which may be urged against Mr. Kent is the

evidence of conservatism (which, indeed, I did not look for in

him) and of an undue regard for authority which his paper ex-

hibits, and which does not belong to the spirit of science. The
five subkingdoms which have succeeded to Cuvier's four are

not ultimate natural facts ; they may be doubted, questioned,

improved upon, and were two years since almost abandoned
by Professor Huxley, who once thouglit well oi tliem. Change
is the method of progress ; and if there is a disorderly lumber-

room which demands a change more pressingly than any other,

it is the Protozoa, embracing as it is sometimes made to doRhizo-

poda, Sponges, and Infusoria. It matters very little that Pro-

fessor Hackel is ^^ entirely upsetting the clear limits by which
a subkingdom is marked out and subdivided with tlie mutual

consent of the most eminent naturalists of the day." The emi-

nence of the naturalists in question has small concern for us

if Professor Hackel can establish his arguments ]
and it re-

mains to be seen whether the most eminent naturalists will not

rather join Professor Hackel in his work of upsetting.

Fourthly, the clearest evidence of weakness in 3Ir. Kent's

case against Hackel is his assertion that the only thing to be

done with the Sponges in classification is to place them in a

subkingdom designated Protozoa, in company, we suppose (for

Mr. Kent does not
^

with Monera, Amoeboidea
laria, and Infusoria. Mr. Kent says that if we ^'iew the com-
osite sponge-organism as an aggi'egation of Amoeba} (or, as

Ir. James-Clark would say, as far as the Calcispongi^ are

concerned, of flagellate Monades), ^'the affinity of the Spon-

say what are the limits of liis subkin^^om),

Loeboidea, Foraminifera, Gregarinse, Radio-
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giadee to the Protozoa rather than to the Coelenterata makes

itself eminently conspicuous ;" and at the same time their

points of agreement with Coelenterata, which he enumerates,

"entitle them/' he says, "in a natural and morphological

system of classification, to be ranked as the highest represen-

tatives of the Protozoa." Why, "viewed in this light," the

Coelenterata themselves exhibit greater agreement with the

Protozoa than with themselves as usually viewed ! And it

is not difficult thus to view all organisms as Protozoa, since

the common descent of organic beings from unicellular

forms is exhibited in all by a more or less cellular structure,

many of the cells in all cases agreeing closely with certain

free-living amoeboid and flagellate forms. The histological

differentiation of the Spongiadse is not so great as in many
Coelenterata* ; but it is still carried so far that it would be as

justifiable to class a Hydra as a compound Protozoon as to

place a calcareous sponge in that position.

Mr. Kent's relegation of the sponges to the Protozoa will

probably not be agreed to by those who may still question as

to what is to be done with them, and hesitate about their aflS-

nities with Coelenterata* There was by no means a rigid

alternative, as Mr. Kent seems to have thought ; he could

have left the.Sponges alone, neither grouped as Protozoa nor

as Coelenterata. Professor Huxley long since declared the

Protozoa to be as unnaturally heterogeneous a series as Cuvier's

Eadiata; and two years' since, at the College of Surgeons,
whilst removing the Infusoria to approximate them to the

Vermes, he indicated the Sponges as connected with the an-

cestry of the Coelenterata, though he did not definitely part

them from their old associates in the lumber-room. That the

Sponges cannot rightly be left in this position, must be con-

ceded by all who will look into the question. There is a really

enormous gap between Sponges and those Protozoa which come
nearest to them. The simplest sponges are aggregates of the

second order (that is, aggregates of such units as an Am<£ha
or a Monai)^ as are also MoUusks, many Coelenterates, many
Worms, and other forms. The compound Radiolaria and
Foraminifera offer also examples of secondary aggregation
among Protozoa ; but on comparing their state of aggregation
with that of the sponge, we perceive at once a vast difference.

The first is a simple result of growth producing an accumula-
tion of like parts, which remain attached, but might just as

* Wtat IVIr. Kent calls an essentially Protozoic property In sponges (as

to the temporarj' character of certain pores) is the property of sarcodic tissue

in all animals ; and sponges are largely sarcodic ; "but this does not make
them Protozoic.
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well be separated as far as their well-being is concerned. In
the Sponge, on the contrary, a new principle is detected at
work : the aggregation is arranged so that the parts maj work
for the life of the whole ; there is differentiation and indivi-
dualization

; and this process is carried to a veiy high degree
j

so that we have endodemi and ectoderm, fibrous tissue, sarco-
dine, spicular layers, antimera, ciliated tracts, a canal-system
with pores and osculum, and such complete highly indivi-
dualized forms as EiqjlecteUa and Orantia. There is not the
slightest trace of an approach to this kind of thing among any
Protozoa, certainly not among Mr. James-Clark's interesting
forms of Flagellata, which he assimilates to ciliate sponges.
It is the particular Z:znt? of individuality seen in sponges which
removes them so far from their quondam associates, and de-
mands consideration as to whether it is a plan of individuali-

zation peculiar to the group, and entitling them to a solitary

position, or whether other organisms present the same features

of structure. At the same time, be it remarked, we may
look for forms connecting Sponges to some of the Protista

;

since the course of development has not improbably left some
examples belonging to a stage of such an intermediate charac-
ter. Supposing such forms to be recognized, they must not

mfluence om- judgment as to the significance of the high de-

velopment of the more elaborately organized Sponges,
The probable result of Professor HackeUs arguments with

most naturalists will be, in the first place, to cause them to

admit the separation of Sponges from what are generally

known as Protozoa. lie will have greater difficulty in getting

the association with Co^lenterata, and with Anthozoa in

particular, admitted.
In preceding paragraphs it has been pointed out that the

fimction of the mouth, cavity, and canal-system does not affect

their homology or homogeny j and in the face of such forms

as Prosyciim^ and the clearly demonstrable ectoderm and endo-

derm and antimera of some forms and the general community
of plan which Sponges and Corals exhibit (as even Mr* Kent
allows in assenting to Protascus)^ it is not possible to maintain

that the canal-systems of sponges and Coelenterata^ are two
unrelated structures having no common genetic origin. The
weight of CAddence goes very much in favour of a common
origin for the two sets of canals when impartially examined.
The possibility of the two systems being nothing more than

homoplastic has to be weighed in considering this matter.

A greater mass of evidence will certainly be welcome in the

way of clearing up doubt as to the possible independence of

these two systems ; but Professor Hackel's facts go a very lou ti-

ts
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waj. The degree of intimacy in wliich Sponges are to be

associated with Actinozoa, Hjdrozoa, and Ctenophora is a

question which Hackel does not attempt to decide as jet ; and
here Mr, Kent has unintentionally done the brilliant Professor

of Jena an injustice. He does not definitely propose, as Mr-

Kent represents, to group Sponges wath Corals as Thamnoda^
at the same time placing Hydromedusge and Ctenophora in

an equivalent group Medusw ; this he merely offers as a sug-

gestion of the direction which affairs may have to take on

account of the closer affinities of Sponges with Corals than

with Hydroids*. He is more inclined at present to the

separation of Coelenterata into these two classes, Spongi^
and Acalephse (or Cnidse or Nematophora of Huxley), the

latter including the Actinozoa, Hydrozoa, and Ctenophora
an excellent arrangement, which Hackel does not finally adopt

because urticating cells are to be found in some worms and
mollusks. The urticating cells of worms and mollusks, how-
ever, are by no means such remarkable and characteristic

organs as those of NematojAora. Whilst it is desirable to

associate sponges with the Coelenterata, the fact that they

diverge from a common stock must not be forgotten if Ave wish
to exhibit their relations in a true genetic classification ; and
as yet, I venture to think, the two groups cannot be placed

much nearer than within the limits of a large division :

the higher Kematophora are not more closely "related in

blood '^ to the Sponges than is Ajyhrodite to the Cestoids, or the

Mammalia to Amj^hioxiis^ allowance being made in the com-
parison for the increased complexity of structure of the Worms
and Vertebrates.

Professor P. J. Van Beneden of Louvain long since ex-

pressed very much the same opinion as to the nature of Sponges
as that now advocated by Hackel, and previously to him by
Leuckart—that is, so far as affinities with the Coelenterata

generally are concerned. Professor Van Beneden, in his work
'^Zoologie m^dicale ' (Paris, 1859, t ii. p. 394), written in con-

junction with Professor Gervais, said of the Sponge, " C'est

Tanimal du type polype reduit ^ sa plus simple expression.'^

Tiirougli sucli a form as Protohydra it is more easy, if we only look
to recent forms, to imagine a connexion between Sponges and Ccelenterates;
"but we must allow that in past time there have existed very simple
Anthozoa also, which are not known to us now.

ft
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VII.— On the Origin and Development (?/ Perlphyllus testudo,

Van der Hoeven. Bj C. RiTSEMA*.

In the sixth volume (for 1863) of the ^ Nederlandsch Tijd-
schrift voor Entomologie/ Professor Jan van der Hoeven
called attention to a small Hemipterous insect which frequently
occurs on the leaves o^ Acer campestre and A . _pseudoplatanus

.

He named it Periphgllus testudo.

It was observed in 1852 by J. Thornton^ who gave it the

name of Phyllofhorus testudinatus
^ and regarded it as the pupa

of a new species of ApMs^ for which probably a new genus
would have to be established f. Subsequently (1858) Lane
Clarke mentioned the same little animal under the name of

Chelymorj)ha phyllophora^ and regarded it as the pupa of a

form occupying a position between the genera Aphis and
CoccusX. These two writers^ however, only give a short ac-

count of it. It was afterwards more fully described and also

figured by Van der Hoeven as Periphyllus testudo^. This
zoologist was of opinion that it belonged to the Hemiptera
Homoptera ; but he could not determine whether it would be
better referred to the Aphididae or to the Coccina, although he

thought it was scarcely to be united with the former.

It was only in 1867 that something with regard to the

origin of the animal in question was brought to lightj when
MM. Balbiani and Signoret presented to the French Academy
of Sciences some communications upon it^ wliich, under the

title of "Note sur le Developpement du Puceron brun de

Terable/' were published in the ' Comptes Eendus ' for the

* Translated from tlie Dutch by W, S. Dallas, F.L.S., from a separate

impression communicated by the author^ from the Mededeelingen der Kon.

Akad. van Wetenschappeu, 2^^ Reeks, Deel iv.

t Trans. Ent, Soc. London, 1852, n. s. vol. ii. Proc. p. 78.

i ' Objects for the Microscoj)e, being a popular Description of the most

instructive and beautiful subjects for exhibition/ by L. Lane Clarke.

London, 1858. A second edition of this work was published in 1863,

§ As a reason for the rejection of the generic names which had been

proposed by Thornton and tane Clarke, Van der Hoeven states that both

had been previously employed, Phyllophora having been made use of for

genera of Crustacea, Coleoptera, Orthoptera, and Diptera; whilst a genus
of Coleoptera had been established by Chevi'olat under the name of Che-

lymorpha as early as 1834. I cannot, however, see clearly why Van der

Hoeven changed the specific name of testudinatuSy given by Thornton to

this animal, into testudo^ and I believe that there is no reason for so

doing. But, as it will appear that in this case a larval form of a long-

tno^Ti and described insect has received a distinct name, which^therefore

must sink, I have thought it better to abstain from a strict application of

the law of priority, and to adopt Van der Hoeven'a name in this paper,

than to increase still further the number of synonyms.



* This memoir is translated into English in the ' Annals and Mag-azine
of Natural History/ ser. 3. 1867, vol. xx. pp. 149-152, and is transferred
from this without change, but -with the addition of a figure oi Periphyllus
testudo, into Hardwick's ^ Science Gossip ' for Sept. of the same year.

t Comptes Eendus^ February 4, 1867.
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17tli Junein that year*. Astlie result of their investigation,

they state that Perijyhyllus testudo^ Van der Hoeven^ of which

neither a new genus nor even a new species is to be formed^ is

nothing more than an ahnormal infertile form of Aphis aceris^

Linn.
J
and that this foim is produced from individuals iden-

tical with those from which normal laiw^j capable of further

development and of reproduction^ originate ; nay, they some-

times even ascertained that the same mother produced both

forms.

Hence we can only regard the PeriphylU as a constant va-

riation from the specific type, produced by normal generations. ^

Bearing in mind the observations of Landois f concerning

the law of sexual development of insects, from which we learn

that in them the sexes simply depend upon the conditions of

nutrition to which the larvse have been subjected, the authors

come to the conclusion that, although the abnormal plant-lice

{Pertphylli) are entirely destitute of the power of propagation,

either by sexual reproduction or by any other means, we must
not conclude that their conditions of nutrition might not sub-

sequently be so modified that with the sexual characters they

might acquire the power of unlimited direct propagation ; so

that these abnormal individuals would then in their turn be-

come the origin of a new species, produced by variation from ^
one specific type.

In the spring of 1868, whilst still unacquainted with the
\

investigation just noticed, I had made some passing observa-

tions upon the same subject. The results of these investiga-

tions, continued and completed in 1869, will be stated in order

in the following pages.

As early as the beginning of February, I observed upon a

tree oiAcer pseiidoiylatanus (Linn.) young larvae of a species of

plant-louse ; and on closer examination of a small branch, I

also found on the bark, especially in the axils and at the base
of the buds, the glistening, black, oval eggs from which they
had issued.

These larvge were about 0*5 millim. in lengthy and of a dark -^

green or nearly black colour. After changing their skins five %

times, they had become developed, at the end of March, into

wingless nurses 3 milKms. in length, strongly inflated and of a

dark-green or brown colour, which quickly began to produce
ligh*"g^^^^ larv£e ; and these, in the latter half of April, after

m

i

n
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changing the skin only four times, attained tlieir adult state.
In this state some of them were winged, others -wingless.
With the first generation, by means of Walker's ^^ Descrip-

tions of Aphides '' (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist ser. 2- yoL i. et
seqq.)^ I had already determined the species to he Aphis aceris
(Linn.)

;^
and_ this was confirmed by the comparison of the

winged individuals of the second generation with Kaltenbach's
and Koch's descriptions of this species.

After the nurses of the second ^^eneration had brought forth
many young which perfectly agreed with the first life-phases
of their mothers, I saw, in accordance with Balbiani's results,

that individuals were born which I immediately recognized as
Penphyllus testudo. The ordinary larvge were further deve-
loped, and about the middle of May had become winged and
wingless nurses, whilst the PeriphylU had remained unaltered.

The third generation, again, in^their turn gave birth at first

to ordinary larvee and afterwards to Ferijpliylli^ the latter even
m greater number than had been produced by the second ge-
neration. I was now much surprised by finding among these

larvo3 examples which distinctly formed a transition between
the two larval forms (the ordinary larvse and the Perij>hylli)j

as m them the leaf-like appendages were fewer in number and
more narrowly lanceolate, and, indeed, in some of them passed
gradually into hairs. All these transitional fomis were desti-

tute of the regular figures which occur upon tlie back of the

Periphylliy but jDOSsessed the two rows of setigerous tubercles

and the two honey-tubes which we find on the dorsal sm'face

of t}iQ ordinary larvse, but which are wanting in the PerijyhylU.

These individuals became further developed, and, after the

first change of skin, were exactly like the ordinary larvae.

The members of this fourth generation, except the Peri-

P^iylUy had become perfect nurse-individuals in the latter part

of May, and began to propagate as such, but not, as in the

case of the ivro preceding generations, at first by ordinary

larvae and afterwards by Periphyllij but vice versa ^ first by a

number of Periphylli^ then by a few transitional forms, and
finally by a comparatively small number of ordinary larvse*

These larvae, however, died by a neglect on my part; ^so

that I was unable to acquire certainty as to a conjecture which
had occmTed io me—^namely, that the nurses of this fifth ge-

neration would propagate solely by Peri])hjlli.

^ Nevertheless I did not omit to continue the careful observa-

tion of the Peripfiylli of different generations. Up to the end
of August I could not detect even the smallest change in

them. At that time, however, they became thicker in the

l>ody, and on both sides of the back some darker contents
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"began to stow tlirough the integument. After tliis, in the

beginning of September, I found PeripJiylli changing their

skins.

After this first moult thej agreed exactly with the second

life-phase of the ordinary larvae, while a fortnight later they

had attained their perfect state, in which they were all wing-

less. These nurses began immediately to propagate by light-

yellow ordinary larvse, which at the end of September changed

their skin for the last time, and remained wingless like their

mothers. The larvae born from these nurses agreed very '^

nearly with those of the preceding generation, and became
developed before the middle of October into winged male and

wingless female imagos, which quickly paired, after which
the females attached about eight brownish-yellow eggs to the

bark of the maple tree. These eggs slowly became black,

and in the beginning of Febfuary 1870 will again furnish the

first generation of Aphis aceris (Linn.).

Haiang reached the end of my memoir, I will briefly run

over the results to which the investigation described has led.

In the first place, it is proved that PeriphyUus testudo (V.

d. Hoev.) is not a distinct species, but a peculiar larval form
of Aphis aceris^ occurring in the earliest period of its life. ^

In the second place, that this larval form is not, as has

hitherto been supposed, incapable of further development, but

that it is merely subjected to a long-continued cessation of :

development in its first stage, by which the multiplication of

the above-mentioned species of Aphis is greatly limited.

In the third place, that it is produced only by the genera-

tions in which both winged and wingless individuals occur.

In the fourth place, that it is produced both from the winged
and wingless nurses, in association with the ordinar}" larval

form which undergoes a rapid development, and with indivi-

duals which form a sort of transition to the latter. And
in the fifth place, that in the successive generations the Peri-

phylli continually increase in number, whilst the number of

the ordinaiy larvte diminishes^ and, indeed, to such a degree

that the fourth generation (that is to say, the third from which
Periphylli are bom) only produces a few ordinary larv^-

From this I think we may conclude that nothing but Peri-

phylli are produced from the fifth generation, which, in my
case, unfortunately died. Should this actually prove to be
the case, it would serve especially to prevent any very great

increase of this species during the summer.

J
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BIBLIOGEAPHICAL Is^OTICE.

Eminent Men of the Day. Photographed by G, C. Walltch, M.D.
Scientijic Series, London : Van Yoorst, 1870.

We are pretty well aceustoraed^ in our jonrneyings through some
of the principal streets of London, to see photographic portraits of
those scientific men whose names occupy the largest space in the
estimation of the general public. Some of these " counterfeit pre-
sentments '' are undoubtedly good; but others are deficient in
those qualities of artistic effect which to a great extent constitute
the charm of a portrait, whilst others are so badly managed in every
respect that the distinguished originals must, we should think, ex-
perience a sad twinge when they catch a glimpse of likenesses which
are little better than caricatures.

No such reproach can be laid upon Dr. Wallich, whose portraits
of sixteen of our leading scientific men, now just published by Mr.
Van Voorst, really leave little to be desired. All of them are nearly
perfect likenesses ; and to some the praise of actual perfection is due.

All are vignetted and printed with a care which brings out the more
delicate shades wonderfully, whilst Dr. WaUich's personal acquaint-
ance with his sitters has enabled him, in most eases, to select the

best positions for developing their characteristic expression.

_
The first volume of the * Scientific Series,' now before us, inclu-

ding as it does the Presidents of nine of our principal societies, of

course is by no means exclusively devoted to naturalists; neverthe-
less, if we regard geology as a branch of natural history, eleven of

the sixteen portraits are those of men in whom naturalists gene-
rally must take an interest. Thus we have a most admirable and
characteristic likeness of Professor Owen ; an equally fine one of

Mr. Bentham, the President of the Linnean Society; a likeness of

Professor Huxley, in which that genially thoughtful expression

familiar to his friends has been most happily reproduced ; an excel-

lent portrait of Dr. Hooker, perhaps the best in the book, and one
of Lord Walden, which almost equals this. The portrait of General

Sabine, who, as President of the Eoyal Society, may rank, e.v ojpno,

as a naturalist, is also remarkably characteristic, as are those of Sir

Roderick Murchison, Sir Charles Lyell, Professor Ramsay, and Mr.

Prestwich, and especially that of Professor Stokes, the Secretary of

the Royal Society. The other portraits are those of Professor

Tyndall, Sir William Logan, Director of the Geological Survey of

Canada, Mr. Lassell, the President of the Royal Astronomical So-

ciety, the Rev. J. B. Reade, President of the Royal Microscopical

Society, and Professor Wilhamson, President of the Chemical Society.

_
Artistically the best of these portraits are those of Mr. Bentham,

Sir William Logan, and the Rev. J. B. Reade.

That we have referred specially above to the qualities of individual

portraits is due rather to the desire of expressing the pleasure which
we have felt personally in obtaining a series of such interesting pic-

tures, than to any feeling that it was necessar}' to speak in terms
of praise or blame of any particular one. When we have said

Ann, d: Mag.K Hut. Ser.4. TV. ri. 7
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—
that all are very good and some adrairaLle, there is little occasion

for special criticism. We can only hoj^e that the success of this ele-

gant little volnme may he such as to induce the artist and his puh-

lisher to continue their undertaking, and to furnish us in the same

form "vvith a complete series of these portraits, which will be of the

highest value hereafter as illustrations to the history of scierfce.

m

PEOCEEDINGS OF LEAENED SOCIETIES.

EOYAL SOCTETY.-

April 28, 1870.—Dr. William Allen Miller, Treasurer and

Yice-President, in the Chair.

'* On the Organs of Vision in the Common Mole." By Robert
James Lee.

The eye of the Common Mole and the structures connected with

it undergo some remarkable changes during the growth of the ani-

mal. The gentleman who does me the honour to present the results

of an investigation into that subject to the Royal Society was desi-

rous that it should be undertaken in order to ascertain the cause

of the anomalous condition in which the organ of vision is found in

the adult Mole.

It was the suggestion of Mr. Solly that an examination of the eye

of the young or foetal Mole might assist in the explanation ; for

Mr. Solly had reflected much on the subject, and entertained reasons

for believing that such an inquiry would be attended with a satisfac-

tory result.

It is known that there is distinct evidence of the existence of an

eye and other parts concerned in the endowment of sight in many of

the various species of the Mole genus. To what extent, however, the

defective state of the organs permit of sight, or whether the animal

is totally blind, are questions still undecided.

That the organs of vision in the young Mole would be found in a

more perfect state than in mature age was what Mr. Solly anticipated,

while he conjectured, for physiological reasons, that the cause of the

difference between them would be found to be a process of atrophy

or degeneration in the various structures essential for the enjoyment

of sight.

The specimens sent me for the purpose of examination consisted

of a female Mole, which appeared, from its dimensions, to have at-

tained the full period of development, if it had not somewhat exceeded

it, and of six unborn young about an inch and a quarter long, and,

as far as I could judge, beyond the middle of the period of gestation.

Before entering into anatomical details, I venture to review briefly

the researches which have been made by anatomists into this sub-

ject. A summary of the views entertained by those who preceded
him is given by Gottfried Treviranus, in his work published in 1820,

•Vermischte Schriften, anatomischer und physiologischer Inhalt,'

in the chapter on the Nerves of Sense in Mammalian Animals.

From this account it appears that it was Zinn who first described an
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optic nerve in the Mole, and declared it to be a branch of that divi-
sion of the fifth pair of nerves which is distributed to the nose.
The description by Zinn was published in the fourth volume of

the Commentaries of the Royal Society of Gottingen. " The optic
nerve," he says, "is long and of considerable tenuity. Its origin is

the same as that of the very large nerve which passes to the pro-
boscis. It takes a long oblique course, lying above the muscles of
the nose, and passing in an outward ai^d backward direction, sur-
rounded by dense structures, is finally inserted into the posterior
part of the globe of the eye in the line'of the axis of vision.**

In 1813 Tiedemann published a description of the optic nerv^e

and the fifth pair, which differed in a very important respect from
the account given by Zinn ; for he says that although the optic
nerves are small and difficult to distinguish, yet they exist as separate
nerves, and present the same general character as in most of the

mammalia. Tiedemann carried his investigations still further, a;td

declared the absence of the third, fourth, and sixth pairs of nerves.

He described certain filaments, which he stated to be unconnected
with the optic nerve, and to be similar to those branches which are
found in the tissues around the eye in other animals. The absence
of the third, fourth, and sixth pairs of nerves was subsequently
asserted also by Cams ; but his account of the origin and termmation
of the optic nerves is not quite intelligible to me. It appears, how-
ever, that the conclusions of Treviranus and Carus agreed that there

was some connexion between the optic nerve and the fifth, which
sufficed to supply the Mole to a certain degree with the sense of
sight- Indeed the chief physiological fact which Treviraiuis endea-

voured to establish in the chapter of the work alluded to, was that

the nerves of one particular and special sense were capable, under

certain circumstances, of becoming endowed with the properties of

nerves of another and different sense. "The fifth pair of nerves

in some mammalia supply the place of the most important nerve of

sense/' is the introductory sentence in the chapter ; or, in other

words, a nerve of touch and feeling may become a nerve ofsight—that
is, sensitive to the rays of light ; and he concludes the chapter thus;

—

" 1 cannot but agree with Cams that the optic nerve and the fifth

branch enter into connexion in the eye to produce the retina." This

opinion met with opposition from Prof, Miiller, who controverted it

by the statement that true optic nerves had been exhibited to him
by Dr. Henle (Baly's translation, p. 842).

From a remark of M. P. G. Pelletan, in his *Memoire sur la

Spe'cialite' des Nerfs des Sens/ quoted by Mr. Solly in his work

on the Brain, it would appear that that anatomist had made a very

careful examination of the organs of vision, both in the adult and

foetal Mole, for he " recommends the dissection of either foclal Moles,

or very young ones, in whom the optic foramen is still distinct."

The importance of this remark consists in the proof that Pelletan

had observed that the optic foramina undergo some change sub-

sequent to the birth of the animal.

Von Siebold has published the results of investigati(ms into the
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—
difference between the eyes of certain species of Talpa. "The eyes

are rudimentary," he says, "in the Mole and Spalax typhlus, which
live underground; and above all in Talpa cmca and the Chryso-

chlores are the eyes rudimentary. They are a little more developed

in the Shrews and the Conimon Mole. According to OUivier

(Bulletin dela Societe Philomathique, vol. ii. No. 38, p. 105), all the

ordinary elements of the eye are found in Spalax typhlus.^^

Leydig, in his * Handbuch der Histologic,' has some important

remarks on the eyes of blind animals, and has described, in Miiller's

* Archives/ 1854, p. 346, the cellular structure of the lens of the

Mole's eye, as presenting the character of embryonic structure, from

which he concludes that the lens remains in its primitive embryonic

condition.

Mr. Solly's investigations were directed to the state of the optic

commissures at the base of the brain. "In the Mole," he says, "in
which the optic nerves are so extremely minute that they have often

escaped detection, and are by many authors described as entirely

wanting, these commissural fibres are found distinctly crossing the

base of the skull opposite the usual situation of the optic commis-
sure ; while the small black speck, evidently the rudiment of the eye,

is supplied by a minute branch from the fifth pair " (p. 289, op* ciL).

In Prof. Owen's work on the ' Comparative Anatomy and Physio-

logy of Vertebrates' (vol. iv. p. 246), the organ of sight, like that

of smell, is stated to be " wanting in a few mammals, the eyeball

being reduced to the size and condition of the ocellus in Amblyopsis,
and to its simple primitive office of taking cognizance of light, a

filament of the fifth aiding a remnant of the proper optic nerve.

The Moles, especially the Italian kind, Talpa cceca, and Mole-rats,

exemplify this condition, in which, as in Spalax typhhis, the skin

passes over the ocellus without any palpebral opening or loss of hair."

Mr. Herbert Mayo has given a similar description in his ' Phy-
siology,' and has supplemented it by a drawing, in which the fifth nerve

is represented as sending a filament directly to the globe of the eye.

From the above enumeration of the views entertained by anato-

mists regarding the eye and optic nerve of the Mole, it is apparent

that attention has been directed by some to the eye in particular,

and to the structures intimately connected with it, while others have
arrived at their conclusions from examination of the interior of the

skull and the optic region of the brain.

It remained therefore to ascertain the condition of the optic nerve

in the posterior part of the orbit, especially that portion of the nerve

which lies in the optic foramen, and thus endeavour to connect the

appearances described in the eye with those observed at the base of

the brain.

It is proposed to give an account of the dissection of the full-

grown Mole, in order to contrast the state of the eye, the optic

nerve, and the cranium with that which those parts present in the

foetal Mole, following such an arrangement of the facts that the

important points of difference shall be apparent without separate

comparison.

\ *"

r
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The eye of the Common Mole presents the appearance of a minute
black and shining bead, closely attached to the skin of the head,
and concealed by the hair so completely that' it is difficult sometimes
to discover it. In removing the skin the small globe is easily de-
tached at the same time, and no indication remains of the exact
position in which it was situated. This shows that in the Mole the
cavity of the orbit is wanting, and that the structures usually found
in the vicinity of the eye are in a different condition from that which
they present in other mammalia. It is necessary, therefore, to divide
the skin around the base of the eye in order to preserve the connexion
between the globe and the subjacent tissues.

Beneath the eye, and forming a basis on which it rests, is *'a firm
mass of cellular fibrous tissue which assumes on dissection a fusiform
shape, with an attenuated portion passing towards the base of the
skull." The filament becomes so exceedingly delicate in the deeper
part of the orbit that the difficulty of ascertaining its precise con-
dition is probably the reason of the difference of opinion on the

subject.

In Mr. Solly's specimen there was found to be no attachment
whatever of the filament to the base of the skull ; but in a former
dissection of a smaller, and probably younger specimen, the con-
tinuity between the bone and the tissue was evident.

The filament of tissue above described, and the connexion which
it formed between the eye and the skull, induced me to examine it

microscopically, in order to ascertain whether it contained nervous
fibres, or possessed any o( the characters of the optic nerve.

It exhibited a tendency to divide in a longitudinal direction when
needles were applied to it, and presented the appearance of cellular

tissue, without, however, any trace of nerve-fibre. It will be seen

nevertheless, from the description of the optic nerve in the foetal

Mole, that this delicate thread is the only vestige which remains of
that important part of the organs of vision in the full-grown Mole.

With regard to some minute branches of nerves and blood-vessels

which pass into the tissue forming the base of the eye, both on its

outer and inner side, it is not in my power to say definitely from

whence they come, as their minute size prevented me from tracing

them in the deeper part of the orbit to their points of exit from the

skull.

The eye of the full-grown Mole presents a surface uniformly

black and ghstening, in which there is no indication of a cornea and

sclerotic distinct from one another, nor any evidence of an iris or

pupillary aperture. Within the globe, when ruptured with the

points of needles, a layer of black pigmentary particles was found

to Hne the internal surface of the dense structure which corresponds

to the sclerotic.

In addition there was a confused mixture of grey and white

granular substance, in which there was no distinct evidence of re-

mains of the usual contents of the globe of the eye, though, as will

be seen, those structures exist in foetal life.

The specimens were sent to me preserved in alcohol, consequently

the brain was firm, and easy to be removed entire from the cranium.
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. On raising the anterior lobes gently from the base of the skull,

it was ascertained that no nerves connected the brain with the bone

anterior to the fifth pair. The base of the brain also exhibited an

entire absence of the optic nerves beyond a vestige in a very minute

chiasma, as described by Mr. Solly.

On examining the internal surface of the base of the skull, the

usual foramina for the optic nerves are found to be wanting, a con-

dition which is observed with facility in the dried specimens in

the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, Among these there

is one in which there is a vestige of an optic foramen on the left side

of the head, while on the opposite side the surface is smooth and

perfect.

In the arrangement of the details which have been given above

of the appearances observed in the course of the examination, atten-

tion has been directed to three points in particular, namely to the

condition of that part of the optic nerve which is situated externally

to the skull, and which exists as a mere thread of connective tissue

;

secondly, to the eye itself, and the structures within, so far as it

was necessary to consider them in their efficiency for optical pur-

poses; thirdly, to the internal surface of the skull in its relation to

the part of the brain from which the optic nerves take their origin

-

The following description of the various structures in the foetal

Mole will be more general than the above account of them in the
full-grown Mole, as five specimens instead of one were examined.
On the removal of the skin and a layer of muscular tissue sub-

jacent, a part of the globe of the eye is exposed. When the whole
side of the face and the temporal region are dissected, the eye is

found to be in close proximity to the large branch of the facial

nerve.

The eye has the usual appearance presented by the organ in most
foetal mammalia ; in form globular, and in size proportionate to the

head of the animal ; the cornea translucent ; the sclerotic perfectly

distinct, and of dense white tissue ; the iris apparent through the

cornea, with a clear pupillary aperture.

Between the eye and the facial nerve a small portion of the optic

nerve is seen in the superficial dissection, and appears to form an
upright peduncle for the globe.

It is necessary to divide the seventh pair in order to examine the
deeper parts of the orbit. When the dissection is completed, and
the optic nerve exposed in its whole extent, from the eye to the base
of the cranium, the branches of the fifth pair of nerves are brought
into view. The main branch of the second division of the fifth nerve
lies a Uttle below the optic nerve, parallel with it, and supplies large

and numerous branches to the anterior part of the face. There is

no necessity to describe minutely the appearance presented in the

deep dissection of the orbit, as I observed nothing unusual to re-

quire particular notice. There are some minute muscles attached
to the globe which do not admit of separation into distinct parts,

but completely surround the posterior half of the globe.
To trace the optic nerve through its foramen to the brain was

successfully accomplished in only one dissection. After exposing
u

\
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the optic nerve and the eye completely, all the surrounding parts
were removed, and a section made through the skull so as to exhibit
a lateral view of the interior of the cranium.
The brain itself was disorganized in all the young specimens; but

in the dissection just alluded to the optic nerve was seen to pass
through the base of the skull, and to enter the membranes to a short
distance, so that it would have been possible, if the brain had re-
mained perfect, to trace it to its origin.

With regard to the eye itself, no difficulty was experienced in se-

parating the iris, choroid, and lens. The other structures usually
existing in the eye had been so long subjected to the influence of the
alcohol that I could not determine their condition.

It must necessarily happen that many interesting observations are

made in the course of an investigation like that which has been
briefly described, and many minute details might have been added
to this account ; but it appeared to me to be desirable to limit the

details, as far as possible, to those which were sufficient to establish

the remarkable physiological fact that the Mole, at the time of birth,

is endowed with organs of vision of considerable perfection, while in

mature age it is deprived of the means of sight in consequence of
certain changes which take place in the base of the skull, terminating
in the destruction of the most important structures on which the

enjoyment of the sense of sight depends.

May 5y 1870.—Lieut-General Sir Edward Sabine, K.C.B.,

President, in the Chair.

W
LL.D., F.R.S., &c.. Principal and Vice-Chancellor of M^Giil College,

Montreal, '*0n the Pre-Carboniferous Floras of North-Eastern

America, with especial reference to that of the Erian (Devonian)

Period/' The following is an Abstract.

_
The attention of the author was first directed to the Devonian as

distinguished from the Carboniferous flora by the discovery, on the

part of Sir W. E. Logan, in 1843, of some remarkable remains of

plants in the Sandstones of Gaspe', Canada- In 1859, after visiting

Gaspe' to study these plants in situ, the author published descrip-

tions of them, and more particularly of the two characteristic Lower-

Devonian genera Prototaxites and Psilophytony in the Journal of

the Geological Society.

Subsequently additional material was obtamed b;^ personal inves-

tigation of the Devonian of Maine and New Brunswick, and, through

the kindness of Prof. James Hall, from that of New York. These

additional plants were also published in the Journal of the Geological

Society.

Still more recently, a thorough re-examination of the Gaspe beds,

the systematic exploration of the plant-bearing beds near St. John
by Prof. Hartt, and fresh collections made by Prof. Hall have en-

abled the author to prepare a catalogue of 121 species, and to attempt

a thorough revision of the Erian flora, and an investigation of it«

conditions of growth and relations to the Carboniferous flora.
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The term " Erian *'
is applied to the formations included between

the top of the Upper Silurian and the base of the Carboniferous, ou

account of the uncertainties which have attended the subdivision and

limitation of the Devonian of Europe, and also on account of the

immense area occupied by these beds on the south and west of Lake

Erie, and their admirable development with regard to subdivisions

and fossils. The name "Erie Division" was also that originally

applied to this typical series by the geologists of the Survey of New
York.
A large part of the paper was occupied with the revision of the

Erian flora, including the description of twenty-three new species,

and more ample descriptions of others previously known only in

fragments. Large trunks of PrototaxiteSy from the base of the

Lower Devonian, were described, and full details given of the form,

structure, and fructification of two species of Psilophyton. The
new genus Ormoxylon was described. The genus Cyclostigma was

noticed, as represented by two species in America, and its foliage and

fruit described for the first time. The genera of the Erian Ferns

were examined and corrected, and several interesting trunks and stipes

belonging to Tree-ferns were described. The fruits of the genus

Cardiocarpum were illustrated with reference to their structure-

The occurrence of LepidophloioSt Calamodendron, and other forms in

the Middle Devonian was noticed for the first time.

The third part of the memoir was occupied with comparisons and

general conclusions. At the close of the Upper- Silurian period there

was a great subsidence of the land in Eastern America, proved by
the wide extent of the marine beds of the Lower Helderberg (Lud-
low) group. It was on the small areas of Lower-Silurian and Lau-

rentian land remaining after this subsidence that the oldest land

plants known in the region flourished. Re-elevation occurred early

in the Devonian period, and the known flora receives considerable

extension in the shallow-water beds of the Lower Erian. The
subsidence indicated by the great Corniferous limestone interrupted

these conditions on the west side of the Appalachians, but not on

their eastern side. At the close of this we find the rich Middle-

Devonian flora, which diminishes toward the close of the period

;

and, after the physical disturbances which on the east side of the

Appalachians terminated the Erian age, it is followed by the meagre

and quite dissimilar flora of the Lower Carboniferous ; and this, after

the subsidence indicated by the Carboniferous limestone, is followed

by the Coal-formation flora.

If we compare the Erian and Carboniferous floras, we find that

the leading genera of the latter are represented in the former (but,

for the most part, under distinct specific forms), that the Erian

possesses some genera of its own, and that many Carboniferous ge-

nera have not yet been recognized in the Erian. There is also great

local diversity in the Erian flora, conveying the impression that the

conditions aff'ecting the growth of plants were more varied, and the

facilities for migration of species less extensive, than in the Carboni-

ferous.

la comparing the Erian flora of America with the Devonian of
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Europe, we meet with the difficulty that little iskuown of the plants

There are, however,
specimens in the Museum of the Geological Survey which .show,
in connexion with facts which can be gleaned from the works of
continental writers, that Psilophyton occupied the same important
place in Europe which it did in America ; and in the Upper Devo-
nian the generic forms are yerj similar, though the species are, for
the most part, different.

In Eastern America no land flora is known below the Upper
Silurian; and even in that series the plants found are confined to
the genus Psilophyton. Independently, however, of tlie somewhat
doubtful Lower- Silurian plants stated to have been found in Europe,
there are indications, in the Lower-Erian flora, that it must have
been the successor of a Silurian flora as yet almost unknown to us

;

and the line of separation between this old flora and that of the

Devonian proper seems to be at the base of the Middle Devonian,
la applying these facts and considerations to the questions relating

to the introduction and extinction of species, aud the actual relations

oi successive floras, it was proposed to compare what might be called

specific types,—that is, forms which in any given period could not
be rationally supposed to be genetically related. Of such specific

types, at least fifty may be reckoned in the Erian flora ; of these,

only three or four are represented in the Carboniferous by identical

species, while about one half are represented by allied species. The
remainder have no representatives.

A Table of specific ty{>es of the Erian was given, and its bearing

shown on the questions above referred to ; and the hope was ex-

pressed that by separating such types from doubtful species and
varietal forms, some progress might be made towards understanding,

at least, the times and conditions in which specific types were intro-

duced and perished, and the range of varietal forms through which
they passed.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Malaya
Stoliczka. (Abstract.)

The
Burmese

partially

W
Himalayas. Short notes on the geographical distribution, and on

the general character of the amphibian and reptilian fauna of the

Andamans and Nicobars, form a brief preface to the detailed descrip-

tions. Comnlete lists of all the known species occurring on the two

last-named groups of islands are appended.

The following is a list of the species no

wherefrom specimens have been obtained,

of the new species.

[iracteristics
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AMPHIBIA.

Bateachia.

1. Rmia gracilis^ "Wiegm, (typical). Sundarbans, Arracan^ Ean-
goon, Moulmein^ Penang, Wellesley Province, &c.

Rana gracilis^ var, midainanensis, Andamans,
, var, nicohanensis. NicoLars.

J
var. pidla. Penang hiU.

2. Rana cyano^Tilictis^ Sclmeid. Orissa.

3. Pyxiceplialus hreviceps^ Schneid. From near Kotegurh*
4. Polypedates HascJieamis, n, sp. A small Bpecies from the forests

of Penang hill. Distance between anus and heel slightly less than
the length of the body ; brown, lighter or darker ; a blackish band
between the eyes, a W-mark between the shoulders, a pair of

blackish spots about the middle of the body ; limbs with dark cross

bands : body of largest specimen |-| inch long.

5. Polyp. maculatitSy Gray. Penang.
6. Hylorana Tytleri, Theob. (?? ^^erytJircea, Schleg.). Moul-

mein.

7* Hylorana nicohariensis^ n. sp. From the Mcobars. Allied to

H. temporalis of Giinther, but has two small glandular tubercles be-
hind the angle of the mouth ; distance between anus and heel less

than the length of the body, fourth toe less than its half.

Ansoniay n. gen. (Rhinodermatidce). Body slender, limbs long
and slender, fingers free, toes half-webbed, disks scarcely swollen

;

muzzle short, canthus rostralis sharp; no teeth; tongue entire,

oval, elongated.

8. A. penangensis. Found on rocks in streams on Penang hill. !

FuU-grown specimen \^ inch, hind limb 1^ inch ; body tubercular, \

black with pale yellowish-white spots on the side, and purplish-red i

below, between the limbs and on the lower belly.

9. DiplopeJma carnaticum, Jerdon.

10. Caloida pulchray Gvaj. From Moulmein.
11. Btcfo viridis, Laur. From the Sutlej valley.

12. Biifo meJanostictus , Schneid. From Bengal, Burma, Malay
peninsula, Andamans, and Nicobars.

EEPTILIA.
r

Laceetilta.

13. Ptychozoon homalocepJiahim^ Kuhl. Nicobars.

14. GecJco guttatuSy Daud. Burma and Andamans.
15. stentovy Cant. Andamans.
16. . SmitMiy Gray. Java.

17. Phelsuma andamanensey Blyth. Andamans.
18. Peripia Peroniiy Cant. Penang,
19- CantoriSy Gunth. Andamans.
20,^ Hemidactylus frenatusy Schleg. Burma, Penang, Andamans,

and Nicobars.

21, Hemidactylm macidatus, D. & B. Moulmein, Andamans,
Calcutta, &c. .

iS
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22. Cyrtodactylus rubidus (PuelMa ruhida, Blyth). Andamaus.
23.

^ affinis, n. sp. Penang. Like Gym^iodactylus puJchellus,
Gray, in form and coloration, but with longer fingers and toes, and
apparently more depressed body, no enlarged chin-shields or sub-
candals, and no femoral pores,

24. Tiliqua carinata, Schneid. (Eup, rufescens apnd Giinth.),

Bengal, Burma, Penang^ Andamans, &c,

25. Tiliqua oUvaceaf Gray, Nicobars,

26. Tugifera^ n. sp. Nicobars, Each scale five-keeled

;

scales in 26 series round the body, 23 transverse rows between the
limbs, 8 longitudinal rows on the belly ; brown above, two pale

streaks on the anterior half of the body, pale yellowish or greenish-
^ white below.

27. Mahouya Jerdonimia, n. sp. Penang. like M, agilis, Gray,
but it has 7 supraciliaries, 8 upper labials, scales in 39 series round
the body, 60 transverse rows between the limbs; preanals scarcely,

subcaudals distinctly enlarged.

28. IlinuUa maculata^ Blyth. Martaban.

29. Miopa lineolata, n. sp. Martaban. Similar to i2. Botvringii,

Giinth., and equal to it in size, but with scales in 24 longitudinal

series round the body, and 60-65 transverse series between the

limbs.

30. CaTotes mystaceiis^ D. & B. Arracan, Bassein, Moulmein, &c.

31. Bronchocele cristateTla , Kuhl. Penang,

32. moluccanay Less. Singapore.

33. juhata^ D. & B. Java, Mcobars.
34. Tiaris siihcristata, Blyth {Coryphylax Maanmiliani, Fitz.}*

Andamans and Nicobars.

35. Draco volanSj, L. Penang.

Ophidia.

36. Cylindrophis rtifuSy Laur. Upper Burma.

37. Ahlahes melanocephalus, Gray, Singapore.

38. liappii, Gunth. Simla.

39. collarisy Gray. Simla.

40. nicohanensis, n. sp. Kicobars. Scales smooth, in 17

series, ventrals 189, and bifid, siibcaudals 87; in coloration similar

to melanocephaluSy but the lateral spots are smaller and much more

numerous : length 17| inches, of which that of the tail is 4| inches.

41. Ptyas mucosiis, L. N-W. Himalaya, Moulmein, Andamans.

42. liexagonohts, Cant. (XenelapMs idem apud Giinth.).

Penang,

43. Compsosoma radiatum, Rein. Moulmein*

44. melamimm, Schleg. Andamans.

45. semifasciata {Platyceps idem), Blyth. South of Simla.

46. Hodgsonii, Gunth. N.E. of Simla.

47. Tropidoyiotus quincunciatus, Schleg. {Trop, Tyileri and strlo-

htusj Blyth). Burma, Andamans.
48. Trop. stolatus, L. Moulmein, Amherst.

49. platyceps^ Blyth {Zamems TximahyanuSy Stcindachner).

Kulu.
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50/ Gonyosoma oxycephalum^ Boie, Andamans.
51. DendrophispictayGuxol, Burma, Andaiiians,Nicobars,Penang.
52. caudolineatay Gray. Penang.
53. Chr'ysopelea ornata, Shaw. Penang, Burma.
54. mihescens^ Gray. Penang.
bo. Psammophis condanuniSj Merr. (PTiayrea isahellina^ Theob.).

Simla,

56. Tragops frontidnctiis, Giinth. Amherst.
57. Di^sas TiexagonotiiSf Blyth, Andamans,
58. midtifasciata^ Blyth. South of Simla.

59. Lycodon striatus, Shaw. From near Kotegurh.

60. aulicuSy L. {Tytierla hypsirhinoides^ Theobald). Anda-
mans and India generally.

61. Tefragonosoma effrene. Cant., var. Banca.

62. Python molurus^ linn. Upper Burma, Malayan peninsula.

63. reticulatiiSj Schneid. Nicobars.

64. Hypsirrhina plumhea^ Boie. Upper Burma.
65. Cerbertis rhyncJiops, Schneid. Burma, Andamans, Nico-

bars, &e.

66. Hipistes Jiydnnits, Cant. Amherst,
67. Cantoria Dayana ^ n. sp. Amherst. Form typical, scales

in 19 series, ventrals 268, anal bifid, subcaudals 56 ; dull bluish

black, with numerous yellowish cross bands, narrow on the back
but widening laterally,

68. Bangurus cceruleus, Schneid, Bassein.

69. Ophiophagus elaps^ Schleg. Burma, Andamans.
70. Naja tripudians, Merr. N.W. Himalaya, Andamans.
71- CallopMs intesttnalis, Laur. Upper Burma.
72. Enhydrma vcilalcadyn, Boie {E. bengalensis^ Gray). Orissa.

73. schistosa, Daud. Gopalpore,

74. Pelamis platiirus^ L, (P. bicolor, Schneid.). Bay of Bengal.

75. Trimeresurus gramineus, Shaw. Khasi hills,

76. erythrwms^ Cant, Burma, Java.

77. carinatus^ Gray. N,AY. Himalaya.

78. porpTiyraceuSy Blyth. Andamans.
79^ mutabiltSy n. sp. Andamans and Nicobars. Scales in

21 series, ventrals 156-167, subcaudals 48-62; second labial

forms the angle of the facial pit, or is divided into two shields ; colour

uniform reddish-brown, or with numerous greenish-white cross bands
on the back, laterally with longitudinal bands.

80. Tnmeresurus Cantoris Blyth, Andamans and Nicobars.
81. convictus, n, sp. Penang. Like T. monticola, Gunth.,

but with much larger scales, which are disposed in 21 series ; ven-
trals 132, subcaudals 29,

82. Ealys MnialayanuSj Giinth. N.W. Himalaya.

83. Daboia Riissellij Shaw. !N'.W. Himalaya.

r
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Chelonia*

84. Emys crassicoUis, Bell. Penang

J
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Dr. StoKczka gave a stort sketch of the relations existing between
the Andaman and IS'icobar reptilian fauna and that of Burma on
one hand, and of Java, Sumatra, and the Philippine Islands on the
other hand. All these islands, &c., he said, have many species in
common. number
perine snakes (Trimeresiirus) which are to be met with at the Mco-
bars

; but fortunately these species appear to be less dangeroua
than continental forms usually are. The Nicobarese say that not a
single fatal case results from the bite of these Trimeresiiri ; and

-mi

poison-gland. The result of the bite is said to be only a swelling
of the wounded part. Dr. Stoliczka also exhibited a specimen of
the rare Callophis iniestinalis obtained from Upper Burma. The
species has the poison-glands extending from the head to about 5 of
the total length of the body, lying free in the canity of the anterior

part, and causing the heart to be much further removed backward
than is generally the case in other species of snakes.

—

From the Pro--

ceedings of the Astatic Society of Bengal for April 1870.

On the Organization and Emhryogeny of the Ascidia.

—

Development

o/Molgula tubulosa. By M, LACAZE-DnrHiERS.

There are few zoological discoveries which have more vividly and
justly excited the interest of naturalists than that of the metamor-
phoses of the Ascidians. Savigny, in studying the organization of

these animals, found some little bodies "among the ova dissemi-

nated between the tunic and the branchial sac, which appeared to

be foetuses." If the drawings which he gave prove that he knew the

larval form of these animals, it is nevertheless certain that the true

significance of these little bodies was not really incontestably proved

until after M. Milne-Edwards's researches.

The subsequent observations of MM. Kcilliker, Van Beneden,

Kowalewski, Kiipffer, and of many other naturalists have only con-

firmed the remarkable observations of the French zoologist; and

now-a-days everybody admits that aU the Ascidians, when yotmg,

at their escape from the egg^ have a larval form which makes them

comparable, in appearance alone, with the tadpoles of the frogs.

This hitherto has been an opinion not only undisputed, but appa-

rently indisputable.

The anatomy of Molgula, one of the most interesting types of the

group of simple Ascidians, has occupied me during nearly two sum-
mers. In studying its development, I wished to compare the mor-

phological data furnished by the observation of the adult with those

revealed by the successive appearance of the organs.

To make more certain of my results by multiplying comparisons,

I commenced by observing the embryos of some PhaUiisice of the

coasts of the Channel, the study of which appeared to me to be

comparatively easier ; and it is by means of artificial fecundations

that I have been able to follow the various transformations of the

ovum, commencing with its segmentation, which is appreciable only
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by the employment of this experimental process ; for the ovum of

the Ascidians is surrounded, outside its vitelline membrane, by a

cellular envelope, the elements of which may be mistaken (as indeed

has been done) for cells of the mulberry-like mass which is the

result of segmentation. But when we first of all study the develop-

ment of the ovum within the genital gland, from its origin to its

maturity, and when we then, after the action of the spermatozoid,

see the vitellus divide and subdivide beneath the cells of the external

envelope, we can no longer have any doubt as to the nature of the

parts.

The results of artificial fecundations are easily obtained • and with

their aid we may with certainty trace, starting from the segmenta-

tion, the appearance of the first form of the embryo, its exclusion,

and the transformations which lead up to the perfect animal,

r* There is not a naturalist who has observed the embryos of the

Ascidians and has not expressed the astonishment produced in him
by the sight of these tadpoles, so active at first, and finally getting

rid of their tail or locomotive organ, fixing themselves and becoming
sedentary.

Now, from this point of view, Molgida presents a very remarkable
exception. Long before hatching, the tadpole-like embryo of the

PJudlusice moves within the shell which encloses it, and turns about
with jerking movements. The embryo of Molgida^ on the contrary,

moves slowly, and its movements are but slightly perceptible beneath
the cellular envelope which covers it, Nevertheless its movements
produce variations in its general form, which lead to the rupture of

the capsule of the egg at a point which has become culminant, and
through which it issues like an Amoehay hy fioiving like a rounded,

plastic, fluid, pasty mass, destitute of a tail, and remaining sedentary
at the bottom of the vessel.

Many times I repeated this observation in the fear that I might
have taken abnormally formed embryos for properly constructed

individuals ; and the results were always the same.
From this time, therefore, it is ascertained that the hody of the

young Molgula is stipple and contractile^ modifies its form slowly hy
amoeboid movements^ lut never enjoys tliat agility or activity tohich is

so remarTcahle in the first movements of the life of the other Ascidians
whose emhryogeny has been studied.

Almost immediately after exclusion, the young Molgula presents,

in its globular body, zones, the different nature of which is shown
by different tints. One of these, the outermost, produces some pro-

cesses, which are limited to the number of five for a considerable

time, and which may be seen, so to speak, to shoot forth under our
eyes. They serve to attach the embryo to the bodies which surround
it, and are evidently the analogues of the innumerable filaments of

the tunic of the adult, the extremities of which, by retaining grains

of sand, form the characteristic covering of the animal.

I have hatched very numerous embryos from both artificial and
natural fecundations, and seen them quickly attach themselves.

The ease with which they may be kept alive enabled me to follow
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the same individuals for more than two months, and to see the organs
form and the young Molgida \

be difficult to give any details -mth re-
gard to the transformations of the tissues and the formation of the
organs. I desire particularly to call the attention of naturalists to

an exception which is equally remarkable and little known, hut
which relates to the existence of one of the characters of the class

;

regarded by all zoologists as one of the most certainly established,

A fact so unexpected must show what reserve and prudence should
always guide us in zoological generalizations. No doubt there was
no induction more le<^itimate than that which ascribed to all the Asci-

this general rule.

Molgulce

In this remarkable exception we also certainly find a fresh example
in support of the principle that, in order to arrive with certainty at

the knowledge of characters, we require the concurrence of all mor-
phological as well as of all embryogenic data ; for although embrj'o-

geny may and must furnish valuable information, by itself it may also,

in some cases, lead us into the gravest errors. Of this, Molgula^

by the exceptional form of its larva, furnishes a proof.

—

Coyvptes

Rendus, May 30, 1870, tome Ixx. p. 1154.

On the Embryonal Development of Bothriocephalus proboscideus.

By E. Meczxikow.

KoUiker has already remarked that in BothriocepTialus proboscideus

only part of the contents of the ovum is employed in the formation

of the embryo, and that the remainder forms a layer of peripheral

cells, the fate of which was unknown to him. M. Knoch has re-

cently questioned the accuracy of this observation, but, it appears,

erroneously, Mecznikow describes the ova of this cestoid worm as

oecnpied by an ovarian cell surrounded by a mass of granular vitcllus.

The cell undergoes complete segmentation, whilst the ^-itelline mass

takes no part in the formation of the embryo. From the cellular

mass produced by segmentation, two ccUs, furnished with larger

nuclei than the rest, soon separate ; they fix themselves at the two

poles of the ovum, and do not disappear until the close of em-
bryonic life. The author has seen a perfectly similar arrangement

in the ova of Tcenia cucumerina.

After segmentation the mass of embryonal cells acquires a rounded

form; and the embryo divides into a central nucleus and a peripheral

mass formed of very evident cells. Whilst the nucleus forms the

true larva of the cestoid worm with its booklets, the layer of peri-

pheral cells becomes connected into a delicate membrane, which

finally loses its cellular structure, and acquires the aj^pearance of a

homogencons cuticnlar envelope.

Although this envelope of the embryo never becomes covered with

vibratile cilia, Mecznikow does not hesitate to compare it^ to the

ciliated envelope of the larva of BofhriocejyJialns latus. This com-
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parison is interesting. In fact the derelopment of Botliriocephalus

prohoscideus shows that the embrj^onal envelope is the homologue

of the amnios of the embryos of insects and other Arthropoda.

In this case the ciKated envelope of the larva of BotJiriocepIialiis

latus would be a sort of amnios persisting for a long time after

exclusion. But then we must extend this homology to the ciliated

envelope of the embryos of the Monostomata and of M. Desor's

Nemertean. To be consistent, indeed, we must regard the pilidium

as a sort of provisional envelope of its Nemertes—as an amnios which

acquires a remarkable degree of independence.

—

Melanges Biolo-

giques tiris du Bidl, Acad. Imp. des Sciences de St Petersb. tome vi.

p. 717; BibL Univ. tome xxxvii. Jan. 15, 1870, Bull. Sci. p. 87.

New Localities for Zonites glaber,

of tJie Annals and Magazine of N^

Gentlemek,

In your May number of the ^ Annals/ Mr. JeflEreys describes a

new British land-sheU, Zonites glaher. It may be interesting to

many of your readers to know a few other localities whence I have

obtained it:—In 1862 from near Leeds ; in 1864 my son took it

in Guernsey ; in 1868 I took it at Bristol ; same year near London

;

in 1869 from Jersey.

I remain, Gentlemen,
Yours, <fec.

W. KicH.

On the Buenos-Ayres Finner. By Dr. Burmeister.

(In a letter to Dr. J, E. Gray.)

I have received another Whale, well preserved and entire, of

which I have made a careful drawing, which I intend to publish as

soon as the skeleton is cleaned and transported to the Museum. At
present I am not quite certain of the identity of the animal ; but I

believe it is Physalus patachonictis. The body is sixty feet long, six

feet high, and sixteen feet in circumference ; it is a male. The com-
plete specimen which I described three years ago was a female, so

that now I shall have both sexes of the species. Unfortunately

putrefaction had begun and I was unable to preserve or examine
any^thing of the intestines. As the body is deposited on the shores

|

of the river nearly two miles from Buenos Ayres, it is somewhat
f

difficult for me to study it in detail ; so that I shall only be able to

present to the scientific public a drawing of the entire animal and
its skeleton, which I shall send to you, to have published in London.

14 Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury,
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—

On the Use of the Term " Homology:'
By St. GrEORGE MlVART, F.R.S.

AnatomiCxVL science in this country will ever be very deeply
indebted to the efforts made by Professor Owen, a quarter of a
century ago, to familiarize the English mind with what was
called " philosophical anatomy " and to elaborate a self-con-

sistent tlieory of the vertebrate skeleton.

Whatever opinions may be entertained as to the success of

r t^^e latter endeavour, all must admit that it has been the
^ occasion of an impoi'tant scientific advance, through the efforts

induced to support, or to modify, or to refute the system and
the ideas which he brought forward.

And more than this may be said as to the permanence of
good results; for much as G, St.-Hilaire and Cuvier con-
tended together in France, so in England two schools have
sought for the separate and exclusive establishment of views
really capable of a fruitful and harmonious coexistence.

This reconciliation displays itself more and more. At one
time Professor Owen's views as to "ideal archetypes" and
his notions respecting the vertebral composition of the skull

were objected to^ not as erroneous in detail, but as fundamen-
tally baseless. Then came Mr. Darwin's " natural selection

"

to give, as some thought, the " coup de grace '' to such fancies

;

and finally appeared " pangenesis " to slay the slain and to

make fortuitous compounds of atoms occupy the vacant

thrones of the deposed divine prototypal ideas.

Nor did these latter seem to many to fall alone. Teleo-
logy had been a favourite subject with ProfessorOwen; and with

teleology evolution appeared to wage battle h oufrance. It

was not that this or that application was disputed ; but the

whole conception fell into utter disesteera, and the purpose-

Ann.& Mag. N. Hist. Ser.4. VoIyi. 8
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lessness of tlie organic world became with some almost a

dogma of faith.

Time, howeverj has again brought about a change in the

situation. From the same professorial chair whence Profes-

sor OweUj in 1849^ propagated his vicwSj Professor Huxlcj,

in 1869, gave out in turn a quasi-vertebral theory of the skull

;

and the same Professor, in the first number of the ^ Academy/
has eloquently proclaimed, not only the complete compatibility

of " teleology" with "evolutionism," but even the utter im-

potence of the latter to weaken in however small a degree the

position of the teleologist.

The impulse given so long ago is yet far from being ex-

hausted ; and the latest manifestation of it is the interesting

paper on homology by Mr. E. Ray Lankester, which appeared

in the last nmnber of the .^Annals.'

In that paper Mr. Lankester proposed to suppress the old

term " homology," which has done such signal service, and to

substitute for it two others, which are well chosen and will

probably be useful.

Before noticing them, however, I must j^rotest^ in limine^

against the notion (which Mr. Lankester seems to favour)

that the acceptance of the theory of evolution, even of the

special Darwinian form of it, is any bar to the reception

of that view which represents all organic forms as having
been created according to certain fixed ideal types. The two t

beliefs, far from being reciprocally exclusive^ can and do co-

exist m perfect harmony in one and the same individual

mind.
As to the proposal to abandon the term "homology," I, for

one, should very much regret that dereliction, which would be,

I think, prejudicial to science.

Amongst the valuable results of Professor Owen's long

labours may be mentioned the many happy terms devised by
him, and his suggestions as to the formation of a convenient

anatomical nomenclature.

Amongst these terms, as Mr. Lankester remarks, are homo-
logy, homological, homologue, and analogy, analogical, ana-

logue,—the first three terms referring to close resemblances

between parts depending on relations of relative position,

the other three depending only on functional similarity.

For the abandoned word " homology," Mr. Lankester would
substitute "homogeny" and "homoplasy." The former of

these refers to parts the resemblances between which are due
to close genetic relations; the latter includes "all cases of

close resemblance of form which are not traceable to homo-
geny, and all details of agreement not homogenous, in struc-

r-
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tures which are Lroaclly homogenous as well as in structures
having no genetic afEnity." Mr. Lankester would retain the
words y analogy" and ^"analogous" in Professor Owen's
sense, {. e. for parts functionally similar, wliether homologous
or not ; and thus we have three generic terms for relations of
parts one to another^ which may be either analogous, or homo-
genouSj or homoplastic ; they may also be at the same time
both analogous and homogenous, or analogous and homoplastic.

I cordially agree as to the desirability of the retention of
the term ^^ analogy'' in the sense mentioned; but I contend
that it is desirable to retain the word " homology " also, and
that in the very sense Professor Owen gave to it—namely, a
close resemblance of parts as regards their relation to sur-

rounding parts, to whatever cause that resemblance may be
due, whether genetic or otherwise.

Mr. Lankester's terms will be useful additions to be em-
ployed when it is possible to determine to which process any
given resemblance is due, i. e. whether it is a homogenetic or

a homoplastic homology.

^
In this way we shall have parts divisible into two categories,

viz.: 1. Analogues; 2. Homologues. The latter will be
further divisible, and " homology " will be, as it were, a generic
term, with homogeny and homoplasy as two species under it.

I advocate this arrangement for three reasons :

—

1. Because it is not possible always to discriminate between
homogeny and homoplasy.

2. Because there is more than one kind of homogeny ; so

that if the word "homology" be abandoned, two terms Avill

not be enough to replace it.

3. Because instead of there being three relations tolerably

equivalent in value expressed by the terms analogy, homo-
geny, and homoplasy, homogen}^ and homoplasy are very

much more closely related than is either of tliese^ two with

analogy,—the two latter terms both referring io relations of po-

sition and having nothing to do with the action of the parts

named, the first term, on the other hand, referring to function

exclusively.

In the first place, it is not necessary to do more than refer to

the great number of cases where at present it is impossible to

say whether, on the theory of evolution, certain parts should

be called homogens or homoplasts. I quite a^ree with Mr.

Lankester that "valuable results may be obtamed from an

investigation of the numerous problems of homology by the

%ht which the discrimination of homogenous and homoplastic

formations can afford " (how fruitful have been the investiga-

tions as to the vertebral structure of the skull !) : but I, indeed,

8*

i"
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agree with him in thinking that this discrimination will be
" a matter of time and labour." In the meantime, therefore,

it will be useful to speak of such undetermined parts simply

as " liOTnologues

r

In the second place we have two kinds of horaogeny:—one

such as the evolutionary homogeny between the tarsus of

Galago and that of Cheirogaleus^ and which may be called

ancestral homogeny ; the other, such as the homogeny of

parts which go through a process of development which is

similar in the two individuals to which the parts compared be-

long, as the homogeny between the mammalian incus and the

OS quadratum of a bird ; this may perhaps be termed deve-

lopmental homogeny.
It is quite possible to have, on the one hand, developmental

homogeny between parts which are no]; ancestrally* homo-
genous, and, on the other, to have ancestral homogeny between
parts which are not developnientally homogenous.

Thus (on Mr. Lankester's showing, and simply accepting

his illustrations) the cranial bones of man are developmentally,

not ancestrally, homogenous with their homologues in an
osseous fish. On the other hand, the six legs of one fly

must, by every evolutionist, be considered ancestrally homo-
genous with those of another ; and yet the legs of such as

are formed from " imaginal disks " cannot be said to be de-

velopmentally homogenous with the legs of such Diptera as

are not so formed*

TJiat developmental homogeny is important, can hardly be
denied, seeing that the great argument for the homology of

any two parts has been generally held to be the fact of their

undergoing the same process of development. Now it is in-

convenient not to be able to indicate both kinds of homogeny
and homoplasy by a common term ; and therefore I think it

better to preserve the word " homology."
Thirdly, I think it better to regard homoplasy as a species

under homology, because the affinity between homoplasts and
homogens is so much greater than between homoplasts and
analogues, even sometimes when the latter are to a certain

degree homogenetic.
Thus there is, I think, little doubt that Mammals and Ce-

phalopods have been perfected independently, while the Ce-
phalopods and other mollusks have a closer affinity. Yet the

resemblance between the homoplastic eyes of a seal and a

cuttlefish more closely corresponds with the resemblance be-

Of course I mean not directly homogenous ancestrally, u e. indepen-
dently originated in structures which may or may not be homogens of a
more remote and general kind.

r\
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tween the homogenetic eyes of a seal and a monkey, than the
same resemblance {L e. that between the eyes of the seal and
cuttlefish) corresponds with the resemblance between the ana-
logous visual organs of the cuttlefish and scallop, in spite of the
probably nearer genetic affinity between the two latter animals.

.
Indeed the distinction between homogeny and homoplasy is

reduced to a subordinate position through the wondertul way
in which the latter simulateSj as it were, the former, Tlie
degree to which homoplasy can rival homogeny in the com-
pleteness of the homology produced is . most striking, espe-
cially if we may consider it certain that tlie cranial bones of
mammals and of osseous fishes are merely homoplastic homo-
logues. I cannot agree with Mr. Lankester in thinking that
" the room for diversity is not very great '' on a probably ho-
mogenetic basis ; an^ if there is room for diversity, then the

concordance is most remarkable; for the homologies are so

conspicuous as, in many cases, to be hardly disputable ; and
the result is^ that the question as to tJie mode in which such

homologies arose, though always a very interesting inquiry,

becomes, as has been said, of subordinate importance.

As to the difference in the mode in which certain bones are de-

veloped in different animals, it tells, I think, in support of the

view here advocated. It surely cannot be thoroughly and
consistently maintained that the same bones are always deve-

loped in exactly the same way—to wit, that the clavicle formed
from cartilage and the clavicle formed from membrane are two
different bones ! and if a diversity as to mode of origin is once

admitted, where is the line then to be drawn? Far from

thinking that the occasional representation of cartilage-bones

by bones formed from membrane is an argument against re-

cognizing the homology of such diversely arising bones, I have

long maintained that such homologies are good arguments

against the laying of so great a stress upon the mode of ossifi-

cation as has of late been done.

In the same way it does not seem unreasonable to regard the

auri

cles and ventricles ofmammals, in spite of the diversity in their

mode of origin. Although the homology Avill be a homoplastic

one, yet it will be an homology—tlie parts having a very close

resemblance, in their relations to surrounding structures, in

Myr
both birds and mammals. On
cavities and the chambers of the

but a certain relation of analogy.

With regard to the question. What here is " covered by the

term homology over and above homogeny?" in this case

fas also in thp. rnlntinnshm of certain homoloe^ous muscles in
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birds and mammals) it may be replied that it is a complex

correspondence between parts as to their relative positions,

according to a certain line of tlioughtj and independently of

their mode of origin ; in other words, conformity to type.

This answer will, I know, be distasteful to some ; but I con-

tend that it is a very rational answer for all that. It is true

that types have none but an ideal existence, that types, as

types ^ are not real, objective entities ; but that is no more rea-

son for refusing to recognize their ideal existence and their

objective realization in individuals than is the non-existence

objectively of species, as species^ a reason for refusing to re-

cognize their individual realization or to make use of zoologi-

cal specific names.
An intellect of a higher order than that of man would pro-

bably detect an indefinite number of relations between two
animals and between their component parts, which relations

escape us altogether. As it is, we can detect a certain num-
ber of relations of function, of origin, and of conformity of

relative position of different kinds according to the different

ways in which we regard the subject matter, i. e. as we follow

up different lines of thought. It is well to have distinct

names for at least the more obviously different conceptions

of this kind, about a quarter of a hundred of which may be
readily distinguished.

Mr. Lankester proposes to use the word " homotro'phy^^ to

denote that kind of homoplasy which is due to causes at work
other and " besides an agreement in environment or external

evoking conditions."

I would suggest the term " actinology " to denote that kind
of homological relation which exists betAveen the successive

segments, regions, or divisions of a part or organ. Processes
or parts annexed to or springing from such segments, regions,

or divisions would be secondarily actinologous, while appen-
dages of these latter again would be tertiary actinologues, and
so on.

In this way we may have :

^
1. Non-homologous analogues, z. e. parts which have a

similarity of function without any similarity as to relative

position, e. g. the legs of a lizard and those of a lobster.

2. Homologous analogues, i. e. parts which are similar both
as to function and relative position, e. g. the wings of a bat
and a bird.

3. Homogenetic homologues, «'. e. parts which, on the evo-
lutionary theory, have a genetic relation, e.g. the humerus of

a horse and that of an ox.
4. Developmental homogens, /. e. homogenetic homologues
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which arise similarly, whether they dcsceiid from the same
ancestral part or not, e.g. some of the cranial bones of a
Teleostean and of a mamniaL

5. Ancestral homogens, i. e. homogenetic homologues which
do not arise similarly, though probably descended from common
ancestral parts, e. g. the legs of flies of diverse development.

6. Homoplastic homologues, L e. parts closely similar as to
relative position, but with no genetic affinity, or only a remote
one, e. g. the ventricles of a bat and a bird.

7. Homogenetic serial homologues, i. e. different parts of
one individual, the correspondence between which is to be
accounted for genetically, e, g. perhaps any t^vo somites of the
abdomen of a lobster (?).

8. Homoplastic serial homologues, i. e. different parts of one
individual, the correspondence between which is to be ac-

counted for by the influence of external conditions (the ^^ su-

perinduced segmentation" of Mr. Herbert Spencer), e.g, the

fore and hind limbs of one side of any mammal.
9. Vertical homologues, i. e. different corresponding parts of

one individual, of which one part is dorsal the other ventral,

e.g. dorsal and anal fins of certain fishes.

10. Lateral homologues, t. e. different corresponding parts

of one individual, of which one part is right and the other left,

e. g. the right and left arms of a man.
11. Antero-posterior homologues, t*. 6. different corresponding

parts of one individual, of which one part is anterior, the other

posterior, e,g, the mouth and the cloaca.

12. Radial homologues, i. e. different corresponding parts of

one individual which radiate from a central axis, e. g. any two

arms on the same starfish.

13. Homotrophic homologues, I e. parts of an individual

the correspondences between which are regarded as due to in-

ternal modifying influences, e. g. the eyes and the ears.

14. Serial homoti'ophes, t. e. homotrophic homologues the

correspondence between which is antero-posterior, e. g. an extra

thumb and an extra great-toe on the same side of the same man.

15. Vertical homotrophes, /, e. homotrophic homologues

which correspond vertically.

16. Lateral homotrophes, i. e. homotrophic homologues of

the two sides of one individual, e.g. the right and left eyes.

17. Antero-posterior homotrophes, ?. e. homotrophic homo-

logues which correspond antero-posteriorly.

18. Actinologous homologues, /. e. successive subdivisions,

parts, or regions of a part or segmented organ, e. g. two suc-

cessii^e joints of an antenna of a lobster, or the vertebral and

sternal parts of the same costal element.
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19. Serial actinologues^ /. e. segmentSj parts, or regions of

one part or organ which correspond with segments, parts, or

regions of another serially homologous part or organ, e.g. a

protopodite of an ambulatory leg and a protopodite of a swim-
meret of the same lobster.

20. Secondary actinologues, t. e. appendages annexed to

successive segments, parts, or regions of a part or organ com-

pared one with another, e.g. two appendages belonging re-

spectively to two successive joints of an antenna, or two teeth

of the same side of the same jaw.

21. Serial secondary actinologues, i. e, appendages annexed

to successive segments, parts, or regions of a part or organ

compared with corresponding appendages annexed to succes-

sive segments, parts, or regions of another and corresponding

(serially homologous) part or organ, e. g. the radial tuberosity

and the tibial trochanter, or processes of two successive bran-

chial arches.

22. Correlated secondary actinologues, L e. secondary acti-

nologues which have a mutual correlation one to the other,

e.g. the series of teeth of the same side of the same jaw,
23. Correlated serial secondary actinologues, z. e. serial

secondary actinologues which have a mutual correlation, e. g.

the upper and lower teeth of the same side of the same in-

dividual.

24. Special homologues, %. e. parts of two organisms be-
longing to the same special^ skeletal category, e. g. the basi-

occipital of man and the cod.

25. General homologues, t. e» parts of two organisms be-
longing to the same general skeletal category, e.g. vertebral

centra of man and the cod, or lateral appendages of the lobster

and scorpion.

In this way may be clearly distinguished different kinds and
degrees of relationship perceived according as the mind is di-

rected along one line of inquiry or another, whether concerning
different individuals or different parts of the same individual,

and whether concerning derivation, process of development,
'elative position, or function.

These distinctions could, no doubt, be easily augmented or

improved, and they are here set down for augmentation or

emendation.

^
It may or may not be well (I think it will be well) to dis-

tinguish these different relationships by distinct terms j but

1

* Special and general homolories were defined and explained by Profes-
sor Owen in his book on the arcketype and honiolomes of the vertebrate
skeleton (pp. 1 & 72).

^ ^
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anyliow they must be kept clear and distinct in the mind in
order to mate progress in scientific zootomy.
While protesting against the abandonment of the very use-

ful, nay, necessary term " homology/' I accept with pleasure
Mr. Lankester's new terms, and thank him very cordially for
this latest contribution to philosophical anatomy.

IX.— On some Genera and Species of Gasteropodous MoU
lusca collected hy Mr. M^Andrew in the Gulf of Suez. By
Arthur Adams, F.L.S.

Mr. M^Andrew having submitted to my inspection numerous
small and obscure forms of marine gasteropodous Mollusca^

for the purpose of identification, I have made a careful exa-

mination and comparison of them, to assist him in his re-

searches into the geographical distribution of MoUusca, and
have included the results in this paper.

Fam. Kissoids.

Genus Ceratia, H. & A. Ad.

C. py^gula^ A. Ad.

(7. testa turbinato-turrita, imperforata, alba, tenui, nitida, semi-

opaca, Bpira apice obtusa; anfract. 5, convexis, suturis profimdia;

apertiira ovata, antice vix effusa et subdilatata; labio arcuato,

acute.

Hah. Gulf of Suez,

A turreted, turbinate, semiopaque white shell, with the

apex of the spire very obtuse, and with the aperture some-

what efiuse and dilated anteriorly.

Genus Microstelma, A. Ad.

if.

M.
tngulatis, supremis longitudinaliter plicatis, plicis rectis, validis,

sequalibus, interstitiis transversim striatis ; anfractu ultimo magno,

plicis evanidis ; apertm'a oblongo-ovata, antice producta, effusa

;

an

Bab

The only other shell I have seen resembling this somewhat
worn specimen found by Mr. M^Andrew is Microstelma dccdala^

A. Ad., from the Gotto Islands, in Japan (Ann. & Mag. Nat.

Hist. 1863^xi.p.348). The nucleolar whorls are unfortunately
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broken off. It lias tlie aspect of a Pyramidellicl ; but, from

tlie absence of plaits on the columella, I should prefer to place

ssoids

Genus Corena, A. Ad.

Testa elato-turbinata, rimata, spira apice oLtusa ; apertura circu-

lari, peritremate continue ; labio callo tenui expanse obtecto^ ct

postice tuberculo acute instructe ; lahro margino duplicate, extus

valde reflexo.

Resembles in form some species of the little Bulimoid group

called Eyia bj Leach • but it has a double peritrcme, and the

inner lip is furnished posteriorly with a dentiform tubercle.

The genus seems nearer Onoha than any other form with

which I am acquainted-

C tuberculifera^ A. Ad. *

C. testa clato-turrita, rimata, albida, tenui, subpcllucida, apice spira

obtusa ; anfr. 5, convexiusculis, longitudinaliter oblique striatis.

Hah. Gulf of Suez.

Genus RissOA^ Fr^minv.

E. gracilis
J
A. Ad-

jB. testa aciculate-turrita, alba, solida, in medio convexiuscula

;

anfr. 8, convexis, longitudinaliter costatis, cestis confertis ; aper-

tura ovata ; labro arcuate, dilatato.

Hah. Gulf of Suez. •

The only species of Rissoa proper which at all resembles

this very elegant little shell is R. auriscalpiumj Linn.y which,

howeverj is much larger, and has not tlie regular, longitudinal,

rather crowded ribs of this shell. Only a single specimen was
obtained.

Genus Okoba, H. & A. Ad.

0. mirifica^ A. Ad. Ann. &. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1863.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

Genus Fenella, A. Ad.

1. F. j^u]^oides^ A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1860.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

2, F. scahrij A. Ad. (Dunkena). Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist

I860.-

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad;).

4
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3. F. reticulata
J
A. Ad. [Dunkeria). Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

1860.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M'Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

4. F. rufocinctaj A. Ad. {DU7i7certa) , Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

1860.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M'Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

f

Genus Htala^ H. & A. Ad.

1. H, mttdaj A. Ad.

H. testa elato-turbinata, imperforata, albida, tenui, laev'i, nitida,

semipellucida ; spira apice obtusa ; anfract. 6, convexis, ad su-

turas subangtQatis, suturis profundis, anfractu ultimo rotundato

;

apertura ovata ; labio vis reflexo ; labro arcuato, simplici, mar-
giue acuto.

Ilab. Gulf of Suez.

Very similar in form to the succeeding species j but tlie

axis is not perforated, the inner lip is hardly reflexed, and the

whorls are angulated at the sutures.

2. II. concmna^ A. Ad.

H. testa elato-tiirbinata, perforata, alba, tehui, laevi, subdiaphana

;

spira apice obtusa; anfract. 5|, convexis, sutaris impressis, an-

fractu ultimo rotundato ; apertura ovata, anticc subeffusa ; labio

vix reflexo ; labro margiue acuto.

Hah. Gulf of Suez.

A pretty shelly more nearly resembling the type of Ilyala

than any other form with which I am acquainted, but the

true position of which must remain doubtful until the animal

shall have been discovered and examined.

3. H. j>umilay A. Ad.

H. testa elongato-turbinata, imperforata, alba, lasvi, pellucida ; spira

apice obtusa; anfract. 4, planiuscuhs, suturis marginatis; an-

fractu ultimo magno, elongato ; apertura ovata, peritremate cou-

tinuo ; labio subincrassato ; labro margine arcuato, subdilatato.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

This pretty little shell, which appears to be identical with

specimens I found in Japan, resembles in form some species

of Onoha^ but is smooth and nearly pellucid, and lias the ob-

tuse spire seen in Ilyala, The inner lip being continuous

with the outer, also, reminds one rather of Ouoha than of

Hyala.
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Fam. Litiopidae.

Genus DiALAj A, Ad,

1. D. varia^ A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1861.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andi\), Japan (A. Ad.).

2. D. suturalis^ A. Ad. [Monojytygma) ^ Sow. Thes. Conch.

{Monopi.) pi. 172. f. 31, 33.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

3. D. succinctay A. Ad.

D. testa turrito-pyramidali ; spira coiiica, elata; laevl, solida, polita,

lutescente, fascia'angusta rufa ad suturas ornata ; anfr- 8, planis,

transversim oT^soIete sulcatis ; anfractu ultimo antice fascia rufa

succincto ; apertura ovata, antice producta et acuminata ; labio

rectiusculo, fusco tincto ; labro arcuate, simplici.

. Hah. Gulf of Suez.

A pretty specieSj quite distinct from any hitherto described,

being elevated and conicalj with the aperture very much pro-

duced and narroAved in front.

Genus Alaba, H. & A. Ad.

1, A. zmhricataj A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1862

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

2. A. lucidaj A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist- 1862.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

Genus StylifekinAj A . Ad.

1. S. goiiiochUa^ A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1860.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

2. S. callosa^ A. Ad.

S. testa turbiuata, alba, vitrea, vix pellucida, nitidissima, polita

;

anfract. norm. 4, convexis, sutara marginata ; anfr. ultimo basi

convexo, rcgione umbilicali callo obtecta ; apertura ovato-lunan,

labio obliquo, supeme incrassato^ antice subeflFusa.

Hah, Gulf of Suez.

A small, polished, semipellucid shell, of turbinate form, and

with the umbilicus covered with a shining callus. The apical

nucleolar whorls are broken off; but the genus seems to

be Styliferina^ which more resembles Alaha than Stylifir

proper.

^
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Fain. Pyramidellidae.

Genus PyrabiidellA; Lam.

P. mitraliSy A. Ad., Sow. Thes. Conch. [Pyr.) pi. 172. f. 9.

Hah, Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

Genus Obeliscus, Humphr.

1. 0. terelellunij MiilL {Helix) j Verm. p. 123. no. 319: Sow-
Thes. Conch. {Obel) pi. 171. f. 5, 6.

Hah. Gulf, of Suez (M^Andr.), West Indies (auct.).

2. 0. tessellatusj A. Ad., Sow. Thes. Conch. {Ohel.) pi. 171-

f. 16.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

3. O.pusillusy A. Ad., Sow. Thes. Conch. [OheL) pi. 171. f. 7.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

4. 0. vitreus, A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1860, vi. 335.

Hak Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

Genus Syrnola, A. Ad.

* 1. S.pulchellay A. Ad. (Oheliscus)^ Sow. Thes. Conch. (Mon.
Obelise.) pi. 171. f. 20.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M'Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

2. S. acUsy A. Ad. {Oheltscus)^ Sow. Thes. Conch. (Mon.

OheL) pi. 171. f. 30.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

3. S. aciculata^ A. Ad. (Oheliscus), Sow. Thes. Conch. (Mon.

Ohel) ^1171. f.2h
Ob, omaftf^y Gld,

^ Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cummg), Japan
(A. Ad.).

4. S. pu^ina^ A. Ad, Ann. & Mag. Nat Hist 1860.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

5. ^S'. sithulinaj A. Ad. Proc. Zool.^oc, 1862.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

6. 8. lucida^ A. Ad.

B. testa acuminato-conoidea, imperforata, 8emij)elluci(la, vitrea,

nitida ; anfract. norm. 5, planis, ultima amplo, ad basin rotun-
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dato; ax^ertura subquadrata, plica parietal! conspicua, trans-

versa.

Hah. Gulf of Suez.

Most nearly resembles S. pyramidalis^ A. Ad.^ but is not

umbilicated. It is also like 01. vitrea^ A. Ad., but is without

any coloured red band on the whorls.

Genus Orina, A. Ad.

Testa yitrca, conico-turrita, umbilicata ; anfractibus planis, simpli-

cibus. Apcrtura subquadrata^ plica parietali unica transversa

instructa.

0> pinguiculaj A. Ad.

0. testa conoidalij profunde umbilicata, alba, tenui^ Isevi ; anfr.

norm. 5, planis, suturis canaliculatis ; apertura subquadrata,

antice subangulata ; plica parietali transversa, valida; labro intus

transversim sulcato.

Hah. Gulf of Suez.

Like a short umbilicated Syrnola. S. pyramtdaliSj A. Ad.

(Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1860) also belongs to this newly
indicated group.

Genus Styloptygma, A. Ad.

1. ;S^. lendix^ A. Ad. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. Nov. 1862.

Hah Gulf of Suez (M'Andr.), Japan (A. Ad,).

2. 8. ntvea^ A. Ad.

8. testa subulata, in medio tumidula, solida, ebumea, nivea, polita

;

anfract. norm. 6, planulatis, suturis marginatis ; apertura elon-

gato-ovata
;

plica parietali subinconspicua, perobliqua ; labio

simplici, acute.

Hah. Gulf of Suez.

A solid; ivory-white, highly polished species, with an elon-

gated aperture, and with the plait on the inner lip very oblique.

Genus MoNOPTYGMA, Gray.

M. Jiilva, A. Ad. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1851 j Sow. Tlies. (Mon.
Mondpt) pi. 172. f. 23.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M'Anclr.), PhiUppines (Cuming),

Genus Myonia, A. Ad.
M. casta, A. Ad. {Monopygma), Sow. Thes. Conch. (Mon.

Monopt.) pi. 172. f. 22.

Hab. Gulf of Suez (M'Andr.), China Sea (A. Ad.).

rt
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Until tlie animals of Monopfygma, Myonia, and Agatha
shall have been examined, it is difficult to say whether they
should be placed in Pyi-amidellidas or Actseonidse.

Genus Agatha, A. Ad.

A. vitrea, A. Ad.

A. testa siil)ulata, alba, vitrea, semipellucida ; anfract, G, i)lanu]atis.

;iLrasulcis traiisversis dist-antibus exaratis;

antico producta et cffusa ; labio in medio oblique subpficato.

Hob. Gulf of Suez.

This is a species of a group of shells of which A. virgoj A.
Ad. J is the tyj^e. Thcj are beautiful white, polished, vitreous

the sculpture peculiar to those forms.

Myo

Genus Mormula, A. Ad.

M. Macandrem^ A. Ad.

M.
malibus 11, planis, hie et illic valde varicosis, longitudiualiter

costatis, transversim totis liratis, fasciis duabus rufia ornatis

;

;ura

^ varicoso, margine arcuato.

Hah. Gulf of Suez*

This shell agrees generically with the Mormula egregia^ A.
Ad., from the Philippines (Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. ^o\. vii.),

but specifically it differs in the whorls being ornamented with
but two red-brown bands instead of three^ and being provided
here and there with strong conspicuous varices. M. .rissoina^

A. Ad. (Proc. Linn. Soc. Zool. voL vii.), from Japan, Lancea^
sp., Pse,, from the Sandwich Islands, and probably Proto

CornelUanay^ewcomhe (Am. Journ. Conch, vol, v. pi. 17. f. 3),

are examples of the same type. In two o^ Mr. M^Andi-ew's
^ specimens the little embryonic sinistral shell is well shown

proving the genus to belong to Pyramidellidse. It most nearly

resembles Turhonilla] but the inner lip is not straight and
simple as in that group. Pyramidella acliSy A. Ad. (Sow.
Thes. Mon. Pyram, pi. 172. f. 16, 17), and Pyramidella am-
higua^ Gould (Otia Conch, p. 60), also belong to this genus.

Genus TURBONILLA, Risso.

1. T. Ufasciata, A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1861.

Hal. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), China (A. Ad.).
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2. jT. actculariSy A. AcL {Ghemnitzia) ^ Proc. Zool. Soc, 1853,

p. 182.

Hob. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

3. T. metula, A. Ad. [Ckrysallida). Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

1860.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

4. T. candidaj A. Ad. [Chemnitzia) ^ Proc. Zool. Soc. 1853,

p. 181.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

5. T. fcsca^ A. Ad. {Ghemmtzia) ^ Proc. Zool. Soc. 1853,

p. 181.

Hal. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Philippines (Cuming).

6. T. decussata^ A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist 1861.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), China Sea (A. Ad.).

7. T. scitida^ A. Ad. x4.nn. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1861.

Hah. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), China Sea (A. Ad.).

8. T. modica^ A. Ad. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1860.

Hob. Gulf of Suez (M^Andr.), Japan (A. Ad.).

CiNGULINA

Mas:. Nat. Hist

Hah. Gulf of Suez fM^Andr

Fam. Styliferidae.

Genus Scalenostoma, Desh.

8. DesTiayesiiy A. Ad,

>S. testa elongato-pyramidali, superue attenuata, spira stylifonni,

alhida, nitida, semiopaca; anfract. normalibus 7, primis con-

vexiusculis, sequentibxis planulatis, ad suturas acute carinatis

;

anfractu ultimo in medio carinato, basi convexo ; apertura ovali,

autice subeffusa ; labro arcuato, in medio products

Hah. Gulf of Suez.

This shell seems to have all the characters of M. Deshayes's

Scalenosfoma carinatum^ described in his ^ Cat. des Mollusques

de rtle de la E^union/ pL 7. f. 26, 28. S. Deshayesii has the

form of a Rtssoina with the textm^e and spire of a Styltfer.

The inner lip is not so straight as in the Bourbon shell, and

the spiral keel is less acute and defined. In his specimens

1-

s
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M
were arranged in tlie form of a little sinistral embrjonlc shell,
as they are in all true Pyramidellids j and, unfortunately,
neither is Mr. M^Andrew's shell in a condition to prove the
fact, the apex of the spire being broken off. I am of opinion,
however, that Scalenostoma belongs to Styliferidfe, and proba-

coles, pi. 6, f. 1.

Mdldagr

X Ttemarks on Prof. Owen's Monograph on Dimor2:)hodon»
By Harry G. Seeley, F.G.S., Assistant to Prof. Sedgwick

bridge.

Woodwardia

In this Tvork several views are urged in osteology which seem
to me inconsistent with facts

;
principles in philosophy are

advanced which, if true principles, must place the science of

physiology upon a different foundation from that which it has

now ; and a position is taken by Prof. Ow^en tow^ards previous

writers and with his readers which, if not new^, demands ex-

lanation before the scientific truths of the memoir will be
airly stated.

I would guard myself here from the suspicion that I may
be writing merely to correct mistakes or point out oversights.

No writer can afford to do that. And errors of that kind are

only defects, often unaccountable, in contributions to know-
ledge which are made in strivings to attain to truth. But all

monoora
osteology and philosophy, and leads to conclusions which

seem to me to be erroneous, unscientific, and unjust. The
passages which will be extracted from the monograph will

make this clear, w^hile the remarks appended will contribute

the best elucidation of the truth that I can give.

First^ of Osteology.—This is descriptive of specimens of

Dimorphodon from the Lias, and interpretative of the osteo-

logy of the whole class of these animals by the evidence from

the specimens described. Prof. Owen begins with the skull.

Herein, so far as the general osteology went, he was preceded

by Von Meyer and other comparative anatomists of Germany,

whose labours have cleared the chief difficulties from the sub-

ject. Upon the skull Von Meyer is quoted and argued agamst,

but, I think, both misunderstood and misrepresented ; so that

it has seemed to me desirable to reproduce as well as I was

able in English the following account which \on Meyer

Ann. d^ Mag. N. Hist. Ser.4. Volxu 9
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gives of tlie skull in Ornltliosaurians from the Lithographic

slate*,

" The skull of the Pterodactyles, which Oken placed between

Chameleon and Crocodile, after all can only be compared to

the skulls of birds and of lizards. The preponderating resem-

blance to the bird's head cannot be disputed ; but, on the other

hand, it has opposed to it a surprising dissimilarity in certain

parts, which incline to the type of the Sauria. Several spe-

cies are characterized by an exceedingly depressed snout,

which occurs more frequently in birds. In other respects,

also, the general shape of the head is more like birds than

it is Hke reptiles, which show a cranium more or less flattened.

The bats, which deserve notice as flying Vertebrata, are en-

tirely mammalian animals, and totally diiferent, especially in

their heads. In Pterodactyles, as in birds, the bones of the

skull blend together so imperceptibly that their sutures at

best are only indistinctly seen, and are sometimes obliterated

;

while even in full-grown reptiles they are all to be made out

with great distinctness. There is the more difficulty in ascer-

taining the structure of the Pterodactyle skull, since generally

only the lateral aspect is exposed, and hence we get scarcely

any information about its upper and under surfaces. Among
the skulls which are exposed from the side, information is at

times afforded by those m which the parts have suffered some
displacement ; but the separations so produced are to be ac-

cepted with great caution, for they do not always coincide

with the real boundaries of the bones.
^' The temporal bone in Pterodactyhis contributes essentially

to the formation of the arch of the skull or brain-case, which
is considered to be one of the chief characteristics of a bird's

skull, and finds no counterpart in the skulls of Lacertians.

The snout also shows the most marked similarity to that of

birds, since it comprises only one bone (regarded as the inter-

maxillary), which constitutes in Pterodactylus the anterior

margin of the anterioi* nares : exceptions to this seem to be

Pterodactvlxis lonoicollum and P. scolovacicevs. As in birds.

intermaxillary

l>on

form of a

A similar intermaxillary ridge is

also found in Monitor^ but of less extent. The simple bone
which constituted the beak in Pterodactylus^ however, was not
of a spongy nature, favourable for the reception of air, as in

the

XTom • /.ur rauna der Vorw
Scbiefer, &c./ von Hermann yc
Folio) pp. 15, la . .
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cany a homj beak. For tliis reason, also, it was not required
that the intermaxillary ridge should become elastic or form a
sort of hinge before it met tlie chief frontal bone, bj which
means, as is well known, the beak of birds becomes movable.
It consists of dense solid bone, which at the utmost can only
be distinguished from the other bones of the head {which are
exceedingly thin, as in birds) by its presenting a finely striated
surface, which, however, is also sometimes to be seen in otlier

Pterodactyle-bones. Here, therefore, we see the beak of birds
adapted to an animal with an immovable snout armedwith teeth.

^ How little the homy beak or the horny covering of the
jaw is connected with the blending by anchylosis of the skull-

bones, and with the formation of a bird-like intermaxillary, is

demonstrated by the fact that in tm*tles the bones are seen to

be separate ; the toothless Rhynchosaurus also proves it, as

does the-D^"oynoc?07^, whose jaws show teeth and horn-covering
at the same time, which one could hardly even deny to birds,

if the two little teeth which subserve the rubbing through of

the egg-shell were to be regarded as true teeth. Mayer of

Bonn has proved those on the upper beak of the mature chick

in the ^gg to be tegumentary structures*. The like structure

is found in the crocodile, and to some extent in turtles also.

" The highest point in the profile of the skull is formed by
the principal frontal bone. This accords with the arrangement
in birds as much as does the fact that the principal frontal

bone is double, bounds the whole of the upper and hind part

of the orbit, and covers the greater part of the cerebrum,

which consisted of two hemispheres, in which Oken recognized

a resemblance to higher animals.
" The posterior vault of the skull is bird-like. The double

parietal bone succeeds behind the principal frontal bone, and
is constituted as in birds. GeofTroy, regarding the mastoid as

the parietal, described this bone in birds as the interparietal.

" The supraoccipital seems to be single as in birds, and

tolerably well expanded ; it generally forms that part of the

skull which lies furthest back. The side bone of the occiput

[exoccipital] lies lower down, and was probably directed some-

what forward, as in birds. No information could be obtained

the lateral
^

found. From

[b

tyl

it may be concluded that the foramen magnum must have

situate

assume
as in bii'ds, and not as in mammals and reptiles.

* Ttat^pt^V Npu^ Xntizen. No. 5. Bd. xx. Oct.

9
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" The temporal bone lies on the outside of the parietal and

principal frontal bones, and chiefly forms the temporal fossa.

Anteriorly it does not appear to enter into the formation of

the margin of the orbital cavities^ as it does in birds, but is

•ather displaced here, as in the Sauria, by the postfrontal bone.

This bone approximates to that of the chameleon j
its hind-

most branch (which cannot very well be regarded as a back-

ward extension of the jugal) forms the exterior boundary of

the temporal fossa, by uniting with a process, probably of the

mastoid, since it can hardly be supposed to come from the

exoccipital. I would here remark that the exterior closing of

the cavity or ring for the passage of the temporal muscles also

occurs in birds.
" The malar and superior maxillary do not follow the type

of birds. The malar consists of a smgle bone, which forms

the greater part of the anterior and inferior boundary of the

orbit of the eye (which is surrounded with bones), and in this

respect resembles most of all certain lizards, such as the

dragons and Iguana. In birds the cavity for the eye is not

generally closed below with bones ; but whenever it is so

closed, it is not by the malar bone.
^^ The process of the malar bone which ascends in front of

the orbit connects itself, while closing the margin of the eye-

cavity, with a bone descending from above. It is the more
difRcult to determine this bone, since immediately in front or

at some distance from it is seen a similar bone, which points

downward and attenuates tow^ards the end. Of these two
bones the hinder one represents a similar bone in the bird's

skull ; only there, owing to the peculiar construction of the

malar bone, it hangs dow^n free, and has been termed by Bo-
janus con'cctly the lachrymal, and by others the supraorbital*

In that case the foremost of the two bones is the prefrontal

bone, which in birds is clearly developed at the back comer of

the nostril. In certain living lizards {Monitorj Iguana^ SteUio)

the prefrontal bone also contributes towards the formation of

the margin of the nares ; and in Lacertians in general the

lachrymal bone connects itself with the malar bone to form
the front part of the border of the orbital cavity. In addition

to this, there is to be found (in Monitor^ for instance) a Supra-

orbital bone, which also characterizes certain birds.
" The great orbital cavities (bordered all round with bones)

in the back part of the skull were at least partially separated

by a bony partition, and contained, as in some lizards and
birds, a bony ring for strengthening the sclerotic membrane.
In some Pterodactyles this sclerotic ring seems to be absent;

at least I have not yet been able to find it in Rhamphorliynchis,

s^

^
J

^
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When this ring is found, it either consists of a single smooth
piece {Pterodactylus scolopactceps^ P. crassirostru) or is made
up of small plates, Avhich lie over each other, and which may
be either smooth {Pterodactylus KocM) or granulated (P.
Meyeri)

.

*^ The nostril was double, and often distinguished by its
large size. The two holes, however, were not separated inter-
nally by a partition of a partly bony consistence, as Oken
supposed. In Pterodactylus KocMy and still more distinctly in
P. lonyicollicm, it can be seen that the part which was thouglit
to be the bony remnant of this septum is really the exterior
bone, in which the anterior corner of the nostril is seen to be
cut out. This bone, like most of the skull-bones of the Ptero-
dactyles, is very thin. But as the intennaxillary ridge, which
overlies it and extends to the principal frontal bone, is con-
siderably thicker, as is also the lower margin of the jaw,
which in that part is generally provided with teeth, it could
not but happen, owing to the pressure to which these petrifac-

tions have been subjected, that the thin exterior bone received
a more depressed position in comparison with its borders. It

thus acquired the appearance of a thin bony partition in the
inside of the skull.

" Between the nostril and the orbit lies a third opening,

which again reminds one of the bird's skull, which also pos-

sesses a boneless space between the prefrontal and lachrymal
bones j this middle opening is seen to be completely surroimded
with bones in the Ekamphorhynchtj where it is smaller and

m
as in Pterodactylus crasstrostris^ for instance, and perhaps also

in P. hrevirostrts and P. MeyerL In others, however, this

opening is only partially separated by bones from the nostril,

and varies in size according to the distance of the prefrontal

from the lachrymal. These two bones are sometimes so near

together, that the middle hole seems scarcely developed, or

may even not be noticed at all, as, for instance, in P. KocM]
and P. longtcollum and P. rhamphastinus may justify the con-

viction that there are Pterodactyles which really have no

middle hole. Where the middle hole is completely bordered

by bones, the separation between it and the orbital cavitjr is

made by the makr and lachrymal bones ; and the separation

between it and the nostril is made, if not wholly, as in birds.

bone

very
" One of the most important bones is the quadratC;, to which

the lower jaw articulates. This bone is not quadratic, as in

birds, but cylindrical and shaft-like, which circumstance ^vas
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regarded by Cuvier and Oken as an infallible sign that the

Pterodactyle was a saurian reptile, and not a mammal. In

thisj as in some other parts, the animal show^s the greatest

similarity to the chameleon, in whichj however, the back of

the skull is not arch-like, as in birds, but sharper in its

backward prolongation, and therefore quite different from

Pterodactytus. It is characteristic of Pterodactylus that the

articulation of the lower jaw lies more or less in front of the

posterior angle of the orbit. In birds this region lies further

backward; and in lizards it is coincident with the posterior

termination of the temporal fossa.
'^ At the same time the lower jaw of the Pterodactyle, except

in being armed with teeth, closely resembles that of birds. The
very firm union of its rami, their flat ledge-like form, their

straight antero-posterior direction, and slight vertical curve,

the facing of its articular surface (^vhich lies rather backward),
and the surprising shortness of the process which is behind
it greatly remind us of the lower jaw in birds, and, among
reptiles, of the chameleon and the turtle. Sometimes traces

of sutures are visible, by which the composition of the lower

jaw may be apparently made out. Externally, between the

teeth and the articular cavity, is a small marginal ledge, se-

parated by a suture, and on the lower margin of a similar

ledge is seen the angular bone. On the space between these

two ledges no other suture can be distinguished. It is not

conceivable that the dentaiy bone, which forms the chief part

of the lower jaw, extended as far back as the region of the

articulation : it is rather to be presumed that the piece which
lies between the two ledges belonged to the coronoid bone,
although its anterior and posterior boundaries cannot be de-

fined. In the crocodile the superior margin between the teeth

and the articular cavity is formed by the coronoid bone, which
in this region shares with the angular bone in chiefly forming
the outer surface. In lizards the upper margin is bounded by
the coronoid [Mondbein], which is not seen externally in croco-
diles, but in the chameleon it forms a surprisingly strongly de-
veloped coronoid process which does not occur in Pterodactyles.
In birds, however, as in Pterodactyles, one seems to see traces
of a small upper marginal ledge, which would belong to the
coronoid. The angular bone also sho^vs itself externally in

birds and lizards, as w^ell as in Pterodactyles, only as a small
marginal ledge ; but at the same time, in birds and lizards, at

the spot where both ledges terminate anteriorly, a clear sepa-
ration between the coronoid and dentary bones may be seen.
Hence it results that the lower jaw of the Pterodactyles, at

any rate, is, even in its composition, only to be compared to
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those of birds and lizards ; but the foramen is missing from it

which perforates the hinder half oi the lower jaw in birds and
m crocodiles. With all this resemblance, it is amazing to see
the jaAvs armed with teeth, which are planted in separate
alveoli, like those of crocodiles, and which have the succes-
sional tooth at the side of the old one, as in lizards. The
mechanism of the hjoid bone is more bird- and reptile-like."

So far as the evidence goes. Von Meyer is clear about the
avian character of the premaxillarj bone. This Professor
Owen ignores : but in the description of his plate 17 the pre-
maxillarj is made verj small, after the manner of crocodiles

;

and the maxillary bone accordingly holds most of the teeth.

This was the view held by Prof. Owen in his ^ Odontography.'
In the PaloBontographical Society's volume for 1851 was
figured the premaxillary bone of Pterodactylus compressirostris

(Owen), which extended back to the nasal cavity, and demon-
strated that the teeth were in the premaxillary bone. Ac-
cordingly Prof. Owen made a restoration of the skull, in which
the premaxillary and maxillary bones have avian proportions.

But in Dimoiyhodon it is said of the premaxillary, ^^ The pair

^

by confluence or connation, constitute the fore part of the

upper jaw "
(p. 58). And in the description of plate 17 it is

said, '' Beyond the fourth alveolus the maxillary (20) appears,

underlapping the part of the premaxillary (22") which defines

the lower and anterior part of the narial vacuity ; the maxil-
lary is continued straight backward,'^ &c. (p. 43). This is

substantially repeated at p. 58, where the length of the lateral

alveolar rays of the premaxillary bone is given at about

1^ inch. Accordingly I turn to the figures : plate 17 is let-

tered to agree with the description ; but plate 18 (the new
specimen on which the monograph is chiefly founded) is let-

tered so as not to agree with the description, since the whole
of the teeth are put into the premaxillary bone, which is repre-

sented after the type of Cretaceous and German Omitho-

saurlans, only of greater extent, and separated from the small

maxillary bone by a well-marked suture. But at p. 64 it is

said, *^ In no Pterosaurian has any obvious and unmistakable

suture been seen indicative of the resj^ective shares taken by

maxillary (21) and premaxillary (22) m the fonnation of the

dentigerous part of the upper jaw," &c. If so, it is not evi-

dent why Prof. Owen assertecf, but a few pages before, that

there was a suture, and described the extent and character of

the alveolar rays of the premaxillary bone. If we are to be-

lieve this last statement, then it is evident that both views

given in the plates are incorrect, and that every passage in
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the text whicli describes the limit of tlie premaxillary bones

is equally erroneous. Yet^ notwithstanding this statement,

Prof. Owen continueSj in the next sentence :
" Both bones

combine to support the array of teeth ; they have coalesced^ at

least at their external or faci-alveolar plates, as likewise have

the right and left premaxillary portions forming the fore end

of the upper jaw. The suture between this premaxillo-

maxillary bone and the suborbital portion of the zygomatic

arch remains. Accordingly there is a choice of analogies in

the interpretation of the observed facts : a portion of the com-

pound bone may be assigned to the premaxillary, according

to the analogy of the crocodile and lizard ; or the whole maybe
called premaxillary, according to the analogy of the Ichthj'O-

saur." If the latter part of this paragraph is true, it convicts

the former part of stating things about the bones which are

obviously erroneous. But it is not clear why Professor Owen
It looks as thoughosaurian

there was a foregone conclusion that the animal must be a

reptile ; and if not allied to living types, then it must be allied

to a fossil reptile. But Prof. Owen is unable to determine the

^saicrus ; for in the ' Comparative Anatomy
it is both classified with the Monopnoa

n extinct order of Dinnoal rentiles. In the

of the Vertebrates

wr
May

raaxi

teeth being in the premaxillary bone (as I inferred from Cre-

taceous and Solenhofen specimens, in accord with Von Meyer),
they were simple and conical in most animals, and that the

argument for their reptilian affinity on which Cuvier relied

was worthless. Even if they had been in the

such an argument could have no value, since such teeth occur

in Cetaceans. If Prof. Owen was battling against this fact, I

think he has failed ; nor has any evidence been adduced to

overthrow Von Meyer's determination. The accusation against

Von Meyer that he arbitrarily assumed the avian affinity of

the bone is unjust, since the translation has shown he had found
other avian affinities in the skull ; while, even if the other

affinities had been conspicuously Ichthyosam-ian (which they
are not), it would have been unphilosophical to affiliate

the animal to IchtJiyosaurus^ which is not a known standard of

organization.

On the lower jaw it is observed, " The dentigerous mandible,
like the maxilla, speaks for the reptilian affinity of Ptero-
samda." This is contrary to fact. There is nothing in the

dentition wkich might not be expected in a group of animals
allied to Birds, while some of its more important features axe

characteristic of both mammals and reptiles. If the osteo-
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logical affinities of birds are stronger with reptiles than with
mammals, the teeth also might be expected, in a bird-ally, to
have some reptilian characters. But to assert, without evi-
dence or argument, that the dentition of these animals is rep-
tilian, seems to dogmatize on a matter against which there is

actual evidence and theoretical improbability. It can only be
by suppression of facts that the teeth are named reptilian. No
one has asserted that they are avian ; but the absence of teeth
from the jaws oi Echidnaj Myrmecohius. and Balcena^ among
Mammals, and from the jaws of Chelonians* among Reptiles,
is quite consistent with their having allies in which teeth are

^ developed j and similarly the absence of teeth from the jaws
of birds cannot militate against bird-allies having teeth, if

such animals existed. If, therefore, it shall be evident that

Pterodactyles have strong affinity with birds, it would be im-
philosophical and untrue to speak of the dentigerous mandible
as necessarily reptilian.

Prof. Owen makes a difficulty about determining Von
Meyer's temporal bone. SchUifenhein is commonly used by
German osteologists to indicate the bone in the skull which
gives attachment to the lower jaw. In the higher Yertebrata

Prof. Owen names this bone squamosal ; in some of the lower

Vertebrata the bone which has that function is named by

\^ Prof. Owen the mastoid. Hence the difficulty is not with
f'^^ Von Meyer, but follows from Prof. Owen's theory of the skull.

Von Meyer is singularly clear about the relations of his tem-

poral bone : entermg into the brain-cavity as in birds, and

forming much of the temporal fossa, it is exterior to the parietal

and frontal bones, and does not enter into the orbit. These

are the relations of the squamosal bone in the common cock

;

and I have accordingly (as the Ornithocheirus from the Cam-
bridge Greensand entirely agrees in these points with Von
Meyer's description) made a preparation oi

^
the skull of a

chicken, which is here figured side by side with a Greensand

^ Squamosal bone.

I

...Squamosal

bone.

aa ««

Bird. Pterodactyle.

As
life in Balccna and Tri&nyx.
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Ornithosaurian cranium. It appears to me to demonstrate

that there can be no doubt about Von Meyer's ^' ScMcifenhein'^'*

being the squamosal, and that it is altogether avian.

Yetj notwithstanding this clear and incontrovertible evidence,

Prof. Owen concludes that the result of his " analysis of a

main ground of Von Meyer's assertion as to the incontestable

similarity between the Pterosaurian and Avian tjrpes of cranial

structure " has not a little tended to shake his confidence in

the grounds on which Von Meyer pronounced definite judg-

ment in the matter. If Prof. Owen was conversant with the

facts, as I have here figured them, this is a gross misrepre-

sentation of Von Meyer ; and if he was not cognizant of the

true structure of the bird's skull, the remarks upon Von Meyer
which I have quoted should not have been written. German
Omithosaurians difier from birds in having a postfrontal bone

of Lacertian form ; but the fact that that bone may articulate

with the squamosal does iiot alter the avian characters of the

squamosal bone, which does not enter, in any reptile, into the

formation of the cranial cavity.

Prof. Owen states that the quadrate bone (tympanic, Owen)
is immovably ai'ticulated to the squamosal (mastoid, Owen),
opisthotic (paroccipital, Owen), and quadrato-jugal (squamosal,

Owen). These relations are not evident either from the de-
scription or figures of Dimorjphodon. And, so far as the Omi-
thosaurians from the Cambridge Greensand are concerned,

the statement is erroneous ; for the quadrate bone had a free

and bird-like articulation with the skull, and a bird-like union
with the quadrato-jugal, with which bone in some species it is

anchylosed. No specimens afford such facilities for examina-
tion as those from the Upper Greensand ; and it is not impro-
bable that identical characters occur in other Omithosaurians,
though in a ^roup so large much variation may be anticipated.

In most birds there is in the skull a middle hole between
the nasal and orbital holes ; and in this character they are

matched by most Pterodactyles. Prof, Owen reminds us that

a representative of this foramen characterizes the extinct Te-
leosauria, and occurs in the recent lizard Lyriocephalus. But
to stop with that statement is to convey to the reader who is

not conversant with recent specimens an incorrect idea of
affinity, since, to give an unbiased idea, it should have been
added that in this character Pterodactyles are paralleled by
numerous ruminant mammals. But any reasoning on affinity

from isolated characters is obviously absurd ; and this charac-
ter, as reptilian, avian, or mammalian, can only have weight
in the sum of those characters which define the aniraal's

plan of structure.

'40-
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The malar bone is discussed in a similar spirit, it being
said tliat_ therein the Pterodactyles resemble Crocodiles. On
all occasions resemblances to the crocodile are seen. Thus
the squamosal bone (mastoid of Owen) is affirmed to resemble
that of the crocodile ; the postfrontal bone is likened to that
of a crocodile ; the middle hole of the skull is compared to
lizards premaxillarj

quadrate
pared to lizards' and crocodiles' ; the mandible in some of its

characters is compared to a fish's, in others to a crocodile's. AH
this has a tendency to make readers believe, if they have no
other source of information, that the Pterodactjle skull is

crocodilian, which it is not.

This crocodilian bias or taint running through Prof. Owen's
memoir deprives his comparisons of all value ; for It prevents
him from statins the whole truth : and to state that the

truth

Omconvey an erroneous idea. The malar l
sauria may be said with equal truth to be chelonian, and, so

far as its essential relations to the orbit, maxillaiy, and
Mammal

Pterodact
characters are unmistakable, such as F. scolopaciceps^ is cer-

tainly not crocodilian, but lacertian. In the Ornithosaurians

from the Cambridge Greensand there is no evidence whether
it existed ; and if it was developed, it could only have been

applied to the exterior of a bird-like cranium. And for the

other alleged crocodilian characters, I can state that no one of

them has even slight evidence to support it : the premaxil-

lary there Is no reason for thinkin

quadrate bone Is avian.

Then with regard to other bones which, in German Ptero-

dactyles at least, present no ambiguity, Prof. Owen is silent.

The parietal and frontal are such bones. It will be evident

from Von Meyer, however, that they are not crocodilian ; and

if their resemblances to other animals were known to Prof.

Owen, some indication of these affinities should have been

given.

Then, with regard to the brain, it is said, " The lodgment

of the poorly developed brain enlists a miserably small pro-

portion of the skull" (p. 49)*. The epithet miserably does

not state a scientific fact, and must be objected to as endea-

vouring to make a feeling of contempt do duty for a knowledge

• Prof. Owen (Anat. Vertebrates, vol. ii. p. 121) says, In the bii^e

Binomis the brain does not exceed 2^ inches in length, and 2 inches m
width.
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of structure. Immediately afterwardsj however, it is justly

remarked that the skull is enormously large in JDimorphodoUy

even for an Ornithosaurlan. It is also remarked that " the

parietals swell out slightly at the temporal foss, indicative of

the size and saurian position of the mesencephalon"—that is^ of

the optic lobes. It is due to a correct appreciation of this fact

to mention that in the Eeport of the Syndics of the Cambridge
University Museums to the Senate for 1868-1869, Prof.

Sedgwick stated that I had been able to prove, by casts [na-

tural moulds] from the brain-cavity, that Pterodactyles pos-

sessed a cerebral organization as high as that of birds. A
copy of that report was sent to Prof. Owen ; and thereupon

Prof. Owen wrote to me asking for a cast of the brain-cavity.

No casts have been taken ; and the specimen was placed m
my hands on the condition that no casts were to be distributed

till the specimen was figured and described by me. I accord-

ingly mentioned to Prof. Owen the main facts proved by the

specimen about its avian characters. Therefore, long before

his monograph was published, Prof. Owen was aware that a

specimen existed, and was about to be figured, which would
§how that the size and position of the mesencephalon was not
saurian, but avian. Nox was Prof. Owen unaware of the

value of this character ; for in the ' Comparative Anatomy of
the Vertebrates ' it is said of the bird's brain, " It differs from
the brain of every other class in the lateral and inferior posi-
tion of the optic lobes."

I know nothing of the brain of Bimorphodon j but the
second figure represents the outline of the cerebrum and cere-

bellum in an Ornithosaurian from the Cambridge Greensand.
Another specimen* shows the lateral and inferior position of
the optic lobes-

Strix otus. Pterodactyle, Omithorhynchus, Crocodile.

o, optic lobes ; c, cerebenum.

Figured in my work on the Ornithosaiiria,

1

h

>
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In the Pterodactjle here figured^ the region of the cerebellum
is onlj partly preserved, and, as is also proved by the frag-
ments of the squamosal bones at the sides, was longer. On
comparing it with the other figures, I do not think there can
be any doubt that, so far as it differs from the bird's brain,
it approaches mammals rather than reptiles, Now, since the
Pterodactyle has an essentially avian brain, I hold that the
legitimate inference in any case of divided affinity with regard
to the skull-bones is that the true affinity is avian. Therefore
I infer that the existence of middle holes in the Perodactyle
skull is avian, and neither reptilian nor mammalian—and that
those other points of structure which are common to reptiles

are proved by these brains to be consistent with an avian plan
of organization, and that in this case they were indispensable
for its manifestation. If this result is legitimate (and I can
see no bar against it, unless it were wholly contradicted by
the remainder of the organism), the fact becomes one of the

highest possible importance in the investigation of the fossil

animals usually named reptiles, because it enables us to use
the Ornithosaurian structures as data for comparison and rea-

soning, in a way that gives a new classificational value to the

stmctui'es which approximate to them.
I next turn to the vertebral column. Here, too, Prof. Owen

presses for a predominant crocodilian affinity. It is observed,
" Counting the axis with the small coalesced atlas as one, I

give seven cervical vertebrge to the Dimorphodon macronyx^'^—

-

that is, eight cervical vertebrae ; and it is added, " Cuvier

concluded that there were not fewer than seven, as in Croco-

dilia and Mammalia, or more than eight, as in Chelonia." If

those vertebree in which the rib is partly supported by the

neural arch and partly by the centrum are counted separately

and named pectoral, then the crocodile has eight cervical

vertebrae and Chelonians nine. Further on, Prof. Owen says

that KhamphorliyncTim Gemmingi has six cervicals (counting

the atlas and axis as one (though why this is done is not evi-

dent), and he suspects a seventh—concluding,
^
^' Thus It is

plain that the Pterosauria exemplify the crocodilian affinity

m the cervical region of the vertebral column." On tins

matter Prof. Owen has adduced no evidence except what I

have quoted. Hence it is clear that even the number of ver-

tebrse is not certainly in accord with crocodiles, and may^ be

mammalian; while no Pterodactyle has ever shown the cervical

ribs of a crocodile, any more than any crocodile has ever

shown the neural arch or pneumatic foramina of a Pterodac-

tyle
; so that, so far from the case being as Prof. Owen

represents it, no Pterodactyle has shown any evidence of

crocodilian affinity in this part of its body.
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Buckland's inference that the dorsal vertebree are crocodilian

is quoted with approval, and supported^ though with the cau-

tion that the procoelian cup and ball is also Lacertian and

limited among crocodiles to the newer type. In the Creta-

ceous Ornithosauria, on which I can speak with most confi-

dence, the dorsal vertebras no more show crocodilian characters

than do the cervical vertebrse. Speaking very vaguely, it

might be suggested that the typical mammalian modification

of the earlier vertebrse is to have the ball in front, and the

typical reptilian condition to have the cup in front, while in

birds the cup and ball are combined in one anterior articular ^

surface ; but the exceptions are so considerable that the idea

is merely suggestive of affinities. In young pigeons the carti-

laginous epiphyses come away from the dorsal centrum, and

leave flat or slightly concave articular ends—a condition cha-

racteristic of some dorsal vertebrse of Cretaceous birds. The
procoelous articulation can only be a mark of crocodilian affinity

in a crocodile.

On the sacrum it is remarked, " With all the evidence that

the Pterosauria, like the Dinosauria and Dicynodontia, ex-

ceeded the sacral formulae prevailing in existing Crocodilia

and Lacertia, we should gain no firm ground therefrom for

predicating avian affinity or for building thereon a derivative

hypothesis of the class of Birds. Many existing Chelonian
reptiles have a sacrum composed of more than two vertebrse." i

The Pterodactyle sacrum has nothing in common with that of

any true {t, e, living) reptile. There is ncr evidence on record

that I am aware of sufficient to prove that either Dinosaurs or

Dicynodonts are reptiles. Nor have I ever seen three vertebrse

anchylosed into a sacrum in any Chelonian ; and even if such

a specimen could be found, mere number of bones would not

settle the question. On the other hand, the sacrum of an
Omithosaurian is very unlike that of a true bird.

On the tall it is said, " As we cannot, with Sommerring, In-

sist on the shortness of the tail in some Pterosauria as proof

that they were birds, so neither can we conclude, from the

length of the tail in other Pterosauria, that they were rep-

tiles." But in this part of the skeleton Omithosaurians differ

in more important characters than the number of the vertebra?.

The highly organized Cambridge family Omithocheiridse have
caudal vertebrse in which the neural arch is persistent down
the tail, as in reptiles and birds ; while some at least of the

German specimens have the mammalian modification in which
the tail terminates with vertebrae from which the neural arches

have disappeared, as in Dimorphodon.
From these considerations it seems to me that, without de-

viating from fact. Prof. Owen might have given to his account

!"
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of the verteLral column less of a crocodilian bias. If its

procoelous character is reptilian, its pnenmatic character is
avian. In its details it has distinctive characters of its own.

Prof. Owen says of the scapular arch, it retains in Ptero-
sauria its crocodilian simplicity. I may state that in Bimor-
^Tiodon it has long been recognized as entirely avian, the
scapula being much more bird-like than in OrmtkocTieirus.

sternum

omfully. After ^ ^

shield-shaped and having a keel, it is compared in parts to

Crocodiles and Iguana ; while at page 70 is made this state-
ment :

—
" In all cases in which it has been observed, the ster-

anria

Crocodilia." And figures are given intended to suggest the
same idea* sternum

sternum

avian because no bird has shown any approach to the post-

coracoid lateral emarginations which distinguish the
of Ornithocheirus. It would seem a very simple r

determine whether the truth is here told. Certainly some-
milar

Andurmmocneirus occurs, among Dircis, m tne merganser.
wherein the distinctive and essential crocodilian characters of

h

sternum
syno-v

It is not in the dis-

previous writing Prof. Owen ha^ said that Pterodaclvles

therein are only matched by birds. It is neither in the keel

nor the lateral emarginations; for neither of these occur in the

crocodile. I am compelled again to assert that Prof. Owen
has here made statements which it will be impossible to

justify.

carpus, it is said :
—" A carpus with one

large and one small bone in a proximal row, and with a second

large and at least one smaller bone in a distal row, is another

character by which the Pterodactyles manifest their closer

affinity to reptiles than to birds. Ihe remains of the gigantic

species from the Cambridge Greensand have yielded the cha-

racters of the two larger carpal ossicles." I some time since

pointed out that the carpal bone which Prof. Owen named

scapho-cuneiform, and regarded as the proximal row, is really

the distal, while the bone which was supposed to be distal is

proximal. Osteologically a mistake of this kind is hard to

avoid
J
but it is of considerable importance, since it would in-

volve regarding the back of the hand as the front, and the

" little finger " as the index finger. To the talon"of the distal

carpal was attached the lateral carpal or pisiform bone, which,

as m Chrysochhrts^ supported the third bone of the toreann.

The distal carpal shows the articular surface for the meta-
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carpal of the wing-finger. Now, seeing that the pisiform

hone is always on the side of the hand towards the little finger,

it follows that the wing-metacarpal is on the side towards the

index finger, and is the index finger, as in birds^

I here give for comparison diagrams of the carpus and me-
tacarpus of the Ostrich and of the Pterodact}4e Oryiithocheirus

;

and I can only draw the conclusion that the carpus is essen-

tially ornithic.

a

^

.d

- e J

m

Carpus and adjacent bones of Ornithocheirus,
I Metacarpus of Ostrich.

a, lateral carpal
;

h, ulna ; r, radius ; d, proximal carpal ; e, distal carpal ;

w, index metacarpal ; «, third metacarpal

pel Prof,
Owen figures the pelvis in the two different specimens, and in
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the explanation adopts the reptilian views on the subject held
by Von Meyer.

^

In the ^ Fauna der Vorwelt' the case is stated thus.

After remarking upon the reptilian character of the ischium,
it is observed :

—" This is still more applicable to the os pubis,

which we have compared to the marsupial bones in certain

mammals. In birds the os pubis is quite distinct, and indeed
occupies a different position. It is a similar stiliform bone
directed backward, and it takes part in the formation of the

acetabulum. Wagner believes that in Pterodactyles the three

pelvic bones take part in forming the pelvic acetabular cavi-

ties. The OS pubis appears to me to be excluded therefrom,

and to have degenerated to an appendage to the ischium.

The exclusion of the os pubis from the acetabulum is observed,

among saurians, in the crocodile." Two years ago a study of

the original specimen of Dimorphodon convinced me that the

bones which Von Meyer thought pubic, and compared to the

marsupial bones, really were representatives of the marsupial

bones ; and as I was able to demonstrate the fact by the aid

of Cambridge specimens, a paper was communicated to the

Cambridge Philosophical Society "On the Mammalian Affi-

nities of Pterodactyles." The fact was quoted by Mr. Cliiford

in a Eoyal-Institution lecture. Here is shown the arrange-

II

—

P

Iguana, seen from below Dimorphofton

//

Echidna.

11, Ilium; Is, Ischium; P. Pubis; PP. Prepnbic.

Ann. db Afag. N. RisL Ser.4. Vol yI 10
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ment in tlie original specimen^ whicli is repeated in the new
specimen described bj Pfof, Owen. It may be compared with

the similar bones in Echidna and Iguana.

If the anterior free triangular bone is identified as the pubic,

then the pelvis has most in common with the crocodile ; but

if the bone is the prepubic* or marsupial bone, then the pelvis

is not reptilian but mammalian, and any superstructure of

affinities built upon its presumed reptilian characters is obvi-

ously worthless.

The foramen below the acetabulum is a representative of

the obturator foramen of the marsupials, which occurs between

the ischium and pubis. In the Cambridge genera the os

innominatum closely resembles that of Dimorphodon^ and

through the foramen passes the vertical suture which divides

the pubis from the ischium, while a transverse suture divides

the ilium from both the other bones. Therefore the bone

which Prof. Owen has named the ischium is clearly both

ischium and pubis, while the free triangular bone is as clearly

no part of the pubis, but a prepubic bone, only comparable to

the marsupial bones of mammals. This disposes of the cro-

codilian theory of the pelvis. I have seen the prepubic bone
also in both the Ptcrodactylid^ and Hhamphorhynchidfe ;

and,

like the other pelvic bones, it differs in form m the different

families.

Finally, as a mark of osteological affinity Prof. Owen ignores

the pneumatic foramina which are found in nearly all the

bones, though they do not occur in Keptiles, and are charac-

teristic of Birds.

From Prof- Owen's osteology the conclusions seem irresis-

tible :

First, that it was written with a bias in favour of the

crocodilian and reptilian affinity of Pterodactyles.

Secondly, that the crocodilian affinity was a delusion whicl

cannot be substantiated in a single point.

It is also clear that it was written as an argument against

their affinity with birds. I cannot but think it undesirable

that such bias should be introduced in science.

Secondly^ of PJiilosophy.—Here the issues raised are of the

gravest kind :—first, upon the method of determining an ani-

mal's affinities by comparing its skeleton with those of other

animals; and, secondly, upon the method of determining
affinities by physiological inferences from structure.

The following passage from Von Meyer is translated

:

*^ The skull of Pterodactyles is essentially comparable only

* By an oversight this word has been printed " epipubic '' in my hooli

of Pterodactvles.

1

"*T
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with tliat of Birds and Saurians. The preponderating resem-
blance with the bird's skull cannot be contested. Against this,

upon
Sauria is here used in the sense of Brongniart and Cuvier

;

and it is open to the unbiased investigator, and, indeed, be-
comes plainly his business, to determine not merely whether
avian or saurian characters predominate in the Pterosaurian
skull, but to define the degree of affinity or correspondence of
cranial structure therein traceable to such structures in Ena-
liosauria, Dinosauria, Dicynodontia, Crocodilia, Lacertia, each
of which may be a group organically of coordinate value with
Aves," This passage seems to me to strike at the vfery exist-

ence of comparative anatomy. The object with comparison is,

I suppose here, to elucidate affinity,—that is, to be able to infer

from the hard parts of the skeleton what were the soft and
vital organs which determine the systematic place of the ani-

mal. This comparison can be made with birds, and with the

living orders of reptiles, because the skeleton in them is the

exponent of definite and known kinds of organization in the

lungs, and heart, and brain, and reproductive organs. If it were
not, comparison could give little or no clue to affinity. But
in Enaliosauria, Dinosauria, and Dicynodontia not one of these

organs is known ; and I cannot but consider the packing of these

groups into the E>eptilia, in the absence of such knowledge or

even of osteological coordination*, entirely subversive of scien-

tific investigation. If such comparisons are made, the affini-

ties must be spoken of as Dinosaurian or Ichthyosaurian for

instance, but never as Eeptilian ; otherwise the word Eeptile

becomes meaningless, and we substitute personal fancies about

an animal's affinities for knowledge ; this would be the result

of accepting Prof. Owen's views. Prof. Owen, however, has

abstained from making any other comparisons of this kind,

except those already noticed.
" The length and flexibility of the neck is coiTelated with

the covering necessitated by the high temperature of the bird.

The cold-blooded flying reptiles have a comparatively short

and rigid neck," &c. (p. 67). Such a doctrine is misleading,

sluce in many Plesiosaurs the neck is even longer than in

birds, and often not less flexible
;
yet there is no ground for

affirming that they were covered with feathers or had hot

blood
; while in mammals the neck is usually at least as short

as In Pterosaurs. The argument about the covering is con-

* This I have attempted in a MS. catalogue of the Woodwardian
Museum.

10*
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tinned in tliese passages:—^^ The plumous covering of the

long-tailed bird of the period [ArchwopterT/x] proves its h^emato-

thermal character, as the want of it shows the long-tailed

Pterosaur to have been cold-blooded "
(p. 78). "The constant

correlative structure with hot-bloodedness is a non-conducting

covering to the body. We may with certainty infer that

ArchcBopfoyx was hot-blooded because it had feathers,^ not

because it could fly" (p. 73). Living crocodiles^ chelonians,

lizardsj and serpents are more or less perfectly covered with

bony scutes or horny scales, or, as in the case of some che-

lonians, with both ; neither of these conditions, nor, indeed,

any covering is known in Ornithosaurs ;
therefore Prof. Owen

has no reason for inferrin;^ from the covering of the body that

>

the Pterodactyles were reptiles or that they were cold-blooded.

Yet even scales might not be conclusive of reptilian character

for something analogous to a scaly covering is seen on the

legs of birds ; but to infer that the animals were cold-blooded

because there is no evidence of their having had feathers, is

plainly an absurdity. Not to mention other cases, our own
species and whales are instances of warm-blooded animals^ m
which the skeleton could show no trace of any non-conductmg
covering to the body, even if it existed ; it therefore seems to

me that in these matters Prof. Owen's philosophy has no basis

in fact.

At p. 73 Pi'of. Owen argues against flight having any re-

lation to high temperature j and he adds, p. 80^ " By the pneu-

matlcity of the bones of the Pterodactyle, it might be inferred

from a single bone, or portion of bone, to have been an animal

of flight. For, although certain volant vertebrates, e.g. the

Bat and the Swift, may not have air-bones, no vertebrate, save

of a volant kind, has air admitted into the limb-bones." In his

remarks in support of the proposition that temperature does

not depend on exertion. Prof. Owen quotes the beetle Melo-

loniha^ in which the temperature is only raised one degree

above the temperature of the atmosphere by the work done in

flight. Sharks are cited as animals not less active than Por-

poises, and yet cold-blooded; and it is concluded, " With the

cooling of the air in the summer-night the temperature of the

Melohntha concurrently falls. So likewise would that of the

flying reptile, whatever amount of oxidation and evolution of

waste products in the form of carbonic acid might have at-

tended their flight."

In these passages it appears to me that errors are made of

two kinds :—first, in considering functions without regard to

their correlative structures ; secondly, in not reasoning from

structures back to the functions of which they are the evi-

?>
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deuce. On the first head, the energy of the individuul is ck^arly
not distinguished from the organization ; for, in other words,
the argument is, because a beetle flies and does not become
hot-blooded by flight, so also the Pterodactyle whicli flew could
not have been hot-blooded. The beetle is not comparable with
a Pterodactyle, having a different plan of organization ; and
for the same reason the shark cannot be compared w"ith the
Cetacean. In both cases the energy of the individual may be
greatest in the beetle and the shark, but the energy of their

respective plans of organization is totally different. Fliglit

alone would be no evidence of temperature ; but the amount
of oxidation and evolution of waste products is evidence, when
it does not depend upon the individual muscular power, but
upon the plan of structure characteristic of the race, because
this arterialization cannot be stopped while life lasts, even by
absolute muscular quiescence. The amount of heat manifested
in arterialization is now being determined by Dr. Gamgee.
But seeing that the combustion of one pound of carbon in oxy-
gen is found to heat 8080 pounds of w^ater one degree Centi-

grade, it is probable that some considerable heat is due to

this cause. And the considerations urged by Prof, Owen
against an animal's temperature being dependent upon exer-

tion, seem to me not in accord with physics, and to support the

views against which they are adduced j for I think Prof. Owen
has not distinguished between an animal's kinetic energy

and its potential energy, without which physiology as a phi-

losophy can, I submit, have no existence. Thus the grade of

organization is potential energy gained for the individual by
inheritance, since it is thus placed in a position of mechanical

advantage with regard to gravity as definite as is the advan-

tage of a head of water. It is in part this potential energy

which enables the individual to manifest the kinetic encrg^y of

its own muscular effort, since in flight, for instance, an animal

is projected upwards against gravity. Now, in the manifes-

tation of kinetic energy, the heat, or whatever the force was

which did the work against gravity, is obviously converted

into motion; hence the difficulty found by Prof. Ovyen, in ani-

mals being sometimes warmer in rest than in motion, is met.

And it may be presumed that it is as true of organic as of in-

organic matter, that it is arrest of motion which develops heat

;

but in the case of the increase of temperature of the incubating

Boa and the bird, the heat is so obviously due to the an-est of

radiation by the contact of the parent's body with the eggs,

whicli are acquiring an independent heat of tlieir own, that it

should occasion no more astonishment than that we are warmer

With a fire than without one, and certainly should not have
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been given as evidence that heat is not dependent upon energy

;

for here the heat is not generated but only conserved.

In ascending from the lower to the higher groups of the

vertebrate province, increase in temperature is found to be as-

sociated with perfection of the respiratory system, and not

necessarily with a non-conducting covering ; and it is to su-

perior respu'ation and its concomitant superior nutrition that

mu^t be attributed, as a chief cause, the grades of organization

which divide vertebrate animals into classes. Any modifica-

tion of the skeleton which throws light on the respiratory

function is therefore of great classificational value in palge-

ontology. The avian type of skeleton differs typically from

that of other classes inhaving the respiratory organs prolonged

into the bones. It is stated by a good observer, and is, I be-

lieve, well known, that if the larynx of a bird be tied, and the

humerus broken, and the fractured sm-face exposed, the animal

will breathe feebly through its humerus. Similarly to birds,

and unlike all other animals, the bones of Pterodactyles show
pneumatic foramina, which, so far as comparable, are placed,

as in birds, in the limb-bones and vertebral column. I di'aw

the conclusion, therefore, that the foramina are evidence in

Pterodactyles that the respiratory organs extended into the

bones ; and seeing that from a bird's bone with this pneu-
matic structure we infer for the animal hot blood and a pecu-
liar kind of respiration, so there is no choice but to make the

same inferences from the pneumatic bone of a Pterodactyle,

since no other relation of the pneumatic structure is known

;

it is a law of limb-bones and vertebrae to which there is no
exception. To attribute any function to the pneumatic fora-

mina other than that seen m birds would be to discard the

only knoT\ai clue to their interpretation. Prof, Owen admits
that the bones are filled with air, and that therein they resem-
ble those of birds ; but he does not intimate where the air came
from, and makes no mention of the respiratory relation of the

foramina, which accordingly have no physiological function

assigned to them. And Prof. Owen only finds that " the legi-

timate if not sole inference from the admission of air to the

bones is that it contributes to perfect the mechanism of flight,"

which is supposed to be achieved by air replacing dense os-

seous tissue, and so making the bones lighter. If that were
the sole or legitimate function, it ought to be manifested in the

crocodile and turtle, where the quadrate bone is excavated
for a tympanic air-cell ; and in the skulls of the Elephant
and many mammals air is admitted to several bones, but this

justifies no such inference as that drawn by Prof. Owen.
Hence I conclude that Prof. Owen's philosophy will not
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bear investigation, and tliat it cannot replace tlie old patlis of
physiology.

^
It also seems to me tliat Prof. Owen lias done injustice to

his subject bjr ignoring the work of others, by appropriating
their discoveries as his own, and by so representing their
labours as to asperse their reputation.

Thus, in the ' Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates,'
vol. i. p. 176, Prof. Owen, in an unobtrusive way, essentially

claims the discoveiy of the pneumatic structure of Ptcrodactyle
bones, referring to his later monographs on Pterosaurs. In this

^ monograph on D imorjiyliodon the claim is essentially repeated

(p- 79), reference being made to the Palfeontographical volume
for 1851 for the demonstration that the larger bones of Ptero-

dactyles were filled with air, while the same character is here

inferred for Dimorphodon. Prof. Owen has quoted freely

from the introduction to Von Meyer's ^Reptilien aus dem
lithographischen Schiefer,' 1859 ; but he has omitted to quote

or mention the passage in which Von Meyer claims to have
made this discovery in 1837, and gives Prof. Owen credit for

having subsequently made known English specimens which
show the same character. On turning to the ^ Jahrbuch fur

Mineral.' 1837, p. 316, I find the omission was not made
because Von Meyer's claim was groundless j for there is printed

this passage :
—" Fm'ther, I must communicate to you that by

examining many united bones of Pterodactyles from the Lias

of the neighbourhood of Bayreuth, I have discovered that

some of them are furnished with air-holes, like certain birds'

bones, whereby an affinity with birds in a new way is given

to them."
Then with regard to the name Pterosauria, I am not a^vare

that it has claim to an earlier date in England than 1841. Yet

referring to Von Meyer, he quotes Prince C. L. Bonaparte as

having named the order Omithosaurii at the same time.^ On
looking into the matter, I find that in the " Nuovl Annali dclle

Scienze Naturali, Bologna,' Sept. 24, 1840, vol. iv. p. 91, and

previously in 1838, vol. i. p. 391, Bonaparte not only in-

vented the name, but adopted the ordinal group suggested by

Von Meyer in 1830, and placed it above all other reptiles, in

immediate sequence to birds,—a result possibly due to Von
Meyer's discovery of 1837. Accordingly Prof. Owen's name
has no claim to usage, either on the ground of prioritj or fit-

ness, and I have therefore used the name Ornithosauria*.

Since this was written, six months ago^ I find that, in ^ Das Thierreich/

Tol. ii. part 2. p. 23, puLlished at Darmstadt in 1830,^ Dr. J. J. Kaup in-

troduced the Pterosaurii as the second order in his second stem of

Amphibia. And earlier still (Nouv. Ann. Museum, 1835, vol. iv. p. 238,
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Finally, there are two passages of a kind that are rarely

seen in a scientific monographj one reflecting on Prof. Huxley,

the other reflecting, I thinK, upon myself. The former pas-

sage is as follows :
—" The tyro, fresh from the lecture-room

of his physiological teacher, ambitious of soaring into higher

regions of biology than were opened to him at the medical

school, impressed with the relations of active locomotion to

generation of animal heat, may be pardoned for inferring that

the amount of work involved in sustaining a Pterodactyle in

the air would make it, physiologically, highly probable that it

was a hot-blooded animal. But a competent friend, finding

him bent on rushing with such show of knowledge into print,

would council him to provide himself with a thermometer

adapted to the delicate testing of the internal heat of small ani-

mals. So provided, if he should chance to beat down a chafer

in full flight, the experiment, made with due care and defence

of the fingers guiding the instrument, would teach him how
fallacious would be the inference that, because an animal can

fly, it must, therefore, be hot-blooded," &c. &c.
The other passage, referring seemingly to myself, concludes

as follows :
—" An argument in favour of Avian affinity from

the joint-structures could only be propounded by one not

gifted with the judgment needed to d!eal with problems of this

nature." These passages I leave to the consideration of

others. Yet I would express my conviction that it did not

fall within the province of the Paljeontographical Society to

publish such matter.

'.,

XI.—On four new Species of Birds from China.
fey EoBEKT Swinhoe, F.Z.S.

E'pMaltes glahrt^eSj sp. nov.

Similar to Eph. semitorques (Temm. & Schleg.) of Japan,

De Blainville introduces a scheme of Vertebrates as Laving been given in

his lectures, in which Pterodactylia is riven as the third class of Verte-
brata, intermediate between Birds and Reptiles. I regret not having
been aware of this fact at an earlier period, since the name Pterodactylia
18 in all ways preferable to other names. As, however, it has hitherto
remained nnknovni, I am not prepared to adopt it now, the name Omi-
thosauria being already in use. De Blainville adds this obsenation :

—

^'Cette classe ne contient encore que le genre Pterodactyle connu seule-
ment a T^tat fossile, et que nous pensons n'etre ni un mammifere de la fa-
mille des ehauve-souris, comme Soemmering Ta pense, ni meme un reptile

Sroprement dit, comme G. Cuvier Fa dit, mais un etre faisant le passage
es oiseaux aux reptiles, et dont le systeme epidermique n'^tait peut-etre

pas squameux."
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but differs from It in having the toes always bare, instead of
feathered along their upper surfaces as in that species*

Inhabits South China and Formosa.

Ephialtes HamhroecMy sp. nov.

A robust rufous little species, with very long feathery horns,
and the bill nearly hidden by the long bristle-ending feathers

of the lores. Wing much graduated, the fifth quill the longest;
tail comparatively long, somewhat graduated. Tarsi bare just
above the junction with the toes ; toes covered with minute,
oblong, prominent scales, except at the insertion of the claws,

they are broad and transverse.

Upper parts, wings, and tail chestnut-brown, blotched and
mottled with black on the head and hind neck. On the upper
back the feathers are banded with reddish white, forming a

distinct halter-mark across the shoulders, the white being suc-

ceeded by a border of black blotches. Some of the scapulars

have their outer webs pure white ; the carpal edge and a patch

close to it also white. Under neck reddish white waved with

black, with a few close-lying spots of the same forming a patch

on each side. Sides of breast deep rufous mottled with black;

flanks, vent, and tibise light rufous, finely mottled and occa-

sionally streaked with brown ; centre of belly pure white.

Quills blackish brown on inner webs, chestiiut-brown on outer,

mottled with black and banded with rufous cream-colour.

Tail deep rufous, banded and mottled with black.

Length about 7 inches ; wing 5"8, the first primary falling

1-8 short of tip; tail 3'5.

This small owl, which really has closer affinity for the

Ephialtes'hmpiji (Horsf.) group than for Ej^hialtes japonicus

(T, & S.), I mistook for the latter (see ' Ibis,' 1865, p. 348,

and 1866, p. 307). It has occurred only in Formosa.

I name this species in remembrance of the celebrated Dutch

missionary who was murdered by the pirate chief on the con-

quest of Formosa.

Cuculus MichieaniiSy sp. nov.

be at once distinguished

pur

plish pink. Head and hind neck deep bluish grey ; under

neck lighter. Breast and belly cream-colour^ banded with

broad blackish-brown bars ; a few bars also occur on the lower

tail-coverts. Under wings marked with white as ordinary. Tail

with a broad black subterminal bar, tipped with cream-colour.

Length about 13-5; wing 8'3; tail 6' 75; bill, from fore-

head -9, depth at base "35.
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Iris brownish yellow; rictus and eyelids bright yellow.

Upper mandible and tip of lower black, rest of lower mandible

light green; inside of mouth yellow. Legs orange-yellow;

claws brown, with black ridges.

This species stands midway between the true cuckoos and

Hierococcyx. We found it abundant at Szechuen (Western

China) in May. It is very noisy, flying excitedly from tree

to tree, uttering its loud notes, which may be syllabled colo-

tolo.

To Mr. Alexander Michie of Shanghai, for the kind assist-

ance he gave me in the pursuit of natural history on the

Upper Yangtsze, I dedicate this species.

Hemcxirits leucoscMshts^ sp. nov.

Similar to the H, scMstaceus^ Hodgs., of India; differs in

having the bill straighter along the culmen, and the gonys

more ascending. In its markings it wants the white tips that

adorn the first to the sixth primaries of the Indian bird ; and

its under wing, instead of having the bases of the primary

quills white, commencing on the second quill and increasing

inwards, has the basal third of the quills edged on the inner

web with white, commencing with the fourth quill.

Inhabits the hills of Southern China.

XII.

—

Notes on the Skull of Balsena marginata, the type of a

new Genus
J
Neobalsena. By Dr. J. E. Geay, F.R.S. &c.

In the essay on Whales published in the ^Voyage of the

Erebus and Terror' I established a species of true Whalebone-
Whale on three examples of whalebone which I had received

from Western Australia, believing it to belong to the same
genus as the Greenland Whale (Balcena)^ as the whalebone
was of long slender shape, and of a very fine texture, with a

large quantity of enamel, which is a peculiarity of the baleen

of that genus. Sir George Grey, the late Governor of New
Zealand, has obtained the skull of Balcena marginata from the

island of Kawan, New Zealand, and has presented it to the

Museum at Wellington. Dr. Hector has given figures exhi-
biting four views of this skull in the ^ Transactions and Pro-
ceedings of the New-Zealand Institute' for 1869, vol. ii.,

which was issued in April 1870. These figures show that the

whale, which has long, slender, and fine-textured whalebone
or baleen like that of the Greenland Right Whale, forms a very
different genus from the restricted genus Balcena. The brain-

cavity forms a much larger part of the skull ; the beak is much

4
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shorter and broad at the base, gradually tapering to a point in

front ; and the lower jaw bones are thin, compressed, and high,

with the upper edge dilated and inflexed the greater part of

their length, and the lower edge similarly dilated in the front

part or chin.

I propose for this animal the name Neohalcena ; and it may
be thus characterized :

—

KEOBALiENA.

Skull rather depressed ; brain-cavity nearly as long as the

beak, depressed, much expanded on the sides, with a very

deep notch on the middle of each side over the condyles of the

lower jaw, and with a subtriangular crown-plate. The nose

as broad as the expanded brain-cavity at the base, regularly

attenuated to a fine point in front, and slightly arched down-

wards. Lower jaw laminar, compressed, high; the upper

edge thin, and inflexed the greater part of its length, erect in

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Figa. 1 & 2. Side view and top view of the skull of Neobaietna marginatay

from Dr. Hector's figures.
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front ; the lower edge inflexed In front, the rest of the edge

"being simple. The baleen elongate, slender, several times

as long as broad, with a fringe of a single series of fine fibres

;

enamelled surface smooth and polished, thick.

Neobalcena marginata.

Balmia margtmta, Gray, Cat. Seals & Whales Brit. Miis. p. 90 ; Hector,

Proc. & Trans, of the New-Zealand Institute, 1809, t. 2 6. f. 1-4; Ann,

& Mag. Nat. Hist. 1870, toI. y. p. 221,

Hab, New Zealand.

This is interesting, as sho\ring that the true Balcena or

Eight Whale of the North Sea and that of the South Sea are

each a peculiar genus.

The width and general form of the beak of the skull is

somewhat like the beak of some of the Tinner Whales ; but

it does not at all justify Mr. Knox's idea that Balcena margi-

nata is a Finner. But this difference of skull makes us more

anxious to have the description of the entire animal and its

skeletoUj as the animal may prove to be the type of a new
family of Whales, between the true Whales and Finners.

This pigmy whale, which is not more than 15 or 16 feet

long, is a representative in the Southern Ocean of the gigantic

Right Whale of the Greenland seas. It has the most beau-

tiful, the most flexible, most elastic, and the toughest whale-

bone or baleen yet discovered j and if it were of larger size,

it would fetch a much higher price than the whalebone of the

Greenland whale, the latter being three or four times the

value of the brittle coarse whalebone of the Eithalcena or Right

Whales of the Southern and Pacific Oceans. The trade of the
+

Continental nations being chiefly confined to their colonies, or

their merchants obtaining the whalebone that is used in their

manufactures second-hand, there are not in the market the va-

rieties of whalebone and finner-bone which w^e have in this

country, where the whalebone and finner-bone from different

localities bear each a different value. This perhaps explainswhy
the Continental zoologists (as Eschricht) who have paid atten-

tion to the structure of whales have not paid sufficient attention

to the characters afforded by the shape, structure, and colour

of this substance, to which I called their attention more than

twenty years ago, and showed its value as a character for

distinguishing the genera and species. It has been a fertile

subject of reproach to me that I established some species on
the characters afforded by this substance ; but I need only

quote, as a proof of the little attention M. Gervais has paid to

this part of ray work, that, in his book on the anatomy of

whales, now in progress, after saying that I have established
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the species Balcena marginata on three blades of whalebone,
he sajs I have called it Euhalmna marginata—thus confound-
ing it with the whales with brittle and coarse whalebone,
whereas the chief reason that induced me to consider the blades
to belong to a distinct species was their yerj fine and tough
structui'e. The accuracy of the determination is now proved
by the very different form of its skull from that of any other
known whale. In the same manner, the Physalus a?itarcticus^

also established on finner-fins or baleen imported from New
Zealand, has been proved to be a very distinct species of that
genus, named Sulphur-bottoms by the whalers.

XIII,—On a Collection of Birds from China and Japan.
By K. B. Sharpe, F.L.S,, Libr. Z.S., &c. With Notes by
the Collector^ Egbert H, Bergman.

I HAVE lately received from my friend Mr. Bergman a small

collection of birds which he has formed during his leisure time
in the course of his cruises between China and Japan, This
is the first consignment he has transmitted to me ; and al-

though the birds sent are none of them very rare, I think it

advisable to place on record the very interesting notes which
Mr. Bergman has added on the habits of the species noticed

by him ; and for the trouble taken in this matter he deserves

all praise. I shall hope from time to time to contribute further

notes on Chinese birds as they are sent home to me by the

present collector. The nomenclature employed is that adopted

by Mr. Swinhoe in his ^ Catalogue of the Birds of Chma

'

(Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863, p. 259) ; and I have availed m^rself of

that gentleman's presence \n England io obtain his assistance

in the identification of some of the species*

1. Turdus Naumanniu

280,

No. 15. Shot at Shanghai, Jan. 7, 1870. Legs, eyes

and beak black. Generally found in pairs in the villages.

1

I

R. II B,
2. Turdusfuscafus.

Tm-dus fuscatus, Pall. ; Swinh. P. Z. S. ISC'?, p. 280.

No. 2. Tlimsh, caught in the rigging of the S.S. ' Cadiz/

oing up the Yangtze river to Shanghai, Nov. 28th, 1869.

egs, beak, and eyes black. Common jn North China and

Japan.

—

R. II. B.
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3. Petrocincla mantllensts.

Swinh

No Bill;

eyes, and feet black.^

—

R. H.

4. Ruticilla aurorea,

L : Swinh. P. Z. S. 1863,

No, 23. Redstart; shot at Nagasaki, Feb. 1, 1870, Eye
black ; bill and legs brown. This species appears to be very

four

morning flying about

som.

—

R. H, B.
5. Lanins schach.

Lanitis schach (Gm.) ; Swinh. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 286.

No. 7- Butcher-birdj shot at Shanghai; Dec. 26, 1869.

Beak and legs black ; eyes dark brown, with black pupils.

These birds are fond of sitting on the uppermost boughs of

trees or in any elevated position. They utter a peculiar cry,

which; however, is not unmelodious.

—

R. H. B.

hucepTialus

Swinh

No. 17. Shot at Yokohama, Jan. 22, 1870, on the out-

skirts of a wood. Stomach contained several small beetles.

Bill and legs dark brown j eyes black.

—

R. H. B.

7. Motacilla ocularis.

Motacilla ocularis, Swinhoe; Swinh. P, Z, S. 1863; p. 273,

No. 14. Water-Wagtail, shot at Shanghai, Jan. 7, 1870.
Beak, legs, and eyes black.

—

R. H, B.

8. Embeinza rtisttca.

Emberiza nistica (Pall.) ; Swinh. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 301.

Kobe, Japan, Jan. 27, 1870.—i?. K B.

^.

Japan.

9. Emberiza ci<ypsis.

ciopsis, Bp. : Swinh. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 300.

10. Chlorosptza Tcawariha,

f
Swinh. P, Z, S. 1863, d. 299

Nos. 21 & 22. Cock and lien Greenfinch, shot at Kohe,
Japan, Jan. 27, 1870. Eye black j bill and legs brown.

saki.

—

R. II. B.
birds

i

r
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11. Passer montanus.

299

No, 3. Shot at Kobe, Japaiij Nov. 30; 1869. Very common
throughout Japan.—J?. H. B.

Mic

334

No. 29. Yokohama.
No. 18. Shot at Yokohama, Jan. 22, 1870. Beak and legs

brown
; eyes grej, with black pupils. The stomach contained

several kinds of berries.

—

R. H. B.

13. Sturnus cineraceus,

Stimiiis cineracem^ T. &. S. ; Swinh. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 301.

No. 12. Starling, shot at Shanghai, Jan. 8, 1870. Legs
yellow ; bill yellow, terminal half black ; eyes black.

—

B.H.B,

14. Aondotheres phtltppensts.

Acridothe^-es philijypensis (Terani.) ; Swinli. Ibis, 1867, p. 387.

No. 11. Mynah. Shot at Shanghai, Jan. 8, 1870, Legs
and beak light yellow ; eyes yellow, with black pupils. The
habits of these birds are very similar to those of the common
Starling. They whistle very well, and can

II.

15- Cyanopica cyanea.

Swinh

groves

No. 6. Shot at Shanghai, Dec. 26, 1869- Beak, eyes, and
legs black. These birds are found in flocks in the bamboo-

about the villages in North China. They have the

appearance of paroquets when flying, but have a harsh ciy,

like a magpie or jay. Their food appears to consist of worms,
grubs, and beetles.

—

R. H.B.

16. Pica media.

Pica caitdataf var. mediae Swinh. P. Z. S, 1863, p. 303.

No. 9. Magpie, shot at Shanghai, Jan. 7, 1870. Eyes,

beak, and legs black. Very common about Shanghai, and may
be seen in flocks of fourteen and fifteen together.

—

B. H. B.

17. Lycus daiiricns.

Lycus dauricm (Pall.) ; Swinli. P, Z. S. 1803, p. 304.
^

No. 10. Jackdaw, shot at Shanghai, Jan. 8, 187,0. In

flocks.—i?. n. B.
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18. Buteojaponicus.

ButeoJaponicuSj ScU. ; Swiah. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 260.

No. 19. Shot on a tree at Yokohama, Jan. 22, 1870, while

devouring a cocoon. Eyes yellow, with black pupils. Legs ,

bright yellow ; beak bluish black.

—

B, H. B.
I

1 9. Tinnunculus japonicus.

Tinnu7ictilusJaponicus, Schl. ; Swinh. P. Z, S. 1863^ p, 261.

No. 1. Hawk, shot at Foochow, Nov. 1, 1869. Eyes
black, eyelids yellow ; legs bright yellow ; beak bluish black,

yellow at the base.

—

B, H.B.

20. Circus cyaneus.

Circus cyatieiiSy Linn, j Swinh. P. Z, S, 1863, p. 261.

No. 8. Shot on the banks of the river Yangtze at Shanghai,

Jan. 6, 1870. Legs light yellow ; eyes yellow, with black

pupils ; beak bluish black and yellow at the base. Stomach
contained only a few feathers.

—

B. H. B.

21. Circus ceruginosiis.

Circus <emginosuSy L. ; Swinh. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 332.

No. 26» Shot in a swamp at Yokohama. Eyes yellow,
|

with black pupils ; legs yellow. I have seen this bird several ^m

times catch fish in a large lake.

—

B. H. B.

The specimen sent by Mr. Bergman is apparently a female

Marsh-Harrier, but in a peculiar stage of plumage. Mr.

Gurney, to whom I showed the bird, thought it miglit belong
to Circtis spilonotus

;
but on conferring with Mr. Swinhoe,

who is thoroughly acquainted with the last-named species, the

latter gentleman decided that it was only a female of Circus

cBTuginosus. The female C. spilonoticSj though closely allied

to the common Marsh-Harrier, may be distinguished by its

generally paler coloration, and by the light upper tail-coverts,

as depicted in the ' Ibis ' for 1863, pi. 5.—B, B. 8.

22. Alcedo hengalsnsis.

Alcedo bmgalemisy Gm. ; Swinh, P. Z. S. 1863, p. 269,

No- 13. Kingfisher, shot at Shanghai, Jan. 8, 1870. Legs
dark yellow, almost red ; eyes and beak black.

—

B. H. B.

23. Botaurus stellaris.

Botaums steUaris. Linn. ; Swinh. P. Z. S. 1863. n. 320,

24, 1870.

Bittern, shot in a reed-swamp
green

.y

1

f

^

J

!

i
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"beak light brown. Whilst skinning this bird, I was asto-
nished to find a quantity of white Avorms in the muscles of the
thigh. I examined the rest of the body and the stomachy but
did not find anj elsewhere.

—

R. H. B.

Mergics

Mergus

No. 25. Shot at Nagasaki, Feb. 11, 1870. Beak and legs

red ; eyes yellowish brown. Stomach contained half-digested

fish.—i?. H. B.

25, Fidigula marila,

Fuligula mania (Linn.) ; Swinli. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 324,

No. 4. Duck, shot at Yokohama, Dec. 16, 1869. Legs and
beak bluish black ; eyes yellow, with black pupils.—i?. H. B.

XIV.—List of Coleoptera received from Old Calabar^ on the

West Coast ofAfrica. By ANDREW MuREAY, F.L.S.

[Continued from p. 56.]

Helym^US; J. Thorns.

Helymceus rufiventris.

Clostero^yxerus rujiventrisy Clievr. Kev. et Mag. d, Zool. 1855, p. 514,

AlatuSj niger ; capite pnnctato j thorace transversim plicato

;

scutello bifidoj yiridi ; elytris cyaneo-viridibus, albo setosis,

medium versus subcoarctatis^ ultra modice ampliatis et con-

vexis^ apice truncatis et singulatim bidentatis, pone scutel-

lum seriebus tribus vel quatuor punctorum plus minusve

impressoruni
;

pectore crebre punctato, atro, albo villoso

;

abdomine rufo j femoribus valde clavatis.

Long. 3 1 lin.^ lat 1| lin.

As black as ebony. Head naiTOW, elongated, vertical in

frontj very finely and distinctly punctate. Thorax cylindrical,

gibbous above, with some silky white pubescence on the sides;

above feebly transversely wrinkled. Scuteilum triangular,

bifid. Elytra blue or greenish blue, advanced a little obhquely
at the shoulder, slightly narrowed towards the middle, broader

and convex behind it, truncated and bidentate at the apex of

each elytron, and bearing some white hairs ; their surface is

very finely rugulose ; and under a strong lens they show a*

series of small punctures, which towards the scutellum become
strong and irregular in size and form ; the second internal

series is placed in a groove. Breast coarsely punctate, deep
black, clothed with a white and silvery down. Abdomen
Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 4, Vol.Y\. 11

i*i
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smootlj, red, of five segments, the first very large and bearing

some punctm-es and wrinkles. Pygidium subconicj granular.

Legs black ; thighs strongly and abruptly swollen.

Described by M. Chevrolat from specimens communicated
to him by Mr, Thomas Gray. In the British Museum.

M. Chevrolat described this as a species of Closteromerus
;

but it seems either to be a new genus or to belong to Thom-
son's genus Helymceus^ which has the elytra concolorous and
truncate at the apes as in this, instead of being decorated

with yellow spots or bands and entire at the apex as is the

case with Closteromerus, Not to multiply genera, I have
placed it in Helymceus^ aUhough in some points, as its wrinkled

thorax, it does not wholly agree with it.

Pheosyne (Pascoe in litt.), nov. genus.

G
bus (et maribus et foeminis) versus apicem incrassatis, arti-

culo tertio longitudine art. 4-6 j thorace medio vage fortiter

punctato, antice et postice breviter constricto ; femoribus
posterioribus elytrorum apicem hand attingentibus.

Lacordaire points out that the genus Eu^yorits as it stands

at present includes two distinct forms, Avhich ought to be
separated as genera, the first of which is represented by the

Euporiis strangiilatus of Serville, with long antennae and hind
thighs extending beyond the body, the second by the Euporus
vtridw of Serville and the species {Eu. hrevicormsy Fab.)

which follows. Eu. stranquIatiiSj standing first among the spe-

cies described by Serville under EuportiSy must be reckoned
the typical example of that genus ; and in dividing the genus
into two, that name must be reserved for it and the species of

a similar type. For the other form I adopt Mr, Pascoe^s

MS. name Phrosyne^ under which the species in question have
long stood as a section apart in that acute entomologist's

cabinet.

Phrosyne hrevicornis,

Enporus hrevicornis^ Fab. Syst. Eleuth. ii, p. 289,
disparilis, Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1856^ p. 571 ?

splendidicollisj Tlioinson,

Lajteviridis; mandibulis antennisque nigris cyaneo micantibus

;

capite creberrime punctato, breviter sulcato ; thorace antice

• recto, plicato, postice constricto, basi bisinuato, medio glo-

boso et ^fortiter punctato, lateribus rotundatis; scutello tri-

angulari, aurato ; elytris thoracis latitudine, viridi-obscuris,

vittis duabus longitudinalibus, una raediana, altera suturali,

pectore abdomineque viridi-aureis, glabris, minutissime

*^
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piinctatis ; ano producto, truncate • pedibus nigris ; femori-
bus quatuor anticis medio rubris.

Long. 5-5^ lin.^ lat. 1-1 ^ lin.

Very near Euporus viridis^ Serv. [madagascariensis^ Dej.),

but narrowerj of a fine golden green above^ and coppery below.
Head narrow^ sinuate alongside tlie eyes^ covered by a close

punctation, longitudinal groove disappearing in front. Palpi
black. Mandibles of an indigo-blue, passing into blackish.

Antenna of the same colour, short, thickened towards the
apex, grooved on the outer side, with the third article very long,

bent and slightly angular at the top. Thorax straight in front,

transversely wrinkled on the anterior third, with a smooth
space neither punctured nor wrinkled behind this, constricted

and wrinkled behind and bisinuate at the base, rounded above
and on the sides, and coarsely irregularly punctate, the pos-
terior part of the dorsal space being partially impunctate,

Scutellum triangular, golden. Elytra finely shagreened, dull

blackish green, shining on the shoulder, and each with two
narrow lines of a more delicate green, one on the middle of the

elytron, and the other on the suture. Breast and abdomen
polished golden copper and very indistinctly punctate. Legs
of an indigo-blue, passing into blackish ; thighs abruptly and
much thickened near the knees, four anterior thighs red on
the swollen part ; soles of the tarsi covered with a thick yel-

lowish brush of hair.

Appears to be rather common at Old Calabar.

I can find no difference between M. Chevrolat's description

oi Eu. disparilis and En. hrevicornis but that the male differs

from the female by having all the thighs blue-black ; the

females seem to correspond exactly. It may be that this is

nothing more than an accidental variation ; and I treat it as

such, with a point of doubt, in the meantime. Should it not

be so, I am then inclined to think that M. Chevrolat has had
under his eyes the females of Eu. hrevicornis and the male of

a new species [disparilis)^ the more so that he does not include

Euporus hrevicornis in his list, although it is one of the com-

moner species at Old Calabar, and he certainly had it from me.

Xystrocera, Serv.

1. Xystrocerafemorata^ Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1855, p. 282.

Huge punctata, viridis ; femorlbus, pectore abdomineque rufis

;

mandibulis, antennis (corpore longioribus, primo articulo

rufo), tibiis tarsisnue niffris.

MCtS

11*
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4

quinqne aureis. Elytris unicostatisj ad apicem attenuatis,

singruatim apice rotundatis.

Fmm. Thorace minuto, subrotimdato, remote asperate ; elytris i

amplis, parallelis, bicostatis. ^

Long. 11-12 lin., lat. 2-3 lin.

Green^ with the usual subrugose texture of Xystrocera^

Thorax globose, with smooth shining spots. Underside

rufous. Mandibles, antennae (first article excepted, which is

rufous), and legs black, except the thighs, which are reddish.

Not very rare.

This genus belongs to the original Indo-African element. -^

The species are confined to Africa and the Indo-Malayan dis-

trict, with a few wanderers over the borders into the nearest

parts of Australia.

Alata

Xystrocera eyanellay Chevr. E
1855, p. 545

(scobinatis) pedibusque (femorum basi excepta) nigris

;

corpore infra nigro vel fusco-brunneo, segmentorum mar-
ginibus dilutioribus

; scutcllo Isevigato, reflexim marginato,
yiolaceo ; thorace medio Isevigato ; elytris transversim ru-
gosis, pectore lanugine alba induto^

Long. 5 lin., lat. 2 lin.

Ui a very brilliant blue and bluish green at the top oi the

head and base of the elytra. Head with a very fine black
groove in the middle, covered with asperities. Palpi (whitish

at the truncature), mandibles, eyes, and antennse black, the
latter bearing a great many rough small tubercles, making
the surface like a file. Thorax a little broader than long,

rounded on the sides, with the anterior margin straight and
the posterior bisinuated, broadly channelled on each side,

smooth, glabrous, and of a fine brilliant blue above, greenish
on the lower sides. Scutellum triangular, elongated, margined,
smooth, violet or brown with a violet tinge. Elytra a little

broader than the thorax, rounded and smooth on the top of the

shoulder, almost parallel, only a little wider towards the ex-
tremity, which is rounded. Their surface has the rough
punctate wrinkling which is characteristic of the genus. Legs
and body below deep black j sides of the metasternum clothed

with a white pubescence.

tvN'o specimens having been
jeceived out of many envois. In mj collection.

3. Xystrocera marginipennis^

Huge punctata, flavo-ferruginea ] mandibulis, ocul

*

i
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(primo articulo rufo-fusco) nigro-brimneis ; tliorace mar-
ginibus antico et postico lateribusque et subtus violaceo-
brunneo ; scutello punctato ; eljtrorum lateribus viridibus

j
abdomine piceo-fusco; pedibus (femorum clava plus mi-
nusve ferruginea) nigris; mesosterno et metasterno sub-
villosis

; thorace punctato, medio parum laevlgato.
Long. lOi lin., lat. 3 lin.

Texture, as usual in Xystrocera. Flavo-ferruginous, with the
following exceptions :—the mouth, eyes, antennae (first article

excepted, which is dark ferruginous) are blackish brown ] the
thorax below and on the sides and along . the anterior and
posterior margins violet-brown; the margins of the eljtra

green, and a slight tinge of green in some lights extending
oyer the flavous surface of the eljtra. The aMomen blackish
brown, and the legs black, except on the club of the thighs,

which is reddish, especially on the anterior legs. The antennas
are coarsely scabrous, the head coarsely punctate above, more
freely on the sides, below glabrous, but with one or two faint

wrinkles. The thorax widest in the middle, and nearly equal
m breadth in front and behind (if any thing, widest in front),

rather finely punctate, except in the middle, where there is a
nari'ow smootliish space, slightly shining in front and behind.

The anterior and posterior margins nearly sti'aight, slightly

raised ; the posterior margin edged and reflexed, and extend-
ing back in a lobe in the middle j the disk slightly foveolated

on each side of the middle, and again in a curved depression

towards the sides and also on the sides, leaving a slight trace

of two elevations on the side—one in the middle and another

in front. Scutellum rather large, and coarsely and distinctly

punctate. The elytra coarsely rugosely punctate. Mesoster-

num and mctasternum villose.

Rare. One specimen in my collection.

4. Xystrocera Pascoei,

Supra viridis; elytris parum flavo intermixtis; scutello et

subtus flavo-rufis ; tibiis tarsisque fuscis. Affinis X mar-

Qinipenniy differt colore, thorace magis punctato ^et foyeo-

lato:• ^^K^^K.3.xKj mmus, elytris lortius

minus clavatis.

Long 9 lin., lat. 2| lin.

colour

distinguished

The
be-

neath, and the abdomen blackish brown, and only the meso-

flavous
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of tlie same colour as the metastemum. The thorax is more

coarsely punctate^ and has deeper fovese, and one immediately

in front of the scutelkim ; the sides have two more decided

tubercles j the scutellum is not so much punctate ; the elytra

are more coarsely punctate; the suture rufous, and indications

of the same colour shine through the green on the rest of the

elytra, except on the sides, which are decided green. The
legs have the clubs of the thighs less pronounced, and are

flavo-rufous instead of black, tlie base of the thighs being

slightly fuscous, and the tibi^ and tarsi blackish brown.

I have seen only one specimen : it formed part of one of the

later envois from Ikoneto. In my collection. I have named
it in honour of my friend Mr. Pascoe, who has done so much
to elucidate the family on which I am now engaged.

*..

(Eme, Newm.

(Erne nigrita^ PI. II. fig. 1. Chevr. Eev. Zool. 1855, p. 183.

Fortiter et crebre punctata, nigra, nitida, pube rutila partim

induta; antennis pedibusque validis ; capite magno, rotun-

dato, rugoso, antice profunde medioque supra vix sulcato,

antennis articulis undecim planis elongatis ; thorace brevi,

transverso, subrotundato, lateribus subangulato, antice recto

(dein stricto), postice leviter bisinuato et marginato, in lon-

gitudine postica sulcato ; elytris conjunctim rotundatis, ad
medium unicostatis ; abdomine segmentis quinque.

Long, 10 lin., lat. 3 lin.

The figure, by M. Migneaux, renders any further descriptive

remarks unnecessary.

Eare, One or two specimens only.

Until the discovery of this species, the genus contained

nothing but American species, mostly Brazilian, which, in-

stead of black, are of a bright reddish yellow.

*

(Edenodeeus, Chevr.

The history and position of this genus seem to me to

furnish a happy illustration in support of the importance of

surface-texture and, even, colour on the one hand, and of

geographical distribution on the other, as a key to the dis-

covery of natural affinities.

Among the species which I received from Old Calabar, and
intrusted to M. Chevrolat for description, was a livid testaceo-

ferruginous insect, that looked something like a Callidium.

M. Chevrolat described it as such, with a point of doubt,

under the name of Callidium'^ spJicericolle. He said, ^^The
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only specimen which I possess being in a yery bad condition,
I have not been able to study this species completely. It
onght, without doubt^ to form a new genus." Better speci-
mens of another species of the same genus having been sub-
sequently received from the Gaboon, M. Chevrolat was enabled
to characterize the genus from them. This he did in M. J.
Thomson's ^Archives EntomologiqiTes ' {\L 24:5) j with the
remark that ^^ Our CalUdmm sj^hqericolle (Eev. etMag. d.ZooI.

1855, p. 283), from Old Calabar, enters into this genus."
M. Thomson, judging from the facies and some other cha-

racters common to it and the genus (Eme^ placed it, in his first

work on the Longicorns (Essai &c. p. 251), among the (Emidse.
In his second work (Systema Cerambyc. p. 194) he placed it

among the Chjtxdm^ to which it has a resemblance in the head
and eyes. M. Lacordaire has retained it there, although, as

he says, "non sans repugnance. Malgrd ses yeux finement

granules, il serait peut-gtre mieux \ sa place dans le groupe
des Achrj^sonides."

Now the colour and texture would carry it to the (Emidse.

Like the majority of them, the Oaboon species is of a bri^it

testaceo-ferruginous colour; and the Old-Calabar one is only

a little darker, and, if fresh, without having been in spirit of

wine, might perhaps be as bright
At first sight, but only at first sight, the geographical dis-

tribution would appear to tell as much one way as another.

I assume that the rule is that where the same type is found in

two different countries, their presence in both is due to the

lands having been, in some way or other and at some previous

time or other, connected by dry land. I by no means saj' that

their presence may not be due to accidental dispersion by
flotsam and jetsam ; but I maintain tliat, if so, that is the ex-

ception, and that the prima facie presumption is in favour of

nnion. Good reasons maybe given against itj but until these

are given, we should not have recourse to that exceptional

mode of explanation. Hitherto the inclination has been to

hold that dispersal by flotsam and jetsam^ is the rule, and by
former continuity the exception ; but I think I see indications

that scientific opinion is veering round in the opposite direc-

tion. Be that as it may, that is mj position : the reader ma-
reject it or not on its merits ; but it supplies a basis on whic

I would judge of the affinity of the genus in question- In a

aper on the geographical relations of the different Coleopterous

aunae, which is now in the hands of the Linnean Society for

publication, I have given reasons for holding that at a very

ancient date West Africa was disunited from the rest of

Africa, that at the same date Brazil was isolated from the
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rest of America^ and that the two were then united to-

gether.

The numerous instances to which I have abeady had to

draw attention^ in the course of tliis work, of forms uoay predo-

minating in Brazil and properly known as Brazilian types

being also found in Old Calahar^ show, according to my mode
of interpretation, that a connexion formerly did exist hetAA^een

these two portions of the old and new continents ; and I

refer it to that particular period for several reasons : one is

that there are some particular groups of beetles which have

not been communicated to West Africa from Brazil, although

now common there ; and these are invariably, so far as my
examination has yet gone, not truly species of the natural

Brazilian type, but species of the European type. Few men
who have studied the geology and geogeny of Brazil will dis-

sent from the opinion that it was once isolated from the rest

of America* This is a safe assumption, and is a step to prove

the original absence of the European type from Brazil ; and

it seems to stand to reason that after Brazil ceased to be iso-

lated, it would be Invaded by the North-American type, which
is only another phase of the European type. If it had been

so invaded, and at the time of its connexion with Africa the

fauna was composed of the same proportions of Coleoptera of

European and of Brazilian type as now subsist in it, the same
proportions ought to have migrated Into and be now found in

West Africa. Therefore, if none of the European type now
present In Brazil are found in West Africa, but plenty of the

true Brazilian, it seems to fix the date when the intercom-

municatlon took place. We must guard ourselves here from
being confused by the introduction of the European type

into AVest Africa, direct from Korth Africa or in other direc-

tions, in more recent times ; but very little of this has come
in, no doubt from the physical isolation, still subsisting, in

consecLuence of the deserts or barriers surrounding it; and
we can generally refer what has come to its proper source

"by inquiring w^hether it is now present in Brazil. Thus the

Stap]iylinida3 are properly a European form which is now
largely developed in Brazil ; but I have never met with one

from West Africa. By the kindness of my Old-Calabar
missionary friends, I have had the opportunity of examining
thousands upon thousands of all sorts of insects from that

country, from the most minute Phytophage to the Dynastes
Centaurusy and I have never seen a single Staphylinits : that

is not chance. They are also Ytry rare in other parts of

Africa and in India ; but I must refer to the paper I have
above spoken of for an explanation of the mode in which this

1
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trifling infusion has probably been derived there. Chjtus is

another European genus which has made good its entrance
into Brazil

j
but not a genus nor a species occurs in West

Africa^ nor^ indeed^ in Africa at all (always understood Africa
south of the Sahara) except a single small species at the Cape.

Then, again, another argument in the same direction is

deducible from the strong presumption that in recent geolo-
gical times an Atlantic continent stretched down between
West Africa and Brazil from the Azores southw^ards. In the
different patches of land (the islands of Madeira, Canaries^ &c,)

^
which are the surviving remnants of this continent we have
many species of Coleoptera identical with those of Europe,
and a still greater number most closely allied to them ; and
that fact in itself, I think, shows that the existence of this

Atlantic continent must have been more recent than the con-
nexion between Brazil and West Africa ; for, although ilfrica

has many species closely allied to those in Brazil, they are fewer
than the allied species of Europe found in Madeira &c., and
not above two or three instances of actual identity of species

can be pointed out : and the case in which most similarity and
identity of species is to be found ought surely to be regarded
as the most recently united ; for the greater the lapse of time,

the greater the opportunity for changes of condition and con-

^^ sequent alteration in species. Independent of this altogether,

however, if it is once admitted that the Atlantic continent must
have been of recent date, it follows that it must have been the

last ; for the faunas show the last relation still surviving ; and
therefore the equatorial connexion between Brazi] and Africa

must have been older; for they could not both have existed at

the same time, as is proved by the entire absence of the

Brazilian element in the Atlantic faunas.

Applying these considerations to the case before us, they

will correct the first impression that might naturally occur to

to us, viz. that CEdenodeinis was just as likely to belong to the

. Clytidce as the (Emidce^ as both until now occurred in Brazil,

but not in West Africa ; for if we separate the Brazilian tvpes

into aboriginal Brazilian and naturalized European in Brazil

(some of the former of which have been found in West Africa,

but none of the latter), we get a test which at once shows that

at any rate it is not to the Clytidae that (Edenoderus ought

to be referred : it then lies between the (Emida? and the

Aclirysonida3 (a group also suggested by Lacordaire)
;
but I

think the facies and form is more that of the former than the

latter. And if Lacordaire is right in placing the European
genus Icosium in it (which, however, I doubt), that seems an

additional reason for giving the preference to the (Emidae.
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(Edenoderus sj^hcertcollis

.

CaJlidium sj^TicerxcoJle^ Chevr. Rev, et Mag. d. Zool. 1855^ p. 283.

Lividus, minute scabrosus ; antennis gracilibus pedibusque

pallidis ; capite antice quadrato et oblique declivi^ in longi-

tudine obsolete canaliculato ; mandibulis brevibus, crassius-

culis^ triangularibuSj apice nigrisj juxtapositis ; oculis sub-

rotundatis, postice rectis et supra depressis ; thorace valde

globoso, marginato in basi et fortiter constrictoj scutello

elongato triangulari ; elytris thoracis latitudine, usque ad

apicem sensim attenuatis et singulatim anguste rotundatis,

in humero arcuatis et intus basi depressis.

Long. 4 lin.j lat. f lin.

Livid, finely scabrous ; antennas slender, and feet pale.

Thorax globose, marginate, and strongly constricted. Scu-

tellum elongate triangular. Elytra attenuate at the apex.

Only one specimen received, which I gave to M. Chevrolat.

Teachelophanes*, genus novum.

Caput rotundatum, antice elongatum. Oculis subtriangulari-

bus, convexiusculis, supra et intus subemarginatis. An-
tennis brevibus, circiter sesqui corporis longitudine, undecim
articulis elongatis subtequalibus, tertio quintoque tamen
longioribus. Thorax elongatus, duplo longior quam latior,

cylindraceus, medio inodice subampliatus, antice posticeque

rectus et supra leviter depressus. Scutellum transversim

rotundatum. Elytra thorace latiora et duplo tamen longiora,

parallela,*apice rotundata et In sutura subrectangula. Pedes

lemoribus, late clavatis, subcompressis ; tarsi articulo primo

conico, secundo quadrato, tertio longe bilobo, sat lato, un-

guiculis brevibus curvatis.

I agree with M. Chevrolat and Prof. Lacordaire in thinking

that a new genus is necessary for the following species. It is

at once distinguished from Hespero^hanes by its cylindrical

5

neck.

TracJieto^Jianes puberutus.

Sesperophanes? pulerulus, Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1855, p. 284.

Validiusculus, brevis, rufus vel fusco-obscurus, crebre et me-
diocriter punctatus, pube cinerea indutus

;
palpis pedibusque

ferrugineis.

Long. 6 lin., lat. 1| lin.

Eufous or obscure fuscous, short and stout, closely and mo-

Hesp

v, m aUusion to its elongatea tnorax (^-wnicJ

from Sesperophanes)J and ^alv(Oy I appear
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deratelj deeply punctate, and clothed with a cinereous pubes-
cence. Palpi and legs ferruginous.

Only one specimen received, which I gave to M. Chevrolat.

CehasphoruS, Sery.

Geras^Jiorus murtnus.

Ceropogon murinum, Chevx. Eev. et Mag. d, Zool. 1856, p. 568.

Punctulatus^ griseo-murinus
;

paTpis, antennis (villosis cor^
pore longioribus) pedibusque (geniculis obscuris) pallidis:

thorace rotundato, arcubus duobus oppositis elevatis, ad
latera anguloso spinoso; elytris parallelis, angustissime
truncatis et fere emarginatis (foemina).

Long, 9 lin.j lat. 6 lin.

Very densely pubescent and finely punctate, of a dirty pale

grey colour. Head rounded, elongated posteriorly, deeply

channelled. Palpi, antennae (which are clothed with a long

pubescence, and are longer than the body), and legs pale fer-

ruginous. Mandibles pubescent, smooth and black at the ex-
tremity. Thorax rounded above, truncated, straight both in

front and behind, and grooved along the margin, bearing on
the disk a sort of horseshoe in relief, and on the side a little

beyond the middle a sharp angle. Scutellum rounded. Elytra

straight at the base, somewhat convex, parallel, narrowly trun-

cated and emarginate at the extremity, scarcely broader than,

and three times as long as the thorax. Legs tolerably long,

ferruginous ; thighs regularly thickened towards the middle,

slightly flattened on the anterior side \ knees obscure. Abdo-
men swollen, composed of five segments.

This species comes near the Cerasphorus htrttcornis of Ser-

ville, but may be distinguished by the following characters

:

The antennae and the legs, in place of being of the gene-

ral colour of the body, are feniiginous ; the thorax, which
in the preceding species is furnished on the disk with four

angular tubercles, only bears a sort of raised semicircle placed

longitudinally ; and, lastly, the lateral spine is shorter and

not so sharp.

Only a single specimen received, which I gave to M.
Chevrolat.

Anisogastee, Deyr.

Amsoffoster? semifemoratus

.

Seterogaster ? semifemoratuSy ChevT. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1856, p. 569.

Ochraceo-fuscus • antennis pedibusque rufis, cum dimidia parte
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" aplcali femorum nigro-nitldis ; mandibulis oculisque nigris

;

tliorace brevi, antice subanguloso et postlce recte truncato,

• basi trinodoso; scutello rotundatoj eljtris thorace multo

latioribuSj planiusculisy antice posticeque rotundatis, in su-

tiira aculeatisj costulis duabns longitudinalibus obsoletis.

Long, 8^-9 lin.^ lat. 2f-3 lin.

Pubescent and of a reddish-jellow colour. Head rounded

in frontj cylindrical behind, shortly grooved between the eyes,

but flat
J
plicate^ and grooved in front. Eyes black, projecting,

emarginate above. Palpi brownish. Mandibles black, mode-
rate, bent, sharp, punctate. Antenna ferruginous, with the

first article thick, cylindrical, of the length of the fifth; second

nodular j third and fourth equal, slightly swollen at the apex.

Thorax as long as broad, projecting on the head, and of its

breadth at their junction, straight behind, two-grooved trans-

versely, sides obtusely pr(yecting in the middle, attenuated

towards the posterior angle, which is oblique and truncate

behind; three tubercles behind near the base. Scutellum
rounded. Elytra broader than the thorax, flattened, raised

and rounded on the shoulder, each rounded at the apex, with
a spine at the sutiire and two longitudinal obsolete ridges.

Legs short, the first four tolerably near at their insertion,

posterior longer, ferruginous, with the thighs ferruginous at

the base, afterwards of a brilliant black, and a little swollen
;

the anterior are bent and depressed in front ; claws simple.

Abdomen with five segments, swollen, depressed on the mar-
gins of the segments, which are rather broad and decreasing
in size from before backwards.
M. Chevrolat placed this species in the genus Heterogaster

(now Anisogaster) with doubt; but as I have parted with the
only specimen I received to him, and as I cannot trace it in

the British Museum, although his collection has been secured
by that institution, I am obliged to leave it as he has placed
it, with a point of doubt. Anisogaster is a genus Avhich as

yet has been found only in Mauritius.

OssiBiA, Pascoe.

Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1867, xix. p. 311.

Osstbta Juscata.

Obrinm fuscatiim^ Dej. Cat p. 358 (mas).
mtulatum, Dej. Cat. p. 358 (foem,).

Obrimn ? fitscatum, Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1856, p. 570.
Ossibia fuscatay Pascoe^ loc, cit supra.

Linearis, depressa, lurida, crebre punctata denseque cinereo
pilosa

J
antennis (basi prsetermissa) elytrisque lateribus late

d
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infuscatis ; oculis amplis, nigris, fortlter granulatis ; thorace
longiore quam latiore, lateribus medio subangulosis ] abdo-
mine pedibusqne pallidis.

Long. 4-5 lin-j lat. 1-1 ^ lin.

Linear^ depressed^ livid testaceous, strongly and closely
punctate^ clothed with an ash-coloured pubescence. Head
rounded, square and hollowed out in front. Eyes large,

rounded, coarsely granulated, black, tolerably distant from
each other, emarginate above. Antennae blackish, with the
first two articles pale ; first large, slightly bent j second half as
long as the third ; third and fourth equal; the remainder larger,

cylindric, larger in the male than in the female. Thorax
longer than broad, straight in front and behind, sides angular
in the middle, impressed and unequal on the disk. Scutellura

moderate, rounded. Elytra broader than the thorax, sub-

rectangular at the humeral angle, each regularly rounded at

the apex ; they are dull livid, but distinctly yellowish along

the suture. Abdomen and legs of a livid yellow ; thighs

regularly thickened in the middle, but slightly compressed

when looked at from above.

The male differs from the female in having larger antennae

and a narrower thorax keeled in the middle above and scarcely

angular on the sides- Considerable variation occurs in the

coloration of different individuals of the same sex.

M. Chevrolat, in describing this species, followed Deiean,

and placed it under the genus Ohrhim] but he did so witn the

qualification that it ought to constitute a new genus near

-lfe<A2a,Newm. Subsequently ]\Ir. Pascoe {he. cit.) described

it under the name here adopted, but without expressing any

opinion as to the affinities of the genus. Prof. Lacordaire has

overlooked it j but I think it should come near (Eme and its

allies.

Not rare. In many collections—British Museum, Pascoe's,

Fry's, my own, &c.

Aphopltstus*, nov. gen-
4

Augustus, parallelus, alatus, irregulariter sparslm punctatus

et tenuiter pilosus, textura opaca. Caput parvmn, mandi-

bulis parvis ; labrum transversum, recte truncatum
;
palpis

tenuibus, brevibus, articulo ultimo ceteris pauluUim latiore,

; labio brevi, lato, vix emarglnato ; oculis sat for-

nulatis, lateralibus, distantibus, subreniformibus,
truncato

titer granulatis

subtus mnlto maiorlbus et latioribus

*
'A(pQ7t\iaTosy disarmed^ in allusion to the absence of spines on the

thorax.
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nuibus, simplicibus, dimidia corporis longitudine^ imdecim

artictilis, prime majorCj tertio longiore^ quarto tertio dimidio

breviore, quinto tertio fere sequali, sequentibus gradatim

minoribus. Thorax capita duplo longior, sine spinis vel tu-

berculis eequaliter subovatus, ad medium latior^ antice et

postice recte truncatus, sat convexus^ dorso hie et illic le-

viter impressus, Scutellum semicirculare. Elytra dorso

subplana, thorace sesqui latiora et fere triplo longiora, ad

basin recte truncata, ad humerum rotundatim rectangula, in

lateribus parallela et ad apicem regulariter rotundata.

Pedes breveSj validiusculi, inermes ; femoribus modice cla-

vatis^ ad imum infra breviter canaliculatis j tibiis simplici-

bus ; tarsis brevibus, subtus dense setosis. Subtus modice

convexus, gequalis
;
presternum postice arcuatum ; coxis

anticis et intermediis distincte apertis- Abdomen quinque

segmentisj primo latiore, sequentibus gradatim minoribus.

This genus should comCj I think^ somewhere between Hes-
peropkanes and Sphcerion. It has at first sight a good deal

of resemblance to Asemum) but a more careful examination
shows that this is only superficial. The texture is different,

the thorax and the eyes different in shape, the antennse more
slender, and the underside of the tarsi clothed with a thick

brush of hair, while in the Asemidce it is only sparingly fur-

nished with finer hairs. The ligula would supply a test by
which it could at once be settled whether it belongs to the

section in which the Asemidae are placed, or to the section to

which I have referred it ; but I have only one specimen in

rather a fragile state, and I hesitate to risk it in dissecting out
the ligula, the more so that I think the above characters are

sufficient to show that it does not belong to the Asemid£e, but
that it either belongs to the Hesperophanidae or is in their

vicinity.

The species for which I have found it necessary to propose
this genus was described by M. Chevrolat as an (IJmona ; but
it seems to me not to belong to the group in which (Emona is

placed, and is most certainly not an (Emona^ which has a

cylindrical thorax with transverse folds or wrinkles, neither

of which this has.

ApJiopUstus pilosellus^

(Emma pilosellaj Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1858, p. 53.

Saturate purpm-eo-brunneus, fere niger, sat crebre sparsim
irregulariter punctatus, pilis brevibus inflexis cinereis sat

dense vestitus
j labio et palpis ferrugineis j antennia nigris.

Long. 7 lin., lat, 2 lin.

Deep purplish brown, irregularly and sparsely punctate,

r >
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covered with sparing ashy hairs springing from the punctures,
generally bent. Palpi and labinm ferruginous. Mandibles
and antennae black. Scutellum smooth^ blacky and impunc-
tate. Legs fuscous. Bodj below lightly pubescent and finely
punctate.

I have only seen a single female specimen. In my collec-
tion.

Hesperophanes^ Muls.

Hespero^Tianesfasciatus*

CalUdmm fasciatuniy^ Bilberg, Appx, ad Schon. Sjn. pp. 191, 269.
^ Hesperophanes caliginoms, Dej. Cat. 3rd ed. p. 354.

Valde pubescenSj fusco-castaneus ; capite, thorace fasciisque

tribus elytrorum villoso canescentibus j antennis longis.

Long. 6-12 lin., lat. 1^-3 lin.

abundan

SmodicuMj Lee.

Smodicum ebeninum^ PI. II. fig. 3. Clievr. Rev. et Mag.
d. Zool. 1855, p. 183.

Dense punctulatum, nigro-piceum, nitidum; antennis (11 ar-

ticulis) pedibusque obscure rufisj capite longitudine sul-

cato ; thorace longiore quam latiore, subovali, antice pos-

ticeque recto, vix marginato, in dorso circulatim depresso

;

elytris rotundatis, bicostatis ; corpore infra nitidiore ; abdo-

mine quinque segmentis.

Long. 7 lin., lat. 2 lin.

Piceous black, densely punctulated, shining ; antennae and
legs dull rufous. Head longitudinally sulcate. Thorax longer

than broad, somewhat oval, scarcely margined, with a circular

depression on the disk. Elytra rounded, with two costse.

Body below more shining. Abdomen with five segments.

In Chevrolat's and my collection.

This is the first instance that has cccuiTcd of a species of

the American genus Smodicum having been met with out of

the New Continent.

DiSTENiA, Serv.

Bistenia apicalis^ Eev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1855, p. 290.

Nigro-picea, nitida ; ore, palpis, antennis, elytris basi et apice,

pedibus (feraoribus medio genlculisque nigris) anoqnejiifo-

pallidis; thorace antice posticeque recto, transyersim bi-

stricto, lateribus angulato; elytris singulatim^ in humero

late, in apice anguste rotundatis, punctato-strlatis (sex striis,
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secunda ante medium tertiaque prope maculam apicalem,

abbreviatis)

.

Long. 7 lin.j lat. 2 lin.

Shining piceous black ; tbe mouthy P^lp^; antenna, the base

and apex of the elytra, the legs (except the middle of the

thighs and the knees, which are black), and the termination

of the abdomen pale rufous. Thorax constricted transversely

before and behind, the sides angled. Elytra punctate-striate

—

six strife, the second abbreviated before the middle, the third

near the apical spot.

One specimen. This also is a Brazilian genus.

[To "be continued.]

XV.

—

On two New Species of Subsj)herous Sponges j with

Observations. By H. J. CARTER, F.K-S. &c.

[Plate Xin.]

At the request of my kind friend Dr. J. E. Gray, I have
examined, described, and illustrated the two following Sponges
belonging to the British Museum. Both appear to me to be
new, and one the type of a new genus. The former is a

Tethyaj and, from its dark purple colour externally, will be
designated " atro-pitrpiirea ;' and tHe latter, from its asperity

externally, will be generically termed " Trachya^^ and speci-

fically ^^pernucleata^'^ from the number of nucleated groups of

spicules internally.

Let us direct our attention to the former first.

TetTiya atro-j^urjpurea^ mihi. PL XIII, figs. 1-10.
41

Sessile, subcircular, convex, compressed, muricated exter-

nally, presenting a radiated structure inferiorly, where it ap-
pears to have been excised horizontally from the object on
which it grew. Surface covered with a dark pm'ple, smooth
layer of sarcode, intcrioipted by the spine-like projections

which give it the muricated appearance, and which are com-
posed of bundles of spicules, noAv truncated by fracture

(PL XIII. fig. 5, a), but which probably, in the natural state,

protruded from them in a brush-like form (fig. 6) ; raised into

aliform ridges (fig. ^, J) extending from the base of one spine

to the other, and thus forming polygonal interspaces in which
are situated the pores, with here and there an osculum. In-

ternally composed of radiated structure consisting of long,

straight spicules extending, in bundles, from the centi-e of the

base to the periphery (fig, 4, a), imbedded in a light-brown

^

i
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coloured sarcode, densely cliarged with a peculiar sigmoid
spicule, and permeated in all directions bjtlie canal-system (<^),

which is most dilated about midway between the centre
and the circumference^ but so amorphous as to represent
an areolar vacuolation rather than a branched structure;
limited at the surface by a condensed cortical layer of the
sarcode, neatly defined on its inner margin, by its dark purple
colour, from the light-brown-coloured sarcocle of the interior (i).

Spicules of the radiated structure of three kinds (fig. 7), viz. :

—

1, stout, long, straight, smooth, fusiform, acerate [a) j 2, trifid

extended or fm-cate (c) ; and, 3, trifid recurved or anchorate

;

the last two with very long, delicate, slightly fusiform, smooth,
straight, pointed shafts. Spicules of the body or light-brown

sarcode of the interior of two kinds (figs. 8 & 9), viz. :—1, stout,

short, slightly curved, smooth, fusiform, acerate, with one
half generally a little larger than the other (fig. 8) ; and, 2, mi-
nute, doubly sigmoid, or circular (that is, sigmoid in opposite

directions, or spiral), contort (fig. 10, a, J), sparsely spinous on
the shaft, and terminated at the extremities by three divergin

spines about the same size—something between a hamate an
an anchorate form; spines of the shaft vertical, pyramidal,

chiefly situated upon the prominent parts of the shaft. Tliis

spicule is so numerous as to form the greater part of the bulk
of the fleshy substance. Size of sponge ll-12ths of an inch

in horizontal, and 3-12ths of an inch in vertical diameter.

UnknoTv
dried

&c. Probably convex on its surface throughout, when fresh,

but now possessing the depression in the centre, as repre-

sented in the figure, which seems to have arisen from col-

lapse of the vacuolar or canal-system internally during desic-

cation.

purple colour <r

features of this sponge. All the spine-like processes are trun-

cated
; but probably, in their original and uninjured state, each

had a pencil of spicules extending beyond the sarcode (fig. 6),

composed of a variable number of the kinds above described

as peculiar to the radiated structure, the furcate and anchorate

heads of the long-shafted spicules being outermost,^ while the

simple points belong to the s' '
'

"'^'

pames and contrasts forcibly

inferiority of number.
These characters, with the smooth polygonal areas m wluch

the pores are situated, and here and there an osculum, together

with the radiated structui'e internally, limited by tlie cortical

condensation of the sarcode at the circumference, which tin is

Ann.&Mag.N.IIisL Ser.4. FoZ.vi. 12

— X '

with them in its robustness
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keeps all the elements of the surface in proper position, coin-

cide strictly with what has been stated and figured of Tethya

cranium
T. arabica (Annals, 1869, vol. iv. pi. 1. figs. 1 &c.).

The sigmoid spicules, too, evidently exist in both these

species of Tethya^ in a minuter form (Bowerbank, Brit. Spong.

vol. ii, p. 85, and Annals, L c), but being so much larger in

T. atro-jyurpurea^ where they can be easily seen in detail with

satisfactorily illustrated.

ipound

I could not discover any gemmules.
Besides being sessile, this species might occasionally exist

in a subspherous form, free and unattached, like T. arahica^

as I know from actual experience such to be the habit of

these TetJiym. But the specimen under description appears to

have been cut off from the rock or object on which it grew, and

that, too, a little above its real base, as there is no nucleus

present in the latter, nor any point indicative of the centre

from which the mass emanated
;
probably this was left upon

the rock.

Trachya, nov. gen., mihi.

Gen. char, Asperous, massive, cake-shaped, free or fixed,

dense, rigid. Osculiferous. Internally multinucleate. Spi-

cules of two kinds only^ viz. large and small : large spicule

smooth, fusiform-acerate ; small spicule, which is chiefly

confined to the upper surface, smooth, fusiform-acuate.

Trachya pernucleataJ n. sp. mihi. PL XIII. figs. 11-16.

Free, subcircular, compressed, convex above, concave below.

Superiorly asperous, lobate, irregular, of a dark-grey colour,

presenting here and there an osculum amidst the projecting

points of the spicules vertically arranged which, togetlier w^ith

condensed sarcode and minute depressions for the pores, form

a continuous rigid smface (PI. XIII. figs. 11-13). Inferiorly

equally asperous, of a lighter colour, presenting here and there

oscula more or less situated in groups in depressions (c-), but

with the spicules lying on or inclined towards the surface, in

flattened whorls or radiated groups (fig. 15), not projecting

vertically, as on the upper surface (fig. 13). Internally com-
posed of an extremely dense structure formed chiefly of nuclear

masses of spicules radiating from their centres respectively,

and intermingling with each other or extending to the exte-

rior, where they terminate above in the vertical arrangement
just mentioned, strengthened by the, addition of a much
smaller spicule, of a different form, thickly set in between the

y\

%

<
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larger ones (fig, 13, h h) ; while below the smaller spicule is more
or less absent, and the radiating spicules become inclined to-

wards the surface in the whorls, as above noticed (fig. 1 5) . Canal-
sjstem^distinct, but correspondingly condensed and small in
its cavities, in accordance with the compact structure of the
sponge generallj

;
presenting no evident arborescent form, but

general diffusion between the nuclei (fig. 14 i). Spicules of
two kinds only (fig. 16), viz. :—1, stout, straight, smooth, fusi-

form, acerate or pointed at each end [a) ; and, 2, small, straight,

smooth, slightly fusiform or acuate, pointed at one end only
and the other rounded or obtuse [b). This spicule is, as above
stated, chiefly confined to the upper surface, where, arranged ver-

tically, with its sharp end outwards, among the points of the
larger spicules, it contributes greatly to strengthen the surface

and form a kind of crust. Size of sponge 2^ inches by lyV
mch in horizontal and -p\ inch in vertical diameter.

Loc. et hab. Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Ohs. Described in the dried state.

At first this sponge looks very much like a TetJiya) but the

absence of the furcate spicules, together with its other diffe-

rences in structure, soon shows that it cannot be classed with

Tethya generically. Then the absence of the crust of globular

crystalloids peculiar to the Greodida^, with its numerous other

differences from these, points out that it cannot be generically

classed with either Geodia or PacJiymatisma. And yet its

dense rough character and cake-like free form evidently ally

it to the subspherous sponges, so that it becomes necessary to

form a new genus for it in this family. Hence it has been
called " Tracfiya^^ from its asperous nature, which, although

not a legitimate transformation of the word grammatically,

nevertheless linguistically euphonizes sufficiently well with

Tethya and Geodia to induce me to adopt it.

It will have been observed that, although Trachya has not

crust

bers among

I

le small spicule arranged vertically in great num-
the projecting points of the large ones on the

upper surface (fig. 13) supplies this apparent deficiency; while

the number of nuclear centres in the internal structure not

only causes the species to distinctly differ widely from Tethya

and Geodia^ but to assume that hardness and rigidity cha-

racteristic of the subspherous sponges which nothing could

impart better than this knotted structure.

General Observations.

I have also examined a third sponge belonging to the Mu-
seum, which has grown upon the root of a palm-tree; and this

12*
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is evidently a variety of Geodia arahica (Annals, 1869, vol. ii.

L c), differing only in the canal-system being less arborescent

and the ends of both the shafts and branches of the large tri-

radiate spicules of the circumference being frequently obtuse,

rounded, or inflated—thus more resembling Pachymatisma.

But the body-spicule of Pachymatisma^ being round or in-

flated at both ends, alone distinctly separates it from Geodia
;

while Tethya lyncurium^ from the absence of the furcate sj)i-

eules, on the one hand, and the position of the large stellate

spicules (which are for the most part situated on the inner side

of its cartilage-hke crust), on the other, is neither a Tethya

nor a Geodia^ nor a PacJiymatisma (see my figures, ^ Annals,

Z. c). Hence Tethya lyncurium should also have a separate

genus.

As regards the describing of sponges generally, it is very

desirable that no spicule should be figured in connexion with

them which is not strictly characteristic of the species. The
introduction of varieties and monstrosities, with which every

specimen more or less abounds, I am persuaded is as much a

mistake as it would be to omit them from a dissertation de-

voted to the formation and development of the spicule gene-

rally. Here the varieties and monstrosities might appear to

advantage ; but figured with the characteristic spicules of the

species in which they may have been observed, they are only

calculated to confuse and mislead.

I have therefore, although I have found different hamate
and stellate spicules about the specimen oi Tethya atro-pitrpurea

(above described), regarded them as adventitious products,

which it is more desirable to retain mounted in balsam for the

purpose mentioned than to figure any of them, even as such,

m connexion with the spicules of this sponge.
Again, it should be remembered that sponges grow together

like grafts upon a tree-stock- and thus, besides varieties,

monstrosities, and adventitious spicules accidentally incorpo-

rated with the mass during its growth, there may be others

actually developed in the midst of it. Tlius, at the circum-

ference of Tethya arahica^ I found a group of triradiate spicules

similarly developed and situated to those at the circumference
of Geodia arahica (Annals, ?. c. p. 4), whose explanation at

the time I did not understand ; but now it appears to me that,

as different species of sponges are frequently found growing
together in much the same condition as grafts on a tree-stock,

this might have arisen from a gemmule of a neighbouring
Geodia^ which had accidentally impinged upon the Tethya^

and, gi'owing there, had thus become incorporated, and had
produced the group of triradiate spicules to which I have
alluded.
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Hence
OTOW

sities in their spiculeSj and to incorporate with themselves
adventitious and external objects, as the sponges, it is very
desirable to ascertain what i^eallj does and what does not
belong to' them, and to fignre that onlj which is characteristic

of them, of normal form and dimensions.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE Xni.

I*
Fig, 1. Tethya atro-purpureaj n. sp., dried state^ natural size ; upper sur-

face: a, spine-like projections,

I

.^'-^' '^"^ depression in the centre externally has probably

I
arisen from collapse of the vacuolar or canal-system internally

during desiccation.
Fig, 2, The same^ horizontal section ofthe base (probably produced by the

cutting of the sponge from the body on which it grew), show-
ing \-— cij spine-like projections ; 5, dark cortical layer of the cir-

cumference
; Cy portions of the radiating bundles of spicular

structure imbedded in the fleshy substance of the interior;

dy fleshy substance ; ee^ cavities of the canal-system.
Fig^ 3. The same, imaginary section, to show the vertical diameter of the

specimen.
Fig. 4, The sanie, segment, magnified a little more than two diameters^

showng:—«, spine-like projections ; h, dark cortical layer ; c, ra-

diating bundles of spicules extending from the centre to the
spine-like projections on the circurafei'ence ; d^ fleshy substance
of the body ; e, cavities of the canal-system.

Fig, 5. The same, portion ofthe surface, magnified four times^ showing:

—

a, the relative position of the spine-like projections, with their

truncated ends, exposing the fractured extremities of the spi-

cules of which they are composed, as indicated by the black
points^ J, wing-like ridges oi the superficial layer of sarcode

extending outwards from the bases of the spine-like bodies, and
thus forming polygonal areas in w'hich are situated the pores, as

indicated by the dark points.
Fig. 6. The same, a spine-like projection, magnified, to show its probable

state before the protruding ends of ttie spicules were broken off.

Fig, 7, The same, spicules of the radiating bundles, relatively magnified r

a, straight, stout, smooth, fusiform, acerate spicule ; i, real

length, about l-7th of an inch, greatest thickness about

4-1800th3 of an inch ; c, tiifid, extended, or trifurcate spicule,

with lon^, delicate, smooth, pointed shaft; rf, real length, about

l-5th of an inch, greatest thickness about l-1800th of an
inch

; e, tritid, recurved, or anchorate spicule, wnth long, deli-

cate, smooth, pointed shaft
; /, real length, about l-5th of an

inch, greatest thickness about l-1800th of an inch; ^r, A, more
magnified figures of the trifurcate and anchorate heads respec-

tively.

Fig. 8. The same, body-splcule of the fleshy substance : short, stout,

smooth, fusiform, slightly curved, aoerate, generally larger on
one side than the other; l-30th to l-20th of an inch long, and
3- to 4-1800ths of an inch in its thickest diameter.

Fig. 9, The same, portion of the fleshy substance, much magnified, to

show how densely it is charged with the contort sigmoid spicules.

^-
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Fig. 10. The same; two of the sigmoid spicules, greatly magnified, as seen

with a quarter-of-an-inch compound power, showing the spines

on their shafts and extremities respectively : fl, sigmoid form;

5, circular form. Size about l-400th of an inch long^ and about

1-I2000th of an inch thick.

N.B. These spicules have a douhle sigmoid or spiral curve,

consisting of about two turns of the spire altogether, but so

difierent individually that it is only here and there that a true

sigmoid form is seen, the rest presenting a curvilinear one like

a fragment of a circle (6) ;
yet they are all contort, and could

upt he made to lie^a^ on a plane surface.

Fig, 11. Tracliya pernudeata^ n. gen. et sp., dried state, half the specimen,

natural size, upper surface : a, oscule.

Fig, 12. The same, portion of upper surface, greatly magnified, to show :

—

a, the depressions in which the pores are situated ; S, the ridges

between them formed by the projecting points of the large and

small spicules, which have been broken off, as indicated by the

black circular dots.

Fig. 13. The same, diagram to show the relation of the large to the small

spicules, and their vertical aiTangement so as to form a hard

crust on the upper surface : a a, large spicules ; h 6, small spi-

cules.

Fig. 14. The same, horizontal view of vertical section of correspondin

half of fig. 11, natural size, showing internal structure compose
of:—flfa, nuclear or radiating groups of spicules; 6, cavities of

canal-system j e, group of oscules in a depression in the lower

surface.

This section also shows the dark-grey colour of the upper
portion passing into the lighter one of the under surface.

Fig. 15. The same, whorl or radiating group of large spicules, much mag-
nified, to show their superficial arrangement on the under sur-

face of this sponge, and the comparative absence of the small

spicule.

Fig.\Q, The same, the large and small spicules, relatively magnified:

«, large spicule, stout, straight, smooth, fusiform, acerate ; 6, real

length, about l-18th of an inch, greatest thickness about

3-1800ths of an inch; c, largest size of small spicule, straight,

smooth, fusiform, acuate (tliat is, needle-shaped or pointed at

one end and obtuse at the other). Size about 1-COth of an inch

long by about l-1600th of an inch in its greatest transverse

diameter.

XVI.

—

Notice of a new Vitreous Sponge^ Pheronema (Hol-

tenia) Grayi. By W. Saville Kent, F.Z.S.^ F.R.M.S.,
of the Geological Department, British Museum.

The recent clredging-expedition of the yacht ^ Noma/ owner
and commander Mr. Marshall Hall, F.G.S., in which I had
the pleasure of being associated with Mr. Edw. Field-

ing, resulted in our obtaining, off Setubal, in addition to

many other most interesting organisms, a vitreous spoiige

closely allied to Iloltenia (7ar^le?^i'^r^*,Wyv. Thomson. At the

time of taking it I strongly suspected it to be identical with
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that form ; but subsequent examination and reference to the
paper describing the species, and the institution of compari-
sons between our specimens and those placed in the British
Museum, have led me to believe that it is necessary to establish
a specific distinction between them.

Giving here a brief notice of the principal differences which
seem to warrant their specific separation, I reserve fuller par-
ticulars for a future more general report.

These distinctions are, that, in the first place, relative to the
external contour of the sponge-bodj, Pheronema'iHolienia)
Orayi (I dedicate this species to my kind friend Dr. J.E.Gray,
to w^hom I am indebted for many suggestions regarding its

specific individuality) is always more or less globose, or even in

the form of a depressed sphere, the axis of the transverse diameter
being the longest, and not subcylindrical as is generally the

case in Holtenia GarpenterL The large oscular orifice, again,

is frequently funnel-shaped, expanding outwards, instead of

being cylindrical as in the last-named species. The spicules of

the fringe bounding the margin of this oscular cavity are also

generally shorter and more closely set than in H. Carpenteri*^

and the external wall of the upper portion of the sponge, in-

stead of having rigid spicules projecting throughout its surface,

as described of Zf. Carpenteri^ has generally a smooth area to

the extent of one-fifth or one-fourth of its suiface, from

which point the rigid spicula now commence and occur in

moderate abundance for the next inch or so. Such are the

principal points of external difference which would arrest the

attention of the most ordinary observer.

Fully recognizing, however, the insufficiency of the cha-

racters afforded by external contour alone in the discrimina-

tion of species susceptible of so wide an amount of variation

as the representatives of the Porifera, I should have felt much
diffidence in proposing a new specific name for the fonn here

introduced, liad there not also been a corresponding difference

in the characters of the spicules of which the sponge-body is

composed. In this respect I have found, upon examination,

that, besides the numerous forms figured and referred to by
Prof. Wyville Thomson in his description of iT. Carpentert)

in the 'Philosophical Transactions' for 1869,^ there are,

associated with other long delicate foi-ms (inclusive of those

"w^ith adpressed spines) which enter into the composition

of the fringe suri'oundlng the osculum, many having a simple

pin-head termination (spinulate, Bowerbank), and also others

long, attenuate, and entirely and erectly spined (spines short

and erect), characters sufficiently important in themselves for

the recognition of a species. The spicules of the sarcode of
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the second type (Wjv. Thomson), simple, stylate, slightly

fusiform spicules having the shaft covered with delicate ad-

pressed spines, appear also to be much more abundant in this

species than in Holtenia Carjpenteri.

In conclusion, a word of explanation is necessary for the

generic title I have adopted here for this species, in place of

that of Holtenia.

In accordance with the recognized laws of priority, that

generic or specific name of an animal or plant must be retained

under which the organism was first described (pre-Linn^ean

ones alone excepted) ; and the question is, has any sponge

sharing the same generic characters been described and named
previously to Prof.Wj^. Thomson's creation of the genus IIol-

tenia ? The description of a form from Santa Cruz by Prof.

Leidy, (evidently overlooked by the founder of the genus Hol~

tenia)
J
seems to warrant my supposition that it has. The first

reference made to this specimen was by Dr, Leidy, at the

meeting of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

in March 1860, when, in calling the attention of the members
to a specimen of Hyalonevia mirahiJe just received from Japan,
he expresses his conviction that the twisted coil of siliceous

spicula belongs to a sponge, and adds, ^' This latter view is

apparently confirmed by a specimen of a sponge in the cabinet

of the Academy, from Santa Cruz, presented by the late Dr.

Griffith. This sponge is an oblong oval mass, about four

inches long, surmounted at one extremity with a corona of

twisted cords of siliceous spicula [equivalent to the fascicles

forming the beard in H. Carpenteri] about two inches in

length. These spicula are very similar in structure to those of

the Ilyalonema^ merely differing in size."

Subsequently,and previously to Prof.W.Thomson's creation

and description of the genus Holtenia^ Dr. Leidy recognized

the necessity of forming a new genus for the reception of the

very remarkable S2)onge just refeiTcd to, and bestowed upon it

the title of Pheronema^ adding the following essential charac-

teristics :

—

^^The bodyof the sponge is oblong-ovoidal, with the narrower
end upwards. The upper extremity is conical, with a truncate

apex, presenting a large circular orifice, and which forms the

exit of the canal which descends into the axis of the sponge
for almost half its depth, and which then appears to divide

into several branches. Its surface exhibits an inti-icate inter-

lacement of stellate siliceous spicula inclosing a tissue of finer

spicula of the same character, the whole associated by the

i:ied remains of the softer sponge-tissues.

"From the lower end of the sponge there projects a number

^

1
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of distinct or separate tufts of siliceous spicula, two or three
inches in length [in other specimens these tufts would proba-
bly he found much longer, this portion of the sponge being
susceptible to a verj great degree of variation in the amount
of development^ as is instanced in the specimens oi Fheronema
Gra^i hefom me]. In the single specimen preserved there are
fifteen of these tufts intact^ and about ten orifices from whence
as many additional tufts appear to have been extracted."

W. Th., it is imnossible not to be struck

m
afiinity of these two forms, or, in fact, not to recognize that
they cannot be made otherwise than generically identical.

Hence I have considered it necessaiy to describe under the
name of Pheronema the new species I here introduce, and add
the following as a synopsis of the species of the same genus
which have so far been established—a number which, in con-

sequence of the increase of zeal in the prosecution of deep-sea

dredging-expeditions which is now being displayed, we have
every reason to hope is likely very shortly to be still further

augmented.

Order VITEEA, Wyv. Thorn.

Genus Pheronema, Dr. Leidy.

Sp. 1. , Leidy*

Sp- 2. Carpenterij {Holtenia G.) W, Th.

Sp.3. 6^ray/, W. S. Kent.

The principal distinctive features of Dr. Leidy's species

appear to be that the oscular region is produced in a truncate

form, as in many of the old Greensand Siphonias, and that

the fascicles of spicules forming the beard or rootlets of the

sponge are shorter than in either of the other species—a cha-

racter, however, hardly to be regarded as essential. Dr. Leidy

does not particularize the characters of the smaller spicules be-

longing to the different regions of the sponge—though doubt-

less, on a closer examination, they would exhibit specific

peculiarities.

The specimens of Pheronema Grayi obtained were taken in

a depth of water varying from fom- to six hundred fathoms.

The average measm'ements of these specimens are as follow

:

* I have not yet Leen able to find Dr. Leidy's original description,

including tlie specific name, tliough I have searched through numerous
useum

tiAc xvoyai, tne ijinnean, ana tiie z^ooiogicai oucit^ucM. xut; uu^- Kivt-n

ahove ia taken from the ^Monthly Microscopical Jouiiial ' for June 1869.
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Of the body-mass of the sponge, length and breadth from four

to four and a half inches ; the beard or anchoring rootlets from

ten or twelve inches to upwards of two feet in length. Fur-

ther details of the structure and affinities of this interesting

production must be deferred for a future communication ;
but,

before laying down my pen, I must not omit to acknowledge

here how much I feel indebted to my friend Prof. Du Bocage,

the eminent conservator of the Lisbon Museum, for the very

kind and valuable assistance he rendered us in his anxiety

that our expedition should not prove a fruitless one, by placing

at our disposal so much of his valuable time, and by putting

us in communication with the deep-sea fishermen in the

neighbourhood of Setubal, through whose instrumentality

Hyalonema^ Pheronema^ and many other of Ocean's loveliest

productions were first demonstrated to be denizens of the

Portuguese coasts.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL Tn'OTICE.

The Oniithosauria : an Elementary Study of the Bones of Ptero-

dactyleSy made from Fossil Eemains found in the Cambridge Upper

Greensand, and arranged in the Woodtvardian Museum of the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. By H. G. Seeley, of St. John's College,

Cambridge. With 12 Plates. 8yOj pp. 135. Cambridge and
London, 1870.

" AjfD when the appointed end comes they lie not dishonoured in

forgetfulness " (Xenophon) is the motto chosen for this work. It

is more than probable that the motto is applicable to the contents of

the book ; it is decidedly true of great quantities of fossils, col-

lected as curiosities, or even as objects of scientific research. Often

they are laid aside, and, for want of appreciation, or of a full recog-

nition of the group of hving things to which they are naturally

allied, they wait for explanation until they faU into the hands of

those who know their scientific worth, or of those to whom the pro-

gress of biology opens up the previously unknown, giving them new
clues to the exploration of the obscure and labyrinthic paths of nature

in the past. As with antiquities that come to the hands of the un-
cultured, or that may have been collected in past times, when spu-

rious history and faint interest in foregone peoples were inimical to

research, so with fossils ; they mean nothing to the peasant, and
are mistaken by the partially educated and prejudiced many ; and
they may as well be left in trust of the earth for better times, or

be stored in locked cabinets till knowledge brings the key. Of late

years the advance of iS'atural History has been rapid. The struc-

tures of Reptiles and Birds have been greatly elucidated ; and the

remains of extinct creatures having reptilian and avian affinities

have been brought out from the phosphate-diggings near Cambridge,

-^
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and other sources, in great quantities, after their long burial, to the
hands of those who know more of zoology than our predecessors
knew. Their knowledge, of course, is as yet imperfect, and ever
will be;^ but its light aids much in the discrimination of differences
and similarities among these long-past creatures, and between them
and their living representatives.

In the book under notice, AEr. Seeley first alludes to the col-
lection of specimens he has to describe, the condition of the bones,
and the place of their exhumation in the Greensand. Prof. Owen's
memoirs on some of these bones, his views on the Pterosaurs, and
the author^s own works and views are next mentioned. A sum-
mary (chiefly after Von Meyer) of the opinions of palaeontologists on
the organization of Pterodactyles follows (a bibliographic list is ap-
pended)

; and Mr. Seeley's conclusions as to their organization and
cJassification are given at pp. 24-27 and pp. 94-112. The body of
the work comprises description of the specimens, with explanation
of tlie probable affinities shown by the several bones. At pp. 112-
128, twenty-five species of the new genus Omithocheirus are de-
scribed : several of these are new ; and the rest have been removed
from other genera. They are founded on the premaxillary and other

bones of the snout, which vary in form, but are associated with teeth

prolonged anteriorly to the muzzle, and with a longitudinal ridge on
the palate.

This Catalogue is a welcome instalment of the grand series that the

venerable Woodwardian Professor proposes to publish, as intimated

in our notice of the Index Catalogue in the * Annals' for March
of this year. It clearly indicates the leading features and special

characters of the Pterodactylian remains preserved in the Wood-
wardian Museum; and, after judiciously bringing together the pub-
lished views of those who have treated of such Pterosaurian creatures,

Mr. Seeley has discussed the chief points of relationship among the

congeneric groups, according to the zoological system that appears

to him the best for comprehending and explaining all the character-

istics of the extinct creatures which these relics represent.

Mr* Seeley finds evidence that in these extinct animals *' the

general plan of the most vital and important of the soft structures

was similar to that of living birds," and '' that -uath such a common
plan is associated a diversity of details sufficient to demonstrate that

these animals are not birds, but constitute a new group of Vertebrata

of equal value with the birds—the subclass Oniithosauria " (p. 27)-

The network of affinities connecting these and the other Vertebrates

has, however, been studied by others with difi'erent results. Thus

Huxley regards the natural ties so strong among Birds and Reptiles,

including the Pterodactyles, as to necessitate their being regarded as

one great group {Sauropsida)^ comparable with that of the Mammalia,
the dissimilarities of structure among the Sauropsids being regarded

as of less importance than the modifications that characterize the

Mammals ; and Owen sees closer ties between the Mammals and

Reptiles than Huxley appears to have noted.

.1
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The elevation of the Cambridge Pterodactyles to a position equal

to that of Birds rests upon inferences not well proved. Thus the

structure of their heart is not known, hut is inferred from the

pneumatic condition of the hones (pp. 101 &c.). Pneumaticity,

however, does not characterize some birds of the strongest flight, and

the Bat is without it ; hence Mr. Seeley's argument that the Ptero-

dactyles must have been hot-blooded cannot be supported by the

fact that some birds are more or less pneumatic^ Nevertheless we
may agree with Huxley that there is a prohahUity of both Ptero-

dactyles and Dinosaurs having had hot blood ; and it is well to re-

member that Prof. Owen considers the hoUowness of the bones to be

merely an adaptive character, and of no great importance in a phy-

siological point of view.

The osseous structure will not appear to every one so distinctly

avian as it does to Mr. Seeley. "With reference to the sternum, the

Merganser is quoted as '* a close ally ^' of the Pterodactyle ; but,

judging from pL 1. fig. 1, it may be said that the sternum has more
similarity to that of the Horse, and still more to that of the Bat,

which, indeed, may be said to have a more avian tendency than the

figured specimen. These modificational resemblances are of little

value.

Again, Mr. Seeley shuts off the Pterodactyles from Reptiles on

account of the presence of the synovial notch in the sternum ; but

the statement " that only in birds are distinct synovial cavities pro-

vided for the coracoids " (p. 28), though connected with Owen's
name, will require modification; for when thejunction of coracoid and
sternum exists in Reptiles, it always has a synovial joint.

There is room, then, for further research in the affinities of Ptero-

dactyles, Mr. Seeley has done good work in arranging and charac-

terizing the Cambridge specimens in this very acceptable Catalogue

ratsonne, which bears good evidence not only of the author's known
industry and biological knowledge, hut of his talent for analytical

and synthetic research among these lower Yertebrates.

Mr. Seeley thus correlates his Ornitliosauria, I. Pterodactylce,

comprising:

—

PterodactyhtSy Cuvier; OmithocephalnSj Soemmering;
Pacliyrliamphus, Fitzinger ; and CycnorJiampfms, Seeley. II. 1.

Wiampliorhynclice (JRamphovTiynchus, Yon Meyer) ; 2. DvmorpJiO"

dontce (BimorjiTiodonf Owen) ; 3. OrnitJiocheirce {OrnitliocheiruSy

Seeley).

The numerous figures in the lithographic plates are the work of the

author^s own pencil, and bear witness to his conscientious labour and
enthusiasm ; but they are not artistically good, and some are stated

to have been damaged in the printing. They will be of more use
in identifying the specimens in the museiun than in conveying an
accurate representation of indispensable detail to the student at a

distance. Nevertheless they constitute a highly valuable and neces-

sary adjunct to this portion of Prof. Sedgwick's projected great

Catalogue of the Woodwardian Museum.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Notes on ilie Species of Wart-Hog (or Phacochosrus).
By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R,S.

Mr. SciAXEB, in the ' Proceeding of the Zoological Society ' for 1869,
p. 276, mentions, as added to the ilenagerie :

—"An Elian's wart-
hog (Phaeochcerm jEUmii)^ which had been captured near ZouUa, on
the coast-district of the Red Sea, and brought to England in one of
the transports engaged on the Abyssinian Expedition, April 15th (see
pi. 20). This animal had been placed in the swine-house, next to the
fine pair of -Ethiopian wart-hogs from Natal (P. mtJiiopicm), which
had been presented to the Society by H.K.H. the Duke of Edinburgh
on the 6th of May 1866. The external differences between the
two species were very obvious on comparison, the sides being much
more naked in P. jEUaniy while the hairs on the back and nape of
the head wore much thicker and longer. In P, j3Sliani the ears

were longer, more pointed, and more naked; in P, cBtJiiopkiis these

organs were densely clothed with hair. In P. ^lianiy also, the

whiskers are very long and well developed.
" One other specimen of Elian's wart-hog had been previously

living in the menagerie—namely, an adult female from Ashantee,

presented to the Society by H.M. the Queen in 1861.

"Mr. Sclater exhibited drawings illustrative of the external differ-

ences between these two wart-hogs, and also made remarks upon
their well-known cranial and dental differences, which had been
fully described by E. Cuvier, Van der Hoeven, and Owen, but which
had not prevented Dr. Gray from uniting the two species in his

recent catalogue of these animals.''

This paper is illustrated by two woodcuts :—one the head of a male

wart-hog with a large blunt nose, large canines, a large wart under

the eyes, and very hairy ears, named P. cBthtopleus; the other

evidently the head of the female wart-hog figured on plate 20,

conical, with a small nose, very small canines, a slight longitudinal

ridge under the eye, and small, nearly naked ears—called P.

-Pliant.

Phacochcerus Pliant was first described by Dr* Eiippell, in his

* Zoological Atlas,' p- 61, tab. 65. If any one will take the trouble

to turn to that description and figure, which is of a male, they will

find it exactly agrees with the figure which Mr. Sclater has given of

P. cetJuopicus, especially in having the ears well covered with hairs,

which he describes as being peculiar to P. cetldopicus. Therefore I

considered P. jEliani of Eiippell and P. cethiopicus to be the same

species—a conclusion to which I arrived after examining the origi-

nal specimen received from Dr. Eiippell, which is now in the British

Museum (this specimen, by-the-by, must have been overlooked by

Mr.Blanford when he made his remarks on this animal), specimens

fi^om South Africa, and skulls from various parts of Africa ; and I

found that the various characters which had been proposed by F.

Cuvier, Eiippell, and Sundevall to separate the wart-hogs of different
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countries into two or more species did not present any permanent

differences that could be relied upon ; and I believed that the wart-

hogs of different parts of Africa were only one species.

Indeed Mr. Sclater himself gives P. ^Uani a very wide distri-

bution, as he says it has been received by the Zoological Society

from Zoulla, on the east coast, and Ashantee, on the west coast of

Africa.

I believe that what Mr. Sclater has figured as the type oi P.^Uani
(Proc. ZooL Soc. 1869, tab. 20, and p. 277. f. 2) is ^only the usual

form of the female of the African wart-hog. It is certainly not the

P.^liani (as distinguished from the P. ceihiopicus) of Riippell ; but

it may be a dis^tinct species, the male of which we have not yet re-

ceived, characterized by its naked ears ; aud as we have Mr. Scla-

ter's authority that it is a different species, I would propose that it

be called P. Sdateri,

On the Genus Saurocetes, By Dr. BuKiTEiSTEK.

(In a letter to Dr. J. E. Gray.)

I have lately received a most interesting specimen of a fossil from

the tertiary strata of Buenos Ayres, which proves to be a new genus

of Zeuglodontidcef which I have named Saiirocetes on account of its

great resemblance to the gavial type of Crocodiles and its true ceta-

ceous organization.

The animal must have been much smaller than the North-Ameri-
can Zeur/lodon; the imder jaw, which is the only part known to me,
is, from the middle to the hinder end, only two feet long : the teeth

are all alike ; they have a single conoid corona, with two roots, which
are not so distant from one another as those of the North-American
Zeuglodon, I will very soon send you a description and figure of

this interesting fossil.

Notice of a netv Chilian Tortoise (Testudo chilensis).

By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R.S,

Testudo (Gopher) chilensis.

Shell depressed, dirty yellow; middle of the back flattened;

areola central; nuchal plate distinct; marginal plates shelving,

with a very short keel ; front and hinder marginal plates reflexed,

making a serrated edge. One pair of supranaaals, a triangular

frontal plate between the eyes ; fore legs with a large spur at the

elbow-joint, and numerous conical spines on the underside of the

thighs, two of which are larger than the rest.

Testudo

Hah. Chili. Living in the Zoological Gardens,

known
fifth
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Note on a new NigTit-Lizard (Phelsiima grandis) from Madagascar.
By Dr. J. E, Gkat, F.R.S.

nostrils
to the front of the orbit, one from orbit to orbit across the forehead,
and a short longitudinal streak in front of it on the crown ; four
transverse rather irregular, short streaks, and six or seven unequal-
sized round spots scattered in front or on the sides of them on the
middle of the back. Tail reproduced, grey. Lower labial shields

wi
hexagonal plates below them. Length of body and head 4^

Hab. Madagascar, British Museum.

Cross Fertilization and the Latv of Sex in Euphorbia.

By Thomas Meehait,

^

Mr. Charles Darwin's interesting observations on cross fertiliza-

tion have opened a new world for original discovery. The list of
plants which seem to avoid self-fertilization is already very large.

I think Euphorbia maybe added to the number. Certainly this is the
case with Euphorbia fidgem, Karw. (E, jacquiniffflora, Hook.), which
I have watched very closely in my greenhouse this winter. Several
days before the stamens burst through the involucre, which closely

invests them, the pistil with its ovarium on the long pedicel has pro-
truded itself beyond, exposed its stigmatic surfaces, and received the
pollen from the neighbouring flowers. The way in which the pollen°

scatters itself is curious. In most flowers a slight jar or a breath
of wind will waft the pollen to the stigmas ; but I have not been
able to notice any leaving these flowers in this way ; for as soon
as the anther-cells burst the whole stamen falls from its filament-

like pedicel and either drops at once on the pistils of other floM'ers

or scatters its poUen-grains by the force of the fall.

This Euphorbia also furnishes another contribution to the theory

of sex which I have advanced. The plan on which the male and
female organs are formed is evidently a common one ; and the only

reason why some flower-heads have a pistil in the centre, and others

are wholly staminate, is, that there is greater axial vigour when the

female jhwer is formed. Whenever the common peduncle (below

the scarlet involucre) is weak, a pistil never appears in that head
of flowei^. A few which seem strong also do not have them; but
the great majority of the strong peduncles are those which bear the

.

female blossoms. Another interesting fact is that the number of

male flowers is less in those heads which also bear a female than in

those which are wholly staminate. This seems to add to the point

I made in my paper on Ambrosia, that after the flowers had been
partially formed in embryo, and before the sex had been finally

determined, the female flower, being primordially the stronger, has
the power of absorbing the males or their partially formed elements

into its system. It is certainly remarkable that in both these instances

the number of male flowers should decrease in proportion to the

existence or vigour of the central female one.

The male and female flowers of Euphorbia fuJgens are formed

;
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mucli alike. The female occupies the centre, and seems really but

a prolongation of the main stem, on the top of which is an articula-

tion from which the ovarium springs. The capsula readily falls

from this articulation when mature. From the base of the female

central peduncle spring weaker peduncles, colourless, appearing

indeed almost like filaments, articulated at about the same height

as the female, only above the point bearing a short filament and

anther—the caducous part before referred to. lAo one can fail to

see the correspondence of plan in these difi'erent parts ; and I think

that nothing but the favourable position in the direct line of axial

vigour made the central flower a female one.

Cases occasionally occur in which a tolerably strong head of

wholly male flowers will develop the central axis into a pedicel

ahnost as long and vigorous as those which hear female jhwers. But
the flow of vital force (if I am correct in using the term) not

being quite sufficient, the final goal of natural perfection in the

female form was not reached. These cases do not occur often, but

are well worth looking for, as they show so clearly the dividing line

between the forces which govern the male or female sex,

—

Proc.

Acad. Nat. Sci, Philad. 1870, p. 14.

Fossil Sponge-spicules.

We hear that Mr. Wm. Vicary, of Exeter, well known for his

successful researches into the Silurian and Devonian fossil fauna
found in the pebbles of Budleigh-Salterton, has discovered in the

Greensand of the hills of Haldon and Blackdown respectively, in

Devonshire, a number of beautiful sponge-spicules belonging to

Dr. J. E. Gray's Corallispongia, in part (Dr. "W. Thomson^s order
" Vitrea " and Dr. 0. Schmidt's Hexactinellidae), also to the Tethyadse
and Geodidse. Mr. Parfitt, of Exeter, has described and illustrated

them in a paper on the subject which he is about to read before the

Devon Association for the Advancement of Science, Literatnre, and
Art, at their annual meeting, to be held at Devonport on the 26th of

July and following days.

The spicules appear to be in the remains of an arenaceous sponge,

heterogeneously mixed up with the grains of quartz of which it was
otherwise composed, thus representing the other kinds of sponges
which existed in the locality then, just as the spicule -arenaceous
sponges of the present day bear indications of what other sponges
exist in the localities where they now grow respectively.

On the Zoological Affinities of ike Sponges,

Mr. "Wm. S, Kent forwards us a letter to the effect that he has
glanced through Mr. Lankester's criticism on his paper respecting
Prof. Hackel's supposed relationship of the Sponges to the Corals.

Mr. Kent having but recently returned from his dredging-expedition
on the coasts of Spain and Portugal, and having had a pressure of

work of higher importance to attend to, he has not had leisure to

reply to Mr. Lankester's communication in the present number of

this Journal. He looks forward, however, with mnch pleasure to

answering it in our next.

I
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XVII.— Ohservations on the Whales described in the ^ OstSo-
graphie des CetacSs ' of MM. Van Beneden and Gervais.
By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R.S. &c.

The genus Baloena in the ^ Osteograpliie des Cetaces vivants
et fossiles/ bj MM.' Van Beneden and Paul Gervais, being
finished^ and containing many observations on my three
essays on the Cetacca, especially on the ^ Catalogue of Seals
and Whales in the British Museum/ pubUshed in 1866, I
herewith send you some remarks upon it.

I believe that this beautiful and expensive work was
undertaken and published at the cost of my esteemed friend
Prof. Van Beneden j and the naturalists of every country
are much indebted to him for his liberality in laying
before them such an excellent series of figures of the skele-
tons of the Cetacea, especially those contained in the Paris
and Louvain collections. It is to be regretted that he was not
able to select a colleague in this work who had paid more
attention to the osteology of this group and possessed a more
philosophic spirit,* for M. Gervais's previous short essays on
the Cetacea of France, published in his ^ Zoologie et Pal^on-
tologie de France,' showed a very limited knowledge of the
subject; the text of this work has more the appearance of
having been written to order than of being a labour of love;
and M. Gervais has in this hasty compilation made several mis-
takes, which a more leisurely study of authors would have
enabled him to avoid. He might, ioo^ have improved the
plates if he had adopted a more systematic distribution^
after the manner used successfully by Mr. Flower in the
osteology of the Sperm and other Whales.

In the preliminary history of the exotic species he has made
very free use of the materials which I had compiled under
^nn.& Mag.K Hist Sen 4. Fo^.vi. 13
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eacli species in the Catalogue of Whales j but he has worked

them up into a short narrative, where I quoted the very words

of the authors themselves. That he has compiled these obser-

vations second hand, is proved by the fact that in many cases

he does not know the title of the work froni which the materials

are extracted.

As usual in many Continental works, there is a great incli-

nation to regard all the species that are not in their museums
as varieties of those they have : this leads them, when they

receive examples of the species themselves, to describe them as

new, which has produced much confusion, in studying the

geographical distribution of species.

I have been much blamed and ridiculed for applying the

same rules to the study of recent whales, as distinguished by
their bones, that palaeontologists have been in the habit of

using. In this work numerous species and even genera of

whales have been established on very imperfect fossil skeletons,

or even on a few bones ; and, as I before said, I cannot see

why, when one receives a single bone or blade of whalebone

vhich, on comparison with the same bone or balden of the

different known whales, is found to be different from them, one

may not conclude that it is a distinct species, characterized by
the peculiar character of that bone or other part of the animal.

Yet, because I have done so, while M. Gervais regards his^

fossil species as well established, he talks of the recent species

so described as if they were not worthy of notice. Experience,

however, has proved that the course I followed is the best for

science : for example, having shown that there was a true

whale with small baleen in Australia, thus causing th^ whale

to be sought for, now we have the skull showirig that it is a

most distinct species and an entirely new form ; and it has

been the same with other species so indicated from, small

materials.

Great objection has been made to my leaving divided the

whales into so many genera ; but there can be no doubt that it

has a great deal of influence on extending the knowledge of

these animal3 ; for it puts in a short compass the characters,

by which the species can be distinguished, and thus proves

their distinctness. It is impossible not to see the influence of

liiis system on the work before us, the authors of which have
been most unwillingly forced to admit many species which were
formerly denied: for example, naturalists (M. Van Beneden
among the number) would persist in saying that there was nQ
difference in the skeletons olBalcena longimana of Europe and of

the Rorqual du Cap ; but, after I had pointed out the character

by which they were distinguished, M. Van Benedeix.wrote a

)
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paper to prove that thev were distinct ; and in' this wort these
distinctions are pointecT out bj the figures.

In the same manner, Eschricht did not believe in the exis-
tence of more than one species of Finncr, until I convinced
him bj taking him to see the skeleton at Blackgang Chine
but in this work several species of Megaptera and Balcenojptera
are admitted.

It is to be remarked that M. Gervais gives no characters hf
which to distinguish the species from each other. We have
only the habitat of the whale to guide us ; and if that is wanting,
we must read over each of the descriptions ; whereas in my
generic characters the most important characters which dis-

tinguish the different species may at once be seen.

The number of known whales has, since I began the study,
very greatly increased; and I believe that as yet we do not
know half of those that exist and are to be distinguished by
very decided osteological characters.

It is curious that in this work the whalebone is only slightl/

referred to under one or two species, and never figured ; and
this is the more remarkable as the authors in their titlepage spe-
cially refer to the dentition of the diflferent species. It is true*

that the whalebone is not the homoloo-ue of the teeth of other

Cetacea, as it was formerly supposed to be ; but it forms as

good characters for the separation of the families, genera, and
species as the teeth afford in other mammalia. Indeed it was
the very evident difference existing in different kinds of whale-
bone that first convinced me that Cuvier and other Continental

zoologists were misled when they attempted to prove that

there was only one species of Hunchback or Finner whale.

These authors, at any rate, have reduced the number of

genera to a minimum : thus they only admit three

—

Bakena,
Megaplera^ and Pterohalcena. The common whalers, twd
centuries ago, were far In advance of them on this head, as

well as in the distinction of the different kinds of whalebone
and of their adaptability to different economic purposes:

They unanimously admit five distinct kinds of whales, which
I am inclined tb r^'gatrd as distinct families, each containing

several species living In different localities:—1st, the Whales
proper, or Right Whales (Bal^nidaB) ; 2nd, the Scrag Whales
(Agaphelidae) ; 3rd, the Hunchbacks (Megapterldie) ;

4th, the

Finners (Physalidse)
;
5th, the Pike-whales (Pterobal^enidse).

M. Van Beneden has discovered some abnormalities in the
first rib of some of the common whales, and publishes them
in the Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences of Brussels,

1868, p. 65. He figures two of these variations—one of Ba-
i^noptera laticeps. and the other of Phoccena communis. He

13*
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seems tlierefore Inclined to believe that the differences between

animals which have single-headed and double-headed ribs are

mere accidental variations. I must regard this as a very

large conclusion from very small premises. I believe (and^ I

think, on very good evidence) that there are certain whales in

which the double head to the first rib is the normal form

;

and I should not the less be inclined to believe that this was
not the case if I should find a whale of this kind that had the

first rib on one side single-headed ; for, no doubt, whales with

single- and double-headed first ribs are each liable to such an

accidental malformation, and it is to be remarked that there Is

a difference in the general form of the rib connected with the

fonn of its head.

This theory of M. Yan Beneden has induced him to regard

the skeleton of the whale that was sent from the Cape by
Mr. Horstock to the museum at Leyden, which has been

called Balcena antarctica and Hunterius Temminclcit^ as only

a variety of B. australis
; but he even records many important

differences between it and the two skeletons of B, australis in

the Paris Museum : to be sure, its specific distinctness Is op-

posed to one of his theories that only one species of whale is

found in each district or locality. It is much to be regretted

that preconceived theories should, as in this case, bias the

judgment of a student of natural science. This theory seems
also to have considerably Interfered with the determination of

the species of Balcenoptera,

M. Van Beneden has republished in this work, with some
alteration, his essay on and map of the distribution of species of

whales, on which I published some observations in the ^Annals
and Magazine of Natural History,' 1868, vol. I. p. 242.

I have studied the materials which this work affords, and I

do not see any reason to alter the conclusions I came to

;

indeed they are more firmly established. There does not

appear, from any of the habitats quoted in this work, any au-

thority for believing that the whales do inhabit a belt across

the oceans. To be sure, under Balcena australis of the Cape,

he quotes the fact that a Right Whale has been recorded as

found on the east coast of South America ; but he does not

cite any specimens or drawings to show that the Right Whale
of the east coast of South'America is the same species as that

found at the Cape of Good Hope : indeed the only approach
to any argument in support of this theory is that he believes

Balcena cisarctica of the east coast of North America to be the

same as B, hiscayensis. As this last-named whale appears to

take an important part in this theory, I will proceed to give

its history.
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Balcena hiscayensis^ as a zoological species, rests on very-

slender grounds. There were formerlj, according to various
authors, whale-fisheries in the Baj of Biscay and in the
British Channel

j but it is not proved that the Greenland whale
had not a more extended distribution than at present, after

it has been the object of capture for so many years, and, on
the other hand, that the specimens that wandered far away
from the usual habitat of the species would not become
smaller, less fat, or more active than the others, which were
better fed. The same argument may explain the difference

observed by whalers in the size and form of the whales caught
on the coast of Iceland and the east coast of Greenland. At
the same time I would not deny that the whales of this latter'

place may not be a diiFerent species ; but as yet we have not
sufficient materials for separating and characterizing them.

In 1834 a female whale and its young were captured at

St, Sebastian, and the skeleton of the young remained for

some time at Pampeluna ,' it has since been removed to the

museum at Copenhagen : and this is the specimen which has
been named Balcena hiscayensis by Eschricht, who gives an
account of it In the ^ Comptes Rendus^ for 1860, and in the

Actes de la Soc. Linn. Bordeaux,' vol. siii- ; and he thinks

that he observed in the development of the various parts of the

skeleton a difference from that which he had observed in the

skeletons of Balcena mysticetus. But we must recollect that

this was to support a theory that the latter whale was exclu-

sively confined to the Polar seas and that the Right Whale of

the North Atlantic must be different ; but I do not see why,
as the icebergs are annually carried out by the currents from
the Arctic Sea to the North Atlantic, the Right Whale may
not sometimes come down with them.

I have only Mr. Flower's note of the Pampeluna skeleton

(Annals, 1868, vol. i. p. 244) ; and although it is now at Copen-
hagen, there is no description or figure of it in M3LVan Beneden
and Gervals's * Osteographle des Cetacds*' The Bologna his-

cayensis of these latter authors is founded on what appear to

me to be very incongruous materials, which would require a

great stretch of credulity to believe that they belong to the same
whale ; I am sure that two of the specimens do not ; indeed the

autliors seem to express a doubt with regard to one themselves.

But the only ground on which they are united is that all the

specimens were procured from the North Atlantic, together

"with the preconceived idea that only one whale can inhabit

that region.

First, they rely on a mass of cervical vertebrae which pro-

bably came from the Mediterranean j it is figured by Lac^p^de,
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t^. vii, fig. 1- But there is miicli uncertainty attached to

these vertebra, Lai<;.^pbcle observes :
—" Le 30 ventose de Tan

g de I'fere francjoise, un c^tacd de vingt metres de longueur

fut pris dans la Mediterranee sur la c6te occldentale de File

Sainte-Marguerite^ municipality de Cannes^ d^partement du

Var, Le citoyen Jacc[ues Quine en fit un dessin^ que j'ai fait

graver; et bientot a^^i'^s^ les fanonSj les os de la tete et quel-

ques autres os de cet animal ayant et^ apportes a Paris . . •
."

Although these bones are said to be those of one whale,

they evidently belong to two genera : the head^ the baleen,

and probably the vertebrae (tab. vi. and tab. vii. figs. 2, 3, 4)

all belong to a Finner (or Balcenoptera) ; Cuvier refers to

these bones under the name of "Rorqual de Mediterrande

"

(Os. FossileSj vol. v. p. 383). The mass of cervical vertebrsB,

on the other hand, are, as observed by Cuvier {ibid. p. 368),

the bones of a true whale ; so that the authority for this mass
having been found in the Mediterranean may be doubtful.

These cervical vertebrae are figured by MM. Van Beneden
and Grervai^ as tho^e of ^, biscayensis

; they diff*er very slightly

from the similar bones of Balcena mysticetus] and without

other specimens, I should suppose them to be a mere indivi-

(lual variety of that species. At any rate, it ought to be called

Balmna mediterranea rather than biscayensis ^ unless it can

be proved that they are like the cervical vertebrse of the only

skeleton of the whale found in the Bay of Biscay; and no such

comparison is recorded. Cuvier, not knowing the cervical

yertebree of Balcena mysticetus^ compared them with the bones

pf the Cape whale, B. australisj and correctly determined that

they were distinct from those of that species.

Secondly, MM. Van Beneden and Gervais place among the

materials which are supposed to belong to Balcena biscayensis

a mass of cervical vertebrae which is in the British Museum,
and Avhich was dredged up on the coast of Lyme Regis (figm'cd

\n the ^ Catalogue of Seals and Whales,'p. 83, and copied in the
^ Ost^ographie des Cetaces,' tab* 7), justly observing that this

mass of bone differs more from the vertebrae of mysticetus than

the one figured by Lac^pfede and themselves. This mass is

much more allied to the cervical vertebrae which I have named
Macleayius australiensis (figured in the ^ Catalogue of Seals

^nd Whales,' p. 105. figs. 10 & 11, and p. 372. figs. 74 & 75),
and, I am certain, belong to species very different from the

one they have figured as coming from the Mediterranean.
They also mention some lumbar vertebra taken at Ostend,
and some other bones which they think may have been found
on the coast of the British Channel.

Thirdly, they regard the Balmna cisarctica of Cope as a

I
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origin of tliis reference is curious, and protablj^ was the Intio-

Van Beneden s theory of the distributionM
of whales. W
was probably the same as that of the Biscay whalers; but;
as there is no figure or dbscription of the whale which for-

merly inhabited the coast of the Bay of Biscay, he could not
have any firm grounds for establishing the fact However,
MM. Van Beneden and Gervais adopt it as a certainty, and
consider B. cisarctica of Cope a synonym of B* hiscayensis^

and take advantage of the presumed identity of the species

found on the two sides of the Atlantic^ in nearly the sam6
parallel of latitude, to form a theory which they apply to the

geographical distribution of the other whales. Mr, Cope has
sent some specimens of the ear-bone of his Balcena cisarctica

to M. Van Beneden ; but as the ear-bones of the Biscay or

even the Mediterranean whale are not known, they can in no
way have any bearing on the question; they only prove that

Balcena cisarctica is distinct from Balcena mysticetus ; for the

authors state, and the figure shows, that they are very much
like the ear-bones of Balcena australis or the larger Cape
whale.

I think that there is not at present any material to make
out what the Balcena hiscayensis of Eschricht is, and that

the Balcena hiscayensis of these authors is made up of thd

bones of various wliales.

The number of ports on the European side of the Nortli

Atlantic, and the immense number of vessels of all kinds that

are daily crossing and rectossing its surface, have long since

deprived it of any place in which the adult whales could con-

gregate, or any quiet bays where the females could retire t6

bring forth their young ; therefore whales are as fcompletcly

exterminated in that district as wild boars, wolves, beavers,

bustards, and other animals are in Great Britain. It is not

quite so bad on the American shores of the Atlantic
;

for

there are still large and secluded bays where they can live and
bring forth their young; and whales are more or less fre-

ptured formerly,

when there were whale-fisheries established there long after

they had ceased off the eastern shores.

Maury, in his Charts, records the Eight Whale as having
been several times obtained in the mid-channel of the North
Atlantic by the South-Sea whalers in proceeding on their

voyages either out or home ; and it has hitherto been sup-
posed that these are whales which have wandered out of the
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Arctic seas j but we cannot be certain on this point, as no re-

mains of any specimens so taken are known to exist. These

chartSj I need not observe, give no support to M. VanBeneden's
theory of whales inhabiting bands across the different oceans.

The whales of the North Atlantic, including the Mediterra-

nean Sea, of which we have more or less reliable remains, are

five in number. Thus on the east coast there are :

—

1. Balcena hiscayensis^ Eschricht, which, I believe, is a

Cuvierhts with a double-headed first rib.

2. Balcena MscaT/ensiSjYan Beneden and Gervais—as distinct

from B. hiscayensis of Eschricht, resting on the mass of cer-

vical vertebrse figured by Lacep^de. Whether this is a di-

stinct species or only a variety of Balcena mysticetuSj there

cannot be the slightest doubt of its being distinct from the

following.

3. Balcena britannica^ Gray, established on the mass of

cervical vertebrse which is in the British Museum, before re-

ferred to, and which was dredged off the coast of Lyme Hegis.

The processes of the atlas and other cervical vertebrae are much
more like those of the Australian Black Whale {Macleayius

australiensis)
J
and are very unlike the vertebrae of any other

whale yet described j there is no doubt that they belong to a

distinct species.

On the west coast there are also two very distinct species,

which are so distinct from one another that Cope refers them
to two difierent genera, the latter genus belonging to a section

of Balcenidce characterized by having the cervical vertebrse

free and only four fingers to the pectoral fin :

—

4. Balcena cisarctica^ Cope, who believes it to belong to the

genus EuhalcEua^ and more allied to B. aiistndis than to B.
mysticetus

; and the description of the cervical vertebrae at once

separates it from the B. htscayensts of Yan Beneden and Ger-
vais, as they would have seen if they had read the description.

5. Agaphelus gihhosus^ Cope. See Cope, Proc, Acad. Phil.

1868, p. 225, the Scrag Whale of Dudley, which is still now
and then caught on the coast of America by the whalers, and
is known by the same name as when it was described by
Dudley, It is found in compauy with Balcena cisarctica^

which is not uncommon on the same coast (see Proc. Acad.
N. S. Phil. 1868, p. 223). It is, indeed, remarkable that so

curious a whale, forming quite a distinct family from Balcena^

of which there are a good many remains in America from
which figures could be easily procured, is entirely left out in

a work professing to give the osteology of the Cetacea

!

For the sake of the symmetry of the theoretical distribution

of whales, it is necessary that there should be a species ex-
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tending across the North Pacific as the supposed Balcena
hiscayensis is said to extend across the North Atlantic : there-

fore, though MM. Van Beneden and Gervais doubt the exist-

ence of Macleayhis australiensis^ of which there are cervical

vertebrge and^ I believe^ manj other bones in the museum at

Sjdnej, and Balcena marginaia^ which is so peculiar for the

beauty and the small size of the blades of whalebone on which
it was founded, and of Ayhich we have now got the skull,

they consider established a species which they call Balcena

jaijonica^ allowing that the only authority on which their

species rests is a porcelain model of a wliale received from

Japan, the existence of some blades of whalebone from the

north-west coast, in the British Museum, and the existence of

a foetus of a whale in the museum at Copenhagen. But they

do not inform us why they regard this foetus as that of a

Japanese whale, or give us any particulars of how or whence
it was obtained.

I do not mean to deny that whales are abundant on the

Japanese coasts ; and we know well that they and the Ameri-
cans and the English formerly did carry on whale-fishing in

the North Pacific ; but I believe that, . instead of one whale
being found in those seas, from the various names which
whalers give to them, several species exist. Indeed Mr,

Cope notices that several species, which he believes to belong

to different genera, are found on the north coast of America;
and we wait with anxiety for materials from the Japanese

(who are excellent whalers) and from the American whalers,

to make us fully acquainted with the whales which inhabit

these seas. "Lumping" them all together into a single

species, as has been done by these authors, is certainly not

conducive to the extension of science.

I am very glad to see that we are becoming better acquainted

with the whales of the North Pacific ; for in a series of plates

just published by Prof. Keinhardt, in Vid. Selsk. Skrivt.

ser. 5. vol. ix. p. 1 : Kjobenh. 1869, he figures on pi. 1 a

foetus, 5| feet long, which he calls Balcena japonica (Lacep.),

with the first rib not split, that is, single-headed, taken out of

a whale caught on the coast of Kamtschatka by a Danish

whaler, Sodring. The skull and remaining skeleton are pre-

served in spirits in the University museum of Copenhagen.
The skull is figured; and one of the figures is very interesting,

as showing its original segmentation. This specimen is doubt-

less the one quoted by MM. Van Beneden and Gervais, and
referred to above. But, unfortunately, the very undeveloped
state of the skeleton of this foetus does not aflPord us any
character to distinguish it from the other whales.
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The whales of the northern part of the Pacific have had
niffifefe enough given them

:

1-. Balcena Kuliomochy Chamlsso (Nov. Acta Natur. tab. 7.

fig. 1; Balcena eulammahyVdW^^ J Zoogr. Ross.-Asiat. i. p. 288
;

Cope, Proc. Acad. N. S. Philad. 1868, p. 225, 1869, pp. 17 &
40, f. 4), is from a wooden model made bj the Aleutians as a

whale of their seas.

2. Balcenajaponica^ Lacep^de, Mem, Mus. vol. iv. p. 473.

3. Balcena liimdatay Lacep. Mem. Mus. iv. p. 475.

These two are from Chinese or, rather, Japanese drawings.

4. Balcena australis^ Temmihck, Fauna Japonica, Taf. 28

& 29 (not Desmoulins). Balcena Sieholdii^ Grraj, Ann. &
Mag. Nat. Hist. 1864, vol. xiv. p. 349. From a model made
bj the Japanese in porcelain clay.

5. Balcena japonica^ G^^y? Zool. Erebus & Terror, p. 15,

tab. 1*. f. 2. Balcena alutiensiSy Meyer, Van Beneden (Bull.

Acad. Belgique, xx. 1866, no. 14.) Both from the north-west-

coast whalebone of commerce, which is quite distmct from the

South-Sea whalebone, brought from the Cape.
6. Balcena Japonica^ Eschricht, Vid. Selsk. Skrivt. ser. 5.

vol. ix. 1, 1869. From the skeleton of the foetus of a whale
caught on the coast of Kamtschatka.

7. Balcena mysticetus^ Cope, Proc. Acad. ]^. S. Philad.

1869, pp. 17 & 35. The Bow-headed Whale, Scammond:
American whalers. Behring's Straits.

These must include more than one species ; and there can

be no doubt of the next being distinct, for it is a Scrag Whale.

8. Rhachionectes glaucuSj Cope, Proc. Acad. N. S. Philad.

1869, pp. 17 & 40, fig. 8, Agaphelus glaucus^ Cope, ihid.

1868, p. 225. The Californian Grey Whale. St. Francisco.

Cope observes that a species of Agaphelus exists in the

Kamtschatkan seas, according to Pallas, who, however, de-

rived his information solely from models made by the Aleutian

islanders ; he called it Balcend agamachschik. Dr. Cope ob-

serves, " Dr. Gray, in his Catalogue of Whales, truly indi-

cates it as a genus unknown to him " (see Proc. Acad. N. S.

Philad. 1868, p. 226). Mr. Cope's account of this whale is

very interesting ; and there are several remains.
In this work the number of the species of the genus is

limited to five^Bcdcena mysticetus^ B. hiscayensis^ B.japoni-
ctiSy B, anstraliSy and B. antipodaruTh ; but the authors believe

there may exist another species that extends from the east side of

the Cape of Good Hope to Australia. This theory evidently

has had considerable influence in determining what species the^

should admit as distinct, and what they should regard as varie-

ties. They ignore the existence of two species of whales at the
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Cape, of two species wliich I have described as being found In

Australia, and the existence of two well-established species

which are found on the coast of New Zealand j to be sure,

one of these {Neobalcena margtnata)^ as if in opposition to

M. Van Beneden's theory, instead of being found in a belt

between Australia and the east coast of the Cape of Good
Hope, is common to West Australia and New Zealand.

It is very curious that M. Van Beneden did not discover
that my Macleayius australiensis is the Eight Whale of
Australia^ which he regards as at present unknown, and at

another place mentions that it may probably be Neohalcena
marginata^ which has whalebone only about two feet long,

whereas the Black Whale of Australia has whalebone five or
six times that length, or it would not be worth the whalers
collecting for sale. M. Gervais erroneously states that this

genus and species was founded on an error, caused by a pho-
tograph

; but that is entirely a mistake, caused by the Very
carelessness in compiling to which I have before refei-red. It

is very true that I did at first think that the genus Macleayius
was peculiar for having the atlas free from the rest of the

cervical bones ; when I discovered the error of this opinion,

and received additional photographs, I stated, " but still the
form of the atlas is so distinct from any other known genus of

Baltenldie, that I believe the Australian Eight Whale will be
a distinct genus, to which the name of Macleayius may be
appropriately applied, and it is, no doubt, a true Baloena

''

(Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales, p. 371). M. Gervais further

says, with regard to this whale, '' Nous ne voyons pas de motif
de ne pas rapporter cette region cervlcale a la Balcena anti^

podarum en attendant que Ton ait des renseignements preci3

sur ses caractferes di.stinctifs j'^ but I think that if any one will

compare M. Gervais's figure of the cervical mass oi B. anti^

podarum^ given in pL 3. figs. 4 & 5 of his work, with the

figures of the cervical mass of the Australian whale figured

in my Catalogue, p. 105. f. 10, 11, p. 372. f. 74, 75, he will find

that little reliance can be placed on M. Gervals's remark. In
the New-Zealand whale the upper lateral process of the atlas is

narrow, like the same process in the Greenland and ]\Iediterra-

nean whales, while in the Australian whale this process is par-
ticularly high and Avide ; and the lower lateral processes are

equally distinct and peculiar. And I think that the mass of
cervical vertebrae dredged up at Lyme Eegis, and figured in
my ' Catalogue of Seals and Whales,' p. 83. f. 3, which M.
Van Beneden refers to B, htscayensisj and at the same time
says that It Is so different from B. mysticetus^ is the most nearly
allied to the cervical vertebi*£e of the genus Macleayius^ and
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which I CB^Macleayius hrttannicus after the Mare Britannicum

of the ancient geographers. I think I have proved that M.
Van Beneden's theory of geographical distribution of whales

is entirely unsupported by facts.

XVIII.— Conclusion of tlie History of the Was^ a?ic? Rhipi-

phorus paradoxus, xintli Description and Figure of the Gruh

of the latter. By Andrew Mubray, F.L.B.

[Plate XJV.]

When I bade adieu to this subject some months ago, I did

so with the promise that, if fui'ther investigations by myself

or others should show that I was mistaken in the views 1 had
taken up, I should readily and handsomely acknowledge my
error.

I have now to redeem my promise j and notwithstanding

the natural reluctance which every one feels to acknowledge
that they have been mistaken, I make the acknowledgment
with pleasure, because it enables me to do an act of justice to

one, the accuracy of whose observations I had impugned, and
to withdraw any doubt I had expressed as to their reliability.

Not that I ever in the remotest degree felt or expressed any
doubt as to the genuineness of his observations ; but one may
be a very truthtul and yet a very inaccurate observer ; and
this was what I had supposed Mr. Stone to be^ and what I

am happy now to be able to say was a very unjust supposi-

tion. Another alleviation to the wound which my amour
pTopre may be supposed to have received, is the satisfaction

of having, as I think, cleared up if not all the unknown and
doubtful points in the history of the insect, at least those which
last year prevented the question of parasitism being brought
to a definite conclusion.

Through the continued kindness of Miss Eleanor Ormerod I

have this year been enabled to examine some combs well

supplied with Rhipiphori at a less advanced stage than those

which I studied last year, as well as to profit by her inde-

pendent observations. Last year the Rhipiphori were mostly
in the state of the perfect msect or chrysalis before I saw
them ; and I did not then know the larva. The one or two
which I did see in the doubly tenanted cells which T de-

scribed in my first paper on the subject, I mistook for imma-
ture pupae; and when Mr. Smith showed me Mr. Stone's

I

4

\
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specimens I did not fullj appreciate the difference between
them and the wasp-larvagj the spirits in which they were
preserved having destrojed mnch of their character. To ap-
preciate the difference between them and the wasp-larvge
in factj to make their acquaintance thoroughly, one must see

them alive and in all their degrees of development.
Mr. Stone's description, too, which is the only published

one we have, does not at all enable one to distinguish them,
his most prominent characters being two, which are shared by
the wasps themselves—namely, a transparent dark line down
the back, and the contents of the body seen through the skin
looking like curds. It is true that these characters are more
marked in the Ehipipkorus than in the wasp; but as they
vary much in degree m the latter, no description, taking them
for characters, could ever enable one who has not himself

seen them to be sure whether his wasp-grubs were RMpiplwri
or not,. There are, however, good and sufficiently recog-

nizable characters by which to know them ; and to enable the

reader to do so I append a full description, with figures, which
will supply this lacuna in entomological knowledge.
The opportunities I have had this year have made me

thoroughly familiar with them j and the first fact which I

have tfiereby ascertained, or at least become convinced of, is

that JUitpiphorus-laYYdd are never to be seen in open cells.

All our proposed plans for feeding and watching them have
therefore fallen to the ground. I have found them abundantly
in closed cells, but never once in an open cell ; and the e:spla-

nation is simply that the Bkijyiphorus^ as maintained by Mr.
Smith, Dr. Chapman, and others, is a parasite, not a guest, and
that it only attacks the wasp-grub in cells where it has done
feeding and is about to commence to spin up tlie lid of its

cell- This, no doubt, involves the admission that the Rhipi'

jphorus performs the extraordinary feat of growing to its full

dimensions upon no more food than an insect no longer than

itself. Such a power of assimilation seemed to me incredi-

ble
; but, like many other facts in natural liistory which at

first seem to us incredible, it turns out not only to be true, but
to be capable of natural explanation.

In the first place, I believe that I have seen the RMpipliori
in every stage in the closed cell, from the egg to the perfect

insect. As to the e^^ and earliest stage, I express myself
with a certain amount of diffidence, because I have only one
observation of it to rely on ; and although in an ordinary case

that might be sufficient, especially where I have the specimen
preserved in spirits to show as a pi^cejustificativej it is neces-
sary in dealing with these insects to proceed with extra caution,
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"because in tlie allied genera Meloe and Sitaris the larva lias

been ascertained to go through some extraordinary evolutions

in its earlier stages, and at first to appear in a Y^rj different

form from that which it ultimately assumes.

According to M. Fahre, the only naturalist who has yet ob-

served these changes in Sitaris^ its life-history has eleven

events

:

1. The egg is laid in the galleries of the AnthopJioi^a.

2. A little larva is hatched with six serviceable legs, which

remains in its birthplace wdthout food or change of size from

October to April.

3- In April it becomes active and attaches itself to the

males of AntJiophora when they emerge from their cells^ which

thev do before the female"ft.

4. From the male it passes to the female Antliopfiora.

5. From the female it passes to its egg^ on which it springs

as the female lays it on the surface of the honey on which it

was to feed, where it sits as on a raft.

6. It then eats up the egg^ which takes it eight days.

7. Seated on the empty shell, floating on the honey, it now
undergoes a metamorphosis from its previous slim active

carnivorous form to a white fleshy grub, which is no longer

carnivorous, but feeds on honey, and is so organized as to float

on the surface of the honey, mouth below, spiracles above.

8. After the honey in the cell is done, it changes its skin

and passes into something under a corneous envelope like the

pupa of a fly.

9. It moults again and once more resembles its second

stage (I presume the grub-state ; but as it is only said to re-

semble it, not to revert to it, there may be some difference in-

tended : nothing is said as to its food or feeding in this stage).

10. It then passes into the ordinary pupa-state.

11th, and lastly. It becomes the perfect insect**

Without giving absolute faith to all these changes, there is

obviously something sufficiently mysterious in the early life of

all these creatures to require great care in our observations,

and that we should mention every circumstance that strikes

us, whether we are certain of its relevancy or not.

Keeping this in view, I speak with extreme caution andj

even^ doubt of the egg and the earlier stage of the RMpipho"
rus, "What I observed was this :

—

In examining the closed cells of a piece of Ehipiphorlzed
comb, I found the easiest way of opening them and getting a

view of their interior was by tearing out the sides instead of

*' See account of M. Fabre's writings in 'Natural History Eeview/
1862, p. 120; from which I have taken my information.
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clipping off tlie lids of the cells. On so openijjg them I usually
pulled out the larva inside

; and in many J found the Ehipipho-
rws-larvse in various stages^ bigger or smaller than the wasp-
grub, as the case might be ; and the BMpipkorus is so firmtj
attached by its mouth to the wasp-grub, that both, as a matter
of course, came away together as one body. In one cell, how-
ever, it was not so. In it I saw w^hat appeared a very minutQ
Rhiptphorics-laxva^ in the usual position of these creatures

(lying across the throat of the Avasp-grub). On pulling out the

"wasp-grub, the Ekipiphorus-larva did not in this instance
come wdth it ; it stretched a little, as if there were two points

of adhesion, one to the wall of the cell, the other to the wasp-
grub ; and as I withdrew the latter the adhesion to it gave
way, and the RMpiphonis remained adhering to the cell-wall

close below its lip (see Plate XIV. fig. 1). It collapsed back
upon it and assumed a somewhat irregular rounded form, and
seemed attached to the cell-wall by a broad pedicel (fig. 2).

I^t strikes me that this may have been the Rhipiphorus in an
intermediate state between the egg and the larva—still t^^ at

the base, and, as such, adhering to the place on which it was
laid, but struggling into life at the head ; and possibly the

mandibles had ah'eady appeared and made some slight inci-

sion in the hide of the big wasp-grub, although I coiild make
out neither mandibles nor incision. In the wasp and in many
other insects (as the flies for example), probably in all that,

have flexible skins, the eggshell is not broken in hatching,

but becomes the first skin of the larva. The stretching of this

object and its adhesion to the grub is the only ground I have
for supposing it to be any thing but simply the ^^^ ; that

adhesion and consequent stretching miglit have been due
merely to the continuity of the two soft bodies touching each

other. Now that they (both grub-cell and Qg^) have been a,

fortnight in spirits, the tg^ is merely a little round white dot

about the size of a pin's head, still adhering to its place on the

cell-wall. At first I thought I could trace something like

the lineaments of the larva through the eggshell or akin ; but
that was, perhaps, imagination.

If I am right in the interpretation of this, the egg is laid,

not on the body of the wasp-grub, but on the wall of the
cell just within its lip. The usual position of an egg laid

by the wasp is shown in fig, 16.

How long it remains in the egg-form before attacking the

wasp-grub, I do not know. The specimen above-mentioned
must have been laid at lea^t two days before it reached me.
It cannot remain very long, however^ before being hatched

;

for it is a very common characteristic of the closed cells in
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which the RMjpiphorx are to be found that the lid of the cell

has a hole, or a thua spot, or other defect, in the middle : it

is not always ohservablcj nor perhaps even in the majority

of instances ; but still it is so very often, and I believe the

lid in the Rhipiphorized cells is never so strong as in the

others. The explanation of it seems to be, that the Bhipi-

pliorus-grvih attacks the wasp-grub before it has completed

its hd, and does it sufficient injury to prevent its properly

finishing it. Where the lid has been finished at all, the tgg

has probably been laid just before the grub began to spin

up ; where it is unfinished, it may have been laid a day or

two before.

This imperfection of the lid is of essential advantage to the

RMpipTiorus afterwards. I think in one of my former papers

I drew attention to the fact that the perfect insect made its

way out of the cell in quite a different fashion from the per-

fect wasp. The wasp cuts its way out through the parch-

ment-like lid with its strong mandibles ] but the mandibles of

the perfect RhipipJiorus are small, weak, and inadequate to

the purpose, and it never uses them ; it bursts its way through

by main force, pushing the crown of its head against the lid

until it gives way. If the lid were of normal strength, the

Bhipiphorus might never get out, but die entombed in the

chest in which it had incautiously allowed itself to be locked
;

and the lid would be of normal strength if the (t^g of the

RM^i])}ioTus were not soon hatched and the wasp-grub at-

tacked before the lid is completed. Possibly the increased

heat caused by the closing the cell may start the ^^'^ more ra-

pidly than would otherwise have been the case, so that it

will be hatched as soon as every thing is ready for it. It is

an instance of adaptation of mode of life to subsequent require-

ments, which looks very analogous to adaptation of structure

to purpose.

In the next place I found a number of instances where the

RMpipTiorus-^^^ had apparently only quite recently become a

grub. In two instances it was lying across the vertex of the

wasp-grub, as shown in fig. 3 ; but more generally it fastens

itself obliquely across the breast or shoulder, as a woman
carries a child, as in fig. 4, sometimes lying to one side,

sometimes to the other, but, so far as I have noticed, the head
always over or to the shoulder (baby-fashion), and the tail

to the tail (see fig. 4).

The efiect of this, I may observe in passing, is to keep
the grub with its head towards the mouth of the cell, a posi-

tion it could not have obtained had it commenced its repast

with its head to the tail instead of to the shoulder. This at-
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titude it could not maintain if it ate the grub, that is, tore it

in pieces and masticated it ; but it does not do that ; it sucks it,

and never removes its mouth from the spot on which it first

fastened. As it sucks it increases in size, and the volume
of the wasp-grub diminishes, and the skin contracts and
shrivels, keeping the victim always at the mouth of the para-
site. So marked is this shrivelling, that latterly, in opening
the sides of the cells in search of Rhtptphort^ I could, the
moment I got a glance at the texture of the body of the
wasp-grub, and before I saw the RhipiphoruSj always tell

whether it had been attacked by one or not. When not at-

tacked, the wasp-grub has a certain amount of glistening

plumpness, although not quite so much as the feeding larva
m open cells. After it has been attacked, It becomes duller

and opaque, or finely shagreened, as It were, and a little more
yellowish.

The rate at which the RMjpiphorus consumes the wasp-
grub, although very rapid, is. according- to mv observation,
not quite so much so as in
Stone. The nest came into
July. On the 28th I only found one ^gg (as above-men-
tioned)

; all the rest were hatched, most of them very recently,

the smallest being about a line in length- On the 31st of
July the smallest were nearly 3 lines in length. On the

2nd of August something Avent wrong with my specimens,
and they made no further progress j they began to shrivel and
change colour, and I bottled them ; but from watching the more
advanced specimens when fresh, I saw that after they have
become larger than their victim their progress is more rapid
than before. That represented in figs. 5, 6, and 7, from
which the relative size may be estimated^ had completely
consumed its victim on the third day thereafter, but not on
the second.

I cannot say how far the imnatural condition in which my
specimens were may have retarded the progress of the

feeding; at first it did not seem to affect them; but, judging
from what I saw, I should say that from eight to ten days

Mr
our

lis

sume
the whole business would seem to take about a fortnight.

As the Rhtp{j)horus sucks, the wasp-grub at last, to all ap-
pearance, entirely vanishes. It does not do so absolutely,

however ; for if the chin of the mature Rhipiphorus-gYnhy now
solitary by itself, be lifted up from its breast (on which it con-
stantly rests), there will be found (at least, I have found it in all

^y experiments) a tiny scrap of yellowish-brown animal matter,

^nn.&MaQ.N.Hist. Ser.4. VolVi. 14
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in which, under the microscope, are to be distinguished a pair

ofwasp-gruVs mandibles. It is the unconsumed part of the

skin, and doubtless what Mr. gtpne saw, instead of the exuvi^

pf former tenan,ts adhering to the tail as I had supposed.

I do not think the above facts are explicable on any other

view than that I have above stated
; and it removes or explains

many other difficulties which I last year thought unsurmount-

able. On looking back at the arguments I then used, they

still seem to me, for the most part, sound, all but the premises.

These unhappily have the slight defect of being erroneous. I

started by assuming that Avhere two eggs were found in a

wasp'§ cell, one of them must belong to the wasp, the other to

tti? Rhipiphorus ; and I reasoned out \\^ life-history as a ne-

cessity from th^t ; and were that so, I still think it was a

necessary course of life. But I now see that the two eggs have

nothing to do with the Rhipiphorus ; they are both wasp's (a

mere instance of misplaced zeal on the part of the wasp-
mother), of which one is hatched, the other dies. No double

tenancy, I venture to say, ever occurs except when a Rhi-

piphorus is present. The instance of ^ reversed grub to

which I drew attention in my first paper, which I then

thought might be connected with RMpiphori^ does not now,

with our fresh information, §eem to belong to it. Its ex-

planation is still to seek ; but of the other facts, th? only

one which s^^ms to require explanation is how the RMpipho-
rus-^v^^^ can grow as big as a wasp upon no more food than

the body of a single wasp-grub. The explanation seems to

be this. The wasp-grub has already assimilated all that is

necessary to make a body of the bulk of a Rhipiphorus. The
materials needed by both are the same. All that is wanted,

then, is that the Rhipiphorus should build up its frame of the

matter already assimilated by the wasp ; in pther words, it

transfers the assimilated matter into a new shape, and no
more. It is an extreme instance of what we know in our own
* i -. >-

case. We require d^ vastly greater amount of vegetable matter

for foo4 than aaimal matter, and simply because the latter

is, in a great measure, ready assimilated to our hand. It

must be tlie same principle caiTied to its extreme that enables

the Rhipiphorus-grnh to do so much upon so little : and in

{)roof of this I may note that it makes almost no excretions ; a,

ittle, very little, scrap ofyellowish-brown jelly, scarcely larger

than two pins' heads, resting on the abdomen is all that has
dropped from it in the whole course of its life,

.
The fact that the Rhipiphori which come out of the queens'

cells are (like the queen wasps) larger than the other Rhipi-
phori^ but indifferently male and female, is doubtless an-
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other phase of the same phenomenon. Thej have had more
to feed upon ; and as apparently thej assimilate or remodel
almost the whole of the stuff m the wasp-grub, their bulk
bears a relative proportion to the amount of food consumed.

Description ofLarva o/'Rhipiphorus paradoxus.

In its earlier stages it is almost crjstalliTie and transparent

;

as it grows older it becomes like highly polished cream-co-
loured marble (especially on the abdomen) , except a longitu-
dmal stripe up the back, which remains transparent and allows
the eye to penetrate into the interior ofthe body between the two
more solid sides—giving it, when alive, as it were the appear-
ance of a dark stripe. When preserved in spirits, this line of
thinner skin sinks and shrinks, so as to make a furrow ; but
when alive the furrow is only apparent, not real. Looking
through this, and generally through the skin, when the insect
IS alive, a conglomeration of shifting curd-like matter is to be
seen, very much as in the wasp, only whiter and more solid.

At first its head is not so much inclined ; but in the per-
fect larva it is bent down upon its breast. Its form has grown
mto the attitude which its continued position in feeding has
prescribed for it. Figs. 8 and 9 show its attitude at these re-

spective periods. When full-grown, the head cannot be forced
back or the insect made to lie flat on its face, being tied down,
as it were, by the thoracic segments being shorter on the

underside than on the upper.
The whole body is soft and concolorous, and when mature

IS about 5 lines in length. It consists of thirteen segments;
but the two anal "segments are scarcely distinguishable from'

each other, and in some cases the three last may be confounded
as one.

The head is very small, projecting like a knob from the first

thoracic segment. It isso small thai it might be mistaken
for a large labrum.

There are no ocelli or eyes, but a faint almost imperceptible

naiTow subcutaneous streak of brown indicates (as in the wasp-
gi'ub, but not nearly so distinctly as in it) the inner margin of
the future eye. There is a faint longitudinal whitish line

running up the middle between them.
The labrum is roimded and tumid at the apex ; when seen

from below, it is obtuse (see figs. 10 & 11).

The mandibles are round and stout at the base, rapidly ter-

minating in a very obtuse awl-shape with a very sharp and mi-
iiute point, which is not central, but more to the front tha»
the middle.

14*
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There are no maxillae.

There are no antennae or indication of antennae.

There are ho palpi or indication of palpi.

The labium is not defined.

The thorax is rather developed and bears on each segment

on each side of the dorsal line a prominent round crystaUine

knob with an accessory external addition on the last two seg-

ments. The first "feegment is turned vertically downwards,
^^^f' second is obliquely placed ; the last is horizontal at the top,

^v -:.v.re the head is in most other insects.

Each segment of the thorax bears two short legs—those

on the first segment the smallest, on the last the largest.

The legs consist of three short rapidly tapering segments.

They are very short, very obtuse, each segment diminishing

as it proceeds from the body, and all starting from the swollen

rounded mammiform margins of the thoracic segments. The
underside of the thorax is concave.

The segments of the abdomen (with the exception of the

last two) are very deeply and distinctly separated ; the first

segment has dorsal knobs like the preceding thoracic segment,

as large but not so crystalline ; the second segment has only an
indication of them ; the rest are without them. Down the

back runs the transparent septum already spoken of. The
stigmata are very well marked, lying in a pit a little behind

the hollow between the segments on each side of the back
near the margin. In the hollow itself, just in front of the

stigmata, is another, similar pit. On the underside of the

abdomen the segments are more or less inteiTupted in the

middle • on each side of it there is a pit in the hollow as on

the back. The last two segments are short, scarcely divided,

and slightly reverted.

It is unnecessary to describe the pupa, which is merely a

colourless undeveloped phantom of the perfect insect, more or

less like it the nearer it is to exclusion.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV.

Fig, 1. Section of closed cell with lid torn off, showing what I snj>po3e

to be an egg of BJiijyiphoi^us near the mouth (slightly magnified).
Fig. 2. The supposed egg in fig, 1, more ma^ified.
Fig, 3, Wasp-grub taken from a closed cell, with a young Rhipiphonis

fastened across its head.
Fig, 4. Wasp-grub taken from a closed cell, with a joxm.^ Uliipiplioru^m

its most usual position, lying fastened across its breast like a baby.
Fig, 6. Hhipiphorus with wasp-grub nearly consumed; side view; mag-

nified four times.

F^g. 6. The same ; three-quarters front view.
Fig, 7, The same ; three-quarters back Tiew.

I
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Fig, 8. Mature Hhipiphor-usAarvsi after it has finished eating the grub;
side view ; magnified seven times.

Fiff, 9. The same ; front view ; magnified seven times.

Fiff. 10, Head of Jthtpiphorm-la,v\B.f much magnified.

Fiff. 11. The same, looking doTVTi on mouthy still more magnified.
Fiff, 12. Mouth, showing mandibles looked-at end on.

Ftff, 13. Mandible, side view.

Fiff. 14. Legs, much magnified,

Fiff. 15, The same, still more magnified.

Fiff. 16. Cell of wasp, showing ordinary position of wasp's egg,

Fiff. 17. Wasp-grub; back view; magnified four times.

Fiff. 18. The same ; side view ; maguifled four times.

On some new or little-knoivn Shells cfcc. oj^ the Graff
Formations, By Alfeed Bell,

Having in the course of the last few years succeeded in ob-
taining from the Upper Tertiaries of Great Britain a consider-

able number of species of shells, Echini, &c. that have not yet
been recorded, the following list of those procui'ed from the

different Crags may be useful to others who are interested in

the study of these deposits.

Those species marked thus * are new to the Crag fauna (and
Avill be figured shortly from these or other specimens) ; the

others are simply new to the strata to which they are referred.

The terms C. C, H- C, N.C., Chil. ser. are used as contrac-

tions of Coralline Crag, Eed Crag, Norwich Crag, and the

Chillesford series respectively.

Heh'x hisptdaj Linn^. E. C. Butley.

^Melam2)ns fusiformis^yVoody'MS, (n. sp.). Shell cylindrically

fusiform, smooth j spire pointed, finely striated length-

wise
j whorls 6-7, columellar plaits or folds 2; teeth on

inner side of outer lip 2, Long. ^ in.

Loc. N. C. Thorpe, Suffolk.

Mnrex ertnaceuSy L. R. C. Butley. This, a specimen from

Harwich (recorded by Mr. Webster), and another from the

N. C, Bramerton, are the only shells of this species men-
tioned as having been found in the Crag. The former shell

(a fragment) is now in the Mus. Pract. Geol., Jermyn St.

;

both the others are lost.

Columhella sulcata^ Sow. C. C. Sutton.

^Admete Reedti^ Bell (n. sp.). Shell ovately fusiform; whorls

6-7, obtusely angulated towards the top, forming a shoul-

der; spire tapering, suture slight; inner lip reflected; plaits

on columella indistinct, finely striated ; costae hardly per-

.
ceptible. Long. A inch.O* 1 o

Loc, C. C. Orford. One specimen in the collection of W.
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Eeedj Esq., of Yorkj and another in that of E. Cavell, Esq.,

Saxmundham^ are all that I have seen of this handsome
shell.

Pyrula reticulata^ Yar. cancellata^ Grateloiip. R, C. Foxhall,

Waldringfield.

Fitsiis altuMy AVood. The same as Buccinum crefacetimy^eeye.

Hah. Canada^ Labrador, &c. Specimens from the Canadian
Postglacial Clays present the same decorticated appearance

as the Crag shells.

gracilis y Da Costa. The Crag shell has been referred by
Mr. Jeffreys to an American form which he proposes to call

F. curtusy a name already assigned to an Eocene species.

As the American shell {P. islandicus of Gould, not Chem-
nitz) is not known to be living elsewhere, I would suggest

. the name F. americanus as being a suitable one for it,

leaving the Crag shell, from which it differs in many points,

its provisional name till its affinities are better worked out^

Mr. Leckenby possesses a fragment of a Fusus identical

"^ith F. americanus
J
obtained from the Bridlington Crag.

'^F.JeffreysianuSyYhQlitT. K. C. Walton? (Wood), Wald-
ringfield and Sutton. Unfortunately most of the Crag Fusi
(of the gracilis type) have lost their apices and part of the

outer coating, rendering their correct assignation very per-

plexing.
* Largilliertiy Petit. R. C, Sutton. Hob. Newfound-

land.
*

2~%- in., lat. 1

Sarsiiy Jeffreys. E. C. Waldringfield.
jpropinquusy Alder. Bridlington Crag. (Brit. Mus.)

Buccinopsis Daleiy Sow. Chil. ser. Easton Bavent.
*—

—

pseudo'Daleiy Wood, MS. (n. sp.). Shell somewhat
resembling B. Dalei^ ventricose, tumid, thick, smooth, or

nearly so j base of outer lip expanding
;
pillar lip twisted,

curving outwards at base and reflected ; canal short and
open; whorls ^5 (apex concealed by nuUipores). Long.

Loc. C.C.*brford.
In a very large series of 5. Dalei from the C & R. Crags

I am unable to find a specimen similar to the above ; and
Mr. Leckenby has seen nothing to which it can be compared
amongst the recent shells of the same species, of which he
has a large number.

"^Buccinum ciliatumy Fabr. R. C. Butley.
* grcenlandicumj Chemnitz. R. C. Butley.
* glaciahy Chemnitz- Near Woodbridge. (Acton Coll.)

Nassa conglohatay Brocchi, = Desmoulea abbreviaiay Gray.
~Mab. West Africa.
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Nassa propingua^ Sow.y=N. trivtttata^ Say, Hah. North-east
America. Cliil. ser. Easton Bavent.

reticosa, Sow, ChiL set, Easton Bavent.
variabth'sj Phil. B. C. Butley (? var. Cuvzeru^ Pay-

raudeau)

.

Def
, Wood. E. C. Waldringfield.

nVj Mont. B. C Butley.

Michaud. B.C. Walton.
*

liystrix, Jan. E. C- Walton
^Pleurotoma Imvigata^ Phil. B. C. Walton. The shell

figured under this name in the Mon. Crag Moll, is of an-
other species.

intorta^ Brocchi, This may he the P. caUosCy Kiener.

ffah. ..v......

*' pyramidaliSj Strom. N. C- Thorpe, Suffolk.

*
ifa^ Mont. B. C. Butley.— violaceal^ Mighel et Adams. N. C. Thorpe, Suffolk.

^ Cyprcea dertonensts^ Michelotti. B.C. Waldringfield.

Natiea cate^ioides^ Sow. C. C. Sutton. Chil. ser. Easton
Bavent.

cirrtforinis^ Wood. B. C. Sutton and Waldringfield.

occlusaj Wood. E. C- Butley. N. C. jN^orwich. Chil.

ser. Easton Bavent.
^Amaura Candida^ Moller. B. C. Butley.

Pyramidella Iceviusculaj Wood. B. C. Walton.
Odostomia acuta^ Jeffi-eys. B. C. Walton.

conoidea^ Brocchi. B. C, Walton.
mitzia costaria^ Wood. B. 0. Butley.

densecostata^ Phil. B, C. Walton.
^EuUmella acicula^ Phil. B. C. Walton.
'^EuUma distorta^ Deshayes. B. C. Walton.
* intermedia^ Cantraine. B. C. Walton.
Triforis granosa^ Y^oo^^ = Cerithiitm horeaUy M^And., =C.
Macandrei, Beck. Hah. Noi'wav. E, C. Walton.

*
perversa^ Linn^. E. C Walton.
ithinm reticulatum, Da Costa. E. C. Walton.

trilineatum. Phil. E. C Walton.
Cerithiopsis metaxa^ Delle Chiaje. B. C- Walton.
Aporrkais pes'pelecaniy Linne. N. C. Thorpe, Suffolk.

^Scalaria pseudo-scalaris^ Brocchi. ChiL ser. Sudboum,
near Orford.

suhulata^ Nyst. B. C- Walton.
*—— Turtonisj Leach. Chil. ser. Sudboum, near Orford.

varicosa^ Lamarck. E. C; Walton, Waldringfield,

Sutton, &c.
Itissoa Stefanisi, Jeffreys. B. C Walton.
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Ri'ssoa zeflandicay Mont. R. C. Waltoiij Waldringfield.

'^Trochus granulatusj Born* R. C. Walton, Butley, &c.

^Fissurella costarta^ Basterot. C. C. Sutton. R. C. Wald-
ringfield.

^Punctitrella noachina^ Linn^. C- C. Sutton.

^Capidus? tncertusy Bell (n. sp.). Shell forming a flattened

cone, witli depressed and overhanging apex, which is nearly

on a level with the margin. Volution twisted, inclining to

the right. Opening truncated (with a slight inflexion) on

the right side ; left side expanded, sloping downwards from

the top to the centre, and thence contracting towards tlie

base. Sculpture 6-9 strong ribs or flexures on the left side,

curving lengthwise and downwards from the apex. Sur-

face finely striated all over ; lines of growth very distinct.

Long. 1-^ in., lat. -fi- in-

Loc. E. C. Waldringfield.

Two or three specimens are all that I have seen of the

above shell, all being about the same size. This species

and Capulus militariSj var. partim-sinuosus ^ Wood, also

strongly flexured or ribbed, probably belong to the genus

Brocchia^ Bronn (type Patella simiosay Brocchi), also with

these same flexures on the left side, but running in a con-

trary direction, Mr, Wood's suggestion that these are

caused by the shell adhering to a Pecten^ appears to me in-

admissible, because the flexures are always in each species

in one direction.

Capulus ohliquus^ Wood. C. C. Orford.

Lej>eta cceca^ Miiller. K, C. Walton.
^Actceon^ Etheridgii^ Bell (n.sp.). Shell elongated, scalariform

or tm-reted, thin, smooth, apex reversed ; whorls 5-6 ;
inner

lip with one strong fold on the base of the columellar lip.

Long. -^ inch. R. C. Walton. Of this elegant little shell

I have obtained but two specimens.

Tthynchonella jpsittacea^ Chemn. R. C. Sutton.

^Ostrea cristata^ Bom. C. C. Sutton.
* cocUear.VoW. C. C. (Jeff'reys). R. C. Waldringfield.

Anomia patelUformisy Linn^. Chil. ser. Sudboum, near Or-

ford.

Pecten prtncepsj Sow. R. C. Waldringfield. Chil. ser. Yam
Hill.

^ Westendorpianusy Nyst. R. C Waldringfield.
Hinmtes gigantens. Carpenter, = H, Cortesyii (Crag Moll.)

R.C.^Trimley.
Limopsis jpygmmay Philippi. R. C. Walton.
Nucula nucleusy Linn^, R. C. Butley.
Ledapygmmay Mlinster. R. C. Walton.
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Leda Jiyperlorea^ Lov^n. E. C. Butley.
Cardium angustatum^ Sow. N. 0. Thorpe, Suffolk.

interruptum^ Wood. C. C. Orford.

strigilliferum^ Wood, = <7. elegantidmn^ Moller. Hah.
North seas.

* Cardita horealis^ Conrad, = G. analis^ Phil. Chil. ser. Sud-
"bounij near Orford.

Tudista^ Lamarck, = the long variety of <7. senilis (Crag
MolL)j the shorter being the Area antiquata of Poli, but
not of Linnd, and the C. sidcata of Lamarck.

Erycinella ovalis, Conrad. E. C. Walton.
Venus ovata^ Pennant. E. C. Butley.

chione^ Linnd. E. C. Waldringfield.
^ Tapes pullastra^ W. Wood. E. C. Waldringfield.

virginea^ var. sarniensis, C. C, Orford. == T. jyer--

avails^ Wood ?

Oastrana laminosa^ ^ow
.
^ =Petricola ^'6?^<r^co5a, Kraiiss. Hob.

South Africa.

^Newra arcticaj Sars. C. C. Orford.
^Fholas dactyhis^ Linnd. E. C. Walton.
* parvaj Pennant. E. C Waldringfield.
^ Toxopneustes drohachiensis^ Miiller. E.G. Butley.
Eehinocyamus oviformis^ E. F. E. C. Walton.

MspiduliLs^ E. F. E. C. Walton.
Flahellura Woodii^ Milne-Edwards. E. C. Waldringfield.

In pursuance of a statement made by myself at the Norwich
meeting of the British Association concerning the non-deriva-
tive character of the fossils of the Eed Crag (except in such
palpable instances as those of Eocene shells, &c. : see Eeport
of Sections), I have now by me a list of nearly fifty species of
bivalves which I have seen with the valves united^ from this

deposit, including Sole^i ensisj Panopea Faujasii^ Mactra
glauca^ and many species w^hich are held together by very
slight hgamental fastenings.

On two new Siliceous Sponges taken in the lateDredging-

-ojxpedition of the Yacht ' Noma '

off the Coasts of Spain
and Portugal. By W. Saville Kent, F.Z.S., F'.E.M.S.,
of the Geological Department^ British Museum.

[Plate XV.]

In addition to the form described as Pheronema Grayi in last

month's number of this Magazine, other sponges were taken
at a considerable depth^ which, though not so pretentious in
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size, in point of structure are deserving of an equal and per-

haps even a greater amount of attention.

The first of these which I shall proceed to describe would
seem, in the present transitional condition of the classification

of the Porifera, to find its most natural position among that

group of the Silicea known as the order ArmatOSPONGI^ of

Dr. J. E. Gray, and of whicL the genera TetJiyay Microciona^

and Esperia are familiar representatives.

All the examples of this form taken were, without excep-

tion, attached to specimens of the compound Madrepore Zo^^o-

Jielia proUfera or its variety anthoj^hyllites^ . The external

aspect, natural size, of a specimen attached to the coral is in-

dicated at PL XV. fig. 1 ; fig. 2 being a transverse section of

another specimen magnified about two diameters, while fig. 3

-represents a small fragment with two dividing fascicles of

spicula which form the upright supporting pillars to the ^^pin-

<iushion-like " cortex. The spicula, entirely siliceous, which
enter into the skeletal structure of this sponge may be referred

to three distinct types*

1. Simple acerate spicula of two sizes.

a. Very minute and attenuate, not exceeding -g-^o inch in

length, PLXV figs. 4&4a.
h. Of the same type, but comparatively blunt-pointed,

averaging a length of -^ inch. PL XV. fig. 5*

2. Pin-shaped or " spinulate " spicula
; heads or bases usu-

ally pyriform, sometimes slightly depressed j average

length Vt inch. PL XV. figs. 6 a, h.

3. A minute form, most closely approaching the "palmated
inequianchorate " type (Bowerbank, Brit. Spong.
pL 6- fig. 138, spicule of an undescribed sponge)

;

varying in length from voVo to -^^* inch. PL XV.
fig. 7.

The essential characters of the sponge-body, and the rela-

tionship of these various types of spicula to the same, are as

follows

:

In the first place, we have a thin basal layer of sarcode

covering the object to which the sponge is attached, and in

w^hich are distributed fascicles of the minuter acerate spicules,

with a few isolated larger ones of the same type interspersed.

From this layer there proceed at right angles upright shafts

or pillars composed entirely of these larger acerate spicula,

attenuate at their base, but expanding and evincing a ten-

* I entirely agree with Dr. P. M. Duncan that these two forms are

simply variations of the same species.
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dency to divide superiorlj, where they become lost in tlie layer
which composes the roof of the vaulted cavity enclosed be-
neath.^ This roofing layer of sarcode^ slightly denser than the
basal investing one, contains spicula of the same type, the
fascicles of the minuter variety being particularly abundant.
Exterior to this we meet with the spicula which confer upon
the sponge its most characteristic external feature. These
belong to the "spinulate" type, and are the largest which
enter into the composition of the skeleton ; they are all so
disposed that their knobbed termination or head is directed
outwards, while the opposite attenuate extremity passes through
the superior layer of sarcode into the fascicles of large acerate

spicula forming the upright supporting pillars. A few of
these last acerate spicula are also occasionally met with pro-
jecting among the spinulate ones. The third and last type of
Spicula, " palmato-inequianchorate," occur, but not abun-
dantly, in the sarcode investing the supporting pillars j and
with these may also occasionally be found a few stray fascicles

of the smaller acerate form.
No especial oscular system appears to belong to this sponge,

and it would seem probable that all matters of nutrition are

received through temporary apertures occurring in the thin

cortical layer of the sarcode, rejectamenta being got rid of

through the same channels.

Bhaphidotheca Marshall-Halln are the generic and specific

names by which I propose to distinguish the sponge just de-

scribed,—the first in reference to the external aspect this fprm
presents under a low power of the microscope, it being so

suggestive of a well-stocked pincushion that it was impos-
sible to resist the temptation of giving a name which should
bear some reference to this resemblance ; and the one chosen

suppHes the desideratum. The specific one, I need scarcely

mention, is a slight acknowledgment of my indebtedness

to my friend Mr. Marshall-Hall, who so liberally devoted
his yacht and time to the furtherance of this expedition,

for the recent delightful cruise combined with opportunities

of indulging a keen appetite for the acquirement of prac-

tical zoological information unattainable through any other

source.

The second sponge I have to notice is, like the first,

found associated with a coral, the single specimen obtainea

being attached to a mass oi Lophohelia jproh'fera^ var. antho-

phyflites. In common with RkapMdothecay this form is also

provided with a distinct cortical skeleton ; but the nature of

this skeleton throughout makes it necessary to refer it to the
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order Coralliospoxgi^ of J. E. Gray*. Unfortunately the

unique specimen taken was devoid of the sarcode which in-

vested it in lifcj and in a fragmentary condition on its arrival

on hoard our yacht. Sufficient, however, was remaining to

illustrate the peculiarities of the form and its distinctness from

any other member of the group previously described. One
of the most striking superficial characters of this sponge

lies in the presence of numerous spherical bodies, varying in

size from the diameter of about -^ to yV of an inch, contained

within its general interior cavity j these are invested with,

and have radiating from their external surfaces, an irregular

meshwork of comparatively coarse siliceous fibres, which
pierce through the delicate inner layers and coalesce with the

external reticulation of the cortex to be presently described.

The structure of these large coarser fibres is such as to warrant

their being described as for the most part entirely, minutely,

and erectly spined j interspersed among and attached to them
are numerous minute ^'rectangulated hexradiate " spicula (PI.

XV. fig. 9 a) ; these are also spined in a like manner. The
specimen taken (about one half of a perfect individual) con-

tained as many as nine or ten of the spherical bodies alluded

to; and its general outward appearance, with some of the con-

tained spherules, is represented in PL XV. fig. 8. Fig. 9 is

one of these bodies isolated, with the investing and radiating

fibres considerably enlarged; and at fig. 10 is an example
less magnified, showing its relation to the cortical layer

beneath. At first the possibility of these bodies being of

the nature of gemmules most strongly suggested itself ; but

a clean section of one (PL XV. fig. 11) at once proved
that they were simply close aggregations of spicula forming

a dense and not altogether irregular network, comparable to

the reticulated pith of many plants, such as that of JuncuSj

viewed under similar conditions. Fig, 12 is a minute frag-

I must here venture to ainrm that this order, the Coeaxliospoxgi-s:
of Dr. Gray, embodies all the characters of a most natural one, and must
necessarily take precedence of that of the Yithea, subsequently proposed
by Prof. Wyville Thomson. It includes all these sponges ofVhich the

essential skeleton is composed of coalescent or reticulated siliceous fibres

or spicula instead of free or isolated ones. To this first character it seems
probable that that of the fundamental "hexradiate" type of the com-
•onent spicula, proposed by Wyv. Thomson, should be also added, though
rther confirmatory eyidence is wanting in many instances.
When penning my notes on Then^onema for the last Number of the

^Annals,' I did not recognize so fully as I do now the the comprehensive-
ness of Dr. Gray's order, otherwise the genus would have been arranged
under that instead of the VitrAA.
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ment of the interior of one of these bodies^ detached and
still further magnified; but it furnishes nothing more towards
the interpretation of their true significance*. The next part
demanding attention is the cortex, the appearance of .which in

longitudinal section is illustrated in fio:. 13, consistinir exte-^. J-^^ V.V^i±010mAw

riorly of an irregular and somewhat coarse network of splcula,
but having on its interior surface even reticulated laniinge of
extreme tenuity

;
these latter are strengthened by rather stouter

spicula traversing them at intervals, for the most part at right
angles, and which by frequently giving off at the point of
cz'ossing superior and inferior shafts, form connecting media
with the circumjacent reticulations, major and minor, in addi-
tion to demonstrating their hexradiate type of structure—

a

type, by the way, which is still more clearly exemplified in
the fibres investing and radiating from the spherules, though
mostly so in the minute ones attached to them. In the delicate

reticulated laminae just referred to, the component meshes are

perfectly flattened, and not cylindrical, as is the case with the

other reticulated portions of the organism—a phenomenon^ I
think, occurring m no hitherto described sponge. The super-

ficial appearance of these laminse is represented in figs. 14 &
15, and in the groundwork of fig. 10.

The dead and partly crushed condition of this sponge, and
the consequent absence of the sarcode, unfortunately prevent
me from making any observations on the minute free spicula

which we may reasonably anticipate were immersed within it.

Scientific investigators at present engaged in conducting

dredging-operations in waters contiguous to those from which
this specimen was obtained may, however, shortly be in a

^osition to fill in the missing link. As with the first sponge
escribed in this paper, no special oscular or porous system is

recognizable, though the general reticulated structure of the

admit
nutrition.

It being necessary to create a new genus for the reception

form
Mr

Fielding (to whose skilful pencil we are especially indebted

for numerous telling sketches of the lovely sceneiy through

which we passed), adding the specific one of lagettoides^ after

the lace-bark tree, in reference to the delicate reticulated

laminae associated with the cortex^ which are so strongly

*^ My friend Prof. Perceval Wright, to whom I have had the oppor-
timity of exhibiting specimens of these curious bodies, was struck with
their resemblance to the " xanthidia '^ foimd in flint—a suggestion I hope
at some future time to follow up.
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suggestive of the internal lace-like layers of the bark of the

tree in question. The following will serve as a "brief technical

restune of the two new genera and species here introduced;

each of these latter standing at present as the sole representa-

tive of its genusj the characters embodjnng the genus will also

be inclusive of the species.

Subclass P0i?/F^i?4 SILICEA^J.E.GrQ.y.

Order AEMATOSPONGI^, iJ.

Fam, EsperiadsBj tb.

Gen. nov. Rhaphidotheca.

Sponge incrustingj cavernous interiorly ; entire external sur-

face of cortex bristling with spinulate spicula having their

attenuate apices directed inwards and mingling freely with

the fascicles of simple acerate spicula which form upright

supporting pillars to the roof; fascicles of smaller acerate

spicula abundant in the sarcode of tlie cortex, and also dis-

tributed less frequently in the basal layer of sarcode, and in

that investing the shafts or pillars ; in the latter, also,

minute spicula of the " palmato-inequiauchorate " type

(Bowbk.). Oscula absent or indefinite.

E. Marshall-Halln, ib. PL XV. figs, 1-7.

Hah. A depth of 500 fathoms ten miles off the shore of

Cezimbra^ Portugal ; attached to LojyJtoTielia prolifera^

Order COEALLIOSPONGI^, J. E. Gray.

Gen. nov. Fieldingia.

Sponge adherentj consisting of a cortex of irregular reticulated

spicula, having on its interior surface numerous reticulated

laminee of extremely delicate consistence. Common cavity

of the sponge containing numerous spherical aggrega-

tions of spicular reticulations ; these invested and brought

into relation with the cortex by loose reticulated fibres of

coarser structure, having a general hexradiate arrangement;

these fibres cylindrical, and to a considerable extent mi-

nutely and erectly spined ; frequently attached to them very

diminutive spicula of the " rectangulated hexradiate" type,

these also mmutely and erectly spined. ^Nutritive and ex-

halant functions most probably performed through the ge-

neral reticulations of the cortex-

F. lagettoidesj ib. PL XV. figs. 8-15.

Habitat and associations similar to the last.
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Affinities of the described Species.

RhapJiidotheca Marshall-BaUii^ on account of its possession
of simple acerate, spinulate, and bianchorate spicula, and the
non-existence of pronged, uncinate, or stellate forms (charac-
^ristic of the Tethyad^e), falls naturally into the family
Esperiada^ of the Armatospongiae of Dr, Gray. The cha-
racters of the spicules alone suggest its close affinity to the
genus Esperia (0. Schmidt) itself; but the general contour of
the sponge-body, and the relationship of the respective fornix
of spicula to the same, forbid its being embodied In it. The
only illustration of an approach to the peculiar vaulted cha-
racter of the interior cavity of this sponge is exemplified in a
portion of the form figured and described as CiocaJypta peiii-
cillus by Dr. Bowerbank in his ^British Spongiadte ;' the other
characters of that sponge, however, are totally different, Te-
tjiya^ spinularia (Bowbk.) would also seem to show certain

affinities, and especially in the presence of fasciculi of small
acerate spicula, and in the possession of spinulate forms ; but
this last spinulate type, instead of being confined to the cortex,
are distributed through the various regions of the sponge : this
and their peculiar form (" ovo-spinulate," Bowbk.) would
suffice to demonstrate the specific difference between Dr. Bower-
bank's species and my own * while the massive character of
the sponge-body of the former, and its well-developed oscular
system, further demand its generic separation. I would, more-
over, venture to suggest that the time has now arrived for the
separation of T. spinularia from the Tethyada^ proper, the

characters of its spicula denoting the necessity of referring it

to the Esperiadse, and also in all probability to the type genus
of that family.

Regarding the new genus Fieldingia^ in the present limited
state of our knowledge of the CoralliospongiaB, it seems, dif-

ficult to establish any immediate bonds of affinity. ThioneUa
(Dr. J, E, Gray, Proc. Zooh Soc. 1868), however, in the more
massive character of its cortical layer, and in its internal reti-

culated structure, indicates a distant resemblance, yet closer

than is to be found in either Hahrodictyon, Hyalonema^ Ev-
Macandrewi

{Holtenia. Wyv
nera of the order with which we are at present conversant

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV.

Fig* 1. Rhaphidotheca Marshall-Hallii^ nat. size, adherent to a piece of

Lophohelia proKfera,
Fiff. 2. A section of the same, showing the vaulted internal structure,
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magnified 2 diameters. The dark line c indicates the boundary

of the coral.

Fig. 3. Two of the upright supporting pillars, with a portion of the cor-

tical layer or roof, showing the relationship of the pin-head or

^'spimilate" spicule, X 25 linear.

Fig. 4. A group of the small acerate spicula which occur principally in

the cortical and basal investing layers of the sarcode, X 100

linear. 4 a, a few X 250 linear.

Fig, 5, One of the larger acerate spicula which enter into the construction

of the upright supporting pillars, X 50 linear.

Fig. 6. Spinulate spicula of the cortex: a, the ordinary form; 6, upper

portion of one with head somewhat depressed, X CO linear-

Fig.7. '^Palmato-inequianchorate'^ spicula of tlie sarcode, X 250 linear.

The top figure is an example in profile.

Fig. 8. Fieldinyia lagettoides, in section, nat. size, showing the spherical

bodies with their radiating fibres contained within.

Fig. 9. One of these bodies isolated, with the Investing and radiating

fibres X 15 linear : at a and at various other parts the minute
" rectangulated hexradiate " spicules are depicted.

Fig. 10. A smaller one attached to the inner layer of the cortex. The upper

part of the figure illustrates the finer reticulated laminse of the

cortex, while below is shown a looser reticulation which usu-

ally intervenes between the former and the coarser network of

the internal cavity, X 10 linear.

Fig. 11* A transverse section of a small spherule, illustrating the internal

reticulated structure, X 40 linear.

Fig. 12. An isolated fragment of this internal reticulation, X 100 linear.

Fig. 13. The general cortex in transverse section, X 10 linear.

Figs. 14 & 15. Fragments of the inner reticulated laminae, X 50 linear.

Description of a new Species of Seisura,

By John Gould^ F.E.S.

Seisura nana^ Gould.

Head glossy greenish black; back and tail tbe same, but
someTvbat lighter; wings brownish black, the secondaries

with paler edges ; under surface white, tinged w^th buff on
the chest ; bill and legs bluish lead-colour,

Total length 6 inches ; bill |, wing Sf, tail 3^ tarsi |.
^ HahitaL Northern Australia.

Hemark. In form and colouring this species is very similar

to Seisura volitans ; but it is so much smaller as to preclude
the possibility of its being identical with that bird. It was
received from Mr, Waterhouse of Adelaide, South Australia,
accompanied by a Limosa uro^ygialis in the red or summer
plumage, and some other species common to the northern
part of the comitry.
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XXII Morpho-
logy and Classification of Rhjncliota. By Professor J. C.
SCHlODTE*.

w

L
In all the large independent works, as well as in tKe numerous
minor treatises, bj which Latreille has founded the natural
system of the articulated animals, there is an undercurrent of
merely indicated scientific views, which he has abstained from
working out, either because time and material failed him, or
because he lacked the necessary courage and confidence in his
own ability to ^itt over some mistake of observation, often
an entirely accidental one, which had stopped his progress.
Thus, for instance, his exceedingly ingenious theory of the

segment mediaire," which, rightly understood, solves so
many hard morphological knots, and is of such comprehensive
and useful application in classification, has had the fate of
being rejected by such anatomists as Burmeister, Westwood,
Straus-Diirckheim, Lepelletier de St. Fargeau, Newport,
Spinola, and Lacordaire, only because he was unable to sup-
ply that conclusive element which was required to give it

scientific certainty and support it by decisive proof—namely,
the demonstration of the apparently missing pair of spiracles

between the second and third thoracic rings in Piezata'\.

There are other cases where Latreille has incidentally pointed
out the importance of certain features in the stinicture of in-

sects which are more easily investigated, and where these

indications, which the great French naturalist had left unde-
veloped, have been investigated by subsequent authors ; but
they have rarely done more than accumulate descriptive de-
tails. As an example we may adduce a passage in ^ Le
Rbgne Animal ' (nouv. ^d. 1829, tom. iv. p. 306), where, after

having treated of the relation between the epimera and the

segments of the body, he continues in this manner :
—" Les

relations de ces parties, la grandeur et la forme du premier
article des hanches, la mani^re dont elles s'articulent avec le

demi-anneau dont elles dependent, T^tendue et la direction de
ce demi-anneau variant, le thorax considdr^ sous ce point de
vue, prdsente une combinaison de caract^res, qui est trfes

avantageuse pour la mdthode." The indication of the differ-

ences in the mode of articulation of the limbs with the body
which is contained in these words was never more fully

T: ans. iskrift,' ser. 3, voL vi

p. 135.
1866.

^nn.d^ Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 4. VoItl. 15
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developed "bj Latreille. Later zootomists and systematic

authorSj particularly Spinola and Ericlisony have certainly

occasionally turned their attention to the coxie of Eleutherataj

and distinguished between cox^e globose, transvcrsse^ and

conicae. But these distinctions, which only take into consi-

deration the external form, are in themselves saperficialj and

lack the desirable sharpness and certainty of application^ even

when considered from the merely descriptive and diagnostic

point of view—^because coxce globose, by a gradual elongation

downward^ insensibly become coxce conica?^ and by lateral

extension at last coincide with coxas transversa? , whilst the

latter^ when inclined inwards and downwards, become undi-

stinguisliable from cox?e conica3. Besides^ coxse of each of

these forms may be more or less moveable, and there is an

insensible transition between those which are deeply inserted

into sockets of articulation and those which are more super-

ficially fixed ; in consequence of which the distinction which

now and then is made between cox^ fixae and cox^ mobiles^

not only does not state any thing about the mode of movement^
but is without connexion with the distinctions made with re-

gard to form. These distinctions, therefore^ however useful

they may be within a limited systematic division, do not touch

the central point of the question, which I hope to be able to

place in a clear light by the following considerations.

The limbs of Articulata articulate with the body in two

principal ways, corresponding to two fundamental forms of

coxse

—

coxGB cardinatm and cox(b rotatorice.

CoxcB cardinatce^ are either immoveably connected with the

body, or they can only be moved slightly from side to side, or

backwards, in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the

animal. The mobility being reduced, the epimera and the

sternum, which are intended to contain the muscles serving

for the movement of the cox^e, are correspondingly reduced in

size, whilst the coxa itself, which in this case alone has to

accommodate the muscles which move the remainder of the
' leg, becomes more expanded and capacious in the same pro-

portion. .Where powerful movements are executed in a hori-

zontal plane, by which the leg at the same time describes a

large arc, particularly in running or swimming, the large coxa
is furnished with a groove (scrobiculns femoralis) on its ex-

ternal surface, in order to obtetin space for the bending forward
of the leg.

Coxm rotatorice can be turned round their own longitudinal

* This expression is horrowed from Vitruvius (in tlie paper "De aliis

testudinibus, Schneider's edition, i. 301).
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axis. In this case the muscles which move the coxae always
demand more space, and in the same proportion the epimera
and the sternum are increased in size. The coxa itself being
rendered more independent of the neighbouring parts bj its

greater mobility, may and does vary considerably in size,

but retains always a rounded shape, and is always fitted in a
deeper socket. In legs serving the purpose of walking, the
rotatory coxa is frequently very small and reduced to a mere
node of articulation for the remainder of the leg, whilst its size

IS often very considerable where the legs are used for running
or swimming, and still more in fossorial legs. In the fonner
case the cox^ will be separated by a considerable interval, and
placed so near the sides of the animal that the movement of
the leg becomes sufficiently clear of the body; and no groove
will then be necessary for facilitating the bending forward of

the leg. But in the latter case the coxae must meet in the

middle, as the large cursory and natatory forms of coxte cardi-

natfe
j and a groove will then be necessary also in the case of

coxse rotatorife. Typically, however, this combination is as

much calculated for walking as that of the coxae cardinatae

is calculated for running, springing, and swimming.
Both forms of coxa may occur in the same animal, particu-

larly in this way—that only the foremost or some of the fore-

most pairs of limbs have rotatory coxse. When those limbs
which serve for the progression of the animal have cardinate

coxfs, the animals may be described as Pagiopoda] but when
the progression of the body depends on limbs with rotatory

COX93, we may describe them as Troclmlopoda,

The great majority of Articulata of all three classes are

Pagiopoda in a great variety of modificationSj in many cases

affording excellent characters for natural divisions, which
have not yet been made use of, but which cannot be further

explained in the present treatise. A considerable number of

Eleutherata and Ehynchota are Trochalopoda ;
and it is with

regard to the latter of these orders that the whole subject ha|

been mooted here, because, when combined with certam other

elements of structure which have likewise hitherto been over-

looked or not rightly inteq^reted, they may serve for a more
natural classification than that which has hitherto been
adopted.

IT-

The classification of Ehynchota stands in scientific respects

still at the same point at which it was left by its founders,

Fabricius and Latreille; it is scarcely possible to point out
any new or fruitful idea which has been applied to it since.

15*
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At the same timej this order has, during the last two or three

decenniaj been Avorked np with predilection by a number of

specialists, to whose untiring and in part very meritorious ex-

ertions we are indebted for an astonishing Increase in the num-
ber of described species. The isolated merely descriptive treat-

ment of the contents of the different museums, however, has had

its usual consequences : the classification has become a mere

register of specific characters; the distinction between its cate-

gories has been rendered evanescent ; and it has ceased to re-

flect the typical unity of the morphological variations. So

far from the true understanding of the structure and life of the

animal having been fiu-thered, the state of our knowledge, on

the contrary, as may be seen by consulting the newest and

most used manuals, has receded several steps behind the stand-

point to which the leading works of thirty years ago had
Drought it. In the following, however, we shall confine our

investigation of the present classification to those cardinal

points which come into consideration in establishing the

scheme which Ave propose.

The very first point in the morphology of Rhynchota, which

is of primary systematic importance, is erroneously stated by
all the authors that I am acquainted with.

The two natural suborders Homoptera and Hemiptera are

in their whole habitus so distinct that even the most super-

ficial investigation cannot fail to appreciate their difference

;

and the perception of these two suborders can be traced in the

writings even of the very earliest naturalists. But it was
found that a suitable diagnosis of their difference could not be

obtained by means of the changeable forms of the wings ; and
it was then proposed to distinguish them by means of the

place of insertion of the rostrum, w^hich was supposed to be

fundamentally different in the two orders, of which accordingly

one, the Heteroptera, often were described as Frontirostriaj

whilst Homoptera were described as Gulcerostria. In the

former case the rostrum was supposed to take its origin from the

epistoma, in the second case from the underside of the head
h}^ostoma. This view is undoubtedly at variance alike Avith

common sense and the first elements of a scientific appreciation

of the structure of the head in Articulata. It is true that it

has been adopted by men of scientific spirit and knowledge,
like Latreille, Dufour, Burmeister, and others, who cannot
possibly have been ignorant of the fact that the parts of the

mouth in all cases have their basis on morphologically the

same parts of the head, AvhatcA^er position these parts may
occupy in the general outline of the animal, according to the

exlsrencies of its structural combinations. But these zoolo-

\
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gists evidently thought that they might content themselves
with treating the matter from the point of view of simple
horismology, and that^ at any rate^ the distinction practically
worked so well that a morphologically true character might
be dispensed with, just as ichthyologists are content to say
that the mouth in Sturgeons and Plagiostomata is placed on the
under surface of the head. But the fact is that the definition

does not hold good even if it is understood in a purely horis-

niological sense—that is^ even if the parts are named without
regard to their morphological value. Between the structure
of the Reditvii^ where the rostrum appears as an immediate
continuation of the top of the head^ and that of Cicadce^ where
it closely adjoins the prosternum, there is a series of insensible

transitions, represented by the swimming species, as well as
by many living on the land, such as the Platycephala] and
the whole question about the so-called position of the rostrum
resolves itself into tliis, that the forehead is more or less bent
in under the head. The distinction hitherto supposed to be
expressed in the position of the rostrum is as untenable as

that derived from the wings ; and the diagnoses of the two
suborders have become so loose and indefinite, and, by addi-

tional explanations and restrictions so prolix, that, in the

new manual of Fieber on the European Ehynchota-fauna (a

volume in large octavo), they fill respectively nine and sixteen

closely printed lines in small type. There is evidently here a
serious defect in our knowledge. Unless a clear and well-

defined mark of distinction between the two suborders can be
found which is connected with their mode of life and expresses

a morphological difference, it is far better to unite them: the

present uncertain and tentative mode cannot satisfy any body*

It is evident that the rostrum must correspond to the food.

But the sharply defined varieties of form and the manifold

combinations of division of labour which solid food, by its

varying degree of resistance to prehension, division, and de-

glutition, necessitates in the appendages of the mouth are, as

a matter of course, only to a small extent observable in Khyn-
chota, which only live upon organic juices, animal or vegeta-

ble. The rostrum naturally varies to some extent in strength,

length, curvature, stiff^ness, &c., according to the nature of the

surface which has to be perforated before the nutritious liquid

is reached ; but we cannot expect to find any sharp lines of

demarcation between these different forms, because when the

animal has got hold of the body to be perforated, the work to

be performed by the pungent instrument will always be essen-

tially the same. But it is quite different with those organs

which are to enable the animal to find the suitable sui-face,
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reach it, and get it in its power. Whether the animal runs

about hunting living game, and keeps it by force whilst suck-

ing out its blood, or slinks from place to place as a parasite on

the skin of another animal, or remains immovable for days

and weeks on the same part of a plant, in lazy sociability, and

fills itself with the juice, these are differences in the mode of

life which must be accompanied by corresponding differences

in the organs of sense and movement j and we find accordingly

that Rhynchota vary in this respect to a very great extent,

whilst they exhibit a striking uniformity in the structure of

their mouth. Similar conditions of life occur in Antliata.

But whilst In Antliata the structure of the imago, on account

of the complete metamorphosis, is more exclusively calculated

to serve the propagation of the species, the structure of tlie

adult animal in Khynchota is equally determined by the exi-

gencies of the propagation of the species and the nutrition of

the imago itself. Hence arises the overwhelming, teeming mul-

titude of different forms, in which Rhynchota surpass all other

orders of insects, and which renders the interpretation of their
|

morphology and their classification a task of so great difficulty

and intricacy that entomologists have prefen-ed to evade it

instead of attempting a solution of it, and carried the sub-

division so far that their efforts at recognizing the types of

these animals have ended in the suicidal result of considering

very nearly each species to represent a generic type by itself.

But although, as we have just explained, such variation in

the structure of the mouth as we meet with in animals which
catch and masticate their food by means of the appendages of

the mouth cannot be expected in sucking animals like the

Bhynchota, it cannot, on the other hand, be supposed that the

great difference which upon the whole must exist between
animals which exclusively live on vegetable juice, such as

exclusively feed on animal juices, and those, finally, which
partake of both kinds of nourishment, would not, in the midst
of all this richness in form, be marked by some decisive and
distinctive anatomical feature. More particularly we may
confidently assert that the quiet expanded surface of the plant

demands quite other properties in the structure of the Ehyn-
choteoua animal than the sharply defined, plastic, rounded
body of the living animal writhing and turning about under
the attack of the blood-sucker. In both cases strength in

directing the thrust of the rostram is required, particularly in

the former case ; but there is one provision required by the

blood-sucker, which would be most injurious to the sucker of

vegetable juices; and that is, facility in changing the aim of

the rostrum during use, particularly as many blood-suckers
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first kill and tlien suck, and consequently must often repeat
the thrust. In this latter case the whole figure must be
slimnierj the head smaller and susceptible of lateral and rota-
tory movements; whilst the shape of the head and rostrum
for the rest may vary very considerably according to the
nature of the prey. But in the former case the general figure
of the animal will naturally be shorter, more thick-set ; the
head, more particularly, will be larger, because it is to accom-
modate the more powerful muscles required for penetrating
the firmer vegetable surface; while at the same time there
IS no need of the head being capable of turning to the side

or round its longitudinal axis, nor is there any occasion
for considerable variations in the form of the head or the
rostrum, as these animals can always assume essentially the
same position in the act of perforation and suction.

The blood-suckers, moreover, require principally fitness for

running and walking, whilst those which live on vegetable

juices want adaptation for springing and flying. On closer

examination, this circumstance will supply us with the true

key to that difference in habitus between Heteroptera and
Homoptera which has been dimly recognized almost from the

beginning, but which entomologists have not yet been able to

express satisfactorily in their diagnoses, though in practice

they have rarely erred in referring any particular species to

one or the other of these suborders. The reason why the

difference in question has not yet found a satisfactory exjn-es-

sion in systematic diagnoses, is this—that in proportion as

the Heteropterous type is accommodated for subsistence on
vegetable juices, it is as it were veiled by an imitation of the

Homopterous cicadarian type. The main point is, that in

the phytophagous type of Rhynchota the head is so modified

m shape as to enable it Xo receive support from theprothorax;
for the thrust of the rostrum cannot be executed with collec-

tive force if it is directed out from the body of the animal

;

the requisite force is obtained only when the thrust is directed

inwards, supported by the weight of the animal and its firm

footing on the surface in question. Therefore the rostrum is

always directed backwards; and when the animal is to become
exclusively phytophagous, special an-angements become ne-

cessary in order to render this direction the only one possible,

so that the whole power may be concentrated in this direc-

tion only.

The broad and flat form of the head of the Cicada^ which is

not capable of turning, is imitated by the head of bugs, Avhich

are not exclusively blood-suckers, although their head is always
capable of turning* The imitation consists in this, that the



Somoptera. First pair of coxse articulate with the cheeks.
Heteroptera. Cheeks and first pair of coxai do not touch

each other.

III.

^
All Homoptera are Pagiopoda and phytophagous ; they ex-

hibit a great variety of forms, which, however, all range
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head, without augmentation of its inner capacity, is increased

in size by expansion of its margins—a planwhich entails similar

expansions of the prothorax and, at least in part, of the follow-

ing body-segments. In such bugs as, for instance, Cvnices
|

and Coreij including Tingides and Aradt^ head, thorax, and

abdomen may have the appearance of considerable size, and a

shape reminding one of the Cicadce^ whilst, in reality, with

regard to space for the soft parts of the body, they are not larger

than the slimmest Reduviu But in spite of the expansion of

the margins, the lateral and rotatory movements of the head,

which are conditions of carnivorous habits, are not much cur-

tailed, because the neck retains its shape. In Homoptera this is

diiFerent : the head is really as large (that is, as capacious) as

it appears outside. Here, then, we have got at a fundamental

difference, which may be obscured to the more superficial

consideration, but which in its nature must be thoroughgoing,

and which in reality expresses itself with all desirable sharp-

ness in a certain feature of external structure. In order to

cause the two contrary movements, viz. the pressing backwards
of the head and the rostrum and the pressmg forwards of the

body, to cooperate under the most favourable conditions by
the diminution of the distance between their starting-points, *

the forehead is bent so far in under the animal that a struggle

for space, so to say, arises between the head and the fore legs,

which only can be solved by a compromise, namely thereby, #

that the coxae of the fore legs to a certain extent are accommo-
dated in the head, in excavations of the cheeks, which con-

sequently, though it sounds absurd, really take part in the

formation of the articular socket of the first pair of coxge. By
this arrangement it becomes, of course, impossible for Homo-
ptera to turn their head during perforation or suction; they

are unable to do more than to raise or depress it a little*. In

Heteroptera no such thing takes place, however broad and flat

their head may appear : the cheeks only reach to the proster-

num, but never so far as the front legs, and the head therefore

retains its capability of turning on the protracted cervical

process. These facts, then, lead to the following diagnosis of

the two suborders :—
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themselves into one series, proceeding withont lateral branclies
from Cocci to the true Cicadm^ in one and the same direction,
the lowest stage being characterized by sedentary habits (with
propagation during summer without previous development of
sexes), the higher ones by different degrees of freedom of
movement—particularly springing and flight, and various com-
binations of these two modes of movement, which necessitate
special developments of head and thorax as instruments of
balance, causing the fantastic appearance of many Fulgorfdee
and Membracidge.
Amongst Heteroptera, on the other hand, some are ex-

clusively blood-suckers j others subsist both on vegetable and
on animal juices ; and they exceed therefore the Homoptera
in variety of form. Some are Trochalopoda, others Pagio-
poda.

The coxse of trochalopodous Heteroptera are round and, at

least on the outer side, embraced by a projecting margin of the

metathorax, which corresponds to their outline, whereby a
proper socket is formed. These Trochalopoda comprise two
great divisions—those which feed on mixed food, and the
pure carnivora.

A, Trochalopodous Heteroptera living on mixed food,—The
tendency to expansion and thick-set structure which we have
explained above as characteristic of phytophagous habits,

shows itself here, even in the slenderest species, also In the

metathorax, which has the appearance of a plate, of which the

posterior margin forms a projection of varying extent, beyond
the first abdominal segment. By degrees, as carnivorous
habits prevail, the lateral edges of the body are less expanded,
and we observe a gradual transition from the sliort angular

^^S'type with elliptic transverse section to the elongated oval

shape with even lateral margins and increasing depth of body.
This series of bugs has been broken up by systematic authors

into a number of small families, mostly based on general

habitus, but in part also based on the number of joints in the

feet and in the rostrum. But the number of tarsal joints may
be different in species otherwise nearly allied, and the tube
of tlie rostrum is in reality four-jointed in all Rhynchota

;

'when they are sometimes said to have a rostrum of a less

number of joints, this really only means that the basal joints

are small, partly hidden by the projecting parts of the fore-

head, and not counted. I consider it far more natural to de-

termine the steps of this series by the position of the antennse,

"v^diich depends on the different degree and the direction of the

expansion of the head—that is, by the marks pointed out by
Fabrlcius and Latreille,—the antenna being either inserted
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tinder the margin of the forehead or free at their insertion,

and in the latter case inserted either at the top of the head, in

the same line as the eyes, or below the ejes on the sides of

the head. Thus we arrive at three large families

—

Cimices

(w^ith Tetyrce and the fossorial group of Cydnini)^ Corei (with

Aradi and Tingidce)^ and Lygtei. It is only within the latter

family that predatory habits so far predominate that the first

pair of limbs are sometimes dereloped into instruments for

catching the prey.

B. Purely carnivorous trochalopodous Hetero'ptera,—The
whole structure is calculated for freer movements ;

the project-

ing margin of the metathorax is wanting^ and the root of the

abdomen is entirely uncovered. The first pair of legs are

generally adapted for catching the prey. This series of bugs,

too, has been divided into a number of small families, and
they have in part been mixed with those of the preceding

series and with Pagiopoda. This group may naturally be
divided in a manner corresponding with the local circum-

stances of life. Reduvii (with Syrtis and Nahis)^ which live

on dry land, have terminal claws ; Hydrometrcej which nm
on the surface of water, have the claws inserted above the

point of the foot, and are, at least on the ventral surface,

clothed with an aeriferous felt. Both families consist of ani-

mals living in atmospheric air, and have free antennse and
spiracles. Those of the third family, Nepm^ climb or row ?

under water, and have short antennge hidden under the

cheeks ; their spiracles are by special contrivances secured

against the entrance of the water ; and the last pair is trans-

formed into a long respiratory tube.

The triangular posterior coxse df the pagiopodous Hetero-
ptcra join the metathorax with the whole of their open base,

and occupy Its posterior margin
; they reach, consequently, as

far out to the sides as the metathorax, but a part of their real

extent is sometimes hidden by the margin of the metathorax
forming a flat projection which covers their external part,

without, however, embracing the coxa as in Trochaloj)oda.
The Pagiopoda are all blood-suckers. From the morpho-
logical point of view, these, therefore, repeat the series offorms
observed in Trochalopoda—but with this difference, that the

basis of the abdomen is naked. Recent authors, not being
aware of the important character which binds them together,

have split them into a great number of small families, and
mixed them up with Trochalopoda. According to the localities

In which they live, they are divided into :

—

AcanfMw [Capsus
and Mirisy Anthocoris^ &c., and Xylocoris^ Salda^ Lepfopus)^

with free antennae ; Pdegoni^ living on shores, with hidden

\
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antennae and cursorial limbs j and swimming-Lugs, with hidden
antennae and swimming-legs. The latter are again divisible

eir back {Notonectce) ^ boat-shaped,
and with free rostrum, and those which swim in the usual po-
sition, which again are divisible into Naucorides^ w^ith free

rostrum and free metathorax, Belostomata^ with free rostrum
and the sides of the metathorax covered by the overreaching
lateral parts of the mesothorax, and Gorixcej with Jiidden ros-

trum and free metathorax. The family of Acanfhice comprises
species indicating, so to saj, the developments of the type into

the other families : Pelegom more particularly are indicated by
Salda. For the rest, it is still doubtful whether PeUgom and
Naucorides can be sharply distinguished from each other.

In trochalopodous as well as in pagiopodous Heteroptera,
the articulation of the abdominal segments is in the same
degree more moveable as the structure is more exclusively

calculated for caiaiivorous habits, particularly when the ani-

mal lives under circumstances which in themselves require

greater flexibility of the body, for instance, in the w^ater, or

hunting on plants ; but if it seeks its prey on an open and
even surface, the abdomen may be as inflexible as in suckers

of vegetable juices. Thus the joints coalesce along the middle
of the ventral surface, not only in many Cimices^ but also in

naany HeduviL In many LygcBi^ in NepcEj Nahis^ Aniho-
cariSy &c. the edges of the anterior segments meet on a level,

"whilst the posterior segments are imbricate; but in Caj:)st all

the joints are imbricate, and the whole abdomen very move-
able, &c. These differences afford in several instances useful

marks for groups and genera.

warm
animals and possess a telescope-formed rostrum, are pagio-

podous, but must, in accordance with their general structure,

be treated as a separate division, Siphtinculata (Latr.), of

equal value with Heteroptera and Homoptera.

IV.

The classification to w^hich the views explained in the

foregoing necessarily leads entails, in several respects, such a

thorough revolution in the hitherto received arrangement,
that it can scarcely look for ready and immediate accep-

tance by hemipterologists. But nothing will offend tliem

more than the demolition of the division of Cry]3tocerata, which
hitherto has been looked upon as irremoveably established^

This division as now accepted is remarkable for uniformity
m general appearance, and possesses an easy and decisive

character in the short and hidden antennae : it will there-
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fore, foot of all, be objected to my classification that it dis-

solves a natural division which has been long recognized as

such, and that it does away with the generally accepted distri-

bution of Heteroptera in Geocores and Hydrocores. My
answer is that Cryptocerata [Pelegoni^ Nepce^ Naucorides^

CorixcBj Notoiiectce) are not united together except by features

which are connected with their life under water, and that

NepcB on the one side, and Notonectce and the other families on

the other side, are not less different from each other in all

points of their structure than Dytisci and Hydrojyhili amongst

Eleutherata. In Nepm the posterior limbs are moved alter-

nately, as in Hydrophili] like these latter, they crawl and

climb and row about ; and in both families peculiar modifica-

tions of certain organs are required in order to facilitate respi-

ration—in Hydrophili of the antennae, iuNeiyce of the last pair

of spiracles: in Naucorides^ Corixce^ and NotonectcBj on the con-

trary, the movement of the posterior limbs is isochronlc, as in

Dytisci] they are like these typical swimmers; and no special

arrangements are required for the sake of respiration, as the

surface of the water can always be reached without difficulty,

not to mention that the highest-developed water-bugs swim
with the ventral surface upturned. I anticipate an objection

to this—namely, that Cryptocerata show themselves to form a

natural division in the structure of the thorax, being the only

division of Heteroptera with separate epimera. But this is

simply an error: Cryptocerata have imdivided thoracic seg-

ments like all other Rhynchota ; a real open seam between
sternum and epimera is never to be found. Nor is it dif-

ficult to trace the origin of the mistake. The fact is that each

group of muscles belonging to the limbs moulds that part of

the thorax to which it is attached into a separate form ; and
the lines of demarcation between these divisions project inter-

nally in proportion as the muscles are stronger; these boundary-
lines appear outside as slightly impressed lines, and, on account

of their thickness in the depth, they appear with a darker colour

when the background is light. The water-bugs,being supported

by the medium in which they live, do not require such thick in-

teguments of the thorax as those which live on dry land ; their

colours are never very dark, never metallic, but generally grey
or yellow, in consequence of which the integuments are more
even, smooth, and lamelliform than in land-bugs, and the

boundary-lines between the parts occupied by different sets of

muscles far more striking to the eye. It is likewise an erro-

neous appreciation of facts when it is stated that the metathorax
in Corixce is furnished with " parapleurse " (that is, epimera
separate from epistema) ; for the cox^ do not at all articulate with
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these " parapleuraa," which are nothing but lamelliform pro-
jections of the metathorax itself, separated bj an indentation,
"which serves to get more space for the bending forwards of the
posterior limb. Nor is this projection peculiar to Corixce^ for
it occurs also in Salda—that is, in quite a different division
from Crjptocerata.

How entirely entomologists have allowed themselves to be
guided in the arrangement of this division bj superficial

impressions of general similarity, is evident from the fact that
Naucoris^ merely on account of the oval shape and the strong
development of the anterior legs for catching prey, has been
placed between Pelegoni and Nepce^ and separated still further
from CorixcB.. its nearest relatives, by the interposition of No-
tonectce (see M. Fieber's paper^ " Genera Hydrocoridum secun-
dum ordinem naturalem in familias disposita:" Prague, 1851,
4to), But, above all, the juxtaposition of Nepce and Belosto-

mata in one and the same family shows that classification here
has only been founded on superficial similarities. Burmelster,
who, like the majority of earlier autliors, even reckons Naucoris
amongst Ne-pce^ and states that all Avater-bugs of this family
respire through tubes which project from the apex of the abdo-
men, is obliged to add that these respiratory tubes are wanting
m many Nejxe^ particularly in the malesj and that they are

also wanting in the larvce (see '^ Handb. d. Entomologie/ ii.

192, 195). Fieber attempts, in the paper just quoted, to

bring about uniformity in this respect by stating that the

so-called respiratory tubes of Nepm do not serve for re-

spiration, but are genital appendages j whilst in his work
on the European Hemiptera-fauna, he states that these tubes

belong to the genitalia in Belostomata^ but are of a difierent,

pot yet discovered, nature in Nepa and Eanatra. The truth

IS that these appendages are fundamentally different in nature

and origin in the pagiopodous Belostomata^ Avhere they belong
to the genitalia, and in the trochalopodous iV^^x^, where they
are respiratory tubes. Just as the medium in which the

animals live and move requires short antennae and a felt

covering of the ventral surface in all water-bugs, whatever
be their typical differences, so a parallelism may be observed
also between other modifications of different types of water-

bugs
; with regard to Nepm and Belostomata^ we observe it be-

sides in these points—that the side of the metathorax in both
IS covered by the lateral part of the mesothorax, and that in

both the ramified antennae serve as air-reservoirs.

V.

We arrive here at a point of structure which is still shrouded
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in great obscuritj^ namely the number and position of the spi-

racles in Heteroptera* Scarcely two authors agree on this

subject; and there is no vestige of any one having so much as

thought of any fixed rule being observable in this respect.

Ifj for instance^ we turn to the newest manual* (Fieber's

well-known and indispensable work on the Khynchota of

Europe)
J
we read (p. 9) that ^^ The spiracles of the body,

stigmata, appear only now and then clearly on the dorsal

rings, and are, with the exception of some genera of Hydroco-

rides^ always to be perceived on the sides of the ventral sur-

face as small perforated knobs (Taf. i, fig. 30, «'). The spiracles

of the thorax are placed on the sides of the raetathorax, and
show an elongated slit, surrounded by a thick or lamelliform

margin (Taf. i. figs. 1, 2, 30, 7>), which sometimes terminates

on the outer side in a corniform prolongation (some Berytidi^

Oxycareni). More rarely, each segment of the thorax has its

own spiracle." A little before, in treating of the prothorax

(p, 7), it is stated :

—

'' The prothorax rarely has a spiracle " ; and
in treating of the abdomen (p. 8),

^^ Tlie connecting marginal
piece, connexivum, which is turned round from the ventral

surface to the back (Taf. ii. fig. 2, Z>), carries the dorsal stig-

mata, which in Nepa particularly clearly are covered by a

membrane." According to the statement on p. 8, the stigmata

of the abdomen are situated on the dorsal surface ;
according

to p. 9, sometimes on the back, but always on the ventral

side ; the thorax, we are to understand, has only sometimes
spiracles between the prothorax and mesothorax, more rarely a

pair for each segment, but always a pair on the metathorax.
Any reader, however, who understands that the last statement
contains a physiological impossibility, and therefore examines
M. Fieber's figures in order to obtain further information,

will easily perceive, if he is at all conversant with the anatomy
of Rhynchota, that what the author represents as spiracles are

no spiracles at all, but simply the orifices of the odoriferous

glands. It is an old error, and was committed even by
Latreille :

" Le mdtathorax des pentatomes, des scutell^res

offre inferieurement uiie paire de stigmates" (RfegneAn. nouv.
dd. iv. p. 294, footnote).

The venerable L^on Dufour treated the matter far more

* It is of still less use to consult the general manuals in comparative
anatomy, as all tliey contain in tLis respect concerning the structure of
Insecta and Articulata in general is a confused mixture of a little that is

ti-ue and a great mass of error ; and no one has undertaken to verify the
statements^ and view them from a more comprehensive morphological
oint of view. This holds good even with regard to the manual of
ieboldjtowhom, however, no blame attaches, as a better result could not

be attained without new and comprehensive investigations.
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thoroughly in his highly meritorious and hitherto unique,
though now in a great measure antiquated, work on the
Ehynchota. He sums up the result of his conscientious
investigation in these words:—"Appareil respiratoire forme
de stigmates toujours places \ la paroi inferieure du corps • • .;

une paire de stigmates pectoraux, quatre, six ou sept paires de
stigmates abdominaux" (Eech. Anat. et Physiol, sur les

Hemipt. p. 278). This statement is put forth as being valid
with regard to all Rhynchota, The only pair of spiracles of
the thorax which he knows is placed between mesothorax and
metathorax (p. 235) ,*• iu some cases, however, he shnply
denies the existence of any spiracles on the thorax, as with
regard to Nepce^ concerning which he says :

—"C'est un fait

mcontestable que la Nbpe et le Ranatre n'offrent aucune trace

de Texistence de stigmates thoraciqucs "
(p. 245). With re-

gard to the abdominal spiracles he specifies his general state-

ment thus^ that the common number is six, but that Miris and
Capsus have seven pairs. He mentions this as " un trait ana-
tomique fort remarquable "

(p. 243) ; but he considers it still

more remarkable that the female of Coreus {Syromastes) mar^
ginatus (L.) has seven pairs, whilst the male has only six; and
m ti'eating of the lateral part of the last abdominal segment of
the female, he exclaims :—^" Mais ce qu'il y a de fort remarqua-
ble dans ce repli, c'est qu'il est stigmatif^re : en sorte que la

femelle de cet insecte a une paire de stigmates de plus que le

male ^'
(p. 206). In Nepa he finds abdominal stigmata only

m the third and fifth segments—that is, three pairs in all be-

sides the respiratory tubes, which he considers morphologically
separate organs, " independant des seginens propres de Tabdo-
men"_(p. 246).

Against these statements concerning Nepa, Burmeister ob-

serves (Handb. d. Ent. ii. p. 197) that, with regard to the thorax,

he cannot fully endorse them, because he has found a pair of

spiracles between the metanotum and the first dorsal segment
of the abdomen. It escaped Burmeister's attention that L<5on

Dufour had both described (p. 2bQ) and figured (fig. 196, e) this

organ, although he had refused to put it in a line with the or-

dinary spiracles and described it as a " sachet utriculaire."

For the rest, Bm^meister justly observes that^as these animals
fly, they must have spiracles on the thorax ] and he modestly
adds that, inasmuch as it is well known how very difficult it is

to observe these, they might exist in Nepa^ although so^ able

an anatomist as Leon Dufour had been unable to find them,

Burmeister himself had several years before (Handb. d. Ent.

!• p. 174) indicated the existence of a pair of spiracles between
the prothorax and mesothorax in Ehynchota ; and it seems
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therefore that afterwards, when the second volume of his

manual was published, he did not wish to maintain his former

statement as universally correct.

According to my own very extensive investigations, the

facts are the following.

Rhynchota hetcroptera possess, without exception, ten pairs

of sph'acles; and their distribution is exactly the same which I

have demonstrated long ago in Eleutherata.

The first pair is placed in the connecting membrane between

the prothorax and mesothorax. It is in most cases to be found

only with great difficulty, and only by a very careful and
skilful investigation. It i^ery easily escapes attention on dried

specimens, as it cannot be seen till the prothorax is taken

away; but in this process the connecting membrane between
the segments generally breaks in the very line of the spiracles,

which thereby become so lacerated that the remains of their

peritrema can only with the greatest difficulty be recognized

on the margins of the broken membrane. The proper way of

demonstrating these spiracles is to disarticulate the first and
second pair of legs, cut out the prosternum and mesosternum
together, and then continue the dissection from above ; when
the ventral surface is cleared, more and more of it is cut away
until the connecting membrane is isolated. The same pro-

ceeding may be used on dried specimens by first boiling them
a couple of minutes, or longer, according to the size of the

specimens.

The second pair of spiracles is rightly described by earlier

authors
;

it is hidden behind the seam between meta- and
mesothorax, and is visible only when the animal exerts itself

in flying or running. In ' Nepce and Behstomata^ where its

existence has hitherto been denied by all, it is nevertheless in

its ordinary place and of considerable size. The reason why
it has hitherto escaped detection is, that these animals possess

a very remarkable arrangement to prevent the entrance of

the water, the epimera of the mesothorax being continued

in the shape of a lamelliform cover, reaching beyond the

metathorax to the base of the abdomen. This has not been
observed; and the spiracle has been sought in vain because
entomologists have sought it under the edge of this cover,

which has been mistaken for the suture betw^een the two seg-
ments, instead of looking for it under the real suture. This
latter is not to be seen before the cover is removed to a little way
in front of the second pair of coxse, when the spiracle appears
very clearly. It is only near its edge that the cover is close-

fitting
;
further forwards the metathorax is so much inflected

as to leave a considerable air-reservoir between it and the

\

t
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cover outside the spiracle. It is easy to see the importance of
these arrangements for the respiration of the Nepm. They
come to the water flying^ no doubt after long-continued search,
and with the walls of the thorax violently distended by the
exertion of the thoracic muscles ; and in the same moment
that the water closes over them they must dispense with the
means of respiration of which they made use dm'ing flight. It is

therefore a matter of the greatest importance to them to be able
under all circumstances^ merely by closing the covers formed
by the mctathorax, to get time to recover without danger of
suffocation ; they are thus rendered independent of the sur-

rounding medium^ until they can begin to make use of their

respiratory tube. Something similar must hold good with
regard to Belostomata^ though their respiratory system is

otherwise so different from that of Nep(B ; but nothing further
IS known with regard to the circumstances of life of these.

tropical animals.

The third pair of spiracles is placed on the back of the

animal, hidden by the wings, between the metanotum and the
first dorsal segment of the abdomen. It has hitherto only been
observed in Nepa^^ as stated above, but exists really in all

Heteroptera. It is large, and those who are sufficiently con-
versant with the structure of spiracles will not fail to see It

j

but others will easily be deceived by the various membranes
which are placed between the places of insertion of the wing-
muscles and the roots of the ribs of the wings. This is the

pair which I have called spiracula metathoracica in Elcutherata,

giving to the two anterior pairs the names respectively of

spiracula prothoracica and mesothoracica ; and in the choice of

this name I have been guided by the fact that this third pair

of spiracles does supply the metathorax with trachese. It seems
to me that no more striking proof of the justice of this view
can be demanded than the fact that these spiracles, together

with that dorsal segment which is situated behind them, are

moved forwards to join the thorax when the abdomen becomes

pedunculated.

The fourth and following pairs, including the tenth, are

placed on the ventral side of the pleural fold of the abdomen.
There are consequently seven pairs of abdominal spiracles

;

and that entomologists hitherto have only known of six pairs,

or in some cases of one pair more in the female, has a double
cause. In the first place, the projecting posterior margin of

%

the metathorax covers, in many trochalopodous bugs, as wc
have shown, a greater or smaller part of the first abdominal
segment, together with the spiracles of this segment, which
in that case do not become observable till tliis marginal plate

^nn.db Mag. K Hist Ser.4. TW. vi. 16
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is removed. In the second place, a collision arises between tlie

exigencies of the seventh pair of spiracles and the modification

of the last abdominal segment for the purposes of generation,

in consequence ofwhich the spiracle often is soeffectualljhidden

out of sight that it is not observed till the segment is entirely

lifted out. In the females the pleural fold remains broader than

in the males • and it must therefore be accidental, or perhaps

rather owingto awant of perception of thegeneral law, that Ldon
Dufour saw it only in the ^male of Syromastes marginatus

and not in those of other Cimtces and Corei in general.

But in the males the last ventral segment is made use of for

the organs of copulation to a much greater extent ; and the

pleural fold is so much reduced in extent that, as stated, the

spiracle quite disappears from view and is not seen till the

middle part of the segment is entirelytaken out of its connexion;
but with proper attention it can then always be seen. That
L^on Dufour only saw it in Capsus and Miris was because the

last abdominal ring is more moveable in these genera than in

all other Ileteroptera.

A more detailed account of the structure of the organs of

respiration would be beyond the scope of the present treatise

;

and I shall therefore confine myself on this occasion to a short

notice of a few points which are too closely connected with
the preceding to be entirely passed over in silence.
• The abdominal spiracles are round and open in all bugs
living in the atmospheric air j but in those which live under
water, they are partly modified in various ways, partly ac-

companied by special arrangements. In Nepce the first two
and the penultimate pairs are exceedingly small and appa-
rently closed ; the thhd, fourth, and fifth pairs very large, but
closed by a plate presenting the appearance of a sieve, whilst

the seventh is prolonged into a pair of air-tubes. The ex-

tremely remarkable structure of the large spiracles, however,
as well as of the two which are situated behind the prothorax
and behind the metanotum respectively, has not yet been pro-

perly demonstrated, and requires a new and thorough investi-

gation. On the present occasion I shall only mention this

essential fact, which is of importance for the following, that

from the seventh pair (the respiratory tubes) two large trunks
of tracheae run through the whole length of the body*. In

figure 196
' Rech. Anat. et Physiol, sur les Hemipt/ ; it gives a good elementary

arra

assertion that the thorax 13 entirely without spiracles.

le whole fore part

accordance with 1
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all tlie pagiopodous water-^ugs all the spiracles of the ab-
domen are uniform and open, but turn their openings out-
wards and backwards^ not downwards, in consequence of
which thej are difficult to find, unless the ventral surface is

carefully examined in "this very slanting position; outside

ous

f

{NotonectcB^ where these borders, in connexion with the
keel of bristles along the ventral sm-face, form a complete roof
over the layer of air), or of short close felt {Belostomata)^ ox
else the whole ventral surface is closely covered by short felt

{NaucoriSj Corixce) ; and from each spiracle a large trunk-
trachea proceeds to the interior, whilst the two large longitu-

dinal trunks characteristic of Nepce are here wanting-
Mistakes with regard to the spiracles of the abdomen have

often been caused by the occurrence in most bugs of a series

of impressions, sometimes having the appearance of short

lines, sometimes of slightly impressed spots of a lighter colour

than the surrounding ventral sm'face, sometimes of more or

less deep points, which series is placed alongside the row of

real spiracles, in most cases inside it, sometimes outside, or

there may even be a row of impressions on each side of the

row of spiracles. Inasmuch as these impressions, owing to

their size and their colour, stand out in stronger contrast to

the ventral surface tlian the spiracles, they have often been
mistaken for these, though the absence of an opening, or of

any thing that might be taken for the peritrema of the spira-

cles, easily convinces an attentive observer of the true nature
of these impressions. These correspond to protuberances on
the inside of the segments, which serve as points of attach-

ment for a very complicated apparatus of ligaments and
muscles whereby the trunk-tracheaa w^hich spring from the

spiracles are closed and opened.

VL
In the foremost part of the abdominal cavity of Heteroptera

two large, orange-coloured glandular sacs are observed, the

odoriferous glands. Their secretion, an ethereal oil, is the

source of the peculiar penetrating smell which is so well

kno\yn from the common bug, but which
^
in many other

species is rather to be described as aromatic than as dis-

agreeable. Ldon Dufour has described the main features of

these glands in several genera. I shall here confine myself
to noticing their external apparatus, which in several cases,

as already mentioned, have been mistaken for spiracles. The
two ducts open on the metathorax. A distinction must be

made betu^een \\ie spout witli which the opening is often fur-

IG*
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nished, the spout-groove^ which sometimes occm'9 as a con-

tinuation of the spout, and, finally, the evaj^orating-siirface^

which surrounds the opening and is intended to retain the

secretion while it evaporates, and to prevent it from running

down over the neighbouring parts, particularly the second

pair of spiracles. To this end the surface is very finely gra-

nulated, and at the same time undulated-rugose. In the

detail of their structure these parts exhibit so many varieties,

that they are often of importance for the systematic diagnosis

of the animals ; and as they have hitherto been very little

noticed, a general account of their distribution and principal

forms will be of use. I shall principally take the examples

from among the Danish species, which are quite numerous
enough (more than three hundred species are known from

Denmark).
In the family of Gimices there are some in which there

seems to be no external indication of a glandular apparatus
;

amongst the Danish genera, PMmodera and Odontoscelis are

in this case. In the others the opening is always situated on
tlie side, at a greater or smaller distance from the coxae, but

exhibiting many varieties as to size, shape, spout-groove, and
evaporating-surface. In Tetyra Jiottentotta and maura the

opening is at a distance both from the coxte and from the

anterior edge of the metathorax j it is very narrow, and has a

long straight groove, with narrow and sharply raised edges, and
terminating with a sharply defined rounded outline ; the evapo-

rating-surface extends only to the metathorax, but is very

large, surrounds the Avhole apparatus, and is externally bounded
by a sharply defined arched line. Coreomelas and Legnotus

have a highly developed, long, raised sprout-groove, extend-

ing along the suture of the mesosternum, and terminating in

L, picipes with a projecting tooth ; the evaporating-surface

is very large, and extends backwards, more or less sharply

defined, over the metasternum, covers the whole suture of the

mesosternum, reaches some distance beyond the mesosternum,
and sends a continuation forward along the margin of the

elytra. In Pcdojps^ JElia^ Cimex melanocephalus^ vernalis^ and
baccarumy the opening is small, lateral, without a proper spout-

groove
; the evaporating-surface is extensive, and forms an

oval spot which covers the suture between metasternum and
mesosternum. In Strachia and the other members of the

same group the opening is nearer to the coxse, there is no
spout-gi-oove, the evaporating-surface is small, and does not

stretch so^ far inward as to reach the metasternum. The
other Danish species of Cimices have a well-developed, long
spout-groove, of which the external extremity is specially

f

i
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observable in C. pinicolaj prasinus^ nigricornis^ audi rufipes^
on account of its black colour, whilst the sternum is green

;

the evaporating-surface in all these species is very large, and
reaches so far as to occupj part of the mesosternum.
A similar arrangement to that of these species of Cimex is

seen in Acanthosoma\ the extremitj of the spout-groove
prmects considerably in A. lituratum^ which at the same time
is distinguislied from the other Danish species of this genus by
a remarkable round black spot on the green chest, immediately
under the point of the spout-groove. Asopus^ too, has a long
spout-groove, but the evaporating-surface is here very small
and restricted to the metatliorax j at the same time botli it and
the spout-groove vary according to the species- The spout-
groove is of a red colour, with a metallic-green point inA.hidens^
whilst the underside of the thorax is yellowish grey, "with

black spots
; in the other species the groove has the same

colour as the chest generally, with a black spot in A. luridus

before the point j the groove reaches as far as the anterior

edge of the metathorax in A, sanguinipes, but terminates in

om* other species before reaching the margin j it is short and
straight in A. punctatus^ long and cm'ved in the others j in

A. punctatus only the anterior border is raised^ whilst in the

others both margins are swollen ; in ^. bidens the fore margin
is twice as thick as the posterior margin j in the others the two
margins are equal. The evaporating-surface is of a dull

black, whilst the chest is of a metallic green, in A. ccerideus
j

in the other species it is of the same colour as the chest ; it

readies entirely round opening and spout in A, luridus and
A. bidens

'j
but in the other species it only covers the space

immediately inside the opening of the duct, and is continued
from there a shorter or longer distance outwards along the

sides.

In Gorei the opening is situated nearer the coxte, or even in

the middle of the sternum, between the posterior and the

second pair of coxa?. In Syromastes and Coreus it is lateral,

turned outwards, forming a short, widely open split, with very

raised margins, and without a spout-groove ; the evaporating-

surface is not plainly circumscribed, it surrounds the open-
ing, and has a narrow prolongation on the mesothoracic suture.

In Pseudojyhlceus nuhilus the opening is close to and in a line

with the second pair of coxae, is long, wide open, with highly

raised borders, and a projecting, very short spout-groove broadly

rounded at its extremity j the evaporating-surface is not

plainly defined, and occupies both sicles of the mesothoracic

sutui^e- In Alydas the large oblong opening is placed on the

sternum close in front of the third pair of coxcc ; it has
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sharply defined^ highly raised edges, but no spout-groove
;

the cvaporating-surface forms a narrow ring round the open-

ing and a small spot in front of this. In Corizus crassicornis

the openingj which is placed far inwards on the sternum, is

exceedingly small and difficult to find, pimctiform, without

spout-groove or evaporating-surface ; -whilst our other species

of Goriziis have a large, wide opening between the coxae, with-

out spout-groove, the evaporating-surface forming a narrow

sharply defined strip covering both sides of the sutiu'e between

meta- and mesothorax, of which latter the edge is finely and

shortly pectinato-dentate. Om' two species of Chorosoma agree

in this respect with Gorizus crassicornis. In Berytus the

evaporating-surface is very large, quadrangular, reaching the

mesosternum, and behind sharply separated from the arched

epimeron ; the opening is small, situate on the sternum, has

in B. crassipes and clavtpes no spout-groove, but in the other

species a long, curved, sharply defined groove, terminating ex-

ternally in B. dedans with a tooth. In Aradi and Tingidm
the opening, wherever I have succeeded in discovering it, is

exceedingly small, punctiform, destitute of spout-groove or

evaporating-surface.

In the family of Lygcei there is less variety. The opening

of the duct is generally near to the second pair of coxae. In

Cymus glandicolor and Garicis it is oval, the edges projecting,

almost forming a tube, and externally prolonged into a short

spout, but there is no evaporating-surface ; in Gymus didymiis

on the contrary, the spout is continued into a long groove

terminating In a point which projects from the body like a

dagger, and the entire under surface of the thorax is de-

veloped as evaporating-surface. GMIacis agrees more nearly

with the two preceding species of Gymus^ except that the

margin of the opening is very little raised. In Nysius the

opening forms a long slit, with highly raised margins and
short rounded spots ; the evaporating-surface occupies the

entire side of the metasternum, excepting the borders. In
Phygadicus and Lygceus the form oi the opening is as in

Nysius^ but there is no evaporating-surface. The numerous
species of i?A?/paroc^roww5 vary but little amongst themselves

:

the opening with its short spout is generally slightly curved,

and but little raised above the general surface of the body;
and the evaporating-surface forms an indistinctly defined,

almost quadrangular spot on the side of the metasternum

;

only in the group of Sfygnocoris the opening is more round,

with tubiform projecting margins and very short spout. In
Geocoris the opening is oblong, with highly raised margins,

but the cvaporating-surface is confined to an indistinctly

s
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defined ring round the opening. Ischnodemus is distinguished
"by a lateral opening situated on an elongated protuberance.
of which the margin projects outwards round a long pointed
spout, which is considerably raised j the evaporating-surface
13 as in Rhy^arochromits

.

HydrometrcB and Nep(B seem to be entirely destitute of
odoriferous glands ; I have at any rate searched in vain for
any external opening.

In Eediivii these organs are generally very little developed.
It is exceedingly difficult to find the small punctiform open-
ings of the ductSj which are placed in a small impression
close in front of the posterior pair of coxas ; and in many
species of this family I have sought them in vain. Only in
Nahis the openings are shaped like a slit, and rendered still

more observable by the existence of a slightly impressed,
narrow spout-groove, which is continued, close in front of the
posterior coxa, a little way upwards, on the side of the meta-
sternum ,• but there are only slight vestiges of an evaporating-
surface.

On account of the considerable development of the second,
and still more of the third pair of coxse, in Pagiopoda, the

lateral part of the metasternum becomes very naiTOw and
pomted, and the place for the glandular apparatus therefore more
confined. In Capsns the lower extremity of the side of the

metasternum is occunied bv a small evanoratinsr-surfac

bounde i

exhib
raised margins, but very short spout. The variation in

shape is but small ; the groups of Pithamis and Melanocoris
are distinguished by the considerable development of the

margin. In Mirts the opening varies morej but the evapo-

rating-suiface is generally less developed, and less sharply

defined. In Miris^ sens, strict., the posterior lip of the spout
is continued into a short thick knob ; but in the groups of

Notostira and Leptoptei^na the whole of the short spout is con-

siderably raised ; in the group of Trtgonotyhis the opening is

very fine, with short narrow spout-groove, of which the

slightly raised ; but the most remarkableare

arrangement is that of the group of TeratocoriSj where the

opening is still more minute, punctiform, and hidden between
the last two pair of coxae, in consequence of which it is diffi-

cult to discover, unless the coxae of the second pah- are re-

moved : both groove and evaporathig-surface are wanting. In
Antkocoris^ Xylocoris^ and Acanthia^ the whole of the meta-
sternum is developed as an evaporating-surface ; the opening
is rather large, the spout-groove sharply and deeply cut, but
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varying in shape and sizej in Anthoeoris it is short and

straight; in the two other genera long and curved; in Acan-
thta it is raised in the shape of a leaf directed backwards^

and receding as far as the suture of the mcsonotum. In Myr-
medohta and Microphysa the opening is small^ groove and
evaporating-surface slightly developed. Neither in Saldce

nor in Pelegoni^ nor in the swimming Heteroptera, Notonectce^

Belostomata^ Naucorides^ and Corixce^ have I been able with

certainty to discover any external opening which could be

supposed to belong to the glandular apparatus^ although this

must exist at least in some of them. (Jorixm are more par-

ticularly accompanied by a very perceptible bug-smell, and I

have convinced myself that the odoriferous glands exist in

tliem ; but I have not succeeded in finding their external

openings.

VII.

In accordance with the preceding considerations, I propose
the following classification

:

I. Gen^ excavatas, coxas primas excipientes.
I

[Coxse posticte cardinatEe^scrobiculis femoralibus instruct^.]

Subordo HOMOPTEKA.
r

II. Genae integral, a coxis remot^e.

Subordo Heteeoptera.

A. Coxae posticas acetabulat^e, rotatoria, scrobiculis femo-
ralibus nuUis : Trochalojpoda.

a. Epimera metathoracica laminata, segmentum primum
ventrale abdominis obumbrantia.

1- Antennse basi obtecta^- Fam. 1. Cimices.
T

2. Antennae totse detectse.

* Antenna? pr^eoculares. Fam- 2. Covet.

** Antennae infraoculares. Fam. 3. Lygmt.

h. Epimera metathoracica lamina ventrali carentes.

1. Unguiculi superposlti. Fam. 4. Hydrometrce.

2. Unguiculi terminales.

Epimera metathoracica maximam partem epimeris

mesothoracicis obtecta. Spiracula abdominalia
ultimi paris siphunculata. Fam. 5. Nepce.

Epimera metathoracica tota detecta. Spiracula
abdominalia a^qualia. Fam. 6. Reduciu
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B. Coxae postic£e cardinat^^scrobiculis femoralibiis instructse :

Pagiopoda.

a. Antenna? detectfe. Fam 7. AcantliiGe.

h. Antennae obtectse.

1. Corpus depressuni, pronum.

a. Hostriim liberum, ,

< t Epimera metathoracica detccta.

* Pedes cursorii. Fam. 8. Pelegoni.

** Pedes natatorii. Fam. 9, Naucorides.

tt Epimera metathoracica maximam partem cpi-

meris mesotlioracicis obtecta. Fam. 10. Be-
lostomata.

/3. Rostrum obtectum. [Epimera metathoracica de-

tecta^ appendiculata.] Fam. 11. Corixce.

2. Corpus naviculare, supinatum. [Epimera metathora-

cica detecta. Kostrum liberum,] Fam. 12. iVb-

tonectce.

XXIIL

—

Notidce Lichenologicce. No. XXXIIL
By the Rev. W. A. Leighton, B.A., F.L.S., F.B.S, Edin.

In the ' Flora ' of 1864^ p. 487; Dr. Njlander proposed to place
Endocavj^on Guepintiy Delis., in a new genuS; which he named
Endocarpisciinij on account of the thallus containing "granula
gonima.

' Dr. Hepp had previously arranged this lichen in a
a new genuSj Guepinia^ because the asci were polysporous.
But as Guepinia had akeadj been appropriated bj Fries to a
genus of the Hymenomycetous Fimgi, the name could not be
used amongst Lichens.

Recently Dr. F. Baglietto, in Nuova Giorn. Bot. Ital. vol. ii.

P' 171, has instituted a careful microscopical examination of
the fructification in its progressive stages, and finds that,

although in an early stage it is pyrenocarpous, yet in ma-
turity it becomes gymnocarpous, and expands into a perfect

patellulate apothecium. On this account he proposes to

constitute it a new genus, Guepinella^ which he considers to
rvo n-«To.4. i_* - n . j1 _ _. TT _•_ "VT"? _. __ aTbe to the genus Hepp
family of the Peltigerei, He

GUEPINELLA, Bagl.

Apothecia thallo primum inclusa, sensim aperta urceolato

saccata, demum perfecte discoldea a thallo elevato margi

I

I
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nata. Lamina proligera tennis, ceraceo-gelatinosa, e strato

gonimlco enata, excipnlo proprio destituta. Sporidia exi-

gua, simplicla, nyalina; in ascis elongatis polysporis. Thal-

Ins cartilagineo-coriaceus, nmbilicatuS; monophyllua*

Guepinella myriocarpay BagL

Thallus cartilagineo-coriaceuSj umbilicatus, snbrotnndatus, ut

plurimnm undiilato-lobulatnSj supra viridi-olivaceus, mar-

ginibus tumidulis, reflexis, albido-grlseis^ subtus nudus et

cameo-fulvus* Apothecia discreta, qnandoque contiguaj

primum punctiformi-veiTucarioidea; matura discoidea ; disco

nudo, fusco-rnbiginoso, bnmecto sanguineo, lamina proligera

iodi ope csenilescit. Asci polyspori, crebri, elongato-clavati,

basi subpedicellati. Massa sporigera apice mucronis ad

instar constrlcta membrana ascorum propria conspicne bre-

viore. Paraphyses capillares subflexuosae, apice pallide

anrantiaco incrassato. Sporidia exigua, elliptica, obtusa,

simplicia^ hjalina.

Syn. :

—

Endocarpon Guepini^ Delis, in Duby et DC- Bot.

GalL 594; Fr. L. Enrop. 410; Mont, in Arch. Bot. vol. ii,

304; Sch^r. En. 233; Nyl. Prod. 175, Expos. Syn. Pyren.

13 ; Korb. S. & G. 101 ; Bagl. Esc. Lich. in Comment.
Crittog. Ital. i. 344, & vol. ii. ; Bagl. e Cares, Catal. Lich.

Yals. 413 ; Anzi, Catal. Lich. 102.

Exs. Schser. 598; Erbar. Crittog. Ital. ser. 1. 391; Eabh.
Lich. Eur. 621 ; Anzi, Langob. 233.

Specimens of G. myrtocarpa^ BagL, exist in the Hook.
Herb, at Kew, from Dr. Mougeot, Vosges ; and Swan River

(Drmnmond, 92), authenticated by Dr. Nylander as Endo-
carpon Guepinij Delis.

XXIV.—Professor Hackel aw^Mr. E. Ray Lankester on the

Affinities of the Sponges. By W. Saville Kent, F.Z.S.,

F.R.M.S., of the Geological Department of the British

Museum.

Fresh from the learned Professor's lecture-room, a more
worthy champion of HackeFs doctrines than my friend Mr. E^
Ray Lankester could scarcely have been lit upon ; and the

only matter of surprise to myself has been that the champion
so long delayed his advent.

The whole force of Mr. Lankester's argument turns upon a

misinterpretation of my views, which 1 must immediately
rectify; beyond this he has not a single fact to oppose in

refutation of the views he combats ; and his statement regard-

i
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ing the destructible nature of my position h^ to say the least,

somewhat premature.
When admitting that, far back in the remote ages of time,

there probably did exist a something equivalent to Prof.
HackePs Protmcus, the expression was meant to carry with it

the vaguest possible significanccj and simply as an acknow-
ledgment of my faith in the doctrine of evohition. The whole
tenor of my paper bears me out in this assertion ; and I was
also then under the impression that Hackel himself sought to
convey nothing fmlher. Eefemng once more to his article,

however, I find he supposes this organism to be sac-like, with
a smgle terminal orifice—a view which I certainly had and
nave no intention of indorsing, all the evidence attainable
du'ectly conti'overting instead of favouring such a proposition.

Protascus is a simply theoretical form, which in my estimation
Avould serve equally well for the prototype of half a dozen
other at present distinct groups of the Invertebrata as for that
of the Sponges and Corals. The open sac-like contour of all

existing Coelenterates and a few exceptional Spongiadte has
probably been arrived at by two very difierent processes of

evolution ; and every grain of evidence, analogical, histolo-

gical, and ^^psychical^'* we can bring to bear upon the subject,

most directly favours this interpretation.

Homological or '^ homogenetic^^ (taking the liberty of bor-
rowing from Mr. Lankester's armomy) affinities, in the very
strictest sense of the term, we can establish none j and analo-

gical ones are, as Mr. Lankester himself admits, but small

mdeed, if they must not altogether subside into mere resem-
blance of outward form, or, at the most, ^' homoplastic^'^ affi-

nities. These considerations have, however, already been
discussed in my former paper, and need not be repeated here.

Mr. Lankester criticises the use I make of the terms " ho-

hands
unfortunately in the

es of interpretation; and Mr. Lankester himself

despair of defining ^l^*^ir liTnih^ hv other means, n
it necessary to preface his criticisms with a paper in which,
ty the introduction of several new terms, he ingeniously

achieves the required end. These new terms he makes use of
in his criticisms—a mode of attack, at all events, bearing the

stamp of high originality. At the time of penning my first

paper, unfortunately these had yet to be evolved, and the old

terms enjoyed the most protean significance.

Mr. Lankester's newly forged weapons, however, are brought
forward to do battle with a shadow ; while at the same time
the new ray of light, now illuminating and defining the exact
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boundaries of the terms in question, materially assists us in

demonstrating wliat little practical use we can make of them
in' attempting to establish the close affinities of the Sponges to

the Corals.

Mr. Lankester next objects to my making use of psychical

•manifestations in instituting comparisons between the two

groups ; and may not this be said to display unexj^ected evi-

dence of the "conservatism " with which he taxes me? In

seeking to solve Nature's truths, should we take a one-sided or

two-sided view of the case alone^ or bring all the light and

evidence we can to bear on every point ? Mr. Lankester's

verdict appears to be in favour of the former alternative.

Mr. Lankester accuses me of persistently comparing extreme

forms : the ideal diagrammatic sponge-body I made use of in

illustration was exaggerated to an amount of radial symmetry
never really occurring, in order to strain the comparison as

much as possible in HackeFs favour.

At the same time Mr. Lankester does not hesitate to quote

the highly individualized forms Euplectella and Granttaj and
to enumerate all the most complex structural qualities pos-

sessed by any Porifera, in his scarcely successful endeavour
to show that "there is really an enormous gap between
Sponges and those Protozoa which come nearest them."

Mr. Lankester's third objection to my remarks is his charge

of conservatism, or, as it would appear, an undue regard for

authority. Doubtless Mr. Lankester's views on this subject

are very different from my own ; but in the outset of life I

willingly confess to feeling a very high regard for the opinions

and experiences of those veterans in science who occupy the

foremost ranks.

The fourth objection, and, in Mr. Lankester's estimation,

the " clearest evidence of weakness " I display in my opposi-

tion to Hackel's views, is my proposition that the Sponges
should still be collated with the Protozoa—a subkingdom, as

Mr. Lankester most sagaciously suggests, including in addi-

tion the classes of the Amoeboidea, Foraminifera, Gregarinas,

Kadiolaria, Infusoria, and possibly the Monera.
This " disorderly lumber-room " (the expression is some-

what conservative, carrying with it the aroma of authority),

as Mr. Lankester designates the subkingdom, he considers

demands a change more than any other ; but he does not pro-

pose any practical improvement, neither would the carrying-

out of Prof. HackeFs latest views on this subject effect so

desirable an end. All systems of classification are more
^

or

less ideal, and simply subordinate to our convenience, facili-

tating om- clear conception of the relations of Nature's myriad
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forms. The progress of science^ and the unveiling to us of
innumerable other hitherto unknown varieties, will serve hut
to demonstrate still further that ideality but at the same time
the more natural the system of groupmg we adopt and the
closer the bonds of affinity existing between the subordinate sec-
tions of these groups^ the more perfect and intelligible must that
system of classification become, and the more clear and correct
our contemplation of the vast whole. Because the affinities of
the lowly organized animals forming the Protozoic subkingdom
have hitherto considerably baffled our comprehensiouj are we
to give up the task in despair, and scatter them among other
well-defined groups, and thus increase instead of diminish
our difficulty? A "disorderly lumber-room" may be set in
order and converted into a well-appointed apartment without
having recourse to pitching the fm-niture out of the window.
Already even, within the last few years, the cordon has been
gradually closing in around these Protozoa, showing with
what justice the Spongiada; have been collated with the other

representatives of the group j and the " enormous gap '^ sepa-
rating the one from the other, which Mr. Lankester conjures
wp, dwindles into insignificance when we contemplate the
structure and properties of the Flagellate Infusoria, recently
made known to us by the praiseworthy and patient investiga-
tions of Mr. James-Clark, or, on the other hand, of sucli

Kadiolaria as Mr. Archer's newly described genera Ra^hidio-
l^Jiyys and Heterophrys.

Tlie " enormous gap," again, is well nigh spanned by repre-

sentatives of tlie Foraminifera. SqnamuUna scapula (Carter)*
Was first considered to be, and described as, a Sponge by Dr.
Bowerbank. It devolved upon Mr. Carter to discover its true

nature
; and in recording it, he remarks upon the " nice di-

stinctions that exist between the Foraminifera and the Sponges,
especially in the minuter forms." The pathway to the other

Protozoa is clear enough.
Professor Hackel's brilliant theoiy is deserving of the

greatest praise ; but theories without facts to support them are

l>ut of little value ; and when, instead of this, we find that

facts militate against them, their acceptance must necessarily

Dr.
organism to the SpongiaJfe, after having obserA^ed that the "globular
heads " of the spicules were directed outwards, a mode of aiTangemeut
which had not then been known to occur. An illustration of the un-
reliable nature of negative evidence only is afforded in the pages of this

Magazine (p. 217), where, under the name of Rhaphidotheca Marshall^
Ilallii^ I describe a Sponge which possesses this arrangement of its

spinulate" spicula as one'^of its m(ist characteristic features.
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lead to error, and the cause of science suiSfers rather than be-

nefits by their adoption.

Had the learned Professor's proposed scheme of collating

the Spongiadse with the Coelenterata offered an evident im-

provement on the existing arrangement of the two groups,

and reallj bestowed upon the Sponges a more " intelligible

position in the classification of organisms " than they now pos-

sess, none would have been more open to conviction or would

have more warmly advocated its general acceptance than my-
self; as it is, the step would be but one of retrogression. The
day may arrive when an organism will be discovered em-

bodying the characters of the two groups in such a manner
that it will be difficult to draw a line of demarcation between

them, and their coalescence will be rendered necessary ; but

at present the merest tyro in zoology discriminates unhesi-

tatingly between a Coelenterate and a Protozoan, let the latter

belong to the Spongiadfe, Kadiolaria, or Amoeboidea.

Whether Prosycum may or may not be regarded as the

veritable stock-form of the Calcispongige must remain an open

question, though maturer reflection would rather induce me to

search for it among the allies of CUstoUntMda. Even Prof.

Hackel himself admits that the Sponges without flue or oscu-

lum are probably primitive sponge-forms.

I would also venture to express doubts whether it is among
the Calcispongise we are to seek the form most closely con-

necting the Coelenterata with the Protozoa, recent observa-

tions on certain living Silicea and on Calcarea or Calcispongi^

having afforded me the greater amount of evidence in favour

of the former group.

Mr. Lankester refers to Frotohydra^ a Hydrold Zoophjrte

devoid of tentacles, and consequently simply sac-shaped, hair

sahellariim^ again, has only two tentacles ; and there are num-
bers of Anthozoa in which these appendages are almost alto-

gether rudimentary ; but no difficulty has ever been expe-

rienced in determining the coelenterate nature of these animals-

Such an organism as a simple sac-shaped Sponge, without a

supporting skeleton of some kind or other, from the very na-

ture of its substance, could not exist ; as with the young lady

of the period, tight lacing and whalebone must be represented

by spicula or reticulated fibres to preserve its shapeliness

;

the Hydrozoon, on the other hand, is built up of firmer stuff,

and is independent of mechanical means of support.

These considerations suggest the following relative to

Hackel's hypothetical sac-shaped Profascus. In the first place

we must assume that organism to have been far simpler than

either the existing Sponges or Corals which he supposes to

I
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have been evolved from it. The Sponges, it is on all sides
admitted, are the simpler of the two. If simpler than the
Sponges, its nature must have been Protozoic ; and, knowln^
what we do of the highest representatives of the Protozoa, we
may suggest the following

:

1. The simplest Sponges have no skeleton.
2. Sponges with skeletons are highly developed forms.
3. All cuj:)- or sac-shaped Sponges have skeletons.
4. Prototype Sponges probably had no skeleton.

.\ Prototype Sponges, including ProtascuSj were not cup-
shaped.

The word Protozoa may be substituted instead of Sponges-
m the foregoing lines. The reasoning is, as a matter of course,

partly hypothetical, and is not laid down dogmatically
;
jet it

IS theoretical evidence in addition to the far graver one of facts

opposed to the probability of Professor Hackel's hypothesis.

Mr. Lankester has evidently not made himself familiar with
the Paleozoic Zoantharia, or he would scarcely have contra-
dicted so emphatically my suggestion that m that remote
epoch the Corals had already reached the zenith of their de-

velopment. Should he feel inclined to further cultivate their

acquaintance, he may encounter forms far more complex than
those peopling the existing seas.

One sentence in Mr. Lankester's criticism of my paper is

somewhat obscure, viz, :
" We must also remember that the

currents directed by cilia in the Sponges and the contractile

organs round the mouth of Actinozoa are special developments
gradually attained by these two diverging stocks which their

common parent possessed but in general outline," The
" homology," " homogeny," or " homoplasy " existing between
an organ and a result is difficult of comprehension.

XXV.— On two Species of Land-Plsiniiriedfrom Borneo.

By the Eev. W. Houghton, M.A., F.L.S.

To the Editors of the Annals and Magazine of Natural Historrj,

Gentlemen,
I have received the enclosed sketches of two species of

Land-P/anari6B from Mr. Alfred Everett, Sarawak, Borneo,

hich I shall be glad to receive what information

corresnondents can erive. Mr. Everett does not

concemm
your

1

r'|i

worms
external

" No. 1 is taken from a living specimen, and is pretty accu-

rate
; it was found on a leaf below Tambursan Cliff. The
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body is extremely mobilej exuding a plentiful and veiy tena-

cious mucus ; the stripes do not quite meet below, where the

orange tint is lighter. Bodj capable of much elongation ; the

black transverse stripes are encircled by a halo of light yellow.

Lengthy when extended^ 2f inch. No. 2 is merely a sketch

from memory ; but having since seen another individual of

the same species, I am able to correct it. The frontlet when

1

at rest Is semilunar, as in No. 3, and the lateral extensions I

The white stripes should not

the ground-colour, and
have given it are exasrsrerated.

be so regular white being rathe

dark blackish brown banding and marbling it rather irregu-

larly. Both kinds are of much the same size ; and there is

nothing in their externals to prohibit their being included as

members of one and the same genus. No. 1 was discovered

by my brother, Mr. Harold Everett, the oth^r by myself."
Mr. Everett adds that he has been unable to detect any

Planarlan worms in the fresh waters of the part of Borneo
where he resides, but that the hot and humid jungle seems to

be favourable to the existence of terrestrial species*

I believe that little attention has hitherto been given to the

study of these Turbellarian worms ; and it is much to be hoped
that Mr. Everett will extend his observations and give us

further particulars relating to the species he may meet with in

Borneo. Years ago Mr. Darwin d!escribed several species of

foreign J^and-Planarue in your pages (see Ann. Nat. Hist. 1844,
vol. xiv. p. 241). Various genera have been found in America,
Ceylon, Australia, &c. One species of Jjan([-Pla7iarta (P. ter-

restris) has been observed in this country, first by Mr. Jenyns
in plantations at Bottlsham Hall (see ^ Observations in Nat.

Hist.' p. 315)—who, correctly identifying his species with the

Fasciola terrestris of O. F. Miiller (Verm. Terrest. et Fluvlat.

p. 68), called It "the ground-fluke,"—secondlyby SirJohnLub-
bock, Bart., in the plantation of High Elms (Jouni. Linn. Soc.
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vol. X. No. 43) ; and, thirdlj^ by myself in damp earth of a field

opposite my house, and also under decaying fungi in the
woods of Ercall Heath, Shropshire. 3tecznikow (Bull, de
TAcad. Imp. d. Sciences de St. Petersbourgj s^r. 5. vol. v.)
has described a form of Land-P/a/zar/a which he discovered
m the Botanical Gardens at Giessen a few years ago*, under
the name of Geodesmus hilineatus. This, I am certain, is

uite distinct from the Planaria terrestris of Dug^s (Annales
es Scien. Nat. vol. xx.), since found in England by at least

three individuals. I still adhere to my opinion that the English
speciesj which is identical with the Fasciola terrestris oi Mtiller
and the Planaria terrestris of Dug^s, is a true Planaria^ dif-

fernig from that genus in no essential anatomical particulars.

Prof. Grube has a memoir " Ueber Landplanarien " (in Jahres-
bericht der Schles. Gesellsch.' f. vaterl. Cultur, 1866, pp. 61--

64), but I have had no access to it. Would you kindly give
your

I remain, Gentlemen,
Yours faithfully,

W. Houghton* M
Preston Rectory, Wellington; Salop.

August 12, 1870.

PKOCEEDINGS OF LEAEJs^ED SOCIETIES.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

April 28, 1870.— Treasurer and

Yice-President, in the Chair.

"On an Aplanatic Searcher, and its effects in improving High^
power Definition in the Microscope." By G, W. Royston-Pigott,
M.A., M.D. Cantab., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.S., F.C.P.S., formerly

Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.

The Aplanatic Searcher is intended to improve the penetration,

^/^plify magnifying-power, intensify definition, and raise the objec-

tive somewhat further from its dangerous proximity to the delicate

covering-glass indispensable to the observation of objects under very

high powers.

The inquiry info the practicability of improving the performance
of microscopic object-glasses of the very finest known quality was
suggested by an accidental resolution in 1862 of the Podura markings
into black beads. This led to a search lor the cause of defective

definition, if any existed, A variety of first-class objectives, from
the -^^ to the \, failed to show the beading, although most carefully

constructed by Messrs. Powell and Lealand.

Experiments having been instituted ou the nature of the errors.

It was found that the instrument required a better distribution of

^nn.&Maa.N.Htst. Ser.4. VoI.yu 17
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power,—^instead of depending iipon the deepest eyepieces and mo3t

powerful objectives liitherto constructed, that better effects could

be produced by regulating a more gradual bending or refraction of

the excentrical rajs emanating from a brilliant microscopic origin

oflight.

It then appeared that delusive images, which the writer has ven-

tured to name eidola^^ exist in close proximity to the best focal

point (where the least circle of confusion finds its locus), and

:

(I.) That these images, possessing extraordinary characters, exist

princij)ally above or below the best focal point, accordingly as the

objective spherical aberration is positive or negative.

(II.) That test-images may be formed of a high order of deli-

cacy and accurate portraiture in miniature^ by employing an objective

of twice the focal depth, or, rather, half the focal length of the ob-

fiervin^i-ohjective.

(III.) That such fest-images (which maybe obtained conveniently

two thousand tim^s less than ti known original) are formed (under

precautions) with a remarkable freedom from aberration, which
appears to be reduced in the miniature to a ynbnmum.

(IV.) The beauty or indistinctness with which they are displayed
^I'lft*^(es[)ecially on the immersion system) is a marvellous test of the

rection of the observing objective, but an indifferent one of the

image-forming objective used to produce the testing-miniature.

These results enable the observer to compare the known with the

unknown.
. Bv observina; a variety of brilliant imajres of known

objects, as gauze, lace, an ivory thermometer, and sparkles of mer-
cury, all formed in the focus of the objective to be tested with the

microscope properly adjusted so that the axes of the two objectives

may be coincident and their correctitms suitably manipulated, it is

practicable to compare known delusions with suspected phenomena.

It was then observed (by means of such appliances) that the aber-

ration developed by high-power eyepieces and a lengthened tube

followed a peculiar law.

A. A lengthened tube increased Jlberration fastef than it gained
power. (Roughly, the aberration varied as y^ while the power varied

as p )
^

B. As the image was formed by the objective at points nearer to

it than the standard distance of nine inches^ for which the best

English glasses are corrected, the writer found the aberration dimi-

nished faster than the power^was lost by shortening the body of the

instrument.

C. The aberration became negatively affected-, and required a
positive compensation.

J). Frequent consideration of the* equations for aplansitisto sug-
gested the idea of searching the axis of the instrument for aplanatic
foci, and that many such foci would probably be found to exist ib

proportion to the number of terms in the equations (involving curva- I

tures and positions).

' * ^rom etfwXov, a fkls* Spectral im^d.
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E.^ The law was then ascertained that power could be raised, and
definition intensified, by positively correcting the searching-lenses ini

proportion as they approached the objective, at the same time
applying a similar correction fo the observing-objective.
The chief results hitherto obtained may be thus summarized.
The writer measured the distance gained by the aplanatic searcher

whilst observing with a half-inch objective with a power of seven
hundred diameters, and found it two-tenths of an inch increase

\

so that optical penetration was attainable with this high power
through plate-glass nearly one quarter of an inch thick, whilst visual
focal depth was proportionably increased.

The aplanatic searcher increases the power of the microscope from
two and a half to five times the usual power obtained with a third

or C eye-piece of one inch focal length. The eighth thus acquires
the power of a twenty-fifth, the penetration of a one-fourth. And
at the same time the lowest possible eyepiece (3-inch focus) is sub-

stituted for the deep eye-piece formed of minute lenses and guarded
with a minutely perforated cap. The writer lately exhibited to

Messrs. Powell and Lealand a brilliant dtfinition, under a power of
four thousand diameters, with their new "eighth immersion" leas,

by means of the searcher and low eye-piece.

The traverse of the aplanatic searcher introduces remarkable
chromatic corrections, displayed in the unexpected colouring deve-
loped in microscopic test-objects*.

The singular properties or, rather, phenomena shown by eidola,

enable the practised observer in many cases to distinguish between
true and delusive appearances, especially when aided by the aberra-

meter applied to the objective to display excentrical aberration by
cutting ofiF excentrical rays.

Eidola are symmetrically placed on each side of the best focal

point, as ascertained by the aberrameter, when the compensations
nave attained a dehcate balance of opposite corrections.

If the beading, for instance, of a test object exists in two con-
tiguous parallel planes, the eidolon of one set is commingled with the

true image of the other. But the upper or lower set may be sepa-

rately displayed, either by depressing the eidolon of the lower

stratum, or elevating the eidolon of tiie upper; for when the eidola

of two contiguous strata are intermingled, correct definition is im-
possible so long as the aperture of the objective remains considerable.

One other result accrues: when an objective, otherwise excellent,

cannot be further corrected, the component glasses being already

closely screwed up together, a further correction can be applied by
means of the adjustments of the aplanatic searcher itself, all of which
are essentially conjugate with the actions of the objective and the

variable positions of its component lenses ; so that if Ix be the

traversing movements of the objective lenses, 5p that of the searcher,

P the focal distance of the image from the objective when ix va-

* Alluded to by Mr. Eeade, F.E.S., in the 'Popular Science Review' for
April 1870.

17*
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nishes, /the focal distance of the virtual image formed by the facet

lenses of the objective,

(B-
The appendiv refers to plntes illustrating the mechanical arrange-

ments for the discrimination of eidola and true images, and for

traversing the lenses of the aplanatic searcher.

The plates also show the course of the optical pencils, spurious

disks of residuary aberration and imperfect definition, as well as

some examples of " high-power resolution" of the Poilura and
Lepisma beading, as well as the amount of amplification obtained by
camera-lucida outline drawings of a given scale.

i

T

June 16, 1870.—General Sir Edward Sabine, K.C.B., President,

in the Chair.
r

'* Observations on the Mode of Growth of Discoid and Turbinated

Shells.*' By Alexander Macalister, Professor of Zoology,

University of Dublin.

A most interesting paper on the geometrical forms of turbinated and
discoid sliells was published by the Rev, Canon Moselev in the Phi-

losophical Transactions for 1838, p. 351, in which some important

points were noticed retrarding the geometrical construction of shell-

forms. The author of that paper describes discoid shells as generated

by the revolution around a central point of the perimeter of a geo-

metiical figure, which latter, altbou;j:h regularly increasing in size, {

yet remains always geometrically similar in form. The producing

figure in many Gasteropodous Mollnsks is represented by the oper-

culum ; and in all it may be recognized by making a vertical section

in the plane of the radius vector. A turbinated shell is similarly

generated ; but the generating figure in the production of the helix

5li[is down along the axis instead of revolving in a constant plane.

The Rev. Mr. Moseley gives, as illustrations of these points, mea-
surements oi Nautilus pompilius^ Tvrbo phasianus. Turbo duplicatus,

and Buccinum .subulatum, and describes many interesting particulars

regarding the formation and growth of the operculum in different

shells.

This subject does not seem to have attracted much attention from

naturalists, as, with the exception of a notice in Professor Good-
sir's lecture "On the Use of Mathematical Modes of Investigating

Organic Forms***, it is not, to my knowledge, referred to by any
writer on zoology.

While engaged in arranging the large collection of shells in the

Museum of the University of Dublin, I was led to make measure-
ments of univalve shells in order to see whether any deduction of

zoological importance might be drawn from these valuable geometrical

observations, and more especially to determine whether it might be

* Goodsir's ' Anatomical Memoirs/ vol. ii. p. 209.

^
-1J
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possible to arrive at constant specific numerical parameters in these
cases; and in all instances*! have been surprised by finding that, in
well-formed shells, the ratios of the successive whorls have been spe-
cifically constant. In making these measurements, the points to be
determined are three, viz, :— 1st, the ratio of elongation of the radius
vector of the spiral (k) ; 2n(l, the degree of linear expansion of the
generating figure in the successive whorls (w); and, 3rd, the degree
ot translation or slippin* of the spiral on the central axis {n). The
second of these we may call the discoidal coefficient, and the third
the helicoidal coefficient.

On applying these measurements to univalve shells, we find that
the possible combinations are five in number:

1st, those in which w= and m^k,
2nd, those in which n= and m=k,
3rd, those in which n^m^
4th, those in which w^m^
5th, those in which n<^m.

The cases of discoid shells in which n= are two, the first and
second on the list. The fir&t and most uncommon is that in which
the amount of elongation of the radius vector in the formation of
the successive whorls exceeds the transverse linear increase of the

producing figure. The resulting form of this case (which may be

iormulated thus, ^ :> w) is an open spiral, as in the fossil Gastero-

podous genus Ecei/fiomphalffs, or the Cej)halopodous genera Gi/ro-

cerasy NauUloceras, and Spirnfa. The common species of this

last genus gives the following measurements :

Spirula profott/pus, m=2G, /•=3-3, n= 0. Generating figure, a

circle. Average width of whorls 0*075 in., 2 in.*

It will be noted that all these spirals are true logarithmic curves;

and hence the widths of the whorls measured on the radius vector

^'ill forui a series of numbers in geometrical progression, the common
ratio of the progression being, in discoid shells of the second group
(^vhere m=:^k), equal to the coefficient of linear increase of the gene-

rating figure. To verifv the coefficie.its deduced fnmi the numbers
obtained by measurement, I have used the method given by the

Rev. Canon Moseley, which depends upon a well-ascertained property
of the logarithmic spiral, that if /t be taken to represent the ratio of

the sum of the lengths of an even number (w) of the whorls to the

1 2
lengths of half that number, then /:=(/i— 1)-. Applying this

formula to the cases given below, T have in the majority of cases ob-

* In all tlie specimens measurefl and referred to in this paper, I have made at
least three measurements of each individual ; and in the maji»rity of cases I have
Pleasured at Jeast six specimens uf each species. These measurements are in

decimal parts of an Englibh inch, and were made with a finely pointed pair of
compasses and a diagonal scale, the e>e being in some cases "^ided by a magnify-
»ng-gla>s. Some specimens were measured by means of sections made in a plane
perpendicular to the axis.
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tained results ivhich ctmfirai the ratios of the series of measure-

tnents otherwise obtained.

The second case of discoid shells, in which in=^ and n=0, is bj
far the commoner, as to it belong all genera of discoidat moUusks,

with the few exceptions noticed above. The case m >- A is one which

cannot occur, as then the outer whorl must necessarily crush the

inner, and then the generating figure could not retain its geome*

trical identity while enlarging \ hence we find no examples of it in

discoid shells.

I have placed in this second case some instances in which the

ratio of slipping or translation on the axis is not easily measured,

and virtually amounted to nothing.

The following Table of examples illustrate case No. 2 :

Species,
«=0,

Haliotis viridU 10

Generating
figure.

Haliotis ru»oso-p!icata *

Sulculus (Haliotis J parvus
PadoUus ( Haliotis) excavatus . . .

.

Naucacanrena «.......«

9b'>

Nautilus pompiliua

DoUum zonatum .......
Solaropsia pelUs-serpentis

Planorbis corneus

Euomphalus pentan^ulatus
Archicect'inica ma^nifica . .

,

Arrhiti'Ctonica trochleare . .

,

Conus hetulmus
CoiPjR literalu* ,,

Coiius virgo ,

PUnorbU, sp. . . .•> , . .

,

9-3

4-2

Ellipse

Width of whorls in decimals of an inch.

0-0/5
0-05

0*15

0-02

0'03

loofi

21
2

2
i-rs
1*62

1-43

t-4
1*25

1-38

" — I iou;

Oval
Ellipse
Segment of k

circle. ... i

Segment of

ellipsoid
."')

^ ^ ^^ • T

Segment of \

circle .... J

025

075
0*5

1*5

0'18

U*28
0-17

0-25

007A

0'2265 0-68

Rhomboid

Triangle .

• •

I

OMI§
023

0-02

0- 124
0-07
0*046

02
0-03

008
03

0-25

0-047

04

0-25

0-12

0M»75
0*03

0-04

OM
042

1-6

0-25 076

J

2'04

0-525

U-086

08

0-4B
0-2

!

0'17

0-172

0-34

0-65

0-325

o-oo

35

0Mr5|0"2
0*05 [0-072
0-05 i0-8f)

105 0-16
0-033 0078 0'1

!

0-55
0-12

0125 0-176 0*25

0'15 0'18

0-17 f>'2A

Hitherto we have been examining the formulae for discoid shells;

but by tar the greater number of shell-forms are those in which
the whorls, instead of remaining in the same plane, slide down on

the central axis, thus making a turbinated shell-form. A new
principle enters into our calculation here ; for the shape of a turbinated

shell depends on the mutual relation of three, and not two constants.

These are :—first, the form of the generating figure ; secondly, the

discoidal coefficient, m ; thirdly, the helicoidal coefficient, n. Upon
the relations of these parameters to each other depends the shape of

the shell. Thus in some n is nearly equal to jw, and in such cases

the whorls scarcely embrace each other, and the figure produced is

that of an elongated cone, as in the genera Tnrritellaj Cerithium,

jicus, &c. Sometimes n exceeds m ; and in this case the resulting

form is an open spiral as in Vermetus^ or a rapidly descending series

of whorls. A third possible case is that in which n is less than
ijiy and the resulting figure is globular; but of this case, though a

possible one, I have not as yet succeeded in obtaining an example.

1 he following cases illustrate the formula n > ?m ;
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Vermetus lumbricalis
Delithiuula atrata . ^

.

* «

n. m.

1*42

600
1-3

2*85

Width of vhorls in

decimals of an inch.

0*075

0'018 0-5
0*13 O'j;^
0-148 0-41

I

'J

Amount of tnmsJiitiQu,

TV

0*3

0*3
V'i5

The fullowing iustaiices exemplify the case M=m :

Species,

Helicostvla polychroa
Fusus coldsseus
Phasianella huUmoides .

.

Scalaria preciosa ..,.;.,.
F sus antiquus

,

Mitra episoopalis ......
Trochua niloticus ......
Fusus lougissimus . . , .,

,

Fusus coiMS ,....._..,,,..

Pyrazusjsulcatus
Acus dimidiata . , ,

Acus maculats^
,

Acus crenulata ..,.,.,.
Cerithiuiii no^ulosum .

,

Pireua tere!. rails . »

1*jTazus palustiU ^... . .

,

Zaria ctiiphcata ..,._.

Acus suliulata

Telescopium fuscura. .....

.-j.-ii i ]. „ -. —

<-'.!!

2
1-71

i-8
1-56

1-5

1-434

1*341

1*33

1-33

1*277
1*25

1*25

J -24
1-23

r*i3

1M63
1 14

T—

r

Length of whorls in decimals of an inch.

0-41

U 09
07

0'05

0-15

0-V45

0-a
0*25

0*15

0*13
Q-2

[U-15

0*2

.0-i3

o-os

15

0-078

0-175
0*1

0'l!8I

0*14

0"iy5

0'*»7h

-^25

0*4

0*3

0-3

0-2

0*17

0--267

o-i;6
0*.i5

0*3

0-12

0-1 8--'

01
o*a
0*112

irl58 0-32

026 043
0*23

a-i3

i>*45

0*2

0'34:i|0-54

0-575i0'82
l)-425:0*63

0-7

0-76

0*32

0-84

0*44

0*2fi

0-29

31

,0-23

;(» 32
io-37

015

0-6

'.0-S5

'o-as

l0*4

0-2Q

0*38

0-52

1-2

I

0-9

0-81

0-42 l0'54 0'83
0-51

0*52
0-37
0*496

0-178 0-22

062
(»*45

0-6

4

0*88

0*53

i

0-22

0M2.1

'n-23

027
O-id

0-34
0-2

0*98

42
0-24

0*35
0-5

0-3

0-.;650*32

0-i25U-13 018
0-b67n-43i

U-2 0'2^

07 0*9

0-26

0-47

ir44 0-53

0*64 ij

0-32^.0'365

I

0*625 076

f- TT
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On Phacochoerus? ar Sus ? Sckteri. By Dr. J. E, Geax, F.K.S.

In the kst JS^umber of the ' Annals/ p. 190, I remarked that the P.

JEliani figured by i[r. Sclatcr ''is only a usual form of the female

Airican wart-hog," I no sooner saw this in print than I felt J had

made .a mistake ; for I then recollected that T never had observed

such a differeijce between the two sexes of that animal; and w^
iave in the British Mu.seura the skull of -a female wart-hog which

'we received from the Zoological Society, along with her male com-

panio I, which has the broad nose and the large conical diverging

canines well developed, just as in the males, but not quite so large.

I incinired of Mr. Bartlett what was the difference between "the fine

pair of Ethiopian wart-hogs from Natal, now in the Gardens?" ^nd

he informed me that they were very much alike in general appear-

ance, and chiefly to be distinguished by their pexual organs ;
so that

a P. ^liani, Sclater (P. Sdateri, Gray), is a Phacochoerus (I say

this advisedly, for I had doubts o.n the subject when I first looked

at the plate and woodcut), it jnust be a very young undeveloped

female, and scarcely a fit subjec;; for the description of a species.

It has no appearance of the wide hippopotamus-like mouth so cha-

racteristic of the wart-hogs; but I could not bring myself to believe

that Mr. Sclater, so long the Secretary of the Zoological Society, and

"With so many opportunities of studying these animals, and who
seems tn Tiovk rY^n.Aa fin'c *TPnn« his PRnAfinl stiiflv. did not know a
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wart-hog (P7iacoc7ioems\ vnth. complicated teeth like the elephant,

from a pig (Sus)^ with simple ones, and therefore regarded that as

a settled point. My infirmities not allowing me to go heyond the

walls of the iluseum, I must leave this question to be settled by
those who can examine the animal. Can it be the female of the

wild boar of Kordofan and Soudan, called "Quadruk^^ by the Arabs,

or of the wild boar seen by Dr. Murie in Africa ? See * Catalogue

of Carnivorous and Pachydermatous Mammalia in the British

Museum/ p. 338.

On the Circulation of the Oligochceta of the 'Naia-group,

By M. E. Peeeier,

In his anatomical investigation of the Qligochsetal Annelides, M.
Claparede entirely passed over the Nais-gronp ; and no important

work has since been published upon those animals. A tolerably ex-

tensive investigation of Dero ohtiisa, an animal nearly allied to Nats,

enables us to make known some new facts as to the circulatory ap-

paratus of those animals, which has not hitherto been studied,

Dero scarcely differs from Nais except by its possession of a

branchial apparatus composed of four simple retractile digitations

inserted upon a sort of lobe (pavilion), which spreads out at the pos-

terior extremity of the body, and of which a figure, incorrect in some
respects, has been given by D'Udekem in the * Bulletins de TAcademie
Royale de Belgclque.^

The circulatory apparatus of Dero ohtusa consists essentially of a

ventral and a dorsal vessel, both lying in the median line. The dorsal

vessel is contractile. These two principal trunks are united in a

Very complex manner, which must be studied in the head, in the

anterior segments, the middle segments, and the caudal respiratory

apparatus.

In the five segments which follow the head the two median
vessels are united by an infinity of lateral branches, forming a very

complicated network, which surrounds the buccal apparatus and the

oesophagus ; these two vessels are considerably diminished when they

reach the cephalic region. Beneath the mouth the ventral vessel

emits two branches, which penetrate into the cephalie cavity; the

dorsal vessel is prolonged above the brain to the anterior extremity

of the cephalic cavity, and then it divides into two branches, which
bend back on each side and become again subdivided; into these

the two branches of the ventral vessel open.
In segments 6, 7, and 8, there are three contractile hearts, each

formed by two floating, perivisceral, vascular loops.

In the middle segments three or four vascular rings originate

from the dorsal vessel and embrace the intestine veiy closely ; they
surround this without communicating with the ventral vessel. These
rings are united by a great number of longitudinal vessels, placed at

regular intervals, and forming with the rings a very elegant trellis

with rectangular openings. Small vessels originate from this trellis,

and divide upon the surface of the intestine. From one of the
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longitudinal vessels, situated near the plane of horizontal symmetry
of the intestine, springs a vascular branch, which sometimes bifur-

cates and opens into the ventral vessel, so that the blood starting
from the dorsal vessel is obliged to traverse the whole network be-
fore entering the ventral vessel.

These arrangements are partly masked by the hepatic cells in the
living animal. They seem to indicate that the intestine of the
NdideSy which is clothed with vibratile cilia, plays an important part
in respiration.

The ventral vessel is prolonged to the posterior extremity of the
caudal lobe. There it bifurcates, giving origin to two branches,

which run along the margins of the triangular lobe, cutting off at

its lateral angles two equilateral triangles. Prom each of these

branches, opposite to each respiratory digitation, springs a branchlet
which penetrates to the apex of the digitation, where it is recurved
in a loop, and is then connected with the vascular loop of the digita-

tion of the same side. From this two lateral vessels are produced,
which unite with the prolongation of the two parent branches to

form the dorsal vessel.

Suppressing the special contrivance of the respiratory lobe of Dero
we arrive at the tvpe of the vascular apparatus of Nais proper.

—

Comptes Eendus, June 6, 1870, tome Ixx. pp. 1226-1228.

Observations on the Natural History of the Crayjish.

Ey M. Chaxtran.

Copulation,—The copulation of the crayfish takes place during a
period which includes the months of November, December, and
January. The male seizes the female with his large nippers, turns

her over, and whilst he holds her lying on her back, places himself
m such a manner as to pour out the fecundating material upon the
two outer lanielte of the tail. After this first operation, which lasts

some minutes, he conveys her rapidly beneath his abdomen in order
to effect a second deposition of semen upon the plastron round the

external opening of the oviducts, by means of the curious mechanism
so accurately described by M. Coste.

Oviposition,—According to the degree of maturity of the ova at

the time of the union of the sexes, oviposition takes place at a period

varying from two to forty-five days after copulation. At the mo-,
raent when this function is about to be performed, the female lies

npon her back and brings up her tail upon her plastron, in such a

manner as to form with her abdomen a chamber enclosing the aper-
ture of the oviducts, and the wall of which secretes a viscous fluid

intended to fasten the eggs to the abdominal ap[)endages during in-

cubation. When things are in this state, the laying of the eggs
takes place. It is effected at once, usually during the night, rarely
during the day. Incubation lasts about six months; and the hatch-
ing takes place in May, June, or July,

^loults,—The first moult takes place ten days after exclusion;
the second, third, fourth, and fifth at intervals of from twenty to
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tweuh'-five days; so that the young animal changes its carapace

Jiv0 hmes in from ninety to one hundred days, corresponding to the

mocths of July, August, and September. Prom the end of this la^
month iintil the end of April in the following year there is »p
chfinge.

The sixth moult take^ place in May, the seventh in June, and the

eighth in July, There are consequently eir/ht moults in the first

twelve months of the life of the young crayfish.

In the second year there are five moults :—the first and second in

August and Sej3tember; the thirds fourth^ and fifth in May, June,

and July,

In the th^ird year I have observed only two moults, of which the

first takes place in Julj' and tie second in SeptemT^er. From this

time the young crayfish becomes adidt, on entering upon, its fourth

year.

When the crayfish are adult, moulting takes place only once a

year in the females ; it occurs, however^ twice in the males, which
explains why the latter are larger than the females, the growth
being in proportion to the number of moults. In the adult males

the first moult takes place in June and July, and the second in

August or September. The single moult of the females occurs in

August or Septt mbar.
To efl<ect its moult, the animal places itself on its side ; with its

head and back it raises its carapace, which swings like a lid upon its

hinge; then, when it has thus completely disengaged the anterior

part of its body, it separates entirely from its old earajiace by a

sudden movtmeiit of the posterior part. This operation, which lasts

about ten minutes, is favoured by the previous secretion of a gelati-

nous material between the two carapaces, which facilitates their

disergagement.

Twelve hours after the moult the legs of the crayfish are already

BuflSciently firm to pinch stxcngly; t\Tenty-four houi:s afterwards

they are completely hardened. The walls of the baek remain longer

flexible ; but at the end of forty-eight iiours they have attained nearly

a normal degr-ee of consistency.

The young animals remain attached to the fake legs of the mother

for ten days after exclusion, when the first moult takes place ; this

IB ejected actually under the tail -of the mother*. If the young

detach themselves before this period^ they cannot live separately

;

but after this first moult they sometimes quit their mother and re-

turn to her again, up to the twentieth dry, at whith period they

can live independently.

• Xote ly M.C, J?o6/«.—^ITiave ascertained^ by means of the microscope,

as shown by M. Chantran to fhe Academy, th*at the young remain sus-

pended beneath the abdomen of the mother by mean? of a hyaline chtti-

fious filament, which extends from a point of the inner surface of the egg-
ehell to the four most internal filaments of each of the lobes of the median
membranous lam'na of the caudal appendage. This filament exists when
the embryos have only attained about thre^ fom-ths of their development
before exclusiom

p
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bat after tbeir first moult the young cray-

of their mother, upon the pellicles of the

)wn off in this first nioidt ; but I am wait-

i before asserting thk positively.

—

Cornptes

« Ixxi. DP. 42-45.

The Brachiopoda a Division 19/ Annelida.

By Edward S. MoitsE.

At ft meeting of the Boston Society of Natural History, June Ist,

1870, Mr. Edward S. Moxse made a verbal communication on the
position of the Braehiopoda in the animal kingdom. He referred to

the branch of MoUusca as it was understood forty years ago, when,
misled by external characters, many worms, like SerpuJa and Spi-

crustaceans

recognition of their

racters, these diverse forms had heen eliminated from time to tim6^

and referred to their proper branches. After long and careful study,

Mr. Morse was nrenared to state that the Brachionods were true Ar-

Molluska, ami

the worms, forming a group near the tubicol<His Annelids.

He stated that for the past year he had been deeply engaged in

the study of the Brachiopoda, and more particularly their early

stages. he
had, through the kindness of Prof. A. E. Vcffrill, a Targe lot of Dis-
ctna from Callao, Peru, belon.^ing to the Yale College Musenm.
Prom these he had studied their early «tages ; but as he had in

nfi

Belf to the considerations that follow.

He first spoke of the structure and composition of the Brachiopod

relations

Crustacea. He
structure in the test

iscina and a similar feature

lower crustaceans. The scale-like structure

had amilar

ngula. The

^so in the peduncle of Lingxifa. He had submitted the shell of

Discina to chemical tests, a ad believed it to be chitinous. Gratiolet

had already given the chemical analysis of Ziu^ula anatina, and
found forty«two per cent, of phosphate of lime, and <^ly six per cent.

of caAonate of lime. The position of the valves ^f aU Brachic5>oda

'Were dorsal and ventral ; and this was a strong articulate character,

to be compared to the dorsal and ventral plates of the Articulates.

3^he homy setae that fringe the mantle of Brachiopods was a feature

entirely absent in the MoUusca, and peculiar to the worms.
The bristles of worms differ from those of other articulate animals

m having sheaths containing muscular fibre, while in other Articu-

lates the hairs were Bimply tubiilar prolongations of the epidermal
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layer. In Brachiopods the setie or bristles were secreted by follicles

imbedded in or surrouaded by mascular fibres, and were moved freely

by the animal. In the structure of the setae he found an identity

with that of the worms. He then called attention to the resemblance

between the lophophore of the Brachiopods and a similar structure

in the tubicolous worms. In S tbellct the cephalic collar was split

laterally, and a portion of it reflected. Let this collar be developed

so as to cover the fringed arms, and a representation of the mantle

of Brachiopoda would be attained. The thin and muscular visceral

walls suj^gest similar parts in the worms. The circulating system

he had not sufficiently studied, though Dr. Gratiolet had stated that

in this respect there was a strong resemblance to the Crustacea.

In regard to the respiratory system, Burraeister had shown that

there was a resemblance between the soft folds or lamellse developed
f

on the internal surface of the mantle of Balanklce and similar fea-

tures in Lingala ; though the existence of these folds in Lingu'a had
been questioned, he would presently show that Vogt was right in

his observations. In regard to the reproductive system, he called

attention to the fact that in one group of Cirripeds the ovaries

were lodged in the upper surface of the peduncle, while in another

group the same parts were lodged in the mantle. A similar condi-

tion existed in the Brachiopods, where in one group the mantle holds

the ovaries, while in another group they are found in the visceral
,

cavity.

Through Polyzoa, also, he showed that, in their winter eggs or

statoblasts, a relation was seen to the ephippia of Dajphnice, and the

winter eerirs of Eotifers.

Of great importance also, and upon which he laid particular

weight, were the peculiar oviducts with their trumpet-shaped open-

ings, so unlike the oviducts of moUusks, and, as he believed, bearing

the closest affinity to the oviducts in many of the worms,—namely,

a pair of tubes, and in one case two pairs, having their inner aper-

tures with flaring mouths, suspended in the visceral cavity, thus

opening a direct communication between the \^sceral fluids and the

surrounding media. He then called attention to what little informa-

tion we had regarding the embryology of the Brachiopods. Lacaze-

Duthiers had shown that in Thecklium the embryo was composed of

four segments with eye-spots and other strong Articulate features.

Fritz MuUer had given a description, with figures, of the early stage

of Discina, in which we have not onlj' little cirri projecting from the

shell, but a little appendage recallicg the plug or operculum in some
of the tubiculous worms.

Of great importance, also, was the fact that in the early stage of

Dlscina, Miiller observed large bristles, and these were moved freely

by the animal. Smitt had shown that in certain Polyzoa (LepraUd)
the embryo, besides being furnished with cilia, also supported several

bristles or setse, which were locomotive ; and, finally, in the worms,
Claparede and Mecznikow had figured an embryo of iVer/n^ in which
barbed bristles were also developed, ilr. Morse referred to his com-
munication before the American Association for the Advancement of
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Science on the early stages of the Brachiopods, in which he had
shown the intimate connexions existing between this group and the
Polyzoa. Now Leuckart had already seen reasons for placing the
Polyzoa with the Annelids; and he would call attention to Crepina
gracilis and Phoronis hippocrepia (admitted to be worms, or early

stages of them), and their close resemblance in nearly every point of
their sti-uctnre to the hippocrepian Polyzoa. Mr, Morse then stated
that in the evidence already given he had drawn his conclusions
from alcoholic specimens of TerehratuJa and Disctna, and from the
papers of Lacaze-Duthiers, Claparede, Mecznikow, Hancock, Huxley,
Yogt, Hyatt, Williams, De Morgan, and others. He felt the impor-
tance of first examining Lingula in a living condition before making
these announcements \ and for this reason he had recently visited the
coast of North Carolina for the express purpose of finding, if possi-

ble, the rare Lingula j->yram{data of Stimpson, iBrst discovered by
Prof. Agassiz in South Carolina. After nearly a week's fruitless

search, he had found it. had studied it alive, and had brought with
him living examples, which he had the pleasure of exhibiting before
the Society,

He would here express his deep sense of gratitude to Dr. Elliott

Coues, Surgeon U.S.A. at Fort Macon, ?^'.C., and to the Commandant
of the Post, Major Joseph Stewart, U.S.A., for the constant aid and
sympathy rendered to Dr. A. S. Packard and himself during their

visit there. He would not enter into a description of Lingula^ as he
had already in preparation a memoir upon the subject, but would
call attention simply to the additional evidence in support of the
views advanced.

Lingula was found in a sand-shoal at low-water mark, buried

just below the surface of the sand. The peduncle was six times the

length of the shell, and was encased in a sand-tube differing in no
respect from the sand-tubes of neighbouring Annelids. In many
instances the peduncle was broken in sifting them from the sand,

yet the wound was quickly repaired, and another sand-case was
formed.

a %

Fig. 1. Peduncle perfect, retaining portion of sand-tube.
i?ig. 2. Showing valves in motion; peduncle broken and forming
sand-case,

-Fig. 3. Peduncle broken close to the body, and forming new sand-ci
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He observed that Lingula had the power of raoTing over the sand

by the sliding motion of the two valves, using at the same time the

fringes of setss, which swung promptly back and forth like a galley

of oars, leaving a peculiar track in the sand. In the motion of the

sctafrhe noticed the impulse commencing from behind and running

forward.

"Within the mantle he found a series of rows of prominent lamellae

in which the blood rapidly circulated—thus confirming the correct-

ness of Yogt's observations. These lamellae, however, were con-

tractile.

The peduncle was hollow, and the blood could be seen coursing

back and forth in its channel. It waa distinctly and regularty

constricted or ringed, and presented a remarkably worm-like appear-

ance ; it had layers of circular and longitudinal muscular fibre, and

coiled itself in numerous folds, or unwound at full length; it wa*
contractile also, and would quickly jerk the body beneath the sand.

But the most startling observation in connexion with this interesting

animal was the fact that its blood was red. This was strongly

marked in the gills and various ramifications of the mantle, and in

the peduncle. At times the peduncle would become congested ; and

then a deep rose blush was markedly distinct- Mr, Morse expressed

his gratification in having come to the conclusions in regard to the

annelidan characters of Brachiopods a long time previous to his ob-

servations on Lingula,

He then concluded by stating that the Brachiopods,, with the

Polyzoa, should be removed from the MoUusca, and placed with the

Articulates among the Annelids ; that the Brachiopods came near

the tubiculous worms, though they were much more highly cepha-

lized ; that they exliibit certain Ci'ustacean characters, but were

widely removed from the Mollusca, unless a relation could bo traced

through the homologues of the Polyzoa to that aberrant group, the

Tunicates, as pointed out by AUman. He believed the Brachiopods

to be a comprehensive type, exhibiting general Articulate features,

and forming another example of those groups belonging to the last

that exhibit the characters of two or more classes combined.

It was interesting in this connexion to remark that Lingida^ one

of the earliest forms created, had yet remained the same through all

ages of the earth's history.

—

SilUman^s American Journal, July 1870.

Our two Swallows and their Nests. By M. J. B. Nori-ET.

M. IS'oulet, writing from the neighbourhood of Toulouse, states

that the two species of swallows {Hirundo rustica and H. urhica)

have not made any alteration in their mode of architecture such as

has lately been described by M. Pouchet,

The first species, H, rtistica, our chimney-swallow, and the Hi-
roundelo of LangUedoc, builds a neSt which is broadly open like

balcony in all its free part ; and the young birds which occupy it

show their heads all round the opening, especially when expecting

the return of their parents* The nest of H, urhica, on the contrary,
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is 6f greater depth, and has a small circular opening. Thia is what
M. Pouchet calls the old mode of building; and M. JN'oulet declares
that it is still followed by the house-martins of his district. His

Pouchet
constructsconfirmed,

model which is peculiar to it, which never changes, and is per-
petuated from age to age,"

—

Comptes Bendt^, July 4, 1870,pp.79-81^

On the Scissiparous Heproduction of the I^aidina.

By M. E. Perkier.

The investigations upon the scissiparity of the Naides amd allied

Oligochaeta at present relate only to Nats prohoscidea. Gruithuisen,

0. F. Miiller, Leuckart, and Max Schultze have successively studied
this phenomenon. Their views, although distinct in some respects,

maynevertheless be fundam^iltallyreduced to thefollowing statement.
The Naides alternately present two modes of agamic genera-

tion : one individual divides at first into two others of equal length

;

then each of the individuals thus formed produces a new one at its

hinder part by a process oi gemmation.
The observations that we have made upon Dero ohtusa enable us to

present the mode of reproduction of the Naides under another aspect.

Whilst in Nais proboscidea chains of three or four individuals are

frequently met with, in Dero ohtusa we have never seen more than
two individuals placed end to end. The head of the hinder indivi-

dual and the tail of the anterior one are formed, however, precisely

as indicated by Max Schultze in his Nais. These two individuals

separate before we observe in them any trace of fresh scissiparity;

but in front of the respiratory lobe which terminates the body we
always see, so Jong as the individitd is not adult, numerous animals
in course of formation, and in which we may follow the develop-
ment of the setigerous sacs, the segmental organs, the muscles, &c.

When the two separated individuals have attained a sufficient length,

the median scissiparity recommences in them, as in the single indi-

vidual at the cost of which they were formed,
Now, as this phenomenon is only produced when the animal has

attained a certain length, it follows that the hinder individual of

the second generation will be formed of segments which were not

developed until after the separation of the individual, but formed
an integral part of that individaat when they were produced.

Thus the Dero first enlarges by the formafion of segments in front

of its vibratile lobe, and then undergoes scissiparous division

.

This being settled, suppose that the two Deros of the first gene-
intion were not separated after their indi\aduaiization, then the

individuaLs of the second generation would have been produced
between the vibratile lobe atid the rest of the body of each of the

individnals of the first generation. Moreover each of these new
individuals would have been formed by means of segments ori^-
nating after the individualization of the two primary Deros, as we
have explained.
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But we then fall back upon the law developed by Max Schiiltze'

ioT Nais prohoscidea. AVe fall back upon it without implying any

other generation than that constituting the normal and continuous

mode of growth of the Annelide in question. We therefore think

that we may express the opinion that in the Naides there are not

two modes of agamic reproduction, one by scissiparity, the other by
gemmation. There is nothing but scissipariiy.

The gemmation observed by the authors who have already treated

this question appears to us to be nothing but the normal pheno-

menon of growth of the individual. Hence we no longer meet with

it in the posterior portion of the body of adult individuals. It is

only when it has brought each individnal produced by scissiparity

to a certain size that a new division takes place. This fresh divi-

sion may appear before or after the complete separation of the pri-

mary individuals. This, according to us, is the sole difference.

Comptes MenduSy June 13^ 1870^ p. 1304.

1 y

On Edible Bidl-frogs.

^^ Bull-frogs are eaten in Philadelphia. I saw laid out on the

counter an edible which somewhat resembled a fried sole, I observed

several persons devouring Ihem greedily, and. on inquiring what
they were, learned to my extreme horror that they were hulJ-frogSy

gutted, slit open, and fried in eggs and bread-crumbs. They are

also to be had at railway-stations."

—

H. Phillips^ Musical and Per-
sonal Recollections^ 1864, p. 122.

Note on a new Genus of Sponge from West Australia.

By Dr. Z. E. Gray, F.R.S. &c.

ECHINOSPOI^^GIA.

Sponge very hard, woody, erect, dividing above into elongate,

virgate, erect branches, with three or four more or less subspiral

series of large angular lobes, much broader than the central stem.

Outer bark of i he.stem and lobes porous, and more friable than the

central osis. Surface smooth, without any appearance of pores or

of oscnies when dry ; substance strtngthened with numerous slender

elongate fusiform spicules and minute six-rayed cubical stars, raya

cylindrical and strongly dentate at the end.

Echinospongia australis.

Bab. Mchors Bay, West Australia,

This remariable Sponge was discovered by Mr. Qifton, who has

kindly sent a specimen to the British Museum.
figu

Clift
the spicules are formed of two flat three-rayed stars, placed one on

the other so that the rays alternate; they are similarly dentate at

their extremity.

w.
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The Ostracoda and Foramtnifera of Tidal Rivers.
By Geoege Stewakdson Beady, C.M.Z.S,, and David
Robertson, F.G.S. With an Analysts and Descriptions of
the Foraminifera^ by Henry B. Brady, F.L.S.

[Plates XI. & XIL]

Part II.

I HE Rhizopoda inhabiting brackish water are interesting
ahke in their zoological and physiological aspects. The marine
species belonging to these lower types of animal life ai'e well
known so far as concerns the British seas, and tlieir mutual
relationships have been thorouglily studied j the freshwater
fauna of corresponding organization has also received careful

attention at the hands of able naturalists ; but researches on
the two subjects have been prosecuted in a great measure
^ithout reference to each other, and our knowledge of the
intermediate fauna is consequently fragmentary and of limited
vahie for purposes of comparison.
The results detailed in the present paper have no claim to

be regarded as an exhaustive treatment of the subject, but are
offered rather as another instalment towards the history of an
interesting phase of animal existence.
The structure of the investment of the sarcode body of the

Rhizopoda, and its chemical and physical characters, have
been regarded as forming the most reliable basis for classifi-

cation; but how much the nature of the carapace depends
Upon mere external circumstances has already been shown^ with
i-espect to the Difflugian group, by Dr. Wallich ; and there
can be little doubt the same views are equally applicable to
some genera of the order Reticularia. Hence a few prelimi-
nary remarks may not inaptly be devoted to general consider-

^nn.&Mag.N\IIisL S^er.4. Volxl 18

I
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ations respecting tlie relation of the marine Ehizopod fauna of

our coast to tliat of its adjacent Lrackisli waters, first, with

respect to distribution, and, secondly, with regard to modifica-

tions in the external characters of species common to both, I

due to altered conditions of life.

A comparison of the Table of Brackish Foraminifera with

the complete list of species known to inhabit the British seas

will show that the number of types or subtypes that entirely

refuse to accommodate themselves to brackish conditions in

one or more of their varietal developments is exceedingly

small. Out of the forty-four reputed genera constituting the

British marine fauna, representatives of thirty-two appear in \

the table, the following only being absent, viz. :

—

Hauerinay

Saccammt'naj ValvuUnaj Lingulina^ SjnrilUnaj Bigenerina^

Cassidulinay Anomalma^ Ttnoporus^ Niihecularia^ Ojjerciilinay

and Numinulina. Specimens closely resembling Saccammina
and TinopoTus have been noticed in our brackish gatherings

;

but, as their identification is not beyond dispute, they have

been excluded from the list. Hauerina^ Lingidina^ and Nic
hecularia^ are of extreme rarity in our seas; the occmTcnce of

living specimens of NummuUna is still ground of debate ;
and

the remaining six genera are either somewhat local in their

distribution or affect our deeper waters only. It should be
noted that GlanduUna has no claim to a place in the Table, \

except on the ground of a solitary specimen from the Scheldt. ^,

Passing from entirely absent tyi^es to those whose presence

may be regarded as accidental (such as are represented by one

or two examples only, usually of stunted growth and confined

to a single locality), seven other genera may be set aside as

not " proper " to brackish water, viz. Nodosaria^ VaginuUnaj
Margiaulina^ TJmgerina^ OrhuUna^ Virgulina^ Sind Pulvinulina.

As the two first named are very common indeed on many
portions of the coast at no great distance from brackish areas

|

which have been searched, their non-appearance can only be

explained on the ground that they do not survive any material

decrease in the proportion of saline constituents in tlieir native *>

element ; and this is doubtless true of all seven.

Cormispira^ Crtstellariaj PolymorpMna^ Glohigerinaj Tex-
tuIariGj and PatelUna show greater adaptive power ] but the

invariable smallness and delicacy of their shells, and their

presence in those localities only which are least removed from
the direct influence of the sea, indicate that, though still sur-

viving, the admixtm-e of even small proportions of fresh water

* Nuhecularia has' not hitherto been recorded fi-om a British locality;

but I have specimena of N. hicifuga from deep water in Mounts Bar,
Cornwall.—H. B. B.
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lias an essentially deteriorating influence. The same remark
is nearly equally true of the Textularian genera. On the
other handy the genus Lagena occurs in great abundance and
variety amongst the microzoa of the less brackish gatherings,
especially in those taken from muddy bottoms, though never
found where the influx of fresh water is excessive. The
specimens are of average size, fully developed, and have well-
marked characters

; indeed the genus appears to flourish in
such situations, BuUminaj represented almost exclusively by
/>- ovatay Planorhulmajhj P. mediterranensisy and Discorhinaj

^J ^' ghhularis and D. rosacea^ are also common imder similar

conditions.

Lastly, we find a number of genera which flourish in water
of varying degrees of density, from that of the more nearly
marine localities to which allusion has just been made, to that
of pools which at times contain only traces of saline matter.
The most conspicuous are the Milioline genera {^iioi^lj Qidn-
qtiehcuUna) y Trocliammina^ Lituolaj Truncatulhia^ Rotalia^

Polystomella^ and Noniomna. These genera are usually asso-
ciated under such circumstances with Rhizopoda of the Diftlu-

^!^^ type—the latter increasing in number as the Foraminifera
diminish, until, in fresh water, the Difflugtm and their imme-
diate allies become the representatives of the testaceous group.

Specimens of two species of Foraminifera * {Polystomena
striafo-punctata and Noniomna depressida) ^ to all a2)pearancc
living and associated with other living microzoa, however, have
been found in fresh water. The locality was a freshwater
lough about five miles south of Westport in Ireland. These
are doubtless the survivors of a prehistoric brackish fauna;
and their existence is not altogether surprising when we know
that in some scarcely brackish situations far removed from the

sea (for instance, the upper pools in Hylton Dene) the same
species are or, rather, in this case were^ before the tract was
drained, present in abundance.
The Foraminifera of the Fen area are somewhat anomalous

in their distribution, and require separate notice. We have
the means, rarely attainable, of comparing them with their

immediate predecessors in point of time. In many parts of
the district there is to be found immediately underlying the

peat a bed of clay which, at some distant period (scarcely dis-

tant enough to rank in geological time), formed the muddy
bottom of the brackish or almost marine expanse of water.

The microzoa of this subrecent deposit have been thoroughly
investigated by Messrs. Parker and Jones ; and the results,

collected from four different localities, are tabulated in an ela-

borate memoir, published a few years ago in the ^ Philosophical

18Rr
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Transactions ' (vol. civ. p, 422). These go far to explain the

peculiarities of the living fanna of tlic same area. In most of

our Lrackish localities the living species are presumably the

offspring of specimens which have been -washed in and gra-

dually acclimatized* but in the Fens the present Rhizopod
fanna must consist m great measure of the direct representa-

tives of those which flourished under the earlier more nearly

marine conditions ; and hence, with some allowance for pos-

sible change of climate, the relation of the living to the sab-

recent fauna is one which has been determined by gradual

alteration in the physical aspects of the countiy, of which the

chief result, so far as affects animal life, has been the lessened

proportion of saline constituents in tlie water. The following

genera, which were living in the Fens at this earlier era, have

now totally disappeared, viz.:

—

Corniisjpira^ Nodosaria^ Uvi^'

gerinaj SjnrtUinay Textidaria^ Virgulinaj Bolivina^ Pulvtmi-

linaj Discorhina^ and Patellina ; and it is a noteworthy argu-

ment against the probability of any material change in climate

that the whole of these, except Spirillina^ still live in brackish

water at portions of our coast nearer the open sea than the

Fens now are. On the other hand, no single new" genus has

appeared during the period, if we except a straggling specimen
or two of BilocuUna. The Miliolce generally have become
commoner, whilst the whole family of the Lagenida have
diminished in numbers ; but, with these exceptions and the

disappearance of the types abo\'e enumerated, there is a

striking agreement between the present and past Rhizopoda
of the Fen area. Our analysis need not extend to details

respecting specie^, which may be gathered from the Table,

further than to note that, out of forty-one specific and varietal

forms found subfossilized in the clay, twenty have survived the

changes alluded to, and the few new forms which now exist

generally represent depauperated conditions of certain of the

older types.

A comparison of specimens derived from marine and brackish

sources, in species common to both, has considerable bearing on
the connexion between the various groups of Rhizopoda. The
effect of change of habitat is more marked in some genera than'

in others ; but it may be generally stated that as the proportion

of salines in the water decreases, the tests of the Foraminifera
show a corresponding deficiency in calcareous matter.

In the Mlliolida the deficiency is sometimes evidenced
merely by the diminished thickness of the shell-wall, as often

1

t
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Tlie latter species lias, in place of tlie normal porcellaneous
sliellj^an investment consisting of a liomj membranous basis
with imbedded sand-grains partiallj cemented by calcareous
deposit. So little is the calcareous element essential to the
solidity of the test^ that prolonged treatment with an acid does
not materially change its form or appearance j nor, beyond
slightly increasing its transparency, does it appear to produce
any alteration in its minute structure. A portion of the cara-
pace of a specimen in its natural state is represented, highly
magnified, at PL XI. fig. 3 a, and a similar piece, decalcified

by strong acid, is shown in fig. 3 h ; both are from prepara-
tions mounted in Canada balsam, and viewed by transmitted
liglit. ;

; J

The Lituolida with variable but essentially composite tests

have their best brackish representative in Trochammina in-

flata. Under similar enfeebling conditions, they show a ten-

dency to change in the same direction. The deposit of calca-

reous cement is diminished, and with it the foreign matter
which forms so large a proportion of the " built-up " test of ma-
rine specimens, until the animal has often only the investment
of a thin, nearly smooth, chitinous membrane. The change in

the structure of the test is not accompanied, by any diminution
m size ; on the contraiy, the finest specimens of IV. inflata we
have seen were of this membranous sort.

The chemical nature of the invccitment is similar to that of

Quinqueloculina fusca. Large specimens have been treated

with nitric and hydrochloric acids, and strong solution of

caustic potash, without sensible change, preserving sufficient

solidity and tirmness to permit of being mounted in Canada
balsam, at the end of the process, without fracture.

The Lagenida do not appear to subsist where they arc un-
able to produce their normal hyaline shell : no examples have
been met wdth in the gatherings furthest removed from the

sea
; and in the other localities they do not difier from marine

specimens.

Of the Glohigerinida only two species require comment. A
chitinous spherical test, brown in colour, but otherAvise very
closely resembling Orhulina ttniveisaj is not unfrequently

found in brackish pools. The occasional specimens of Orhii"

Una met with in the littoral and laminarian zones are com-
nionly thin-shelled and dark-coloured ; and it has more than
once occmTcd to us whether these brackish organisms, which
have been set down as belonging to the genus Gromia^ might
he the representatives of the normally calcareous species.

nuch an explanation seems the more possible from the fact

that small examples of Glohigcrina^ a genus almost invariably



*

cient for the purpose of sliell-biiilding, and that a corresponding

adaptation to altered life-conditions takes place in the normallj

rough and cemented tests of the Lituolida. The probahility

of similar modifications in the higher groups^ such as that

hinted at with reference to the Glohigerinida^ need not be in-

sisted upon. The test in Difflugia presents no character that

we know of to distinguish it from a single-chambered L^V^;o?cf.

How far the extension of the sarcode beyond the carapace^ or

its subdivision in the pseudopodia^ yiekls a more stable basis

for zoological classification , assuming its organization to be
equally simple in the marine and freshwater testaceous groups

(of course excluding the Poljcystina), is a question upon which

wc arc not yet prepared to enter.

f
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associated In deep water with Orhulinaj are not unfreqtient In

our brackish gatherings.

Rotalia Beccaru exhibits modifications of somewhat diiferent

nature ; but, as they are morphological rather than structural,

their description may be left to a subsequent page.

The NummuUnida^ with higher organization^ present no

change under brackish conditions, beyond the thinning of the

shell-wall and occasional tendency to wild growth. It is at

first sight singular that, whilst the feebler species PoJystomeTla

striatopunctata and Nonionina depressida are everywhere

abundant in estuarian pools, not even a straggling specimen of

the typical Polystomella crispa has ever been met with, al-

though it is one of the commonest of our marine species. The
characters of the shell afford a probable explanation : for the

thickening of the shell-wall and the formation of sutural ridges

and spinous processes a larger supply of mineral constituents

than can be derived from brackish water may be supposed to

be essential. In the two common brackish species the test !

becomes thinner and more delicate as the proportion of saline

matter diminishes, and often assumes a pale-green colou^r in

the grassy pools which receive land-drainage and hai^e only

occasional communication with the sea.

The importance of these facts consists chiefly in the light

they seem to cast upon the relation between some of the ma-
rine and freshwater groups of Protozoa. The physical and
chemical characters of the investment appear from them to be,

zoologically speaking, of limited value, and are not applicable

always even to the whole of the specimens within the limits

of a species. It has been shown, we think, beyond doubt that

varieties of a normally compact and porcellaneous type like

Miliola may secrete a carapace as chitinous as Groiiiia itself,

when living for a succession of generations under circum-

stances which render the supply of calcareous material insuffi-

{

i
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Some genera of Rhizopoda are regarded as calcareous or
arenaceous,

i/"^

chltinous or arenaceous, and pertaining chiefly to fresli water
{Gromia and Difflugia) ; the evidence afforded bj specimens
obtained under intermediate (brackish) conditions indicates
tJie problem, whether gradual modification of external circum-
stances^ with a large allowance of timcj maj not be held to
account for many characters supposed to be of generic or even
ordinal importance.

F

^

The Table representing the distribution of Foraminifera
differs in several important particulars from that relating to
the Ostracoda (pp. 27-33), and has been compiled with the
mtention of including as far as possible what is known of the
occurrence of this class of Ehizopoda in brackish water, rather
than their relation to tidal rivers exclusively. Some of the
gatherings rich in Entomostraca contained no Foraminifera

;

of others record was kept of Ostracoda only : hence the omis-
sion of several columns which appear in the previous table.

The converse is also true ; and collections of Foraminifera
from several additional brackish localities have been collated,
HI order to render the synopsis as comprehensive as circum-
stances admit.
Of Group I., pertaining to river-estuaries of England and

bcotland, the following columns are omitted :

—

d, AVarn Burn;
River Ouse at Goole; J, River Humber; K, River Deben;h

L, River Stour ; m, River Thames ;
and N, Fowey Harbour.

Of Grroups II. & III.j referring to the English Fen-district and
Holland, the following are wanting :—P, AAHiittlesca Dyke

;

^; Ormesby Broad j z, Lake Lothingj Co, River Ousc, Nor-
folk; E e, River Maas. It is to be regretted that the Whittle-
sea-Dyke gathering has been mislaid, as it contained a pre-
" onderance of Foraminifera. The material from Ormesby
foad contained a considerable number of Diffiugiw^ but no

other Rhizopoda.
In the Table of Foraminifera the letters heading the columns

correspond with those used for the same localities in that de-
voted to tlie Ostracoda, and the additional columns are referred
to by numhers (1 to 15)* A few brief memoranda concerning
the localities not previously described are necessary to com-
plete our topographical notes.

^
!• River Tay^ near Errol.—A gathering taken south of

Errol, between the river and the gamekeeper's house, in soft

muddy gullies and lagoons* The shore for a considerable
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distance at this place is made up of reedy ground traversed by
channels interspersed with pools covered by the tide at high

water.

yf Forth.—This material was dredged

four fathoms^ twenty yards or so from the pier at Bo'ness. It

was a soft slimy mud, the water being brackish^ but not

strikingly so. That the Ehizopodal fauna presents a closer

approximation to that of the laminarian zone than most of the

localities investigated^ is readily explained by the wide com-

munication with the open sea.

3. Seaton Sluice,—A sort of harbour at the deboucliement of

the Seaton Burn, about six miles north of the Tyne. The
Ehizopoda were all of the commoner brackish type.

4. Jarrow Slake.—A large muddy expanse on the south

side of the estuary of the Tyne, within a couple of miles of

the sea. At low water the whole tract is left exposed, except

the freshwater channel of a small tributary stream (the Don),

which flows through it to its junction with the river. Samples
of soft mud from various points of the smface left uncovered

at low tide were collected for us by our friend Mr. Drewett
Drewett of Jarrow Hall. Their examination only yielded

specimens of four of the commoner brackish species.

5. llylton Dene. Wear
about two miles above Sunderland*. Several gatherings were

made among the grassy pools, which have only occasional

communication with marine water. The water in some cases

constituents

Har Hartle

West Hartlenool. runnin
receiving the freshwater drainage of one or two rivulets, but

covered by the sea at high tide. Our gathering, which was
from some old mud, probably does not represent exhaustively

the Ehizopoda of the locality.

7. Elver Tees near Middleshro\—The wide outspread

estuary of the Tees is to a great extent a muddy flat at low
tide. Somewhat removed from the bed of the river, on either

side, are a succession of grassy pools and ditches, all more or

less brackish. The material examined was obtained from
situations of this sort on the south side.

8. River ExCy Devonsh're.-^Yvom. the gravelly stony river

margin near Lympston, halfway be1v\'een Exeter and Exmouth,
near low-water mark (an exposed situation, too much affected

by the wash of the tide for minute and delicate organisms, and

* For a detailed accoiint of the zoology of this interesting locality, see

Trans, Tyneside Nat. Field-Club, vol. vi. p. 05.

/
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presenting a correspondingly meagre fauna), a few Ostracoda
were noticed of tlie following species :

—

Cytliere porcellaneaj Braxhj,
|
Paradoxostoma Fisclieri, G, 0. Sars,

castanea, G, O. Sars.
\

hibernicum ?, JBrcuhj,

9.^ Estuary of the Bihhle.—We are indebted to Mr. E. C.
Davison for a sounding from tLis locality. It consisted of
fine sand ; and tliougli the quantity was very small^ it con-
tamed^ microzoa of considerable interest. Tlie only specimen
oi Uvtgerina irregularis that has been found on the west coast
occurred in it.

In the seccriJ group, which is confined to the Fen area, no
additional localities arc included in the table.

The third group is somewhat miscellaneous, and is almost
entn-ely new. It consists chiefly of the results of collecting
on the west of Scotland. The Scheldt gathering and one
from the west of Ireland are, to save fm-ther division, placed
m the same set,

10 & 11. Locli'in-Daal and Loch Qriinard. The former
locality is the large bay facing southwards, the latter the
smaller inlet opening northwards in the island of Islay. In
both of these a large marshy tract extends inland, portions of
which are only covered at the highest tides ; and we are in-
debted to Mr. R. Y. Green for parcels of mud obtained from the
grassy pools above tlie ordinary high-water marks. Though
differing considerably, both gatherings are eminently brackisli;
that from Loch Grunard contained the only specimen of

Trochammina squamata we have yet met with under such
conditions—indeed, with the exception of rare examples from
deeper water among the Hebrides, the only one hitherto found
on the British coast.

12. Portree Harhour^ Isle of Skye.—Sandy mud obtained
iiear the point where a small stream empties itself into the sea,

a little above high-water mark. For tliis material we are in-

debted to Mr. Joseph Wright, of the Newcastle Museum.
13. Loch Gil-p,—A gathering procured from a small burn

^t a point only reached by the sea for a short time at high
Water. The bottom was mud and small gravel, deeply co-

loured with ferruginous deposit. The number of species very
limited.

14. Westportj L-eland.—From a brackish pond subject to

the tide, but never left dry; depth, two to three fathoms;
bottom, sandy gravel j the water in some degree brackish^
from the influx of a small stream. The fauna indicates more
nearly marine conditions than most of those included in the

Table, and is remarkable from containing specimens of Ver-
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neuilina spinulosa—its first recorded occurrence on the British

coast,

15. In a separate division a summary of the results of

Messrs. Parker and Jones's researclies on the Foraminifera of

the clay underlying the peat in the Fen district is giveuj in

order to facilitate the comparison of the prehistoric fauna of

this interesting area wuth that at present existing. It is com-

piled from four columns in their '^ Table of the North-Atlantic

and Arctic Foraminifera, with their Distribution in other

Seas" (Phil. Trans, vol. civ. p. 422^ table vii.), headed re-

spectively as follows

:

liefr

lesfi

f

^^ 1. SuhrecenL Peterhorough Fen^ one n
boundary {sandy clay).

^^ 2. Subrecent. Peterborough Fen ^ two m
boundary [sandy clay). •

*^ 3. Subrecent [clay). Boston^ LincolnsMre^
"4. Suhrecent [clay). Wisbeach^ Cambridgeshire {Valley of

the Nene).^^

Setting aside the last column^ which need not affect general

considerations, the groups into which the Table is divided have

a purely geographical basis. Eeference to physical conditions,

such as depthj proportionate admixture of fresh water, proxi-

mity to the open sea, and the nature of the bottom^ would give

a somewhat different classification^ and one bearing more
closely upon zoological relations.

So divided^ a first series would embrace those localities in

which, either owing to wide and easy communication with the

ocean or a relatively small influx of fresh water, the Rhizopod
fauna ai^proximates in some degree to that of the littoral and

laminarian zones. Seven of the columns might be comprised

under this head, viz. :—B, Montrose Basin ; c, Budle Bay

;

E, River Aln ; a, Eiver "Wansbeck ; H, River Blyth ; 2^ Frith

of Forth ; and, 14, Westport, Ireland. Columns 9, River

Ribble, and D d^ River Scheldt, probably belong to the same
series j but a deficiency of material for examination leaves

some uncertainty with respect to them. The presence of Qmn"
qushcidinafiisca^ Trochammtna inflata^ and Rotalia Beccarii^

and the abundance of Polystomella striafojmnctata and Nonio-
nina depressula^ may be accepted as the most characteristic

indication of the constant admixture of fresh water ; and three

of these seven localities, notwithstanding their marine affini-

ties, answer in every particular to this test. In four of them
QuinquclocuUna fusca gives place to stronger marine species

;

and in one, Trochammina infata is replaced by Lituola cana-

riensis. On the other hand, the series presents a large number
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of additional species, which may be regarded as " semi-
brackish"—in other words, such as will tolerate in a limited
degree brackish conditions, whilst normally marine in their
habit. The most conspicuous of these belong to the genera
Lagena (of which almost every British variety occurs), Bull-
mina, BoUvina^ Discorhina^ Triincatulina^ and Patellina.
Eeference to the Table will extend the category, and show the
particular forms which occm\
A second series would comprise those areas which are fur-

ther removed from marine influence, either by greater distance
from tlie coast-line or other circumstances of position. This
would include the gatherings made higher up river-estuariea,

the " salt grass " of estuarian marshes, and the pools of swampy
ground only covered by the sea at excej^tionally high tides,

buch situations are represented by thirteen columns, viz.

:

A, River Clyde ; F, River Coquet, at Warkworth Hermitage;
ly River Tay, at Errol; 3, Seaton Sluice; 4, Jarrow Slake

;

5, RiverWear at Hylton Dene ; 6, Hartlepool Slake ; 7, River
Tees, near Middlesborough ; 8, River Exe, near Lympston,
and the four Western Scottish gatherings, 10, 11, 12, and 13.

Situations of this sort are characterized by the presence gene-
rally of the five species before named, with the occasional ad-

dition of certain other forms—notably QuinquelocuUna semi-

nulam^ Q. suhrotiinda^ Lituola canariensiSy and TnmcatuUna
lohahila.

A third series would embrace the Fen localities, which,

zoologically as well as geographically, stand by themselves,
the fauna consisting, as already stated, of the species which
have survived the gradual change in the surface-contour of

that district.

Testaceous Rhizopoda of the loiver types are often so perish-

able in their nature that the investments of many are destroyed

or their characters obliterated by the mere process of washing
and drying the muddy material in which they live. As most of

the examinations were necessarily made on material so treated,

there is little to oifer with respect to the oro-anisms stand-

ing immediately lower in the scale ; but as their relation to

the Foraminifera is very intimate, a mere enumeration of those

which have been noticed and the localities in which they were
taken will tend to general completeness. This unfortunately

cannot be extended beyond the Difflngice. Dr. Wallich's ex-

cellent plate (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3. vol. xiii. pi. 16,
M

'fflugia pjjrifi

m • •

pi. 1- fig. 1, Jan. 1864; Wallich, he. ciL figs. 9, 10) is by fur

the commonest form. Wau

^l
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Leek, tlie Tay, tlie dykes on the site of AVhittlesea Mere, tlie

river Cam at Ely^ in Barton Broad, Ormesby Broad, Somerton

Broad, Horsey Mere, and Hickling Broad* In Ormesby
Broad it was tlie only Ehizopod discovered, no Foraminifera

being present in tbe gathering.

Diffiitgia mitriformis^ the long form (?oc. cit. fig. 12) was
found in the Coquet, the single-horned variety (fig. 7) in the

same gathering and in the river Cam at Ely, and the two-

horned variety (fig. 8) in the latter locality only.

Difflugia arcella (tigs. 34-38) occurred in the river Blyth

and in Whittlesea Dykes. '

Difflugia glohularis (fig- 21), somewhat doubtful specimens

in Whittlesea Dykes and in the river Cam at Ely.

One or two specimens of another organism, apparently

closely allied to Difflugia^ were found in Whittlesea Mere.

Our friend Mr. H. J. Carter, F.E.S., who has kindly examined

the mountings pertaining to this division of the subject, fails

to recognize it as a known species. The test is globular, with

a narrow, much curved neck, as long as the diameter of the

body, rising abruptly from the periphery. In texture it ap-

pears to be completely mineralized (calcareous ?) ; the surface

IS white, and scarcely rougher than is often seen in Foramini-

fera of some of the normally hyaline genera. In general form

it is not altogether unlike Dr. Wallich's figm-es of Difflugia

spiralis {he. cit figs. 24, 24 a, 25) ; but the neck is narrower

and longer, and the test, if composite, is built on a different

plan, and with much more finely divided materials.

The following Is a detailed synopsis of the Foraminifera

:

CornuspirafoUaceay Philippi, sp.

OrUs foliacettSy Philippi (1844), Enum. Moll. Sicil. vol. ii. p. 147, pi. 24.

fig, 20.

Very rare. The only satisfactory specimens are from two

Northumbrian localities, Budle Bay and the Blyth estuary.

A single imperfect shell, obtained from the Montrose Basin,

much resembles this species, but may have belonged to an

annelid.

Bilocitlina rmgens^ Lamarck, sp.

3IilioIiles ringcnsj Lamarck (1804), Aim. Mu3. vol. v. p. 351, vol- ix.

pi. 17. fig. 1.

The "Bilocullne'* Miliolm^ so common in really marine

situations at any part of our coast, are comparatively scarce

where any admixture of fresh water occurs. The subtype B.

ringens has been found only in the Montrose Basin, which, as

has been pointed out, is one of the least-brackish areas ad-

mitted into our Table.

t

f

1^
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Bilocidina eloncjata^ D^Orbigny.

Bilocidina ehngattty D'Orbigny (182G), Ann. Sci. Nat, vol. vii. p. 298.
no. 4.

Estuaries of the WansLeck and Blyth; and in the river Bure
at Yarmouth j in all cases rare.

BilocuUna depressGy D'Orbignj.

BilocuUna depressa^ D^Orbigny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol. vii. p. 298. no. 1,

Modele no. 91.

The compressed, carlnate, feebler form of BilocuUna occurs

sparingly in four out of our liA^e Northumbrian gatherings

;

elsewhere it has not been met with.

Spiroloculina Umhata^ D'Orbigny.

Spirohoiilma Umhata, D'Orbig-ny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol. ^Ai, p, 299.
no. 9 ; Soldani^ Testaceograpliia^ vol. iii. p. 229, pi. 154. fig. hh^ and
pi. 15o. fig, iu

Budle Bay and Blyth ;
rare.

Triloculina trigonula^ Lamarck, sp.

MiKolites trigonula, Lamarck (1804), Ann, Mu8, vol. v. p. 351. no. 3

;

(1822) Anim. s. Vert. vol. vii. p. G12. no. 3.

The " Triloculine " Miliolm found in brackish water belong
almost exclusively to the elongate emaciated variety

(
T, 6b-

crrow

weaker form.

^

Triloculina ohlonga^ Montagu, sp.

Veriniculuyn oblongnrn^ Montagu (1803), Test. Brit. p. 622, pL 14 fig. 9.

There is no real boundary-line between Triloculma and
Quinqueloculina

; and many specimens assigned to T. ohlonga

might with almost equal reason be placed in the latter genus.

Moderately common in Montrose Basin, the Wansbeck
estuary, and Breyden Water j rare in Budle Bay, the Aln^ the

Bure, and at Westport.

QuinquehcuUna semvnulumy Linne, sp.

Serpula semimdum^ LinntS (1767), Syst. Nat. 12th ed. p. 1204. no. 791.

The central type around which the whole of the Milioloi

may be grouped, and one of the commonest and most -nadely

distributed, especially in shallow water, is not unfrequcnt

amongst brackish microzoa. Reference to the Table will show
that it has been found in the same number of localities as tlie

essentially brackish variety,
.
Q. fiisca ; but in comparative

abundance of specimens the Idtter greatly preponderates. The
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examples of Q. $eminulum from subsaline sources are generally

small and tliin-slielled ; and they show a tendency to run into

outspread varieties^ such as Q. suhrotunda.

QuinquelocuUna suhrotunda^ Montagu, sp.

Vermiadum suhrottmdxim^ Montagu (1803), Testacea Britannica, p. 521.

Especially common in the Northumbrian gatherings ;
occm'S

also m the dykes on the site of Whittlesea Mere and In the

river Bure at Yarmouth, but not observed in the ^^ broads" or

elsewhere in the fen-waters.

Quinq XI
QtiinquelocuUna Candetana^ D'Orb. (1840), Foram. Cuba^ p. 170, pi. 12.

figs. 24-26.

A beautiful Miliola which was found in the river Cam at

Ely resembles the QmnquehcuUna Caadeiana of D'Orbigny
more nearly than any other figured species ; and though some
points of difference may be detected^ they are not of sufficient

importance to justify varietal separation, at any rate on the

basis of a single individual. The Fen specimen is more out-

spread than D'Orbigny's figure ; the margin is expanded into

a wide, delicately thin carina^ and the exposed edges of the

inner chambers are acute. Ou.r friend Prof. Rupert Jones

recognizes our figures from their resemblance to a fossil speci-

men found by him some years ago^ and referred provisionally

to this species.

Too little importance can hardly be attached to the minute

morphological variations of the Miliolce^ as specimens pertain-

ing to the group are to be found presenting every possible

modification of contour and relation of parts consistent with a

certain general plan of growth. Tlie peculiarities of the pre-

sent specimen^ though noteworthy, are quite within what may
be r

nidum.
Q

Quinqaeloculma fuscay n, sp. PL XI. figs. 2 a-c.

Quinquehcidina agghithumSf H. B. Brady (1865), Nat. Hist. Trans.

Northumb. and Durham, vol. i. pp. 87, 95.

A very variable MiUolIne Foraminlfer, generally Quinqnc-
locullne In the arrangement of its chamberSj but often ap-

proaching SpirohcuUna^ on tlie one hand, in large outspread

examples, whilst, on the other, starved individuals are some-
times definitely Triloculine. Its distinctive characters may
be stated as under

:

Test composite, only slightly calcareousj usually formed of

sand-grains imperfectly cemented upon or imbedded in a
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chitinous, almost membranous basis. Colour variable,

. usuallj brown. Aperture large and conspicuous, equal in

size to the transverse section of tlie terminal chamber, with
which it corresponds in form. Length -^ inch.

In the " Catalogue of the Recent Foraminifera of Northum-
berland and Durliam " {loc. ciL) some specimens of this spe-
cies, found at Hylton Dene, were described as "a feeble

variety of Quinqueloculina^ in which the normal, white, porcel-
laneous shell is replaced by a composite test composed of arena-
ceous particles imbedded in a chitinous mati-ix, with but little

calcareous matter ;" and they are there referred to Q. agglu-
ttnans^ D'Orb. Subsequent examination of specimens, obtained
from many different localities, of the species originally de-

scribed by D'Orbigny under that name have led to the con-
viction that the variety so common in brackish water is quite

distinct from it-

Q, agglutinans resembles the type Q. seminulum In general
form, in septation, and with respect to its aperture ; it has a
large, bold, thick-walled shell, and, so far as our own coast is

concerned, is only found in its deeper waters. The surface of

the shell is rough ; and the constituent sand-grains are of ap-
preciable size, and often prominent. It appears to have a sort

of selective power with respect to the material used in the con-

struction of the test, dependent possibly on some physical

peculiarity of surface in the sand-grains themselves ; for spe-

cimens completely soluble in hydrochloric acid have been
found in sand containing only a small percentage of calcareous

matter. Under any circumstances, acetic or hydrochloric

acids completely disintegrate, even when they do not entirely

Q
Our

dissolve, the shell.

In contrast to these chara
locuUiia fasca^ is very indei

drawing (PI, XI. figs. 2 a-c) represents the aj)pearance ofsome
of the best-developed specimens; but a large proportion of

those met Avith in any brackish gathering run into the feebler

Milioline forms, often elongate and narrow, sometimes out-

spread and thin, according to their tendency towards Trilocu-

Una on the one hand or Spiroloculina on the other. The test

itself is always coloured, usually brownish, slightly rough
externally, and thin-walled. Its structure has been already

alluded to (p, 276). Plate XI. fig- 3 a represents a piece of

the test mounted in Canada balsam and viewed by transmitted

ligiit under a power of 200 diameters ; h is another portion,

decalcified by means of strong acid, and mounted in the same
Way, These drawings have been made to show to how small
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cemed

.-^

Trocliammma sqitamata^ Parker & Jones. PI. XI. fig- 4.

Trochammma sqiiamata^ Parker & Jones (18G1), Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc.

vol. xvi. p. 304. no. 88.

The typical TrocJiammina sqiiamaia is almost nnknown as

a recent Britisli specicSj one or two specimens from Mr. Jef-

freys's Hebrides dredgings In 1SG6* being tlie only previous

instance of its occurrence in our seas. The shell figured at

PI. XI. fig. 4 was also found in a Hebrides locality (Loch
Grunard, Islay), but in brackish water and associated with

Qmnqueloculina fasca and other microzoa of similar habit.

It has the characteristic^ brown, rough, scale-like test, with
irregular surface and very obscure septatiou. The terminal
portion of the spire is somewhat broken, as shown in the

figure.

* See "Notes on the Bhizopodal Fauna of the Hebrides," Brit. Assoc.

Report, IBGG, (Transactions) p. G9.

its formation.

Quinquehculina fusca is by far the commonest of the

brackish Miliolm
; and reference to the Table will show how

exclusively it affects brackish localities. In the columns de-

voted to the areas least affected by the influx of fresh water

(such as Montrose Basin, Budle Bay, the estuaries of the

Blyth, Forth, and Eibble) it is comparatively absent. In

tliose representing the Fen district it is also wanting, except

in HickHng Broad and the river Bure. But in the estuarian

pools of Northuraherland and Durham generally it is quite

common, and in the brackish shallows of the lochs on the west

of Scotland it is invariably to be found. In the Westport
gathering (Clew Bay) it is abundant.

Quinquelocidi7ia secans^ D'Orbigny.

Qumqnelocndina seeans^ D'Orb.(1826), Ann. Sci. Xat. vol. vii. p. 303. no. 43,

Modele no. 96.

Bare in brackish water ; found with other marine species

at Budle Bay, in the Wansbeck, and in the Blyth : one or two
specimens also from Hartlepool Slake.

Quinqueloculina hicormSy Walker & Jacob, sp.

Scrpula bicornisy Walker & Jacoh (Jide Kanmacher) (1708), Adams's .

Essays on tlie Microscope, 2nd ed. p. 633, pi. 14 fig. 2. . I

Observed only in Budle Bay. It is a common marine spe-

cies on the Northumberland coast.

t
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Trochammina injlata^ Montagu^ sp. -

Nautilus inflatus^ Montagu (1808), SuppL Testacea Britannica, p. 81,
pi. 18. fig. 3.

Botalina injlata^ Williamson (1858), Rec. For. Gt. Brit. p. 60^ pi. 4. figs.

This species has been carefullj studied by Messrs. Parker
and Jones from specimens washed out of the claj which un-
derlies the peat in the Fen district near Peterborough. The
organic remains contained in this deposit can scarcely be re-
garded as fossil, as little alteration has taken place in their

physical characters, and they represent probably the direct

ancestry of the living mzcrozoa of the neighbouring brackish
waters. As the distance has increased between the inland
fen area and the open sea, and the fen-waters have become in
consequence less saline, the present species, amongst others,
has grown correspondingly less common, and its distribution

limited to a few localities most favourable to its habit.

TrocJtammina infiata is alike variable in its external con-
tour and appearance and its choice of a habitat. The speci-

mens originally described by Col. Montagu were from the

Devonshire coast, Prof. Williamson's from Mr. Barlee'
Mr. JefFreys's dredgings at various points around the British
Isles ; but whilst the species is extremely rare in these dredged
sands, it is one of those most commonly met with in the mud
of shallow lagoons.
The deep-water (niarine) specimens in our possession differ

somewhat from the brackish type ; they are smaller, thicker
m proportion, have fewer chambers in each whorl, and show
deep constrictions at the septa, especially in the under surface.

Specimens with these characters were obtained from depths of
fifty fathoms and upwards at two or three points on the west
coast of Scotland. We have no record of its occurrence in
the coralline or the laminarian zone, though it can scarcely be
supposed to cease entirely in intermediate depths.

Professor Williamson a figures ijoc. ctt,) rei^resent excel-
lently what may be regarded as the typical form ; and corre-

sponding examples are abundant in brackish poolg. There is,

however, in addition, an emaciated variety not uncommon in
the same localities, diverging from the type in an exactly op-
posite direction to the deep-water form just alluded to, and
presenting about equal morphological affinity to Trochammina
'^njlata and Lituola canariensis. A recent examination of a
very large number of Lituoline Foraminifera from various lo-

calities and depths of water on the western shores of Scotland
afforded the clearest evidence that no truly specific, still less

generic, distinction could be drawn between VahuUna ( F, co-

^^nn.& Mag. N. Hist Ser.4. VoIyI 19
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nica and F. austrtaca)^ Trochammma [T. squamata and T.

{nflata)y and Lituola (L. canariensis) . The series of arena-

ceous Foraminifera so bronglit together runs through the

whole of the *^ species " named above in parentheses, and is

without a break ; indeed it may be said that any decision as to

the naming of many of the specimens is purely arbitrary. It

may be admitted that Valvulina has normally only three

chambers in each whorl, and that fine specimens sometimes

show a perforate primary shell *; that many Trochamnitnw
have tests in which the calcareous cement is largely in excess

of the imbedded sand-grains, and that Lifuola in its finer de-

velopments has a coarse, rough, sandy investment j but the

series adverted to yields specimens with complete admixture

of these supposed generic characters f. Pending the rear-

rangement of the group, it has been thought best to give a sort

of varietal distinction to the complanate specimens above
mentioned ; and a separate line Is accorded to them, under the

name Tr. macrescensj in the Table,

Little need be added to the particulars contained in the

Table respecting the distribution of Tr. injlata. It has been
found in about one half of the localities searched; but, in the

inland Fen area, living specimens have only been noted at a

few points.

Trochammina tnflafa^ var. macrescens. PI. XI. figs. 5 a-c.

Characters.—Test nautlloid, complanate. Chambers nume-
rous, thin, concave. Septal plane nari'ow. Texture mem-

* Occasional specimens Lelonging to the genus Livolntina^ another suh-

arenaceous type scarcely separable from Trochmnmina, hut limited in its

distribution^ so far as at present known, to rocks of the Carboniferous
and Liassic periods, show this same character (unusual to the Litiiolidd)

^

a perforated primary shell-wall. See Geol. Mag. Noyember 1864, pi. 9.

fig. 6.

t AVhilst on the subject of the present arrangement of the arenaceous
Foraminifera, I may hazard the yiew that Lituola canariensis is in far closer

relationship \\dth the Trochammina series than with either Lituola nau-
tiloidea ori, scorpitirifs. There is considerable distinction, again, between
these two latter *^ species." Lamarck's typical form (i. naidiloidea), the

Hebrides yariety of which Professor Williamson figures well as Froteo-
nina 2}seudosjnraUs (Eec. For. Gt. Br. pi. 1. figs. 2, 3), diifers as much in

texture and surface and in the character and deposition of its " cement

"

from i. scorpiurus as it does in external form j and as this is equally^true
when the two occur together in considerable numbers in the same hand-
ful of sand, their diyerse characters can scarcely be the result of external
conditions.

It would be premature to make any material alteration in nomen-
clatiu-e xintil the result of Dr. Carpenter's researches on the larger arena-
ceous Rhizopoda obtained in the recent deep-sea explorations are made
pubUc, The subject is beyond the scope of the present paper.—H. B. B.
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branous, subai-enaceouSj scarcely calcareous- Colour brown.
Long diameter gV inch.

That the thin outspread nautiloid Trocliamminm which
abound in some localities are the result of depauperating exter-
nal influences, possibly extended through verj many genera-
tions, is most probable, the only alternative suj^position being
that they are passage forms between the chitinous and arena-
ceous groups of Khizopoda. Accepting the former view, the
difficulty remains wliether the complanate specimens approxi-
mate most nearly to Lituola canariensis or Trochammina in-
Jlataj if, indeed, these two are not the same species. The pre-
ference for associating them with Tr. inflata is founded rather
on the extreme tenuity of the test, its membranous natm*e, and
its agreement in chemical relations, than on morphological pe-
culiarities. Supposing the connexion with Tr. inflata to be
such as has been indicated, there is a manifest convenience in

distinguishing the variety by name in the same way as the
starved conditions of other genera are recognized. The che-
mical characters of the test have been before described. The
concavity of the individual chambers is due in great degree to

the falling-in of the walls from the contraction of the sarcode
m drying

j but in some specimens with thin square edge, and
having a general contour not unlike limbate OpercuUnce^ ap-

pearances are against the supposition that the segments ever

were convex.

Lituola scorpiurus^ Montfort, sp.

Bophax

83e genre

A single specimen only, and that of the stunted form with
obscure septation which alone appears on the east coast. It

was found in the scai^cely brackish material from the Forth.

Lituola canariensis^ D'Orbigny, sp.

Mnianina canariensis, D'Orbifmy (1839), Nat. Hist. Canaries, p. 128, pL 2.

%8,33,34.

Not uncommon in the more marine localities ; in the areas

most influenced by the influx of fresh water it often gives

place to TrocJiammina macrescens,

Lagena sulcata^ Walker & Jacob*

Serpula (Lagem) sulcata. Walker & Jacob (fde Kanmacter) (1794),
Adams's Essays on the Microscope, 2nd ed. p. 634, pL 14. fig. 5.

This, the typical form of Lagena^ is also the commonest in

brackish water. Its absence is conspicuous in the estua-

nan pools of the Taj, Tyne, Wear, Tees, and Exe, and in
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the five western Scottish localities contained in our Table, but

through the remainder of the list it is pretty evenly distributed.

Lagena Lyellii^ Seguenza, sp. PI. XI o
Ampliorina Lyellii, Seguenza (1862), Foram. Monotal. Mioc. Messin. p. ^2^

pi, 1. fig. 40.

costatcij id. ibid. p. 52, pi. 1. fig. 41.

It may be fairly questioned whether it is worth while to

separate Lagena Lyellii from its direct t}^e L. sulcata. Re-
garding it as the distomatous variety of the latter species, its

distinctive characters are of the same value as those of L. di-

stoma and L. graciUima j and the same rule as to recognition

should be observed in respect to all three. In addition, how-
ever, to the second or basal neck and orifice, all the speci-

mens of Lagena Lyellii we have met with possess a second

mark of peculiarity in the exogenous spirallyarranged deposit of

shell-substance investing the superior neck. The supplementary
or basal neck commences abruptly from the centre of the lower

end of the shell, and is sometimes curved or obliquely set. In
the other distomatous forms alluded to the shell tapers towards

the lower as towards the upper orifice, although generally

more rapidly.

This variety was one of the numerous interesting Lagence
found in the deep-water sands dredged by Mr. Jefireys in

1866 amongst the Western Isles*. The particular localities

were " the Minch," " off Skye," and '' Loch Eriboll f and in

every case it was very rare. It is singular that tlie deep-

water shells should have in some instances the same irregular,

apparently distoii:ed lip that our brackish specimens both pre-

sent (see figure).

But tAvo brackish-water examples have occurred in these

examinations—one from the Frith of Forth (Bo'ness), the other

from the Montrose Basin.

Lagena ZtemV, 'Montagu, sp.

Vermicuhim Iceve, Montagu (1803), Testacea Biitannica, p. 524,

Distribution almost exactly corresponds with that of L. sul-

cata^ but it is not quite so common.

Lagena gracilUma^ Seguenza, sp. PI. XI. figs. 6 a-c.

Amphorina gradttima. Seguenza (1862), Foram. Monotal. Mioc. Messin.
p. 51, pi. 1. fig. 35.

Lagena graciUima has scarcely been recognized hitherto as

a British recent species, and it is best known as a Tertiary
w

* British Association Reports, 1866, (Transactions) p. 70.

t
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fossil. It is described and figured in the ' Monograph of the
Crag Foraminifera/ p. 45, pi 1. figs, 36, 37, where a suc-
cinct account of its peculiarities and distribution may be
found. It is, morphologicallj speaking, the distomatous va-
rietj oi Lagena Icevis.

Lagena gracillima is frequently met with in Northumbrian
estuaries. In the Fen district it has only been noticed at one
point, Breydon Water. It also occurs in two locaHtics far
apart, but similar in tidal relations, viz. Montrose Basin and
Westport, Ireland.

Lagena glohosa^ Montagu, sp.

Vermictdum glohosimi, Montagu (1803), Testacea Britannica, p. 523.

-Not uncommon in river-estuaries Avhere there is sufficient

admixture of sea-water j sparingly found in most of the Fen
gathering's.

Lagena striata^ D'Orbigny, sp.

OoKna striata^ D'Orbigny (1839), Foram. Amdr. Merid. p. 21, pi. 5.

fig. 12.

In the Northumbrian estuaries and Montrose Basin j one or

two specimens also from the mouth of the Kibble,

Lagena semistriata^ Williamson.
Lagena striata, var. /3. semistriata, WiUiamson (18-18), Ann, & Mag. Nat.

Hist. ser. 2. vol. i. p. 14, pi. 1. figs. 9^ 10.

Less frequent than L. striata in estuaries, but found in

some Fen localities, where the latter species has not been ob-
served at all, viz. dykes on the site of Whittlesea Meve^
Somerton Broad, and Breydon Water.

Lagena distoma^ Parker & Jones.

Lagena sulcatay var. distoma. Parker & Jones (1864), Phil. Trans, vol. civ,

P- 356, pL 13. fig. 20.

Somewhat common in the Northumbrian estuaries and in

the Montrose Basin.
This is one of the species that seems to have died out of the

fen-waters as the proportion of saline constituents has dimi-

nished; for it is of frequent occurrence, amongst other scarcely

fossilized Foraminifera, In the clay underlying the peat as far

inland as Peterboro' {Parker).

Lagena marginata, Walker & Jacob, sp.

^'inda (Lagena) marghmta, Walter & Jacob (1784), Test. Min. p. 3, pL 1.

fig. 7.

Found in exactly the same gatherings as L. distoma. Con-
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fined to the more marine localities of Northumberland and the

questionably brackish Montrose Basin.

The obscurely quadrangular, compressed^ subvarietal form

named by Professor Williamson Entosolema marginata^ var.

quadrata (Rec, For. Gt. Br. p, 11, ph 1. figs. 27, 28), was

observed amongst the Wansbeck and Budle-Bay microzoa.

Another subvarietal ioxYa^Entosolema marginata^ var. lucidaj

Williamson (Rec. For. Gt. Br. p. 11, pi. 1- figs. 22, 23), was
found in three localities, viz. Montrose Basin, Wansbeck, and

Frith of Forth.

These two modifications, dependent for their distinction on
.

^

very trifling morphological peculiarities, are not of sufficient *i

importance to need record in the Table of distribution.

Lagena ornata^ Williamson, sp.

£ntosolenta marginatay var. omata^ Williamson (1858), Rec. For. Gt Br.

p. 11, pi. 1, fig. 24.

A few specimens from Montrose Basin and a still smaller

nimiber from Budle Baj are all that have come under our

notice. This is altogether a rare form on the British coast,

though its distribution is not particularly restricted in a geo-

graphical sense, and it has been repeatedly noticed as a Ter-
tiary fossil,

Lagena pidchella^ Brady. PL XII. figs. 1 a, h.

Lagena pulcheUa^ H. B. Brady (1866), Brit. Assoc. Reports, (Transactions)

p. 70,

In a short notice of the Ehizopodal fauna of the Hebrides
{loc. cit,) this species was described as follows, but was not

figured

:

" Characters as X, marginata^ W. & J., to which it is

closely allied, but differing in having a number of delicate

parallel cost^ springing from the base and extending into the

upper half of the shell, in some specimens nearly to the

aperture
"

SA single example of this curious carinate Lagena^ diiferin

from the Hebrides specimens only in its larger size and coitc-

spondingly exaggerated surface-peculiarities, was found in the

mud of the Scheldt near Antwerp. The Scottish specimens
resemble L. marginata in their general form much more closely

than this, and the costa? are more delicate and regular ; but
these are minor characters of deviation, not requiring sepa-
rate recognition. .

We have no instance of the occmTcnce of L. pidchella in

brackish water, except the one specimen above alluded to,

though It has been found in a part of the Frith of Forth (in-

\

\
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Harbour)
sent paper. A considerable number of specimens were found

^

in a dredging from Fintrj Baj, Cumbrae, in 10 to 12 fathoms.

Lagena squamosa^ MontagUj sp.

Vermtmhim squamosum^ Montagu (1803), Testacea Britannica, p. 526,
.

pi. 14 fig. 2.
>

Eare in Montrose Basin and the north-eastern estuaries
j

still rarer in the Fen gatherings ; entirely absent from the
brackish areas examined on the west of Scotland.

Lagena melo^ D'Orbigny, sp.

Oolina meloy D'Orhigny (1847), Foram. Am^r. M^rid. p. 20, pi. 5. fig. 9.

Verj rare ; single specimens from Montrose Basin and the
estuaries of the Alne and Bljth. Again one specimen alone

amongst the Fen microzoa (Breydon Water).

Glandulina Imvigata^ D'Orbigny.

Nbdosaria {Glandulina) l<BVigata, D'Orbigny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol.

vii. No. 1, pi. 10. figs. 1-3.

A soHtary example from the Scheldt near Antwerp is the
only occm'rence of Glandulina Imvigata in brackish water we
have note of.

It is altogether rare as a recent species. Mr. Waller found
three or four specimens in deep water off Shetland; and
Messrs. Parker and Jones obtained it oiF the coast oi ^N'orway.

It is difficult to account for its presence in the Scheldt. The
other microzoa (except Lagena imlchella) were of the ordinary

brackish type, so far as could be judged from the limited

number at our command.

Nodosarta scalaris^ Batsch^ sp.

Nautilus (Orthoceras) scalaris, Batsch (1791), Concliyl. Seesandes, pi. 2.

figs. 4 a, 6.

Montrose Basin, Frith of Forth, Budle Bay, estuaiy of the

Blytli, amongst the most nearly marine of the localities named
in the Table ; in every case very rare and the specimens small.

Dentalina commimis^ D'Orbigny.

Nodosaria (DenlaUua) communis^ D'Orbigny (1820), Ann, Sci. Nat. voL vii.

p. 254. no. 35.

This species, common everywhere on our coast in really

marine localities, does not flourish Avhere the water contains

less than its normal proportion of saline ingredients. A few
very small examples from Montrose Basin, tbe Frith of Forth,

and the estuarv of the Aln constitute our collection from
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brackish habitats. It has not been found living in the fen-

waters nor in the localities examined in the west of Scotland.

Dentalina guttifera^ D'Orbigny. PI. XII, fig. 2.

Dentalma guttiferaj D'Orbigny (184G), For. Foss. Vienne^ p. 49^ pi. 2.

figs. 11-13.

Amongst the numerous Dentalince with subglobular fusi-

form chambers that have received specific names at the hands

of one author or other, D. guUifera^ as figured in the ^ Vienna

Basin' monograph^ may be accepted as the best representative.

D'Orbigny assigns to it the following specific characters :-

" Test elongate, smooth. Chambers seven In number, pyri-

form, inflated, separated by constrictions so deep that the

shell appears like a string of beads. The earliest chamber

mucronate."

It is very rare to meet with perfect examples of so fragile

a shell 5 and, under any circumstances, to set down a definite

number of chambers as a specific character of a polythalamous

Foramlnifer Is wholly untenable. With this exception, the de-

scription agrees with the specimens Avhich have come under

our notice. In form, the chambers are usually somewhat
longer proportionally than in D'Orbigny's figures, and have
their widest diameter somewhat below the centre, tlie upper

portion of each tapering gradually to a capillary stoloniferous

tube.

Dentalina guttifera may be regarded as the curved condi-

tion of Nodosaria pyrula. Although occasional specimens

have been met with at other portions of the British coast

no notice of its occurrence has been published heretofore. In

the brackish gatherings It has only been noted in two locali-

ties—Bo'ness (Frith of Forth) and the Blyth estuary.

MarginuUna glabra^ D'Orbigny. PL XII. figs. 3 (^, &-

Marghmlina glabra^ D'OrHgny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol. vii. p. 259. no. 6,

Modele no. 55.

One or two specimens from Montrose Basin only. Chance
specimens they might be called ; for the species Is of rare oc-

currence on the British coast, even imder more favourable con-

ditions. We have examples from deep water off the west of

Scotland, but elsewhere on our shores have never met with it.

Cristellaria rotxilata^ Lamarck, sp.

Lenticidites rotulata^ Lamarck (1804), Annales du Museum; vol. v. p. 188.

no. 3.
r

Not at home in brackish water, one very small example in

the Blyth gathering being the only instance of its occmTence-

?
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Gristellaria crepidula^ Ficlitel & Moll, sp.

Nautilus crepidula^ Fichtel & Moll (1803); Testacea Microscoplca, p, 107,
pi. 19. figs, g, I ,

Verj rare
; represented only hy isolated specimens from the

Wansbeck and Blyth respectively,

PolymorjjMna lactea^ Walker & Jacol), sp.

Serptda lactea. Walker & Jacob {Jlde Kanmaclier) (1798), Adams's
Essays, 2nd ed. p. 634, pi. 24 fig. 4.

The typical fonn of Polymorphina seems to give place to a
less compact variety, P. com^ressa^ under the deteriorating
conditions resulting from the admixture of fresh waters. Of
the closely allied P. communis and P. ohlonga the same holds
true.

Each of these three species has heen collected In two loca-
lities

; but the occurrence of solitary specimens at a few points
widely separated yields only the general indication of rarity.

Polymorphina communis^ D'Orbigny.

Polymorphina (GtiUuUna) communis^ D'Orbif^ny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat.
vol. vii. p. 226. no. 15, pi. 12. figs. l-4,Modele no. 62.

Veiy rare.

Polymorphina ohlonga^ Williamson.

Polymorphina lactea, var. ohlonga^ Williamson (1858), Rec. For. Gt. Br.

p. 71, pi. 6. figs. 149, 149a.

Very rare.

PolymorpMna com^ressaj D'Orbigny.
Polymorphina compressa^ D'Orbigny (1846), For. Foss. Vienne, p. 243,

pi. 12. figs. 32-34.

The least-rare variety of the genus
;
yet even P. comjjressa

IS almost confined to the more marine localities of tlie Table.

In the Fen gatherings specimens referable to Polymorj>h{na
are almost completely absent, and but for a solitary instance

supplied by tlie dykes on the site of Whittlesea 3Ierc, Breydon
Water would stand alone as a Fen habitat j even here the

specimens found have been few and small.

Nodosal

which IS found in one variety or other at every point on our

coast, is, so far as appears, entirely wanting amongst the re-

cent microzoa of the fen-waters.

Uvigerina trregulariSy Brady.

Xfvigerina irj-eguhris, H. B. Brady (1865), Nat. Hist. Trans. North. &
Durham, vol. i. p. 100, pi. 12. fig. 5.

The iiTcgular Uvigerina with thin, smooth, porous shell is
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extremely rare. It was obtained off Holy Island in 20 to 25

fathoms water, and has been found (fossil) in the Crag of

Suffolk. A single specimen from the estuary of the Ribble

completes the record of its distribution.

Orhulina universa^ D'Orbigny.

Orbnlbm unimrsa^ D'Orbigny (1839), Foram. Cuba; p. 3. no. 1, pi. 1. fig. 1-

A variable species in external characters. Specimens from

a greater depth than 50 fathoms are white or greyish yellow^

often hyaline, and usually entirely calcareous. Sometimes^

though rarely, they are rough externally, and bear a super-

ficial resemblance to the finely arenaceous types. Those

found in shallower water are almost invariably of a dark brown
colour, and have a peculiar texture not truly arenaceous, yet

often scarcely calcareous. It is very difficult to distinguish the

brown examples of this species met with in inshore gather-

ings from the chitinous tests of some of the lower Rhizopoda,

Orbtdina universa is at home in the deepest seas ;
in the

coralline, laminarian, or littoral zone only an occasional, ap-

parently chance specimen is to be found. Its occm-rence is

only noted in one column of the Table (" Budle Bay ") ;
and

the specimens from that locality may be set down without

cavil as true Orhulince. But in several other brackish areas

spherical tests have been found which almost certainly repre-

sent the same type modified still further by the deteriorating

influence of shallow water and the deficiency of earthy salts.

Glohigerina hulloideSj D'Orbigny.

Glohigerina bztUaides, D'Orbigny (1826), Ann. Sci, Nat. vol. "vii. p. 277,

no. 1, Modeles nos. 17 and 7(3.

Like Orhulina universa^ this is essentially a deep-water
species. When first met with in brackish river-pools three

or four miles inland, its occurrence was regarded as accidental

and an explanation was sought in accordance with this view

;

but as other localities of similar nature were investigated, spe-

cimens, few in number and small in size, but to all appearance
li\'ing, showed themselves amongst other living microzoa in

districts widely apart, rendering it impossible to avoid the

conclusion that Glohigerina hulloides can accommodate itself

not only to very shallow water, but to very difierent condi-

tions, as to specific gravity and proportion of saline matter,

from those which exist in its normal habitat *,

* What is^ here stated does not affect, on one side or the other, the

mooted question whether Glohigerina lives at the bottom of the sea or is

exclusively pelagic in habit. Major Owen's researches show clearly that

it is an important constituent in the surface-fauna of the mid-ocean; but
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Wear
firstand in the Montrose Basin, localities perta

section of the Table. In the Feu area exampfes have been
obtained from the river Nene at Peterboro' and from Somer-
ton Broad, At Westport, in Ireland, and in Portree Har-
bour. Skye, it appeared in larQ:e numbers, a circumstance in

measure
deep sea.

Textularia sagittula^ Defrance.

TextuUria sagitUda, Defrance (1824), Diet. Sci. Nat xxxii. p. 177, liii.

p. 344
J
De Blami-ille, Malacologie, p. 370, pi. 6. fig. 5,

Montrose Basin and Westport, Ireland j very rare.

Foraminifcra of this genus appear to possess remarkably
little power of adapting themselves to brackish water. The
typical Textularia sagittula is common on our coast, even in
very shallow situations, such as the rock-pools of the littoral

zone
;
yet we have only two instances of its occurrence in

localities influenced by fresh water. Reference to the Table
will show that, excepting in three columns before described as

representing localities in which the conditions appear to be
more nearly marine than the rest, the entire genus is notably
absent. Even in these three gatherings the varieties found
were amongst the rarest of the microzoa.

Textularia variabilis^ Williamson.

Textularia variabilis, Williamson (1858), Rec. For. Gt. Br. p, 76. figs. 162,
163, 168. ^ Jy 1 /

c .

Montrose Basin and river Blyth ; very rare.

this is as far as proof goes. On the other hand, it cau hardly he he-
liered that the thick-walled heavy specimens so common at the sea-bot-
tom had power of floating when fully grown. Another argument per
contra exists in the fact that, whilst Globfi/erinte are found (not commonly,
it is true, but still with some frecLuency) in the sands of other seas, as, for

instance, the German Ocean, we have'never, after long experience with
the towing-net in search of Entomostraca, met with a single free-swim-
ming specimen, nor have we ever heard of one being so captured on our
coast. Again, the evidence in respect to GloUgerina ought to be equally

applicable to the other species taken by Major Owen, yet no one has sug-
gested that Piilvinuhna Menardiiy P. Micheliniana, P. ca^mriensisy and P,
crassa are exclusively pelagic species.
That sarcodic animals can live at the ^eatest depths, is sufiiciently

proved by the existence of Bathybius, which cannot be regarded in any
other light than an actually living organism.
These observations are prompted by Mr. Jeffreys's note in No. 121 of

the ' Proceedings of the Royal Societv/ p. 443.
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Textularia ghhulosa^ Ehreiibexg. PI. XII. figs. A a^h.

Texttilana ghhulosa^ Ehrenberg (1839), Abhandl. Akad. Berlin (1838),

p. 135. no. 60, pi. 4, several figs.

One or two specimens of an uncommon variety of Textularia

having verj globular segments were found in tlie Westport

dredgings. Similar forms, some with more numerous cham-

bers, others with fewer, have been figured by Continental

authors. The T. glohulosa of Ehrenberg {loc. cit.) takes pre-

cedence for purposes of nomenclature, though his specimens

apparently were small and had generally but few chambers.

M. Cornuel (Mem. Soc. G^ol. France, 2^ ser. vol. iii. p. 258,

pi. 4. fig. 25) figures a very long attenuated Textularia with

perfectly spherical chambers under the name of T. elongata.

The T. ghhulifera of Eeuss (Sitzungsb. k. Akad. Wissensch.

vol. xl. p. 232, pi. 13. figs. 7, 8) is almost the counterpart of
|

our own figures. The whole of these may very properly be \

included under one varietal name. I

The Westport gathering was peculiar in interesting exam- |

pies
J

it yielded Textularia and its allies. In addition to

those named in the Table, one specimen was found with cha-

racters somewhat different from any thing we have met with

hitherto. The test was thin and complanate, the periphery

not constricted at the sutures, the face presenting numerous
very oblique chambers separated by broad lines of clear shell-

substance ; it was unfortunately broken by the artist before

the drawing was completed, a loss the more to be regretted as

we had not been able to identify the species from published

figures.

Textularia pygmcea^ D'Orbigny.

Texttdaria pygnwa, D'Orbigny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol. vii, p. 263,

no. 13, Modele no. 7.

Montrose Basin j very rare.

' Textularia diffbrmis^ Williamson.

Textidaria variahilis, var. difformisy Williamson (1858), Rcc. For. Gt. Br.

p. 77, pi. 6. figs. 166, 167.

Montrose Basin : verv rare.

Gaudryina impoides^ D'Orbigny. PL XII. figs. 5 a, h.

Gandiyma ptfjmideSjB'Ovhignj (1840), U6m. Soc. G^ol. France, p. 44,
pi. 4. figs. 22-24.

Montrose Basin ; very rare, two or three specimens only-
Gaudryina pupoides has not before been found on the

British coast ; nor is it, under any circumstances, of common
occurrence, either in a recent or fossil condition. The brackish

4
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specimens "have nearly the same contour as D'Orbigny's
G, piipoides^ tlie triserial chambers being obscnre and consti-

tuting but a small proportion of the test ; but the textm-e is as
rough as that represented hj the same author in his G. rugosa^

which, however, can scarcely be regarded as a specifically di-

stinct form.

Verneuilina spinulosa^ Keuss. PI. XII. figs. 6 a-c.

VerneuUina spimilosay Reuss (1849), Denkschr, mathem.-natur. 01. k.
Akad. Wissenscli. yoL i. p. 374, pi. 47. fig. 12.

Two specimens of this interesting triserial Textularian were
found in the Westport dredgings. They are somewhat lim-
bate at the sutm-es, and the edges are not so sharp as those
from Tertiary sources^ nor are the marginal spinous processes

developed to the same extent ; but in other respects their con-
tour answers to Professor Reuss's figm-es. As V. spinuhsa
had not before been met with in British seas^ it was questioned

whether these might not be " derived " from fossiliferous beds
m the neighbourhood ; but there is no evidence in favour of
such a supposition. The shells have all the appearance of

living specimens, and they were associated with other Pro-
tozoa all obviously recent. Neither are there any strata on
the shores of Clew Bay of an age at all likely to yield such
species. Our good friend and colleague Mr. W. K. Parker
has, with his usual kindness, examined these and some other

specimens upon which questions might have been raised, and
has confirmed the conclusions arrived at with respect to them.

Verneuilina polystropTia^ Reuss, sp.

Jiulimi7ia polysfropha, Reuss (1846), Bohm. Kreid. vol. ii. p. 109, pL 24.

%. 53.

Estuary of the Exe and Loch-in-Daal, Islay j rare.

Bulimina pitpoideSj D'Orbigny.

iiulimina p^ipoidesj D'Orbigny (1846), For. Foss. Vienne, p. 185, pL 11.

%3. 11,12.

Very rare ; only noted at Westport; and the specimens there

found were scarcely distinguishable from large stout examples
of ^. ovata.

BuUmina marginata^ D'Orbigny.

Bulimina marffinala, D'Orbigny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol vii. p. 269,
pi. 12. figs. 10-12.

In two or three northern habitats ; very rare. Hardly to
be considered a brackish species.



figs. 4-7.
Orbigny (1839), Voyage TAmer,

Distributioii similar to that of the foregoing species {B. punc-
tata)^ but rarer ; confined to the Montrose Basin, the Frith of

Forth, Budle Bay, and the river Bljth.
D'Orbignj, in his ^ South America' monograph, describes

three varieties of biserial BuUminm^ viz. Botivina ^unctatay

B. plicatCy and B. costata. None of these are given in Pro-
fessor Williamson's work as British species ; but the first has
been collected at many points of our coast, from Shetland
southwards, on both sides of the island ; the second [B. j^U-

cata) is now first recorded from British localities ; whilst the

* The specific name is v^viii^n Schi^eibersiana in the text of Czjzek's
m&xaovc^Sclireibei'sii on the plate. The latter term is abeady in common
use, and it does not seem worth while to change, though ordinarily the
name adopted in the letterpress would take precedence.
t Figured in the Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xxiv. pi. 48. fiff. 9: and Nat.

Hist. Trans. N, & D. vol. i. ph 12. figs. 8, a,K
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BuUmina ovata^ D'Orbigny. "

"

Bulimma ovata, D'Orbigny (1846), For. Foss. ViennCj p. 185^ pL 11. figs.

13, 1#
The commonest of the BuUmincey indeed the only variety

that accepts the brackish conditions without much deteriora-

tion. Its occurrence is confined to the nprthern localities,

which
J

as before stated, present a fauna resembling that of

the littoral and laminarian zones.

BuUmina elegantissima^ D'Orbigny.

BuUmina elegantissima, D'Orhigny (1839), Voyao:e I'Am^r. M^rid. p. 61,

. pi. 12. figs. 13, 14.
'

From the Montrose Basin and Frith of Forth ^ very rare.
y
y

Virgulma ScJireibersn^ Czjzek.

Virgulma Schreibersii *^ Czjzek (1848)^ Haidinger'a Natur. Ahhandl.

YoL i. p. 147, pi. 13. figs. 18-21.

Montrose Basin ; very rare.

Bolivina punctata^ D'Orbigny.

BoUvina jnmctata, D'Orbigny (1839), Voyage TAmdr. Merid. p. 63, pi. 8.

figs, 10-12 1.

Frequent in the northern estuaries^ where the admixtm-e of
j

fresh water is not excessive. Absent from the Durham
gatherings and those from the west of Scotland. Has not

been found living at any point in the Fen district.

BoUvina plicata^ D'Orbigny. PL XII. figs. 7 a^ h.
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third, though of extreme rarity, has been found by Mr. W. K-
r

bignv
Eastbourne

rphology
the shell rather than its actual appearance.

Discorhina rosacea^ D'Orbigny, sp.

Rotalia rosacea, D'Orbigny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol. vii. p. 273, no. 15,
Modele no. 39.

Noticed only in two or three of the more nearly marine ga-
tlierings in the north ] scarcely at home in brackish water,

Discorhina glohularis^ D'Orbigny, sp.

Rosalina ghhularis, D'Orhigny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol. vii. p. 271.
no. 1, pi. 13. figs. 1-4, Modele no. 69.

Frequent in the northern estuaries and in Portree Harboui-,

but not hitherto observed living at any point in the Fen area.

PlanorbiiUna mediterranensis^ D'Orbigny.

Planorhdina mediterranensis, D'Orbigny (1826), Ann. Sci. Nat. vol. vii.

p. 280. no. 2, pi. 14. figs. 4-6, Modele no. 79.

Occurs generally in the Northumbrian estuarieSj the Clyde,

and Montrose Basin. Found sparingly in the river Bure at

Yarmouth and in Brevdon Water.
_

Tru7icatuUna lohatula^ Walker & Jacob^ sp.

Naictiltis lohatidus^ Walter & Jacol) (1798) {Jide Kanmaclier)^ Adams's
Essays on the Microscope, 2nd. ed. p. 642, pL 14. fig. 36.

Found in localities pertaining to each of the three divisions

of the Table, but especially common in the J^'orthumbrian es-

tuaries. In the Fens it has only been observed in Oulton

Bure

efulgensj Montfort

Cibicides reftdgens. Montfort (1808), Conchjl System, vol. i. p. 122,
31e genre.

^/
named species, usually inhabiting deeper water. It is not

common at any part of our coast, even under the conditions it

most affects ; so that it is not easy to account for its occurrence

in Hickling Broad and Horsey Mere, especially in the entire

absence of other Rotalian Foraminifera.

Rotalia Beccarii^ Linn^, sp.

Nautilus Beccarii^Lmn^ (1767), Syst. Nat. 12tli ed. p. 1162. no. 276.

Professor Williamson's figures (Eec. For, Gt. Br. pL iv.



typ

rphological

contour o-

vexity. The septation is much obscured^

cemible on the spiral face beyond the last-formed circlet of

chambers, though more frequently^ as in fig. 8 a, the division

may be traced through a second turn of the spire. The septa

are radial rather than, as in the type, very oblique. The dia-

meter seldom exceeds ^V of an inch and is commonly lesSj

whilst that of the type is from ^ to -t^V inch. There is often an

angular appearance about the periphery of the brackish variety

that is not easily conveyed in a drawing, but which, neverthe-

less, gives to the specimens a somewhat peculiar aspect.

Rotalia Beccarii is one of the most widely distributed of all

the brackish Rhizopoda, although the relative number of indi-

viduals is not nearly so large as those of the genera Polysto-

mella and Nomonina. The particulars noted in the Table
refer to the distribution of the typical form

; the brackish modi-
fication of the type above described occurs in the river Bure
and in the Tyne (Jarrow Slake), and is the commoner of the

two in the estuaries of the Blyth and Exe.

Tinoporus Icevis^ Parker & Jones, sp.

l^is^ Parker & Jones (1860), Ann. & Mag. Ne
>. 33. no. 7.

Only
worn

of these examinations. It was found in the Bo'ness gathering
(Frith of Forth), and is probably a dead shell accidentally
carried in by the tide from deeper sea. Under these circum-
stances it has been omitted from the catalogue, pending better

evidence of its power of living in brackish water.
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figs. 90-92) represent excellently the typical Rotalia Beccarii

as it ordinarily occurs both under marine and brackish condi-

tions. In some localities much affected by the influx of fresh
|

water we have found a large proportion of the specimens as-

suming somewhat modified characters. The peculiarities of

these brackish individuals are not of sufficient importance or

sufficiently uniform to need even varietal separation as to name

i
together of the chambers. Our Plate XII. figs. 8 a-c repre-

sent a fair example, though many could have been chosen Y
showing the peculiarities more strikingly. These shells are ^
usually white and opac[ue rather than hyaline in texture ; the

spiral face is less convex than in the type, sometimes q.uite

flat, the inferior side having a corresponding increase of con-

t

r

i
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PatelUna oorrugata^ Williamson.

PatelUna mrugata, Williamson (1858), Rec. For. Gt. Br. p. 47. pL 3
figs. 86-88.

I' f r
•

A considerable number of small specimens of this interest-
ing type occurred amongst tlie microzoa from Montrose Basin,
and a few in the Blyth estuarj; elsewhere it has not been
noticed in brackish water. Hitherto PatelUna corrugata has
been regarded as a deep-water species, and has been rarely
met with on the east coast.

Polystomella striato^unctata^ Fichtel & Moll, sp.

Ncmtilm striatopimctatus^ Rclitel & Moll (1803), Testacea Microscopica,
p. 61j pi, 9, fig-s. a-c.

The commonest of all Foraminifera inhabitincr brackish
• iT^

water. In the Fen district its distribution is cui^ionslj irre-

gular, following that of Rotalia Beccarii very closely. In
two of the western Scottish localities it has not been observed,
possibly owing to insufficient quantity of material ; but with
these exceptions it has been invariably and abundantly pre-
sent even in the areas fm'thest removed from the open sea. As
before stated, specimens, apparently living, were found in one
locality where the water was absolutely fresh j and it existed

plentifully in a pool near the river Wear, in which analysis

showed only one per cent, of saline constituents. In such cases

the shell-wall is exceedingly thin and transparent, and the
shells are often of a pale green colour, but otherwise have cha-

racters identical wath those of marine origin. The entire ab-
sence of the type (P, crispa)^ so common almost everywhere in

marine gatherings from our shores, is worthy of note. There
is but little doubt that the present form is only the depaupe-
rated condition of the more robust typical species.

Noniomna asterizanSy Fichtel & Moll, sp.

Nmdihts asterizansj Ficlitel & Moll (1803), Testacea Microscopica, p. 37,

pi. 3. figs. ^A.

In the estuaries of the Alne, Blyth, Tees, and Scheldt ; very
rare.

The typical N. asterizans is scarcely distinguishable from
fine specimens of N. depressula^ except by the slight deposit

of clear shell-substance radiating from the umbilicus. Mor-
phologically it lies between iV. dej^ressula and N. stelligera.

the latter having an extreme development of the stellate sutural

linibation. Both N. asterizans and K stelUgera are very rai*e

in the British seas.

^nn.& Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 4. VoIyu 20
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Nonionma turgida^ Williamsorij sp.

Motalina turgida, Williamsoii (18.38), Rec, For. Gt. Br. p. 50, pi. 4. figs.

05-97.

Montrose Basin ; very rare.

A single shell of the still more inflated variety Nomonina

sca^Jia occiu-red in the material from the estuary of the Eibble

;

but it appeared to be a dead specimen, and it has therefore

been omitted from the catalog'ue.

Nonioinna depressula^ Walker & Jacob, sp.

Ncmtilus d^jyresstduSfWtiUieT 8c Jeicoh (Jicle Kanmaclier) (1798), Adams

s

Essays, 2nd ed. p. 641, pi. 14. fig. 33.

The remarks appended to Polystomella striatopiinctata re-

lative to distribution apply with almost equal force to this

species. It is almost invariably abundant in brackish pools.

1

s

Notes.

1. In the following Table an attempt is made to show the

relative frequency of the various species of Foraminifera on

the same plan as that previously adopted with respect to the

Entomostraca^

—

three asterisks being placed to the commonest
forms, tico to those occurring frequently but not in any consi-

derable number, and one to those of extreme parity. In most
of the columns these marks indicate with tolerable accuracy

the relative distribution of the species
; but in a few^ either

from insufficiency of material or other circumstance, the record

must be taken with reservation. The columns headed 9, 11,

and 12 (Kiver Kibble, Loch Grunard, and Portree Harbour)
are of this category; and that marked DcZ (Scheldt) is not

given as in any sense an exhaustive catalogue, but only as a

note of the specimens placed in om- hands by Mr. E. C.

Davison.

2. Column 15, the summary of Mr. Parker's subrecent

gatherings from the Fen clay, requires the addition of the

foUowmg species to make it complete. As none of them have
been found living in any of the localities treated of in the pre-

sent paper, it was thought needless to extend the Table by
their insertion :—

-

Litiiola agglutinan8,D'0/'6. *

Spirillina vivipara, Ehrenb. *

Liigona caudata^ D' Orh. **

Nodosaria raphauus, Lmn.*
aculeata, D'0r6.*

Uvigerina aciileata, U Orb,

Virgulina squamosa, D^Orb.
Pulvinulina Karsteni, Hetiss.

**

Nonionina umbilicatnla,3foyite^.*

granosa, D' Orb, * *

!
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Subkingdora PROTOZOA

Class RHIZOPODA,

Order RETICULARIA.

(FORAMINIFERA.)

Typ?? Genera and Species.

Subji-der IMPERPOEATA.
Family Miliolida,

Cornuspira foliacea,

Phil.

Miliola ssminulum,
Limi

Cornuspira, Schultze,

Fhil L
foliacea, P?iilippi

Biloculina, D'Orb,
ringens, LeanJc

depressa, D' Orb.

elongata, D' Orb,

Triloculina, D' Orb.

trigonula, Lamk
oblonga, Mo7itagit ..

Quinqueloculina, U Orb.
eeminulum, Li7in

Candeiana, J9* Orb,

subrotunda, Montagu
secans, UOrb.
bicornis, W. <.^- J.

fusoa, nov.spcc

Spiroloculina, B' Orb,

limbata, D'Orb.

Family Lituoliba,

Trochammlna, P, ^* J,
Trochammina squama-

j |
squamata, P. ^. J.

ta, P. cf J.

Lituola nautiloidea,

Lamk ,

inflata, Montagu
m^Qvc?>cGns, nov. spec

Lituola, Lamk,
seorpiurus, Monffort
canariensis, D' Orb.

Suborder PERFORATA.
Family Lagenida.

Lagena sulcata, W.^J. \

I
/

J.

,

"idosarma raphanus,

Linn

Polymorpliina laetea,

w. df- Jr.

Uvigerina pygmaia,
UOrb

Lagena, Walker,
sulcata, W. ^- J.

Lyellii, Seguenza
Isevis, Montagu
gracillima, Seguenza
globosa, Montagu
striata, B' Orb
semistriata, WilL
distoma, P, ^J.

"1
ornata, Will .....

pulchella, Brady
squamosa, Montagu,
melo, BOrb

Glandulina, B'Orb.

laevigata, B'Orh,
Nodosaria, Jjamk.

scalaris, Batsch,

Dontalina, B* Orb.

communis, B' Orb,

guttifera, B' Orb, . ^

Vaginulina, B' Orb,

legumen, Linn ,

Marginulina, BOrb.
g\'Ahv%BOrb

Cristellaria, Lamk,
rotulata, Lamk. .

crepidula, F. 8( M.
Polymorpliina, B Orb,

laetea, W, Sf tf.

communis, D' Orb
oblonga, WilL ..

compressa, BOrb
Uvigenna, P' Orb,

irregularis, Bradg

Family Globigerinida.

Orbulina universa,

BOrb
Globigorina buUoides,

BOrb,

Textularia agglutuians,

BOrb {

BuUmina Presli, Reuss ^

DUcorbina turbo,

tfOrb

rianorbulina farcta,

F,^M.
(

Pulrinulina repanda,

Botalta ii, Linn,

Paftellina ooncaTft,
Lamk

Orbulina, P'O/'^'.

universa, B' Orb,

Globigerina, B' Orb,

bulfoicles, B Orb.
Textularia, Bcfrance,

sagittula, Befrance
variabilis. Will.

globulosa, Ehrenb
pygriKva, BOrb
dilTor uiis, WilL

Gaiydryina, BOrb,
pupoides, B' Orb.

Vemeuiliiia, B' Orb,
spinulosa, Eeuss
polystropha, Rettss

Bulimina, B' Orb.

pupoides, BOrb.
,

marginata, BOrb
ovata, BOrb
elegantissima, B* Orb,

Virguliiia. BOrb.
Schreibersii, Czjzek

Bolivina, B Orb.
punctata, B Orb.
plicata, B Orb, .

Disoorbina, P. ^' J,

rosacea, B Orb.

globularis, Z>'0/'6. ...

Planorbulina, UOrb,
metlitf^rranensis, BOrb.

IVuncatuIina, B Orb.
lobatula. Walker
refulgens, MmffGH .„,[.[„

PuWmulina, P. ^ J.
auricula, F.^Jtf;....

Rotalia, Lamk,
Beocarii, Linn, ,,.

Patellina, Will
corrugata, Wiil,

family >'t MM ruxiDA.

t:M

Linn,
cri«pa,

t • «

Polystomella, Lami.
atriatx)-punctaU, F, 4" 3/.

Wwnonina, POrb,
••terir-anB, F. ^ M
turgida, WiU, ",

d^^rea^uk, W. ^ J, ;Z\[

r*?
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»

EXPLANATION OF PLATES IV.-XII.

Plate IV.

Fig. 1, Ci/pris verdricosa (female ?), seen from the left side.

Fi'ff. 2. The same, seen from below, ^ X 20.

Fiff. 3. The same, seen from behind.
Fig, 4. Ct/pris tuniefacta (female ?); seen from the left side.
Fig, 5. The same, seen from above.
Fig. O. The $ame, seen from the front

( v40
Fig. 7. Cypris fretemis (female ?), seen from the left side.

Fig, 8. The same, seen from below.
Fig, 9, The same, seen from behind.

PlATE V.

XoO-

Fig, 1, Candona diaphana (male ?), seen fi-om the left side.

Fig, 2. The same, seen from above.
Fig, 3. The same, seen from below.
Fig, 4, Candona hjalina (male), superior antenna.
Fig, 5. The same, inferior antenna. ( v^lO
Fig, 6. The same, mandible and palp. T
Fig, 7, The same, palp of second jaw (female).
Fig, 8. The same, second jaw and palp (male). X84.
Fig, 9. The same, postabdoniinal ramus, X 120.
Fig, 10. The same, glandula mucosa (male), x210.
Fig. 11, The same, copulative organs (male). x84.

Plate Yl.

Fig, 1. Mctacgpris cordata (female ?), seen from the left side. |
Fig, 2. The same, seen from above.
Fig, 3. The same, seen from below.
Fig, 4. The same, seen from the fi'ont.

Fig, 5, The same, right valve, from inside.

Fig, 6, The same, left valve, fi-om inside.

Fig, 7 a. The same, right valve, superior margin, seen from above. V X 84
Fig, 7 b. The same leit valve, „ ,; ; n
Fig, 8 a. The same, left valve, inferior margin, seen from below.
Fig, 8 b. The same, right valve, p ^ v
Fig, 9 a. The same, right valve, posterior margm, seen fr^om be-

hind.
Fig, 9 i. The same, left valve, n n » f^

Plate VII.

-%. 1. Polychcles Stevensoni (female), seen from the left side.

Fig, 2. The same, seen from above.
Fig, 3. The same, seen from below. I X40.
Fig, 4. The same, seen from the front.

Fig, 5, The same (male ?), seen fi-om the left side.

Fig, 6. The same, seen from above.
Fig. 7, The same, lucid spots. X 100.

Fig. 8. Cmidonu compressa (female), seen fi^om above.

Fig, 9. The same, seen from the right side.

Fig, 10. Gmiocypris mitra, seen from the left side.

^\g^ 11. The same, seen from above. f
x^4:.

Fig, 12, The same, seen from below. f
-PV?. 13. The same, seen from the front. j

20*
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Fiy. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig, 16.

Cypridopsis Neiotmii (female) , seen from the left side.

The same, seen from above.

The same, seen from the front.

X40,

Plate Yin.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fiy.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

X84,

1 . Zoxoconcha pusilla, seen from the left side. ^

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. CytJieridea torosa (male), seen from the left side. I ^ 40

8.

9.

The same, seen from above.

The same, seen from the front.

Argillcccia aurea, seen from left side.

The same, seen from below.

The same, seen from above.

CythereJidicula^ seen from the left side.

The same, seen from above.

10. The same, seen from below.
11. The samOj seen from the front.

{

X84.

Plate IX.

Fig. 1. Cytheridea ineequalisy seen from the right side.

Fig. 2. The same, seen from above.

Fig. 3. The same, seen from below.

Fig. 4. The same, seen from the front.

Fig. 5. Candona hyalina (male), seen from the left side. I

Fig. 6. The same, seen from above.
\

Fig. 7. The same (female), seen from the left side.

The same, seen from above.

Candona Kingdeii (male), seen from the left side.

The same, seen from above.

X40.

X30.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 1 1, Candona KingsMi (female), seen from the left side.

Fig. 12. The same, seen from above.
Fig. 13. Candona Candida, var. tumida (female), seen from

the right side.

Fig. 14. The same, seen from above.
Fig. 15, The same, seen from behind.

X40.

Plate X.

Fig.

Fig.

Fuf.
Fig.

Fit).

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

erura proptnqua

X84The same, seen from aboye,
Zoxoconcha fniffilis, loft valve, seen from outside,

Pohjcheles Stevensoni (female), superior antenna.
The same^ inferior antenna.
The same, mandible.
The same, first maxilla.
The same, second maxilla.
The same, first foot.

The same, second foot.

The same, third foot.

The same, abdominal ramus.
The same, copulative organs of male.
The same, infero-posteal angle of shelly with jointed

hairs. J

. X 2ia
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Fig. 1.

Fig, 2.

Plate XL
la Candeiana^ D'Orb.^ X 95 diams
showino- the anertuvf^..

Fig. 3.

miinquelocidiiiafusca, n. sp., x 95 diams. : a & c, lateral aspects

;

6, end view, showing aperture.
Portions of the test of the same, more highly magnified, X 200
diams. : a, portion of tJie test mounted in Canada balsam and
viewed W transmitted light ; b, similar fragment decalcified by
means of strong acid before mounting, the chitinous matrix
alone remaining,

-%. 4. Trochammma squmnata, P. & J., X 40 diams.
Fig, 5, Trochainjynna injfata^ yar. macreseens, X 90 diams. : akcy lateral

aspects; 6, peripheral aspect, showing apertm-e.
Fig, G. Lagejia gracillima, Segnenza, X 100 diams. : a&c^ lateral views;

^f end view, showing one of the apertures.
Ftg, 7. Z(/ge?m LyeUii. Seguenza, X 95 diams.

Plate XII.

Fig, 1. j^agena piacneua, x>raay, X oo aiams. : a, lateral aspect j o, euci

view, showing aperture.
Fig. 2. Dcntalina guttiferay'D^Ovb.y X 115 diams.
Fig, 3. MarginnUna glabra^ DXhb.. X 115 diams.
Fig, 4. Textularia globniosa, Ehrenberg, Xll5 diams. : a, lateral aspect

j

bj end ditto.

Fig, 5. Gaudryina ptipoides, D'Orb., X 115 diams. : a, lateral aspect

;

ft, end ditto.

Fig. 6, Verneuilina spinidosay lieusg, X 95 diams. : «, "view of one of the

three faces; h^ general lateral aspect perpendicular to one ofthe

carina; ] c, end view^ shomng the aperture*
Fig, 7. Bolivina plicata^ D'Orbig., X 95 diams. : a^ lateral aspect; J, end

view and aperture.
Fig. 8. Itotcdia Beccarii^ Linn., bracldsh varietyj X 55 diams. : aScbj su-

perior and inferior lateral aspects ; <?, peripheral aspect.

XXVII.

—

Notes on Anchoring Sponges [in a Letter to Mr.

Moore). By Dr. J. E. Gkay, F.E.S. &c.*

My Deae Moore,

Mrs. Gray, who was veiy mncli pleased with the additions

to and alterations of the Museum^ since she saw it five years
agOj has not been unmindful of the wish you expressed to

have a specimen of the globular anchor-spongCj fi-om the coast

exhibit durino* the meetinp- of the British Association,

^ ^ _ „_..^ „. ^ - ^ at Mrs.
rray's disposal for the purpose you wished. As the speci-

len^ like all the others brought home from Portugal, and like

iose of Holtenia Carpenteri from the North Sea, had the

* Read at the Biological Section of the British Association, Sept. 1870.
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anchoring-filaments in a wisp, and all entangled togetlier

—

and knowing that Mr. Lauglirin had unravelled for me the

fibres of a specimen of Holtenia Carpenteri which is now in

the collection of Miss Saul, of Bow, and had shown that they

form a ring-like series of tufts round the lower end of the

"body of the sponge, giving it quite a different appearance

from the representations of it given by Prof.Wyville Thomson,

I placed the Portuguese specimen in the hands of your son-in-

law, Mr. Edward Gerrard, junr,, and requested him to try to

unravel the very long anchoring-filaments ; and I think you

will allow that he has been very successful and has made a

very beautiful and most interesting preparation of it, and most

important in a scientific point of view, as it shows very di-

stinctly the character which separates the Portuguese from the

North-Sea species ; that is to say, that, instead of having the

anchoring-filaments in twenty-five or twenty-six tufts from

the base of the sponge, they arise separately from almost the

entire surface of it. These long filaments, like those of Eu-
plectella^ are called anchoring-filaments, because they are

spread out in the mud and hold the sponge in its place. For
this piupose they have at the end of the filament a whorl of

three or four hooks, like a grapnel, and a few scattered recurved

hooks above them.

There appear to be several species of Sponges allied to the

one from Portugal ; and I should be inclined to form them
into a family, which may be called Pheronemadce. They are

peculiar in having an ovate, globular, or purse-like body,

with a large internal cavity, and outer walls formed of hex-
radiate spicules placed side by side, producing a tessellated

surface formed of stars.

The first account of a sponge of this kind was by Dr. Leidy,

who described a specimen from Santa Cruz, presented by I>r.

Griffith to the Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, in the Journal of that Academy for 1860;
in the same Journal for 1869 he gave it the name of

Pheronema Annce^ after his wife ; and in the ^ American Na-
tiuralist' for March 1870, he gave figures of the specimen
and of its spicules, one of the figures showing the anchor-

termination. This species has the anchor-filaments in twenty-
five distinct tufts, but they are not so long as the length ofthe

sponge ; and there are no rings of cilia on the upper surface

near the opening of the internal cavity j but this may be oc-

casioned by the state of the specimen.
Dr. Carpenter and Prof.Wyville Thomson discovered in the

deep-sea di-edging in the North Sea a beautiful sponge of this

family, which Prof. Thomson has described and figured in the

i
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^ Proceedings ' and ^ Transactions' of the Eoyal Societj^ under
the name of Holtenia Carpenteri. This sponge is very like
the one described hj Dr. Leidy, but differs from it in the
tufts of filaments surrounding the base being very much
longer, longer than the length of tlie body of the sponge ; and
the upper surface of the sponge has a series of very fine spines
round the edge of the oscule^ and another^ similar series on the
upper part of the body^ at some distance from the former,
^ProL Barboza dn Bocage, the Director of the Museum at

Lisbon^ obtained some specimens, from the coast of Portugal,
of a sponge "v\diich he considered to be a globular variety of
Holtenia Carpenteri,

.
Mr. Kent, who went out for the purpose of dredging on the

coast of Portugal in Mr. Marshall-Hall's yacht ' Noma/ ob-
tained several specimens of this sponge^ which he thought^
like M. Bocage, was the same as the one from the Xorth Sea.
On my inspecting them in company with him, however, we
were satisfied that it was a distinct species ; and in the ^Annals
and Magazine of Natural History^ for August 1870, p, 182,
Mr. Kent has described it under the name oiPheronema Grayi

j

but one very important character he does not seem io have
recorded (which is not extraordinary, as it is not distinctly

visible in the sponge in tlie state in which he examined it,

but has become much more distinct in the specimen that

Mr. Grerrard has prepared)—that is to say, that, instead of the

filiform anchoring-spicules being in tufts at the hinder end of

the body, they arise separately from all pa^sg of the surface of

the body, except from a small broad nude band round the

oscule. This being the case, I think that it forms a distinct

genus, for which I propose the name of CallisphcBra. This

position of the anchoring-filaments gives the sponge much the

appearance of an old man's head with long silvery locks.

Dr. Oscar Schmidt, of Gratz, in his work just published on
the Sponges of the Atlantic, describes an Holtenia under the

name of H, Foiirtalesiij from Florida, and indicates a second

species from the same place, under the name oi Holtenia sac-

ciis. Both these are small bag-like species, and they appear

to be entirely deficient of any slender filiform anchoring-spi-

cules, but have the surface of the body scattered over with

spreading, moderately long, filiform spines. This form cer-

tainly indicates a veiy distinct group from all the species above

noticed, and I should be inclined provisionally to designate it

hy the name of Vazella.

Prof, O. Schmidt, in the same work, describes a sponge
of (][uite a dififerent structure, but of much the same form,

divided into several tubercles below, and probably belonffinff
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to the family Tetlijadsg; which, like the Eoltenim^ are free

SpongeSj only attached hj immeroiis long filiform anchoring-

spicules which arise from the hinder part of the body. He
calls it TeteJla polyura ] hut It has little in common with the

other TetellcEy and I think it should be distinguished by the

name oi PoJyitrella ScJimidtii.

I am in hopes that, when the results of the dredging on the

coast of Portugal are distributed, the specimen which you

now exhibit will become the property of the Derby Museum j

but I cannot at present assure you of the donation.

I am, my dear Moore,

Yom's very sincerely.

J. E. Gray.
Britisli Museum, Sept. 10, 1870.

XXYIII.

—

Description ofa new Species of Pheasant f)*om the

rf Sechuen. China. By D. G. Elliot, F.L.S.,

RZ.S., &c.

Phasianus elegans.

Mas
clorso rufo, plumis viridi terminatis; scapularibus dorso con-

coloribus (parte mediana nigra), albo trausfasciatis ; uropj^gio

viresccnti-cinereo, phimis late viridi terminatis, nigi'O ct albo

tran>sfasciatis
; plumarum omnium parte basali alba : pectore

superiore abdominequo latissime viridibus ; hypochondriis et pe-

ctoris laterlbus castaneis, plumis omnibus saturate cyaneo termi-

natis: tectricibus supracaudalibus laete aurantiacis, Tiridi-ciucreo

lavatis : tectricibus subcaudalibus brunnesceuti-nigris, xubro ter-

minatis : Cauda saturate castanca, late nigro transfasciata : pedi-

bus plumbeis, cano pallida tinctis : plaga orbitali scarlatina

;

macula pone oculos viridi.

Head and neck green, with bluish reflections; hack red,

each feather tipped with green. Scapulars, like the back,
with black centres crossed with diagonal white bars. Rump
greenish grey, with a broad mark of emerald-green near the
tip, succeeded by a naiTower one of black, this followed by an
irregular one of white

j base of feathers blackish. Upper part
of breast and abdomen rich emerald-green. Flanks and sides
of breast chestnut-red, each feather tipped with dark blue, the
feathers becoming rich purple as they approach the centre of
the breast, and those next to the abdomen have their inner
webs gi'cen. Upper tail-coverts bright orange-red, with the
gi-eenish grey of the rump-feathers showing through in the
centre. with
Tail deep chestnut-red, crossed with broad bars of black.

i

I

\
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Legs and feet lead-colour Inclining to flesli-eolour. Bare skin
of face scarlet, with a patch of green feathers under and behind
the eye.

Two living examples of this new species were lately sent
to England among a nuniher of other pheasants of various
species from the province of Sechuen in China, somewhere
near its south-western border, and deposited in the gardens
of the Zoological Society, in Kegent's Park. It is to the
exertions of Mr. Stone, who has succeeded in bringing to
Europe many of the rarer species of this family, that we are
mdebted for the oj^portunity of being able to describe tliis new
form,

^
The sj^ecimens are both males, and, although now

moulting, are in very good condition, but very wikl, and en-
deavour to hide from all who approach their inclosure.

In its geographical distribution this new species appears to
be intermediate between the P. decollatiis^ lately described by
Mr. Swinhoe, from eastern Sechuen, and the P. Sladem^ from
Yunan, mentioned in the manuscript notes of Mr. Anderson,
the present cm-ator of the Calcutta Museum. The P. elegans

might be supposed, from its appearance, to be a hybrid be-
tween P. versicolor and P. colcJiicus:^ but, unfortunately for

such an hypothesis, neither of these species is foimd anywhere
near the locality inhabited by the present one, and consequently
a hybrid between them in Sechuen is simply impossible. The
P> elegans differs from all other pheasants with which I am
acquainted, in its red mantle bordered with green on the tip

of each feather, in its greenish-grey rump, and in the green
breast restricted almost to a median line. These are the pro-
minent differences : but there are various minor ones also,

lie the general distribution of the colom's of its plumage is

very different from that of all other members of this family.

This bird furnishes one of the missing links (mentioned in

my communication to the Zoological Society lately published
upon some other new pheasants) forming the chain of descent
from P. Shawii through the various other forms now known
to us. But very few more are required to enable us to trace

the line of descent without any inten-uption. It is to be hoped
that, as the exact locality of the P. elegans is well known, we
^ay be able to procm-e females and have them transmitted to

Europe, and thus preserve and perpetuate the species. Al-
though the female is not known to us, I cannot doubt that it

would resemble in general appearance the hen of P. colcMcus^
from which also the female of versicolor only differs in having
a greenish shade, observable in certain lights, upon its plu-
mage. In size the present species is about equal to the ordi-
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naiy colcMcns. I liave not "been able to give measurements,

as they are very difficult to obtain from live birds not at all

tame. The voice of F. elegans is harsh and guttural, very

different from that of any of its relatives.

Some Facts towards a Life-History of Ehipipliorus

paradoxus. By T. Algernon Chapman, M.'D., Hereford.

[Plate XVI.]

Before recording my own observations on BMpiphorns^ I

desire to congratulate Mr. Murray on his having confirmed the i

observations of the late Mr. Stone, and on his having retracted

all the doubts that lie had cast on the credibility of the history

of FMpijyhoTus as set forth by tbat observer.

I am, however, much astonished when he further o^vns that

the inhabitants of his doubly tenanted cells of last year were

not the pujyce of RMj)ipJiorus as he described them *, but the

larvce ; and doubtless also their fellow inhabitants, described

by him as injured wasp-pup^, were in reality the partially

devoured wasp-larv^. Now, had he told us that these were

larvas, and not pupae, there had been no room for any difficulty

such as was raised by Mr. Murray. Nay, the very basis ot

his attack on Mr. Stone would have been but a confirmation ot

the record of that observer, had Mr. Murray himself not com-
mitted such a singular error of observation. There was another

instance of the confusion of the terms larva and pupa in Mr.

Murray's first paper, which I did not previously refer to, as I

had supposed it to be merely a lapsus calamiy and which Mr.

Murray accepted as such, when it was suggested to be so by
Mr. Smith. But it now appears that Mr. Murray did both in

thought and in observation, as well as on paper, confuse larva3

and pupfe together.

Passing by his observation of the o^g^ of FMpipliorus^ I

would merely object to such extraordinary ideas of develop-

ment as Mr. Murray puts forth when he describes the supposed

^%g as struggling into life at the head, still egg at the base-

In his further statement that the egg-shell becomes the first

skin of the larva, I beheve that he might quote the authority

of Newport in the case of the larva of Meloe ; but in this in-

Mr. Murray's words are^—^In three instaBces I found t^ro pupse in

lue same cell, a wasp-pupa and a J?Ai>7?>^w/5-pupa—a fact wliich seems
to me to be conclusive against the idea of the one feeding on the other.

Thcj must have been hat<>]iPf] in tliP snmp €^(A\ T^rpri lnvir»o-?v aa larves in

(Ann. & Mag, Nat, Hist. Nov. 1869, p. 349.) I
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stance, eveiij I have seen what I believed to "be tlie egg-sliell
after the larva was hatched. I have seen the egg-shells of
many Diptera, of M%isca vomitoria^ for example ; I select this
as one of the most likely to fulfil Mr. Murray's hypothesis ; and
I have met with no instance in which an empty egg-shell was
not discoverable. In the case of the wasp I have easily made
out the following facts-

The newly hatched grub does not creep out of an egg-shell,
but casts it as a very delicate pellicle. It does not completely
leave it,^ however, but retains its attachment to the cell-wall
oy its hinder segments remaining in a portion of the egg-shell,
which is firmly attached to the cell-wall ; and a considerable
portion of the egg-shell may often be seen closely applied to the
ventral aspect of the last segments of the larva. The grub casts
Its skin fom- times afterwards ; so that there are five stages or
sizes of larv£e. In the first the jaws are destitute of brown
corneous tips j afterwards the larvae are only distinguisliable

by their size. I have seen the cast skin between each staw

;

It IS always accompanied by the linings of the trachese, and a
short lining is di-aAvn out of the mouth. Unlike most other
larvf^, in moulting, the head-covering is not cast as a complete
corneous plate, but a mere skin is cast, as from the rest of the
body, the only corneous portions being the brown jaw-extre-
mities, which are very distinct in each cast skin except the
first, and serve readily to distinguish to which moult the
skin belongs. All these are very slight, insignificant pellicles,

except the last one and the one that is cast on assuming the pupa-
state. The greatest proportion of its growth is made by the larva

^fter it has assumed its last skin. I have examined the black

deposit both before and after it is deposited; and I find in it no
portions of insects of any size, though there are many minute
particles that may be bits of chitine. It is, in fact, the e^Qie

inaterial of the grub stored up during all its existence j the

portions of insects found by Mr. Murray must have been the

cast skins of the grub itself. I am satisfied that the grubs are

fed by the wasps with only fluid material : though the grubs
Work their jaws actively, they have very little (no?) power of

hiring or chewing. The larv^ of the hornet make a great

noise by striking and scratching the walls of their cells with
their expanded jaws. I take this to be a call for food. The
black material is evacuated just before the grub begins to spin
Its silken covering ; and this is the only time at which its ali-

mentary canal is emptied. This is sufficiently proved by
the store of black matter in the grab's interior increasing in

<iuantity with the growth of the grab, and by the anal ex-
tremity of the grub being always enveloped in a cast skin ; so
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that it is impossible to suppose that the wasps have removed

any thing. Excepting, then, the amount of excretion in

the form of vapour, it follows that the wasp-gruhs, as well

as RMpiphoriis and other parasites, actually feed upon an

amount of material of only their own bulk.

"When the alimentary canal is emptied, the larva commences

to spin its silken covering ; and now it is far from being such

an inert larva as it has previously been: it moves its head

actively to and fro to spin the silken dome, and passes
_
its

head far down the side of tlie cell-wall, to cover it with silk.

Further, now its last cast skin is buried beneath the black

deposit, it has no hold of the base of the cell by its anal seg-

ments; and being kept from falling out by the silken covering,

it turns on itself so as to be quite folded at its middle ; and I

have frequently found such a laiwa completely reversed in the

cell. Now there are two facts that prove, I think, that this

reversal is not an accident, but the normal procedure of every

wasp-grub :—first, that though I have found a number of

grubs so reversed at this stage, I find none so at fmiher ad-

vanced stages, as would be the case were it an accident ; and,

secondly, although the silken dome and lining extends with

any strength only for about a quarter of an inch down the

cell, it extends almost to its base in a slighter form ; and in

the case of Vespa norvegica^ I find a strong silken lining quite

to the base of the cell.

I have already remarked that the wasp-grub has little more
than its own bulk of food : this remark is equally applicable

to both solitary and social bees and wasps. In the case of

the bees, Mr. Murray will find this more difficult to be-

lieve, because the food is not animal, but vegetable. In the

case, for example, of MegacMle^ the larva eats its store of

pollen-bread, evacuates a few brown-black pellets (less in

quantity than the black deposit of the wasp), spins a very

thick and strong silken cocoon, and, after a rest of about ten

months, completes its transformations, and emerges a bee of

about the size of the original mass of pollen. Air-cavities

within and a thick coating of hair, of course, aid in giving the

appearance of no bulk having been lost.

On August 4, 1870, I succeeded in obtaining a nest of

Vesj)a vulgaris that was well tenanted by Ehipipliorus para-
doxies^ and easily ascertained that the larva of Rliipiiyhorus

eats that of the wasp after the latter has spun up, and that the

RMpipJiorus completes its transformations only a day or two
after the sun-ounding wasps. I examined this nest with some
care within a few hours after it was taken, and, though I

observed many small larvse, I failed to find any eggs. I was
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very fortunate In obtaining, a few days afterwards, two small
nests wliicli contained abundance of RMpijjJiori ^ for the pur-
pose of searching for the q^^. I examined these almost
immediately after they were taken, and ascertained a point in
the history oi RMpiphorus that renders it parallel with those
of Meloe and Stylo-ps ] and though my first observations had
cleared up most of the disputed points in its history, these
opened up a fresh field for investigation, lily observations
will perhaps be more intelligible if I throw them into the form
of a life-history of the beetle ; and this arrangement will show
more clearly what points require fui'ther elucidation.

EJiipiphoruSj then, doubtless lays her eggs somewhere; but
where, I am unable to telh I first take up the history with
the young larval Khijpiphorus at large in the wasps' nest, in

a form not unlike that of the young larva of Meloe. It was in

examming the first nest, that I met with a solitary specimen
of the larva in this stage. I examined it under the micro-
scope, but neither figured it nor wrote a description of it at

the time. Though it will be obvious, as I proceed with the

oung
horns

me at the time Westwood
point, I even suggested it), still I did not think it was so, and,

not having too much time to spare, I passed it by. I am able

nevertheless to give a tolerably accm^ate account 0/ \i. It is

a little black hexapod, about -^ inch ('5 millim.) in length,

^<i TTo- iiich in breadth, broadest about the fcJurth segment,
and tapering to a point at the tail ; a triangular head with a

pair of three-jointed antennse nearly as long as the width of

the head, with legs very like those of Jfe/ofe'-larvte ; tlie tibije

ending in two or three claws, w^hich supported and were ob-

scured by a large transparent pulvillus or sucker of about

twice their length ; this was marked by faint strite radiating

from the extremity of the tibia, giving it much the aspect of

a lobe of a fly's proboscis. Each abdominal segment had a
very short lateral spine pointing backwards ; the last segment
terminated by a large double sucker similar to those of the

legs ; and the little animal frequently stood up on this, and
pawed the air with its feet, as if in search of some fresh object

to lay hold of. This little larva finds a wasp-grub^ suited to

its taste, and makes its way into its interior. I believe, from
once or twice finding a trace of a mark there, that it enters

about the back of the second or third segment. But I do
not know this, nor at what age of the wasp-larva it does so.

befo As-
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Sliming tliat the wasp-larva lives six days in its last skin be-

fore spinning np, I should guess that the youngest of these

had still two or three days' feeding to do. The FJiiinpliorus-

laiv^ were hut a little way heneath the skin of the back,

about the fourth and fifth segmentSj and indifferently on

either side. The smallest of these was yV i^^^ ^^ length,

and, except its smaller size, was precisely like the larger ones

I am about to refer to, having the same head, legs, plates, &c-

These were of the same size as those of the larger larv^, the

difference in size of the latter being due to the expansion of

the intermediate colourless integument. I ought perhaps to

add that the nest in which I found these was not examined
^

until twelve hours after I had taken it. It had also been so

much blockaded by boys stoning it, that the wasps had not

had free access to and from it for some time.

I next take up the history after the wasp-grub has spun its

silken covering. By removing this covering from those most

recently spun up, and extracting the contained wasp-larviB

from their cells, the larva (A Bhipiphorus maybe detected still

in the interior of some of them. At the side and in front of

the third and fourth segments (head being first) of the wasp-

larva, the little grub of RMptphorus shines through the skin,

being rendered visible by certain black markings on it—this

part of the wasp being nearly transparent, and full of fluid

bathing the newly forming limbs of the pu^a. On extracting

this larva, it bears a general resemblance m size and outline

to the youngest larva oi Ilhipiphorus that I had found feeding

externally on the wasp-grub, but with the very notable excep-

tion of the already-mentioned black marks. These are, in fact,

a corneous head, six jointed legs, and a dorsal and ventral

series of plates. I immediately recognized the head and legs

as identical with those of the little black mite already de-

scribed, but presenting a ludicrous appearance in being widely

separated from each other by the white skin of the larva. I

have no doubt that the dorsal and ventral series of black

marks are the corresponding plates of the mite-like larva

floated away from each other by the expansion of tlie inter-

vening membrane. By measurement also they agree exactly

in size, although the larva extracted from the wasp-grub is

ten times the length and six times the width of the little

Mdoe-Xx\i^ larva. In length it is -^ inch {4-5 millim.), and

V in breadth. Except that its spiracles are not open, its re-

spiratory and digestive systems look just Hke those of the

externally feeding lai'va. The head (first segment) is black

aiid triangular, with a pair of antennae situated near its ;^oste-

rior lateral angles: these are three-jointed; the first joint is

J

\

\
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short, and supports a bristle beside the long second joint, the
last joint being a long pointed seta. In front and above the
base of each antenna is a pair (possiblj more) of white eye-
spots. The mouth and underpart of the head are difficult to
make out. There are a pair of strong jaws, each shaped like
a comma, with a large globular base and a sharp-pointed ex-
tremity. There are two fom^-jointed palpi, which seem to
arise each from the front of a large rectangular piece, which is

probably the maxilla. The legs still retain the sucker-disks
at their extremities

; they have very thick femora and narrow
tibiae*. The dorsal plates are twelve in number (making with
the head thirteen segments) ; the first is of oval outline, flat-

tened in front, and has two short bristles at its posterior angles;
the second and third are larger, and have each a small sub-
sidiary triangular piece at the anterior lateral corners ; each
has a bristle at the posterior angles ; the fourth, fifth, sixth,

seventhj eighth, ninth, and tenth are narrow, transverse,

ribbon-like pieces, the anterior ones straight, the posterior

ones cmwed ; and each has a bristle at its outer end, and a
secondary piece at each exti'cmity, which also carries a small
bristle : the fifth is the longest \ and they become gradually
shorter to the eleventh, which is a short quadrangular piece
with a mere indication of bristles j the twelfth is triangular,

with a long seta springing from below each side. The first

venti'al piece is nearly square, except that it is rounded behind
and much hollowed out in front ; the second is less so j the
third is narrow antero-posteriorly, but of the same breadth

;

each of these has a strong spine closely adpressed and
directed backwards near each anterior angle ; the fourth to

the tenth are narrow transverse pieces, slightly arched, with
the convexity forwards, and each smaller than the previous

one, and each with three bristles on either side near its

osterior edge ; the eleventh is oval, with two rather longer

ristles at the sides, and two shorter ones between them ; the

twelfth is similar to but smaller than the eleventh, and with
only short bristles j the thirteenth is immediately behind this

and close to the extremity of the body j it consists of a rounded

subtriangular piece, with its outer rounded extremities curled

romid so as nearly to meet, and a separate narrow piece at its

posterior margin ; from within the curled edges there proceed

backwards two transparent processes, each with a disk-shaped

extremity.

The dorsal plates are situated in the sulci between the

* A careful examination of a prepared specimen of the suckers shows
them to be appendages of a three-jointed tai'sus, in addition to which
there are one or two claws (spurs at the extremity of the tibia ?)-
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segments, tlie ventral ones about tlic middle of eacli segment.

All these plates are of a delicately tessellated structm-e, as if

constructed of flattened cells arranged in arches springing

from tlieir posterior margins j the femora have a similar struc-

turCj and
J

in a prepared specimen, I see that their dorsal

margin is toothed where the different cells overlap each

other.

These plates may be regarded as a beautiful display of the

dermal anatomy of the little active larva ; and the above de-

scription is doubtless equally applicable to it. As a parallel

instance I may refer to the case of the female of the white

ant, as described by Smeathman, where he mentions the

Pulex penetrans as the only similar Instance known to him.

In examining the little active larva I did not notice any setse

except a short one at the side of each segment; these were

probably those of the secondary dorsal plates. I found more

than a dozen of these larvee within full-grown wasp-larva?

and had the pleasure of watching three of them emerge from

the wasp-grub. The usual, and, I believe, the only normal,

place to emerge is at the anterior aspect of the fourth segment

(head = 1st). The Wnpiphorus^ which is usually in motion

\

I

I

7

)

7

Situation

to lay hold of the interior of the skin with its anterior legs,

and keeps biting and scratching with its strong and sharp jaws

until it is able to thrust through its head, when, in less than

a quarter of an hour, it completely emerges by a vermiform

movement ; and at the same time it casts a skin, together with
j

the black head, legs, plates, &c. Its anterior surface as it emerges j

is directed towards the head of the wasp, and, bending for-

wards as it emerges, and guided probably when in its natm'al

position by the wall of the cell, it passes forwards as it emerges

along the anterior surface of the wasp-grub, until its head

comes somewhere near the second segment of the wasp on its

dorsal or lateral aspect, where it at once seizes hold. When
removed from the cell, as those I examined were, the first few

segments of the RMpiphorus came directly outwards, though
they equally succeeded in seizing the wasp-grub by the shoul-

der. The place of emergence is marked by a slight puckering,
and by the black particles of the cast skin. There seems to be

no escape of fluid from the wound thus made : for one tiling,

it is smaller than the diameter of the MtpipkorusAsiTy^j which
squeezes through it and plugs it for the time ; and afterwards it

is to a certain extent stopped by the cast skin of the Bhipt-
phones.

The position of the Rhtinphorus-lai-va inside that of the

wasp, when it is ready to emerge, is with the head to the
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point of emergence at the front of the fourth segment, with its

bodj extending into the flanks of the second and third seg-
ments, and its ventral surface towards the skin of the wasp.
The larv^ that I found in the still feeding wasp-grubs were
clearly in the general cavity of the body of the wasp, among
its fat-masses &c., and not, as I imagined might be the case
when I had only seen them in spun-up grubs, between the
larval and pupal skins of the host. I may mention that when
the young BMpijyJwrus has emerged, the black markings of
its cast skin are always easily detected in front of the fourth
segment. All that I allowed to do so emerged within four
hours of the taking of the nest ; and, to take a round number,
it seems probable that they do so within six hom's of the
spmning-up of the wasp-grub. This idea is confirmed by the
fact that though all the still infested grubs had the dislocation
of the larval head that occuxs so soon after spinning up, some
had no trace of the pupal eyes, and others but a faint brown
mark.^ I have described the Mhipiphorus-leivysi in this stage
as being 4| millims. in length, and I find I have notes of
larvje feeding outside the wasp of less than 3 millims. On
emerging, the larva becomes shorter and thicker, and very
soon loses length by that curving forwards of its head which
IS so marked in the full-grown larva, and which does not exist

before its emergence. The young larva of Bhiptphorus is now
found lying like a collar immediately under the head of the

wasp-grub, and is attached to it by the head, though not very
fomly. At this stage tlio heding oi the young Ehij)ij)Iiorus

13 rather sucking than eating. In the case of a larva 4 mil-
lims. in length, the wasp-grub was rather flaccid at the upper
extremity; one of the pupal eye-marks had disappeared

;
yet

there was no wound of any size in the skin, though very
slight pressure caused fluid to exude. When we examine the

niouth-apparatus of the BhtpipJiorus-lnxvay we see that, though
it must make a wound in the skin, its jaws are ill-adapted for

any thing like eating. As the B/upiphorus-laYvsi grows, its

hinder seg-ments pass downwards in front of the wasp-grub,
and its mouth retains hold of the uppar extremity of the wasj>-

gi'ub. When it has grown to a length of about 6 milHms., it

casts its skin for a second time ; and, so far as I have been
able to observe, it only does so twice (the first time was on
emergence from the wasp-larva). The skin splits down the
back, and remains attached to the front of the larva, lying
between it and the wasp. When the Ehipiphorus has grown
as large as the diminished wasp-grub, the latter, partially

eaten (for by this time some of its skin has disa})peared),
easily accommodates itself to the other occupant of the cell

;

^nn.& Mag. N. Hist. Ser, 4. TW, vi. 21
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and about this period the curving forwards of the head of the

beetle-larva, hitherto "well-marked^ becomes extreme. Al-

though there is still a good deal of wasp to be eaten, the cell

from above (in natural position, of course, below) shows only

the back of the thoracic segments of the 7?/22};^p/^6rt/5-larva,

the remains of the wasp lying in the space formed by the

flattened front of the Rhiin2}Jiorus^ixom. the sixth to the eleventh ^

segments. So far as tolerably close observation enables me to

say, it seems that the wasp-grub entirely disappears, any por-

tions held in the mouth of the Ehijnphorus merely meaning
that the latter has not c[uite finished its meal ; even the head

and jaws of the wasp appear to be swallowed. The larva of

Bhijnj^horusy as it becomes full-fed, evacuates an insignificant

amount in the form of a few small reddish pellets.

I can see no difference between the silken dome over a

normal wasp-grub and that over a Rhijnj^horiis . I mention this

not to show that RMptphorus does not spin it, which is suffi-

ciently clear, but to show that it is not interfered with by the

'lorus

to spin it as usual, although it is attacked before it has begun
to spin. Nevcitheless, although the silk Is the same, as soon

as the RM])iphorusA^xYix has grown at all, the cell is easily

detected. It looks decidedly whiter than the surrounding

arva
through. The larva of Rliipifhorus is much whiter than that

of the wasp
; and the pupa is quite white, whilst that of the

wasp has two large brown or black eyes. As the time of

emergence approaches, the RMj)iiylioTxis-Q.^ looks blackish^ or

reddish as compared with the greenish tint given to the silk

an
wasp

^
The holes that Mr. Murray observes so frequently in the

silken dome covering thei?/(«)>?^>Zlor^^5-cells are not to be found

over those that are still small, but over full-grown larvre and

pupge ; they may frequently also be seen over healthy wasp-
pupge. They are evidently made by perfect wasps, who in-

vestigate every thing that appears unusual in the cells, with

the apparent object of removing a dead larva ; at any rate, the

presence of a living RhipiphorusAd^xxd, seems to satisfy them
as well as one of their OTvn pupa3.
The wasp-grubs and pupse always face towards the centre

of the comb, those of RhipiphoruSy as follows from its mode of

devouring its victim, always face in the opposite direction ;

they look to the outer angle of the cell, rarely to the one next

it on either side. The perfect Rhipiphori emerge about two
days after the wasps of the same row.

u^
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I do not know tlie time required by Ehi])ij)horus to go
through these changes j it is something more than that re-
quired hj the wasp from spinning-up to emergence ; but what
this isj I do not know. That this is much less in the nest
naturally than in the captive comb is almost certain^ as the
temperature of the nest is, no doubt, very high. In captivity
it IS twelve or fourteen days. Even this period is quite com-
patible with a larva of Hhq^iphorus of about 5 millims. grow-
nig in two days large enough to fill up the top of the cell, as
"vre see it does before it is full-grown ; and this was doubtless
what Mr. Stone saw, as the BhiptphoruS'laYva becomes a
upa at about the middle of the period of twelve or fom'teen

clays mentioned above.
In connexion with this very rapid development of Iihipi-

2^^07'usy the following fact is very interesting^ Many larvfe,

when about to assume the pupa-state, present obvious indica-
tions of the eyes of the imago beneath the skin of the second
or even of the third segment. This, we have just seen, occurs
m Vespa

; and on this, with some other facts, Ratzeburg
founded the remarkable, though untenable, tlieoiy that the
head of the imago Avas the first and second segments of the
larva combined. In reality, the rapidly developing head
leaves its previously too small quarters, and finds room by
pressing backwards the other parts beneath the effete skin

;

and having done so, the various parts of the head, and first of
all the eyes, begin to show themselves as, development pro-

ceeds. In most insects this is a process involvmg several

daysj and the distortion caused by the head taking up its new
position is very evident long before any trace of eyes is visi-

ble
; nor is any change observable until after the larva has

done feeding. Having examined a full-fed larva of Rhipi-
p^orus^ I observed, as usual, these eye-spots placed well back
m the second segment. But I was much surprised, on exa-
mining a larva that was still feeding, to observe the eye-spots
within the head of the larva, showing that the eyes of iht

imago were beginning to develope, both before the larva had
done feeding and before the imaginal head had assumed its

larger dimensions. These eye-spots consisted of a patch of

little brown j)igment-points—one for each facet of the perfect

eye.

The young external larva is semitransparent, with none of
the masses of white fat that obscure the interior of the full-

g^own larva, and render it white and opaque. Each of the
first five segments after the head presents two large dorsal pro-

minences, one on each side; and the tracheal system and in-

testine can be easllv made out. The latter is a large simple
21*
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saCj pale yellow In colour^ with numerous circular markings

and rounded dots^ and is in continual rhytliniic movement.

The tracheal system is very like that of other Coleopterous

larv£e ; it is probably the same in the full-grown larva, as the

positions of the spiracles are the same. From the first to the

second spiracle the lateral trunk is double ; and about its mid-

dle is a short branch, the abortive second thoracic spiracle

:

the on]y difference from the Coleopterous type is that there is

no spiracle in the twelfth segment; but there is a distinct short

tracheal trunk running towards the skin to represent it.

Tlie full-grown larva has a very close superficial resem-

blance to a Crdbro or Pemphredon larva. It is 11 millims. m
length (this is from the fomth to the twelfth segment) ;

from

the jaws to the last segment it is dorsally 21 millims., but

ventrally 8 millims. ; its lateral diameter is 4| millims,,

antero-posterlor 2^ millims. It is therefore much flattened

;

and this flattening is chiefly in front. The head is very small,

and curved forwards so as to be almost out of sight, the front

of the head being directed rather towards the body of the m-
sect than directly downwards. It possesses a pair of triangiilar

jaws produced at the apex into an extremely sharp point.

There is a transverse line beneath these ; and there are emi-

nences, that may be called labruiUj maxilla, and labium ;
but

I cannot determine the actual mouth-opening or any other

apparatus, except that a to-and-fro sucking-movement is ob-

servable among the contents of the head. The second seg-

ment is rather hirge, and possesses dorsally a large trefoil boss

on either side ; it is in the front part of this that the eye-spots are

visiblewhen theyhave quitted the larval head. These bosses are

separated from tlie liead by a narrow smooth surface ; a small

lateral tubercle intervenes between them and a lateral or ven-

tral process. A similar lateral or ventral process belongs to

each of the two following "segments ; and I may describe them

together: each extends laterally, is conical and somewhat
pointed, and is divided by constrictions into three portions.

As they are also distinctly anterior to the lateral tubercles

proper, I think they must be called legs, although they possess

no corneous plates or claws, and are in fact of the same pel-

lucid structure as tlie other tubercles ; they appear to assist

passively rather than actively, in holding the wasp-grub. The
third and fourth segments have each two large dorsal bosses

or tubercles, with two smaller ones beneath each, and an indi-

cation of a lateral tubercle. The fifth and sixth segments have
similar but less marked dorsal tubercles. All these segments
ai-e much narroAved ventrally. The sixth with the following

segments form the longitudinal portion of the body of the

?
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larva; tlicy are miicli compressed from before backwards,
this being most marked in front. Though nearly plain at

the actual dorsal, ventral, and lateral lines, the segments are
very deeply incised \\i front and sometimes behind, thougli
this is not marked behind in a plump larva: these segments
have an indication of dorsal tubercles. The twelfth segment
IS smaller than the others, and is very narrow in front, as the
last segments curve forwards and upwards ; the thirteenth,

still smaller, appears to be divided into two, and there is, in

addition, a very distinct rounded anal tubercle. The dorsal

vessel is a straight hiatus between the masses of white fat,

and, though it is not so, looks not unlike a groove ; and in a
larva preserved in spirit the skin might readily shrink into it

and actually make it one. Except the tubercles, dorsal vessel,

and some of the intervals between the segments, the body is

full of wliite fat disposed in small rounded convoluted masses.

The spiracles are eight in number on each side ; the first is

near the anterior border of the third segment, about halfway
between the dorsal and leg tubercles; the* second is just above
and in front of the lateral tubercle of the fifth segment ; the

others are in the six following segments, in a little hollow
^

behind the lateral projection, and near the anterior part of the

segment. The twelfth segment has a similar hollow, but no
spiracle. In the third and fourth segments there are seen very
early a pair of tracheae on the side of each, which indicate tlie

wings and elytra already forming.

The point wdiich most requires investigation is the place and
manner of oviposition of Rhijyijjhorus, As the young larva ^is

active, it is by no means necessary that tlic eggs be laid in

the nest of the wasp ; and I have never found a Rhqnj)horus
in any of the numerous wasps' nests I have examined, except

such as had recently emerged from the cells. I have found

the larvas also very abundant in some nests, in others very

scarce, only two or three sometimes in the whole nest. Were
the eggs laid in the nest, they should always be either abun-

dant or absent. I do not know it from my own observation

;

hut I believe that the perfect beetles hibernate—wherefore
the eggs must be laid in spring and summer, I have in vain,

however, caught and examined many wasps at large, In the

Hope of finding them infested by young Rhimphorus-yrv^^ as

the AndrencB &c. are by those of Meloe. in determining^ the

oviposition, the youn^ larvae would incidentally be obtained

in large numbers- All other methods I have tried to obtain

more than the one I accidentally met with have failed. I

intend to secure as many perfect Rhipipliori as I can, and to
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try to keep tliem over the winter^ in order^ if possible, to ob-

tain tlie eggs.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVL
Fig, A, Larva of Bhipiphortcs paradoxus, from the interior of a feeding

wasp-oTLib, magnified 32 diameters : tlie small figures 1^ 2, 3^ &c.

mark the head and dorsal plates, the latter being placed at the

anterior margins of their several segments.
Fig, B. Dorsal view of larva of Rhipiphoiiis paradoxus -^hen about to

emerge from the interior of the spun*up wasp-grub, magnified

12 diameters.

Fig. C. Ventral aspect of the same larva. The figures refer to the seg-

ments as in figure A, the ventral plates being placed about the

middle of each segment.
Fig. D. Dorsal view of head and dorsal plates of larva of Ithipiphons

(figs. B & C) ; the numbers refer to the corresponding segments

of the larva; magnified 100 diameters.
Fig. E. Ventral view of head and ventral plates of the same larva, similarly

numbered, magnified 100 diameters. The legs of one side are

represented, numbered with their corresponding segments.
Fig. F. Leg, magnified 200 diameters.
Fig. G. Mandible of right side, magnified 800 diameters.
Fig. H. Dorsal plate of fourth segment, magnified 210 diameters, show-

ing tessellated structure. Figs, D, E, F, G, & H axe drawn from

specimens mounted in turpentine.
Figs. I & K. Lateral and ventral views of the tracheal system of the

recently emerged larva, magnified 14 diameters, showing the

position of the spii^acles and indications of the positions of the

obsolete spiracles of the fourth and twelfth segments : a shows
the appearance of a portion of the intestinal tube of the larva

at this stage.

Fig. L. Full-grown lai'va of Hhipipkoriis paradoxuSj lateral view.

%ff<if
r

MUEEAY
Dr. Chapman having been good enough to communicate to

me, before publication, his admirable discovery of the early

stage of Rhipiphorus paradoxus^ I crave a few lines to con-

gratulate him upon his success and to express the gratification

which I and, I am sure, all other entomologists feel at the

insect.

erious life-histoiy

So soon as Dr. Chapman pointed out to me the key of

err, I munlber
internal

stage of parasitism: I have not been fortunate enough to see

it actually come out and change its skin, and then fix its em-
brace upon its victim

j but Dr. Chapman has himself seen this,

^
^
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and some points of resemblance in the appearance (dissimilar
in other respects as they are) of the parasite in its internal and
external stages doubtless prepared him for the discoyerj that
it did so.

In his last communication to me on the subject, he men-
tioned that the only point in the history of the creature wliich
he had not seen, and which still required to be made out, was
the eg^ and tlie mode of laying it. He has perhaps by this
time cleared up this part of the mystery too, in which case
the following observations made by my correspondent may at
least be worth a place as confirmation. If he has not, then it

carries on the history a trifle further.

Of course Dr, CJiapman's discovery shows that \\iQ supposed
egg, Avhich I figured with doubt in my last paper, was not
really the e^g^^ but the young parasite newly emerged. Since
then I have seen (by means of post-mortem examination) the
real ^^^^ in quantity inside a female RMpij^homs^ and also an
egg laid by the parent. It is a great deal smaller than the
supposed Q.^^j and also a great deal smaller than the wasp-
egg, scarcely a fourtli part of the size of the latter.

Among the BMjfyiphori saved from the last piece of comb
that came into our possession were two most healthy females
and a miserable male, which was picked out of a cell before
he could walk, and which w^ent scufflinsr about on his back or
any now for some days, until on Saturday, Aug. 27, he became
^^^y brisk. That evening one of the females was observed
with her ovipositor stretched out io a most extraordinary
length and applied to the side of the little chip box in which
they were kept. It remained so for a brief time, and when
she withdrew the ovipositor, she left something beside the o^^^

like gummy thread collecting into a drop. On taking up
the creature, she was easily compelled to put her ovipositor in

and out, so that it could be examined in its natural state. It

18 very slender, tapering, and apparently ringed (perhaps the

rings are signs of a telescope arrangement), and furnished

with bristle-like apj)endages directed towards its point j and,

although very flexible, it has firmness enough to visibly press

m the skin of a Avasp-grub to which she was made to apply
it

; but no puncture could be detected.

This does not tell us very much. Her laying an ^gg on
the wall of the box is against the notion that she may de-

posit her ^Qg inside the wasp-larva by piercing its skin, like

an ichneumon ; so is the gummy secretion ; while, on the

other hand, it has been suggested to me that the ovipositor

with its bristles may be something analogous to the serrated
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OTipositors of some of tlie sawflles. I incline to tlie view tluit

it simply deposits the egg in the cell or on the body of the

wasp-larva. So far as I knoAv, there are no Coleoptera that

have penetrating ovipositors, or that deposit their eggs as in-

ternal parasitesj as ichneumons do ; and I do not see what

use a barbed weapon would be in cutting into the inside of

a wasp-grub ; a gimlet or simple point for cutting through the

skin would of course be necessary for penetration ; but after

the skin was once penetrated, the rest would be still easier to

the same implement.

The experiment was tried of inoculating a wasp-grub or

two by puncturing the body and inserting in each an egg

taken from the body of a female Bhtpiphorus that died. These
all came to nothing, which, hoAvever, might be due as well to

the egg^ not being fertilized or to their being taken from a

dead mother as to their being put in an unnatural nidus. On
another opportunity I shall try the experiment of laying the

egg on the body of the wasp-grub, and see what comes
of it-

Anotlier thing, hoAvever, we gather from these observations;

and that is, that the EhiptpJioritS'eggs are formed and laid a

few days after the perfect insect comes out ; and from this we
may further argue that, under ordinary circumstances, at all

events in the second brood, the female Bhipiphoriis lays her

eggs before leaving the wasps' nest, and does not enter it in

advanced life for the purj^)ose. This would account for the

BMpipJiori not being seen abroad. They are mentioned as

found on flowers
; but I never saw them there, and never saw

any body who had seen them anyAvhere except in connexion
with a wasps' nest. Their Avhole life, birth, internal j^ara-

sitism, external parasitism, pupadom, maturity, marriage,
propagation, and death (if death, as is the case with many
other insects, soon folloAvs on the fulfilment of the functions
of propagation) Avould appear to be passed within the narrow
limits of a wasps' nest. But if this be so, of what use are
their wings and \agorous and rapid powers of motion (AAdiich

are often disappointing enough) ? And how about the first

appearance of the founder of the colony in the wasps' nest in

spring? I merely notice these things to show that, although
Dr. Chapman has taken off the cream of the interest regardin^
the life of the EMpipTiorus by his discoA'cry, sufficient yet re-

mains to render the study of its habits an interesting subject
of research.

g

;t
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+

On the Ultimate Strncture ofMarine Sj)07igesi,

By H. J. Caeter, F.E.S. &c.

The " ultimate structure '^ of the marine is, mutatis inutandis^

the same as the "ultimate structure" of the freshwater
Sponges.

In July 1857 I described and illustrated the " Ultimate
Structure of Spongillaj''^ (Annals, vol. xx. p. 21^ pL 1). In
January 1859 I expressed douht as to the position of the cilia

m the " ampuUaceous sac/' and my conviction that they were
external instead of internal, contrary to my first statement [ib.

vol. iii. p, 12). In October 1861 I again returned to my ori-

ginal view, viz. that the cilia were inside {ih. vol. viii.

p. 290),

This discrepancy I can now adjust ; for, the cilinm of the

sponge-cell being retractile and the sponge-cell itself amoeboid
and free to change its position in sitUy the cilia may at one
time be put forth outside, and at another inside the ampuUa-
ceous sac, the latter probably being their normal position. "

Now what is this ^^ampuUaceous sac "? for although it is

twelve years since my description of it was published (viz.

1857), no one, to my knowledge, has referred to it but Pro-
fessor H. James-Clark, of Boston, in June 1866 (Mem. Boston
Soc. Nat. Hist. vol. i. pt. 3, p. 1, 1867), a fact which may be
excusable to those who have been brought up in a language

diiFerent from that in which it was published.

"AmpuUaceous sac" is the term which I applied to certain

gi'oups of unciliated and monociliated sponge-cells or monad-
like bodies which are tessellated together in a globular form,

and scattered plentifully here and there throughout the sponge
so as to make up the greater part of its bulk. The globular

form presents a circular opening or transparent area through

which the cilia may be observed to play internally ; and when
the young Spon^jilla is grown from the seed-like body, and a

solution of carmine is put into the water around it, these glo-

bular bodies alone become coloured ; that is to say, they alone

take in the carmine ; and thus their globular form becomes
clearly defined and differentiated from the rest of the mass.

Hence the little globular bodies are clearly the animal ex-

pression of the sponge in particular, as they are respectively

the only mouths and stomachs of the sponge—in snort, the

nutritive apparatus, all the rest being subsidiary,
_
^

When the SponpUa thus fed with carmine is torn to pieces,

the monad-like bodies (which we shall henceforth call " sponge-

cells ") of which the ampuUaceous sac is composed are found
to have taken in the carmine, while the absence of the cllium
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in soraej and not in others^ may be explained^ as just stated,

"by its being retractile,

Fiu'tbexj it was observed tbat after a time tbose portions of

tlie carmine which were unappropriated to nourishment were

rejected, and, as they fell into the adjoining canal of the excre-

tory system, were thus voided. But whether they passed into

the excretory canal through the circular opening or transpa-

rent area in the ampullaceous sac, or through another opening

in it unseen, or directly througli the substance of the body ol

the sponge-cell, AmcehaAAk^^ into the excretory canal, I could

not determine.

The particles of carmine could be seen to pass in through the

holes of the veil or sarcodal investing layer of the SpongiUay and

thence into the bodies of the sponge-cells ; but wJiether throvigh

the circular opening of the ampullaceous sac mentioned or by
impinging upon the sponge-cells direct on the external side of

the ampullaceous sac, or both alternately, according to circum-

stances, I also could not determine. All that I can assert is

tltat the particles of carmine did pass into the sponge-cells,

and that the undigested parts passed into the neighbouring

excretory canal, about the branches of which the ampnl-

ultimatelj^

hung and so

period), as represented in the illustrations to which I have

alluded. I could follow them to the sponge-cell and see them
immediately after they fell into the excretory canal ; but their

intermediate course I failed to observe.

So far, then, it was evident that the ampullaceous sac Is the

expression of the alimentary apparatus.
To conceive that the nomishing portions of the food, after

having been resolved into chime in these sponge-cellsj subse-

quently passed, by endosmosis, into the general mass to be-

come assimilated, is only to assume a fact common to all living

structures, a fact which is as certain by assumption as the

ejection of excrement is open to ocular demonstration.
Thus the normal course in SpoigiUa is for the particles of

food to be received through one channel and its undigested

portions to be ejected by another. Where the opposite takes

place, it is an exception to the rule, or abnormal.
When the young SpongiVa became replete with carmine,

it closed the pores of the investing membrane and the single

osculum of the excurrent system of canals ; but after a certain

time all were again opened, and then the carmine, which
during the interval still remained in the sponge-cclls {not

in tlie excretonj canals)^ began to be separated from its nutri-

tive portion and its particles to fall from the sponge-cells into

the excretory canals and so be voided.
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Perversions of the currents do take place occasionally under
certain circumstances. Tlius Dr, BowerLank^ in his ^' Report
on the Vital Powers of the S^ongiad^/' published in the
Report of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science for 1856, alludes to an occurrence of this kind, on
which he observes ;

—^^(June 9.) The reversal of the action in
the osculum in this instance was apparently eifected by the
vigour of the action in the other group of oscula, the whole of
these organs being more or less connected." The italics are
mme.
On the other hand, Hackel (" On the Organization of

Sponges and their Relationship to the Corals/' translated in
the Annals, vol. v. p. 1, January 1870) observes at p. 9 :

I (with Miklucho) designate the largest cavity into which
the canal-system is dilated in the sponge-body, and which
IS usually called the excurrcnt tube or flue {caminus)^ as
the stomach, or digestive cavity, and its outer orifice, which
IS usually called the excurrent orifice or osculum, as the buccal
orifice or mouth."

Marine Sponges.

The chief part of what I have described in SpongiUa I have
been able to identify in the " ultimate structure " of the ma-
:me sponges, both calcareous and siliceous,—that is to say, the

presence and persistence of the ampuUaceous sac, which may
always be recognized, entire or fragmentaiy, as the case may
be, in a more or less globular group of spherical monociliated

sponge-cells in the living state—and in the diied or wet pre-

served state (here of course witliout the cilium), innumerably
scattered throughout the mass, and thus presenting the points at

which the nourishing-apparatus is situated, just as certainly as

if this had been proved by the testing process of carmine prac-

tised in SpongiUa.
,

Were it as easy to keep the marine sponges alive as the

freshwater sponges, no doubt their growth in a watch-glass,

feeding with carmine ifec, and the consequent phenomena
might also be as easily observed j but the recognition of the

existence of the ampullaceous sac, as all the rest has been

witnessed in Sjpongilla^ is sufficient. The only wonder to me
is that what I have stated of Spongilla has not been identified

by others * it is so easy to grow this sponge in watch-glasses

from the seed-like bodies.

Siliceous Sj)onges^

I first noticed more particularly the ampullaceous sac in the

marine sponges in December last, viz. in Ilalickondrta simu-
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/a?i5,Jolmston [Isodictya simnlanSj Bowerbank)jWhichj\vitli the

exception oi HaUchondria panicea^ Jolmston^ is tlic commonest

sponge in tliis locality (Budleigli-Salterton^ Devon). It has

"been figured by Schmidt in Reniera=Isodictyaj viz. in IL

aquceductuSj Sdt.^ and R. semitubulosaj Sdt.^ in the Histiolo-

gical Supplement to his ^ Sponges of the Adriatic Sea ' (Taf. 1.

figs. 17 and 18 respectively^ 1864), under the name of " Wim-
perkorb."

The smaller the specimen is, provided it be entire, the

better, because it lives longer than the large portions, which

require so much more water and the water to be so often

changed that, although this be done daily, they soon die and

get putrid. Besides, a small portion can be kept in a watch-

glass and thus easily brought under a high power of the mi-

croscope for observation, w^hich with a large portion is almost

an impossibility.

Thatwhich I selectedwas about a quarter of an inch in diame-

ter" andwhen torn to pieces for microscopical examination (which

must always be conducted in fresh sea-water to keep the cilia

moving and alive), the ampullaceous sacs Avere observed to be

about l-750th of an inch in diameter, and the sponge-cells of

w^hich theywere composedabout 1-8000th of an inch in diameter.

The ampullaceous sac was also seen in situ among the meshes

of the spicular structure, and there also to be of the same size.

On a subsequent occasion I found a jyink portion of the

same sponge, which appeared to have obtained its colour from

growing in contact with a species of Rhodymema ]
and on

tearing this to pieces I observed that the pink colour was con-

fined to the ampullaceous sacs—that is, to the sponge-cells

composing them. Hence I inferred that the sponge had been

feeding on the fronds of the Rhodymenia^ which sponges will

do, just as fungi enclose and feed upon leaves and wood.
As regards the colouring-matter of sponges generally, I

think it will be found to be chiefly confined to the granvdar

contents of the sponge-ceils composmg the ampullaceous sac.

Thus, in Spongilla^ when any part of this sponge presents

a green colour, it appears to be confined to the granules of the

sponge-cells of this sac,—that is, if the colour be in the sponge
Itself and not owing to the presence of a foreign agent. In
the scarlet sponges, to wit, Microciona atrosangmnea^ Bower-
bank {Scopalina^ Schdt.), it is confined to the ampulLiceous
sac and the still more scarlet gemmule which I have reason
to think is but a transformation of this sac. Lastly, in a

soot-black sponge {Dercttus (G.) niger^ mihi) belonging to the

Tethyad family of Dr. J. E. Gray (" Notes on the Arrangement
of Sponges," Proc. Zool, Soc.Lond. May 9, 1867, p. 542), which

*^
f
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appears to me to be undescribed, and which I have just found on
the rocks here, the black coloui' is owing to the ampullaceous
sacSj which, although scattered throughout every part of the
sponge^ are brought together in much more close approxima-
tion on the surface, where they form a layer l-12th of an inch
thick, of intense blackness ; and when a portion of this layer
is torn to pieces, the black colour is found to arise from the

presence of one or more black granules in each of the sponge-
cells, which thus collectively give the black colour to the am-
pullaceous sac, and the latter, in great numbers and close ap-

jjroximation, to the uniform and characteristic blackness of the

surface of the sponge.

(This layer, whicli is supported on another internally

of stout quadriradiate spicules, and covered external
_

thin transparent dermal layer charged w^ith short bacilfaiy

spinous ones, the spicules of the body being 4-radiate and tri-

curvatCy I propose to notice more in detail in a future com-
munication, describing and illustrating the whole sponge.)

But to return to the ampullaceous sac in the living marine
sponges, I have, besides observing it in Halicliondria stmii-

lans^ seen it in all the rest that I have examined where I have
looked for it particularly. I have dried pieces of the Geodidse,

too, in which it is obvious ; but in the dried sponges the am-
pullaceous sac or little globular group of sponge-cells which
represents it will not be preserved if the specimens have not

been dried while fresh and living. Putridity destroys them
;

and therefore all weathered specimens, such as are chiefly

found on beaches, w^ill probably fail to exhibit them.

Calcareous SpongeSn

In the calcareous sponges, on the other hand, the tessellated

arrangement of the sponge-cells in distinct compartments has

been w^ell described by Dr. Bowerbank since 1848 {Trans.

Microscop. Soc. vol. iii. p. 137) ; and it only remains for me
to add that, by making sections of di'ied specimens of Grantia

ciliata in all directions, these compartments are found to open

into each other, finally terminating by a round aperture in the

general cavity or cloaca of the sponge.

I have also lately observed, in tearing to pieces portions of

living Grantia nivea^ which is a massive sessile form with

branched system of excretory canals and oscular vents, and
also portions of a beautiful ClatJirina (G-ray) which extends

its w^hite lace-like network over the under surfaces of rocks here

in great abundance, with many other species of calcareous

sponges, that the same kind of ampullaceous sac with its cilia

waving internally exists in all, as in the siliceous Isodictya
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above mentioned, but witli tins difference, viz. that the sponge-

cells are double the size of those in Isodictya and the siliceous

sponges—that is, about l-3000th of an inch in diameter.

Thus it is proved that the ampuUaceous sac is the eating-

organ in Bpongilla and in the marine sponges, both calcareous

and siliceous, generally,

I have alluded to the ^^ investing membrane,'' or veil of sar-

code which covers the young SjpongiUa (Annals, /. c). In which

I have also shown that holes are extemporized for allowing

the particles of food to enter into the interior and be there

taken up by the sponge-cells of the ampuUaceous sac ; and It

is this veil which in all sponges alike (that I have examined)

creates a cribriform layer over the inhalant arese as it Is re-

quired, but never over the exhalant arete or oscula.

For a more complete account of the nature of this veil and

its apertures I must refer the reader to my paper ^^ On the Ul-

timate Structure of SponglUa ''
(/. c), and for illustrations of

It in the Geodidee {Sphcerospongiaj Gray) to my illustrations

of Pachymatisma Johnstonia (Annals, vol. iv. p. 8, pi. 2.

figs. 10-12, July 1869) . Fmiher in, in the pore, in the latter

there is an expansion of the sarcode which has been called by
Dr. Bowerbank the ^^ diaphragm;" but it is generally, if not

always, a more or less spiral plane of the sarcode (fig- 12, L c.)

in conjunction with the spiral arrangement of the minute holes

respectively in the cribriform layer of sarcode overlying it

externally, each of which is also more or less spiriform, as

may be seen by placing a perfect portion of the crust under the

microscope with its inner side uppermost, and viewing it by
transmitted light through the pores.

This spiral arrangement of the holes In the dermal sarcode

overlying the pore as well as that of the diaphragm in the

pore itself, I have just now satisfactorily seen in a piece of

Pachymatisma Johnstonia that I found gTOw^ing on the rocks

here ; also I observe that the " diaphragm " is just as much
developed in the large oscula as in the pores, so that It Is not

peculiar to the latter.

Owing to the short shafts of the triradiate spicules which
support the crust of globular crystalloids in Pachjmatisma
Johnstonia^ portions of the latter come ojBf entire when the

sponge is roughly raised from the rock on which it may be
growing ; and thus the organs and structure of the surface

maybe easily seen, especially after exsiccation—differing thus
from Geodia^ where the shafts of the triradiate spicules are so

long and so numerous and the whole zone so much more deve-
loped in this respect,* that the cnist and the zone of triradiate

spicules generally come away together, and cannot be sepa-
rated without much injury to the former.

/
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On comparing the Sponges with the Poljpcs or Corals^ one
cannot help being^ struck Trith the want of a second channel for
the evacuation of excrementitious or undigested portions in

j
the latter, while its presence in the former alHes the sponge
more to the Polyzoa and Tunicata. Then, the total ahsence
of thread-cells in the latter and their invariable presence in
tlie^ former still further allies the Sponges to the Tunicata,
while it equally separates the Sponges from the Corals^ It
IS true that the organs of the Tunicata are much more deve-
loped or differentiated than those of the Sponges ; so are the
ovaries &c. of the Corals. But this does not militate against

t the Sponges being at the end of the branch of palseogenetic de-
velopment leading to the Poljzoa and Tunicata rather than to

tliat leading to the Corals.

Again, the little heads of inhalant arese in Osculina poly-
stomella^ Scht- (Spong, Algier.), in Orayella cyathophoray
Cart. (Annals, vol. iv, September 1869, pi. 7), and probablj
more or less in all the Clionid^, have a structure very much
like the tentacular orifices of Poljpes—indeed so much so

that in Cliona coralloides^ Hancock (Annals, vol. xx. April
1B67, p. 229, pi. 7. fig. 3), which I have just had under ob-

servation in salt water, I thought I had a colony of little Po-
lypes under the microscope. They were scattered (upwards of
one hundred of them, each about l-48th of an inch in diameter)

over the outer side of a deciduous 5a/a?^^^5"shelI, which Avas about
an inch wide at the base and about half an inch high j and
when first I observed them, each presented the appearance of

the convex iron grating used for sinks. Some were round, but

most oval ; and all possessed this grating-like opening, except

the vents, which were known by their single circular aperture.

On examining the little heads, however, more particularly,

it was observed that each consisted of a variable number of

prolongations of the sponge-structure (often more than a dozen),

wliich, tentacula-like, rose upwards all round to form the

dome-like prominence of the head during projection—tliat,

also tentacula-like, they ended in tongue-like terminations,

but that these terminations were tied togetlicr by the invest-

ing layer of transparent dermal sarcode, which thus transformed

the whole head into a convex cribriform structure into which
the floating particles of the vicinity were observed to be drawn,

as, on the contrary, they were observed to issue from the pores

or vents with single circular aperture.

(On removing the calcareous shell of the Balanus by acid

and drying the remainder, these little heads, which pre^nted a

white colour, were found to be wide at their base where they

joined the sponge, then constricted so as to form a neck, and
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then expanded into the head^ while the white crust was formed

of the peculiar bacillary^ sinuous^ spined^ minute spicule which

Hancock gives (?. c.) as the characteristic one of the species,

Eierced by the points of a bush of pin-like Spicules, wdiich, as I

ave before stated, in the Clionidaj appear to be almost exclu-

sively confined to these heads, the incipiently but densely

spinous acerate spicules of this species being, as In Grayellaj

almost as exclusively confined to the body of the sponge.

Thus in the extension upwards of the ribs, composed of sar-

code charged with spicules and based on the general structure

of the sponge of which they thus formed tongue-like prolon-

gations, I thought I saw the tentacles of a polype ;
but the *^*

clathrous netting together of their tips and sides with the in-

vesting sarcode, and the rush of particles in through the lattice-

work thus produced, showed me that, however much these little

retractile heads were like in form, they were not so in func-

tion to the tentacular mouth of a polype. . In shorty they did

not act as the fringe of tentacles in Actinia and the Polypes,

which are prehensile organs. They acted as sieves to strain

the water and prevent the entrance of particles which might
be too large for the sponge-cells to enclose, or otherwise incon-

venient for the sponge to receive. Thus in form they partly

represented Polypes, but in function sponge-structure.
In HackeFs valuable paper (Annals, /. c. p. 4) Leuckart is

quoted as having stated that, " if we imagine a polype-colony
with imperfectly separated individuals without tentacles, sto-

machal sac, and internal septa, we have in fact the image of a

sponge with its large ' water-canals ' opening outwardly."
That is to say, in short, " we have only to pick out the polypes
of a polype-colony to have a sponge."

After this, at p. 10 [oj). cif. I c), Hackel alludes to cer-

tain " fine apertures in the skin [of corals] usually perceptible

only through the microscope," which he considers deserving
of the term " incun-ent apertui'cs " designed for respiratory

but he

process by the

purposes just as much as the pores of the sponge

;

previously admits that ^^ the part played in the proces
cutaneous pores of the corals is unfortunately still as good as

unknown.
With equal reason it seems to me we might liken the canall-

ferous structure which pervades the cartilaginous coenosarc of
the compound Tunicata, if not that of the tests of the Polyzoa
and Ascidians also, to the canaliferous structure of the Sponges.
Nor are many of the compound Tunicata wanting in the
spicular element—which, under definite forms, abounds in

some species to such an extent as to give them the white ap-
pearance of calcareous sponges, for which, at first sight, they

^ A
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maj be easily mistaken. Up to this time, liowever, I have
onlj found this spicular element to exist in the shape of two
forms of globular crystalloids of carbonate of lime covered
with points similar to some of the siliceous spherical stellate

bodies of Geodia arahica (Annals, vol. ir. July 1869, pi, 1.

fig. 13 a)—not of the globular crystalloids of the crust, which
all have a depression in one part of their surface. Such a de-
pression does not appear to exist in the radiated globular
crystalloids (spicules) of the compound Tunicata.
Hence it seems to me that the Sponges are just as much a

step to the Polyzoa and Tunicata as to the Corals, if not more so.

^
But when we turn to the Foraminifera, the case is quite

different
j for here indubitably (as in D(ffliiffia, which belongs

to this class) the food is taken in and the undigested portions
ejected through the same aperture. And ifwe advert to Squa-
midina scopula^ which I described and illustrated in the

Annals (vol. v. p. 309, May 1870), we shall there see that the

Diffiuff{a-like head arises from hypertrophy of the central cell

of a nautiloid form of Foraminifera, while the ovary is divided
among the atrophied septa and chambers of the nautiloid test

at the base or '' pedestal," which thus at once gives us an early

condition of an Actinia or polype, the pseudopodia being the

early condition or true homologues of the tentacles of the

latter, if not the " atrophied septa " those of the septa also.

Still where, it may be asked, is the canaliferous structure ?

Observation seems to point out that there are tubular commu-
nications directly through the tests of Difflugice and the Fora-
nainifera whose lunctions have not yet been defined. Like the

minute apertures on the skin of Corals, the^ may perhaps be
for respiratory purposes, and, if connected with the stomachal
cavity, would be the homologues of the coelenteric vascular

system in the Corals. But, as Hackel states of the cutaneous

pores of Corals, the part they play " is unfortunately still as

good as unknown."
One does not assume that the inhalant pores of Sponges

may not be in part respiratory organs, but that, unlike the

Corals, they serve the purpose also of sifting the nutritive ma-
terial which is drawn in tlirough them by the internal organs
of the sponge—in short, that, as in the Tunicata and Polyzoa,
the respiratory water and the food enter the body through one

aperture and come out at another.

^
I have stated that there is only one vent in the young Sj>on-

gilla grown from the seed-like body; but sometimes (see my
" Ultimate Structure of Spongilla^' op. cit. I c. p. 31) " it hap-
pens that one of the large branches of the efferent system
bursts and gives rise to an efferent current before the tubular

Ann. & Mao.K Hist. Ser.4. Vol.xi. 22
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vent resumes its original dimensions and opens its aperture,

"by which two efferent currents are subsequently established,

for the abnormal one does not close when the normal one be-

comes opened.

Dr. Bowerbank also (Brit. Assoc. Advanc. Science, Eeport

for 1856) notices ("June 10") the opening of several new
oscula and the closing of old ones in the piece oi Hymeniacidon

caruncula which he was watching, as if they could be closed

and extemporized like the holes of the investing sarcodal

layer when and wherever required. On Pacliymatisma Jolin-

stonta^ too, and many other sponges, the great vents are con-

gregated into groups in one or two places, and not distributed

generally^ as if the sponge were divided into districts each

having its respective vent. Yet Hackel states (p. 8, Lc.)

that his investigations have confirmed him " in the opinion

quite recently put forth by 0, Schmidt^ that every part of the

sponge-body which possesses an excurrent orifice [oscidum) is

as a distinct ^individual/ This ' true indi-

vidual' of the sponge-body I [Hackel] denominate, in ac-

cordance with my theory of individuality, a ^ person ;' and

every sponge-body that consists of two persons (/. e. that pos-

sesses two or more oscula) I denominate a 'stock' or ' cormus.'

'

Hackel's theory may suffice for the Calcispongia3, but I doubt

if it will apply so generally to the Siliceous Sponges.

Generative Organs.

What these are in the Corals or Polypes and Tunicata is

evident. But where are they, and what are they, in the Sponges ?

The seed-like bodies of Spongilla I have long since com-
pared with the winter-egg of the freshwater Polyzoa (Annals,

vol. iii, p. 331, May 1859, pi. 8); and the ciliated gem-
mules appear to me to be only another form of them, while

all appear to me originally to be but transformations of the

ampullaceous sac.

But what is the ovum and what the spermatozoon of the

sponge ?

In November 1854 (Annals, vol. xiv. p. 334) I published

to be regarded

(the reader will be tired of my referring to my publications

;

if not, I am) a short account, with illustrations^ of certain mo-
nocihated sponge-cells, which at the time I conjectured to be

thezoosperms or spermatozoa of the sponge. In 1858 (Annals,

vol. iii, p. 14, pi 1, January 1859), on account of the conjec-

ture^ I put this to the test by feeding a suitable piece of Spon-
qilla with indigo, in order that I might see if these monoci-
iated sponge-cells enclosed any, in which case they might be

considered not to be spermatozoa, for spermatozoa do not take

^
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in nutriment, at all events not in the form of crude material.
Tliey did enclose portions of indigo^ as mj illustration (fig.

12 y L c.) shows
J
and having made the announcement, I from

that time forward hoped that I should never hear any thing
more of my original conjecture. Nevertheless it is every now
and then f3rought up as if I had only published it yesterday,
and had never added the contradiction which followed about
five years afterwards, viz. in 1859*
Thus Hackel, in 1869, states on the subject (p. 110, /. c.)

.

" What Carter describes as the zoospermia of SpongiUa are,

as Lieberkiihn perceived, Infusoria ; and what Huxley figures

as zoospermia of Tetliya are very probably vibratile cells, No
less doubtful are the filaments which KolHker describes as the
zoospermia in Esperia,^^ .... "0. Schmidt and BoAverbank,
who have examined microscopically many thousands of
sponges, have, like myself, sought in vain for male organs of
any kind whatever."

being
zoosperms

performed

ards

every
sponge-structure knows that such monociliated cells not only

abound in, but absolutely form almost the greater part of it.

And as regards Lieberkuhn's view, expressed elsewhere, that

they were specimens of Ehrenberg's Trachelius trichopJiorus

stasia

I

'Annals,' vol. iii. Jan. 1859, p- 16), I am rather surprised

that Lieberkiihn should have come to this conclusion, seeing

that Trachelius trichopJiorus^ like Euglena^ progresses by
eans of its cilium vafi^ont^ and the monociliated cells which

figured and conjectured to be the zoosperms of Spongilla

progress by means of the cilium hehind, Kolliker's descrip-

tion of the filaments which he observed in Esperia I have not

seen. But Huxley's, in a species of Tethya described and
figured in the ^Annals' (1851, vol. vii. p. 373), so well as I

can remember, closely resemble in form what I have just

observed in Microciona atr

men sponge in this locality.

mnea

This monociliated body, which may now be seen, in great

plurality, with every portion of the Microciona torn to pieces

for microscopical observation, consists of a rounded triangular

head and long cilium. The head is pyriform or shaped Jike a

Florence flask with the neck drawn out to a sharp point or

beak, and the cilium attached to the large end, close to which
there appears to be a single granule or nucleus ; but in other

respects the head is transparent. At first these bodies are in
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contact with the glass cover, but soon sink to the plane of the

slide, aboutwhich they move with the head foremost, apparently

urged on in a zigzag course by the undulations of the cilium

behind. For the most part they are single, but occa-

sional groups of four are seen rolling over the field after the

manner of monociliated cells or spermatozoa which want to

become separated from each other. When measured, the head,

including the beak, was found to be 1-3000th of an inch long

by about 1-1 2000th broad at the large end, and the cilium

seven times as long as the body, or about 1-400th inch lon^.

Under the action of iodine, the head became amber-coloure

While portions of Microciona atrosanguinea taken from dif-

ferent localities abounded with this body, together with a

number of scarlet gemmules, in addition to the ampullaceous

sacs and monociliated cells of the rest of the sponge, portions

of other sponges, even on the same piece of rock (for it is most

desirable, in examining the living sponges, to bring away
with, and not detach from them, the piece of rock on which

they grow), failed to present a similar body when torn to

pieces under the microscope. Could this monociliated body

with triangular head have been the spermatozoon of Micro-

ciona ?

Hackel observes also, at p, 110 {I. e.) :
—" I regard it, there-

fore, as most prudent and advisable for the present, to doubt

the sexuality of the Sponges," previously having stated, at

p. 6, that " in the Sponges, just as in the Corals, and, indeed,

m the Coelenterata generally, all the different parts of the

body origuiate by differentiation from two primitive simple

formative membranes or germ-lamellae, the endoderm and the

ectoderm, .... produced by the segmentation of the ovum.'

And then, at p. 12, wnth reference to the development of the

earliest young form of the Calcareous Sponges :
—" After the

egg has been broken up, in consequence of the process ot

segmentation, into a spherical, mulberry-like aggregation of

closely adpressed, homogeneous, naked spherical cells, the

mnlberry-hke embryo, by stronger growth in one direction

acc[uire3 an ellipsoidal or oval form, and covers itself with

cilia. A small central cavity (stomach) is then produced in

its interior ; this extends, and, breaking through at one pole of

the longitudinal axis, acquires an aperture, the mouth.'
This is very like the development of the young Spongilla

from the seed-like body. (See my illustrations of the ultimate

structure of Spongilla^ L c.)

But, if there be an ^^ ^ggj^ there must be a spermatozoon.
Yet Hackel, as above stated, ends by doubting the " sexuality

of Sponges."

^
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Still further^ in reference to tins subject, I might add that
I have twice found a living specimen of Halichondria j>anicea
here, of a lilac colour, which, on being torn to pieces, was
found to be densely charged with minute spherical capsules,
1-3000th of an inch in diameter, so like the sporidia of the
Myxogastres that, as I have before stated in the * Annals '

(vol. V. p. 320, May 1870), but for the presence of the spi-
cules and the specimens being fresh and living, I should have
concluded that these cells came from one of the Myxogastres,
and did not originally belong to the sponge. Could these
have been the true sexual ova of the sponge ? By develop-
ment they would, of course, lose their homogeneous appear-
ance, and become granuliferous.

Having endeavoured to show the near relationship which
un

the still nearer one which exists between the Foraminifera
and Corals, I have only now to add a w^ord or two in conclu-
sion, on the real natm'e of the animal of the Sponges abs-

tractedly.

naturalist

attention directly to this all-important point connected with
them is Prof, H. James-Clark, of Boston, to whose valuable

the subject (republished in the ' Annals,' vol. i.memoir on
p. 133, Feb. 1868) I have alluded at the commencement of

this paper.

^
The object of Prof- James-Clark is to prove that the mono-

ciliated sponge-cell is a distinct flagellated infusorium, possess-

ing an oral and an anal orifice respectively, in close approxir

mation, at the bottom of a funnel-shaped retractile expansion

which surrounds the base of the cilium, and also a nucleus and
two contracting vesicles; further, that this flagellated infu-

sorium is in no sense whatever related to the Rhizopoda ; and
that it is an aggregation or colony of such Infusoria which
produces the '' true ciliated S^pongicey

I cannot altogether endorse Prof. James-Clark's views, as I

have stated (Annals, vol. iv. p. 196, Sept. 1869) j
nor do I

desire to dispute his conclusions here, my object in this com-

munication being to point out facts which seem to me worthy
of consideration, and to leave all hypothetical arguments in

support of particular opinions to those who think them of

more consequence than I do, merely observing that the amoe-

boid pseudopodia of the Foraminifera {Difflugia) and the cilium

of the Flagellated Infusoria {Trachelius trichophoruSj Ehr.^

Astasia limpida^ I^^\jO apj^ear to be combined in the Sponges,

and that, while the former may lead on to the Polypes, the

latter may be the initiative form of the Polyzoa and Tunicata.
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On the Use of the Term ^' Homology

^

Bj E. Ray Lankester,

To the Editors ofthe Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

Gentlemen,
Whilst ackiK

recent paper "

been

Homology

term liomogeny in mj own article^ since lie speaks of " ances-

tral '^ and ^^ developmental '' homogenj. I proposed to signify

bj " homogeny " simply wliat lie terms " ancestral liomogeny.'^

Structures which he would call " developmental homogeus/'

if they are not also ancestral homogens, do not come under

my term homogen at all^ but are homoplasts. The fact of the

absence of ancestral relation at once removes them from

the category of homogens. The individual cranial bones of

man are not all homogenous, each for each, with those of the

osseous fish : but they are homoplastic ; L e. conditions other

than direct heredity have determined a close agreement of

arrangement.

The similarity of the development of so-called homologous

Earts in two individuals, if it is not considered to be due to

omogeny (that is, ancestral community) renders the liomo-

plasy the more remarkable, but does not require the term
" developmental homogeny," which, indeed, seems to be an

impossible one by the definition of homogeny-
As Mr. Mivart remarks with regard to the imaginal disks of

Diptera, it is by no means a constant rule that we find the ances-

tral epitomized in the individual development of an organism.

It is certainly never completely epitomized ; and the cases m
which it is so to any extent are rare, and of proportionate

interest. Here and there in the . individual development of

organisms we find traces of the epitomized ancestral develop-

ment ] but a large number of the appearances presented in

individual development are referable to the immediate rela-

tions of the organism to its conditions of existence ; and m
this way whole pages of history are blotted out or reduced to

an indecipherable pulp in order to suit present conditions.

If I do not misunderstand him, what Mr. Mivart would call

developmental homogens when not true homogens should be

called developmental homoplasts; /.e., not only when complete

which is not due directly to heredity.

I remain, Gentlemen,

greement

Truly
E/Ray Lankesteb.

W
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XXXIII.— 0/i the 8kekto7i of
Dioplodon sechellensis tn the

Aitstralian Museum at Sydney.
By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.K.S. &c,

Mr. Krefft has kindly sent me
a pliotograph of a very beau-
tifully prepared skeleton of Dio-
j>lodon sechellensis from an ani-

mal obtained on the coast of
Australia, This animal was be-
fore known only from a skull in

the Paris MusGum, wliich was
obtained by M. Leduc in 1839 in

the SeycheJle Islands. I figured

the loAver jaw and skull in the
^ Zoology of the Erebus and Ter-
ror/ t. vi. f. Ij 2 ; and M. Duver-
noy figured the skull; under the-

name of Mesodiodon densirostris

in the ^Annales des Sciences Natu-
relles/ 1851, vol. xy. M. Gervais
also figured the skull in the ^ Zoo-
logie et Paleontologie fran^aise/

t. xliii, f. 6; under the name of

Dioplodon densirostris ; and its

skull is figm*ed under the name
of D. sechellensis in the ' Ostdo-

jraphie des Cetacfe/ t. xxv. f. 2,

3j as distinct from D. densirostris^

the end of the beak of which is

figured in fig. 1 of the same plate.

The name densirostris is used

in the Paris Museum because

Blainville called it Ziphius densi-

7'ostris'y but it must not be con-

founded with DeJpMnus densi-

rosfriSj Desraarest.

The rest of the skeleton has

been hitherto unknown. It is

very much like that of Ziphius

Soiverhiensis^ an imperfect ske-

leton of the female of which is

figm'ed by M. Van Bcneden under

the name of Meso])Iodon Sower-

Mensis in the octavo ^ Memoirs of

the Academy of Brussels/ vol.
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xvi. t. fisnired

size in the * Ost^ographie des Cdtac^s/ t. xxi. f. 1-3, t. xxii,

f, Ij 2j t. XXVI.
^ This skeleton is very interesting as "being only the second

species of the family of which any other part of the animal but

the skull has been observed.

The form of the lower jaw gives a very peculiar appearance

to the skeleton* The cervical vertebr^E are united together

by their bodies and large dorsal processes, the latter forming a

thick conical process. The bodies of the dorsal vertebrae are

very small^ enlarging in size towards the tail ; they are thirty-

six in number. The four terminal caudal ones are very small,

forming a kind of cylindrical process. There are eight chevron

bones. The thoracic cavity is small. There are twelve ribs

on each side. The dorsal processes of the first eighteen ver-

tebra have an anterior basal process, which becomes gradually

smaller.

Dr. Krefft, who has sent me a more detailed photograph of

the lower jaw, has not, unfortunately, sent one of the limbs.

9

1

BIBLIOGEAPHICAL NOTICE.

An Elementary Course of Botany^ Stnicturcd, Physi
Systematic. By Professor Akthiir Henfrey. Second Edition. ^ [

.

Revised, and in part re-written, by Maxwell T. Masters, M.D.,

F.R.S., (fee. London : Yan Voorst, 1870. Small 8vo, pp. xvi &
708. Illustrated by upwards of 500 woodcuts.

There are two points of view from which a work like the present

may be regarded, either as a mere introduction to students to enable

them to meet the requisitions of an ordinary examination, or as a

work for higher students and a repertory of facts to which more

accomplished botanists may refer occasionally to refresh or confirm

the memory. Unless authors of introductions (of which it would be

difficult to state the number, which is legion) bear this in mind, the

general result wiU be sure to be a failure—a consummation which the

present editor of a favourite treatise has certainly most successfully

avoided. Examiners long felt that there was some great defect

either in elementary treatises or in the mode of teachii ^
far as they could judge from the answers which they elicited from

students, even to the simplest questions^ An utter want of accuracy

or any sufficient notion of what was before them, and, much more,

any interest in the subject, seemed to show too evidently that there

must be somewhere a grievous defect. The late Professor Henslow
clearly indicatedone greatfaultinelementary treatise8,that physiology
made too prominent a part in teaching, insomuch that the memory was
loaded with a quantity of abstract notions, while the reasoning

powers were utterly perplexed by contending views, none of which

'm
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seemed to indicate any thing like certainty on which the student
could rest securely. Professor Henfrey was well aware of this,

and says expressly in his preface that, ** though his own labours
have been chiefly in the field of physiological botany, he quite concurs
with the opinion, expressed by the distinguished authors of the
* Flora Indica/ who believe that disservice is done to the cause of
botany by occupying the attention of students in the first instance vrith

the abstract parts of the science/' The editor has equally felt this *

with the Professor, whose views he has thoroughly carried out.

It is perhaps matter of regret that the whole work was not
re-written ; and, in point of fact. Dr. Masters's labours have been
far greater than they would have been had the treatise been entirely

original.

As regards the systematic part of the work, Dr. Masters has not fol-

lowed the example of Bentham and Hooker's * Genera,' in uniting such
natural orders as Geraniacese, Oxalideae, and Balsamineae ; Sapindaceae

and Acerinese ; Saxifragese and Ribesise ; while Parnassia is referred

to Hypericace^e, instead of Saxifragese. In the present condition of

systematic botany authors may very reasonably differ, though our
own feeling is rather for what has been called the practice of " lump-
ing " than for that of splitting. In one point we regret that Henfrey
has been followed, and with the praise that his arrangement is " as

natural, or more so, than any other arrangement before or since, for

which reason it is retained." OnygenUy for instance, has nothing to

do with Agaricacese ; still less have Tuber, Helvella, and Morchella

the slightest pretension to be classed amongst Exidiaceae, the genus

Exidia itself being a singularly unfortunate selection as indicative

of the group to which such genera as Pohjporus belong. The Tre-

mellinae, of which Exidia is a member, ought certainly to form an
order apart, being connected through the gelatinous fungus of

Juniperus sahina with Pttccinia and the allied epiphytous fungi,

while Puccinta and jEcidium ought certainly not to be associated

with Sphaeriaceee. We should also object to Lichens being put in

a difierent class from Fungi. Their fructification is in many cases

precisely the same ; and it is absolutely impossible to distinguish in

all cases Verrucaria from SpTimria, the only distinctive mark (of the

presence of gonidia) being wanting. We greatly prefer, as has been

proposed, making Hohens and Fungi two members of one large

alliance,

A new edition will in all probability soon be called for, and we
should suggest that the interesting subject of the peculiarities of in-

sular floras should be more largely treated than in the two short sen-

tences which are given to it under 922 and the following number.

We cannot end this short notice without hoping sincerely that

the work wiU meet with the encouragement it deserves, and that it

will be generally recognized as one of the most useful elementary

works, especially where the student's object is something more than

a mere pass.
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Description of a new Species of Humming-hird of the Genus

Chrysolampis. By D. G. Elliot, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c.

Chrysolampis chlorolcema, sp. nov.

Top of head and nape of neck light metallic green, in some lights

purplish ; a black band across the back ; rest of back and upper

tail-corerts green, the longest blackish
;
primaries purplish brown;

tail fiery copper-colour, all the feathers margined with blackish

purple ; throat beautiful metallic emerald-green ; underparts

black; flanks white ; under tail-coverts rich chestnut, copper-

colour in some lights ; basal portions black ; under w^ing-coverts i

green; bill black.

Length 4 inches, beak 0-65, wing 2*4^ tail 1-3.

Hab. New Granada ?

This very interesting and handsome bird appears to be a second

species of CJtrijsoIampiSy so long represented by the well-known C.

moscJntas^ or Ruby-and-Topaz Hummer, which has for many years

been employed for hat-decorations &c., and is a well-known article

of commerce. The present species does not at all resemble its rela-

tive as regards the colour of its plumage, inclining more to the genus

Lampornis, among whose members, however, it cannot be included,

for structural reasons. The specimen, which is unique, was received

in a large collection of Hummers from New Granada ; but I am un-

able to give its exact habitat.

Axos CliftonL By Dr. J. E. Gkay, F.R.S.

Dr. Perceval Wright and Mr. Kent inform me that in examining

some of the bark of the sponge from NicoFs Bay, which I described

in the September Number (p. 272), and the slide of spicules which

Mr. Clifton sent to me, they observed a very few of the double three-

rayed stars which Dr. Bowerbank figured in the ' British Sponges
'

(fig. 197), and which I had named Axos Cliftoni; so that I have

no doubt that Echinospongia australis and Axos Cliftoni are the

same sponge. The spicules figured are exceptional forms, and seem

to be imperfectly developed specimens of the hexradiate cubical

spicules I have described, and which seem the characteristic spicules

of the group.

Note Oil the Branched Variety o/Squamulina scopula.

By H. J. Cakter, F.E.S. &c.

With reference to my description and illustrations of Squamidimi
scopula, published in the ' Annals ' of May last (vol. v. p. 309, pis. 4

& 5), and my subsequent communication {ib. p. 389), I am now in a

position^to afibrd positive evidence, from my own observation, on

two conjectural points contained in the former—viz., first, that of

Squamulina scopula being a foraminiferous animal, and, secondly,

that Dr. Buwcrbank's Haliphysema ramulosa (Brit. Spong. voL ii.

/"

\
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p. 79) is but a branched species (I should have stated ** variety") of
SquamuUna scopula.

I have just now found several specimens of the branched form of
SquamiiUna scopida on the rocks here (Budleigh-Salterton, Devon),
growing among sponges &c. far above low-water mark, so that they
are uncovered there twice every day for two or three hours at a time.

It is generally dichotomous, but by no means always so. The
most perfect and largest specimen I have has eight heads. Its total
length is about 2^ twelfths of an inch, the stem before branching
being 1|, and the branched portion 1 lino long by 1^ line broad in
the spread. Thus it has undergone division three times.

On cutting off the branched head with a pair of scissors across
the main stem, and placing it in a watch-glass of sea-water (into

which the specimen had been put on the piece of rock on which it

grew, immediately on being broken off), the truncated end soon
after threw out a bunch of obliquely branching and anastomosing
filaments or pseudopodia, to the extent of l-60th of an inch long,

all round, which continued retracting and extending themselves
and exhibiting the granule- circulation, after the manner of the

sarcode of the Foraminifera, for six hours, when the whole were
gradually withdrawn and did not reappear.

Thus the foraminiferous character of Squamulma scoj^ula and its

branched variety (which is precisely like it, with the exception of

the branching) is proved.

I could not see any filaments projected from the heads in any of

the specimens ; nor would it be easy to do so, as these probably

entwine themselves about the spicules which are always raised up
from the bottom in the water; but the truncated end of the stem
lay on the watch-glass, over which it was easy to see the extended

filaments with a one-inch compound power.
xposed

A- > - - --
^

- ^^ J- ^_

fury of the waves, are not so perfect in their spicular element as

those which grow in deep and more or less still water. But the

wonder is how such delicate little creatures can grow at all in such

turbulent situations.

On two Species of La^id-TUnan^ from Borneo.

Editors of the Annals and Magazine of Natural History

Genxlemej^,—The figures and descriptions of the Turbellarians

given by the Eev.W. Houghtonm your last i\ umDer point tnem out as

belonging to the genus BipaUitm of Stimpson (Sphi/rocephalus of

Schmarda and Dunlopea of E. P, Wright in a former Number of the

Annals). They are rather common forms in tropical regions. An
account of their structure has been published by Schmarda, and

also by IsL Claparede, Their anatomy has been investigated by the

writer in relation to their homologies with the Jfemerteans,

I am, yours, &c.,

September 23, 1870. W. C. M'Intosh.
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The large Barhet of the Himalayas in want of a Name !

By KOBERX SWINHOB, F.Z.S.

It has been usual to refer the large Himalayan Barhet to Bucco

virens, Scop., and B. grandis, Gmel., both ot* which names were

^•iven to a similar bird from China, for which it has been mistaken.

On comparing three adult specimens from South China with three

from the Himalayas, I find certain constant differences between them.

I am of opinion, therefore, that the two races ought to be separated

;

and as both the names in use were originally applied to the Chinese

bird, I would propose to dub the Himalayan species in honour of

the Marshalls (Capts. C. H. T. and Gr. F. L.), who are now engaged

in producing an excellent monograph of this family.

Megal-^ma AIakshalloeum, sp. nov.

Form and size of Bucco virenSy Scop, {grandis, Gmel.), with longer

bill. Feathers of head and neck marked with deep violet-blue in-

stead of greenish azure. Lower hind neck patched with yellow,

becoming smaller and confined to centre of feathers as the bird ma-
tures ; in B. virens a few' pale streaks only occur. Lesser and greater

wing-coverts same colour as the back ; in B. virens green, as on the

outer webs of the secondaries, the former having a large maroon

spot on each feather.

In colouring similar in other respects to J5. virens.

>/

^f
New Brighton^ Canterharg, New Zealand. By Jitlitjs Haast,

Ph.D., F'.R.S.

Tow^ards the latter part of December, last year, it was stated that

a whale had been stranded on the sea-beach, near the mouth of the

Avon. Unfortunately the notice reached me too late to enable me to

see the body in its fresh state, and when I went to the sea-beach the

blubber had been cut off nearly a week, and the animal was already

in such an advanced state of putrefaction that the external appear-

ance was greatly destroyed. Before entering into a description of its

afiinities and peculiarities, I may be allowed to offer a few observa-

tions on its capture.

Sir. William Walker, a fisherman, livii ^
Avon, one mile and a half below Xew Brighton, observed, on the

16th of December, early in the morning, that a huge animal was in

the surf, making the most strenuous efforts to return to deeper water.

The fisherman had only a large sheath-knife with him, with which
he stabbed it several times, making it bleed very freely. Each time

when the surf reached it, it threw out a large quantity of water and
sand from its blowers, like a fountain ; at the same time it moved its

tail with such vehemence that it threw its captor several times when
he came too near it. Seeing that he could not manage the large

animal by himself, he returned home to fetch a rope, a larger knife,

and assistance. After having, with some trouble, placed the rope

round the tail, and fastened it securely to the stump of a tree on the

r .
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beach, he inflicted with the large knife some deep wounds, from which
the blood ran copiously; but the animal, notwithstanding this great
loss of blood, still lived for fourteen hours. The fisherman also put
a large stick several times into its mouth, which, to use his own
words, made the whale ^^ bellow like a bull."
A very interesting fact may be deduced from the observations of

Mrs. "Walker, who accompanied her husband on the second trip. She
told her husband that each time he put the stick into the whale's
mouth, she could see several large teeth in front of its lower jaw,
which, however, were not observed by any body else, and the exist-

ence of which was only revealed when the skull was cleaned, when,
m front of the lower jaw, two large triangular and moveable teeth
on each side became exposed. It thus seems that the Ziphioid ^Yhales,
when defending themselves from their enemies, or attacking their

prey, have the power to protrude these four teeth at will. Such an
hypothesis gains still more in probability when we consider the nature
of the principal food of the animal, which, judging from the contents
of its stomach, seems to consist almost exclusively of the common
sea-spider, or Octopus—a cephalopod which, as in the northern
hemisphere, does not seem to be very numerous along the coast. In
the stomach of the whale in question there was about half a bushel
of the horny beaks of this cephalopod, which were nearly all of the

same size. It would be rather difficult for any whale to obtain

possession of such an agile animal as the Octopusj had not nature

furnished the former with the means of taking good hold of it. It

is interesting that the allied genera ZipJiius and Ilyperoodon, of the

northern hemisphere, feed also on similar species of cuttlefish, as I

learn from a paper of Dr. J. E. Gray, of the British Museum (Proc.

Zool. Soc. 1868, p. 422). Also, the Sperm Whales are said to feed

almost exclusively upon the same voracious animal, which, by its

agility and organization, is so well adapted to make great havoc

amongst the smaller inhabitants of the sea. And, as Dr. Gray justly

observes, it proves, at the same time, that these cephalopods, although

apparently of rare occurrence, must in many localities be very nume-
rous, as it would otherwise be impossible to understand how they

When
,j_^ „^^^^^ with

surf, partly covered with sand, but still intact. I measured its length

exactly, and found it to be 30 feet 6 inches from the tip of the nose

to the end of the lobes of the tail. The colour of the whole animal

was of a deep velvety black, with the exception of the lower portion

of the beUy, which had a greyish colour. The tail was 6 feet 6 inches

broad, and had the usual two falcate lobes. The pectoral fins were

situated near the neck, a little above the middle of the body, and

were 17 inches broad, and 19 inches long. They had a triangular

form ; and one of them was buried in the sand when I saw the animal

first. The dorsal fin was unfortunately destroyed when I first in-

spected the whale, so that I cannot describe its form and position

from my own observations ; but Mr. Walker told me that it was
small, had the usual falcate form, and was situated not far from the tail.

1 mav her*' oh^nrvr^ that, from thn form of the skull and some other
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characteristics, it appears evident that this whale is the Bemrdms
Arniixii of Duvernoy, of which a specimen was caught in 1846, in

Akaroa harbour, the skull of which, of the length of four feet, is at

present in the Imperial Museum, in Paris. The animal to which it

belonged is described as having been 32 feet long, and possessing a

large dorsal fin, with a large boss or hump in front of it. As putre-

faction and the cutting off of the blubber had greatly changed the

outlines of the animal, I could not observe whether it possessed the

larger boss in front. Mr. "W^alker did not speak of it when he gave

me a description of the animal as it appeared when captured.

However, as the- figure of the skull, as given by Duvernoy in the

'Annales des Sciences Naturelles,' and copied into Dr. Gray's

British-Museum * Catalogue of Seals and Whales,' is identical with

that of our own specimen, I do not hesitate to state that both be-

long to the same species. It also seems to me that this whale -is

very local, probably inhabiting only the coast of New Zealand, and

perhaps the regions south of it, because, as far as I can find, it has

never been observed elsewhere. It has without doubt not been met
with on the coasts of Australia, or it would not have passed unnoticed,

as, amongst others, the energetic director of the Australian Museum,
Gerrard Krefft, F.L.S,, has not observed it. I may here state that

the form of the skull is very peculiar, reminding one strongly of that

of a dolphin.

There seems to be nothing known of this peculiar whale, except

its external appearance and its skull ; and it is therefore a matter

of congratulation to us that we shaU be able to supply aU the details

of its osteulogical characteristics, which are peculiar in many respects.

The specimen in our possession was evidently a young animal,

because all the disk-like epiphyses of the vertebrae are stiU detached.

The same is the case Avith the epiphyses of the limb-bones, which
are not yet united with them ; also the sutures of the cranium are

not yet obliterated. The begiuning of coalescence is, however, to

be observed in the seven cervical vertebra), of which the first three

are already anch5'losed, the first two completely, and the second and
third only partially, as the neural arches and transverse processes

are not yet united in one bone. In the allied Hyperoodon all the

cervical vertebrge coalesce ; and it is therefore possible that when
Berardius is in an adult state the same will take place. The Ziphins

has six cervical vertebrse separate; and it will therefore be necessary

to examine very carefully into the character of the uncoalesced ver-

tebrae of our skeleton before giving a decided opinion upon the sub-

ject. It possesses ten dorsal vertebne, in common with Ziphius

sotverbiensis; the Hyperoodont whales have nine, and the dolphins

thirteen to fifteen. I have not yet been able to count and examine
the lumbar and caudal vertebrae, as the animal was in such a state

of putrefaction that, after cleaning the bones as well as possible and
leaving often a great portion of the vertebral column together, we
put them at once to macerate. We obtained only one of the small

pelvic bones, the other having probably been washed away by the

surf; it might, however, owing to its diminutive size and sticking

loosely in the flesh, easily have been overlooked. As soon as the

t
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bones are clean, so that I can examine them, I shall offer a few more
obserYations upon the osteology of this remarkable animal, for the
complete skeleton of which the Canterbury Museum is indebted to
the members of the Philosophical Institute, without whose pecuniary
assistance I should have been unable to secure it for the Provincial
collections.—Proc. Phil Institute of Canterbury, New Zealand, May 5,
18u9.

On the Heat evolved hy Invertebrate Anhnals, e$2yecially Insects.

By Matoice Gieaeb.

M. Girard's memoir commences with a very interesting historical
account of the numerous investigations that have been made upon
this subject, in which he dwells especially upon the researches of
Newport, the most remarkable that we at present possess. On the
other hand, he is severe upon Dutrochet, to whom he thinks M.
Gavaret has ascribed too much importance ; and he brings to light
the investigations of Dubost(lSOO), which have been unnoticed not-
withstanding the scientific precision with which they were conducted.

^
M. Girard's own researches have been made by means of very va-

rious processes. He has employed the mercurial thermometer, the
*

little bulb of which he has succeeded in introducing into the rectum
of caterpillars and other insects without injury to the animal. He
has also made use of the differential thermometer of Leslie, in which
he made a modification necessary for his experiments. One of the

bulbs presents a deep interior cavity, so that the volume of air con-
tained in the concentric zone is equal to that of the volume of air in

the other bulb. The contracted orifice is closed by a cork furnished

with a tube, through which air enters and escapes freely. The in-

sect to be experimented on is introduced into thjs cavity with the

precautions necessary to avoid the falsification of the result. M.
Girard has also employed thermo-electric needles formed of iron and
copper, or, still better, of iron and platinum, such as have already,

in the hands of M. Becquerel, done good service in the study of

animal heat. Lastly, M. Girard has used the thermo-electric piles

of bismuth and antimony, which, since their invention by Melloni

and Nobili, have undoubtedly excelled all other calorimetric methods
by their exquisite sensibility.

Without going into the details of M. Girard's experiments or in-

dicating the minute precautions taken by him to render their results

certain, we may indicate some of his most novel conclusions.

Adult insects, even when sleeping or very weak, never present a

diminution of the temperature of the surface of their body below

the surrounding temperature. The larvae and pupae of insects with

an imperfect metamorphosis behave, in this respect, like the adults.

Like them, they always present an elevation of temperature above

that of the surrounding air, or at least a temperature equal to that

of the latter. This is not always the case in insects with a complete

metamorphosis. The author has frequently ascertained in caterpil-

lars with smooth bodies that the surface descends below the tempe-

rature of the surrounding air, which shows that the evolution of

heat by the respiratory combustion may be insufficient to com-

\:
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pensate for the loss due to superficial evaporation or cutaneous trans-

piration. The same fact occurs in chrysalids. The cocoon with

which the pupae of a great number of Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera

envelope themselves serves to prevent a too rapid desiccation of the

animal, which would superinduce a fatal superficial refrigeration.

In fact, pupa3 present a distinct elevation of temperature at the

moment when they are taken out of the cocoon ; then, in the air,

they lose their weight hy evaporation, and the surface of their body

often descends below the temperature of the surrounding air. In

winter, naked torpid caterpillars and pupse return to the surrounding

temperature or to a very slight excess above it. The superficial

refrigerations due to evaporation are not produced when the tem-

perature very nearly approaches 32° F., a result perfectly conform-

able with the results of physical researches.

Sex exerts a marked influence on the evolution of superficial

heat in certain groups of insects. Thus in the Bombycidse the males

are warmer than the females. Something of the same kind seems

to occur among the Phryganidse and Pieridse. But we must be

careful in generalizing these results.

The experiments of M. Girard upon the differences of temperature

according to the regions of the body are undoubtedly very curious.

In caterpillars the heat is not localized in a few segments^ but be-

longs to all, which agrees well with the analogous dissemination

of the nervous centres. This is by no means the case in insects

with powerful aerial locomotion. The variation of temperature

shown by them between the thorax and the abdomen may become

very considerable. lu the Humble Bees, and especially in the

Sphingidas, whose flight is so powerful, the excess of the thoracic over

the abdominal temperature amounts commonly to from 7^ to 11° F-,

or even sometimes to from 14^ to 18° F. We may say that in insects

endowed \vith aerial locomotion the heat is concentrated in the

thorax into a focus of intensity proportional to the effective power
of flight. These results are in conformity with anatomical data.

In the thorax there are the strong muscles both of the legs and
wings. The latter, being in energetic contraction during flight,

are the seat of an active combustion ; on the contrary, the muscles of

the abdomen are then inert. We must not be surprised that the

equalization of temperature does not take place so rapidly as in the

vertebrata. If we consider a wasp (a Polistes or a Sj^hex), the abdo-

men of which is united to the thorax only by a slender peduncle, how
slowly must the currents of the blood be transmitted between these

two regions through so narrow a strait ! We may see how the heat

developed in the thorax during the movement of flight must pass with

difiictilty into the abdomen, even if it ever reaches this part.

Another fact, intimately connected with thatjust referred to, is as

follows. M. Girard has ascertained that, in the Humble Bees and

Xylocopce, the external evolution of heat is in relation to the

buzzing. The temperature falls as soon as the insect ceases to buzz,

but rises again as soon as the buzzing is resumed ; and this takes

place many times successively.--^nnaZes des Sciences Naturelles, tome
xi. (1869) p. 134 ; BiU. Univ. January 15, 1870, B^ai ScL p. 83.

m
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On the Larval State of/Molgula; with Descrip-^
tions of several new Species of Simple Ascidians. Bjr Al-
bany Hancock, F.L.S.*

Until quite recently it was generally considered that all the

Social, and Compoundj assumed in the larval

condition the tadpole form. M
lately shown f that, in a certain species of the genus Molgula
this peculiar larval condition does not exist, but, on the con-
trary, the young, on issuing from the egg, is a comparatively
inactive Amoeba-like creature, in no way resembling the usual
lively tadpole-like larva, either in form or mobility. From
this discovery it might be inferred (and apparently M. Lacaze-
Duthiers does Infer) that all the members of the genus will

present this exceptional feature. Such^ however, is not the
case.

In 1846, M. Van Beneden published his researches on the
embry

f. This author

larv

gnla^ and, in fact, gave the whole history of the development

1 ampulloides. That this specie

Molgula does not admit of a doubt ] both the figures and de-

scription prove this, although there are one or two slight dis-

crepancies, which may perhaps be accounted for by inaccurate

observation. The head of the tadpole-like larva is represented

as rather long and inclined to ovate, with the anterior extrc-

* Communicated by the Author, having been read at the Meetmg of
the British Association held at Liverpool, Sept 1870<

t Ann. Nat. Hist, July 1870^ and Comptes Rendus, May 30, 1870.

t^Recherches sur rEinbryogenie, rAuatomie, et la Physiologic des
Afif^i/li"es Simples (Memoires de TAcademie Eoyale de Bel^iijue, tome x.y.

93)

(t Mag. N. Hi 23
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mity a little constricted and producedj and the tail with the

extremity furnished with a long filamentous process.

This memoir has aj^parentlj been overlooked hj M.Lacaze-

Dutliiers ; and this might easily happen, since we have seen

that the species was described as an Asoidia. -

But this is not alh We have ourselYes detected the tadpole-

like larva in another species of Molgula^ which is described in

the sequel of this communication, under the name of M. com-

planata. This is assuredly a true Molgula^ having, however,

one or two peculiar characters, the most striking of which is

the unusual arrangement of the oviducts, which in this species

pass from the posterior extremity of the genital masses, and

are directed towards the dorsal region, while in all tlie other

species of the genus they issue from the opposite extremity of

the organs, and open directly into the atrium ; and, moreover,

the eggs are retained in the water- spaces between the branchial

sac and the mantle until the larva3 are hatched. This is also

a peculiar feature ; for in all the other species that we have

examined the eggs appear to escape at once by the excm'rent

tube, and to be developed externally.

There can be no mistake in regard to the fact respecting

1\L complanata^ as we have taken the tadpole-like larv^, in

various stages of development, out of the water-spaces in this

species. In several instances the larv^ were completely de-

veloped ; and it is interesting to observe that in these instances

they closely resemble in character those figured and described

by Van Beneden in the memoir already alluded to. The head

has the same elongated form, with the produced anterior ex-

tremity ; and the tail is terminated by a similar filamentous

process, which, however, when seen laterally, is found to be

broad and fin-like.

Thus we have two species of well-characterized Molgitl(B

that pass through the tadpole- larval stage. Is it then really

a fact that in this genus there are two distinct modes of de-

velopment, as would seem to be the case from the researches

of M. Lacaze-Duthiers ? It may, however, be doubted whether
or not the species investigated by that distinguished biologist

is indeed a Molgula. It is named M. tuhulosa. Now, if this

be identical with M. tubulosa of Forbes and Hanley's ^ British

MoUusca,' it is certainly not a member of that genus. The
M. tuhulosa of the ^British Mollusca' is the M/areiiosa of

Alder and Hancock, described in the ^ Transactions of the

Tyneside Xatin-ahsts' Club ' (vol. i. p. 197) ; but the charac-

ters of this species were, on subsequent examination, found to

differ so much from those of the genus to which it had been

assigned, that the late Mr. Alder and myself thought it neces-

t
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saiy to separate it gcnericallj, and to establish a new genus
for its reception^ to which we gave the name QiEngyra. This
^^enns has not hitherto been published, but is now characterized
in the following pages/ and a new species of it described. It
would seem probable, then, that Lacaze-Duthiers's M. fulu-
hsa is no other than Evgyra arenosa^ and consequently does
not belong to the genus Molgula.
M. Lacaze-Duthiers's discovery, however, is not the less

interesting on that account. It is a matter fraught with much
importance, as it seems to establish the fact that the Tunicate
organization can be developed without passing through the

tadpole-condition—^or, in other words, that this condition is

non-essential in the development of this molluscous group.
When Lacaze-Duthicrs's memoir is published in full, it will

be time enough to speculate on the effect his discoveiy may
have on the recent investigations and theory of Kowalevsky
respecting the relationship of the Tunicata to the Vertebrata.

. I shall avail myself of the present opportunity to describe

several new species of the Simple Ascidians, some of which
were determined before Mr. Alder's death, others since that

sorrowful event, by myself: the former will stand in our joint

names ; for the latter I am alone responsible.

Ascidia flana^ Hancock.

Body ovate, pellucid, yellowish, smooth, except at the ori-

fices, which are tuberculated ; attached by the lower half.

Apertures not much produced, the branchial one subterminal,

the anal about halfway doAvn. Test firm, rather thick, carti-

laginous, smooth, hyaline, with numerous blood-channels of a

yellowish flesh-colour, the terminal twigs much elongated and
a little enlarged. Mantle rather delicate, and with the aper-

tures not much produced. Tentacidar filaments close-set,

numerous, rather stout and long. Branchial sac minutely

plicated, not quite so wide as the visceral mass, with short

rounded papillae at the intersections of the meshes, and small

intermediate ones on the longitudinal bars. Ventral plait

rather wide, ribbed and pectinated. Length upwards of two
inches.

Two specimens of this species were dredged at Hastings by
Br. Bowerbank. It is closely related to the species next de-

scribed, A. Aldert. The loop of the intestine, as in the latter,

is placed crosswise, and the viscera are attached to the test by
a membranous process that passes into the intestinal loop,

just as a similar process does in that species. A. ])Iana^)xow^

*^ver, is sufficiently distinguished by the number and arrange-

ment of the tentacular filaments, the form of the branchial

23*
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. papillse, and tlie character of the vascular ramifications of the

test,

Ascidia Alderiy Hancock.

Body irregular ovate or pyriform, produced towards the

upper endj of a yellow colourj inclining to flesh-tint, with a

few small scattered tuhercles, attached diagonally by the base,

and about halfway up the side. Apertures produced^ distant,

with longitudinal tuberculated ridges ; the branchial aperture

terminal ; the anal about two-thirds down the body, and in-

clining towards the left side; ocelli red. Test moderately

thick, firm, transparent, with the terminal twigs of the blood-

channels appearing at the surface of a crimson colour, much
enlarged and widely fusiform. Mantle rather delicate, with

the apertures well produced. Tentacular ^laments slender,

distant, not numerous. Branchial sac minutely plicated, nar-

rower than the visceral mass, with papillae at the intersections

of the meshes, and smaller ones on the bars between them, all

having on each side a tubercular swelling. Ventral plait

transversely ribbed and pectinated. Length upwards of two

inches.

We are indebted to the Rev. A. M, Norman for the acc[uisi-

tion of this interesting species. Only one specimen was ob-

tained; it was found between tide-marks at Herm, in 1865.^

A. Alderi is distinguished from A. plana^ to which it is

closely related, by the arrangement of the tentacular filaments,

by the form of the branchial papillae, by the colour and pecu-

liar character of the blood-channels of the test, and by several

other minor features. This species is dedicated to the memory
of my late coadjutor. I do this, with great satisfaction, at the

request of its discoverer^ the Eev. A. M. Norman.';^

Ascidia ruh'O-tinctay Hancock.

Bodi/ pretty regularly oval, smooth, or only very slightly

wrinkled, of a pale-reddish flesh-colour, adhering by the mid-
dle portion of the side. A-pertures distant, with the tubes not

much produced, the branchial one terminal, the anal more
than halfway down the side : ocelli red. Test rather thin,

cartilaginous, pellucid, of a reddish flesh-colour, smooth,
slightly wrinkled longitudinally. Mantle rather delicate,

yellowish, tinged in parts with reddish flesh-colour; tubes

short, the anal inclining backwards. Tentacular filaments

numerous, delicate, uneq^ual in size. Branchial sac minutely
plicated, wltli rather long conical papillae. Ventralj)lait rather

narrow, strongly ribbed transversely, with the margin pecti-

nated. Length about 2\ inches.

-
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-4. rulro-ttncta is a near ally to A. mentuhy from which,
however, it is distinguished not only hy its colour, but also
bj several points of detail The test is thinner and less coarse
than it is in that species ; and the tubes are more conspicuous,
particularly the branchial one ; the ventral plait, too, differs in
some particulars, as Avell as the reproductive organs.
We ^

species; it was taken between '

the Rev. A. M. Norman, in 1865.
Guernsey

Ascidia ritbicunda^ Hancock.

Body much elongated, irregularly oval, depressed, coarse,

of an obscure flesh-colour, adhering by the whole side, with
imperfect marginal expansions. Aj}ertures a little produced,
the branchial one almost sessile, terminal; the anal turned
backwards from a bulging at the side, more than halfway
down: ocelli small, crimson. Test thick, coarse, wrinkled,

cartilaginous, semitransparent, of a flesh-colour, most rosy

towards the apertures, occasionally overgrown with zoophytes.

Mantle of a brilliant rose-colour, much intensified at the tubes

,

the alimentary tube of a greenish hue, probably from the

nature of the contents; tubes distant, short, the branchial

one terminal, the anal a little more than halfway down the

side and turned backwards. Tentacular filaments short and
delicate, varying in size. Branchial sac minutely plicated,

with large conical papillaB, and intermediate ones nearly as

large. Ventral plait transversely ribbed, finely pecjinated

from end to end, and of eq^ual breadth throughout.

upwards of 4| inches.

This fine species was discovered by the Rev. A. M. Norman
in 1866, between tidemarks at Tobermory, in the Isle of Mull,

where it occun-ed in considerable abundance. It was also

taken abundantly by the same gentleman on the stems and

Length

'oots of Ilalidrys siUquosa^ and procured at extreme low tides

at Portaferry, Strangford Lough, 1869. More recently we have

had a few specimens sent to us by Mr. A. G. More, of Dublin,

who collected them in Bertraghbuy Bay, Connemara.

A. Tuhicunda is related to A. menfulay on the one hand, and

to A. robusta^ to be immediately described, on the other, but

is distinguished from both by many characters. It k always

more extensively attached, and is more '

^^
pressed than the former, from w^hich it likewise differs in

colour. From A. rdbusta it is also distinguished b;^ its great

brilliancy of colour, as well as by its general form, its shorter'

tubes, and the less robust character of the test.

elongated and
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Ascidia rohusta^ Hancock.

• Body elongated, irregularly ovate, produced In front, very

coarse, with a tinge of red, particularly towards the apertures;

adhering by the whole side ; but sometimes much distorted,

and with adherent root-like prolongations. Apertures tubular,

much produced, the branchial one terminal, the anal more

than halfway down and inclining backwards ;
ocelli red.

Test extremely thick, tough, hard, and cartilaginous, usually

with root-like prolongations, semitransparent, very coarse and

rough, irregularly furrowed and pitted, and frequently much
overgrown with zoophytes. 2Iantle tinged with red, deepened

towards the apertures ; tubes long, the anal one much pro-

duced and turned backwards. Tentacular filaments rather

slender, not croAvded, alternately large and small. Branchial

sac extending a little behind the visceral mass, minutely pli-

cated, with well-developed papillae, alternately large and small.

Ventral plait transversely and strongly pectinated near the

mouth. Length 4 or 5 inches.

Several of this large coarse species were obtained, in 1865,

at the island of Herm, during spring-tides, by the Rev. A. M.
Norman. They were mostly so firmly inserted amidst the

roots of Laminana digitata^ that they were with difficulty re-

moved. It is closely related to A. mentula and A. Tid)icunda
;

the extreme hardness and thickness of the test, however, and
the great length of the respiratory tubes, sufficiently distin-

guish it from both. From the former it is likewise distin-

guished by its colour and other minor characters.

Ascidia mollis^ Alder & Hancock.

Body ovate, lobated, of a rosy flesh-colour, attached by a

limited portion of the side. Branchial aperture terminal^ anal

from half to two-thirds down, rather inconspicuous. Test firm,

thick, semitransparent, smooth and soft to the touch, rather

shining, obtusely lobed, of a rosy flesh-colour, showing minute
punctures and veinings of crimson. Mantle rather large in

proportion to the test, of a pale flesh-colour, with a few rosy

streaks
; the apertures crimson. Tentacular filaments nume-

rous, rather slender, varying in size. Branchial sac with

stoutish papillae at the intersections of the meshes, and com-
paratively slender intermediate ones. Ventral plait very
narrow, strongly ribbed transversely, and pectinated at the

margin.

Three or four specimens of this distinct species were dredged
in 1865,in,Bertraghbuy Bay, Connemara, Ireland, by Mr.G.
S. Brady. And we have recently examined two more speci-

^

*
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pien^s of it wliiclx were obtained hj Mr. A, G. More^ in 1869^
in Kilkieran Bay, Connemara.

- u4. mollis is a well-marked species, and is not likely to be
confomided with any known form. It can always be distin-

guished by the soft though firm and shining test, which, on
close inspection, is observed to be marked all over with minute
crimson punctm-es (the terminal extremities of the blood-
channels, which in it are more inflated and globular than in
any other species).

Ascidia crassa^ Hancock.

Body broadly oval, a little depressed, deeply and irregularly

wrinkled, of a pale flesh-colour, adhering by varions parts to

sea-weeds. Apertures distant, sessile ; branchial one subtcr-

minal ; anal about halfway down the side. Test very thick,

hard, cartilaginous, pellucid, irregularly and strongly wrinkled,

of a pale flesh-colour. Mantle of a rose-colour, deepened to-

wards the margins and over the alimentary canal j the tubes

short, particularly the branchial onej which is subterminal

;

the anal is a little produced and doubled over towards the left

side. Tentacular filaments numerous, well-developed, unequal
in size. Branchial sac minutely plicated, with obtuse papillas,

alternately large and small ; the stomata very small and ellip-

tical. Ventralplait delicately ribbed transversely, and minutely

pectinated ; by the side of the mouth the pectinations are in-

creased in size, and replace the lamina. Length 2^ inches,

breadth 1^ inch.

We have seen three specimens of this well-marked species

;

they are in the collection of the Ecv.A.M. Norman, and were

found by Mr. Dodd on the shore at Jersey in 1869.

This species is very easily distinguished : the broadly oval

form, the sessile orifices, and hard cartilaginous test are very

characteristic ; but the branchial sac presents probably the

most distinctive feature. The walls of this organ have a^very

peculiar appearance, on account of the grooves of the minute

plications being formed into series of small, well-defined

pouches, by the close-set primary vessels, thus rendering it

very difficult to observe the secondary vessels, and the un-

iisuallv dimimitive ellintic stomata.

. Ascidia inornata^ Hancock.

Body elongated, oval, depressed, attached by the whole side,

of a Avatery horn-colour. Ajpertures a little produced, with

longitudinal ridges or folds ; branchial one subterminal," anal

about halfway down. Test rather thin, cartilaginous, trans-

parent, with a few minute papillae and some scattered agglu-
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tinated particles of sand and shell, chiefly to-wards the margins

of attachment. Maiitle well supplied with interwoven mus-

cular fibres. Tentacular filaments numerous and rather stout.

Bi-anchial sac narrow, with large papilla? at the intersections

of the mesheS; and small intermediate ones. Veritral plait

"wide, strongly ribbed ; margin pectinated, and bordered on the

left side with a band of tubercles. Length nearly 2^inches.

We are indebted for the knowledge of this species to Dr.

Bowcrbank, who obtained a single individual of it at Hastings.

It is allied to A.pleheia^ but differs from that species in many
respects, and may at once be distinguished by the narrowness

of the mantle and branchial sac, and likewise by the charac-

ters of the branchial papillae and ventral plait.

Ascidia producta^ Hancock.

Body much elongated, pyriform, depressed, attached by the

entire length, of a pale green colour. Apertures tubular ; the

branchial one a little produced and turned towards the ventral

margin 5 the anal three-fourths down, near the ventral

margin : ocelli red. Test rather thick, pellucid, cartilaginouSj

covered with minute, distant, conical papilla. Mantle delicate,

of a full dark green, with the branchial tube considerably pro-

duced, terminal ; the anal short and turned backwards. Ten-

tacidar filaments numerous, slender. Branchial sac minutely

plicated, with moderate-sized papillae at the intersections of

the meshes. Ventral plait narrow, pectinated, ribbed, and

tuberculated on the left side. Length 2^ inches.

The Rev. A. M. Norman dredged this species in the Minch,

in 1866, and also found it at extreme low-water during spring-

tides in Strangford Lough, 1869.
A» producta evidently belongs to that group of which A.

depressa and A, inornata are typical, but has many characters

to distinguish it from all of them.

Ascidia elongaia^ Alder & Hancock.

Body elongated, slender, transparent, nearly colourless,

attached slightly at the side of the base ; the branchial aper-

ture temiinal, the anal about two-thirds down. Test hyaline,

minutely tuberculated, the tubercles rather distant and pointed.

Tentacular fil Branchial
sac with obtuse papillae, minutely plicated; the stomata ellip-

tical. Ventral plait ribbed, rather narrow. Length about two
inches, breadth half an inch.

A single individual of this species was dredged in Seaham
Harbour by Mr. George Hodge.
A. elongata is evidently related to A. aculeata, but it is

I

w
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distinguished by many characters. Besides the very elongated
fornij the attachment is different, and the test is only slightly
tiiherculated ; the tentacular filaments are differently arranged^
and the minute structure of the branchial sac is quite peculiar,

and alone sufficient for specific distinction,

Ascidia affinis^ Alder & Hancock.

^
Body elongated, ovate, tapering upwards, semitransparent,

dirty greenish white ; surface smooth or only slightly wrinkled,
echinated and somewhat rugose towards the base and aper-

tures. Apertures prominent, large, tubular, longitudinally

ridged, rugose or echinated ; the branchial one terminal, the

anal a little way down the ventral margin. Test semitrans-

parent, thin, cartilaginous, of an obscure, pale, soiled greenish

white, smooth above, and slightly roughened or echinated to-

wards the base and tubes. Mantle pale olive-brown, almost

colourless and transparent at the tubes, which are well-pro-

duced, wide, and strongly ribbed longitudinally, both directed

upwards. Tentacular filaments numerous, moderately stout,

alternately large and small. Brancliial sac minutely plicated •

papilla? only at the intersections of the meshes, thick, but very

slightly produced. Ventraljplait wide, smooth or only slightly

ribbed at the base, margin entire ; the left oral appendages

seven or eight, large, triangular, flattened, and denticulated.

Length upwards of two inches.

Obtained in great abundance in Eoach Eiver, Essex, by
Dr. Baird, when examining the state of the river to report on
its suitableness for the maintenance of oyster-fisheries. They
have usually a soiled appearance, and are mucli infested by
parasitic zoophytes, and are generally united at the base into

clusters, the base being considerably prolonged, forming a sort

of irregular flat pedicle.

Ascidia Norman!J Alder & Hancock.

Body elongated, pretty regularly oval, white, delicately

tinged with to?>y flesh-colour, attached by the side of the base,

transparent, strongly echinated, particularly towards the base

and apertures, where the spines are usually compound. Aper-

tures of a rose-colour, wide, produced, strongly ridged and

echinated longitudinally ; the branchial one terminal, the anal

about a third down the ventral margin ; ocelli small, incon-

spicuous. Test thin, transparent, white, or only slightly

tmged with pale flesh-colour, covered w^itli simple and com-

pound spines, strongest towards the apertures and base.

Mantle delicate, of a pale buff flesh-colour or almost colom'less;

the tubes well produced, and of a rosy colour. Tentacular
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filaments rather long^ whitCj wide at the basC; distant, alter-

nately large and small, not very numerous. Branchial sac

piinutely plicated ; stomata long
;
papillae confined to the in-

tersections of the meshes, delicate, scarcely (if at all) produced.

T^ert^ra? j9?aiV well developed, rihhed, margin entu'e; the left

oral appendages five or six, denticulated, fiat, placed diago-

nally. Length sometimes 2J inches, but usually under 2 inches.

Several of this pretty species were collected by the Rev.
A. M. Norman in 1869, between tide- marks in Strangford

Lough ; and lately Mr. A. Gr. More has sent to us several spe-

cimens of it dredged by himself in Bertraghbuy Bay, Conne-
mara. AVe have received it also from Mr. Robertson, who
obtained three or four individuals in the Frith of Clyde.

We have named this species after our friend the Rev. A. M»
Norman, to whom we are indebted for a great number of new
forms of both the simple and compound Tunicata.

Genus Coeella, Alder & Hancock, MS.
Body subquadrate or more or less rounded, coriaceous, very

slightly contractile, rather compressed, attached mostly by the

base. Apertures as in Asculia] the branchial 84obed, the

anal 6-lobed, each with small ocelli. Test smooth and dia-

hanous. Mantle often bright-coloured, and with a few ra-

iating muscular fibres. Tentacular filaments linear, un-

branched. Branchial sac with the secondaiy vessels regularly

and beautifully convoluted, framed in squares formed by stout

secondaiy rectilinear vessels and primary transverse channels.

Viscera sinistral, the stomach placed low, with the intestine

bending backwards and downwards on the left side, passing

along the base of the mantle, and rising in front to the anal

aperture. Reproductive organs also on the left side, the ovi-

duct following the line of the intestine.

The above genus was characterized some time previously to

the death of my late collaborator, Mr* Alder, for the reception

of the so-called Ascidia parallelogrammay which differs in so

many important characters from the species with which it was
associated that we deemed ourselves justified in making tlie

change. It is a sinistral animal ; the alimentary tube is very
differently disposed from that of Ascidia ; the heart occupies a

different position ; and, above all, the spiral arrangement of the

secondary branchial vessels seems sufficient to warrant the

establishment of this genus.

which agree

thus justifyii

the genus wi

very

3 with the type form,

^

-^
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Corella larvceformis^ Hancock.

Body Irregularly rounded or subc[uadi'ate, compressed, ad-
hering bj the base. Brancldal aperture terminal^ onlj slightly
prominent • anal one at the upper part of the ventral margin,
a little removed from the branchial aperture, at the extremity
of a tube which is considerably longer than the entire body,
and projects

^
diagonally upwards ; ocelli red. Test firm,

smooth, shining, thin above, rather thick below, perfectly
crystalline, exhibiting not only the colour of the mantle, but
like^vise much of the internal structure- 3fantle delicate, ad-
hering to the test, of a yellowish or reddish colour, with a few
scattered small red spots, and so transparent that it does not
m the least obscure the view of the contained visceral organs.
Branchial sac with inconspicuous papillae at the intersections

of the meshes forming the framework of the spiral secondary
vessels. Tentacular filaments numerous, not crowded, long,

delicate, and colourless. Ventral plait replaced by a series of
rather minute tentacular points situated a little distance apart,

and corresponding In number (twelve or fourteen) to the pri-

mary vessels, dividing the rows of spirals. Length from the

aperture 1^ inch.
I

We are Indebted to Mr, A. Gr. More for the knowledge of

this interesting and very distinct species. Two specimens
were obtained at Eoundstone, Connemara, in 1869.
' G. larvafiormis is distinguished at once from C- parallelo-

gramma by the extraordinary elongation of the anal tube, and
the comparative deficiency of colour, though much reliance

cannot be placed on this character, as the specimens had been

some time in spirit before they came into our possession. The
fewness of the rows of branchial spirals, and the consequent

comparative largeness of the spirals themselves, also distin-

guish this species.

Corella ovatay Hancock-

Body ovate, widest above, not much compressed, adhering

by the base, where there are a few root-like processes.
^
A2Jer-

tures very little produced, almost sessile j the branchial one

terminal, the anal placed at a little distance down the ventral

margin. Test soft, smooth, delicate, and perfectly transparent,

revealing the colours and structure of the enclosed mantle and

viscera. Mantle thin, transparent, of a buff flesh-colour, some-
times with a few obscure reddish markings ; tubes veiy short,

with the margin of the apertm-es of a pale flesh-colour ; mus-
cles few and delicate, of a reddish colour. Branchial sac with

thin, delicate papilla, very slightly produced j the spirals com-
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posed of only two or three stout coils. TentacularJllaments

numerous, slender, not veiy long, set ratlier close together, in

a single line on a narrow muscular Land. Ventralplait\)X(^tn

up into upwards of thirty tentacular processes, which are wide

at the base, attenuated upwards, and produced and pointed at

the extremity. Length If inch, but usually smaller.

C ovata was found by the Rev. A. M, Norman at low-water

at Tobermory, in the island of Mull, in 1866, associated with

Ascidia Tuhicimdaj and adhering to Plocammm coccmeuvi. It

has also been found at Eoundstone, Connemara, by Mr. A* G-.

More, occuiTinsr in clusters attached to the test of Ascidia

JSormani,

This delicate species is distinguished from its two congeners

by the general form, and particularly by the character of the

branchial spirals, which in G. ovata are not by any means so

many times coiled as they are in both the other species ; and

the coils themselves are much stouter. In C. paralMogramma
and C. larvwformis the spirals are six or seven times coiled,

while in (7. ovata they are only two or three times coiled.
,

Genus ClONA (Savigny), Fleming.

Body subcylindrical, gelatinous, very contractile, attached

more or less by the right side. Apertiires generally nearly

terminal, and not far apart j the branchial 8-lobed, the anal

6-lobed, with conspicuous ocelli. Test soft, smooth, and flaccid.

Mantle with strong longitudinal muscular bands. Tentacular

Jllaments numerous and slender, linear. Branchial sac narrow,

not reaching to the bottom of the mantle j the meshes recti-

linear, with papillae at the intersections. Ventral jylait re-

placed by a series of tentacular points. Stomacli^ intestine^

and reproductive organs extending below the branchial sac.

After some hesitation, and in conjunction with the late

Mr. Alder, we determined to remove Ascidia intestinalis from

the species with which it was usually associated, and place it

apart as the type of a distinct genus, as Dr. Fleming had pre-

viously done, by raising Savigny's third tribe, Phallnsim Cionc^.

to generic rank. It is therefore satisfactory to have to record

the occurrence of a new species, agreeing in all the essential

characters with the type fomi.

Giona fasciculariSj Hancock.

Bodrj mucli elongated, subcylindrical, flaccid, highly con-

tractile, colourless, or tinged yellowish from the mantle and

viscera appearing throngh ; attached by the side of the base

;

tlie lower extremity with numerous rather long, cylindrical
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papilla. Apertures^ tubular, short, yellowlsli, with red ocelli

;

branchial one terminal, anal at a short distance down the
ventral marghi. Test soft, smooth, gelatinous, perfectly hja-
line. Mantle delicate, pale yellow, and extremely transparent,
all the visceral organs being distinctly seen through it ; tubes
short, cylindrical, and more highly coloured than the rest of
the mantle. Branchial sac long, narrow, cylindrical, with
rather long papillae, non-plicate. Tentacular ^points of the
ventral margin long, slender, numerous. Tentacularfilaments
numerous, long and slender, with short intermediate ones, set

m a single row on a narrow scalloped fold or collar. Length
from 2 to 3 inches, breadth about \ an inch.

For specimens of this very distinct and interesting species

we are indebted to Mr. A. G. More, who collected it in con-

siderable abundance in Kilkleran Bay, Connemara, in 1869.

The specimens were for the most part united towards the base

into dense bundles, the upper portions being quite free. The
aggregation is produced by the agency of the papilla that

clothe the sides of the basal "extremity of the test ; the attach-

ment is consequently lateral. The common mass had appa-

rently been fixed by the same means to some foreign body.

The papillae at the posterior extremity of the test, the pecu-

liar mode of aggregation, and the narrow cylindrical foim of

the body distinguish at once this species from (7. tntestinalisy

from which it also differs In the respiratory tubes being further

apart.

Molgula simplex^ Alder & Hancock.

Body globular, subpellucid, nearly smooth, free, or very

sliglitly attached. Apertures nearly terminal, not far apart,

slightly tubular and retractile. Test rather soft, but tough, ge-

nerally rather thinly clothed with linear fibrils, Avhich are rarely

forked, and seldom ivith any sand or shell adhering to them.

Tentacular filaments branched, irregularly tripinnate ; there

are about eleven, with minute ones interspersed. Branchial

sac with six folds on each side, the meshes distinctly but

irregularly convoluted. Ventral plait smooth, broad below.

Intestine forming two loops, confined to the lower half of the

sac. Reproductive organs forming a slightly arched mass on

each side, with the margins divided into numerous ^irregular

lobes, that of the right, side within the second intestinal loop.

Diameter
-J

to | inch.

A few specimens were found by the late Mr. Alder at Ply-

mouth and Oban ; it has also been obtained at Lough Strang-

ford and Ballywater, Ireland, by Mr. W. Thomson. It has

considerable resemblance to Ascidta ampnlloides ofVanBe-
neden, which is undoubtedly a Molgula. That species appears
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Molguta comj)Iunafaj Alder & Hancock,

Bod^ much depressed, latlier longer tlian Tbroad, adherin

by its whole lengthy covered with sand and small fragments

of shell. Apertures at a little distance apart ; the branchial

one towards the margin j the anal abont the centre of the disk.

Test rather tliin, covered with long simple fibrils^ to which
the sand is attached; under sm-face very thin and smooth,

with only a few grains of sand. Mantle transparent, slightly

attached to the test, and with strong radiating muscles round
the apertures, TentactilarJilaments ^imjplj -pinnate. Branchial
sac with six folds on the right side and seven on the left ; the

meshes a good deal convoluted. Intestinal canal forming a

single long loop. Liver pale green, folded or laminated. Be-
productive organs composing an oblong ovate mass on each

side; that on the right side placed immediately above the intes-

tinal loop ; the oviducts turned to the posterior side. Length
3i tenths of an inch.
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to be larger than iY. simplex, and with more extended tubes

;

the test, too, is described as solid and thick, which is not the

case with our species.
'

Molgula inconspicua^ Alder & Hancock.

Body globular, rather firm, covered with sand and shell,

unattached. Apertures approximated. Test tough, clothed

with in-egular linear fibrils. Mantle rather thick and muscular

towards the upper part, thinner below, the intestine showin

through. Tentacular Jilaments bipinnate. Branchial sac with i

six folds on each side, the meshes very slightly convoluted or \

almost linear. Ventralplait smooth. Intestinal canal large,

reaching nearly to the top of the sac, twice looped. Liver

dark, obscure green* Reproductive organs forming a long,

curved, elliptical mass on each side, with the margins divided

into irregular lobules, that on the right side within the second

intestinal loop. Diameter -^ inch.

One specimen only has come under our notice ; it was
dredged in Guernsey by Mr. Jeffreys and the Kev. A- M.
Norman in 1865.

This rather obscure species is remarkable on account of the

nearly linear arrangement of the branchial meshes, which,

however, preserve sufficient curvatm-e to bear out the character

of the genus to which it belongs. It is nearly allied to M*
simplexy from which it difiers in the character of the branchial

meshes already noticed, as well as in the less bushy tentacular

filaments and the more voluminous intestine. '

i
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- W^ ^^^^^^ seen only one specimen of this well-cliaracterized

species. It was adherin.2: to tlie inside of a dead shell of

Guernsey
orman

form
little MoJgula are characters very unusual in tliis genus. An-
other peculiarity is observed in the reversed position of the
oviducts-

Genus EuGYEA, Alder & Hancock^ MS.
Body globular^ unattachedj covered with glandular fibrils

and a coating more or less complete of fine sand. Test usually
thin and transparent, hispid. Branchial aperture 6-lobed,
anal 4-lobed, placed on slight tubes, nearly inconspicuous

when contracted, Tentacidar filaments branched- 'Branchial
sac without folds, but with longitudinal plates or bands ; the

meshes regularly convoluted and produced into \iit\Q cones,

each being composed of a double spiral coil of vessels, which
spirals, ttixning in opposite directions, meet at the apex. Be-
productive organs in a single mass placed on the right side

within the intestinal loop.

Molgida arenosa varies so extensively from the other MoU
gulm that we thought it necessary to place it in a genus apart.

This we did several years ago in our MS., and characterized

the genus as above. Since then, another species of Eugyra
has been discovered, and has now to be recorded.

r

Eugyra globosay Hancock.

Body globular, unattached, entirely covered with sand and

fragments of shell. Apertures not quite terminal, a little

apart, somewhat produced, rather wide, cylindrical, resembling

a pair of teats, colourless, transparent, placed in a well-defined,

bilobed, narrow area, devoid of attached sand. Test soft, thin,

with veiy delicate and for the most part simple fibrils. Mantle

thin, colourless, or slightly tinged with yellow, transparent,

the viscera showing through ; tubes hyaline, with delicate

membranous walls. BrancTiial sac with the vessels of the

double spiral coils rather stout. Intestine forming a single

loop, short and constricted towards the anal extremity, and

widening at its junction witli the stomach. Liver bulky, of a

black olive-green. Beproductive organs of a pale yellow,

placed partly within the intestinal loop, and partly above it.

Diameter half an inch.

A single specimen of this interesting species was dredged

by Mr. Jeffreys and the Eev. A. M. Norman in Guernsey in

1865. E. glolosa is distingu-ished from E. arenosa by the
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form and larger size of the tubes, by tlie less voluminous in-

testine, by the shortness of its loop, and by the darkness and

colom* of the liyer.

XXXV.

—

On Georissa, Acmella (Cyclostoma tersmn, Beiis.)^

Tricula, and Cyathopoma millium, Bens. By William
T. Blanford, F.G.S., C.M.Z.S.

Dr/v. Maetens, in the ^Malakoz. Bliitter' for 1869*, p. 223,

has pointed out that I was in error (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

March 1869, p. 177) in supposing Hydrocena of PaiTeyss to

be a marine shell, and, conseq^uently, that the only essential

ground of distinction between it and my genus Georissa dis-

appears. I had overlooked Frauenfeld's mention of the shell

in the ^ VerhandL der zooL-bot. Gesellschaft' for 1866 until

after sending off my note, and at the time of writing was
mainly guided by Martens himself (conf. Malakoz. Blatter,

1864, p. 142, ancl Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1866, vol. xvii.

p. 202) in rejecting Kiister's habitat. 1 fully agree that there

is no further reason for distinguishing the genera, and that

Georissa sarrita^ frustillum^ jpyxis^ Rawesiana^ and illex

must be restored to the genus Hydrocena. At the same time

it is very desirable that the animal of H. cattaroensis should

be reexamined with regard to the position of the eyes and the

mode of carrying the operculum ; and it is only proper to add
that I had myself observed the animal oiH, pyxisj Bens., and
found it very similar to H, sarrita as figured by Major Godwin-
Austen, and very different from H. cattai^oensis as figured by
Klister.

^
I cannot, however, coincide with Dr. v. Martens in his opi-

nion, founded solely on Major Godwin-Austen's drawings, that

Cyclostoma fersiimjl^ens.y is anAssiminea] and I am persuaded
that an inspection of the shell would very soon undeceive my
critic. C tersum possesses a very distinct sculpture, whilst

Assimmew are always, so far as I have seen, smooth ; and
whereas every species of true Assimtneaj so far as I am aware
is an estuarine shell, living between tide-marks on mud, the

little shell from the Khasi hills is found, as I am informed
by Major Godwin-Austen, in company with Pi(j)a pUcidens^
in moist places near small streams, but not upon their edges,
at a height of 4000 feet above the sea.

The only species of Acicida which I possessed for compari-
son with C. tersum was A. spectahiUs^ llossm., which is similar

But, ag is only too freciuently tlie case, puLli^lied some montlis after

the close of tlie year.

3
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in structure and sculpture ; and^ as I pointed out^ Cydostoma
striata^ Quoj and Gaimard^ referred hy Graj and Pfeiffer to
Acicula^ appears to resemble Cyclostoma tersitm in manj of
its characters.

Ifj as^Martens thinks, and I am on the whole disposed to
agree with him, I was wrong in assigning Cyclostoma tersum
(or, as I ^proposed to call it, AcmeUa tersc^ to Acicula^ what is

its generic position? It certainly is no Assiminea] but it may
be allied j and if so, it becomes simply a land Kissoid*, It is, of
course, to be regretted that Major Godwin-Austen did not suc-
ceed in isolating the very minute teeth of the lingual ribbon and
figuring them separately, as the presence or absence of basal
denticles on the central tooth would have aided in deciding the
question ; but since last year I have some further evidence^
which is in favour oi AcmeUa belonging to this ubiquitous
family.

Major Godwin-Austen obtained a shell in North Cachar
which he considered to be a second species of AcmeUa. It

was found on wet moss beside a waterfall, in a stream flowing
into the Jhiri river, at an elevation of about 3000 feet above
the sea. On examining and comparing the shell, I found it

to be identical with Tricula montanaj Bens. Major Godwin*
Austen has figured the operculum and lingual ribbon, but his

figure shows only the edges of the teeth : they are evidently

t^nioglossate, as might be expected, and have a general re-

semblance to those of AcmeUa tersa ; but they are broader, the

second lateral very much so. The operculum is thin, homy,
and paucispiral, and presents apparently no essential distinc-

tion from that of AcmeUa.

Was) , at an altitude

Mr. Benson f
Lmaon (Western

I have also

received it from Naini Tal, in the same neighbourhood, at a

rather higher elevation. Its range is widely increased by
Major Godwin-Austen^s discovery.

with
very

eyes in the latter are described by Mr. Benson as being behind

filiformibus

duobus oculos postice prope basin gerentibus")—precisely as

in Acicuhy in short. Moreover Tricula is evidently a fresh-

water shell, living in streams, whilst AcmeUa is a land-shell.

• It appears to me far from improbable that Aciculn itself belongs to

the Rissoidcs.

t Calcutta Journal of Nat. Hist. 1842. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Dec.

1862.

N. Hist 24
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It is eyident that the two must he distinguished ; and if I am
wrong in considering Acmella a subgenus of Aciculay I should

be equallj in error in proposing to subordinate it to Trtcula,

The latter has, by Stimpson (Researches on the Hydrohiino3^

&c.) and Stoliczka (Palseontologia Indica, v. p. 271) j been re-

ferred to the Eissoidse ; but Stoliczka places it in a different

subfamily from Assimtnea. I have yery little doubt that this

position is correct ; and the conclusion at which I haye arrived

is that Cydostoma tersum^ Bens.j belongs to the Rissoid^,

that it is allied to Tricula and also^ probably, to Aciculay but

that it must be considered the type of a distinct genuSj thus ,

characterized ;

—

Acmella, gen. nov.

(Subgen. nov., Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1869; ser. 4.

yol. iii. p. 178.)

Testa ovata, cornea ; apertura ovata
;
peristomate obtuse.

Operculum comeum, tenuissimum, paucispirale ; uucleo excentrico,

sinistrali.

Animal AssiminecB simile
;
proboscide brevi ; tentaculis brcvibus,

obtusis, oculos insuper haud procul ab extremitatibus gerentibus

;

pede mediocri, ovato.

Species unica typusque

:

Acmella tersa (Bens.).
r

Cyclostmna tersum. Bens. Ann. & Mao^. Nat. Hist
p. 285.

Hydrocena tersa, Pfr. Mon. Pneum. ii. 158, iii. 172.

species of (7?

Maj

agrees muc
lyathopoma from the ranges south of Assam^ which
:ih better with Mr. Benson's description of Cyclo-

found
sculpture. It thus appears more than eyer probable that C
milium is a Gyathopoma^ and possibly a worn specimen of the

shell last found, in which the sculnture had been abraded.

XXXVI.—On the Genus Climacograpsus ; with Notes on the

British Species of the Genus. By HenKY Alleyne
Nicholson, M.D., D.Sc., M.A., F.R.S.E., &c., Lecturer

on Natural History in the Extra-Academical School of

Edinburgh.

The genus Climacograpsus was originally founded by Hall,

the eminent American palaeontologist (Grapt. Quebec Group
p. Ill) to include certain species of Graptolites which had

f

J 1

1

- i

f

y i
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previously been placed nnder the genus Dij}Iograpsiis. He
also included under this head certain other forms^ which he
referred to a subgenus, under the name of Dicranograpsus.
This subgenus, however, should unquestionably have the rank
of a distinct genus, having for its type D. ramosusj Hall ; and
some of the forms placed under it by its originator (viz. D,

6

D. divaricatus) should pronerlv be
Didymograpsus of M^Coy.
s genus Climacograpsus was defin

Simple stipes with subparallel margins, having a range of

cellules on each side; axis filiform,- cellules short and
square ; apertures apparently excavated in the margin of

the stipe, and transversely oval or subquadratej cell-

denticles or appendages, if present, usually on the upper
side of the aperture."

The essential point of this definition, whereby Climaco-

grapsus is fundamentally distinguished from the closely allied

genus JOiplograpsus^ is that the cell-apertures are situated in a

hollow, which is scooped out of the margins of the polypar}^.

The cell-apertures are placed, therefore, below, or internal to,

the general boundary of the frond (fig. 1 a), and they arc not

placed at the end of tooth-like " denticles," as in Diplograpsus.

In lateral views of Climacograpsus^ where the frond is simply

compressed, or is exhibited in section (as in fig. 1 a)^ this

arrangement is particularly conspicuous, the cell-apertures

appearing as a number of rounded or subquadrate notches

sunk below the general level of the polyparv. It was upon
specimens such as these that Professor M^Coy founded his

Diplograpsus rectangularis (Pal. Foss. p. 8, pL 1 n. fig. 8).

Judging, also, merely from examples of this nature, it would
certainly be supposed that the cellules of Climacograpsus were
not separated one from another by distinct cell-partitions. It

was pointed out, however, by Salter that it was often possible

to trace from the base of each cell-mouth a short impressed

line, extending nearly as far as the next cell-mouth below

(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. viii

preserved

relief (fig. 1 c), of which the Coniston Mudstones have yielded

to me a magnificent series. From these specimens it becomes
at once evident that the cellules in Climacograpsus are really

as distinct from one another as in Diplograpsus^ each cellule

heing bent so that its outer portion becomes parallel with the

axis of the frond, thus bringing the cell-mouth directly beneath

the cellule immediately above. The foreshadowing of this
^

24*
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arrangement of parts is shown in certain of the Diplograj)Bi ^

{e.g. in D.putitlus^ Hall, and D. tamariscus^ Nich.). Upon
the -whole, then, Climacograpsus differs from Diplograpsus

merely in the fact that the cell-apertures are not placed at the

extremity of projecting denticles. This difference is not, per-

haps, one of great structural importance ; l)ut it communicates

such a peculiar aspect to the whole group of the Climacograjysi

that for the present the distinctness of the genus may well be

maintained.

Taking Glimacograpsus terettuscitlusj His., as the type, the

following may be described as the structure of the genus,

though it is probable that some of the species differ from this

in respects more or less important

:

The frond (fig, 1) is diprionidian, having cellules on each

side, and Is cylindrical in shape, tapering more or less rapidly

towards the base. It is composed of two simple unicellular

stipes placed back to back, their internal or dorsal walls

coalescing to form a single vertical septum (fig. 1 g) ,
along

the centre of which rmis a delicate solid axis, in the form of a

fibrous filiform rod. Along the lateral margins of the frond

(or the margins furthest removed from the solid axis) open the

cell-mouths, forming a row on each side. The solid axis is

always prolonged as a naked rod beyond the distal end of the

frond ; and there is almost always a similar extension beyond
the proximal extremity.

In order to comprehend fully the structure of Clhiacograpsus

teretiusculuSj it may be advantageously compared to an ordi-

nary lead-pencil. Such a pencil, when taken to pieces, is

found to consist of two longitudinal semicircular halves, ap-

plied to one another by their flat surfaces, and having
^
the

lead running: throuG:h the centre as a median rod. This is
tD -'--^^^*t3

almost exactly the structure of <7. teretiusculus. Each half of

the pencil corresponds to one of the stipes composing the

frond, the lead represents the solid axis, and the glue cement-

ing together the two halves of the pencil may be taken to

represent the vertical septum formed by the coalescence of the

tAvo internal walls of the stipes. To make the analogy com-
plete, we have only to suppose that the pencil tapers gradually

towards one of its ends, whilst the lead should be prolonged

beyond one or both extremities, and a roAV of transverse open-

ings should exist on the convex side of each of the lateral

halves.

The correctness of this view of the structure of CUmaco-
graj)siis teretiuscidus is conclusively proved by an extensive

suite of specimens, preserved in relief, which I have obtained

from the Mudstones of the Coniston series of the north of

11

M

1
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England. These specimens, as I have elsewhere mentioned
(Quart. Journ. GeoL Soc. vol, xxiv, p. 529), very readily split

up, entirely or partially, into their component halves—thus
exhibiting the structure of the frond in an exceedingly beau-

Fig. L

&

e

e

cI

a. Specimen of Climacograpsus terethisculusy His., showing the notch-like

cell-apertures and the distal and proximal extensions of the axis; twice
the natural size ; from the Upper Llandeilo Shales of Dobb's Linn,
near Moffat. 6. Specimen of the same in a scalariform view, showing
the mouths of the cellules ; twice the natural size : Upper Llandeilo,

Garple Linn, near Beattock. c. Specimen of the same m relief, show-
ing the cell-partitions and suture ; much enlarged : Coniston Mud-
stones, Skel^l Beck, near Ambleside, d. Fragment of a scalariform

specimen of the same, much enlarged : Dobb's Linn, near Moffat.

e. Another fragment, greatly enlarged : Skiddaw Slates. /.- A specimen
in relief, but split in half till close upon the base^ showing the median
septum and the solid axis running along its centre j twice the natural
size : Mudstones of the Coniston series, g. Transverse section of a
specimen of C. tm^ethisctduSj preserved in the round, showing the me-
dian Septum and the solid axis.
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tiful and instruc

figured (fig, 1 /)

Vr

One of these specimens I have
^ K ^ ^ ^ * ^

very^g

runnin
margins of the stipe. The exact nature of these oblique cor-

rugations I have hitherto been unable to make out.

Whilst the above is unquestionably a correct interpretation

of the intimate structure of the frond of C. teretiusculus^ it

would appear that some, at any rate, of the other members of

the genus differ very materially from this type. With regard

to most of the OUmacograpsij *vre have absolutely no certain

knowledge of their structure ; and the appearances which they

ordinarily present are so like those exhibited by C. teretius-

culus that we may almost unhesitatingly assume an identity

of structure. This, at any rate, is the case with C. hicornis^

Hall, (7. hiberculatusj Nich., and C. innotatus^ Nich. In the

case, however, of C typicalis^ Hall, a species not yet recorded

as British, there appears to be a different disposition of parts.

It would appear, namely, firom the researches of Hall (Grapt.

Quebec Group, p. 28, pi. A. figs. 1-9) that in this species there

is no median septum dividing the frond into two separate and

independent moieties, but that there is a central, rod-like,

solid axis running up the centre of a tube common to the two
series of cellules. The absence of the median septum may
safely be doubted, and is certainly not demonstrated by any
of Hallos hitherto recorded observations ; but another point

of great importance seems to have been fairly proved beyond
reasonable doubt—namely, the fact that the cell-partitions

absolutely reach the solid axis, to which they are actually

attached. Assuming this to be the case (as it certainly is not

in most of the Climacograpsi and Dtj)lograpsi)j the communi-
cation of the separate cellules with one another can only be

accounted for by Hall's hypothesis that the cell-partitions are

in the form of triangular plates, having their apices attached
j

to the solid axis, and having " an unequally arched or convex
^ j

upper surface, and a concave lower surface." On this assump-
tion, and apparently on no other, can we conceive of the sepa-

rate polypites being connected by a coenosarc. In C. teretius-

culusy as I have before said, the specimens preserved in relief

in the mudstones of the €oniston series demonstrate unequi-
vocally the existence of cell-partitions. I am enabled, how-
ever, to add that some of these specimens, which exhibit

hollow casts of the interior of the frond, show in the most
conclusive manner that in this species the cell-partitions ^id

not reach the solid axis, but are, on the contrary, separated

from the median septum by a very well-marked '' common
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canal " for tlie conveyance of the coenosarc. This is also
the structure in all the Diplograpsi which I have had an
opportunity of examining in a sufficiently good state of pre-
servation.

From the peculiar nature of the cellules in C. teretmsculus^
and in all other members of the genus Climacograj^sus^ it will
be at once seen tliat all the views of the frond which can
possibly be obtained appear to be more or less " scalariform."

surface

sunk

tumid interspaces ; hence the impossibility of ever obtaining
views which show lateral serrations or denticles, as in the
Dvplograpsi. As in all other cases, however, the appearances
presented by any given specimen vary with the surface of the
cylindrical frond which may happen to be exposed to view.
If a lateral view is exhibited (fig. la), we find the cell aper-
tiures as rounded or nearly square notches along each side.

Along the centre, between the rows of notches, is a straight or

shghtly undulating impressed line, which I have termed the

suture," and which is constituted, not by the solid axis, but
by the edge of the median septum dividing the two halves of
the cylinder. From each notch (fig. 1 c) is directed down-
wards and inwards, in well-preserved examples, a short im-
pressed line, which is really the edge of a cell-partition j and
between the bases of these and the " suture " is a narrow plain

space indicating the position of the common canal. This view
of C. teretitcscnlus was originally described by M^Coy as a
distinct species, under the name of Diplograpsns rectangu-

laris. Ifj on the other hand, either of the two surfaces on
which the cellules open be exposed, we get the appearances
shown in fig. 1 d^ e. We get, namely, an impression bounded
by perfectly plain lateral margins and exhibiting a number of

transverse, lunate or elliptical slits or apertures. This is a
true " scalariform " view, in the sense in which we use the

term as applied to a monoprionidian species. In well-pre-

served specimens exhibiting this view, two faint lines proceed

outwards and downwards, one from each angle of the trans-

verse aperture, marking the position of the cell-partitions.

The " suture " may be exhibited if the view is slightly oblique

(as in fig. 1 e) ; but very often the suture is wholly invisible

(fig. 1 d). The solid axis is, of course, not visible directly,

except beyond the two extremities of the frond proper
;^
but it

is not uncommonly traceable in much compressed specimens
;

and in these, too, it is far from infrequent for the apertures of
the row of cellules on the opposite side of the frond to be seen

indistinctly through the test. Between these extreme terms
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'^
5)

the surface of the frond which may be exposed to view.

The entire genns Climacograpsus appears, in Britain at any

rate, to be exchisivelj confined to the lower division of the

Silurian rocks. In the Sldddaw Slates three of the five

British species have been detected by myself, namely, C, an-

tennariuSj Hall, C. hicornisj Hall, and G. tei^etiusculus ^ His.

In the Upper Llandeilo rocks we have (7. teretiuscidus^ C.

bicormSy G. tubercidatus^ Nich., and G. mnotatuSy Nich., the

two former being highly characteristic of the formation. In

the Caradoc rocks only C. teretiuscidus has hitherto been de-

tected
; but it is extremely abundant in some portions of this

scries. Above the Caradoc rocks the genus is represented

solely by a single example of G, teretiusculus^ discovered by
Professor Harkness in the Lower Llandovery rocks of Haver-

fordwest.

Glimacograjjsus teretiuscuIuSj His., sp.

Pi'ianotiis teretiuscidus, His. Leth, Suecica, Supp. 2, t, 38. fig. 4.

jyiplof/rapsns rectanffukiriSj M^Coy, Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 2. vol. v. p. 271
;

Pal. Foss. p. 8, pi. 1 B. fig. 8.

Diphgrapsiis teretiusciilus^ Salt. Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. viii. pi. 21.

figs. 3, 4.

Climacograpsus teretiKSctdiiSy Nich. Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soc. vol. xxiv.

p. 139, pi. 5. figs. 11-13 ; ibid. pp. 528, 529.
Cliynacograpsus scalmis^ Oarruthers, Geol. Mag. vol. v. p. 131.
Climacograpsus ynintdtiSy Oarruthers^ ibid, p. 132.

Ha\
nanlj presented hj this species, it will not be necessary tor

me to do more here tlian simply to notice the characters of the

"base, as it is by these that C. teretiuscidus is distinguished

from the closelv allied C. Incornis.

noiTn

prolonged proximally below the base of the frond for a greater

jT-

ordi-

fomi
This is the ordinary condition of the base ; and the only va- v

<

riation in this respect which is at all common relates to the
|

length of the proximal extension of the axis. In a great 4
j

many individuals (fig, 2 a) the radicle is extremely short, not

exceeding from ^ to 1 line or 2 lines, and this though the

frond may be from ^ to 1 inch in length or even more* Iii

other individuals, again (fig. 1 a, i), the length of the radicle is

much greater, vaiyiug from \ inch to as much as 1| inch, the

frond itself reachmg sometimes a length of as much as 2|
inches. These variations, liowever, are probably due merely
to the age of any given individual.

Several departures, however, from the above simple state of
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the parts are observable: In the first of these (fig. 2 J), whilst
the radicle or proximal extension of the axis retains its normal
characters, there are superadded to this two long lateral spines,

which may be as long as the radicle itself. The specimens
wliicli exhibit this peculiarity are in no other respect different

from typical examples of G. teretiusculusj and they are strictly

comparable to an analogous variety of Diplograpsns ^ristis^

which sonietimcs occurs in the same beds. The presence of

3 this form into close relation, also,

to one of the varieties oF (7. hicormSy Hall ; but the central

radicle in the latter is always very short, or is even quite

Fig. 2.

a. Base of tlie coiumon form of C. teretiusculus^ with a sliort radicle : Co-
niston Mudstones. 6. Base of the same, showing a long median radicle

and two lono- lateral spines : Upper Llandeilo, Dobb's Linn, near Moffat.

c. Base of the same, showing the commencement of the radicle enve-
loped in a sheath : Upper Llandeilo, Plart Fell, near Moffat, d. B^ise

of the same, showing the radicle swelling out below into a species

of vesicular dilatation : Upper Llandeiloj Gai-ple Linn, near Mofllit.

All much enlarged*

rudimentary. A second peculiarity, first noticed by Mr. Car-

ruthers (Intellectual Observer, June 18G7); consists in the fact

that whilst the filifoim radicle may be prolonged for an inch

or more below the body of the frond, its upper extremity is

enclosed, for the space of a line or thereabouts, in a tubular

sheath derived from the proximal end of the frond (fig. 2 c).

In the third variety (fig. 2 d) the proximal extension of the

axis is slender at its commencement close to the base of the

frond, but gradually dilates into a long narrow vesicular body,

which is elliptical or fusifonn in shape, and may attain a

length of nearly five lines with a breadth of more than half a

line. This singular variation, though not of very common
occm-rence, cannot be looked upon as accidental.
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Before leaving C. teretmscultts^ I cannot forbear making a

few remarks upon the circumstances whicli have induced some
modern observers to substitute the specific name of scalaris

for that of teretmscidus. The name OraptoUthus was origi-

nally applied by Linnaeus to certain natural objects most of

which were certainly not Graptolites, and which he himself

did not believe to be true fossils at all. In the twelfth edition

of the 'Systema' (Stockholm^ 1768) there is to be found a

description of a fossil termed by Linnseus Grajptolithus scalaris^

the exact nature of which has formed a subject of some con-

troversy. This so-called G. scalaris was originally described

by Linn^us and figured in his ^ Scanian Travels' (Skanska
Resa), which were published in 1751. I have not at present

an opportunity of reproducing the original figure of Linnaeus

;

but I subjoin a copy of the facsimile of the same given by
Geinitz (Die Graptolithen, t. 6. fig. 20), which will be accu-

rate enough for all practical purposes (fig- 3).

Fig. 3.

Figure of Graptolithis scalaris^ Linn., after Linnaeus. From ' Skanska

obi

Resa/ p. 147. Copied fi'om Geinitz.

From this figure it will be seen that two wholly dissimilar

are represented in this primitive sketch. The two
very

possibly be referable to the base of the species now known as

G.Seagwtckuj PortL The straight body, however (" lineam
striasque transversas referens ") is the original G. scalaris

;

and a rather unfruitful controversy has been earned on as to its

exact nature. unmi

Wahlenb

our nomenclature
)osed nature of tlii

is regarded as a unicellular or monoprionidian Graptolite (viz.

G. Sagittarius) compressed in a direction rectangular to the

runnmg
across the stipe transverselj. Upon tliis view the term " sea-

1
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lariform" was introduced, to indicate specimens of any Grap-
tolite compressed in this pecuhar manner. By Hall (Grapt.
Qiiehec Group, p. 111) G, scalaris is looked upon as the type
of a double-celled or diprionidian genus {Gliraacograpsus) ^ of
which the typical form is the well-known Prionotus [Diplo-
grapsus) teretiuscidus of Hisinger, This view of Hall's is

adopted by Mr. W. Camithers (Intellectual Observer^ May
1867; Geol. Mag. vol. v-p, 131), who fui'ther adopts Hall's
suggestion that the familiar species G. teretiuscuhis^ His., sp.,

should be named G. scalaris.

As regards my own views upon this subject, I should be
rather disposed to doubt that the original figure of G. scalaris
was taken from any Graptolite at all. Admitting, however,
that it is a Graptolite, it is quite certain that it is impossible
at the present day to decide what species it was originally

meant for. I am also perfectly satisfied that it is wholly im-
possible, as things stand, to determine whether <?. scalaris

grounds can be found

form

for teretiusculusy unless it can be demonstrated that the original

G. scalaris was a bicellular form. The promoters of this

substitution appear to have proceeded upon the entirely erro-

lariform
exhibit " sea-

occur
in which monoprionidian Graptolites exhibit '^ scalariform

"

impressions which are absolutely undistinguishable from those

impressions of any Glimacograpsris in which no more than the

apertures of a single row of cellules is exhibited. This is

shown most satisfactorily by the occurrence of specimens of

nionoprionidian Graptolites which exhibit their ordinary cha-

racters over part of their course, but are then twisted so as to

exhibit a " scalariform " view. It is also most satisfactorily

proved by the occmTcnce of numerous scalariform impressions
in rocks (such as the Coniston Grits of the north of England)
in which the most careful search has hitherto failed to reveal

a single double-celled Graptolite. I subjoin a cut (fig. 4)

occur

G. colonus^ Barr., and G. priodon^ Bronn—all the specimens

fi^'ured having been obtained from deposits which have hitherto

yielded no examples of either I)iplogmpsus or Glimacograpsus.

If, then, the original G. scalaris y Linn., be a GraptoHte, it

to sav thft lpn:^f of it miifp. fls likelv to be the scalariformIS,

impression of a monoprionidian species as of a double-celled

form. I am, therefore, decidedly of the opinion that there are

no grounds for accepting the change proposed by Hall and
followed by Carruthers—a change which would substitute for
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a well recognized and long current form an altogether dubious

and undeterminable species.

Fig. 4.

/

(? d c
h a

a, ScRlariform impression of G. colontts^ BaiT.^ from the Conieton Grits

near Sedbergli- &. Another specimen of the same, from the same loca-

lity, in which the frond is slightly twisted, so as to yield a completely
scalariform impression in its lower portion and a semiscolariform \'iew

in its upper portion, c. Scalariform view of a fragment of G. priodon,

Bronn, preserved in relief, from the Conlston Flags of Broughton Moor.
d. Back view of the frond of G, priodmi, Bronn, showing the solid axis

and cell-partitions j from a specimen from the base of the Coniston
Flasfs, west side of Long Sleddale, e. Ordinary lateral view of a frag-

ment of G. colonus, Barr., showing the cell-denticlea ; from the Coniaton
Grits near Sedhergh. All considerably enlarged.

Loc. Skiddaw Slates (upper beds) : Thornship Beck, near

Sliap; Ellergill Beck, near Milburn.f Lower Llandeilo : Ty-
obry and other localities in Wales. Upper Llandeilo : every-

where in the Anthracitic Shales (Moffat Shales) of the south

of Scotland, and in numerous localities in North And South
Wales and in Ireland. Garadoc : common in the Mudstones
of the Coniston series of the north of England. Lower Llan-
dovery/ : Haverfordwest (collected by Prof. Harkness).

Climacograpsus hicornis^ Hall.

Grapiolithm hicornisy Hall, Pal. New York, vol. i. p, 268, pL 73. figs. 2 as.
I>iplograpsus tricorms, Carruthers, Ann. & Mag. Nat, Hist. Jan. 1859.

The frond in this species is diprionidian, from half an inch to

two inches in length, averaging about one inch, having a
breadth of about ^ of an inch at the base, and widening out
gradually till a width of more than a line may be attained.

A central solid axis is present ; but this does not appear to be
ever produced, either proximally or distally, beyond the frond
to any thing like the extent observable in G. teretiusaalus. As
regards the characters of the hase^ four distinct forms may be
distinguished, though it is not clear whether these should be

1

m *
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regarded as genuine varieties or as Leing dependent upon age
or development.

Fig. o.

a

a

a. Base of C. hicomis^ after Hall, showing a basal disk or bulb j maCTified
two diameters, b. Base of the same, showing an imperfect basi3 cres-
centicdisk; enlarged, from a specimen from the Llandeilo Shales of
Glenkiln Burn, Dumfriesshire, c. Base of the ordinary form of C. hi-

cornis in Dumfriesshire, without a central radicle ; enlarged, d. Base
of the same, after Hall, showing the lateral spines flanking a central
radicle {^ Diplograpms tricomisy Carr. ?).

In the first of these (fig. 5c)y which may be regarded as the
typical form of the species^ the base is simply provided with
two cm*ved spines or mucronate processes^ which diverge from
the lateral angles of the base and enclose an angle of from 40°

to about 140°. As a rule, these basal processes form strong
arcuate cornua ; but they are not unfreq^uently of the nature of

slender spines, and are then usually straight or only slightly

curved. In any case they seldom attain a length of more than
a line.

In the second form {=Diplograpsus tricornis^ Carr.?), in

addition to the two lateral spines, there is a median process or

"radicle" (fig. 5 c?), which varies in length from a mere tu-

bercle to half a line or more.
In the third form (fig. 5 h) there is developed round the

lateral processes a corneous disk or bulb, of a crescentic shape,

each horn of the crescent sometimes attaining, in large speci-

mens, a length of nearly three lines. This rare and singular

variety occurs not very uncommonly in a band of highly

anthracitic shale in Glenkiln Bmii, Dumfriesshire.

In the fourth variety (fig. 5 a), which was described by
Hall, the basal disk is very much more extensively developed,

losing its crescentic form, and extending both completely be-

tween the basal spines and also up to the level of the third or

fourth cell-aperture on each side.

The frond itself of C. hicornis differs in no important parti-

"f
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cular from that of G.teretiuscuhtSj fragments of the two species

"beingj in the absence of the base, almost if not quite uncfistin-

guishable one from another. As in (7. te7*etiu$cidus^ the ap-

pearances exhibited vary with the particnlar aspect of the

frond which may be presented to view. The two cliief pliases

in which the cell-apertures present themselves are either as

elliptical or lunate openings running transversely across the

frondj or as lateral notches directed at right angles to the axis

or having a slight downward inclination.

From the ordinary form of C. teretiusculus (figs. 1 a, 2 a)

the present species is distinguished by its being constructed <
upon a scale altogether rather smaller^ by its not being reduced

to an acute point at the base^ by its attaining its full width

more gradually, and by the characters of the base itself. From
that form of G. teretiusculus (fig. 2 h) in which three basal

spines are present (7. hicorms is separated by the much greater

length and slenderness of the lateral processes in the former,

and by the much greater development of the median spine or

" radicle." In C. bicorms^ on the other hand, the lateral spines

are much shorter, stronger, and thicker, and the median pro-

cess, when present at all, is very seldom so long as the lateral

processes. From C. antennarius^ Hall (fig. 6), C. bicornis is

easily distinguished by its wanting the long setiform lateral

processes at the base, and the peculiar squareness of build and
uniformity of breadth which characterize the former. From
(7. tuherculatuSj Nich., in which the characters of the base are

somewhat the same, (7. btcomts is separated by the absence

of the tubercles which occur on the sides of the frond of

the former. The spines, too, in <7. tuberculatus are much
thicker and stronger, and are nearly or quite rectangular to

the axis of the frond, whilst there is always a blunt central

radicle.

The presence of a basal disk or cup in some forms of the

species is a remarkable fact, since there can be little hesitation

in comparing this to the corneous disk of some of the Dicho-
grapsi and TetragrapsL

Log. Skiddaio Slates (upper beds) : Thornship Beck, near

Shap. Lower Llandeilo : Penmorfa &c. Upper Llandeilo : «
^

Anthracitic Shales of Dobb's Linn, Hart Fell^ and Glenkiln
Bum in Dumfriesshire.

CliTna^ograpsus antennariuSj HaU.
Diphgrapsiis antennarinSy Nicholson, Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. vol. xxiv.

p- 139.

This beautiful species has been fully described by Hall

(Grrapt. Quebec Group, p. 112, pi. 12. figs. 11-13), and was

^

rl
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fir,

tained from the Skiddaw Slates, our British equivalent of the
Quebec group of Canada. I subjoin figures of the species

;

but it will be unnecessary to give any detailed description,
more especially as all extant British examples are in a state of
preservation which does not admit of the determination of mi-
nute points of structure.

Fig. 6,

a

a. Clhnacograpsus antennarins^ after Hall; showino; the cell-apertxires

;

from the Quebec group. 6. Small specimen of the same, from the
Skiddaw Slates; nat. size. c. Base of another specimen from the
Skiddaw Slates, with unusually long basal spines; enlarged.

The essential characteristic by which (7. antennarius is di-

stinguished from its relatives C. teretmsculus and C. hicornts

consists in the presence of three basal processes (fig. 6), of

which the two lateral ones are extremely long;, straight or

slightly curved, whilst the central one is in the form of a mi-
nute obtusely triangular "radicle." The radicle is always
extremely short, in fact, a mere tubercle ; but the axis is

always prolonged beyond the distal end of the frond for a

greater or less distance. The frond, instead of being cylin-

drical, as in (7, teretmsculus and C. htcorntSj gives decided

evidence of having been subquadrangular ; but as none of our

British specimens are preserved in relief, I can only judge of

this point in HalFs description by the peculiar squareness of

cut which all our examples exhibit. The length of the frond

varies from one-fifth of an inch to somewhat over an inch; but

this does not appear to be exceeded. The cellules, according

to Hall, are from twenty-four to twenty-eight in the space of
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an inchj "short, nearly twice as wide as long ; tlie cell-denticles

nearly rectangular to the axis.

Loc, Skiddaw Slates (lower beds) : Outerside^ near Kes-

wick.

Climacograpsus tuherculatus^ Nich.

I have so recently described this species (Ann. & Mag, Nat.

Hist. ser. 4. vol. iv. p. 239, pi. 11. fig. 18) that any detailed

reference to it is unnecessary. It is closely allied to C. hicorms^

but is distinguished by the following points :—1. The base is

furnished with a short central radicle, and two strong, curved,

lateral cornua, which always enclose an angle of nearly 180°, ^
\

or, in other words, are nearly rectangular to the axis of the

frond. 2. The frond is furnished on each side with a row of

tubercles, which appear to spring from the lateral angles of

each cell-aperture.

Loc. Upper Llandeih : rare in the Anthracitic Shales of

Dobb's Linn, near Moffat.

CUmacograpsus innotatus^ Nich.
w

This species also has been recently described by myself in

the paper just referred to {op>. cit. supra^ p. 238, pi. 11. figs. 16

& 17), and therefore requires little notice. It has recently,

however, been confounded with the so-called CUmacograpsus
viinutusj Carr., which is really nothing more than the imma-
ture form of (7. terettusculus^ from which it differs in no cha-

racteristic of specific importance. C, innotatus^ on the other

hand, is at once distinguished by the possession of a short

arises

apertur

horizontally over the mouth of the cellule immediately below.

structure

jDcriod of its development.

XXXVII.

—

On an existing Coral closely allied to the Palceozotc

Genus Favosites ; with Remarks on the Affinities of the

Tabulata.
^
By W. Saville Kent, F.Z.S., F.R.M.S., of

the Geological Department, British Museum*.

[Platea XVII. & XVIIL]

During a pleasant fortnight spent last year in studying the

fine typical collection of Madrepores contained in the Paris

Museum, my attention was arrested by a worn specimen,

* A brief notice of this now form was given at the recent meeting* of

the British ^\^sociatiou at Liverpool.
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stowed away In a comerj as though uncleserving of notice,

whichj on closer examination, was found to exhibit a most
important and significant character.

In general external appearance this Coral bore a strong re-
semblance to Alveopora fenestrata^ Dana {Pocillopora fenes^
tratUj Lamk.) ; and on the under surface of the block which
supported it faint pencil characters, implying that it belonged
to that species, were just discernible. Unfortunately, no record
suggestive of the locality whence this interesting specimen
was obtained accompanied it, neither is any preserved in the
archives of the museum j its recent character, however, is be-
yond doubt.

The prominent feature embodied with those of Alveoj^ora^

and which rendered it so strikingly distinct from any repre-

sentative of that genus, lay in the presence of numerous irre-

gularly scattered, but perfect and well-developed tabulae or

horizontal partitions. Taken altogether, these characters de-

monstrated it to be closely allied to the long extinct genus
Favosites—Koninckia^ of the Cretaceous epoch, forming an
immediate connecting link.

Withdraw the tabulge, and the specimen forming the subject

of this paper is in no wise distinct from an ordinary Alveopora*
it possesses the same reticulate structure of the general scle-

renchyma and the same irregular trabecular septal arrange-
inent

j the individual septa, moreover, frequently coalesce as

m that genus*.
In Koninckia we have a similar reticulate structure of the

calices ; but the septal system is regular, consisting of a series

of six stout, short, conical, and widely separated elementary

components, which never evince a tendency to coalesce. To
this are added ii-regularly scattered tabulae. On arriving at

Favosites we find a septal and tabular system closely resem-
bling what obtains in the last-named genus ; but the general

sclerenchyma can scarcely be called reticulate, the walls of the

calices being composed of perfect laminae, with more or less

evenly disposed perforations. The close affinity of the three

forms, however, is so evident that they cannot be further than

generically separated.

Favositipora is the generic name I propose for the Coral I

here introduce ; it embodies the structural characters of the

two groups of the Poritid^ and Favositidse, hitherto consi-

dered distinct ; the specific name of Deshayesii I bestow upon

* It also very frequently happens that two opposite septa are most
developed, and meet m the centre of the calyx; m this reject it shows
its affinity to the genus Madrepora^ also belonging to the Perforata, and
in which this peculiarity is a dominant featirre.

Ann. &Maa.N. Hist. Ser.4. To/.Yi. 25
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it as a sliglit tribute of regard for my friend M. Deshajes, the

talented and energetic conservator of the Invertebrate depart-

ment of the Paris Museum, to whom and to his confi'lre

M. L. Kousseau, I am under the deepest obligations for the

great facilities and considerable amount of personal assistance

they rendered me during the fortnight I spent in familiarizing

myself with the contents of their superb Museum. I can

scarcely say more than that^ if the establishment had been

under my own immediate superintendencCj I could not have

studied the collection with greater advantages.
- By the kind permission of Prof, Milne-Edwards, M. Potteau

(the skilful photographer, and preparer of natural-history spe-
^

cimens, attached to the Paris Museum) has executed for me
some excellent photographs of this interesting Coral, from

which the plates accompanying this paper have been engraved,

- Since encountering the coral just described, I have dis-

covered, while arranging the collection of fossil corals in the

British Museum, a specimen to which no record is attached,

but evidently belonging to the Palseozoic series, and most

probably to the North-American Devonian or Carboniferous

strata, wtich, in the structure of its corallum, certainly

cannot be made generically distinct from the existing form

now introduced, and, except in the coarser character of its

reticulate sclerenchyma and the larger size of its calices,

would not seem even to differ specifically. This last new
species I propose to distinguish by the title of Favositipora

^aheozoica.

But not only Is the existing F. DesTiayesu interesting on

account of its close relationship to extinct Palaeozoic forms, but

its affinity to the recent genus Alveopora, from which, as before

observed, it differs only by its possession of scattered tabulae^

m weighty evidence in controversion of the theory advocated

by Professor Agassiz that all the Tabulate Corals are the

skeletal productions of Hydrozoa. Alveopora is a well-known
Actinozoon, and it is more than probable that the closely ap-

proximating Favositipora is referable to the same class. But
one of the most cogent objections that may be brought forward

in opposition to Professor Agassiz^s theory is the fact that the

greater number of the Tabulata possess well-developed septa.

Now septa are calcifications produced bet^ween the folds of the

mesenteries
j and mesenteries only occur in the Actlnozoa,

where they assume the form of fleshy bands connecting the

wall of the alimentary canal with the external wall of the

animal's body. In the Hydrozoa there is no distinct alimen-

tary canal, and consequently no mesenteries ; and it must ne-

cessarily follow that no Hydrozoon could possibly produce

I
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Hjdrozoa.
the

Favositipora \ritli Favosites
hand, and Alveopora^ on the other, also demonstrate that
the recognition of the Tabulata and Perforata as two widely
separated sections must now cease to be defensible, the first-

mentioned genus showing how completelj the one group
merges into the other,

I maj quote this form, again, as evidence bearing out the

truth of my assumption, disputed bj Mr* Lankester in a
Ma of the

Palgeozoic epoch were equally complex and highly deve-
Favositiporaj aswith

already shown, is little else than a more highly differentiated

or tabulate Alveopora. In Palseozoic times there existed a
coral generically identical with it, and a number of others

closely allied and possessing in a still greater degree of deve-
lopraent this more highly differentiated character

The two plates accompanying this paper are prepared from
photographs

X\
illustrating a portion of the reverse side of PL XYII., consider-

ably enlarged. As an experiment, they are highly successful,

an

^presentation of objects of natural

time, neither the tabulate arrangement nor the essentially

trabecular character of the sclerenchyma are evidenced so con-

placed

InPI

large calyx (about half an mch from the margin), in which a
tabula has been fractured across its centre, leaving the larger

half of the calyx entirely open. Eecognizing this, it will be

easy to detect where the tabulae occur or are absent in the

remaining portion of the plate.

XXXVIII.

—

The Geographical Distribution of the Cetacea.

By Dr. X E. Gray, F.K.S. &c.

I HAVE for years been collecting all the information I could find

on the Cetacea, and have published the results in a series pf

papers in the ^ Proceedings of the Zoological Society ' and in

the ^ Annals and Magazine of Natural History,' and I have

combined these, together with the materials I have been able

to collect from various travellers and other scientific writers on

Cetacea, in the ' Catalosrue of Seals and Whales in the British
.

25*
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Museum/ published in 1866, in tlie ^ Synopsis of Whales and

Dolphins/ published in 1868 ; and since that time I have con-

tinued to take advantage of examining all the specimens that

I could see and the various works of Flower in England,

Eschrichtj Eeinhardt, Lilljeborg^ and Sars in Scandinavia,

Van Beneden in Belgium, Gervais in Paris, and Burmeister

in Buenos Ayres.

I am quite aware that we still have but a very imperfect

knowledge of these animals ; but we shall soon be better in-

formed if we go on as we have done since I first published

my essay on the Cetacea in the ^ Voyage of the Erebus and

Terror' in 1846, where I first asserted that the whales from

different localities were difi'erent species, and that there were

several species found in our own seas, and thus more than

doubled the number of the Cetacea hitherto recorded as in-

habitants of our seas. I also came to the conclusion that

the whalebone-whales that were found in different seas were

distinct species. Indeed the older navigators observed that

a Kight Whale was never found within the tropics, and
the truth of this statement has been verified by modern ob-

servers
; and therefore one might almost conclude a priori

that the Right Whales of the northern and southern seas were
distinct species : the examination of the various kinds of

whalebone confirmed this fact, and also proved that there

were not only tvv^o kinds of whales caught for the sake of the

whalebone, but several, the whalebone of each (fetching a

different price in the market, and being used for very different

economic purposes) affording very good characters for the di-

stinction of these kinds, when submitted to microscopic exami-
nation. The same fact was shown to exist among the Hump-
backs and Finners, as the ^' whale-fin" merchants, as they are

called, have many species fetching very different prices and
being used for very difterent purposes.

In the work quoted I proved, by the examination of the

measurements which had been given by Sibbald, Knox, and
others, when they were submitted to comparison and sketched
to scale, that there were several species of Finner Whale in

the European seas. Kecently Sars has repeated this com-
parison, with the same conclusion.

I have prepared the accompanying list of the species of
Cetacea,^ an-anged geographically, believing that, imperfect as

orI know it to be, it will be one of the best means of procurin
more materials for increasing om- knowledge of these animals,
and thus enabling us to obtain a better accoimt of their distri-

bution. The species are named in the ^ Sjmopsis of Whales
and Dolphins' or in the ^CataWue of Seals and Whales.'-

1-'

i

^1
M
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The names in italics belong to veiy imperfectlj known species,
at least to tliose of which no remains are known to exist in
museums-

I have divided them Into three great sections

:

1. The species found in the northern seas, which I have
subdivided into those living (1) in the North Atlantic (which
I consider as including the North and Arctic Seas and the

Mediterranean), and (2) the North Pacific Ocean.
2. The species which are found inhabiting the tropics

:

first, of the Atlantic; secondly, the Indian Ocean and Red Sea;
and thirdly, tlie tropical regions of the Pacific Ocean.

3. The species found in the southern seas, which are sub-
divided into those of Australia, South Africa, and South Ame-
rica, because most of the specimens in the Museum have been
obtained from specimens thrown on the shores of these counti-ies.

In all these sections I have regarded the species found in

the rivers as inhabiting the regions in which the mouths of

the rivers are situated, as many species ascend the mouths of

the rivers at least as far as the water is brackish. I have also

included the few species which are truly fluviatile, as those of

the Upper Amazons and Indian rivers, under the same rule.

There are very few species which are found common to

more than one of these divisions j and I believe, Tvhen the

species have been more carefully examined, their number will

be less than it now appears to be. The most striking case of

this kind occurs in the Sperm Whale. This species is essen-

tially a native of the tropical seas, and appears to be equally

common to the tropical parts of the Atlantic, Indian, and

Pacific Oceans ; but it often wanders into the more temperate

seas, and is sometimes found as far north as the Orkneys j but

then it is oxAj found in the Gulf-stream j and I believe it

is found equally in the colder parts of the Southern Ocean.

Mamy observes that it frequently rounds Cape Horn ; but it

has not been known to round the Cape of Good Hope, although

the former is much further south than the latter.

The second instance is Neomeris phocrenoides^ which is said

to inhabit the Indian Ocean, having been obtained in the Bay
of Bengal and Malabar, the Cape of Good Hope and Japan

;

but I suspect that, when the animals and their skeletons are

more carefully examined, they may be found to be distinct

species- The specimens from each of these localities are black,

so that colour does not help to distinguish them.

The
the same

Cape Dolphin, Delphirms hngirostris , is said to have

ae distribution: this is also a black species. The
common Dolphin is said to have even a wider distribution,

from the North Sea to Australia and various parts of the

Pacific ; but although the skulls from these localities agree
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in the form and length of the T3eak compared with the brain-

cavitj, in the palate heing grooved on each side, in the num-
ber and size of the teeth, and in their disposition on the border

of the maxilla (that is to saj, having the same nnmber in the

space of an inch), it is now known that these animals from

the North Sea, from the South Atlantic, and from Australia

are very differently coloured, and, further, that there are two
species, Delphimis Moorei and D. Walkeri^ very differently

coloured, in the South Atlantic, and both are very unlike B.

ftdvifasciatus of Van Diemen's Land ; and I have reason to

believe that there are several more species from different loca-

lities that cannot be distinguished by their skulls.

The species of these animals until very recently we have
believed could be best distinguished by their skulls j but the

above facts and other similar ones that have come to my
knowledge confirm me in the belief that there are man^ spe-

cies which have exactly the same skulls, or at least so similar

that it is not easy to express their differences in words, that

are to be distinguished by their external colouring and also

probably by peculiarities in other parts of their skeleton, and
most likely each having a peculiar geographical distribution.

On the other hand, it is to^be remarked that there do exist

species in very different parts of the world that have exactly

the same coloration—as Glohioce^hahts svtneval of the North
Sea and G. Edwardsn of the Cape of Good Hope, which are

believed to be very distinct species.

Another difficulty occm-s in tlie same name being given to very
different kinds of Cetacea by the whalers. Thus the name of

^^Blackfish" is applied to Pseudorca meridionalis in Van
Diemen's Land and to Glohiocejphalits macrorTiynchu^ in the

South Seas. Probably those from the Indian Ocean and
Kerguelen's Land are distinct species.

Two or three northern species of Orca are black, marked
with white in the same manner ; and I have reason to believe
that some of the other species are similarly marked : so that the
colouring of these animals becomes almost a generic character,
which explains their having been confounded as one species.

In the same way, entire blackness seems to be characteristic
of the genera Pseudorea^ Neomeris^ and some other Cetacea.

There is no reason why there should not be as many kinds
of whales in the Southern Ocean as in the northern seas,

especially when we consider how much more extensive it is

compared with the land than in the northern regions. I
strongly suspect that the reason the number of species ap-
pears to be less arises from their having been only lately

i

studied, and consequently the very imperfect knowledge we
have of the inhabitants of that reg-ion.
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l^OETHEEN AND TEMPERATE SEAS.

NORTH ATLANTIC.

Ealsena mysticetus.

var. angidata,

var. mediterranea, Mediter.

var. islandica. Iceland.

B. britannica. Lyme Regis,
Bal<mxa biscayensis, Biscay.

Eubalaena cisarctica.

Hunterius Swedenborgii.

Agaphelib^,

NOETH PACIFIC.

Bal^nxd^.

B. mangidach.
Balaena abuorulicli. . Aleutian

B, agamachtschich. ' ^^

Baltmia mysticehts P Bebring's Strait,

B, callamach.

Eubalsena Sieboldiij Japan.

Agaphelit-s;.

Agapbelus gibbosus. N. America. Rhachianectes glaucus. S.Francisco.

MeGAPTEMD-aE.
Megaptera longimana.
Escbricbtius robustus.

Physalid^,

Benedenia Knoxii.
Physalus antiquorum.
P. Dugiiidii.

Cuvierius Sibbaldii,

Rudolphius laticeps.

Sibbaldius borealis.

Sibbaldhis ticberostes.
4

Bal-^noptehibje.

Balsenoptera rostrata.

CATODONTID-a:.

Catodon macrocepTialus.

Physetebii>^.
-1

Pbyseter tursio.

DELPHIXrD-^.

Ste7w coronatits, Spitzbergen

Steno rostratus.

Delphinus delpbis-

D. Janira. Newfoundland,
D. Tethyos* Mediterranean.
D. punctatus.
Clymenia Euphrosyne.
Tursio frenatus,

T. truncatus.

Electra acuta.

Lagenorhyncbus albirostris.

Leucopleurus arcticus.

Pbocsena communis.
P. bracbyrbyncba.
Orca gladiator.

0. stenorhyncha.
O, latirostria.

Megapterib-^.

Megaptera kuzira. Japan, Amur.
M. Tersabilis,

PHYSAXrOiE.

Physalus iwasi. Japan.

Sibbaldius tectirostria.

S. sulphureus.

BAL-S3N0PTEEIDiE.

Balsenoptera telifera.

Catopontid-s.

Catodon macrocepbalus.

Delphinid^.

Delpbinus S^.
Electra tbicolea-

Delphinapterus borealis,

Neomeris pbocasnoides.

Pbocsena vomerina.

Orca atra.

O. pacifica.

O. rectipiima, ,

Japan

\
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NOETH ATLANTIC.

GiOBIOCEPHALID^.

Globiocephalus svineval.

Sphaerocephalus incrassatus.

Beltgidjs,

Grampus Cuvieri.

G. Rissoanus.

Beluga catodon.

Monodon monoceros.

Hypeeoodontid^.

Hyperoodon "butzkopf.

H, semijunctus.

Lagenocetus latifrons.

Epiobontid-s:.

Epiodon Desmarestii.

ZlPHUB^.

ZipWus Sowerl)iensis.

NORTH PACIFIC.

Globiocephalidje.

Globioceplialus Sieboldii. Japan*

G. ctinensis-

6?, Scammonii.

Beltigid-s:.

Grampus sakamata. Japan,

A

'

II. TROPICAL SEAS.

ATLANTIC.

MeGAPTERID-S!,

Megaptera americana. Bermuda,

Physalidje.

Physalus brasiliensis. Bahia.
P. fasciatus, Peru.

PACIFIC.

CaTOBONTID-S!.

Catodon macrocephalus.

Iniii)^.

Inia Geoffroyi. Upper Amazons

DELPHINlD-a:,

Steno tucuxi.

S. fluviatilia. V Upper Ama
S. pallidus,

S.? fuscua. Cuba.
Delphinug Janira, Jamaica.
Clymenia microps. Brazil.
C. Styx. West Africa.
Sotalia guianenais, Britisb Guiana.

Gl^OBIOCEPHAXm^.

Globiocepbalua guadalupensis.

pHYSALIDiB.

Sibbaldius Scblegelii. Java.

Bal-sinopterid-s:.

Swinboia cbinensia. Formosa.

Catodontid-si.

Catodon macrocephalus.

Delphtnid^.

Delpbinus Forsteri.

Delphinapterus Peronii,

4 ,

t

N. Guinea. ^
1
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INDIAN OCEAN.
PHTSALrnJE

Phjsalus indicus,

CAT0D0NTID-5J.

Catodon macroceplialus.

Physeterid-e.

Kogia simus*

PLATANiaxH)^. riuviatile

Platanista gangetica. Ganges.
P. Indi. Indus-

DELPHINIB-a;.

Steno Macleayensis.
S. roseoventris. Malacca.
S. frontatus. Bengal.
S. brevimanua,
S, attenuatus.

Steno cliinenais,

S. lentiginosus.

Delphinus longirostris,

D. pomeegra.
D. pernigra.

Tursio Eurjnome.
Orca brevirostris.

0< capensis. Seychelles.

Electra fusiformis.

Neomeris phocaenoides.

Clymenia gadamu,
Orcaella "breTirostris.

Globiocephalid-SI,

GloMoceplialus indicus.

ZlPHIID^.

Dioplodon sejchellensis.

III. SOUTH OE SOUTHERN TEMPEEATE SEAS.

AUSTEALASIA. SOUTH AMEEICA,

Megaptebidje.

Neobalaena marginata. West Aus- Megaptera Burmeisteri.
tralia, New Zealand. Hunenback, Terra del Fuego*

Caperea antipodarum. NewZealand, -p

Macleayius australiensis. Australia.
r^HYSAtiBM.

Physalus australis P Falkland Is.

MEGAPTERiBiE. P, patachonicus. Eiver Plate.

itera

and.

Sunchhack

zelandiae antarcticus. Buenos
Ayres.

Physalidje.

Physalus antarcticus. New Zealand.

Catodontidje.

Catodon macrocephalus (straggler).

C, australis (same as preceding).

Meganeuron Krefftii.

Phtseterid^.

Kogia Macleayii.

Eupbysetes Grayii.

Delphixid-E.

Delphinus novse-zelandiae.

D. ndvifasciatus. Van Diemen's Ld.
Tursio catalania. N.W. Australia.

Orca gladiator, Australia.

Pseudorca meridionalis.

CATODONTIDiE.

Catodon macrocephalus.

PONTOPORIADJE.

Pontoporia Blainvillei.

DELPHINTD-aE.

Steno compressus.

S. attenuatus.

Delphinus microps.

D. Moorei.

D. albimanus,

Clymenia Alope.

0. obscura.

Eutropia Dickiei.

Electra clancula.

Tursio symodice.

Phoccena australii

Cape Ilom.

Chili.

. Patagonia,

spinipennis.

Ireviceps
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AUSTBALASIA,

Gl>OBIOCEPHAUBiB.

Globioceplialu3 macrorliynclius.

Beluga Kingii.

ZlPHIID^.

Berardius Amuxii. New Zealand,
Dioplodon seyctellensis.

SOUTH AMERICA.
r

DelpliiiiapteTus Peronii.

Orca magellanica. - Patagonia.

0. pacifica. Chili.

Gl-OEIOCKPHAIilD-^.

Globiocephalus macrorliynclius*

G, Grayii. * 3'

Epiodontid^^.

Epiodon cryptodon. Buenos Ayres.

SOUTH AFEICA.

BALJfimDJE,

Hope.

Delphinus sac-

australis. Cape of Good D. Moorei.
^

D. Walkeri.

Hunterius TemmincMi. C. G, H. Eutropia HeaTisidii. 0. G. H.
Clymenia obscuxa.

MeOAPTERIDjE.

Poescopia Lalandii. C. G. H.

Bal^nopterid-^,

Balc^noptm^a SmitJui. C. G, H.

• Gatooontid^,

Catodon macroceplialus.
,

Physetkridje.

Kogia breviceps.

Belphinid^.

Steno capensis.

Delphinus Doris. C. G. H,
D. longirostria. C. G. H.

C similis.

Orca gladiator auatralis.

0. capensis.

Neomeris pbocsenoides, C. G* H,

GlOBIOCEPHAIilD-^.

Globiocepbalus Edwardsii*

Belttgii)^.

Grampns Eicbardsonii.

Epiodontid-s.

Petrorbynchus capensis.

P< indtcus,

ZiPHiro-si.

Dolichodon Layardii.

4

XXXIX.

—

:Synonym{cal Notes on North"American Coleoptera.

By John L. Leconte, M.D.^ Philadelphia,

During Tery brief visits to London and Paris in the aiitnmn

of 1869j I examined the types of many species of Coleoptera,

chiefly from the United States, Trhich were prerionsly imknown
to me, or which for yarious reasons eonld only be doubtfully
referred to forms known under other names. It was my inten^-

tion to make renewed studies of some of the latter, with the

object of determining those that still remained uncertain ; but
by circunistances beyond my control I have been prevented
from again visiting the collections in which the types are

preserved.

I have therefore thought that the interests of science would
"be better served by publishing without farther delay the syn-

i
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onyms of which I have no doubt, with notes which will en-
able some of the others to be identified^ leaving those that still

.remain uncertain for future investigation*

The want of all books of reference prevents me from adding
the bibliography of the species mentioned ; but the catalogue
of Harold and Gemminger will enable the student to supply
this defect in these notes with but little inconvenience*

It will be observed with regret that the hastily written and
very imperfect descriptions of species from British Columbia
published by Mr. Walker* have in reality added nothing to

our knowledge of the fauna of that region. Nearly all of his

species proved on inspection to be well known to American
entomologists under other names j and in several instances, as

will be seen below, the irrecognizable descriptions have been
made still more obscure by the reference of the species to ge-
nera quite diiferent from those to which they really belong.

This contribution to the entomology of British Columbia seems
also to have been written without reference to the previously

existing literature, by no means insignificant in quantity or

meagre in details, in which the species found both north and
south of the region in question are described.

It is my privilege in these notes to restore the names given
byMr, Kirbyfto several not uncommon species^ The pro-

Jp'ess of the science, in establishing genera upon minute dif-

erential characters, has rendered some of his very definite de-

scriptions of^somewhat doubtful application; but, reference

being had to the original objects, no one will fail to recognize

the fidelity with which in a few words he has presented their

most prominent diagnostics.

My most sincere thanks are due to Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse
for the kindness with which, at much sacrifice of time, he
-sought for me, in the vast collections of the British Museum,
the specimens which I wished to see ; and also to M. A* Sall^,

whose friendship I had experienced on former occasions, for

the valuable aid he gave me in obtaining access to the collec-

tions in Paris.

I. Types of Mr. Ktrbt (British Museum).

1. Ctctndela ohliquata^ Kirby, seems to be a peculiar race

ofvTi^aris, Say [ohliguata^ D^j-} ? *^^ markings are a little

broader than usual, and the median band is dilated on the

margin of the elytra. I do not think these difierences specific,

* The Naturalist in British
1866, ycA, ii» Appendix,
t Fauna Boreali-Americana
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as tlie range of C vulgaris is yery extensive, and it is subject

to much variation. I liave previously viewed this race, un-

known to me in nature, as a douhtful synonym of Cgenerosa^

Dej,, a very different insect, which is itself a race of C* formosa,

Say ; afterwards, believing it to be distinct, I proposed for it the

name of C. Kirhyi (Proc. Acad. Nat, Sc. Philadelphia, 1866).

2. Elaphrus Clairvilleij Kirby. According to the t}^e, this

is the species afterwards described as E. jpoUtuSj Lee.

3. E, intermedius, Kirby, is not the large Kansas species,

with a broad and strongly constricted prothorax, which I had
determined as such, but a smaller one, of the size of -E*. ruscarins,

Say, from which it differs by the prothoracic and mesothoracic

pleuras being more finely and densely punctured. It seems to

be one of the races which, in the * List of Coleoptera of North
E. californicus^ Mann

obscurior, Kirby. The only specimen is in very bad
which name it has priority

^ obliteratus^

is much smaller. The elytra are very feebly and sparsely

punctured, the ocellate impressions are shallow, and there are

two or three polished subsutural spots*.

5. Anchomenus angusticolUsy Kirby ; afterwards described

as Platynus stygicus, Lee, This species has no resemblance

to the Em'opean P. augusticoUis ; and it was probably from

some confusion of labels that it was so referred by Mr. Kirby.

6. Agonum seminitidiim^ Kirby, =^. cupreum, Dej., -^A,

chalceam^ Lee. A common species in the Lake-Superior

region.

7. A. affiiie, Kirby. A rather stout and convex species,

probably different from any in my collection.

8. A, simile, Kirby. A small, narrow, slightly bronzed

species, with the legs and antennae black. The Alaskan A.
fragile, Mann., which I saw in Baron Chaudoir's collection,

closely resembles it, and probably belongs to the same species.

9. A. erytJiropum^ Kirby. As far as can be determined
from the specimen, which is in very bad condition, this is

Platynus sulcordatns, Lee, a very abundant species in the

regions beyond Lake Superior.

10, Argutor hicolor^ Kirby. The head is wanting in the

specimen ; but, from the form of the prothorax and the di-

stinct scutellar striae, it belongs to the Argutor division of

PterostichuSy and does not differ from P, patruelis (Dej.)*

11. A. brevicomis, Kirby, is a small Pterostichus of the

I have seen in the same collection a specimen of E. lapponicus, labelled

"Arctic America,'' ^hich ia q^uite undistinguishable from Eiu-opean

examples.
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Cryobius gronp. The prothorax is rather broad^ narrowed
behind ; the sides are feebly sinuate near the basal angles

;

the basal impressions are single, narrow, and distant from the
angles; the eljtral stri^ are verj distinctly punctured. It

seems bj these characters to agree with an Alaskan form in
my collection which I have received under the names C. fas--

tidiosus, Mann., and C.frigidus^ Esch. Another type of the
former in my possession more nearly resembles the next.

12. A. mandihularisy Kirby, is also a Cryohius^ of a di-

stinctly bronzed colour ; the prothorax is not much narrowed
behind, and the sides are (fistlnctly sinuate near the basal

angles ; the basal impressions are deep, and there is a very
small external one at the angles. In these respects it corre-

sponds wiihFeroma riparia, Dej., a common Alaskan species.

The North-American species of the Cryohius group need a
thorough revision : the number described has become quite

large ; and, so far as I can judge by the typical specimens from
Alaska, which I have received by the kindness of Baron Chau-
doir, Count Motschulsky, and Prof. Macklin, they are separated

m some instances by almost imperceptible characters. I have
obtained specimens from the summits of the White Mountains
of New Hampshire, which scarcely diifer from others collected

in the Hudson-Bay territory and in Alaska : it is therefore

probable that some of the forms have a wide distribution, and
that, by comparison of series from distant localities, the limits

of variation will be ascertained, and the number of opinionative

species reduced.

13. Amara discors, Kirby, =gihha^ Lee.

14. A. laevipennis, Kirby, is a very distinct species of the

Celia group, remarkable for its small size, narrow form, and
highly polished surface.

15. Chlcenius quadricollis, Kirby, =hrevilahriSy Lee.

16. (7. impunctifronsj Kirby {nee Say), = pennsylvanicus,

Say.

17. C. cordicollis, Kirby, is the abundant northern species

formerly extensively distributed in America as (7. chloro-

j>hanus^ I^^j-? which is really a synonym of C. solitarlus, Say,
as has been already observed by Baron Chaudolr.

18. Harpalus laticoUis, Kirby. This is not Anisodactylm

nigerrimus (Dej\), as I have incorrectly placed it in the ^List

of North-American Coleoptera,' but A. HarrisUy Lee, which
differs from A. nigerrimus by having the sides of the prothorax

feebly but distinctly flattened near the base.

• 19. -JT. basilaris, Kirby. As I indicated (Proc. Acad. Nat.
Sc. Philad. 1865), this is the same as TL ohesulus^ Lee. It is

not uncommon from Lake Winnipeg to Oregon.
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20. H. ochropus, Kirby, seems to be the species afterwards

described as H^fulvilabrisj Mann,
21. Peryphus concolor, Kirbj, is a very distinct and well-

behind
quadrat

the tip.

punctured

22- P. sordidusj Kirby, is merely an immature specimen

bimacTilatus

us

our common small snecies, L. proximus. Say, =americanus
Aubd*

NecropJiorics obscums, Kirby. This is the species, allied

N^ marerinatus, which I erroneously determined asiNT. Mi
Tieimeriy Kirby.

N.
Lee

Sayi, LaportCy = lunatus

N. liebes. K
species afterwards described, from Alaska, as N.
Mann.

N. pygmaeus, Kirby, seems to be an unusually small

len of N, defodieiis. Mann. The form of the prothorax

great

Mr. Kirby
be nroDerr

unfortunately

form
with yeiy small seri(

no specific value.

28 . Gryptophagus

29- O.hu
same species

cyliadricus, Kirby, is a very elongate sp

known
punctured

J
it is quite distinct

. 31. Byrrhua concolor, Kirby, is a species of Cytilus which
differs from the American form of G. varius {alternatuSj Say)
by^ the scutellum being clothed with black, instead of golden,

hair.

32. B.picipeSy Kirby, is the same species afterwards de-

scribed as B. geminatus, Lee. B. Kirbyi, Lee, is much more
robust and more obtuse behind.

33. Telephorus mandihularis^ Kirby, is T. fraxini, Say.
The specimen labelled by Mr. Kirby '^ T. ater (Linn.) " does

not seem to differ.
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.
34. T. Samouelli and T. Westwoodi, Kirby, are distinct and

well-defined species, not known in other collections.

35. Lepfura lon^icepsy K.ixhy ^ hAcTnwops strigillata(Fabr.)^

an abundant species in the northern parts of both continents.

36.
.
L. longicorniSj Kirbj, = AcmoBojps margmalis^ Lee.

The elytra vary greatly in colour \ sometimes they are yellow,

with a sutural black stripe ; sometimes, by the extension of

the discoidal black vitta, they become almost entirely black*

II. Types op Mr. Newman (British Museum).

37. Feronia niGerens^ Newman, =Pterostichits JlehiliSj Lee.

I am disposed to believe that this and P. adjunctus^ Lec.j are

only elongate forms of what I determined as P. coracinus

(^Newm.). No type of the last-named could^ however, be found
in the boxes which were shown me.

' 38. F. picipesf, Newman, =P. stygicus (P. stygica^ Say,
hisigillata^ Harris).

39. F. [Poecilus] atrata^ Newman, =: P. permnndTis (Say).

This species belongs to a peculiar group of Pterostickics^ which,

in the ^ List of North-American Coleoptera,* I have named
Peristetkus. It resembles P. fallax ; but the posterior extre-

mity of the presternum is marked with a marginal line, as in

Pcecilus, The P. atratus of my List is a totally distinct and,

as yet, undescribed species from Winnipeg, in which the lower

joints of the antennae are strongly carinate, as in other Pcecilu

40. F, ortata, Newman, = Evarthrus conviva^ Lee. ' The
species I have distributed and described up to this time as

Mr. Newman's orlata is quite distinct, and must resume the

name E. sodalis, Lee, under which I have made known its

most abundant form. Evarthrus fatuuSj Lee, and F. corax^

Lee., are also varieties of E, sodalis.

III. Types of Mr. Walker (British Museum).

41. Calosoma irregulare^ W. p. 312. The two specimens

belong to a variety of C. tepidxun, Lee, with the golden foveas

of the elytra remarkably brilliant, almost as much so as in O.

calidimi.

42. Callisthenespimelioides,lS[.^.^12^ = O.Zimmermanni^
Lee. The large series of specimens in my collection shows

every gradation from this very rough form to one in which
the elytra are nearly smooth : they are all races of Calosoma

luxattun. Say.
43. darabus hicohr^ W. p. 313, = Calosoma laqueatnm, Lee.

' 44. Omaseus colligatusy W, p, 314, -^Pterostichus [Bothrio-

ptertis) oregonns^ Lee.
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45. Amara extensa^ W. p* 314, is a short stout Harpalus.

The dorsal puncture on each elytron is quite distinct. I had
not time to make such a detailed examination as would enable

me to identify the species.

46. A. communis^ W, p. 315, =A. impuucticollis, Say.

47. Harpaltts defixitSy W. p. 316. I did not see the speci-

mens of this species : it is probably H, cautus, Dej.

. Peryphus cequalis. W. p. 316, ^^Bemhidium planatmn,

Lee.

W. p. 317, =L. decipiens

tnincatus

^jlexm. W. p. 317, =-4. cavus

51. Trojpisternus hinotatus^ W. p. 318, — HydropMlus lim-

batus, Lee,—the variety with the basal margin of the elytra

pale.

Irm lividus fForster), W. n. 319. Not examined*

The mesosternum must be seen before this species can be
properly identified.

53 W
and is not at all allied to ^S'. assimilis (Payk.), but to S.

ins

54. NecropJiorus conversafory'W.]^. 320^ =^. pollinctor,Lec.

My species has priority over the one described by Mannerheim
under the same name, which is, moreover, a variety of N. ma-
ritimus, Mann.

55* Cremastochilus armatus^ W. p. 320, = G. angularis,

Lee,

56. Anomala conterminal W. p. 321, is a small species of

Lachnosterna belonging to the Trichesthes group : the punc-
tures are not very dense, ^"^ *>rm€illxr dfrnnnr m^n-n +liP Tirnflinrmr

and elytr

rounded, and the margin is very

the epi-

It is probably not different from L. tristis (Fabr.)=J^. pt'losi-

colUsy Knoch, which is very widely distributed in North
America.

57. BliizotTogus coUocatus^ W. p. 321, ^==' Fhohetus testaceus,

Lee.

58. Ancylonycha nigropicea^^. p. 322, ^Diplotdxts brevi-

collis. Lec-

5y. A, conse^uens, W. p. 322,
toxt5, more strongly punctured
reflexed. I cannot identifv it m

Melolonth
e United States.

60. A, uninotata, W. p. 323, is a Lachnosterna of the form
L. fasca^ but smaller, with the punctures of the prothorax:

t.

mi

I

~ja
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sparse and distinct, but not coarse. I cannot from memory
name tliis species^ if it has been previously described.

Langii, Mann

W. p. 323, =S. anthracina

W
W. p. 324, =zA. cavicoUis

itus. W. T). 325. is an imm.^
men of Corymhites lateralis^ Lee, with pale elytra.

65. Limonius consimilis^ W. p. 325. This species has been
described ; but I cannot name it from memory. The epistoma
is subtruncate and broadly rounded; the prothorax is very
shining and sparsely punctured, with the hind angles acutely
carinate; the elytra are opaque, striate, with the intervals

densely punctured.

W
of Corymhites aeripennis (Kirby), but has the prothorax un-
usually dull and opaque. I have described it as (7. tinctus.

C. sphegeus, Fabr.
W
W

serratns* Man
W

respect-

W- p. 327- A more finely striate race of

the same species, approaching /. sublaevis, Bland.

Eleodi

, o
instead of punctured.

Jytr

E. convexicolUs.'W. d. 328, =E. obscura

E. obscura (Say),c?

74. E. hinotataj W. p. 329, is of the same form as E. hispi-

labris (Say), sulcata^ Lee; but the elytra are only feebly

striate, as in E. nupta^ Lee, from New Mexico. Comparison
is necessary to determine whether it is a distinct species or a

race of E. Mspilahns.

75. E. latiuscula, W. p. 329, resembles in form E. qiiadri-

xollis, Esch., but the prothorax is slightly narrowed behind,

and the elytra are not punctured, but densely gramdated, and
obsoletely striate. It is perhaps E. subaspera, Lee, but my
remembrance of that species is not so distinct as to enable me
to decide Avith certainty.

76. Heh])s inclusits^ W. p, 330. I did not see the type of

this species ; but the description indicates that it is either //.

lautus or H. pemitens, Lee.

77. Z?/f/a immerita, W. p. 330, is a black Ejpicauta^ uni-

formly clothed with short cinereous pubescence.

Ann. &Maa.N. Hist. Ser.4. Fo^.vi. 26
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78. Nemognatha htcolor^'W. p. 331, =N. apicalis^ Lee, var.

79. EJiynchites congrua, W. p. 331, is a small bluish-black

species, with the prothorax ana elytra equally coarsely punc-

tured ; the latter are not at all striate.

80. Eutrypanus princepSj W. p. 331, is very similar to the
^

New-Mexican ^dilis spectabilis, Lee, figured in my memoir
on the Coleoptera of Kansas and New Mexico, but is perhaps

different.

81. Typocerus cervmus^ W. p. 332, = Toxotus spurcus, Lee.

82. Toxotus perductor^Y^ . p. 333, is one of the varieties of

Leptura [Stenura] obliterata, Hald.
,

83. Clythra hisignata^ W. p. 333, = Saxims saucia, Lee. '^ ^

IV, Types in Parisian Collections.

84. AmblycMla PiccolominUy Reiche. The type in the col-

of Baron Chaudoir is a slender male of A. cylindri-

formis, Say, with the punctures of the elytra less dit ^

usual, and the fove^e more numerous. I have a specimen
from Fort Union, New Mexico, which resembles it in these

respects.

85. Cicmdela blanda, Dej., = tarsaliSj Lee. The female of

this species has the elytra feebly but distinctly sinuate obliquely

at tip, and the outer angle of the sinuosity is quite obtuse

;

the base of the prothorax is slightly flattened and deeply im-
pressed at the hind angles, somewhat as in (7. lacerata, Chaud.
It is therefore quite distinct from C. cuprascens and <7. macra,
Lee.

86. OmopJiron nitensy Chaud,, is 0. nitens, Lee, a species

found in Kansas and Texas. The species from Louisiana sent
to Baron Chaudoir by the late Mr. Guex, as my 0. nitens^ and
naturally considered by him as such, is sufficiently distinct,

by its^ narrower form, to take place as a separate species,
'

, when it is fullv described, another name will be
required.

rus Andrewsii, H

Lecontei (De\A w
89. C. (S.) Schaumiiy Chaud., is S. nitidicollis, Chevr.
lis well-known Sneciea. consnir.nmis for ifa l5n'o»p. sizft in the
oup to which it belongs, is not uncommon in Virginia and

occurring in Newfonndl
90. C, ventricosus, Dej. After a careful examination of
the specimens of this and the allied species ill the coUec-

»ns of Paris, I find no correction to be made in the synonymy
ren by me in the brief synopsis published in the ' Transac-

I

J

4

H
.

I
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tions of the American Entomological Society/ i. 61. The
sjnonjmj of the ^ List of Coleoptera of North America * is

erroneous.

91. Pasimachus viridanSj Lee. =P. mexicanus, Grraj.

92. PseudomorpJius Pilatei, Chaud., is closelj allied to, and
probablj identical with, P. Cronhitei^ Hornj the former was
collected in Yucatan, the latter in California.

93. Anisotarsus, Chaud. This genus is precisely equivalent
.to EurytrichuSj Lee, and has priority over the latter.

94. Selenophortis Beauvoisii, Dej. This species should be
struck from the list of Coleoptera of North America : it is

abundant in the Antilles, but does not occur in the United
States.

95. Dacnocliilus IcehiSy LeC, does not differ from D. angu-
lariSj Harold & Gemminger [LitJwcharu angularis^ Er.).

96. Lispinus mfescens, Lee, belongs to the genus Ancaeus,

Fauvel.

Holohpta excisa, Marseul

Mexico
States

in M. de

Marseul's collection came from a som-ce in which the localities

accura

Califom
cylindroides, Marseul. One specimen is la-

As

many of the localities given in the ' Eugenics Resa ' by that

erroneous,

faun

the United States.

99. Omalodes texanus^ Marseul. The single specimen of

this species does not differ appreciably from the common
Mexican 0, grossus. It came from the Pilate collection, and
was perhaps erroneously labelled*

100. Hisier cavifrons, Marseuh There is no North-American
specimen of this species in M. de MarseuFs collection : all are

ticketed as from Mexico and ^^ Et. Un., Venezuela." The
label last mentioned gave rise to the confusion in locali-

ties by which it has been recorded as a North-American
species.

101. H. californicus, Marseul. Collected by Dr. Garbiglietti

in Mexico, where it is not uncommon. A single specimen
/' but probably in error.

102. Epierus coproides, Marseul. One specimen is labelled
** Am. bor., Laferte," and two from South America. Proba-

mia

%
femoraliSy Lee. [nee Chevr.). I have seen^

26*
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in the collection of M. Salle^ tliat the species found in Texas
and in the western part of Louisiana is quite different from

the Mexican 8. femoralis^ with which I confounded it* The
published descriptions of the two species will enable them to

be easily distinguished.

104. Ecto])ria^ Lee. This genus, which represents in North

America the European Eubria, does not appear to be suffi-

ciently distinct from the Mexican genus Dicranopselaphus,

Chevi-.

105. Platydema pallens. Lap. This species is found in

South America, and must therefore be erased from the list of t,

the Coleoptera of North America* I have not seen P. guadri-

maculata and cyanea. Lap., nor Hoplocephala chalybea and

collaris, Lap.j but believe that they were wrongly attributed

to North America at- a time when geographical accuracy in

localities was esteemed of less importance than at present.

106. Megetra cancellata (Er.). This Mexican species is

quite distinct from the New-Mexican and Arizona one which
I published under its name, but which, with the study of a

larger scries of specimens, I think is a variety of M. vittata,

Lee, with irregular markings.

XL.

—

Note on j^Uan^s Wart-Hc
s

In the ^Annals' for August last [antea^ p. 190) Dr. Gray has

proposed to found a new species of wart-hog {PhacocJicerus

Sclater i) upon an animal now living in the gardens of the

Zoological Society of London. On the same page Dr. Gray
had already stated his belief that this animal was " only the

usual form of the female African wart-hog," i. e. the Ph.

(Btkiojnciis. How the same specimen could be at once the

type of a new species and the female of a well-known one, it

is not easy to understand.
In a second note on the same subject, in the following

number of the ^Annals' [anteh^ p. 263), Dr. Gray acknow-
ledges his error in "believing" that the before-mentioned
animal coukl be the female of Ph. cethiopicuSj but pays me the

additional compliment of supposing that it may not be a wart-
hog at all, and that it is possible that I do not know the

difference between Sus and Phacochcerus \

I had hoped that the October Number of the ^ Annals [

would contain a further communication from Dr. Gray on
the subject, in rectification of his second error: but such

i

i

f

i

-i.

i

\
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riot having "been the case, I think it right in the interests of
science to state that the so-called P^acocAterw^ sive Bus Sclateri
of Dr. Gray is, in my opinion, siniplj a female of the well-
known Fkacoch(Brus JEliant^ Rilppcll. It is quite true, as
Dr. Gray has pointed out, that the animal in the Society's
Gardens has the ears rather more naked than is represented
in EuppelFs figure (Zool. Atlas, tab. 25) ; but in other respects
the animal in question perfectly agrees with the figure, and
with Dr. Cretzschmar's excellent description in the letter-

press.

In my note on the arrival of this animal (Proc. Zooh Soc.

1869, p. 276) I have ah^eady pointed out the most obvious
external differences between it and the Phacochcerns a^tJiiojyicits^

of which the fine pair presented to the Society, in May 1866,
\>j H.R,H. the Duke of Edinbm-gh, are still living in the

Society's gardens. Although we have only the female of
Ph* ^lianiy yet the comparison of the latter with the coitc-

sponding sex of Ph. cethiopicus will be sufficient to show that

those natm'alists (F. Cuvicr, Cretzschmar, and Sundevall) who
have distinguished the two species had ample grounds to go
upon as far as external appearance goes.

As regards the remarkable and well-known difference in

the dentition of the two Phacochceriy viz. the permanent
presence of two upper incisor teeth in PJiacochoerus JEliani^

which are entirely absent in Plu <£tMoptmisj I have re-read

what Dr. Gray has written upon this subject in his ^Catalogue

of Carnivorous, Pachydermatous, and Edentate Mammalia,'
but have quite failed to see that he has upset the conclusions

arrived at upon this point by F. Cuvier, Cretzschmar, Owen,
Sundevall, and Van der Hoeven. The localities marked on
specimens in the British Museum are so frequently erroneous

that no argument can be based upon them ' and besides, from

"what Sundevall has said*, it appears certam that both species

occur in South Africa, though perhaps not quite in the same
district. I may add that Mr. Blanford, who recently examined
the question when engaged upon his work on Abyssinian

zoology, likewise came to the same conclusion, viz. that Dr.

Gray had made a great mistake in attempting to miite these

two well-marked species f.

* (Efy
Geology and Zoology
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XLI.

—

On a supposed new Species of Hummtng-hird from
the Juan-Fernandez Group of Islands. By JoHN GrOULD,

Much interest has of late years been excited in the minds of

ornithologists respecting the Hnmming-birds of the above-

mentioned islandsj in consequence of some of the scientific

men of Santiago de Chile having stated that the fine red bird

so long known to us as Eustephamts Fernandensis^ and the

equally beautiful green bird called Eustephanus Stohesii are

not really distinct^ but opposite sexes of one and the same
species. Hitherto all the specimens in Europe, and also in i

Chile, havBj I believe, been collected in the most eastern ofthe

islands in question ; but Mr. Leybold has lately despatched a

collector to Mas a Fuera, which, as its name implies, is the

furthest off—say, at a rough guess, about thix-ty miles to the

westward. This man brought thence a single green and
several red examples, which latter differ a little, and but little,

from the ordinary red birds of Juan Fernandez, The sex of

the green bird was not ascertained by dissection. I observe,

however, that it differs from any of the examples collected by
Captain King, Mr. Bridges, and others who have visited those

islands during the last forty years. I therefore propose to

give this green bird a specific appellation, and in calling it

Eustephanus Leyholdi I am only paying a just compliment
to a gentleman in Santiago who is endeavouring by all the

means in his power to set this vexed question at rest, and to

ascertain whether there be one, two, three, or four species of

Trochilid^ inhabiting that distant group of islands in the

wide Pacific.

Eustephanus Leyholdi

bas a glittering green crown, and is in many respects very
similar to the bird usually called E. Stokesi\ but differs in

having a longer bill, and in the spots on the throat being
bronzy and disposed in lines down that part of the under sur-

face and the flanks, as in E. galeritus^ instead of being gene-
rally dispersed over the throat and clustered on the face as

in E^, Stokesi; but the greatest difference between the two
consists in the colouring of the tail-feathers, those of-E*. Stohesi
haying their outer webs green, and their inner ones wholly
white, while in the present bird the outer webs and the basal
portion of the inner ones are green, and only the apical portion
of the latter white.

Total length 4f inches, bill |f , wing 2|, tail 2, tarsi f

.

Habitat. Mas a Fuera, one of the Juan-Fernandez group of
Islands.
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XLII.

—

List of Goleoptera receivedfrom Old CalahaTj on the

West Coast of Africa. Bj Andrew Mueeay, F.L.S.

[Continued from p, 176.]

Lamiidae.

Apomempsis, Pasc. Joiim. Ent ii. p. 278.

Apomempsis hufo. PI. III. fig. 11.

Phrissoma hifo^ CheTT, Key, et Mag. d. Zool. 1855, p. 186.

AlatuSj bigibbosus^ remote et fortiter pimctatus et obscurus

;

capita antice truncato et grosse pimctatOj declivi in vertlce et

impunctato, in longitiidinem anguste sulcato, inter antennas

profunde emarginato^ cljpeo labioque fulvo-setosis ; mandi-
bulis atris * oculis paiTis, bifidis j antennis undecim arti-

eullsj tertio qnartoque longissimis j thorace elongate^ antice

posticeque recto, medio gibboso, nigricante et binodoso,

lateribus breviter unispinoso supra et ultra medium ; scu-

tello lato, triangulari; elytris basi depressis (bispinosis),

subito dorso gibbosis cum seriebus duabus tuberculorum, ad
marginem obtuse serratis ; abdomine quinque segmentis

;

femoribus tibiisque versus medium nigro annulatis, tibiis in

apice extus subemarginatis, fulvo pilosis.

Long. 5 lin., lat. 2 J lin.

Winged
J
bigibbous, remotely and coarsely punctured, and

obscure. Head deeply emarginate between the antennae, nar-

rowly longitudinally sulcate. Eyes small and bifid. Antennae

with eleven articles, third and fourth very long, the rest to

the apex small. Thorax gibbous in the middle, blackish and

binodose, with the sides unispinose above and beyond the

middle. Scutellum broadly triangular. Elytra depressed at

the base (bispinose), abruptly gibbous on the back, with two
TOWS of tubercles, obtusely serrate on the margin. Abdomen
with five segments. Thighs and tibias annulated with black

Hear the middle ; tibiae fulvo-pilose and subemarginate on the

outer side at the apex.

Removed from the genus Phrissoma^ by IMr. Pascoe, into a

new genus, Apomempsis^ established by him to receive it.

This is adopted by Prof. Lacordaire, and the genus ranked by
him among the Parmenid^. Mr. Pascoe may be right in

separating it from Phrissoma^ although it seems to me that it

would have been better to have widened the diagnosis of

that genus to receive or retain it ; that, however, is not of

mucli consequence : but it seems to mc that it is both in op-

position to its natural affinities and its geographical distribu-

tion to remove it into the Parmenidte. There is no other of
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tlie Parmenid^ from Africa except a single species at tlie

Cape
J
and indeed the wliole of tlie true Parmenidge are of the

element I have elsewhere called microtypalj of which the

Em-opean is the tjpe^ and which are dispersed over Europe,

North Americaj California, Chili, New Zealand, Australia, and

neighbouring lands, to which they could obtain access. But
West Africa is not of them.

I place it alongside FJirissoma^ a form peculiar to Africa,

with which it seems to have most natural affinity.

Rare.

Rare.

ACMOCERA.

Acmocera comjyressa^ Fab. Syst. El.

Acmocera subundata^ Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1857, p. 107.

M. Che\Tolat described my specimens of this insect as di-

i

i

Telleda, J. Thorns.

Velleda callizona. PI. III. fig. 12.

. Parmena callizonaj Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1855^ p. 18G»

Velleda munniwij J. Thorns. Arch. Ent. ii. 189 (1858).

Alata, inipunctataj plunihea j capite antice truncatOj angus-

tissinie sulcato, inter antennas angulose emarginato
;
palpis

rufo-piceis; antennis undecim articulis^ tertio longissimo,

primo et quarto suhfequalibus, ultimis brevihusj thorace

cylindrico, antice posticeque recto ibique prope arete bi-

stricto, lateribus acutissime spinoso ; scutello albo j eljtris

ad apicem sensim latioribus et dorso convexis, breviter

truncatis, apice extusque obtuse unidentatis, punctate- ,

striatisj cinereo indutis cum fasciis duabus atro-bniiiueis,

duabus albis ; tibiis quatuor posticis in summo extus sub-

amphatisj pallide setosis.

Long. 5 lin., lat. 2 lin.

Winged, impunctate, lead-coloured. Head truncate in

front, very narrowly sulcate, angularly emarginate between
the antennae. Palpi rufo-piceous. Antennae with eleven

articles, the third the longest, the first and fourth subequal,

the last short. Thorax somewhat cylindrical, straight both in

front and behind, and twice almost naiTowly constricted, the

sides very sharply spined. Scutellum white. Elytra gradu— i

ally widened towards the apex, and convex on the back,,

shortly truncate at the apex, and externally with an obtuse

tooth, punctate-striate, cinereous, with two blackish-brown
bands and two white ones. The four posterior tibiae slightly

dilated on the outer side.

-V

«
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Btmct from the A. compressa^ Fab., from Guinea j and the
distinctions that he pointed out were—that the colour was
more obscure, and especially that the anterior thighs had not
the spined keel on their upperside, which is a remarkable cha-'
racter in that species. A larger series of specimens, received
since I supplied him, has enabled me to see that neither of
these characters is specific. The colour is somewhat rariable,
and one or two individuals have the ground-colour bluish grey
instead of fawn-colour as it usually is both in the Old-Calabar
specimens and in those from Guinea; and although in the
majority of specimens there is no superior spine on the an-
terior thighs, there is considerable difference m their degree of
development : in one specimen the spine is as fully developed
as in any of the typical examples of A. compressa^ with which
in other respects it wholly agrees, and, but for this spine, is

undistinguishable from the other specimens from Old Calabar.
The femoral spine may be a sexual character, but it seems to

me to be rather an accident of growth. If sexual, it would
not be universal in Guinea and only rarely present in Old
Calabar.

The head is fawn-colom-ed, black and smooth behind each
eye, angularly hollowed between the antennae, deeply longi-

tudinally grooved; it is vertical, and the mandibles are

broad, flat, black, and covered with longitudinal wrinkles at

their base, smooth and sharp at the point. Palpi long and
black. Labrum large, rounded, and covered with a thick

greyish pubescence. Clypeus cut straight. Eyes black,

rounded below, feebly emarginate in front at the upper
part. Antennae shorter than the body, black, ringed with ash-

Colour
; the first article is tumid and scabrous on the outside,

the third is twice the length of the fifth^ and the last article is

terminated with a claw. Thorax transverse, straight, grooved
near the anterior and posterior margins, ash-coloured and
depressed in the form of a sort of cross on the back, lateral spine

tolerably sharp. Scutellum large, short, semirounded, fa^vvn-

coloured. Elytra short, deep, convex, broader than the head
and the thorax, rectangular at the base and to the outside of

the shoulder, rounded at the apex to the suture, which termi-

nates in a right angle and rises until near the middle ; the

shoulder has a triangular yellow patch; and each elytron has,

behind the middle, two flexuous whitish bands, which are not

well defined ; there are also indistinct longitudinal ridges with
an indistinct wrinkled punctation. Legs moderate; thighs

suddenly swollen, in some instances the anterior thighs rising

continuously into a prominent flat triangular spine; tibiae

arched near the knees, keeled longitudinally below, blackish,,
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ash-coloured in the middle ; tarsi grey ; claws simple, rohust,

Hack. It is about 6 or 7 lines in length and 2\ in breadth.^

It seems to me that the proper place for this species is

among the Phrissomidse, and next to Velleda^ to -which it

has much general resemblance.

BatoceeAj Cast.

Batocera Wylieiy Chevr.

Rev, et Mag. d. Zooh Feb. 1858, p. 54.

JSatocera AlbertianUy J. Thorns, Archiv. Entom. ii, 457 (1858).

usca
J
capite impunctatOj anguste sulcato ; antennis infra

breviter spinosis^ cinereis^ sed ad basin infuscatis ; thorace

transversim sinuoseque decies sulcato, spina laterali valida

;

plu

versus

J

media majore, spina humerali et suturali aciculatis, limbo

laterali leucophsea) fusco-plumbeis.

corporeque

Long

With the perfect facies and characters of the genus. The
striking superficial view

present

ciallj of the elytra, and comparative narrowness and greater

roughness and coarseness of texture or surface. Ashy brown,
more or less obscure. Head impunctate, vertical in front,

narrowly channelled in the middle. Mandibles and eyes black.

Labrum narrow, transverse^ yellowish. Antennae of the length

of the body, punctate, flattened above, and ash-coloured ; first

article obscure, strong, swollen at the top, with an oblique cica-

trice and tubercular asperities on its outer side ; second article

very short ; third very long and, as well as the fourth to the

eighth inclusive, armed below with small sharp spines, which
diminish both in number and length towards the latter. Tho-
rax a little narrower than long, straight and rounded cylin-

drically in front, deeply bisinuate behind, obscure on the

sides, with about a dozen transverse wrinkles, most of them
sinuous, the three next the base alone straight ; lateral spine

very robust, sharp, blackish, and marked with a deep impres-
sion at the base. Scutellum large, subconical, although
rounded. Elytra elongate, narrow, parallel, convex, bearing
small, black, flattened, smooth tubercles from the base to be-
yond the middle ; these become smaller and more numerous as

tliey recede from the base : there is a large irregular patch of

yellowish ash-colour about the middle : other smaller spots of

I
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tlie same colour are dispersed here and there to the apex ; the
shoulder is raised, and bears a spine ; the apex of the suture
is also spined and sinuate ; the margin is feebly raised and
blackish. Legs and body below obscure lead-coloured ; sides

of the breast and abdomen yellowish; posterior margins of
the abdominal segments fringed with yellow hairs, the last

segment emarginate at the apex.

This species was described and published [Joe. cit.) by M.
Chevrolat in Feb, 1858, and again, in the same year, in the

'Archives Entom.,' by M.James Thomson, under the name
of B. Albertiana. That work appeared in numbers ; and as it

does not occm- until p. 457, there is little doubt that it must
have been in some part of the year subsequent to February.
M. Chevrolat's name therefore is entitled to the precedence.

It was named by M. Chevrolat, at my suggestion, in honour
of Mr. Wylie, one of the Old-Calabar missionaries, to whose
assistance I was very particularly indebted. He returned to

this country only to die—another of the valuable lives which
have fallen before that baleful climate.

The genus Batocera is an Indian form. The type B. ruhus

is found almost all over India and the Indo-Malayan district
]

and numerous other species have been found in the Malayan
and New-Guinea district, and in China. Its appearance in

Africa is to be explained by the former union of Africa and
India, and the common origin of a large number of their in-

habitants.

Buff. Ins

runmcorms

bmanata

Dejean's name is much the more characteristic, the most

striking feature in the species being the possession of a dark

brownish-black patch on the middle of the outer side of each

elytron, similar m shape and hue to that in Monohammus la--

teralis from Java.

This species is known from Angola. I have received one

specimen from Old Calabar,

2- Pkryneta obscura^ Oliv. Ent.

Lamia sptnator^ Fab. Syst. El.

Phryneta rudica, Dej, Cat- ed. 3. p. 368»

Not very rare.

3. Phryneta luctuosa.

Affinis Ph. obsmira, colore saturatiore, et elyfris cum maculis

Lonff. 10 lin.. lat. 3i~4
dignoscitur
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Very like P. ohscura j but the colour of the pubescence is

bluish grey instead of ash-grey, and the black markings on

the elytra are more distinctly in bands—the second band be-

hind the middle being the longest, but reaching neither to the

suture nor the external margin, waved and broadest next the

suture ; the other marks only a little longer than in P. ohscura.

The thorax has the raised parts more distinct and flat on their

surface.

Not frequent.

Phrystola*, nor, gen. vel subgen.
w

The species on which I have founded this genus or sub-

genus is closely allied to Phryneta and Pachystola. M. Chev-
rolat described it as a Phryneta ; but the facies is not that of

Phryneta^ being less robust and more elongate. It is nearer

the form of Pachystola^ but more convex on the back {PacJiy-

stola has the back somewhat depressed). The antennse in both
Phryneta and Pachystola are short, rarely exceeding the body
in length. In this insect they are longer than it, and, what is

of more importance, they have not the wire-like uniform thick-

ness of Pachystola nor the flatter thickness of Phryneta. They
are, like the antennae in Prosopocera^ rather fine, especially to-

wards the apex, and each article defined by being a little

thicker at the apex ; the first article, however, is, like that of

Phryneta^ rounded in at the apex, and with scarcely any cica-

trice. The head is hollowed between the antennse, and raised

on each side at their base. The thorax is more elongate than
them ; and although it has elevations, they are on a different

em
the most notable point. Abdomen with five segments, first

and fifth very broad, intermediate equal. Tubercle of the

sternum smaller than in most of the species of Phryneta and
Pachystola^ In other respects it corresponds with Phryneta.

Phrystola cceca.

Phryneta ccscay Cherr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. 1857, p. 75.

Cinerea, obscura, nigro signata ; capite lato, antice recte trun-

cato, sulco longitudinal! angustoj mandibulis oculisque

(postlce cinereo marginatis) nigris ; antennis gracilioribus,

corpore vix longioribus, infra parce pilosis, nigricantibus

;

thorace cinereo, in medio et lateribus nigricante, antice

recto, basi profunde bisinuato, anguste trisulcato, in medio
dorso tuberculmn oblongum antice ti'inodosum et longitudine

Name compounded of Phryneta and Pachystola^ in allusion to its

partaking of the characters of both.

>
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sulcatum emittente; spina lateral! erecta, valida, acuta^
antice basi tuberculata posticeque profunde constricta et

in latitudinem sulcata ; scutello fere semirotundato^ cinereo,

^ nigroque lateribus ; elytris cinereis, thorace multo latiorl-

bus, basi smuosis, in liumero parum scabrosls et foveolato-

tuberculatis, macula humerali magna trianguliformi, ma-
cula communi rotundata infra scutellum, vitta obliqua e

margine ad suturam ducta (puncto ocellari griseo signata

pone suturam) notulisque duabus transverse positis ante
apicem nigris

;
pectore maculis duabus lateralibus albidis

;

abdomine lineis tribus obsoletis nigris.

Long. 10-13 lin.j lat. 4 lin.

Obscure cinereous. Thorax with the middle and the sides

blackish. Eljtra with the following blackish markings

:

(1) a rounded patch, common to both, behind the scutellum
;

(2) a large triangular humeral patch
; (3) an oblique band,wliich

starts from the margin at the place where the posterior thighs

show themselves, and proceeds towards the suture, which it

does not reach ; at the apex of the band there is an ash-coloured

oculiform spot
; (4) lastly, two small marks (the exterior of

which is smallest) placed transversely before the apex. Head
broad, cut straight in front, angularly emarginate between the

antennae, narrowly grooved. Mandibles and eyes black. An-
tenna blackish, about the length of the body. Thorax a little

longer than broad, furnished on the disk with an oblong tu-

bercle, longitudinally grooved, and with three less prominent

elevations in front. Towards the side, on the same level, is

another rounded tubercle resting on the lateral spine (which is

robust, raised, very shai-p, and transversely grooved), and
three transverse grooves, of which two are along the basej

that in front does not exist except below and on the sides.

Scutellum

ounded
er, which

Elyt

OT of the shoul-

punctures, denti-

culated and slightly tuberculate on the sides, convex, a little

narrowed towards the apex, and each regularly rounded at the

apex. Legs unarmed, tolerably strong and thick, of an ob-

scure grey, shaded with black j thighs grooved longitudinally

below ; tibiai widened on the external side before the middle
;

tarsi with the first and second articles broadljr and shortly

triangular, third broadly bilobed ; claws robust, simple. Body
below of an obscure ash-colour ; breast with two lateral white

patches. Abdomen with three obsolete black lines.

Rare.

[To be continued.]
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On European Spiders. Part I. Review of the European Genera of
Spiders, preceded by some Observations on their Zoological Nomen-
clature. By T. Thoeeh, Ph.D., Junior Professor of Zoology in
the Tniversity of TJpsala. 4to. Upsala, 1869-1870.

A GEiTEEAL work Oil any order of the class Arachnida is of such rare
©ccurrence that the mere appearance of such a one as that which
stands at the head of this notice may be said to marlc an epoch in
arachnological literature. Nor is the value of the ' Review of the
European Genera of Spiders ' lessened by the unprecedented fact of
Its bemg written in English by a native of Sweden, and printed and
published at TJpsala, in that country. In fact the reader will not
go very far in the perusal of Dr. ThoreU's volume without finding a
vigour and terseness of expression which many English writers
would do well to imitate : in the expression, for instance, " we go
out from" (p. 4) for " we commence with orfrom," we have, in addition
to vigour and terseness, a preference of Saxon to a Latin derivative

;

•while other traces of foreign authorship, if not entirely absent, are
yet marvellously few and far between.
The plan of the work before us (Part I.) seems to be to construct

a systematic and synonymic view or table of families and genera of
European Spiders, taking as a special text the general work of M.
Simon (Histoire des Araign^es) in combination with the restricted
(or, as Dr. ThoreU aptly terms them, "fatmistic ") works of M.
Westnng ('Araneae Suecicas,' Gottesburg,1861) and Mr. BlackwaU

1 fit
-^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Spiders of Great Britain and Ireland,' London,

1861-64). After some lengthened observations on nomenclature
and the rules respecting priority (in which Dr. Thorell mainly agrees
with the canons laid down by a committee appointed by the British
Association to consider the subject, and whose report is published in
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 1. vol. xi. p. 259 et sen.), the plan of
his work 18 further detailed (pp. 14-19) ; and to this succeeds a short
general account of the three works above mentioned, which are used
as the basis of the author's systematic view. The short accounts
01 these works contain some good, though sharp, criticisms ; these

^^!i iT^o-
^^^^ ^^^^ ^°* undeservedly) upon both Mr. BlackwaU's

and M. Simon's works. The latter would certainly appear to be
peculiarly open to adverse criticism, while, with regard to the former.
Dr. Ihorell does not make due allowance for what perhaps he waa
Ignorant of, the unusual hindrances and difficulties under which
Mr Elackwall laboured in Ms study of the Araneidea and the pro-

tI^° T? ^^^^ ^° ^^*^^^ ^"^ ^^^^^ Spiders.
Dr. Thorell divides the order Araneoe (which comprises the true

bpiders as distinguished from the Phalaneidea or Hnrveat-moTi. tbA
mites

aim
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exactly to the ^'families'' of Latreille** They are again subdivided
into twenty-two ^'families," as followa :

—

Order Arane^,

Suborder I. Orhitelurios.

Fam, 1. Epeiroidae.

Suborder II. Retitelarice.

Fam. 2. Theridioid83. Fam. 4. Enyoidge.
Fam. 3. Scytodoidse.

Suborder III. Tuhitelarice.

Fam. 5. Urocteoidse. Fam. 9. Drassoidge.

Fam. 6. Omanoidas. Fam. 10. Dysderoidae.

Fam. 7. Hersilioidse. Fam. 11. Filistatoidse.

Fam. 8. Agalenoidae.

Suborder IV. Territelarice.

Fam. 12. Theraphosoidse. Fig. 14. Catadysoidae.

Fam. 13, Liphistioidse.

Suborder V. Laterigradm.

Fam. 15. Thomisoidee.

Suborder VI. Citigradce.

Fam. 16. Lycosoid^e. Fam. 17. Oxyopoidas.

Suborder YII. Salttgradce,

Fam. 18. Myrmecioidae. Fam. 21. Eresoidas.

Fam. 19. Otiothopoidse. Fam. 22. Attoidse.

Fam. 20, Dinopoidae.
E

• Of the above families sixteen are considered European, and

these are divided into numerous genera, some of them also into two
or more 5w&families.

subdivisions Dr. Thorell

considerable boldness as well as grasp of his subject. It would be

foreign to the objects of the present notice to enter into any detailed

criticism upon the propriety of all the author's positions or the

scientific tenabilitv of his system : it may, however, be added that

• This is 'Dr. Thorell's statement (p. 42) ; but he gives no reference to

the work of Latreille in which these
^^
families ^^ are characterized: in

the only work of that author accessible to me, he (Latreille) employs

the term " family '' in a different sense, indicating far larger groups of

the Arachnida. ( Vide ' Les Crustac^s, les Arachnides et les Tnsectes/ par

Latreine, i, p. 213 &c Paris, 1829.)
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the European genera (120 ia number) are distributed among the

sixteen families in the following proportions

:

Fam, Epeiroidae, 10 genera Fam. Dysderoidae, 7 genera

»
>*

»
79

99

99

99

Theridioid^, 19
Scytodoidae,

Enyoidae,

TJrocteoidse,

Hersilioidae,

4
2
2
1

Agalenoidse, 16
Drassoidse, 13

99

99

99

99

99

99

?>

Filistatoidse, 1

Theraphosoidse, 6

ThomisoidgDj 14
Eycosoidye,

'^*

Oxyopoidae,

Eresoidae,

Attoidge,

i

2
2

13

>5

99

99

99

99

99

99

Although nominally only treating of European Spiders, Dr. Thorell

offers many excellent remarks upon extra-European, and exotic

genera and species. Among these remarks, however, are some

which the author would probably see good reason to modify con-

siderably with further information before him—for instance, p. 44,

where a new family, Omanoidse, as distinct from Urocteoidse, is con-

structed on a hasty conclusion that the (Ecobiits navus of Blackwall

does not belong (see pp. 113, 114) to the genus (Ecobiics (Lucas), to

which, however, it undoubtedly does belong. Again, including in

the family Epeiroidse " aU those *' spiders " that spin regular so-

called geometrical webs," Dr. Thorell was necessarily unacquainted

with an undoubted Epeirid (a native of New Zealand, and yet un-

described) observed and beautifully figured by Dr. Llewelyn Powell,

belonging to the genus Arachnura (Yinson) : this spider spins only

a few irregular threads crossing each other on various planes, among
twigs or small branches and stems of herbaceous plants, very similarly

to some spiders of the genus Theridion, fam. Theridioides. Again,

p. 65, where an unvarying character of the Laterigradie is stated to

be the absence of " accessory claws together with the (three) ordinary

genuine claws at the end of the tarsi f' Dr. Thorell was evidently

unaware that the genus Arcys, which he considers one of the Lateri-

gradae, has these accessory claws. Of course, if Dr. Thorell had

been aware of this, it might have been a reason with him for sepa-

TatingArcys from the Laterigradae and uniting it with the Orbitclarise,

with some genera of which the position of the eyes closely unites it.

There is no doubt that these two suborders (Orbitelaria^ and Lateri-

gradse) border very closely upon each other, though, in the absence

of any knowledge of the habits of Arcys^ or of any special functions

connected with the accessory claws, it would seem to be premature

to separate it, on account of these claws, from a group with which
it has certainly very strong structural features in common.

Again (p. 79), the distinguishing character of all the Thomisoidse

is stated to be the possession of but two terminal tarsal claws,

whereas ^rc?/5 has three, and T7ilaosor)ia(CamhTj) also three, though
in the description of this last genus (Jinn. Joum, vol. x. p. 273) the

number of its tarsal claws is by an accidental error given as two ; but

this opens up again the question, referred to above, as to Arcys (and

• Or, including a doubtful European genus, 8.

h
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also TJilaosoma) being an Epeirid or Laterigrade. At page 43, the
nearness of the genus OtiotJiops (Macleay) to Palpimdnus (Dufour)
is remarked upon; but, on account of the former's possessing an
abnormal number of joints in the legs of the first pair, and the ab-
sence (as stated by Maeleay, but probably erroneously) of claws at

the end of the tarsi of that pair, Dr. Thorell has setup a new famili/
for it (Otiothopoida?). This would hardly seem tenable on these
grounds: an abnormal number of joints would bo by itself at best
but a generic character, and, in another instance (gen. IlersilioJa),

Thorell has given this peculiarity just that weight; and as regards
the absence of tarsal claws on the tarsi of the first pair of legs, these

are exceedingly difiicult to be seen in Palpimanus, so much so that

(as Dr. Thorell remarks, p. 202) so good a naturalist as Dufour,
who established the genus, repeatedly stated that it differed ^^frorn

all known spiders by having no claws on tJie first pair of legSy^

whereas closer observation has revealed, Dr. Thorell says, no less

than three, exceedingly minute, "quite concealed by the hairs at the

extremity of the tarsus," and only to " be clearly seen with a good

microscope.'' It does not, therefore, seem particularly captious to

conclude that it is more likely that Macleay overlooked the claws in

Otiothops than that a spider so nearly allied both in structure and
form to Palpimanus should yet differ so remarkably in regard to the

possession of these tarsal claws. A very striking character of Palpi-

manus appears to have escaped Dr. Thorell as weU as Dufour; and
that is the possession of but ttao spinners—-a character hitherto un-

recorded of any known spider, though found in a very interesting

new genus lately received from Bombay, a description of which,

under the name Stenochilus Hobsonii^ will shortly be published.

It is not intended by any means in the above criticisms to detract

from the great and decided merits of Dr. ThorelFs work. We are

indebted to him for the first general work on araneology (beyond

the mere limits of a cyclopiedia-article) that has ever appeared in

the English language. To say that the limits assigned in aU. cases

bv Dr. Thorell to the ^^enera and families of Aranese wiU resist all

efforts that might be made to alter or modify them, would be to make
the very improbable assertion that the science of araneology is in-

capable of further modification or improvement. As it is, however,

We have in this present work a text-book for EugEA students of

Aranese which will soon be found to be indispensable to the study

of British (as well as European) Spiders.—0. P. Cambkidge,

Flint Chips : a Guide to Prehistorie Archceology , as illustrated by the

Collection in the Blaehnore Museum, Salisbury, By Edward T,

Stevens. 8vo, with Illustrations. London, 1870.

Cataxogues are proverbially dry reading; and it is rare to find a

publication of this character both interesting and instructive. Mr.

Stevens has fortunately fulfilled both these requirements of book-

making, and in * Flint Chips ' has not only given us a very readable

Ann.&Mag.N.HisL Ser.4. Volxl 27
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book, but has succeeded in making even tlie enumeration of speci-

mens lend its aid to the elucidation of the facts and theories he

brings to our notice.

* Flint Chips ' is primarily a carefully arranged Catalogue of the

Blackmore Museum at Salisbury ; but it is something more than

this, for the author has appended to each subdi\ision of the sections

that comprise the collection a carefully written digest of all the

various subjects connected with their actual and assumed history.

Thus the " Drift-series," comprising the mammalian remains from the

Brick-earth and other superficial deposits, as well as those obtained

from the '* Bone-eaves '^ and Peat of various parts of Europe, is pre-

faced by a description of the habits and characteristics of the mam- /.

mals whose relics fill the museum-cases referred to at the end of the

chapter.

The enumeration of the prehistoric remains from the Lake-dwel-

lings of Switzerland and elsewhere is furnished with a description

not merely of the locale and the circumstances under which the dis-

coveries were made, but also with a careful account of the actual

position of each series of articles in the " Eelic-bed," and their proba-

ble uses and manufacture. But it is regarding the relics of the " Stone

Age," in which the Blackmore Museum is especially rich, that the

author has been most prolific of information, and has brought pro-

minently forward the great lesson to be learnt by the study of these

traces of human life and human labour (the lesson of the gradual

development and progress of our race)," which day by day are be-

coming more closely examined and appreciated, as furnishing those

links in the history of the Avorld with which the ages before historic

times have otherwise failed to furnish us.

The " Palaeolithic" period of the " Stone Age,'' that in which the p

implements were produced by primary fracture of the rock-masses,

and a further completion into certain definite forms by chipping,

dates far back into the prehistoric era ; and the types, few in nnm-
j

ber, comprise, simply, scrapers, arrow-heads, and rough shoe-

shaped adzes, which, though carefully finished by chipping, are still ^

mere rude and barbarous efforts to supply the want of weapons and

cutting-implements. The drift of England, the surface-gravels of

India, the caves of France, have all furnished fragments of flint,

quartzite, and other minerals capable of being split by percussive

blows ; and the caves of the Dordogne valley and other places have

supplied, in addition, bones, horns, and teeth of animals, rudely

worked, which are coeval with those early traces of human art, as

well as with the mammoth, the reindeer, and the cave-bear. The
probable method of "hafting'^ these implements, and the uses for

which they may havg been designed, arc referred to under this branch
of the siibjcct; and admirable parallels are drawn between these

theories and the known customs of existing savage nations. It is

in this section of the subject that the book is especially valuable.

In describing the American relics, the use of fragments of obsidian

by the lower classes instead of knives, even at the pre^sent day, is

pointed out ; and carefully collated extracts from various authors

1
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describing the methods uow in use by the aboriginal tribes to pro-
duce implements of stone of the same typical character as those of
the Palaeolithic period furnish most valuable bases for conjecture,
not only as to the use, but as to the actual truth of the theories
advanced regarding the intention and formation, of the prehistoric
relics.

Proceeding further with the subject, wo find the remains of the
Jfeolithic" period^ or that in which the implements have assumed

both a higher artistic type and greater perfection of finish, largely

represented in this account of the Blackmorc lluseum. Axes per-
fect in form and workmanship, and composed of the hardest mate-
rials, seem to have offered no resistance to the stubborn perseverance
of the sav^age races ; and here, again, the parallel between the facts

discovered as to the manufacture of similar implements in modern
times is wisely furnished* We cannot do better than quote the
writer's words, as they serve to sliow how near an apparent relation

exists between the customs and habits of modern savage races and
those the date of whose history is lost in the mists of antiquity.

He says, in reference to the orifices formed in the heads of the stone

axes or celts, ** That drilling has been effected in recent times with-
out tools of metal, is proved by the experience of travellers. Mr.
Wallace speaks of cylinders of rock-crystal four to eight inches long

and one inch in diameter, which are still made and perforated by
very low tribes on the Eio Negro. These are formed merely by
rubbing ; and the perforation is effected by twirling a flexible leaf-

shoot of wild plantain between the hands against the stone, and
thus, W'ith sand and water, boring through the stone. This is said

to take years to effect. Such cylinders as the chiefs wear are stated

to take two men's lives to perforate.

How easy becomes the deduction that, given the same character

of life, the same natural disregard of time where time is of littlo

value, the efforts of human intellect are but to repeat themselves.

One very remarkable fact, that serves very completely to link the

ages of stone and metal, is adduced in the description of the grave-

naounds in Ohio. These mounds, which are very numerous, occur

in groups at various places on the American continent, and contain

numerous stone implements of the Palaeolithic type ; but though

copper is found in considerable quantities (probably brought from

the shores of Lake Superior, where it is often found native), the

discovery that it was fusible seems never to have been made ; and

axes of the prevailing type have been found which have been worked

into the required form by simple hammering. The aborigines ap-

pear to have discovered the one property of malleability, and treated

it therefore as a superior kind of stone, possessed of the valuable

quality of not being liable to fracture.

In one point only we do not share the author's theories.

The grave-mounds of Ohio have proved to be extremely rich in

pipe-bovds of various materials, such as siliceous slate, argilla-

ceous ironstone, ferruginous chlorite, and marly limestones ;
and

27*
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these have "been rudely carved to represent birds and beasts, and

in some cases hnman heads. In the very minute description of

ihese remains, which is moreover supplemented by good woodcut

illustrations, he seems, in our opinion, to have fallen into the very

common error (more especially common with archaeologists) of dis-

covering a hidden meaning, which, from their very inartistic style of

execution, we should have hardly imagined the pipe-makers capable of

embodying. For example, the zigzag markings on a figure assumed

to be that of a swallow are suggested to be indicative of the lightning-

like Gw^'flncss of the bird. It is equally possible they were crude

efforio to represent feathering on the very intractable material of

which this bowl is composed, the skill and tools of the workman
being incapable of a more delicate rendering of nature. Again, the

drawings of some very rude efforts at delineating the hnman face

furnisih an opportunity for calling attention to such details as that

" the mouth is compressed, the brows contracted, giving the coim-

-tenance an aspect of severity/' We are far from denying that such

may be the case ; hut it may be equally true that the task of

carving a fall and delicate mouth in " a compact black stone .... of

greater baldness" would be, with indifferent tools, a matter of dif-

ficulty ; and we think that the author, perhaps not unnaturally, in

his de:.^i'e to furnish material for conjecture and research, has gone

out of his way to discover forms and aesthetic ideas of high art that,

a3 we before remarked, never crossed the probably somewhat un-
;-^«^:>.^^;^^ k-,^;^^ ^j? 4--u»^ z^^*- -^^^^ rjnj^^

early sketches of aima?>ma

child, tne first rude mouldings of a sculptor, rarely go beyond por-

traying very feebly the external appearance of the original ; the

ideas chat make the picture something more than a mere piece of

colouring, the sculptured form something more than a mere marble

image, belong to a cultivation and intellectual elevation which of

themselves lead to a truer appreciation of the first principles of art,

the beauty of truthfulness of form. We fail to see that the Ohio

relics fulfil this primary requirement ; and therefore we cannot agree

with Mr. Stevens's ingenious efforts to discover in these humble
imitations of life more than the fact that the inhabitants of these

ancient cities were certainly great smokers, and equally great as

indifferent carvers.

It is indeed unwise to bind ourselves to limited views oi types of form,

whel'-ier of flint-chips or carved figures. We must remember that

similar circumstances lead to similar results, and the siliceous rocks

will

fracture

* o J ^ ^ --w« — * ^ ^—

«

J

certain accidental and individual characteristics.

Space fails us to do more than refer to the description of the other

American relies, full as it is of facts and numberless details of savage
life bearing immediately on the subject ; but, as an evidence of the

completeness of the book, we may mention that even the question

*of the manufacture of modem flint imnlements (^irnn-flints, as well
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as forgeries of more ancient relics) has not been forgotten; and a
paper written by ilr. Wyatt on the latter subject bas been fur-
nished. It is satisfactory to find, with reference to these most
interesting relics, that ^'it is a curious fact that the climax of high
art in flint-work was attained at a period generally described aa

barbarous, then was lost as civilization advanced, and now the
modus operandi seems altogether irrecoverable. The fine work
altogether defies imitation by the higlily civilized and ingenious."

* Flint Chips/ as we have seen, is not merely a descriptive cata-
logue ; it is the brief!}' told history of the early human race, illus-

trated by the best of all exami)les, a careful detail of the oljects

described by a writer endowed with great descriptive powers and
performing an evidently congenial task. In one thing only is the

title of the book deceptive : it does not convey an idea of the mass
of practical information, coupled with a very complete arrangement
of the varied details of life in prehistoiic times, as far as we can
judge of them, for wliich Mr. Stevens's valuable work is especially

notev/ortby.

The Natural History of Commerce. With a copious List of Commer-
cial Terms^ and their Synonyms in several Languages. By JoHif

Yeats, LL.D. 12mo. London : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin,

1870. .

T

Dr. Yeats tells us in his preface that he was led to the produc-

tion of this little book by the desire to place within the reach of the

English student the means of obtaining some definite knowledge of

the nature and origin of those raw products which constitute the

principal objects of commerce. Abroad, especially in Germany and
Holland, he found that instruction in such matters was common

;

so that young men entering upon mercantile life were in a position

to look at commerce from a far higher point of view than that of its

apparent object—mere money-making. It seemed to Dr. Yeats that

the members of the greatest commercial nation in the world ought

also to have the opportunity of acquiring an intelligent knowledge

of the general objects and effects of commerce; and with a view to

the attainment of so.desirable a consummation, he has prepared the

excellent manual which we have now before us.

Works of this description may also have an efi^ect altogether be-

side that which is their direct and ostensible purpose. Attracting

the attention of those who would probably never sit down to read a

professedly scientific work, by offering them certain practical infor-

mation on points in which they are interested, they wiU familiarize

the minds of such readers as these with certain general scientific

facts, and in many cases doubtless lead to a desire for further infor-

mation upon particular points, and thus serve as an inducement to

the study of science on the part of those who would nexer have taken

it up but in some such indh-ect fashion.

On the whole, as far as we can see. Dr. Yeats has executed his
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task in a most careful anfi painstaking fashion, and with great suc-

cess. His object being to give a really scientific view of the subject

to his readers, he commences with a general sketch of the facts of

physical geography as bearing upon the natural and cultivated pro-

ductions of different countries, indicating the effects of climate and
other natural causes upon the nature of these productions, and
briefly noticing the chief forms of produce which commerce derives

from each countzy. The second part is devoted to the commercial
products of the vegetable kingdom, the third to those derived from
the animal kingdom; and the fourth treats of mineral products.
tJnder each of these heads the subjects are arranged in accordance
with the uses to which they are put; and in each case the sources

of the different commercial substances are indicated, and their com-
mercial statistics are given, generally, as far as this countr}^' is con-
cerned, up to the year 1867. As a general rule, these articles are

very accurate; but here and there, as perliapswas unavoidable in a
first attempt like this, small errors have crept in. Thus, for example,
under the head of " furs," we are told that furs are obtained from all

the orders of ilammalia except the Bimana and Cetacea. Apart
from the fact that all the skins enumerated by the author are not
furs in the true sense of the term, the Pachyderms certainly furnish
ns with notliing that can be denominated a fur : an elephant-mnff
or a rhinoceros-tippet would be rather a striking novelty. Again,
xmder the same head, tliere is an important omission: the only
seals noticed are the northern species, and the true fur-seals are
entirely unnoticed. The account of the natural history of the hive-
bee is net quite what it should be, and might be considerably im-
proved without adding to the space it occupies ; and the description
of the commercial products of the lac-insect is confused, and does
not clearly indicate that the dye is the produce of the insect itself,

whilst the shell-lac is an exudation from the tree.

Apart from the few inaccuracies above alluded to (the most im-
portant one that we have noticed being the omission of the fur-
seals). Dr. Yeats's little manual is deserving of great praise ; and we
hope that it may meet with a success which wiU speedily enable
him to supply its few deficiencies in a second edition.

The vocabulary given in the appendix includes the equivalents of
the names of the chief raw products and of the plants and animals
producing them, in nearly all the European and in some oriental
languages

; it may prove useful to others besides those for whose
special behoof this book was written.

"We should add that this is the first of a series of three works on
the same subject, of which one will be devoted to the industrial and
political history of commerce, and the second to the technical histoiy
of the same subject.
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0)1 Astarte excurrens and A, modesta.

To the Editors of the Annals and Magazine of Natural History,

Gentlemen,—li\ the paper upon the Mediferranean Mollusca, hy
Mr, Jeffreys, published in your Magazine for July of the present
year, reference is made to a few species belonging to the Crag,
which up to the present time have been considered extinct, but
which are there inserted as stiU living.

I wish particularly to notice one of these now, as my Supplement
to the Crag ITollusca (in preparation) cannot be made to appear
before the Palaeontographical Society's volume for next year. The
one I specially refer to is called Astarte modesta of H. Adams (Proc.

ZooL Soc. 1869, pi. 19, f, 14) ; and it is there said to be '' aUied to

Astarte excurrens of Searles Wood, and possibly the same species,"

The recent shell has been placed by Mr. H. Adams as Gouldia of

C. B, Adams. I have written to Mr. H. Adams for his opinion, and
sent to him some Crag specimens of Astarte excurrens for compari-
son. In reply he tells me that he considers the recent and fossil

shells to be quite distinct. I have also applied to Mr. M'^inclrew,

who possesses the recent shell in question, which he obtained in the

Bay of Tunis ; and he has obligingly sent to me his specimens for

examination.

I have now no hesitation In saying that the recent shell {modesta)

is not only specifically distinct from the Crag one, but that it does

not belong to the same genus. My Crag shell has an external liga-

ment, and the ridges upon the exterior are not concentric, but

oblique, running out at the margin from each side in a curving

direction ; while the so-called Ardarte modesta has an internal liga-

ment and concentric ridges (/. e. ridges parallel to the marirfn), and

belongs to the triangular section of Crassatella of which C. B. Adams
has made the crenus Ooiddia.

fc»

I remain, Gentlemen, yours, »S:c.,

Brentwood, Oct. 1870. Seaelks V. Wood.

Helix personata, Lamarck.

The tale of British land and freshwater shells is not yet told.

A dead specimen of Helix personrtta has been found by Mr. S. A,

Stewart, of Glasgow, at iS'ewcastle, in co. Down; and it is now, through

his kindness, in my possession. Last year I examiued Mr. Stewart's

collection of fossil shells from the Post-Tertiary beds at Belfast and

in that neighbourhood ; and I have since received several communi-

cations from him on the same subject. Judging from his accuracy

in these matters, I have every reason to believe that//, personata is

a native of Ireland, and that his specimen was not accidentally intro-

duced, as was the specimen of II> aperta into the Channel I^les.

U. personata inhabits IVorth and South Germany, the Catalonian

Pyrenees, the south-east of France, Savoy, Switzerland, Lombardy,
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aud Dalmatia. I found it under stones and among herbage in the

valley of St. Nicholas, on the way to Zerraatt. This species belongs

to the section or subgenus Triodopsis of Rafinesque, Isogonostoma of

Fitzinger, Gonostoma of Held, and AncMstoma of H. & A. Adams.

J. GwYN Jefjfreys.

Notice of the Falanalca of Madagascar (Euplercs Goudotii ?).

By Dr. S, E. Gkay, F.R.S. &c.

The British Museum has lately received from Madagascar an

animal under the name Falanaka, which is new to our collection*

It is most likely the "Falanouc" of Flacourt, described from a

young specimen, about 16 inches long, Avhich M. Goudot obtained

in Tamatave and gave to the Museum of Paris, and which M.
Doyere described in the ^Annales des Sciences Naturelles' under

the name of Eaphres Goudotii (vol. iv. p. 281, tab. viih).

It agrees with the description in most particulars, except that it

has no indication of a black streak across the shoulders. But I

suppose that, as the animal was figured from a specimen in spirit,

the band was produced by the skin being folded there so that the

dark tips of the hairs were all clustered togetlier in this part, as is

often the case. The young skull of this animal is described and
figured in the same paper, and also in Blainville's 'Osteogr.' Viverra^

tab. viii., x., & xii.

The adult animal may be thus described :—Head elongate, nose

very much produced, elongate, conical, acute, rounded below, with

a very narrow central nick beneath the nostrils; whiskers slender,

moderately long ; muzzle bald, cartilaginous ; nostrils open on the

side ; lower jaw narrow in front ; ears rounded, hairy on the outside

;

body elongate, rather slender, closely covered with hair : far olive,

minutely punctulated with yellow; the hairs dark at the ends, with

two or three very narrow yellow bands; cheeks, temples, chin,

throat, belly, and inner side of limbs pale brownish white ; under-

side of the base of the tail rather paler than the uppersidc; legs

moderate, of equal length ; soles of the feet with six pads, one cen-

tral; toes 5.5, united in the skin to the claws; claws of four

front toes elongated, arched, compressed, that of the inner toe

shorter ; claws of the hind feet short, that of the inner toe abortive ;

the hinder side of the tarsus broad, rather concave, hairy ; the tail

(not quite complete)' is rather shorter than the body, cylindrical,

truncate, covered with abundance of hair, which is rather longer

than that on the back.

Length of body 22 inches, of tail 10|- inches.

M. Doyore regards the Eapleres as forming a distinct family,

called the EnpleritnSj of the Digitigrade Insectivora. Blainville

referred it, in his last work, to the genus Viverra. I think that

the right place is probably in the tribe Crossarchina of the family

Rhtnogalidcp., where I placed the genus in the Cat. of Carnivorous

Mammalia in the British Museum, p. 176.

L
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On some new and Uttle-known Mpiopoda /rom the Southern
AUeghanies. By E. D. Cope.

PETASEIiPES, Cope.

Head concealed to the bases of the antennae by the shield-like
expansion of the scutum of the first annulus. Ocelli two, beneath
the margin of the same, and at the approximated bases of the an-
tennae

; the latter large, stout, hairy, six-jointed. Annuli without
lateral processes, each with two pores, forming two rows on each
side of the body.

Petaserpes rosalbuSy Cope,

The segments of the body are flattened below, and gently convex
above ; their lateral expansion is a little greater than the length of
the extended feet ; each has a delicate impressed line near the
posterior margin, which passes round the extremity, producing the
semblance of a longitudinal angle. The extremital margins are
entirely continuous. The transverse diameter contracts very rapidly
at both extremities, and the anal annulus and head are relatively

exceedingly small. The basilar segment is semidiscoid, and forms
the segment of a hollow sphere. The anterior aspect is horizontal,

and has a delicate marginal rim. The head is inferior, and has the
short conic form of Octoglena^ "Wood, The mouth is situated near
the extremity of a cone, and not of a rather flattened muzzle as in

the AndrognathidsB ; there are hairs scattered about it and the sides

of the head. The antenna3 are of remarkable size for the head, and
originate near together, just at the inferior margin of the basilar

segment. Just within and above them, at their base, is situated on
each side a short crescentic ocellus or aggregate of ocelli, whose
superior extremity is concealed by the margin of the basilar segment.
In one specimen each of these presents a rugose surface, and in

another seems to be divided into four ocelli, perhaps by the accu-

mulation of a light-coloured deposit between the elevations. The
antennae possess six joints, of which the antepenultimate is a little

the shortest ; they become successively stouter towards the extre-

mity of the antenna, and are all quite hairy.

The reproductive organ of the male is a subglobular body on a short

pedicel, hairy except the convex extremity, which is smooth. On
the inner side two short pedicels support each a short curved spine,

one curved backwards and another forwards.

The annuK are smooth. The anal annulus is small, and for the

greater part overroofed by the penultimate^ which is broader than

usual. The legs are minutely hairy.

The colour of this animal ia life is a dehcate rose-colour, whitish

at one extremity and shading into orange at the other.

The number of the annuli in the adults I find to be fifty-three

down to fifty-one. In specimens a little smaller there are forty-

six and forty-four ; and in the smallest and palest-coloured, hence

younger, the number ranges from forty-three to thirty-nine.

The locality whence I obtained this species is on the western

Ann. & Mag.K Hist. Ser.4. VolM. 28
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slope of the Cumberland Mountains, in the northern part of East

Tennessee. I found them under masses of chestnut-bark in two

places, in small families of some size, with Polydesmus, They have

the motions of Polydesmi ; i. e^ they progress slowly, and roU them-
selves up when captured.

This form is near Wood's Octoglena, of which one species (0,

hivirgata) was found in Northern Georgia. It differs generically in

the great extent of the basilar segment, which is very short and

leaves the head exposed in Octoglena, and in the agglomeration of

the ocelli, which in the latter are arranged in two long series of

four each.

The annuli appear to be completely chitinized on the median line

below.

Observations on other Mynojpoda.

Brachycyhe Lecontei, Wood, occurs in Jefferson County, in the

valley of East Tennesse ; it is not very common, and hves under

bark of fallen logs. The structure of its head is much Kke that of

Andrognathiis externally; and the genus is probably to be referred

to the Andrognathidae rather than to the Siphonophoridae. It differs

from the former genus in marked characters, the confluence of the

last three articulations of the antennae being the most important.

Camhala annulata. Say (Cope, Proe. Amer. Philos. Soc. 1869,

p. 181), is one of the most abundant of the Myriopoda in the moun-
tain-regions of Tennessee and North Carolina. It is more abundant
than Spirostrephon lactarius, which it considerably resembles, and
with which it is found under bark, &c.
As is known, the Myriopoda of the orders Strongyli and Sugentia

are sluggish in their motions, and not furnished with offensive

weapons. They therefore produce secretions of a very acrid cha-
racter, which furnish a secure defence against many enemies. The
species of Spirobohts and Julus discharge a yellowish juice, having
much the smell of aqua regia, and a very acrid taste, Spiro-
strephon lacfarius exudes, from a series of lateral pores*, a fluid

which has in its odour a close resemblance to creosote. Poly-
desmus virginiensis is defended by a fluid which has almost exactly

the smell of hydrocyanic acid, and is fatal to small animals. Feta-
serpes rosalbus secretes a considerable quantity of a milky sub-
stance which has the perfume of gum camphor.

Psetidotremia cavemanim, Cope, is found in some of the limestone-
caves of the valley of Tennessee. I found it especially abundant
in the Lost-Creek Cave on the Holston Eiver, in Granger County,
near and on piles of bat-excrement, and under stones. In company
with it were numerous small, leaping, Lepismoid insects, a Pselaphid
beetle, a Carabid somewhat like Patrobiis, and a spider. Large
numbers of a very small Ia:odes-liko animal covered parts of the
surface and cavities of the body of a dead bat, in a locality distant

from the mouth of the cave.

I must correct my character "no lateral pores" for Spirostr^hon (Proc.
Amer. Phil, Soc. 1869, p. 179) to " one series of pores."

/
4
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The writer examined the Lost-Creek Care for a distance, stated
to have been measured, of nearly two miles from the mouth ; and tho
statement is probably correct, judging by the time occupied in pass-
ing through to the point reached. A creek of a considerable size
issues from the cave ; near the mouth it is dammed ; and a race
leads the water for a short distance to a corn-mill on the banks of
the Holston River. The water is crossed by the path perhaps five

times before it fills up the passage so as to prevent further progress.
The passage is wide, dry, and with so few irregularities that a
public road might be readily made in it to that point. I could not
find any fishes; just outside the mouth a small Uranidea is not
uncommon. The dam within the cave abounds in dead loSy Uniones,

&c., said to be carried there by floods of the Holston, but quite as

probably the refuse of the meals of Indians. Bones of Indians,
turkeys, and game animals are to be found at the mouth of the
cave, which is in a bluff some fifty feet above the level of the river.

At one side of the entrance a hard limestone deposit contains char-
coal, Uniones, and Melanim. The limestone cliff produced abun-
dance of Asplenium montanum, TeUt^a atropurpurea, and a delicate

bipinnate Fterls.—From the Trans. Amer. Ent Soe. May 1870.
Communicated by the Author.

M'ote 071 the Blach Crocodile of Africa^

By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R.S.

Mr. Moore has kindly sent me a recent specimen oiHalcrosia nigra

from the river Bonny, in West Africa, presented to the British

Museum by Dr. Forsyth, of 18 Saxon Street, Liverpool. It is the

only fresh and the most adult specimen of the species I have seen,

and is nearly 4 feet long. It is interesting as making me more cer-

tain that I am correct in identifying it with the " Krocodile noir du
Niger" of Adanson.
The whole animal is black both above and below ; the belly haa

a brownish tinge, very slightly and obscurely dotted with white.

The nuchal shields are very thick, with an upright outer edge-

This animal has been described as a new species by Mr. Andrew
Murray and Mr. Cope, and was confounded by Cuvier with the

rough-backed alligator (Cainian trigonatus) of South America.

Note on Hyperoodon latifrons (Gray).

In an essay lately published by Prof. Eeinhardt, he figures the

skull of this species and the animal and skeleton of a male foetus of

the common H, rostratus (Yid. Selsk. Skr. ser. 5. ix. 1, pis. 6 k 7),

observing that pi. 6 "represents the skull of a male H. latifrons from
the Farocr, a perfect skeleton of which, 25 feet long, is contained

in the University Museum at Copenhagen. Eschricht believed that

H, latifrons was established on a very old male of the common 3.
rostratus ; but Gray's species must now be regarded as well esta-

blished.''
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Note on Testudo chilensis. By Dr. J. E. Ghat, F.R.S.

Looking ovex Dr. StrancVa * Memoixes ' on the geographical dis-

tribution of Testudinata, I find that a Chilian tortoise I described in

a former Number was known to D'Orbigny (Yoyage dans TAmer.
Her. Kept. 6) and Dr, Burmeister (Eeise durch die La Plata-Staaten,

ii. 521); but they regarded it as the same as Testudo sulcata of

Miller, from Africa. They could not have had specimens of that

tortoise to compare it with^ or they would not have made such a

mistake- M. de Meussy (Desc. Geog. et Statist, de la Confed. Argent.

ii. 38) mentions the same tortoise under the name of Testudo mauri--

tanica ; but it has no similarity to that species.

Observations on some Yegetahle Fossils from Victoria,

By Dr. Feedinaxd vox Mvlm:b and E. Brotjgh Skyth, F.G.S.

Mr. Smyth stated that the fossils, of which specimens were for-

warded by him, were obtained in one of the deep leads at Haddon, near
Smythesdale. No leaves have been obtained from the bed, which
consists of a greyish -black clay; the fruits and seed-vessels were
obtained about 180 feet from the surface, and represent a flora not
very dissimilar to that now characterizing some parts of Queensland.
The specimens sent include the fruits of a supposed new genus of

Coniferge, described by Dr. von Miiller under the name of Spondy-
lostrohus. It is most nearly allied to Solenostrobus, Bowerbank ; but
its five valves are not keeled. The columella forms the main body
of the fruit ; and the seeds are apparently solitarj\ The species was
named Spondylostrohus SmytML The remaining specimens consisted

of:—a solitary fruit of a genus of Verbenaceae; an indehiscent com-
pressed fruit, probably belonging to the proteaceous genus Helicia

;

a nut nearly allied to the preceding ; a large, spherical, unilocular,

3-seeded nut with a thick pericarp, perhaps from a Capparideous
plant ; a 5-valved capsule of an unknown genus ; and fruit-valves

of three other plants, probably belonging to the Sapindacese, and
perhaps allied to Cupania. One of the last may belong to the

Meliaceous genus Dysoxylon. Dr. Miiller considered that these

remains indicate a former flora analogous to that of the existing

forest- belt of Eastern Australia.—Proc. Geol. Soc. June 22, 1870.^

The Female of Bartletfs Spider MonTcey (Ateles Bartlettii).

By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.E.S. &c.

The British Museum has recently received a Spider Monkey,
having all the appearance and coloration of the Spider Monkey
which I have described and figured (Proc. ZooL Soc. 1867, p. 992,
pi. 47) under the name of Ateles Bartlettii^ The parts which are bright
yellow in the male which I described are, in this female, white
or greyish white, the confines of the two colours are not so di-
stinctly marked, and the spots on the forehead and cheek are much
smaller and much less distinct. I have therefore little doubt it is

the female of the above species-
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Report on the Testaceous Mollusca obtained during a
Dredging'Excursion in the Gulf of Suez in the months of
February and March 1869. Bj EOBEET M^Andeew*.

In the course of an excursion in the East^ accompanied hj
my family, in the early months of 1868, 1 spent a day at Suez,
where I was so much struck by the novelty of the species of
shells on the shore of the Gulf, so totally different from any
I had seen on the coasts of the Mediterranean and Atlantic,
that I resolved to return the following year provided with the

implements &c. required for investigating tiie marine fauna,

more especially the Mollusca, of the district, which offered so

tempting a field for research*

Accordingly, in the month of January last year (1869),
having forwarded dredges, rope, and other appliances by
merchant-steamer, and having been so fortunate as to enlist Mr.
•Edward Fielding as a companion, and engaged the assistance

of M. Susini, an experienced collector of shells, I proceeded by
wa^ of Marseilles to Alexandria. The interval between our
arrival and that of the apparatus (about a fortnight) was occu-

pied in a short visit to Cairo, and in coming to a determina-
tion, under the advice of our friends in those parts, as to our

course of proceeding, of which we had previously been enabled

to form no definite plan.

I was lucky in meeting with a dragoman in whom T had
full confidence, having made his acquaintance the previous

year ; and I arranged with him to supply tents, provisions, and
all the requirements for encampment in the desert, including
a good cook ; and at Suez he brought me into contact with
boatmen, his compatriots (Maltese), with whom I made terms
for the cruise.

* Coinmunicated by the Author, having been read at the Meeticgf oi
the Britisli Association held at Liverpool, Sept. 1870.

Ann. & Man.K Hist. Ser.4. Volri. 29
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We sailed from Suez on the 10th of February^ our little

squadron consisting of three boats^ of which the largest (twelve

tons burthen) carried our luggage and stores, the second (five

tons) was the worker, and a small boat was only used for em-

barking and disembarking ourselves and effects. The crew, six

in number, was composed of four Maltese, a Neapolitan, and an

Arab, a native of Tur, who acted as pilot ; and I have great

pleasure in stating that I found them all uniformly obliging

and desirous of assisting in my pursuits. The Arab turned

out to be a first-rate diver, and, not having the fear of sharks

before his eyes, thought nothing of going down like a frog to

the depth of four or five fathoms, to bring up any portable

object that had attracted our notice at the bottom.

We worked slowly down the Gulf, keeping to the Arabian

side, as the natives there were more to be trusted than the

Arabs of the opposite coast, changing our station about every

two days, till in about three weeks we reached Tur, which
may be called the seapoi-t of the convent of Mount Sinai.

Thence we crossed over to the Point of Zeite and the deso-

late islands situated towards the western side of the Straits

of Jubal, so named from one of them.
After working for a week among these islands, where the

fecundity of the sea is as wonderful as the sterility of the

adjacent land, we bore away for Eas Mahommed, the extreme
point of the peninsula of Mount Sinai, dividing the Gulf
of Suez on the one side from that of Akaba on the other.

Here terminated our researches with the dredge, as, in conse-

quence of our having got on more slowly than we anticipated,

some of our stores were becoming exhausted, and our water
putrid—a slight drawback to what had been truly a pleasure-

excursion. The climate was all that we could desire.

We encamped four days at Eas Mahommed before embark-
ing on our return, which we then did in earnest, and, as the

prevailing winds are from the north-west, thought ourselves

fortunate to reach Tur in a week, without stopping to dredge
by the way, though we, of course, encamped on shore every
night. Sending the collections and spare luggage on by the

boats, we proceeded by land, having engaged a sheik from the

neighbourhood of Mount Sinai, with twelve camels and as

many Arabs, to convey us to Suez, which we reached in seven
days, just fifty days after our departure from it.

Now as regards results.

The total number of species of Mollusca I obtained in the
Gulf of Suez (not including the Nudibranchiates, of which I
nreserved a few in spirits) amounts to some 818,^ of which 619
have been identified or described, the remaining 199 being
still undetermined.

,J
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.
In my list of named species will be found about 355 not

previously^ recorded as inhabiting the Red Sea; of these,

53, including 3 genera, are new to science, and have been
described by Mr. Henry and Mr. Arthur Adams. Also most
of the undetermined species will probably prove to be Jxe,Wy

and all of them additions to the Eed-Sea fauna.

Prof. Issel, of Genoa, has recently published a work upon
the shells of the Eed Sea, in which he enumerates 640 species

of recent Molliisca as all that are recorded from that district.

His list includes about 100 new species described by himself,

some of which had been previously figured, but not named or

described, by Savigny in the ' Description de I'Egypte.' As
he has inserted species upon the faith of various authors, it is

probable that tliere are some inaccura€ies in his catalogue, as

m the case of Nassa circumcincta^ which appears to be included

on the authority of Reeve. Not only did I not obtain this

species in the Grulf of Suez, but I did find it in the Mediterra-

nean, on the coast of Syria, in company with N. gihhosula.

The extraordinary dissimilarity between the fauna of the

Eed Sea and of the Mediterranean, w^hich has been frequently

remarked, and which appears to be confirmed by further re-^

searches on both sides of the isthmus (holding good with re^

spect to the other Invertebrata and fishes as well as the Mol-
lusca), shows that a barrier between the seas must have existed

from very remote time ; and this is not inconsistent with Prof.

Issel's statement that an examination of the geological condi-

tions of the isthmus leads to the conclusion that the tw^o seas

were united during the Eocene and Miocene periods.

It is trufe, as has been observed by the authority I have

quoted, that some of the Suez species appear to be bo nearly

related to their representatives in the Mediterranean and

Atlantic that it is easy to suppose that they may have been

originally the same and that their distinguishing characters

may have been acquired during the series of ages through

which they have been separated, though I could hardly

admit this with respect to all the species quoted by Issel as

Mediterranean eqmvalents. Such species, however, form but

a small percentage of the whole ; and I am not sure that more

remote localities, such as Japan and Australia, do not furnish

about as many examples of relationship to the European

fauna.

The number of Suez species that are common to Japan, the

Philippine Islands, Australia, the Sandwich Islands, &c. is

worthy of remark, as showing that the Mollusca of the Pacific

and Indian Oceans have a much wider distribution than those

of the Atlantic, where the shores of America possess but few
29*
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species in common with the coasts of Europe and Africa.

been

two
Suez and Japan, is to "be attributed to (while it is a proof of)

of the intervening seas.

kn

be
approach to a complete catalogue of the Mollusca of the Gulf

of Suez, much less to that of the Eed Sea, to which it forms

but a small contribution. Up to the very last we never returned

from a day's work without having added several species to ^V

our

do so. It is also remarkable in how many instances we ob-

tained only one or two examples of a species.

In addition to the Mollusca, we omitted no opportunity of

collecting specimens of other branches of zoology- The
Echinodermata, Crustacea, and Corals, together with the soft

animals and a few fishes, I presented to the British Museum,
with a request that any spare duplicates might be forwarded
to the public museums of Edinburgh and Liverpool. I have
received no particular account of them ; but Dr. Gunther in-

forms me that among the fishes was a new Hippocampus,

^
The sponges I sent to Dr. Bowerbank, on the express con-

dition that he was to give me a report on them ; but this I

have not y^t received. A small sponge which had casually

among
type

It is interesting as showing some affinity to the family of

Corals.

Of Cirripedia the only species met with in abundance was
TetracUta porosa. I obtained a few specimens of a species of

Acastay and a curious Pcectlasma attached to spines of a Ci~

daris. Prof. Lovdn informs me that it is closely allied to P.

ehurnea of Danvin, which was also found on the spines of an
Echinoderm in New Guinea. I think that it may very pos-
sibly prove to be identical.

N.B. In the following list the localities quoted which are

not within the limits of the Gulf of Suez are those from which
the respective species are recorded to have been previously
obtained.

Mollusca.

Cephalopoda.

Sepm Savtgnuiy Blainv. Frequent on the shore from Suez to Eas
Mahoramed.

Lefevrei, D'Orb. The &ame.

^
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1

Ptbropoda.

Hyalcea longirostris^ Desh. Frequent on the shore

quadridentata, Lesson. One specimen.

GrASTEROPOPA.
I

Mitrex crassispinaf Lam. Frequent in sand at moderate depth.
Eastern Seas.

{Chicoreus) anguliferus, Lam. Frequent at low water. Ceylon

( ) corrugatm^ Sow. Shore to 10 fathoms ; only young
specimens living. I^orth Australia.

( ) ramostcs^ Lam, JiTot rare; shore and shallow water.
Eastern seas.

, six species, undetermined; one specimen of each.

Fnsus marmoratuSy Ph. Suez, common at low water. Australia

(Juhes),

poltfffonoides. Lam. Tur and Jubal Island, abundant at low
water. Eastern Seas.

strigatus. Ph. Low water; two specimens.

Cassidulus (Volema) paradisiacuSy Ere. Abundant at low ^water.

Indiaa Ocean, Ceylon.

Cantharus (Tritonidea) rubigtnostiSy var., Eve. Two specimens, Has
Mahommed. Red Sea.

(
) funiculatus. Not rare ; shallow water, Eas Mahommed*

Turris grandis, Gray, small variety. Not rare; 5 f., Jubal Island.

Indian and Chinese Seas.

chigidiferiiSy Lam. Frequent; 5 f., Jubal Isl. Philippines Ac.

99
- ahhreviatus, Eve. Frequent; 5 f., Jubal Island.

- monilifentSy Pease. Not rare ; 5 f,, Jubal Isl. Sandwich Islands.

- hrevicandatuSy Eve. Not rare ; 5 f., Jubal Island. Philippines.

violaceus. Not rare; 10-20 f., sand. New Guinea, Philippines

(Hinds)^ &c.

sp. One specimen ; 5 f., Jubal Island.— (Surcida) radula, Hinds. 5 specimens^ small var. ; 5-10 f.

Straits of Malacca.
Dnlla flavidula. Lam. Frequent, dead on shore at Suez. China

and Japan.
- cagagane7isis, Eve. Not rare ; 2-5 f., sand, Tur to Eas Ma-

hommed. Philippines.

crenuTaris, Lam. One specimen ; 2-5 f., Jubal Island &c.

Tranquebar.
(Crassispira) tessellata, Hinds. Eaxe; 2-5 f., Jubal Island.

Straits of Macassar.

(Clavus) vidua, var.. Eve. Eare; 2-5 f., Jubal Island. Phi-

lippines.

, two species, undetermined.

DaphneUa Cumingn^ Powis. One specimen, young ; 2-5 t, Jubal

Island. Pacific.
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Baphnella rissoides, Eve. One specimen ; 2-5 f., Jubal Island.

Philippines

-

sp. One specimen ; 2-5 f., Jubal Island.

Defranda rubidciy var., Hinds. One specimen ; 2-5 f., Straits of

Jubal. Philippines, New Guinea, &c,

tritonoides^ Eve. Three specimens, young ; 2-5 f., Straits of

Jubal. Philippines.

micay Ph. Pour specimens. Straits of Jubal.

polynesiensis y Eve, Two specimens ; Straits of Jubal. Lord

Hood's Island {Cuming).

, twenty-six species, undetermined.

Cytliara triticea, Kiener. Not rare. Indian Ocean. ^'

turricvlay Eve. Two specimens, Philippines.

capillacea^ Eve. Five specimens. Philippines.

, hine species, undetermined.

lippines.

(if. pallida, Rve.?). Not rare. Phi-

undetermined
Tritonium tritonis, Linn. Saw a specimen in hands of fishermen.

Eastern seas.

cegrotitmy Eve. One specimen ; shore, Eas Mahommed. China.

{SimpvJuYii) riiheculum^ Linn. Two specimens, Jubal Island,

Philippines &c.

( );pileure^ Lam. ? One specimen, yoimg ; Tur. Philip-

pines &c.

( ) aquatilis, Eve. Two specimens, dead ; Eas Mahommed.
Philippines &c.— (Gutturinum) gallinago, Eve. Three specimens, dead; Eas
Mahommed. Philippines.

'hiU

( ) trilineatum^ Two specim

— (Epidromtis) hracteatum, Hinds. Four specimens, Eas Mahom-
med. Philippines and Marquesas,— ( ) lutivaricosuniy Eve. Three specimens, Eas Mahommed.

( ) Sowerhiij Eve. One specimen, young ; Jubal Island.

ena) cingxdatxim^ Eve. One specimen, young ; Jubal Is-

land. Philippines.

Pacific.

Disto
y two species, undetermined ; Eas Mahommed.

at Jubal Island. Ceylon, Philippines, Scq,

ifoniciy Bolten. Shore, dead ; not rare at Eas Mahommed.
Philippines.

Schum Philippines.

( ) nffinisy Brod. Shore, dead; frequent at Eas Mahom-
med. Pacific Ocean &c.

(ApoHon) concinnay Ph. One specimen living, one dead; Eas
Mahommed. Eed Sea.

( ) pusilla. Bred. One specimen, dead, at Eas Mahommed.
,

Mauritius, Pacific Islands, Philippines.

\
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to5ro5€aiw5,var., Hinds. Two specimens ; 5 f., sand, Jubal Island.
Philippines, Moluccas.

j

Nassa coronula, A. Ad. Frequent; shore to 5 f., Straits of Jubal
&c. Philippines.

piillm, Linn. Is^'ot rare ; shore to 5 f,. Straits of Jubal &c.
Philippines.

RumpJdi^ Desh. Two specimens, Straits of Jubal &q. Phi-
lippines.

(NiotJia) gemyntilata. Eare, dead; 5 f., Straits of Jubal &c.
Philippines,

( ) nodicostata, A. Ad, One, dead; shore. Straits of
Jubal &c. Persian Gulf {Col. Pelly)^ Philippines.

( ) Kieneri^ Desh. Frequent ; shore to 5 f., Straits of
Jubal ike. Eeunion.

I
( ) deiisigmiiata, A. Ad. One specimen ; 5 f., Straits of

Jubal. Philippines.

(Uzita) pyJchella^ A. Ad. Rare; 5 f., Straits of Jubal &c.
Cape of Good Hope.

, two species, undetermined. •

Teinostoma, sp. One specimen. •

Pitrptira (Thalessa) echinata,'B[amY. Eare; shallow water, Straits

of Jubal. Singapore {LeschTce).

(Polytropa) Qmyi, Eve, One specimen. Straits of Jubal. New
Zealand.

lopas sertum, Lam. One specimen, young ; Eas Mahommed,
unfreq

Anaa, Pacific (Cuming),

'ntadactylus alholahris^ ]

Eas Mahommed. Philippines ifcc.

shallow

arachnoideSy'L^m. Several; shore, dead, Eas Mahommed.
Philippines &c.

/3

Seychelle Islands.

Tiorridus, Lam. One specimen, from dealer at Suez, Philip-

pines.

(Sistrum) anaxareSy D'Orb. One specimen, dead ; Eas Mahom-
med. Lord Hood's Island, Natal.

( ) dealbatits, Eve. Several, Eas Mahommed.

( ) cTinjsosfonia^ Desh. Three specimens. Philippines.

( ) ochrostonia, Eve. One specimen.

( )fiscillum & var., Chemn. Not rarft; on reefs, Suez to

Eas Mahommed. Philippines.

( ) Savignyi, Desh. Common on reefs, Tur to Eas Ma-
hommed. Eed Sea.

( ) tubermlatus, Blainv. Common on reefs, Tur to Eas

Mahommed. Pacific Islands.

( ) spectntni, Eve. One specimen. Philippines.

( ) asper, var., Lam. Not rare ; shallow water, Straits

of Jubal. Philippines,

( ), sp. Not rare, Straits of Jubal.
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Bapana bulhosa^ Solander. Not rare ; shore^ dead. Eastern seas.

Philippines.

) costidariSf Blainv. Shore, dead; rare.

( ) galeay Chemn. Shore, dead; rare, Philippines.

( ) exarattiSy Pease. Rare ; shore, Straits of Jubal.

( ') maclre^oiianuSj A. Ad. Frequent on coral. Eastern

Seas.

Campulotus {Magilus) antiquus^ Montfort. Common in old Madre-
pore on the islands. Eastern seas.

LeptocomJixis Lamarckiil, Desh. In Madrepore, Eas Mahommed.
Manritius.

Harpa crassUy Ph. Kot unfrequent on shore at Eas Mahommed and

Jubal Island. Eed Sea,

Dactylus hiflatuSy Lam.

Anctlla crassa. Sow. Sand at low water ; frequent. Eed Sea.

lineolatay A. Ad. Sand at low water; rare. Eed Sea.

ovalisj Eve. Sand at low water ; rare. Eed Sea,

striolata, Sow. Sand at low water ; frequent. Eed Sea.

Mahommed. Persian

Fasciolaria AudomnL Dead on shore, Eas Mahommed. Eed Sea.

Latiims turrit'us, Gmel. (Jineatits, Lam.). Six specimens- Eas Ma-
hommed. Philippines.

(PUcatella) polygonm, Grdel. Dead ; rare, Eas Mahommed.
Philippines

Linn. Abundant on reefs. Moluccas &c.

Mitra
5 f., sand, Jubal Island. Eed Sea.

(^ScahricoJa^ joreiiosa, Eve. Six specim

Island.

living:

( ^pura, A. Ad. Five specimens ; sand at 5 f., Jubal Island.

Sandwich
( ), Bp, Four specimens ; sand at 5 f., Jubal Island.

( Cancilla) amcenaj A. Ad. One specimen ; sand at 5 f,, Jubal

Island.

( Chrysame) AntonelU, Dohm. One specimen.

( ) fragra, Quoy. One specimen. China, Philippines

Lord Hood's Island.

— ( ) planilirata, Eve. One specimen.— ( ) Wisemarii?, Dohm. One specimen

( ) Pharaonis, Issel. One specimen.

Volumitra ?, sp. One specimen.

Turricula (CosteUaria ?) osiridis, IsseL Four specimens

Has a broad brown or black band.

( ) ecMnatay A. Ad. Three specimens

( specimen. Sandwich
(- ) puhhellaf Eve. ? One specimen. Barbadoes.

( ) nodolyrata, A. Ad. Two specimens.
( ) eleven species, undetermined.
{Pusid) Jidimlaj Gd. One specimen.

( ) hehroeay Lam. One specimen.

.V
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1

Turncula (Pusia) pardalis, Kuster. Two specimens.
( ) tiisa, Eve. One specimen. Philippines.

I (
) glandiformis y Eve. Five specimens.

- ( )> sp. Two specimens.

I Strigatella, Three species, undetermined.

I CoUmheJla fiavida, Sow. Not rare, Tur and Jubal Island.

poecila^ Sow. Freijuent, Tur ; sand, shallow water. Philip-
pines.

spectrum, Eve. Moderate, Tur ; sand. Philippines.

tringa, Lam. Eare, Jubal Island; 5. f.

• turturina, Lam. Eare, Jubal Island j 5 f. Philippines.

, three species, undetermined.
(Nitidella) minima, Gask. Abundant in 30-40 f., Straits of

Jubal.

( ), two species, undetermined.
(Mitrella) albina, Kiener. Eare ; 5-10 f.. Straits of Jubal.

Philippines.

(Atilia) catispersa, Gask. Frequent j 5-10 f., Jubal Island.

Philippines.

( ) haculusj Eve. Eare; 5-10 f., Jubal Island. China.

Engina mendicaria. Lam. Abundant at low water, Jubal Island.

Philippines.

Marginella pygmcea, Issel. Sand, shore to 5 f.

Savignyi, Issel. Sand, shore to 5 f.

suezensisy Issel. Sand, shore to 5 f.

Erato nana, Due. One specimen.
Cadium pomum,, Linn. Eare, Eas Mahommed. Society and Philip-

pine Islands, &c.

Ringicula acuta. Ph. Not rare; 5-10 f., sand.

Lamellaria, sp. Eare.
Natica asetlus, Eve. Not rare ; shore, Eas Mahommed, Australia.

marmorata, H. Ad, fide H. Adams. 2-5 f., sand. (Morch

questions the species being identical.) Canary Islands (R. M,).-— maroccana, Chemn., several varieties. Frequent; shore to

5 f., sand. Canary Islands, Pacific, <fec.

Ruma melanostomcij Lam. Not common ; shore, dead, Eas Mahom-
med. SeycheUe Islands.

simice, Chem. Eare ; shore, dead, Eas Mahommed. Philip-

pines.

Mamma Cumingiana, 'Rye, Eare; shore, dead, Eas Mahommed.
Philippines. v#

mamilla, Lam. Moderate; shore, dead, Eas Mahommed.
Philippines.

Natidna Lamarclcia^ia, Eecl. Eare ; shore, dead, Eas Mahommed.
Seniicassis {Casmaria) torquatay Eve., & var. Shore, dead, Eas

Mahommed, New Holland.

( ) vihex, Linn. One specimen ; shore, dead, Eas Mahom-
med. PhiKppines.

Scala Fenissacci, Audouin. Two specimens.

Jomardi, Audouin. Seven specimens.
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Scala, seven species, undetermined.

Cirsostrema aUenuata, Pease. Two specimens. Sandwicli Islands.

Acvs crenulata, Lara. Not rare. Moluccas and Pacific.

consohrina, Desh. Not rare. Red Sea.

duplicatay Lam. Frequent. Chinaj Indian Ocean, E. Africa,

— maculata, Lam. On shore, in bad condition. Philippine and

Society Islands, Australia, Moluccas, Persian Gulf, &c.

nimbosa, Hinds* Two specimens. Red Sea.

(Abretia) Jtctilis^ Hinds. Two specimens. Australia.

Terehra babylonia, Lam. Four specimens. China, Sandwich Islands.

dnguliferaj Lam. One specimen, Philippines, Marquesas.

lima^ Desh. Four specimens. China seas.

ligata. Hinds. Two specimens. Marquesas,

species undetermined. One specimen.

{Mynrella) affinis, Gray. Frequent, Tubal Island. Philip-

pines, Seychelle Islands, &c.

( ) coIumellariSy Hinds. One specimen, Tubal Isl. Tahiti.

( ) vanegataj Gray. Not rare, Tubal Island. West Africa,

California.

Pyramidella gracilis^ A. Ad. Rare ; 12-20 f., sand. Philippines.

corrugata^ Lam. Moderately rare ; 4 f. Mauritius.

mitralisy A. Ad. Not rare. Four specimens ; 4 f. Philippines.

sufeuZato, A. Ad. Rare; 10-20 f. (rose-colour). Philippines.

Obelisms pusilluSy A. Ad. Rare. Philippines.

sidcatm, A. Ad. Frequent ; 2-5 f. Tahiti.

Kieneri, Issel. Six specimens ; 2-5 f.

I

tessellatus^ Miill. Not rare ; 2-5 f. Island of Masbate.

vitrens, A. Ad. One specimen, Tapan {A. Ad.).

Syrnola ptdehella, A. Ad. Rare. Tapan (A. Ad.),

acliSy A. Ad. Three specimens, Philippines (Cuming).
ackuhia, A. Ad. Rare. Philippines and Tapan {A. Ad.).

luciduy A. Ad. One specimen, n. sp. (A. Ad.).
pupinay A. Ad. Two specimens. Tapan {A. Ad.).

siihidina^ A. Ad. One specimen. Tapan (A. Ad.).
Orina pingtdcula, A. Ad. One specimen, n, g.

Agatha vitrea^ A. Ad. One specimen, n. sp.

Turbondia bifasciata, A. Ad. Rare, China (A. Ad,).

aciculansj A. Ad. Rare. Philippines (Cuming).
metuJu, A, Ad. Rare, Tapan (A. Ad.).
Candida

J A. Ad. Rare. Philippines (Cuming),

fiiscay A. Ad, Rare. Philippines (Cuming),
decussata. A, Ad. Rare. China Sea (A. Ad.),

scltvla, A. Ad. One specimen. China Sea(^. Ad.).

modica, A. Ad. One specimen. Tapan (A. Ad.).
Mamida Macandrece. Rare ; n. sp., Tubal Island.

?, sp., young. One specimen. •
Chrysalida, two species, undetermined.
Odostomia, five species, undetermined.
OscilJa anmdata^ A. Ai Four specimens.
Leucotina modestu, A. Ad. Three specimens.
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Monoptygma fulva, A. Ad. Three specimens. Philippines {Cum.).
Styhptygma lendix, A, Ad. Four specimens. Japan (A. Ad.).— nivea, A. Ad. One specimen, n. sp.

Myoma casta, A. Ad. Two specimens. China seas (A. Ad.).
Eidima acuta, A. Ad. Eare; 20 f. Philippines.

opaca ?, Sow. Eare.

sidyanguJatay Sow. Eare. Indian Oceanr
five species, undetermined.

Leiostraca, sp. Eare.

Styliferina callosa^ A. Ad. One specimen, n, sp.

go?iioc7ieilay A. Ad. One specimen. Japan (A. Ad.).
Ifiso cayididula (young), A. Ad. One specimen. Philippines.

Cingulina drcinata, A. Ad. Two specimens. Japan {A. Ad.).
Cerithiopsis dathratay A. Ad. Eare. Philippines.

hacillum^ Issel. Two specimens.

, two species, undetermined.

Alaha imhricata^ A. Ad, Not rare. Japan {A. Ad.)^

lucida, A. Ad. One specimen. Japan (A. Ad.).

Diola varia, A. Ad. Frequent. Japan {A. Ad.).

suturalis, A. AA. One specimen. Philippines {Citming).

sucdnctay A. Ad. Three specimens

?, sp. Two specimens.

Scalenostoma Deshayesii^ n. sp. One specimen.

Genus undetermined.

>j jj

Torinia perspectivuncula, Chemn. Eare; shore. Pacific.

Gonus (Stepkanoconiis) Uvidus, Hwass. One specimen; shall

water, Jubal Island. Society and Philippine Islands.

( ) Buppelliiy Eve. One specimen

Island. Eed Sea.

arenatus, Hwaas. Frequent ; shallow

Jubal Island. Ceylon &c.

(^Coronaxis) abbreviatus, WuttalL One specimen; shallow

water^ Jubal Island. Sandwich Islands.

( ) fidgetruMy Sow. One specimen ; shallow water, Jubal

Island. Eed Sea.

( )
pusilluSy Chenm. Frequent; shallow water, Jubal

Island, Seychelle Islands.

flavldusy Lam. Four specimens ; shallow

water, Jubal Island. Society Islands.

( ) tesselJatiiSy Bom. Nc

Jubal Island. Cevlon, Mauritius

(small); shall

( ) Virgo, Linn. One specimen, living; shallow water,

Jubal Island. Ceylon &c.

Leptoconus (EMzocontis) Uneatus. One specimen, living, large

;

shallow water, Jubal Island. Ceylon, Philippines.

(-—) nudaccamts?, Hwass. One specimen, dead; shallow

water, Jubal Island. Malacca.— ( ) nemocanm, Hwass, One specimen, living; shallow

water, Jubal Island. Pacific, Mauritius.
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Leptoconus (Bhizoconiis) sumatrensis^ Lam. Two specimens, living;

shallow water, Jubal Island. Sumatra.

(Chelyconus) Adansoniy Lam. Three specimens ; shallow

water, Jubal Island. Australia.

( ) erythrceensis, Beck. One specimen, living ; shallow

water, Jubal Island. Eed Sea.

( ) tceniatnsy Hwass. Abundant; low water, Gaysoom
Island. China seas.

Cylinder vkarius. Shore, dead; not rare, Tur. Mauritius.

Hermes m($sateU<z, Shore, dead ; not rare, Jubal Island. Society

and Philippine Islands.

Stromhus (Monodactyhis) tricorniSy Mart. Low water ; frequent at

Suez. Philippines, West Indies ?

{Gallinula) deformzSj Gray. Three specimens,, dead ; Jubal

Island. Australia.

{Canarium) elegans, Sow. Six specimens; 3-10 f., Jubal

Island. Philippines.

( )fasciatits, Bom. One specimen, living, Jubal Island

dead on shore at Suez &c. Ked Sea.

I

—
{ ) gibhendus, Linn. Very abimdant on reefs at Eas

Mahommed. Phihppine and Society Islands.

( ) fi(Stformi$, Sow. Three specimens, Jubal Island.

Forth Australia.— ( ) RuppeUiiy Eve. Two specimens, Jubal Isl. Red Sea.

( ) terehellatus, Sow. Two specira., Jubal Isl. Philippines.

( ) JloriduSj 'Ln.va. Frequent, Jubal Island. Philippines.

ffarpago (Heptadactylus) Sebce^ Valenciennes. Not rare at 4f., Tur
and Jubal Island. Society Islands.

Oladius magnus. Not rare ; dead on shore. Red Sea.

Terebellum suhulatum f Lam. Pour specimens; 12 f., sand, Straits

of Jubal. China and Sooloo archipelago {Ad.).

C^prcea ^mbriata i Gmel. Abundant on shore, dead; Zeite Point.

Japan,

carneola, Lam. Not rare ; reefs, Tux &e. Pacific Ocean.
tdlpaj Linn. Not rare, dead. Eastern seas.

erythr<eensiSf Beck. One specimen, dead ; Zeite Point- Red Sea.

Isabella^ Linn. One specimen, in good condition ; Zeite Point.

Mauritius.

Macandrcei, Sow., n. sp. One specimen, in good condition

;

Zeite Point.

Aricia re<iC«Zato,Martyn. Frequent, from fishermen. Eastern seas.

anntduSy Linn. Shore. Eastern seas.

moneta, Linn. Shore, dead. Pacific Ocean.
Luponia caurica, Linn. Not rare ; from fishermen, Tur. Eastern seas.

erosa, Linn, Not rare ; from fishermen, Tux. Ceylon, Mauritius.

?eniigpinosa. Gray, One specimen, dead; 4 f., Jubal Island.

.^

Ceylon.

lynx^ Linn. Frequent, from fishermen. Pacific Islands,

Ceylon, Mauritius.

pantherina, Solander. Frequent, from fishermen. Red Sea.
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Luponia turdus, Linn. Frequent, from fishermen.
Trivia oryza, Lam. Shore, rare ; Straits of JubaL Philippines-

tremeza, HmgIob. Shore; two specimens. Eas Mahommed.
"West Indies, Sandwich Islands,— (Pustularia) mtcletts. Two specimenSj Jubal Island.

(Epona) cicercida, Gmel. On shore, in bad condition. Pacific.

Amphiperas, sp. Rare; 8 f., on coral.

CeritMum adenense^ var., Sow. Pive to ten f. ; not rare. Persian
QxM {Col. Felly).

cceruleurriy Sow. Low water ; frequent. Red Sea.

bifmciatumy Sow. Low water, dead; five specimens, Philip-

pines

gracthj Pease. Low water, dead ; two specimens.

dialeucum, Ph. Shallow water ; rare. Philippines.

erythrceense, Lam. Low water ; frequent. Red Sea.

- granulatum, Forsk. Low water ; moderate. Red Sea.

- lacteum, Kiener. Shore, dead ; rare. Philippines.
,

- morumy Lam. Shore ; one specimen. Madagascar.
- rarimaculatumy Sow. Shore, dead ; rare. PhiKppines.
- rostratum, Sow. Six f, ; rare. Philippines.

- rugOSurnf^ooi. Shallow water; moderate. Philippines.

Ruppellii, Ph. Shore and shallow water; abundant. Red Sea.

scahridum. Ph. Shallow water; moderate. Red Sea.

- echinatum, Sow. Shore, dead ; one specimen. Society Islds.

tuherculatiim, YaT.fJjinn. Shore, dead; moderate. Philippines.

turriculum, Sow. Rare ; 5 f. Philippines.

columna^ Sow. Shore and shallow water, several varieties

;

not rare, Ras Mahommed Ac. Philippines.

interstriatum^ Sow. Shallow water ; rare.

- ^'^™?!7' ^"^
I , I Frequent ; low water. Philippines.

- moni Itferitm^ 1)uiresne r
J

^ '
^^

variegatum^ Quoj. Shallow water, rare. Philippines.

spatJiuUfenmt^ Sow. Five f-; rare.

, three species, undetermined.

Vertagus fasciatusy Brug. Two specimens, living; 6 f., Jubal Island.

Philippines.

Kochiy Ph. Frequent ; 4-6 f., Jubal Island. East Africa.

recurvus, Sow. Frequent ; 5-10 f., Jubal Island.

, sp. One specimen.

Colina contraeta. Sow. Shore ; rare.

Bittium tenuey Sow. Shore ; one specimen. Port Lincoln.

Triphoris corrugata, 'Rinia, Rare; 10-30 f. China.

mkansy Hinds. One specimen ; 10-30 f. New Guinea.

ornatUy Desh, Not rare; 10-30 f. West Indies.

rtd)ra, Hinds. Rare ; 10-30 f. Sandwich Islands, N. Ireland.

granulata, Ad. & Rve. Not rare ; 10-30 f. China Sea.

, two species, undetermined.

Cerithidea (Pirenella) CaiUaudi, Potiez & Mich. Abundant on shore.

Red Sea.

( ), sp. Abundant on shore.
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Littorina {Melaraphe) intermedia^ Ph. Low water, rare ; Kas Ma-
hommed &c. New Holland, Philippines, Tahiti.

Tectarius miUegranits^ Ph, Between tide-marks, rare ; Has Mahom-
med. Red Sea.

Between tide-marks, ahundant: Has Mahom-suhnodosus, Ph. Between tide-marks, ahundant;

med &c. Red Sea.

Modulus ccmdidiiSy Petit. Rare ; one specimen, living, on coral, 4 f.

Sandwich Islands.

Risella Sismondiy Issel. Frequent, shore.

Fossarus trochlearis, A. Ad. Shore ; one specimen. Eastern Seas

(Pegu, Burmah).
Planaxis hreviculuSy Desh. Low water ; frequent.

Savignyiy Desh. Low water ; frequent.

sitccinctay A. Ad. Low water; rare, dead.

grisea, Lam. Low water ; frequent.

Ceratia pyrgiday A. Ad., n. sp. Two specimens.

Rissoina clathrata, A. Ad. Two specimens; shore, Zeite Point.

Australia, Philippines.

spiratciy Sow. Prequent ; shore, Zeite Point and Tnr. Aus-
tralia, Philippines.— tridentata, Mich. Prequent ; shore, Zeite Point and Tur.

lWI

scalariformiSy C. B. Ad. Not rare ; shore, Zeite Point and Tur.

Berthelotiy Audouin. Not rare ; Zeite Point and Tur.

erythrcea, Ph. One specimen.

, three species, undetermined*
Hydrohia ?, six species, imdetermined
Bya'i

concinna^ A. Ad*, n. sp.

plumula'y A. Ad. Japan.
Microstelma concinna, A. Ad., I suspect to have hecn d

-a worn and broken specimen of Rissoina spirata.

Corena tubercidifera, A. Ad., n. g. One specimen.
Rissoa gracilis^ A. Ad., n. sp. One specimen.

, sp. One specimen.

Chiohia mirifera, A. Ad. Four specimens. Japan.
Fenellu piipoides, A. Ad. Freqnent. Japan {A. Ad.).

scabra, A. Ad. Frequent. Japan (A. Ad,),

reticulata, A. Ad. Frequent. Japan (A. Ad,),

ifodncfay A. Ad. One specimen. Japan {A, Ad,)
TurriteUa toridosa, Iviener. Not rare in 12-20 f.

Jiammidata, Kiener. Two specimens, in bad condition. Red
Sea.

—, four species, undetermined.
Cacum, sp. Two specimens.
Vermehts erucay Lam. Frequent.
Xenophora solanoides, Rve. Few specims. in 12 f,, sand. Philippines.

Cahjptra dormitoria, Rve. Two specimens ; shore. Philippines.

, sp. Three specimens ; shore.

Conchlolepas granulosa, A. Ad. One specimen.
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AmaltJtea australis, Quoy & Gaim, Shore to 5 f. ; not unfrequent
on shells. Australia.

conica, Schumacher, Two specimens.

VamJcoro rugatay A. Ad. Not unfrequent on shore, Zeite Point,

Tur, &c. Reunion.

sp. Kot unfrequent on shore, Zeite Point.

Neritops

Nerita RtimpMi^ Eecluz. Not rare ; low water. Philippines.

(Pila) quadricolory Chemn. Low water. Red Sea.

(Theliostyla) marmorata^ Eecluz. Low water ; frequent.

( ) sanguinolenta y Menke. Low water ; not rare.

Smaragdia (Vitta) FeuiUetiy Audouia. Shore to 2d f. ; frequent.

( ), sp. Not unfrequent ; 20-30 f.

Eutropia Brongniarti, Audouin. Shore ; not unfrequent.

llneolaia, Wood. Not unfrequent; 2-6 f. Mauritius.

variegatcty Lam. 2-6 f. ; frequent, Australia.

(Tricolia) splendida. 2-6 f. ; rare. Bed Sea.

Turho petholatuSy Linn. Shore, dead, Ras Mahommed. Philippines.

Reeveiiy Ph. ? One specim., small ; shore, dead, Ras Mahommed.
piistulatuSy Brocchi. Two specimens ; shore, dead*

arsinoensiSy Issel. One specimen ; shore.

sp. Three specimens, one living ; 5 f.

Senechis Cliemnitzianusy Rve. Low water; abundant. Red Sea.

, two species, undetermined.
Collonia armiUata^ A. Ad. Not frequent. Australia.

Liotiay sp. Ten specimens.

Cyclostrema cingulifemy A. Ad. Nine specimens.

. two snecies. undetermined.
Genus undetermined. One specimen.

Morchia ohvoluia, A. Ad. Two specimens. Japan.

Umbonium roseum, Lam. One specimen, dead. Indian seas, Per-

sian Gulf.

Isanda Emprichiiy IsseL Frequent, on shore &c.

Ethaliay sp. Not rare ; 10-20 f.

Cardinalia vtrgata, Gmel. Shore; not frequent. East Indies.

Tecttts dentaiusy Forsk. Low water; abundant. Red Se

ifund,

( ), sp. One specimen.

Abundant ; low water.

Clanculus Pharaonisy Linn. Shore, dead, Zeite Point &c. Red Sea.

sp. Frequent, with varieties ; shallow water.

Monodonta damUy Ph. Low water ; abundant. Red Sea.

Euchelus foveofatuSy A. Ad. Rare; 8-10 f.

exasperatuSy A. Ad. One specimen.

{Pernnea) steUatUy A. Ad. Rare; 8-10 f.

Tkalotia ohscuroy var., Wood. Not rare; 2-5 f.
^
Natal.

ZizipMnus fagumy Ph. One specimen. Australia.

, sp. One specimen.

Margaritay two species, undetermined.

Gibhuluy two species, undetermined.

SoJariella scalariformtSy Sow* »
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Forskalia decUvis^ Forsk. Frequent ; shallow water. Red Sea.

,
sp. On shore*

Stomatia duplicata. Sow. Eare; living in 8-10 f. Philippines.

phymotis^ Helb. Frequent on shore, dead; living in 5 f.

Philippines.

Stomatella arabica, A. Ad. One specimen.

, two species undetermined.

6ena lutea. Lam. Not unfrequent. Eastern seas.

nigra, Quoy & Gaim. Two specimens. Sandwich Islands.

varia^ A. Ad. Few specimens. Philippines.

Hdliotis scutuJum, Eve. Not nufrequent on shore ; dead.

Lucapina Ruppellii, Sow, Shore; frequent. Eed Sea.

, sp. Low water ; frequent.

Macrochisma megatrema^ A. Ad. Eare ; shore, dead.

Cemoria, sp. One specimen.

RimuTa exquisitay A. Ad. One specimen. Philippines.

Eraarginula incisuray A. Ad. One specimen,

Ciivierij Audouin. Three specimens, dead.

, three species, imdetermined.
Kesta Candida, H. Ad., n. g. One specimen.
Hematoma panhiensisy Quoy & Gaim. Shore ; several varieties-

Philippines.

?, sp. One specimen ; living on coral^ Jubal Island.

sp. One specimen ; dead.

Scutiis granulatuSy Brug. Eare ; dead, Eas Mahommed. Philippines.

(Tugali), sp. Two specimens; dead.

Dentalium Belcheri, Sow. Not rare ; 10 to 30 f. East-India Islands.

I

^ \

hisexangulatuviy Sow. One specimen. Java.

hngitrorsum. One specimen ; 20 f. Philippines.

, eight species, undetermined.
Cadidus gadus. Not unfrequent ; 20-30 f.

. sp. Rare ; 20-30 f.

Scittellina cancellata, Pease. Three specimens ; dead.
j

Patella rota, Chemn. Frequent between high and low water. Mo-
lamhique.

hiradiatay Eve. Eare, between high and low water. China

Sea.

, five species, undetermined.
Lophyrus affinis, IsseL Frequent ; several varieties.

AcantJiopleurus spiniger, Sow. Frequent (teste Carpenter), Pacific

and Philippine Islands,

Tonicia mezsnsiSy Eve. Not frequent.

AcantTiocliites coarctaiiis, Sow. One specimen. Philippines.

scutiger^ Ad. & Eve. Eare.
Bticcinuliis coccinatus, Eve. Eare ; five specimens. New Guinea.

suturalisy A. Ad. Three specimens.

J

^.

iessellatus, A. Ad. Ten specimens. Eed Sea.

Mydatina pTiystSy var., linn. Three specimens. Mauritius.

Cylichna decussata^ A. Ad. Not common. China Sea.

VUUrsii, Audouin. Not common.
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Cylichna hipUcata, A. Ad. Four specimens.
.
China Sea,

,
sp. Frequent.

pntvisculusy Ehreuberg. Frequent.
{Menestia) hizona, A. Ad. Rare. China Sea,

Tornatina olivmformis^ Issel. iNot rare.

, five species, undetermined.
Volvula acuminata, Brug. Two specimens. Britain, European Seas.
BuUa^ ampulla, Linn. Shore ; not common in good condition.

Philippines.

Ilaminea tenera, A. Ad. . Three specimens.
vitrea, A. Ad. Five specimens. Philippines.

sp. Not rare.

Atys allcula, A. Ad. Abundant ; living in 5-20 f. Bed Sea.

Bhrenhergi^ Issel. Shore; dead.

naucum, var., Linn. Dead. Borneo.
succisa, Ehrenb. Dead. Bed Sea.

(Dinia) dentifera, A. Ad. Dead. Lord Hood's Island.

, two species, undetermined.
Philine Vaillantiy Issel. Common on shore ; living in 3-5 f,

J sp. One specimen, with gizzard.

SmaragdineUa^ sp. Two specimens, dead.

lanthina hifida ?, Nuttall. Shore ; dead. Pacific Ocean.

Melampus, sp. Shore ; dead.
Marimda {Monica), four species, undetermined,

Plecotrema, two species, undetermined. Shore, Suez.

Siphona^na kurrachensis, Bve. Between high and low water

;

abundant. Kurrachee.

> two species, undetermined. Bas Mahommed.

Coi^CHIPEKA,

Barnea erythrcea, Gray. One valve, Suez.

Teredo (Vperofis) pupina, Desh. Shore &c., on shells
;

RoceUaria Retziij Desh. One specimen. Beunion.

Ruppelliiy Desh. Frequent.
BrecTiites {Aspergillum) vaginifemm, Lam. Shore; broken. Bed

Sea.

Sole7i aspierstiSyDuuk. Two specimens, young; 10 f. Japan.

carneusy Lam. lOf, Philippines.

Cultellus marmoratiis ?, Dunk, Bare ; 10 f.

sp. A fragment.
MacM {Azov) coarctata, Gml. Bare; 10 f. Britain, iTed., &c.

Corhula sidculosa, H. Ad., n.sp. Frequent; 20-40 f.

erythrcea, H. Ad., n. sp. Bare ; 20-40 f.

SpJi^nia RuppeUti, A. Ad. Three and a half specimens, in coral.

Oryptomya decurtata, A, Ad. One valve. PhiKjipines.

Anatina suhrostrata, Lam. Shore ; not rare.

Eucharis angidata, H. Ad. One valve ; n. sp.

Necera (Cardtomya) pidchella, H. Ad., n. sp. Bare ; 10-30 f.

Trigonella acliathia, Chem. Bare; 10 f. Philippines

na Frequent at low -^'atej- Bed Sea.

& Mag, N. Hist. Ser.4. Volyl 30
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Standella (Mero^e) Solanderi, Gray. Shore, rare ; Ras Mahommed.
Moluccas.

Asaphis violascens^ Forsk. Eare. Red Sea.

Gari dispar^ Desh. Eare. Philippines.

elegans^ Desh. Eare. Philippines,

pallida^ Lam. Eare.

PsammoteUa oblonga, Desh. Common^ Suez. Red Sea.

Tellina (TeUinellci) excultay Gould. 6-10 f.

;

rare ; four

Torres Straits,

(-—") Listeria Hanley. Shore ; rare. Senegal.

( ) PharaoniSy Hanley. Shore ; rare. Eed Sea.

— ( ) rugosa. Born, iffew California.

— ( ) Woodii, Desh.— ( ) resecta^ Desh. One valve. IN'.E. Australia.

— ( ) venxtsta, Desh. Sandwich Islands.

— ( ) eri/thrceensiSs H. Ad.— (^Mcera) siKculciy A. Ad. "W. Columhia.— (Arcophagia) capsoides, Lam, Philippines^ Australia.— ( ) Isseli, H. Ad.j n. sp.— ( ) Savigmjij H. Ad., n. sp.— ( ) scohinata, Linn. Eare; shore. Society and Philip-

pine Islands.— (Peroncea) casea, G. B. Sow. Eare.— ( ) nitenSy Desh. One specimen.— ( ) prodiictay H, Ad., n. sp.— ( ) pura^ H. Ad., n. sp.— ( ) triradiata, H. Ad., n. sp,— ( ) rosacea, H. Ad,, n. sp.— ( ) ladecty H. Ad., n. sp.

( ) erytJirceensis, H. Ad., n. sp.

- (Peronceodertna) simplex^ H. Ad., n. sp.

~ {Angulus) pusilla^ H. Ad., n. sp.

~
( ) vernaliSf Hanley? Eare. Singapore.

{Tellenides) ovalis, Sow. (Yalves.) Molucca, Philippines.

V

Macomn trimcata, Jonas. Valves. Manilla

TelUdora pusiTla, H. Ad,, n. sp. Eare ; = Gouldia lameXlata, Issel.

Liicinopsis {Lajonkaina) elegans, H. Ad,, n. sp.

Scrobicidcma (lacra) segchellarumj A. Ad. Eare ; 10-20 f. Sey-

chelle Islands.

Semele Macandrece, H. Ad,, n. sp. Eare.

PajjJiia gJabrata^ Gmel. Prequent ; 2-10 f. Australia.

ErvUia scaliola^ Issel. Eare ; 15-25 f.

Venus reticulata, Linn. Shore ; valves. Philippines, Madagascar.

Chione costelUferay Ad. & Eve. Frequent ; 15 f. Philippines.

pxdcliellay H, Ad., n. sp. Eare ; 15 f.

R'dmeriana, Issel. Frequent ; 10 f.

CalUstaJlorida.L'dm. Frequent; 10-20 f.

crocm?, Desh. Young; one specimen. Philippines.

Circe adenensis, Ph. Two specimens.
arahicay Chemn. Abundant ; several varieties ; shore. Eed Sea.

M
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GiTce corrugata, Chemu, Frequent ; 2-5 f. iN'ew Holland,
crocea, Gray. Frequent ; 2-10 f. ; two varieties. Red Sea.— lentiginosa, Chem. Frequent ; low water. Red Sea.— jpulchra, Desh. K'ot frequent ; low water. Red Sea.— Savignyi, Jonas, =jpectinata, var.. Lam. Low water. Indian

Ocean, Philippines, &c.

semiarata, Dunk. Two specimens.

sulcata^ Gray. Varieties frequent ; 2-10 f. Philippines.

lenticularisj Desh. Rare ; 6f. Australia.

(Liocoyichct) castrensis^ Linn, Rare. Indian Ocean.

( ) picta^ Born. Moderately rare ; two vara. Philipp

( ) hehrcea^ Lam, Rare, Persian Gulf (CoZ. Felly).

Dosinia erytlirostoma, Rve. 1 Shore to 5 f. ; moderately frequent.

erythrcea, Romer.
J

Aden.
hepatlca, Ph., and var. Rare ; Ras Mahommed. Natal.

variegatay var., Chemn. Rare
;
precisely resembling var. from

Moluccas. Australia, Philippines, Moluccas.
Clementia Cumingii, Desh. Valves ; shore.

Tapes Deshayesiij Hanley. 5 f. ; not abundant. Philippines.

testrix^ Chemn. 5 f. ; two specimens ; young. Indian Ocean,

New Holland.

RupeUaria macropTiyUa ^ Desh. Four specimens. Philippines*

Corallioj)haga cordlliophagay Gmel. One specimen. Philippines.

striolata^ H. Ad., n. sp.

Petricola HempricMi^ Issel. Not frequent in Madrepore. Philippines.

Cardium (Trachicardium) macuJosum^ Wood. Rare. W. Columbia.

astoderma) magnum^ Chemn. Valves ; on shore. Ceylon,

Madagascar, &c.

(—

)

( )
parvum, H, Ad., n. sp. Not conyn

( ) siieziensWy Issel. Frequent.

( ), sp. Not unfr

Lcevicardium pectinatum. A fragment.

Papyridea {Fidvia) papyracea, Chemn. Not common. Philippines.

( ) tenuicostataj Sow. Not common. New Holland.

Hemicardia (Fragum) carditcefonmSy Rve. Rare.

( ) nivalis, Rve. Not common. Philippines.

dia)fornicata, Sow. 5-20 f. ; rare.

( ), sp. One specimen
;
youn

{iMnulicardia) auricida, Forsk. Not common.

( ) suhretusa. Sow. Rare.

CTiama cornucopia, Rve. Frequent ; reefs.

foliaceay Quoy ? Rare ; reefs. Philippines.

reflexa, Rve. Common; shallow water. N. Australia

EiippeUii, Rve. Common ; shallow water. Red Sea.

Chametrachcea elongata, Lam. 4 f. ; reefe. Philippines.

rwc??>, Rve. 4f. ; reefs. Philippines.

la dentifera, Jonas, Rare ; 5-20 f. Ited Sea.

Fischeriana, Issel. Common on shore at Suez.

Semperiana, Issel. Frequent in 5-10 f.

30*
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Lttcina eleganSy H, Ad., n. sp.

concinnay H. Ad., n. sp.

Fieldingif H. Ad., n, sp.

{Cyclas) quadrimaciilata "^^ ^ D'Orb.

( ) MacandrecBy H. Ad,, n. sp. Valves.

Codakia exasperatay Eve. Shore ; valves. Honduras.

interrupta^ Lam. Shore ; rare. Torres Straits.

- ReeviL Desh. Not rare. Keunion.

Loripesjnla, Eve, Shore.

decussata, H. Ad., n, sp. Rare.

Mys

jpicta, H. Ad., n, sp. Eare.

ttimida. Eve. Yalves.

Eare.

Diplodonta Savignyij YaiUant. Not unfrequent.

Scintilla Oweni^ Desh. Under stones, low vrater. Philippines.

Actinohulm angisulcatus, var,, Eve. Eare.

cardioides, Eve. Eare. Philippines.

elegantulm, Desh. Eare.

Mytiltis

ovalis, var.. Eve. Eare ; one valve. Philippines.

variegatuSy Brug. Eare. Indian and Chinese Seas.

xis. Eve. Eare. Panama.
( ) variabilis, Kranss, Abundant. S. Africa

Persian Gulf.

Crenella gihha, H. Ad., n. sp.

ornately H, Ad., n. sp.

{Modiolaria) ccenohitc

( ) Ehrenbergiy Issel.

( ) viridulay H. Ad., n, sp.

Pema aiiriculataj Krauss. . Prequent on reefs. S. Africa.

fulgiday H. Ad,, n. sp. One specimen.
T

glaherrimay Eve. One specimen, young. Sidney.

setigera^ Dunk., small var. Eare.

rJiomhoideciy var., Hanley. One specimen. Gambia.
(Brachvdontes) suhsulcata. Dunk., small var. Eare. Manilla.

LitTiqpJiaga cinnamoneay var.. Lam. Philippine and W
Islands.

Hanleyanay Dk. Frequent. Eed Sea.

Vulsella attenuata, Eve. Eed Sea.

coroUatay Eve. One specimen. Zanzibar.

r

crenidatUy Eve. Eed Sea.

tsocardia, Eve.
lingua felis, Eve. Eed Sea.

mytiUna, Lam. Prequent. Eed Sea.

Tugosay Lam. Eed Sea.

spongianim, Lam, Common, Eed Sea.

Avicula ala corvi, Eare, on coral ; and var. ? Eed Sea,

marmoratay Ph. One specimen.

Margaritifera margaritlferay Lam. Frequent in Straits of Jubal.

Indian Ocean, Pacific.

J

muricatay Eve. ? Abundant at low water. Philippines.

Isognomon caudatuSy Eve.

i

r,

I

(
K
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Isognomon nanuSy Gould.
pectinatiis, Kve. Eare.
qtfadranfjidariSy Eve.
rostmtusy Schum. Eare.

Malleus decurtatus, lam. New Holland.
reguU, Forsk. Philippine Islands.

soJitarius, Eve. One specimen. Pacific.

tignniis, Eve, Moluccas.
Crenatula avicidaris, Lam- Shore ; sponge. Eed Sea.

UcostaUs, Lam. Shore. Eed Sea.

folium^ Gmel. Shore. Eed Sea.
- mytihides, Lam. Shore. Eed Sea.
nigrina, Lam, Shore. India.

;pi€ta, Gmel. Shore. Eed Sea.
Pinna assimilis, Hanley. Shore. Torres Straits,

Jiystrix^ Hanley. Shore j two specimens. Australia^ Amboyna.
- Stutchbitryiy Eve. Shore. Australia.

(Atrind) saccata, Linn. Sandwich and Philippine Islands.
Area navimlarisy Brug. Two specimens ; 5 f. China.

arahica^ Porsk. Frequent ; shore to 5 f. Eed Sea.
Barhatia decussata^ Sow. Not rare ; 5 f. Philippines^ Australia.

jparva. Eve. Eare; 5f. Pacific Ocean, Persian Gulf.
- setigeray Eve. Frequent ; low water. Zanzibar.

striata^ Eve. Frequent ; low water, under stones.

trapezinay Lam. One specimen. Philippines,

sp. minute, allied to B. raridentata. One specimen.

{Acar) jplicata^ Chemn. Not unfrequent. Eed Sea.

Scajyharea pygmcea, H. Ad,, n. sp.

Anomalocardia ffanJceyana, Eve. Shore ; rare. Mozambique.
trmisversay H. Ad,, n. sp.

rotundicosiataj Eve. Shore ; rare.

Aocinea arahka, H. Ad., n. sp. 8-10 f. ; frequent.

lividay Sow. Eare. Eeunion.

{Pectmiculus) jpectiniformiSy Lam. Shore; frequent. Philip-

pines.

Limopm mxdtistriata, Forsk. 5-20 f., mud ; abundant.

cancellatay Eve. Three specimens. Singapore.

Nuada inconspicua, H, Ad., n. sp. 30-40 f. ; numerous valves, one

living.

Pecten concinni/s. Eve* Shore ; valves.

lividuSy Lam. Frequent on Madrapore. Persian Gulf.

sangvinoIenttfSj Eve. One young and a valve ; shore. Eed Sea.

senatoritis^ Gmel, Shore ; not frequent. Moluccas &c.

serrattis, Bow. Bare; valves. Philippines, Mauritius.

- vanusj Linn. Eare ; cannot be distinguished from European

specimens. Britain, Mediterranean, &c.

sp. A fragment.

{Pallmm) plica^ Linn. Frequent; 2-6 f. China, Ceylon.

Vola erytJiraensis, Sow. (flosa^ Eve.). Not unfrequent. Australia.

Badulajpaudcosfata^ Sow. Not unfrequent on Madrepore. Eeunion,
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Radula injlata^ Chemn. Eare j valves. Mediterranean.

tenuis, H, Ad., n. sp. Eare.

(Ctenoides) scdbra^ Bom, varieties. Eare.

(Lhnatida) piisilla, H. Ad., n. sp. Rare.

{Mantellum) fragilisy Bolten. Eare. Philippine and Sand-
wich Islands.

LirncBa jpectinatay H. Ad. 40 f. ; valves ; frequent.

Spondyhis aculeatus, Chemn, Shallow water, on coral &c. Mauritius.

plurispinosiis, Eve, One valve.

Plicatida jgJiilippinarum , Hanley. Philippines.

Pedum spondyloideum, Gmel. In coral. Indian Ocean, Mauritius.

Ostrea (Lojplut) cucuUata, Born. Low water, rocks. Philippines.

( ) frons. Valves* "W. Indies.

XLIV.— Contributions to the Study of the Entomostraca.

By George Stewardson Brady, C.M.Z.S-

No. V. Recent Ostracodafrom the Oulf of St. Lawrence,

[Plate XIX.]

The specimens Which form the subject of the present notice

have been kindly placed in my hands by Dr. Dawson, of

Montreal, for examination and description. They were dredged
by Mr. G. M. Dawson in various parts of the Gulf of St. Law-
rence^ in depths varying mostly from 10 to 50 fathoms, bnt in

one case reaching 250 fathoms. The following is the list of

species

:

Ar^Uoecia, sp.

Cjthere leioaerma^ Korman,
lutea, Muller,

pellucida, Bailed.

emarginata, Sars^ sp,

concinna, Jones,

tuherculata^ Sars.

canadensis, nov. sp.

villosa, Sars,

dunelmensis, Norman^ sp.

Dawsoni, nov. sp.

ahyssi<^ola, Sars^ sp,

(?) Whiteii, Baird^ sp.

costata, Brady.
Cytheridea papillosa^ Bosquet

Cytheridea punctillata, Brady,
Sorbyana, Jones.

? elongata, Brady,
Eucythere Argus, Sars^ sp.

Loxoconcha, sp.

Xestoleberis depressa^ Sars.

Cytherura undata, Sars (var.).

pumila, a^B,8fR, (MS.).

? concentrica, C^B, ^•iZ,(MS.).

Cytheropteron nodostim, Brady,
Bythocythere tur^da^ Sars,

Cytherideis foyeolata, nov. sp.

? Philomedes interpuncta, Baird^ sp.

Bradycinetus, sp.

The determination of these species has been a most perplex-
mg task, owing to their variation in most cases from the tjrpes

as known to ns on this side of the Atlantic. It is probable,
indeed, that maiay which I have here identified with well-

known species would by other carcinologists be tlionght worthy
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of distinct specific rank j but, considering the small number
of specimens at my disposal for examination, I have thought
it better to err, if err I must, bj allowing too much latitude to

variation, rather than by unnecessary species-splitting. The
variation, though iii most cases such as to be almost incom-
municable by drawings or written description, is nevertheless
sufficient to be puzzling, consisting in very slight modifications
of the shell in almost all directions—in outline, proportions,
and degree of surface-ornament. Such remarks as I have
thought it necessary to make on these points will be found
under the names of the different species.

It would be unwise to generalize hastily from the small
number of dredgings here described

j
yet we cannot help no-

ticing that the general facies of this fauna much more nearly

approaches to that of the Shetland seas or of the Scottish glacial

clays than it does to that of England, while it has scarcely

any thing in common with that of the Mediterranean. The
species which give it an. emphatically boreal character are

Cythere leioderma (perhaps the most abundant species in thesft

dredgings, and hitherto found only in the Shetland seas), (7.

emarginata. G. costatay and Cyiheridea Sorhyanay all of which
1 '1 'n r*ii Ail J* j1 /^i1

our

60th degree of north latitude. And several other members of

the list become with us very scarce south of 54"^
: these are

Cythere concinnay O. luteay C. tuherculatay G* dunehnensiSy

Cytheridea jpwpillosay and G:- j^unctillata. Except the three

species here described as new, these two lists include all the

characteristic species of Dr. Dawson's dredgings, the rest being

represented in each case only by one or two specimens, often

imperfect.

Argillcecia^ sp.

One specimen, possibly referable to A. cylindricay Sars,

Cythere leiodermay Norman. (PL XIX. figs. 11-13.)

(Norman, Shetland Dredging Report, p. 291,)

Carapace, as seen from the side, subquadrate, slightly higher

in front than behind • greatest hef

third, and equal to about half the length ;
anterior extremity

obtuse, obliquely rounded,- posterior subtruncate, sinuated in

the middle : superior margin scarcely arched, obsoletely an-

gular about the eye-tubercles ; inferior nearly straight, with

a slight median sinuation. Seen from above, the outline is

broadly ovate (almost elliptical), only slightly narrower in

front than behind
;
greatest width equal to the height, and

1
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situated near the middle : extremities broadly and evenly

rounded. Hinge-margins somewhat depressed ; hinge-pro-

cesses strongly developed. Surface of the shell smooth and

polished, beset with more or less numerous circular punc-

tures, each bearing a short rigid hair. Colour yellowish

white. Length -^^-^ inch.

This is the most abundant species in the drcdgings here

described, and occurs in greater or less quantity in almost

all the localities. In Britain it is known only from the

single (?) specimen described by Mr. Norman, which was
taken in " very deep water " in Unst Haaf. Mr. Norman's

description applies accm-ately to the American specimens, ex-

cept in the matter of the ^' distant punctured papillae."
^
The

ornamentation, it is true, docs appear papillose in some lights;

but this is, I think^ an optical illusion : when carefully exa-

mined, the seemingly elevated circles resolve themselves into

concave pits, each with a little central bristle. I have seen a

single fossil valve of this species from the Scottish glacial

clay.

CytJiere tuhercidata^ Sars.

These specimens are much less rounded in outline and more
rugged in general appearance than is usual with European
specimens

j there is also a tendency, more or less pronounced,

to the formation of one or more longitudinal ridges near the

ventral border. But the distinctions do not seem suificient to

warrant the separation of the form as a new species.

Gythere canadensis^ nov* sp. (PI. XIX. figs. 4-6.)

Carapace elongate, compressed ; seen from the side, quadrate

;

greatest height situate at the anterior third, and scarcely

equal to half the length ; anterior extremity very obliquely

rounded, and bordered at the lower angle witH several small

teeth
;

posterior subtruncate, slightly emarginate in the

middle : superior margin gently sloping, nearly straight,

sinuated behind the anterior hinge: inferior margin also

straight, excepting a slight median sinuation. Seen from
above, somewhat lozenge-shaped, somewhat tapered toward
the front, more roimded behmd, widest near the middle

;

width equal to about two-fifths of the length ; extremi-
ties obtuse, subti^uncate. Shell-surface uneven, irregidarly

pitted, marked with more or less prominent, flexuous, longi-

tudinal ribs, and bearing usually a rounded central tubercle

;

bordered in front, a little within the anterior margin, by a

wide, elevated, and rounded ridge; posterior margin having
a similar but less conspicuous border. Lensrth -rV inch.

iD*"^^ 3 5
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This species'^approaclies very closely to C ahyssicola^ Sars,
and C. Stimpsom^ Brady. From the former it differs chiefly
in having a less prononnced marginal belt, a more rugged
surface, and a less angular outline when viewed from above

;

from the latter in the absence of any sharply cut longitudinal
crests, and by its more rounded contour and elevated anterior
margin. There is, however, considerable diversity amongst
the specimens here grouped under the specific name canadensis^
and it is possible that a more extended series might have
shown that they belong to two or more species. The chief

abruptly

ornament, some exliibiting

only moderately pitted, wdiile some (from one of which om-
drawings are taken) are intermediate in character, being rather

delicately ridged, chiefly on the posterior half, and vaguely
pitted and ridged in front.

Cythere Daiosonty nov. sp. (PI. XIX. figs. 8-10.)

Carapace, seen from the side, quadrangular, highest in front

;

greatest height equal to half the length ; anterior extremity

obliquely rounded, bordered with strong blunt teeth
;
pos-

terior narrower, rectangularly truncate, slightly rounded:

superior margin nearly straight, gently sloping backwards,

irregularly emarginate ; inferior almost straight. Seen from

above, subhexagonal j sides nearly parallel, suddenly taper-

ing towards the extremities, wdiicli are obtusely mucronate
j

outline throughout very rugged. Surface marked by irre-

gularly scattered rounded tubercles, and by two irregular

longitudinal rows of transversely elongated tubercular emi-

nences. Length 3V inch.

This is apparently a very distinct species j but the single

specimen contained in these dredgings was unfortunately lost

while the drawings here given were in course of completion

;

so that I am unable to describe it as accurately as might be

wished.

Cyiheridea elongata^ Brady.

The specimen so named is veiy doubtfully refeiTed to thi:

species ; and the same remark may apply to

Xestoleberis depressa^ Sars,

of which only a poor specimen occurs, and may perhaps be-

long to some otlicr member of the genus.
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Cytherura imdata^ Sars, var. (PL XIX. fig. ?•)

A specimen which I suppose to belong to C. undata differs

enough to make it worth while to figure it. The difference is

chiefly in surface-sculpture^ but slightly also in outline.

Cytherura pumilay C-; B. & R.^ and Cytherura concentrica^

C.J B. &. R.

These species have already been figured and described (in

MS.) by the author in conjunction with Messrs. Crosskey and

Robertsonj from fossil posttertiary specimens j and I have

not thought it right here to forestall those descriptionSj the

publication of which I hope may not be long delayed.

Cytherideis foveolata^ nov. sp. (PI, XIX. figs. 1-3-)

Carapace elongate, compressed ; seen from the side, siliquose,

slightly depressed in front
;

greatest height situate about

the middle, and equal to rather more than one-third of the

length; extremities rounded, 'the anterior much the nar-

rower: superior margin almost straightj inferior slightly

slnuated in the middle. Seen from above, elongate ovate,

widest near the middle, tapering gradually toward the front,

more abruptly behind ; extremities acuminate ; width equal

to one-third of the length. Shell-surface smooth, minutely
and somewhat densely punctate, semitransparent, horny.

Length ^ inch.

Nearly allied to G. suhulataj Brady, but more robust and
more densely punctate.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX.

Fig, 1. Cytherideisfoveolata ^ carapace, seen from the left side.

Fig. 2, The same, seen from above. \ X 40.

Fig, 3. The same, seen from below.
Fig, 4. Cgthere canadensis, carapace, seen from the left side.

Fig, 5. The same, seen from aboye.
J-
X 50.

Fig, G. The same, seen from the front.

Fig. 7. Cytherura undata^ var., carapace, seen from the left si(

Fig. 8. Cythere Daimonij carapace, seen from the left side.

Fig, 9. The same, seen from above.
J^
X50.

Fig. 10. The same, seen from below.
Fig. 11. Cythe^-e leiodenna^ carapace, seen from the left side.
Fig. 12. The same, seen from above. \ X40.
FlQ, 13. The samft- Aepn from "KAhinr!

k
^
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Dr. J. E. Gray on the Wart-Hogs: Abb

XLV
By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.E.S. &c.

Wart-Hogs

observations in tlie preceding NuniTjer. as regards
hoers, is to request sucli readers as take sufficient

Dr.ScI

e sufficient interest in
the question to read mj two former notes on the subject^ which
were called fortli by Dx. Sclater's remai'k in the ^ Proceedings
of the Zoological Society/ and then to read his observations

j

and I feel sure tliat they will think them as sophistical and
unlike a scientific communication as his paper m the ^ Pro-
ceedings/ in which he figured a head of an adult male and of
a young female, without stating their age or sex, as ^^ illus-

h<.-

external difference between these two wart-
jEIiani), It has vet to be

proved that the whole difforonce between the two heads does
not depend upon the age and sex of the animals whose heads
are figured. The heads are known to change in form, and
very probably the hair on the ears becomes more developed,
as

scientific uses of the Zoological Gardens to observe such facts.

And I think it a pity that Dr. Sclater did not wait until he
could inform us whether this w\as the case, more especially as

the nakedness of the ears is not the character given by Riip-
' pell of P. j^Uaiii ; and if it should have been found that when
the animal reached the adult age it had such ears as are figured,

it w^ould have been the addition of an important fact to our

knowledge of the genus, the existence of a second species of

which would give me great pleasure.

It is true that the observations of ^^ M. E. Cuvier, Van der

Hoeven, and Owen," and I may add Ehrenberg, Sundevall,

and others, did not prevent me from uniting the two species,

which they w^ish to establish under diflferent names, m my
recent Catalogue, because I have always thought that in natural

science the result of examining a number of specimens wjis

more to be relied on and more conducive to the progress of

science than deference to the opinion of the most scientific

and revered names. In this case I had under my eye more
skulls than I believe all the zoologists quoted taken together had
the opportunityofexaminino;whentheymade their observations,

which w^ere all made on skulls and their teeth. I examined

patiently and repeatedly to discover if I could divide them
into two kinds, according to the characters which the natu-

ralists quoted had used to separate the two presumed kinds

;

and I came to the conclusion that it was impossible to sepa-
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rate tliem by any of those characters, and at the same time

proved that the characters proposed were not sexual, hut only

accidental yariations to be found in specimens from the same
locality and killed at the same time; and I felt convinced

that if any of the authors named had had the opportunity of

examining a similar series of skulls, they would have come to

the same conclusion as M. de Blainville had come to, from

the same cause, in his ^ Osteographie des Mammiferes,' where
he considers all the skulls those ofP. cetMopiciis. I by no means
deny that there may not be two species to be distinguished by
external characters j but when I published my Catalogue no

such characters had been pointed out, and I have only had
the opportunity of examining very few preserved skins or

living animals.

If the difference in the ears pointed out by Dr. Sclater

proves to be permanent in all ages of the animal, and the pe-

culiarity of a species which has not been before observed, it

will be an interesting fact, and will be duly appreciated by me
and other zoologists.

I am perfectly aware that I have made many mistakes, in

the more than half century that I have been publishing, both
of omission and commission ; indeed the constant revision to

which I have submitted my own papers on zoology show how
painfully conscious I am of the fact, and how anxious I am to

arrive at the truth, I have written many papers and de-

scribed many animals, and suggested various alterations in

the systematic distribution of them ; consequently I am much
more likely to commit errors than persons who have only de-

scribed a few species or confined themselves to the study of a

single series of animals.

Lately almost all Dr. Sclater's papers on mammalia have
been criticisms on my communications. As soon as these are

ublished, he generally comes to examine the specimens which
have described, consulting at the same time my assistant or

attendant on the subject, to all which I can have no objection
if they add any thing to the scientific knowledge of the subject

;

but they often end in the statement of a point I had already
examined and not considered worthy of recording, or, from his

want of experience in the study of mammalia (for birds have
been his chief study), in what I consider a mistake. I am quite
willing to leave these questions for future zoologists to decide
who was right.

'^ A

1

^

:

-•

'1
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XLVI.

—

Mediterranean Mollusca. Ko. 2.

Bj J. GwYN JeffeeyS; F.R.S.

Since the publication of mj paj^er on this subject in the
Annals ' for July last I have examined several local collec-

tions in Sicily and at Naples ; and I shall be glad to correct
a few errors which unavoidably occurred in my notice of more
than three hundred species.

Brachiopoda.

Platydia Davidsoni.—This certainly belongs to the genus
Megerlia

; and I am inclined to agree with Philippi that it is

an abnormal form of If. trimcata^ aS; indeed, was suspected by
Scacchi, who described it in 1833 under the name of Terehra-
tula monstruosa. The lower valve, being attached to coral,

IS usually flat, although sometimes puckered or indented so as
to fit the sinuosities of its point d^appui] and consequently
the striae on this valve are wanting. The tubercles, however,
are now and then observable on its edges, where the attach-

ment has not been complete. A still greater range of varia*

tion, as regards shape and sculpture, is exemplified mAnomia
ephippinm. I cannot detect any essential difference in the

skeletons of the typical and monstrous forms of M. truncata.

CONCHIFERA.

Pecten Testce.—With respect to the recorded depth of about

1100 fathoms, I may remark that when I was at Malta Mr.
Gibson, the manager there of the Anglo-Indian Submarine
Telegraph line, showed me a chart and notes which threw

considerable doubt on the accuracy of the information supplied

to M. Alphonse Milne-Edwards. It seems that the cable

between Cagliari and Bona parted and was taken up in com-
paratively shallow water only.

Axinus transversus,—Liicina transversa of Bronn, fossil in

the South-Italian tertiarics, and living on the coasts of Sicily

and North Africa, is also a species of Axinus, but not A. flex-

tiosuSj var. Sarsii.

Asfarie modesta.—Mr. Searles Wood has, in the last num-
ber of the ^ Annals,' taken exception to mj statement that this

is allied to hi?; A. excurrens and possibly tlie same species.

He is nearly right in his criticism, although I do not admit

his inference that this is one of the Crag sj^ecies hitherto con-

sidered extinct but inserted in my list as still living. I have

now, through the kindness of 3In M^Andrew, seen the typical

^
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and perfect specimens of Gouldia modesta^ and liave for tlie

first time olDserved tlie cartilage^ wliich is not possessed by any
Astarte. Mr. Wood has also obligingly allowed me to examine
his specimens of A. excurrens. Of course no part of the liga-

ment is preserved in the Crag shells. The first-named specieSj

thereforej must be placed in the genus Crassatella. Thetis

(afterwards changed to Gouldia) of C. B, Adams is merely a

synonym of Crassatella. Neither theAmerican nor the English

eminent conchologists of the same name noticed the cartilage

or internal ligament in their descriptions of Thetis and Gouldia.

Astarte and Crassatella are closely allied. C. modesta and
A. excurrens have a great resemblance: and^ in bothj the

ridges are (to use Mr. Wood's own words m his description of

the latter species) ^^ subconcentric, deviating a little from the

lines of growth/' so that at least one of the ridges disappears

on the anterior side.

Verticordia granulata.—I have now dredged specimens of

this species, as well as of F, acutecostata^ equal in size to

those from North Japan.

Gastropoda.

Gadinia Gussonii of Costa^ not of Scacchi. G. excentrica^

Tiberij is probably distinct.

Emarginula Adriattca.—Eead E. canceUata. The first-

named is a different species.

Ilela.—Footnote^ for " dread" read " drear."
Pyramidella Icemuscida.—The specific name should be that

given by Bronn, plicosa. See Herr Weinkauff's notices in

the ^ Bullettino Malacologico Italiano,' vol. iii. p. 97.
Solarium Architce.—Eead S, fallactosum. The former

species is flatter^ with a rounded periphery, and it has a much
larger and more open umbilicus.

Pleurotoma carinata.—Professor Seguenza does not appear
to have read what I said in the fifth volume of ' British Con-
chology ' (p. 222) as to the specific name^ when he published
his article in the third number for this year of the * Bullettino

Malacologico Italiano.'

»
T

Pteropoda.

Clio pyramidata.—This and the following two species
belong to the ^enus CUo^ not Cavolina. By a mistake in
writing or printing, the letter C did duty for both genera.
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XLYll.—Observatzons on tlie Madreporaria or ^^Stony Corah ''

taken
J
in tki ^ ^

Coast of Sj

Museum

.

M

Expedition of the Yacht ^ Norna^ offW

Sect. Aporosa.

Fam. Txirbinolidae.

Caryopliyllia Smitliii^ Stokes.

This coral was dredged up attaclied to sliclls and stones^, at
a deptli of 20 fattoms, off Cezimbra, Specimens kindly placed
in my hands by Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys^ from the Hebrides, Va-
lencia, and Malta, convince me of the con-ectness of Dr. Dun-
can's opinion that <7. 8mithiiy lorealis^ and clavus are merely
varieties of the same species ; but at the same time there are,

I think, scarcely sufficient grounds for uniting with these, as

he proposes, the Mediterranean Caryophyllia cyatlius. This
latter possesses a massiveness and compactness of its corallum
and internal arrangement and structure, and a smoothness
of the external surface of the theca, which bestow upon it

a facies quite distinct from what obtains in either of the other

um
ounded

evenly exsert. In C cyathus^ again, the contour of the cali-

cinal fossa is almost or quite circular, while in the other va-

rieties it is usually more or less oblong.

Desmophyllum crista galiij M.-Edw.

Three examples of this species, all of which were attached

to masses oi Lophohelia protifera or its variety anthophyllitesy

were obtained from a depth of 500 fathoms. As individuals,

the three diifer from one another considerably. One extreme

example has large prominent costse continuous from the exte-

rior margin of the exsert septa of the primaiy, secondary, and,

often, tertiary orders, to the very base : in the oppositely ex-

treme one the costal elements are entirely absent or merely

represented by obscure longitudinal stride. The intermediate

form has the costse produced superiorly, while towards the base

the theca is simply striate. In internal structure and arrange-

mentj including the development of the septa, the three speci-

mens taken agree precisely.

In consideration of the above remarks, it will, I think, be

necessary to refer to this same species i]x^ DesmophyllumBusei

of Michelotti (Mdm. sur les Corall. des Antilles, 1859), whicli
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lie distinguishes from D. crista galli simply on accomit of its

prominent and persistent costse.

Fam. Ocnlinidse.

LiOj^Tiohelia ^rolifera^ M.-Ed\v.

Some magnificent examples of this branching coral were

brought upj with the assistance of the fishermen's hooks and
linesj off Cezimbraj from a depth vaiying from 400 to 600 fa-

tlhoms- The whole series is admirably illustrative of the ex-

treme diversity of form this coral is susceptible of assuming
nnder, we may presumej modified external conditions. Dr.

P.M.Duncan has already pointed out (^Porcupine '-Expedition

Madreporaria^ Proc. Roy. Soc. 1870) that the form hitherto

considered a distinct species^ and described as Lojyliohelia an-
iliojyJiyllites ^ must now be recognized as a variety only of the

type species L. proUfera. This variety is very well repre-

sented among the examples taken in our recent dredgmg-
cruise ; and their study has suggested the following as the in-

terpretation of the causes at work which bring about this par-

ticular modification of form. One of the masses now before

me exhibits at its base the short wide-mouthed calices with
the characteristic exsert primary septa oi LophoheUa proliferaj

while above^ and springing from them, are the attenuate and
frequently almost cylindrical forms with little-exsert septa,

which constitute the leading features of L. anthophylUtes . On
arriving on board our yacht the whole basal portion of this

specimen was invested and all the interstices filled up with
mud ; and this, in connexion with the attenuate or, so to say,

drawn-ii]) character of the superiorly situated calices, would
seem to indicate that at a certain period of its living history a
greater deposit of sedimentary matter had taken place in the
ocean bed; the coral-colony was consequently threatened with
speedy destruction, and in the struggle for existence it had
thrown off these longer forms of calices, which would serve to

raise it up beyond the action of the untoward conditions then
existing. This interpretation is further strengthened by the
direction of the calices in the two extreme portions of the
mass

: in the lower part they all follow an irregular horizontal
disposition, while in the upper one they are all directed per-
pendicularly upwards. The variety- of structure in the indi-
vidual calices of this same specimen is veiy remarkable.
Some have only the primary, and others both the primary
and sccondaiy septa much exsert and equally developed, while
a third variety lias all the septa alike, not at all exsert, and
existing as little more than striations on the internal surface

w
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of the caljx. Wliile the contour of the orifices of the calices
differs miichjSome being quite circular or prismatic and others
oval, there is quite as much variation in their size, some
being over three quarters of an inch in breadth, while the
smallest do not exceed one fifth : these last have an attenuate
and vermicular appearance, with the rudimentary septal deve-
lopment before alluded to. The character of the costse is

equally variable, being either highly developed or altogether
siij^pressed, with every intermediate condition. The colora-
tion by iron is very conspicuous in some of the older parts of
the corallum ; and its presence in large quantity has been
clearly ascertained by my colleague

"
' ""' --

.

the Mineralogical Department.

Am^Mhelia oculata^ M.-Edw.

A single luxuriant example of this common Mediterranean
form was taken ; but it does not possess any marked pecu-
liarities.

Sect. Perforata.

Fam. Eupsammidae.

Dendroj>}iyllia ramea^ Blainville.

Fragments of this magnificent arborescent form were ob-

served on various occasions in the houses of the residents at

Setubal; but not having heard of examples being taken so far

Mr

'^.

north, I presumed they had been obtained from the Mediterra-

nean, which sea is the headquarters of this corah Before the

yacht^s departiu-e, however, the fishermen brought us, freshly

taken, with the brilliant orange-coloured polypes scarcely

dead, huge masses, two feet in length, having some of the

main branches upwards of three inches m thickness.

The depth at which these specimens were taken is stated to

have been nearly 100 fathoms. The same statement ap2)lles

also to the example oi AmpMhelia ocidata.

li\N\\\.—Notices of British Fungi. By the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S., and C. E. Broome, Esq.,

F.L.S.

[Continued from ser. 3. vol. xviii. p. 129.]

1182. Agancus (Lepiota) metulcespora^ B. & Br. in Ceylon

Fungi, ined.

This species, -which at present has been found only once in

this conntxy by Mr. Broome, and which in external characters

Ann. & Mag. N. Hist Sen 4. Fa?.vi. 31
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approaches A. clypeolariusj is at once distinguished Ibj the

length of its spores, which is *0006 inch *•

1183. A. (Lepiota) Terreii^ n. s. Pileo subhemisphgerico

mfo pulvenilento verrucis minntis exasperato; stipite sub-

leqiiali squamis furfnracels concoloribus ornato^ annulo demum
fragmentitio ; lamellis albis^ angustis, remotis.

On sandy ground, Forres, Michael Terry, Esq.
Pileus 1-2 inches, bright tawny; scales on the stem of the

same colour, often cylindrical
;

gills not branched. Spores
•0002 inch long by -00015 wide.

This species, w^hich appears quite distinct, approaches A.
granulosus^ on one side, and A^ acutesqnamosus on the other,

but is nearer to the latter than the former* The spores of

A, granulosus are slightly larger, those of ^. acutesqiiamosus

are rather longer, and at the same time narrower.
*^. (Lepiota) clypeolarius J Fr. Ep, p. 15.

It is very desirable that the spores of this species and allied

forms should be carefully observed, as they seem to be the

surest distinction between this species and A. cristatus.

1184. A. (Lepiota) ermineus^ Fr. Ep. p. 15.

Coed Coch, Mrs. Lloyd Wynne.
*^. (Lepiota) ramentaceusy BulL t. 595. f. 3.

Under trees, Coed Coch, sometimes abundantly.
1185. A. (Lepiota) Jiolosertceus , Fr. Ep. p. 16.

^On the soil of flower-beds, Horticultural Gardens, Chis-
wick.

^A. (Lepiota) eep(Est{peSj Sow. t. 2.

An extremely beautiful and graceful form of this species

occurred in a hothouse at Coed Coch, resembling closely A.
licmophomsy B, & Br., an unpublished species from Ceylon.
The species, however, is confessedly so variable that we do
not like to separate it, though far more delicate and more
brlglitly coloured.

1185 Ms. A. (Lepiota) sistratnsy Fr. Ep. p. 18.

On sandy ground, M. Terry, Esq., Forres.

This pretty species is remarkable for the filamentous ring.

1186. A. (Lepiota) delicatus^ Fr. Ep. p. 20.

About an old stump. Powerscourt, county Wicklow, Sept,

21, 1867.

Pileus hemispherical, obtuse, rivulose, viscid, smooth, pallid,

1 inch across ; stem \ inch high, \ thick, transversely punc-
tate, squamulose, stuffed with flocci, white above ; veil floccose,

slightly appendiculate
;
gills free, rounded behind, approximate,

a

i.

^

* The spores of this species nnd ttope of A. aistatvs will lie figu
a plate illustrating a subsequent communication.
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pallid. The veil is really double^ floccose; covered with scaly
particles. Taste like that of Polyporus squamosus.

This is clearly a stout form of A. delicatus^ of which we
figure, from the author, closely correspojid-ing with our

species

ritm^ Fr. in Mus. Suec. Pilco

camoso
subaequali, solido^ sup
lamellis adnexis, fuscis.

V^
On a grass-plot^ near shrubs. Coed Coch, Mrs, Lloyd
ynne.

At first sight very like A. LevetUei: but the white spores at

once distinoiuish it. We have an excellent dra

Fries ; but we are not aware whether at present he has given
any characters.

1188. A. (Tricholoma) ustah's^ Fr. Ep. p. 29.

w.w
ded

drawin

w
w -

tly be published by Mr.

Fr. Sjst. Myc. i. p. 38.

In pirie-woods. Street, Somerset, Aubrej Clarke, Esq.

1190. A. (Tricholoma) colossus, Fr. Ep. p. 38.

Under an elm. Batheaston, Oct. 11, 1869.

Var, Pileus about 4 inches across, irregularly lobed and

undulated, minutely scaly, grey ; stem about 2 inches high,
" '

' "
buiF, yellow at the base

;
gills rather wide,

pallid. Smell strong, like that of cheese.

1191. A. (Tricholoma) jaravus, Lasch in Linn. vol. iv,

no. 532.

In a store. Kew, July 1867.

1192. A. (Tricholoma) ccelatm, Fr. Ep. p. 42.

On the ground. C. E. Broome, Charmy Down, Ap. 29, 1867.

Spores subglobose, *0003 long, '00015 wide.

1193. A. (Tricholoma) tigrinus, Schseff. t. 89,

Reigate, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

1194. A. (Tricholoma) acerhus, Bull. t. 571. f. 2.

In woods. King's Cliffe, Wales, Lyndhurst.

1195. A. (Tricholoma) hrevipes, Fr, Ep. p. 51 ; Bull. t. 521.

f.2.

Mowbray
1196. A. (Tricholoma) sordidusj Fr. Syst. Myc. vol. i.

p. 51.

On the ground, amongst dung. Great Elm, Somjerset

21, 1866.
31*
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Spores pale ferruglnouSj "0003 long.

1197. A. (Tricholoma) Uxiimis^ Fr. Ep. p. 51.

In pine-woods. Ascot, Nov. 22, 1865.

1198. A, (Tricholoma) putidus^ Fr. Ep. p. 54.

In fir-woods. A. Jerdon, Esq., Eoxburglishire, Nov. 18,

1868 ; Ascot, Nov. 22, 1865. M. Terrj, Esq., Forres.

1199. -4. (ClitocyLe) nigrescens^ Lasch in Linn. vol. iv.

No. 521.

In a larch-plantation, W. Gr. Smith.

1200. A. (Clitocjbe) tornatus^ Fr. Ep. p. 62.

Amongst grass at the foot of old decayed elm-stumps.

North Kilworth, Leicestershire, Oct. 10, 1870.
*1200. A. (Clitocjbe) orhatus, Fr., Bull. t. 248. f. c.

Ely, Nov. 12, 1870, W. Marshall, Esq.
1201. A. (Clitocjbe) memhranaceus^ Fl. Dan. t, 1012; Fr.

Ep. p. 68.

Street, Aubrej Clarke.

1202. A, (Clitocjbe) ^an72^, Fr. Ep. p. 69-

Bj the side of plantations. Coed Coch, Mrs. Llojd Wjnnc.
Slightlj hjgrophanous, but not becoming white.

1203. A. (Clitocjbe) hrumalis^ Fr. Sjst. Mjc. vol. i. p. 171.

In woods. Ascot, 1868.
1204. A. (Clitocvbe) ectyijas^ r
Eoxburghshire, A. Jerdon, Esq.

Mjc. vol. i. p. 108.

1205- A. (Colljbia) distortus^ Fr. Ep, p. 84.

At the roots of trees. Bowood, Oct. 19, 1869, C.E.Broome.
*-4. tuherosuSy Bull.

The summer form of this has no tuberous root ; later in the

year the tuber is formed, which produces its pileus the foliow-

mg season.

1206. A. (Colljbia) coUimts^ Scop, Carn. p. 432.
On beech-stumps near Worthing, F. Currej, Esq., Oct.

1867.

1207. A. (Colljbia) coracinus^ Fr. Ep. p. 95.

Fir-plantations. Batheaston, Nov. 1865, C. E. Broome.
1208. A. (Colljbia) molens, Weinm. No. 183.
In woods. Street, Somersetshire, Aubrej Clarke, 1868.
1209. A. {Colljhisi) 2^Iextpes^ Fr. Ep. p. 96; Fl Dan. tab.

2023. fig. 2.

Jerdon, Esq. Melrose, Leigh Wood, Oct.

1868, C. E. Broome.
1210. A. (Colljbia) murimts^ Batsch, f. 19.
Marlborough Forest, Oct. 15, 1863, C. E. Broome.

h. minor.

Coed Coch, Oct. 1869.

lusilis

^ -^

i

P
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1212. A. (Mjcena) cohcerens^ A. & 8. p. 163.
On bramble. Batlieaston, Feb. 1869, C. E. Broome*
1213. A. (Mjcena) atro-cyaneus^ Batsch, f. 87.
On the ground. Ascot, Nov. 22, 1865.
1214. A. (Mycena) ammomaciis^ Fr. Ep. p. 109.
On the ground. Ljndhurst, Oct. 22, 1868, C. E. Broome.
1215. A. (Mycena) citrinellusj Pers. Ic. et Desc. t. 11. f. 3.

On woods. Lucknam Grove, Oct. 15, 1867, C. E. Broome.
1216. A. (Mjcena) saccJiariferus^ n. s. Albldus; pileo

hemisph^rico toto, stipite brevi filiformi lamellisque paucis
crassiusculis granulis nitentlbus obsitis.

On bramble- and nettle-stalks. March 1869, Batheaston.
Pileus 2 lines broad ; stem 2 lines high, fixed at the base

bj a few flocci
;

gills 8-9, verj distant, arcuato-decurrent,
their margin and even the surface granulated.

Allied to A. tenerrimus^ which has crjstalline particles on
the pileus, but tlie gills are free and ventricose.

1217- A. (Omphalia) hucoj^Tiyllus^ Fr. Mon. Hjm. Suec.
vol. i. p. 183.

Amongst short grass. Coed Coch, 1869.

1217 his. A. (Omphalia) rusticus^ Pers. Obs. i. tab. 4. f. 12.

On the ground, bept. 7, 1866, Coed Coch.

1218. A. (Pleurotus) sjpongiosuSj Lasch in Linn. vol. iv.

No. 548.

Epping Forest, Oct. 12, 1869. On beech, Worthington

G. Smith.

1219. A. (Pleurotus) crctspediuSj Fr. Sjst. Mjc. vol. i. p. 187.

On dead trunks, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

1220. A. (Pleurotus) circinatus^ Fr. Ep. p. 132.

On dead wood, Worthington G. Smith.

Exhibited with A. porrigens at the Fungus Show, Oct. 5,

1870. W. W. Saunders.

1221. A. (Pleurotus) mutilusj Fr. Sjst. p. 191.

On dead wood. Penzance, Dec. 1869, C. E. Broome, and

J. Ralfs, Esq. Hastings.

1222. A. (Pleurotus) ^<w'ri]5r^n5, P.

On dead fir. Inverarj, Duke of ArgjU.

1223. A. (;?\^mo\^\B) petahdes. Bull. t. 226, 557.

On railroad-sleepers, abundantlj, Aubrej Clarke.

1224. A. {Entolom^C} jiihatus^ Fr, Sjst, Mjc. vol. i. p. 196.

On lawns, "VV. G. Smith. Coed Coch, Mrs. Llojd Wjnne.
1225. A. (Leptonia) lappula^ Fr. Ep. p. 152.

Forres, Rev. J. Keith.

1226. A. (Leptonia) solstitialisy Fr. Ep. p. 152.

Amongst stones bj the side of Lake Ceneord, Aberdeenshire,

Sept. 1870, with abundant specimens oi Lactaritis piibescens

,

#
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lazulinus

con\'

On the ground amongst grass. Aber^ Sept. 30^ 1867.

1228. A. (Nolanea) vei-ecunduSj Fr. Spic. p. 6.

Amongst short grass. Aber^ Sept. 30, 1867.

1229. A. (Stropharia) inmictusj Fr. Pileo e campanulato

ixo-plano, pellicula gelatinosa facile secernibili vestito

;

stipite deorsiim attenuato candido, infra anniilum floccoso-

fibrilloso ; lamellis latis, adnatis, ftisco-snbpurpureis.

On rich ground. Elj, W. Marshall. Sibbertoft.

Pileus 2 inches across, fleshy, livid ; stem 2^ inches high,

^ thick, stuffed, composed of fibres ; spores purplish brown,
'00028 long. Resembles some states of A. ceruginosiis ] but

of smaller.

1230, A. (Pholiota) heteroditus, Fr, Obs. ii. p. 223.

On dead trunks. South of England.
A magnificent species, of which we have secured an excel-

drawing

trunks

Syst

This interesting species has been discovered in this country

by Mr. Cooke.

^/r.

On an old fallen elm. Coed Coch, 1866.
Spores oblong, ferruginous, '0003 inch long by "001 5.

1233. A. (Inocjhe) j)hceocephaIuSy Bulk t. 555, fig. 1-

We
W. Houo:hton, Preston, near Well

small

specimen of this species. The spores are bright ferruginous

red ; and, if we are correct in our determination, the species

should be placed in the subgenus Inocyhe.

1234. A, (Inocybe) calamistratus, Fr.

p. 256.

In fir-woods. Luggela, Wicklow, Sept
Spores *0005 long^ smooth.

Myc. vol. 1.

of the stem.

base

ICS

This curious form, if it is really the same species, has been
at to us by Mr. Jerdon from Jedburgh. When dry, it retains

colour

Syst
grass. Little Ormes Head

mmose
at

1236. ^.(Hebeloma)j?.
In fir-woods. Gwrwcl

adnexed

%
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Pileus viscid, gibbouSj smooth ; taste not bitter^ smell ra-
plianold; stem not attenuated, bro^n down"wards and within;
gills thin, slightly sinuated behind, cinnamon-brown ; colour
exactly as in Batsch's figurc.

1237. A. (Hebeloma) sina^izans^ Fr, Ep. p. 180.
W. Wilson Saunders.

1238. A. (Hebeloma) elatus^ Batsch, f. 108.
W, Wilson Saunders.

1239. A. (Flammula) heloniorphus^ Fr. Ep. p. 184.

In fir-woods. Eoxburghshire, A. Jerdon, Esq., Nov. 3,
1868.

Spores •00015-"0002o long, pale brown,
1239^25, A, (Flammula) mtxtuSj Fr. Ep. p. 185.

On the ground in pine-woods, C. E. Broome.
1240. A. (Flammula) spumosusj Fr. Ep. p. 185,

In woods. Epping Forest, W. G, Smith.

Spores -0002 long.

1241. A. (Flammula) decipienSj Smith, in Seemann's Journ.

1869, p. 249, t. 95. figs, 5-8.

On burnt earth, Epping Forest.

Differs from A. carbonarttis in the truly decurrent gills.

1242. A. (Flammula) alm'cola^ Fr. Syst. Myc, vol. i, p. 250.

On stumps of various trees, Mr. James English.

1243. A, (Flammula) comssanSj Fr. Ep. p. 187 j Bull.

t. 178.

On dead stumps.

Often confounded with A. fascicularis^ but with differently

coloured gills and spores.

^A. (Flammula) hylridiis^ Fr. Ep. p. 189,

On decayed wood of conifers. Lyndhurst, Oct. 16, 1868,

C E. Broome-
1244. A. (Flammula) ^^cr6W5, Fr. Syst. Myc. vol. i.p. 239.

On the floor of Mr. BulFs orchard-house, Worthington Gr.

SmitI1.

1245. A. (Flammula) hhricus^ Fr. Syst, Myc. p. 252.

Tunbridge Wells.

1246. A. (Naucoria) sermflexus^ B. & Br. Pileo hemi-

spheerico, castaneo, hygrophano, margine velo subtili albo or-

nato ; carne alba ; stipite semihorizontali,
^
solido ; lamellis

distantibus, adnexis, fulvis ; sporis echinulatis.

On the side of a bank. Ascot, Oct. ^0^ 1867.

Pileus \ inch across, subcampanulate, then hemispherical

or flattened above, moderately fleshy ; stem f inch high, f line

thick. Spores oblong, •0003---0004 long, •00025--0003 wide.

Allied to A. horizontalis.

1247. A. (Naucoria) scolecinus^ Fr. Ep. p. 194.

4
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On moist ground mider alders in the Deer-Park, Powers-

court^ county Wicklow, Sept. 1867.

Spores apiculate; '0003 long by '0013.

1248. A. (Naucoria) tenax^ Fr. Syst. Myc. vol. i. p. 290.

With A. crohulus. Welford, Norths., Oct. 13, 1868.

1249. A. (Xaucoria) crobuhis^ Fr. Syst. Myc, vol. i. p. 200.

In a ditch among fragments of sticks. Welfoi'd, Norths.,

Oct. 13, 1868.

1250. A. (Galera) ovalis, Fr. Ep. p. 236 j Bull. t. 552. f. 1.

Amongst grass. Sibbertoft, 1868.

1251. A. (Gralera) antipiis^ Lasch in Linn. vol. iv. No. 401.

On garden-pots, in the soil of which a good deal of sheeps'

dung had been used. Sibbertoft, March 1870.

This species occurred during a month or more on different

pots, but never in any large quantity.

Pileus campanulate, with a marginal veil j stem striate,

pulverulent ; base subterraneous, rooting, more or less bulbous.

coloured

Syn
Amongst moss- Kew Gardens, Sept. 1866.
1253. A. (Psalliota) obturatusj Fr. Syst. Myc. p. 285.

. On the ground amongst grass. Kew. Melrose, A. Jerdon,
Esq., 1868.

1254. A. (Psalliota) melaspermiis^ Bull. t. 540. fig. 1.

On the ground. Coed Coch, Oct. 19.

Requires to be carefully distinguished from A. j^rcecox.

Attention must be paid to the colour of the spores.

^A, (Hypholoma) Ixicrymahundtis^ Fr. Syst. Myc. vol. i.

p. 287.

A form or, rather, condition of this species occurred at

Sibbertoft, in Sept. 1870, in which the broadly adnate gills

remained permanently white. The edge was studded with
beads of moisture, as in the more ordinary condition.

1255. A. (Psalliota) merdarius. Fr. Syst. Myc. vol. i.

p. 291.

On dung. Sibbertoft, Oct. 28, 1870.
Densely gregarious. Pileus moist, prettily edged with the

remains of the veil, \-\ inch across, stem |-^ inch high.

1256. A. (Hypholoma) leucotephrus^ B. &Br. Csespitosos
;

pileo primitus pallido, subcampanulato, rugosC, dein convexo-
expanso, albido ; stipite deorsum sericeo-fibrilloso, apice striato

V. sulcato-striato, fistuloso, annulo amplo, hie illic appendicu-

. 7 "- ^^ar^
.dem e griseo nigris.

adnatis.

In large masses at the base of ash trees. North Kilworth,
Oct. 10, 1870.

f
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Pileus 3 inches across ; stem 4 indies high, -^ inch thick
j

ills li line broad. Spores "00028 long, -00019 wide, very
ark brown purple.

This is cleai-lj different from A. Gandollianus and A. ap-
pendiculahis^ Fr, The pileus is not of a rich brown when
young, nor are the gills when old at all brown.

1257. A, (Psilocjbe) agnarius^ Fr. MSS. cum icone.
Pileo e conico-conyexo, expanse, albido, cinerascente, noH
hjgrophano, subumbonato, subsulcato-striato ; came alba

j

stipite flexuoso, fistuloso, candido ; lamellis valde distantibus,

latiusculis, breviter adnatis adnexisve, cinereis.

About the roots of decayed trees. North Kilworth, Leicester-
shire, Oct. 10, 1870, and in other places, but not common.

Allied to A, co2)rophilus. In colour the pileus somewhat
resembles Hygrophonis ovinus.

1258. A. (Pan^eohis) aciimi7iatus^ Fr., Batt. t. 22 F.
On dung. Sibbertoft, Oct. 1870.

Exactly according with Battara's figure, which scarcely

agrees with the specific name.
1259. A. (Panceolus)^m«Wa, Fr. Syst. Myc. vol- i. p. 301.

On dung. A stouter form than that of Bolton. Sibbertoft,

Oct. 1870.

1260. A, (Psathyrella) suhatratus^ Batsch, f. 89.

Batheaston, Sept 1869.

1261. A. (Psathyrella) caudatus^ Fr. Ep. p. 239.

Amongst the stumps of a wooden pavement, abundantly.

Sibbertoft, Sept. 19, 1870.

A small form. Pileus at first sienna-brown, at length

whitish, often ti-ansversely cracked; stem at first white, fibril-

lose
;

gills ventricose, adnate.

1262. A. (Psathyrella) em])yreumatiGns^ n. s. Pileo expanso,

2T0

riceo-furfuraceo, pallido, eximie fistuloso j lamellis latis,

crassis,distantibus, dente decurrente, adnatis,rufis, aciepallidis.

On a wooden pavement. Sibbertoft, Oct. 28, 1870.

Pileus 1^ inch across, margin crenate ; stem 2i inches high^

1^ line thick, narrowly but distinctly fistulose; gills 2 lines

broad, connected by veins, rufous, then brown-purple. Spores

black.

ambling A. confvagoms so closely th

were observed, it was taken for that species.

[To be continued.']

spores
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XJAK.-^Bemarks on theAnimals lately described hy Dr. Gray
cbs Testudo chilensis and Ateles Bartlettii. Bj P. L.

Sclater, M.A.J Ph.D., F.R.S.; Secretary to the Zoological

Society of London.

I AM no lover of controversy j but taking, as I am bound to

do, special interest in the correct determination of the animals

that have lived in the gardens of the Zoological Society of

London, I must ask the Editors of the ^ Annals ' to allow space

for a few remarks upon the tortoise and spider monkey re-

cently described by Dr, Gray in this journal, under the names
Testudo chilensis and Ateles Bartlettii^ female.

Testudo chilensis is described by Dr. Gray in the ^ Annals

'

for August last {antehy p. 190) as a " new Chilian " tortoise
j

but, in the first place, it is not new, and, in the second place,

it is, as I believe, not Chilian.

That it is not new, but merely hitherto incorrectly deter-

mined, has been already admitted by Dr. Gray himself, in his

second note on this subject [antea^ p. 428). This Tortoise was
first discovered by D'Orbigny on the Rio Negro, in the south

of the Argentine Republic, but refeiTcd by him and by Messrs.

Dumeril and Bibron (Erp. Gen. ii. p. 79) to Testudo sulcata^

though the latter authors expressly notice the principal cha-

racters in which the single specimen examined differs from
that African species*.

Burmeister, in the second volume of his ^ La Plata-Eeise,'

also follows the determination of Dumeril and Bibron, but

gives us the additional information that this tortoise " is found

near Mendoza, and all over the* Pampas" {I.e. p. 521) f.

In his excellent essay on the geographical distribution of

the Testudinata (Mem. Ac. St. Pet. 7th ser. vol. viii.), Dn
Strauch discusses at full length the alleged occurrence of Tes-

tudo sulcata in Africa and South America as an extraordinary

exception to the general law of distribution of these animals,

and comes to the conclusion that either the African tortoise

has been introduced, by Hie agency of man, into South
America, or, more probably, the American so-called Testudo

sulcata belongs to a different species {l.c, pp. 23, 24).

So far, therefore, from the so-called "Chilian" tortoise

being ^^new/' it appears to have been known to four or five

1

* "Dans rhorizontalit^ un peu moins marquee des plaques dorsa^es^ et

dans la presence d'un petit bord tranchant le long des flancs qui sont au
contraire arrondis ehez les autres."

t Dr. Peters has most kindly obtained from tlie Museum of Halle and
examined for me Burmeister's specimens^ and has no doubt of their being
not Testudo sulcata^ but the so-cjJled T. chilensis.
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previous writers^ including the authors of the ^Erpetologie
G-^nerale/ the most ordinary book of reference on the Rep-

i tilia,

Secondlj, as to the locality of the two specimens of this

tortoise received by the Zoological Society, upon one of which
Dr. Gray has established his Testudo chilensis. It is true that
they formed part of a large collection of living animals brought
to England for sale from Santiago. But these were certainly
not all natives of Chili ; for instance, the Burmeister's Ca-
riama {Chunga Burmeisteri)^ of which thi'ee ispecimens were
in the collection, is confined to the provinces of Tucuman and
Catamarca in the north of the Argentine Republic. Again^
there were, besides the so-called Testudo cJiilensis^ examples
of two other tortoises in the collection, neither of which is

Chilian—one [Testudo elejphantopiis) being probably from the

Galapagos, and the other [Geoclemmys anmdata) from the

coast of Peru, or Ecuador*. Moreover it is expressly stated

by all authorities on the subject that no species of tortoises

at all are found in Chili |. Had any tortoise been more re-

cently discovered in that country, I cannot doubt that the

excellent naturalist Dr. R. A. Philippi, the director of the

Museum of Santiago, who has contributed so largely to our

knowledge of the Chilian fauna f, would have made the fact

known. I have very little doubt, therefore, that the speci-

mens received from Santiago, upon which the so-called Testudo

chilensts has been established, were either obtained from the

Argentine provinces on the opposite side of the Andes, along

with the Burmeister^s Cariamas, or, still more probably, from

near Buenos Ayres, where the vessel which brouglit them

touched on her way from Valparaiso. To make this point

certain, I have written to Dr. Philippi, and shall, in the event

of the answer confirming my belief that the tortoise is not

found in Chili, propose to change its name to Testudo ar-

gentina^

* Id his ^Supplement to tlie Catalogue of Shield Reptiles/ recently

published (p. 29), Dr. Gray ^ves the *^Gulf of Darien {Salvin)" as a

second locality for this Tempm. There must be some mistake here^ as

Mr. Salvin was never in his life in the Gulf of Darien. The specimen of

Geodemmys annulata brought home living by Mr, Salvin^ in May 1863,

and presented to the Zoological Society (which is probably what Dr. Gray
refers to), was picked up by that gentleman himself at Huamuchal, in

VaoM\o-ccif\^t rf^onon of Guatemala. See this nlace as marked in Mr.the

pi. 53.

Giinther

t Of. Guichenot, in Gay's ^Plistoria Fisicay Politica de Chile/ ii. p. 8;

Bibra^ Denkschr. Akad. Wien, v. Abth. 2, p. 127; and SlrawJij I s. c. p. 27*

t See his numerous articles in Wiegmann's Archiv, of moat of which

a list is dven in P. Z. S. 1867, p. 319,
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I may add that the typical specimen of Testudo chilensiSj

Gray, now in the British Museum, has twenty-five marginal

plates^ and the same number is shown in a figure of this spe-

cimen prepared by Mr. Ford. Our living specimen, however,

only possesses the normal number of twenty-three. Dr, Gray
gives no dimensions in his description. Our living animal is

9'8 in. long, 7*7 broad, and 4*0 thick.

Next, as regards the spider monkey referred by Dr. Gray
{anteh^ p, 428) to the female of his Ateles Bartlettii. In the

first place, Ateles Bartlettii (described and figured P.Z. S. 1867,

p. 992, pi. xlvii.) is by no means a new species, being the

same as Ateles variegatus of Wagner, Natterer discovered

this finest of spider monkeys on the Serra de Cocoi, on the

Upper Eio Negro, in 1831; and it w^as first shortly described

by Wagner in 1840, in the supplementary notes to his first

volume of Schreber's ' Saugethiere' (p, 313). Further details

are given in one of AVagner's articles on South-American
Mammals, in the ^ Abhandlungen ' of the Academy of Munich
(v. p. 420) ; and the species is inserted in its proper place in

the fifth or " Supplement-Band" to Wagner's ^ Saugethiere,'

the most ordinary book of reference on this Order of Mam-
mals {I, c. p. 78).

Ilerr v. Pelzeln, of the Imperial Cabinet of Vienna, who
has most kindly examined the typical specimens of this spider

monkey for me, and agrees in considering them the same as

Ateles Bartlettii^ Gray, so far as he can tell from the figure

and very short description* above referred to, informs me that

Natterer obtained five examples of this animal—a male, three

females, and a young. But as the females agree with the

male in the yellow colour of the under surface, it foUow^s that

the spider monkey just described by Dr. Gray as resembling
his A. Bartlettii

J
except in being " greyish white ^' where the

A. Bartlettii is "bright yellow," cannot be the female of this

species. Nor can it, I think, be the young of this spider

monkey, as Ilerr v. Pelzeln informs me that the young indi-

vidual of A. variegatus^ in the Imperial Cabinet of Yienna,
resembles the adult, except in the absence of the frontal spot

and the white stripe on the sides of the face. At the same time
the condition of the skeleton of the Society's specimen shows
it to have been quite immature ; and the length of the fur and
other characters of this example agree so well with those of

* Herr y. Pelzeln ol)serves that the under colour is rather too bright
the figure and that no dimensions are given. In two of Natterer's
ecimens, also^ the yellow colour of the under body is continued over
e uDPer surface of the limha.

0^
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A. variegatus that I should be soitj to make a new species
out of it without further evidence.

Dr. Graj gives no locality or other particulars concerning
this specimen, simply stating that it has been "received" by
the British Museum. I may therefore add that It was ob-
tained by the Hon. A. Gordon, lately Governor of Trinidad,
from the upper part of the Caura river, a southern confluent
of the Orinoco, and presented alive to the Society's collection

on the 14th of July last. It died on August 18th, and was
sent to the British Museum.

L.

—

NotulcE LichenologiccB. No. XXXIV.
By the Kev. W. A. Leighton, B.A., F.L.S., F.B.S. Ed.

Notes on the Chemical Reaction in the Bi'itish species of
Pertusaria,

In preparing my ^ Lichen-Flora of Great Britain ' I have had
occasion to devote a good deal of attention to the genus Pertu-

saria^ and have discovered that in no series of lichens do the

chemical reagents give more important or more beneficial re-

sults. By their means we are not only enabled to define the

limits of the species themselves, but also definitely and satis-

factorily to allocate the forms comprised in the old pseudo-

genera of Variolaria and Isidium^ which have ever proved a

sort of crux to lichenists, and have consequently performed a

continual migration from one genus to another- My proposed

arrangement is as follows

:

A. Thallus K yellow^ then orange-red.

1. P. multipunctata (Turn.), E. Bot. 2061. Variolaria

multipimctata^ T. & B. ! Lich. Br. 73.

2. P. Westriiigii {kd\.). P. lactescensj Mudd!, Man. 272.

Isidium Westringii, T. & B.! Lich. Brit. 93 j E. Bot. 2204.

3. P. glomerata (Schleich.).

4. P. ceuthocarpa (Sm.), E. Bot. 2372. Isidium microstic-

ticum, T. & B. ! Lich. Br. 94.

5. P. dealbata (Ach.), E. Bot 1541 & 1511. Isidium pa-

radoxiiml and coraUinuml and coccodesl a & yS, T. & B. Lich.

Brit. 97, 100, 89. Variolaria chlorothecia, Tayl. ! Fl. Hib. 2.

P. syncarpaj Mudd !, Man. 273-

B. Thallus K yeUow^ C yellow.

6. P. communis^ DC, E. Bot. 677; and fomia rujyestris^

DC.
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7. P. dactylina (Ach.), Fellm. 144. Isidium, Ach. Syn.

282.

C. Thallus K yellow^ C reddish orange.

M

10. P. fi

(S

Thelotrema

hymeneuniy T. & B. ! Licli. Br. 185. Isidium hitescensy T. &
B. ! I c. p- 87,

D. Thallus K yellow^ C crimson,

11. P. gyrocheila^ NjL in Flora, 1865, p. 354.

E. Thallus K~, C crimson,

12. P. velata (Turn.), E. Bot 2062. Variolaria lactea^

T. & B. ! Lich. Br. 69 ; E. Bot. 2410. Variolaria aspergilla^

T. & B. ! ?. c. 67 ; E. Bot. 2401. Variolaria conspurcata^ T.

& B. ! ?. c. 55 ; E. Bot. 964. Isidium coccodes ^^ T. & B, !

I c. 89.

F. Thallus K— J C rose-colour.

13. P. faginea (L.), E. Bot. 1713. Variolaria^ T. & B.

!

?. c. 64. Variolaria ilicea^ Lyell!, MS. in Herb. Borrer.

G. Thallus K-j C

14. P. ophthalmiza^'^jlA Scand. 180. In Herb. Borrer at

Kew Is an Irish specimen labelled, in Dr. Taylor's hand-
writing, P, constellatay TayL, which appears identical with
this.

15. P. ghhulifera (Turn.), E. Bot. 2008 & 1714, Vario-
laria. T. & B. ! L c. 59. Variolaria discoidea. T. & B. ! /. c.

61.

16. P. HutcUnstm (Turn. & Bon\), E. Bot. Suppl. 2652.
Thelotrema^ T. & B.! I c. 178.

17. P. glomidiferay Borr,!, Leight. Ang. Lich. 30, 1. 11. f. 2.

18. Rpustulata (Ach.), Leight Ang. Lich. 30^ t. 10. f, 4.

19. P.leioplaca (Ach,).

20. P. nolens^ NyL! in Flora, 1864, p. 489.

H. Thallus K brownish. C

fasti

fastigiata ^
natum, T. & B. ! I. c, p. 103. Variolaria polythccia,

TayT. ! Fl. Hib. 2. 114.
^ J '

22. P. suhlactea, Leight., n. sp. Variolaria lactea, in Herb.
Bon-er !, and plant spoken of in T. & B. Lich. Brit. p. 72.

^

J
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LI.

—

List of Coleoptera received from Old Calabar^ on the

West Coast of Africa. By Andeew Murray, FX-S.

[Continued from p, 413.]

MONOHAMMUS, Serv.

1. MonoJiamnms ruspator^ Fab, Sjst. EL ii. 300.

M, nuhifeVj Schonli. Syn. Ins. iii, App. 165.

Nigro-piceuSj opacusj dense umbrino-piibescens ; thorace in-

seqnali utrinc[ue unispinoso ; eljtris fasciis diiabus cinereis

obliquis divergentibus obsoletis.

Long. 8-10 lin.; lat. 3 lin.

Opaque^ nigro-piceousj clothed witb a dense umber-brown
close pile. Thorax with a stout spine on each side. Elytra
with two cinereous obliquely diverging fascia?. The scutellar

space usually darker brown than the rest, and always stopping
short of and within the humeral angle.

I hare come to the conclusion that Fabricius's M, ruspator

and Schonherr's M. nuhifer are the same species. It varies

much in size, and somewhat in shade of colour, and in the

markings ; but their character is always the same.

The relations of the Old-Calabar Monohammi are to the

Indian species, and not to the European and N^orth-American,

which differ from them somewhat in facies and more especially

in texture. The genus is not represented in the Brazilian

regioUj but is replaced by Tceniotes^ Ptychodes^ &c.

2. Monohammus sj>arsutor^ Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool.

Cinereo-obscurus, in elytris nigro irroratus ; capite sulcato,

disperse punctato j antennis cinereis, longc obscuro macula-
tis ; thorace inasquali, vage punctato, transverso, antice pos-

ticeque truncato, augusteque constricto, basi modice coarc-

tato, spina laterali valida ,' scutello semirotundato, macula
grisea signato j elytris punctato-striatis, thorace latioribus,

humeris rectangulis, apice subtruncatis.

Long. 7^ lin., lat. 2\ lin.

Similar, so far as regards the colour and markings, to M. irro-

rator (posted), but, as regards form, to the M. ruspator of Fa-
bricius, only a little smaller, ash-coloured, and with only some
scattered punctures on the head and thorax ; on the first is a

longitudinal groove. Mandibles and eyes black. Antennae
brownish black, ringed with ash-colour at the base of the arti-

cles, starting from the fourth. Thorax transverse, unequal,

straight, and narrowly grooved transversely on the anterior

P
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and posterior margins, with tlie base regularly constricted.

Scutellum marked with a yellowish rounded patch. Elytra

broader than the thorax, broad and little flattened, projecting

and rectangular, on the shoulder, shortly truncate at the apex,

marked with striae formed of small punctures placed rather

close to each other. Their surface is covered

of blackish brown. uniform grey

Described by M. Chevrolat from a specimen received by
Mr. Hislopj but a specimen, named by him, which I have
seems to me only a small variety of M, riisjyator,

r

3. Monolianimus hasalisj Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool. t

1857, p. 74.

Brunneo cinereoque variegatus ; capite thoraceque (spina late-

ral! valida) vage punctatis
;
palpis oculisque nigris ; anten-

nis nigris, longis (?), robustis, fusco longe cinereoque

breviter annulatis ; scutello subquadrato, cinereo, intus de-

presso ] elytris crebre punctatis, ad basm minute tubercu-

latis, ad anicem subtruncatis, fasciis duabus nierricantibus

prima lata basali infra triangulariter protensa, secunda
obliqua ultra medium.

Long. 91-12 lin., lat. 3-3| lin.

This species also closely resembles the M. rus^ator oiYb^xi-
cius. Its colour is obscure ashy, a little shining here and there.

Head irregularly and sparsely punctate, and with a narrow
longitudinal groove. Palpi, mandibles at the apex, and eyes
black. Antenna3 a little longer than the body (in the female),

lightly clothed with a fine down below, with the first article

black, scabrous and strongly margined at the apex, second
small, third and fourth very long, brown, the remainder dimi-
nishing in length, and more or less ringed with ash-colour at

their base. Thorax transverse, straight and grooved trans-

versely along its anterior and posterior margins, with a very
strong lateral spine, which is closely punctate ; the disk and
the sides are only sparsely punctate. Scutellum somewhat
square, ash-coloured, depressed in the middle. Elytra of the
breadth of the thorax at the tip of the spines, cut rectangu-
larly on the shoulder, feebly attenuated behind, rounded on
the^ exterior part of the apex, but truncated near the suture,

which is unarmed ; of an obscure ash-colour mixed with black,
with two bands of the same colour ; the first rests on the base,
and extends as far as the shoulder and obliquely backwards
to the suture ; the second is narrow, behind the middle, and
directed obliquely towards the suture ; they are covered with
a rather close punctation, which becomes slightly tubercular

X

J
J
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on the basal band, Bodj below and legs of an ash-colonr"
less obscui'e than above, marked by scattered distant punc-
tures

; middle tibiae excised about the middle of the outer
margin, and feebly pilose to the apex j tarsi of a more or less

obscure ash-colour fringed by silken and golden hairs.

M. Tusjyator^ Fab. {nuhifer^ Sch.), diifers in having the basal
dark-brown space triangular, and never occupying the shoul-
der ; this has the whole base, shoulder included, of the brown
colour. It is a larger species, and has longer and stronger

antennae.

One specimen. In my collection.

4. Monohamrmis ocuUfrons^ Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1856, p. 490.

punctati

pitis c[uatuor maculis sericeis nigris ; thorace antice uni- et

postice bistricto, tuberculis duobus dorsalibus, spina laterali

sat valida ; elytris fasciis duabus obscuris, prima latissima

e basi ad medium, sed secunda ultra medium.
Long. 10 lin., lat. 3| lin.

This species would have been more correctly named had
it been called ocitUocciput instead of oculifrons^ the black

patches from which it is named being quite at the back of the

head, so as to be almost concealed under the thorax when the

head is bent back. It is of a brownish ash-colour, and marked
by small distant punctures. Head strong, longitudinally sul-

cate in front, with fom- subocellate velvety black patches

joined together posteriorly on the occiput. Labrum large,

square, Clypeus transverse, pale ash-coloured. Antenna
entirely brown, scarcely longer than the body (in the female)

;

first article elongated, swollen and nodulated at the apex.

Thorax as long as broad, straight at the extremities, with

three transverse grooves, of which the anterior is flexuous and
the two at the base straight ; it is bituberculate towards the

disk near the anterior sides, depressed in the centre, and with

a slight longitudinal keeh Scutellum semicircular, rather

large^ Elytra broadly rectangular, raised on the shoulder

(with some small smooth tubercles), narrowly rounded at each

extremity, and with two obscure bands, of which the first ex-

tends fi'om the base to the middle, and the second, which is

narrow, is beyond the middle. Middle tibise furnished on the

outside with an emarginate tooth, and fringed up to the apex
with a yellowish down. Five abdominal segments, first and

fifth large.

Not common.
Ann. & Mag, N, Hist. Ser.4. Fb?. vi. 32
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5* Monohammiis cordifer^ Clievr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1856jp.490.

Parvus, minute et ordine punctatus, griseus ;
mandibulis aplce,

oculis maculaque subscutellari et eordiformi in elytris nigris

;

antennis longis, fuscis ; eljtris anguste truncatiSj fasciola

fusca ultra medium signatis.

Long. 4 lin-, lat. 1^ lin.

Small, regularly and finely punctate, obscure ash-coloured.

Head slightly inclined and longitudinally sulcate- Palpi

brown, yellowish at the apex. Mandibles and eyes black. ».

Antennae once and a half the length of the body ; the first article

grey, and the following ferruginous. Thorax straight in front
^

and behind, grooved on the anterior margin; lateral spine

situated in the middle, tolerably strong and sharp. Scutellum

semicircular, silky and ash-coloured. Elytra broader than the

thorax y cut straight at the base, rectangular at the shoulder,

parallel, narrowly truncate at the apex, marked with a black

silky subcordiform patch behind the scutellum j an obscure

obsolete transverse band which reaches to the margin is placed

beyond the middle, and some small spots of the same colom*

are scattered here and there. Legs and body below of a uni-

form ashy-grey colour ; middle tibiae emargmate on the outer

side, and clothed with a pale villous pubescence. )^

One specimen in my collection. 1

6. Monohamnius Thomsoniy Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1855, p. 184. PI. 11. fig. 4.

Affinis M. Lt(sc(E^ Fab. Vage punctatus, fuscus ; mandibulis

oculisque nigris ; capite longitudinaliter sulcato ; antennis

pubescentibus, apice mfuscatis ; thorace transverso (cinereo

breviter et dense piloso) antice posticeque recto, lateribus

acute et valide spinoso : scutello albo ; elytris cum macula
communi magna scutellari alteraque laterali ampla virguli-

formi atro-holosericeis (foemina).

Long. 9| lin., lat. 3| lin.

Allied to If. Liiscw^ Fab. Fuscous, irregularly punctate.

Mandibles and eyes black. Antennse pubescent, with the

apex fuscoua. Thorax densely covered with a cinereous pile,

the sides armed with an acute and stout spine. Scutellum
white. Elytra with a large, black, velvety, silky, scutellar

patch common to both, and another large one on the sides.

Named by M. Chevrolat, In accordance with my wash, in

honour of Mr. W. C. Thomson, at that time missionary at

Old Calabar, now a medical practitioner in Livei-pool, to whom

1
m

1

i

J
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I am indebted for a very large number of the species received
from Old Calabar,

7. Monohammus irroratory Chevr. Rev. et Mag, d. Zool.

1855, p. 517.

Alatiis, elongatus, vage pimctatus, nigro cinereoque vestitus;

antennis (cinereo annulatis) tibiisque partim ferrugineis
j

thorace antice posticeqiie recte truncato^ ad basin late sul-

cato^ spina laterali valida j elytris thorace multo latioribus

(humeris rectangulis) , in apice obtuse truncatis, striato-

punctatis, cinereis nigro irroratis et fere trifasciatis.

Long. 8 lin.^ lat 2\ lin.

Of the size of if. ritspator^ Fab.^ but somewhat nan'ower
and proportionally more elongate. Body ash - coloured,

cov*ed with black spots and patches. Head with only

some scattered punctures^ blackish ash-colom-ed behind^ and
with a triangular black patch on its occipital part and an
elongated one on each side facing the eyes. Longitudinal

channel very naiTOW. Palpi brown, yellowish at the apex of

the articles. Mandibles black, rugose at the base, smooth at

the tip. Eyes black. Antennas ferruginous, ash-coloured at

the base of the articles, starting from the fourth : first article

obscure, punctate. Thorax almost as long as broad, truncate,

rather broadly grooved at the base ; its disk has three small

blackish convexities with some scattered punctures ; the

lateral spine is broad and thickened at the base. Scutellum

broad, semicircular, ash-coloured, with a large black rounded
spot. Elytra three times the length of the thorax, broader

than it, projecting and truncate rectangularly at the shoulder,

subtmncate at the apex, punctate-striate, the punctm-es trans-

versely tubercular on their front, near the base, as if im-

pressed from behind ; the ground-colour is ashy, and covered

with black spots which are more or less confluent, forming as

it were three transverse bands. Body below uniform ash-

coloured. Thighs arched, ferruginous ; tarsi ashy ferruginous.

Only one or two specimens.

8. Monohammus viridipennis^ Chevr. Rev. et Mag, d.

Zool. 1855, p. 284.

dutus

lorum

apice luteis ; antennis nigris, corpore vix longioribus ; tho-

race antice posticeque recto et marginato, transversim tri-

stricto, vix punctato, spina laterali valida, brevi ; scutello

32*
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semirotimdato, nigro nitido ; elytris pimctato-striatis^ plus

minusve viridibus (foemina).

Long. 1\ lin., lat. 2\ lin.

Opaque, leaden black, with a whitish pubescence. Head
sharply longitudinally sulcate, bifoveolate in front. Antennae

black, scarcely longer than the body. Thorax transversely

thrice constricted, scarcely punctate, with a strong short lateral

spine. Scutellum semirotundate, black, shining. Elytra di-

stinctly punctate-striate, in some specimens more or less green,

in others of the general lead-colour, sometimes faintly obliquely

clouded.

In my collection.

Pachystola, Reiche, Voy. en Abyss, p. 393,

1. Pachystola annuUcorms^ Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. Zool.

1855, p. 184. PL III. fig. 5.

Cinereo-glauca ; capite antice cervino, postice fusco variegato,

longitudine sulcato, mandibulis oculisque nigris ; antennis

nigris, cum tertio articulo apice quartoque basi cervinis
;

thorace transverso, antice posticeque (bistricto) recto, lateri-

bus breviter unispinoso, fusco irrorato, vittis tribus glaucis

;

scutello niagno, semirotundato ; elytris remote et subseriatim

punctatis, glaucinis, cum macula magna scutellari vittaque

laterali arcuata, intus ramosa, fuscis ; corpore infra cincras-

cente, lateribus abdominis fusco maculatis.

Long. 12 lin., lat. 4 lin.

The excellent figure by M. Migneaux renders it unnecessary
to add any thing to the above rubric, except that the light parts

are cinereous or glaucous and the dark parts fuscous.

Several specimens received from the neighbourhood of

Creek Town.
This genus, it is scarcely necessary to say, has nothing to

do with Lamia textor^ although that species stands as the first

species under a genus of this name in Dejean's Catalogue.

2. Pachystola arcuata^ Chevr. Rev. et Mag. d. ZooL 1855,
'

p. 184.

Fusca; mandibulis oculisque nigris; capite truncato, inter

oculos an^usto et inter anfpnnns angulosim emarginato;
antennis crassis, apice acutis ; thorace transverso, insequaliter

brunnei
maculi

marginem), secunda laterali (infra humerum) et ubique grosse
punctata ; vitta alba pectorali.

mg. 11 lin., lat. 3^ lin.
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Fuscous ; mandibles and eyes black. Thorax unequally
plicate. Elytra with two brown patches : the first decussate,

from the scutellum to the middle of the margin ; the second
lateral^ below the shoulder^ and everywhere coarsely punctate.

Underside with a white pectoral stripe.

Several specimens.

3. Pachystola decussata^ Chevr. Eev. et Mag. d. Zooh
1856, p. 530.

Brunnea; vittis duabus in thorace (prima laterali, secunda
infra lata post oculos), in elytris vittis duabus decussatis,

magnam litcram X formantibus, tertiaque parte apicali

sutur^j femoribus postlcis ad apicem maculis duabus cor-

poreque infra (medio excepto) albidis ; mandibulis, clypeo et

oculis amplis nigris ; antennis validis, corpore brevioribus,

articulo ultimo acuto.

Long. 16 lin., lat. 5 lin.

Brown. Head convex on the forehead, truncated obliquely

below, marked behind with five lines and with a longitudinal

narrow channel which borders the %j^^. Mandibles brilliant

black. Labrum pilose, square. Clypeus very narrow, trans-

verse. Eyes largCj slightly emarginate above, black. Antennae
hardly reaching more than two-thirds of the length of the

body, tolerably thick, with the last article acuminate. Thorax
straight in front and behind, marked wath three transverse

channels ; fom' white longitudinal dorsal tubercles two lines in

length, the first on the side, and the second below, facing the

eye; lateral spine very stout and sharp. Scutellum semi-

circular. Elytra broader than the thorax, raised on the shoul-

der, and depressed within it, parallel and rounded towards the

apex of the suture, which is slightly angular ; they have two
white bands crossed in the form of an X, and of which each

starts obliquely from the shoulder to the middle of the suture,

and thence proceeds backwards obliquely to the margin, which
it reaches at the level of the apex of the posterior thigh ; at that

place it bends back in a semicii'cle towards the extremity, and
remounts on the suture, where it terminates below the union

of the lines. Legs and middle of the body of an ashy brown.
Breast and abdomen broadly margined with white

;
posterior

thighs with two white patches at the apex \ abdomen with
five segments, the last large, broadly truncate above, emargi-
nate in the middle, and longitudinally channelled beneath.

One specimen.

4. Pachystola ligata.

Fusca; capite, fronte et cl}q)eo pube grisea (versus oculos
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dilutiore) vestitis, postice medio atq^ue pone oculos vitta "brevi

albicTa vestito, macula su"bbrunnea rel derasa pone angulos

oculorum et supra et su"btus; thorace supra vittis tribuSj

una media dorsali, alteris utrinque ad latera et margine

basali albidis; pectore pube grisea vestitOj vitta laterali

albida utrinque instructo ; elytris vittis albidis, bis decus-

satis ; antennis articulo tertio macula parva postica ad basin

et breviter ad apicem, articulo quarto breviter ad basin

albidis : subtus albido-grisea.

Long, 1\ lin.j lat. 3 lin.

Brown ; entirely clothed with dark-brown pubescence.

Head with front and clypeus brownish griseous, turning paler

and yellowish white next the eyes^ and also on their posterior

margins, except at the upper and under angles. Eyes coarsely

granular, emarginate, and very nearly meeting on the top of

the head; back of the head with a groove and a whitish stripe,

the sides obliquely white. Antennse as long as the body, with

a whitish mark at the back of the base of the third article, the

top of which and the base of the fourth are also whitish, the re-

maining articles lighter brown than the basal articles. Thorax
with a stout tubercular spine on each side ; the disk raised,

but without the furrows and raised spaces so characteristic of

the other species of PacJiystola and Frosopocera^ or, if present,

they are concealed by the pubescence ; basal margin plicate and
pale, a longitudinal narrow dorsal stripe and a broader pale stripe

on the sides; beyond this, the •sides below are griseous, and
then another whitish stripe. Scutellum palish brown, with a
whitish line in the middle and along the sides. Elytra spa-

ringly punctate, most strongly towards the base, with a decus-

sate whitish pattern ; a stripe starts from the base between the

scutellum and the shoulder, runs obliquely backwards to the

margin, reaching it about the middle of the elytra, and be-
commg wider as it goes backwards ; about a fourth of the

length of the elytra from the base this stripe sends off a branch
towards the suture, which it reaches before the middle ; it then
tm-ns obliquely towards the margin, which it reaches at about
a fourth from the apex ; on reaching the margin, it divides,

one narrow fringe running round the apex to the sutural

angle, the other ti'ends obliquely across to the suture, which
it reaches a short distance from the apex, and continues down
to the sutural angle, there joining the marginal line. Under-
side and legs clothed with yellowish white ; the upperside of
the last two tarsi brown.

Unique. In my collection.

[To be continued.]
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The United States Secretary of the Interior reported last year that

Congress had appropriated ^10,000 for the continuance of the Geo-
logical Survey of the Territories of the United States by Professor

Hayden, and that he was instructed hy the Department of the

Interior to direct his attention especially to the geological, minera-
logical, and agricultural resources of the Territories of Colorado and
New Mexico, to ascertain the age, order of succession, relative posi-

tion, dip, and comparative thickness of the different strata and geo-
logical formations, and to examine with care all the beds, veins, and
other deposits of ores, coals, clays, marls, peat, and other mineral
substances, as well as the fossil remains of the different forraations.

He entered on his labours in the field the last day of June 1869, at

Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory. His route was through Denver, the
silver- and gold-mining region of Georgeto\\Ti and Central City, the

Middle Park, Colorado City, and Fort Union to Santa Fe, returning

through the San-Luis valley and South Park to Denver. The ex-
ploration, though brief and raind, was eminently successful; and
the collections in geology, mineralogy, botany, and zoology were
extensive. His preliminary report bears date October 15th. It is

accompanied by two other reports made to him by his assistants

one on mines and mining, the other on agriculture. These papers,

the Secretary of the Interior remarks, are valuable contributions

to our knowledge of the subjects they embrace, and merit careful

perusal ; and certainly we fuUy agree with him, even if we take this

Field-report of Colorado and New Mexico by itself; and their value
is more fully seen when studied together with Dr. Hayden's Eeport
on the Exploration of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, and
other reports on Kansas, Nebraska, &c., by United-States geologists.

The Colorado Territory, between 37° and 41° N. lat. and 102° and
109° W. long., almost equally divided into highlands, on both slopes

of the Eocky Mountains (reaching 13,000 feet above the sea), and
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flats of the "Great Plains/' is nearly 110,000 square miles in ex-
tent, nearly equalling the area of Great Britain and Ireland. It has
already a vast system of railroads,—three passing across from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and others radiating from Denver in every
direction. New Mexico, lying on the south, continues the physical
features of Colorado, together with the extensive and thick lignites
(of great economic value), with " the valuable ores that abound
almost everywhere in the granite and gneiss of the Eocky Moun-
tains," with the grand line of water-springs along their base, and a
" healthful and delightful climate." On the plains the geological
structure is very simple (chiefly horizontal Tertiary beds) ; but fre-
quently over large areas the basal rocks are concealed by superficial
deposits. The upheaved ridges ("hog-backs") on the eastern base
of the Eocky Mountains expose the geology of the country. " Often
in a little belt, from half a mile to four or five miles in width, one
may travel over the upturned edges of nearly all the formations in
the geological scale ; and the opportunity was presented, in this way,
for tracing out their relations by studying the junction of the
changed with the unchanged rocks." Indeed to the geologist Colo-
rado is almost encycloptedic in its character, as indeed the magnifi-
cent report, by Ives and [N'ewberry (1861), on the Colorado of the
west prepared us to believe. Besides the gold- and silver-mines, the
mines of coal (mainly Tertiary) and iron (of diff'erent ages), especially
along the base of the mountains, were examined by the surveyors

;

and those of the Raton Hills are likely to be " of far more value to
the country than all the mines of precious metals in that district."

Mr. P. Prazer reports on the metallic (iron, copper, zinc, load,
silver, gold) and other minerals, including turquoise, coal, albertite,
&c., and notices most of the chief lodes and mines that are being
worked, also the oil-weUs and the medicinal and salt springs.
Kespecting the geological relations of the lodes of Colorado, " the
Jructure of the Eocky Mountains there, and their denudation, Dr.
Hayden offers the following interesting and thoughtful remarks

:

"The gold- and silver-lodes of this Territory, so far as they are
observed, are entirely composed of the gneissic and granite rocks,
possibly rocks of the age of the Laurentian series of Canada. At
any_ rate, aU the gold-bearing rocks about Central City are most
distinctly gneissic, whHe those containing sHver at Georgetown are
both gneissic and granitic. The mountain in which the Baker,
Brown, Com, Terrible, and some other rich lodes are located is com-
posed mostly of gneissic and reddish feldspathic granite, whUe the
Leavenworth and M'Clellan Mountains, equally rich in silver, are
composed of banded gneiss, with the lines of bedding or stratifica-
tion very distinct.

"There is an important question that suggests itself to one at-
temptmg to study the mines of Colorado ; and that is, the cause of
tlie_wonderful paraUelism of the lode&—the greater portion of them
tokmg one general direction or strike, north-east and south-west.
We must at on cfi rpw-iril fli^ „^,,«„ j ^.j ^i i r
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we find that most of the veins or lodes are true fissures, and do not
diminish in richness as they are sunk deeper into the earth. All

fr these lodes have more or less clearly defined walls ; and some of

them are quite remarkable for their smoothness and regularity. We
assume the position that the fiUing-up of all these lodes or veins

with mineral matter was an event subsequent to any change that

may have occurred in the country rock. N"ow, if we look carefully

at all the azoic rocks in this region, we shall find, more or less di-

stinctly defined, depending upon the structure of the rock itself, two
* planes of cleavage, one of them with a strike north-east and south-

west, and the other south-east and north-west Beside these two

^ sets of cleavage-planes, there are in most cases distinct lines of bed-
ding. The question arises, what relation do these veins hold to

these lines of cleavage? Is it not possible that they occupy these

cleavage-openings as Hues of greatest weakness ?

'^ I have taken the direction of these two sets of cleavage-planes

many times with a compasSj over a large area ; and very seldom do

they diverge to any great extent from these two directions, north-east

and south-west, or south-east and north-west. In some instances

the north-west and south-east plane would flex around so as to

strike north and south, and the other one so as to trend east and
west; but this is quite seldom, and never occurs unless there has

been some marked disturbance of the rocks. There are, however, a

few lodes which arc called ^ east and west lodes,^ and some * north

and south.' A few have a strike north-west and south-east, but

are generally very narrow, and break off from the north-east and
south-west lodes, are very rich for a time, and then * pinch ' out.

It would seem, therefore, quite possible that the north-east and

south-west veins took the lines of cleavage in that direction as lines

of greatest weakness, and that the north-west and south-east lines

cross the other set, and that a portion of the mineral material might

accumulate in that cleavage-fissure. I merely throw out this as a

hint at this time, which I wish to follow out in my future studies.

I am inchned to believe that the problem of the history of the

Eocky-Mountain ranges is closely connected with these two great

sets of cleavage-lines. As I have before stated, my own observa-

tions point to the conclusion that the general strike of the meta-

morphic ranges of mountains is north-west and south-east, and that

the eruptive trend north-east and south-west. The dykes, that

sometimes extend long distances across the plains, in all cases trend

north-east and south-west, or occasionally east and west. The
purely eru.ptive ranges of the northern portion of the San-Luis valley

seem to be composed of a series of minor ranges en echelon^ with a

trend north-east and south-west. But as soon as this range joins on
to a range with a metamorphic or granitic nucleus, the trend changes

around to north-west and south-east. Many of the ranges have a

nucleus of metamorphic rocks, though the central and highest por-

tions may be composed of eruptive peaks and ridges. In this case

the igneous material is thrust up in lines of the same direction as the

trend. It becomes, therefore, evident that all the oi)erations of the
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eruptive forces were an event subsequent to tlie elevation of the

metamorphic nucleus. This is shown in hundreds of instances in

Southern Colorado and New Mexico, where the eruptive material is

oftentimes forced out over the metamorphic rocks, concealing them

over large areas.

" All over the mining-districts are well-marked anticlinal, syn-

clinal, and what I have called ^ monoclinal * valleys. Nearly all the

little streams flow, a portion or all their way, through these mono-
clinal valleys or rifts. In most cases the stream passes along the

rift from source to mouth, but occasionally bursts through the up-

heaved ridges at right angles, resuming its course again in some

monoclinal opening. There are a few instances of these streams

flowing along anticlinal valleys; and by any one these remarks will

be at once understood by studying the myriad little branches of

Clear Creek or South Platte, which flow for long distances through

the mining-districts.

In these valleys are oftentimes accumulated immense deposits of

modern drift. Sometimes there are proofs that these vallej^s have

been gorged for a time, and a bed of very coarse gravel and boulders

will accumulate, hundreds of feet in thickness. Near Georgetown
there is a fine example of this modern drift-action.

*' It would seem that the valley of that branch of Clear Creek in

which the Brown and Terrible silver-lodes are located was gorged

at one time, perhaps, with masses of ice, and the fine sand and
coarse materials accumulated against the gorge, and at a subsequent

period the creek wore a new channel through this material. The jr

upper side of this drift-deposit is fine sand, but the materials grow
coarser as we descend, until, at the lower side, there are immense
irregular or partially worn masses of granite. On the sides of the

valley the rocks are often much smoothed and grooved as if by
floating masses of ice. We assume the position, of which there is

most ample e\'idence all over the Rocky-Mountain region, that at a

comparatively modern geological period the temperature was very

much lower than at present, admitting of the accumulation of vast

bodies of ice on the summits of the mountains. The valley of the

South Platte, as that stream flows through the range east of the

South Park, shows not only these accumulations of very coarse

boulder-drift, but when this drift is stripped off, the underlying ^

rocks are found smoothed, and in some instances scratched, as ii by
floating icebergs."

Dr. Hayden regards the lignites (often passing into good coal) of

these territories as of Tertiary age (mostly Lower; some, of little

value, in the Middle Tertiary) ; they constitute " from 10,000 to

20,000 square miles of mineral fuel in the centre of a region where
for a radius of 600 to 1000 miles in every direction there is little or

no fuel either on or beneath the surface ;" and if these coals can be
made Tisefol for smelting the iron-ore abounding on all sides, and
now reduced with charcoal, " the future value of these deposits can-

not be over-estimated " in exerting " the same kind of influence over
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the progress of the West that Pennsylvania exerts over all the con-
tiguous States." The fossil flora of these Lignites (represented by
collections made by Drs. Hayden and Leconte, and determined by
Professor Lesquereux in 1868) is enumerated at pages 95-97; and
respecting their Tertiary age, Dr. Hayden says, at p. 97

:

"In conclusion, I beg leave to say that, while I have the most
profound respect for the labours of my fellow geologists in the same
field, I diifer with them somewhat, simply because the evidence, to

my mind, points in a different direction. In various portions of the

Laramie Plains, Colorado, Raton Hills, &c., I have observed between
the well-defined Cretaceous and Tertiary beds a group of strata,

composed of thin layers of clay, with yellow and grey sands and
sandstones, which I have called transition or beds of passage. If in

these beds I were to find some purely marine remains, OTenInoceramus

or JBaculites, I should then call them transition beds, in accordance

with the evidence of the continuous uninterrupted growth of the

continent from the Cretaceous through the Tertiaiy period. There

is no proof, so far as I have observed, in all the western country, of

true nonconformity between the Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary

beds, and no evidence of any change in sediments or any catastrophe

sufficient to account for the sudden and apparently complete destruc-

tion of organic life at the close of the Cretaceous period. In all my
examinations of the coal-formations over so vast an area, T have never

yet seen a trace of a Cretaceous fossil in any strata above the coal."

Of the widely spread Tertiary deposits stretching along the eastern

side of the Eocky Mountains, and mainly consisting of limited, though

grand, lacustrine accumulations, but possibly here and there defined

anew by denudation, Dr. Hayden enumerates many local groups,

which it is impossible at present to collate in detail. Of these,

arranged provisionally, there are, belonging to the Upper Tertiary

^

the:

—

Salt-Lake group (1000 to 1200 feet of sandstones and marls);

Bridger group (upward continuation of the Green-Eiver group)

;

Arkansas marls and Santa-Fe marls; and the Loup-Eiver group,

with remains of "wolves, foxes, tigers, hyenas, camels, horses,

mastodons, elephants, &c."

To the Middle Tertiary belong the

:

Echo-Canon group, 3000 to 5000 feet thick, including conglo-

merates from 1500 to 2000 feet thick ; Wasatch group, reddish and

variegated sands and clays, west of the Bridger group ; Green-Eiver

shales, containing asphaltic shales, with fishes, insects, &c*, and

next below the Bridger group ; Washekee group, with impure lig-

nite ; Gallisteo sands, with silicified wood, overlying the Placer-

Mountain group ; Monument-Creek group ; White-Eiver group (with

Upper Tertiaries on it), covering at least 150,000 square miles,

" remarkable as one of the most wonderful deposits of extinct mam-
malia on the globe," and of purely freshwater origin*; and the

"Wind-Eiver group, of limited extent.

See Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3. vol. xi. pp. 376, 377,
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To the Lower Tertiary belong the :

—

Bear-Kiver group, with coal-beds 2Q feet thick at Evanston (p. 91)

;

Placer-Mountain group, with coal^ thirty miles south of Santa Fe,

K'ew Mexico ; Eaton-Hills group, with coal ; Caiiou-City group, with
coal ; Judith-Eiver group ; and, lastly, the Fort-Union or Great Lig-
nite group, of which probably the Placer-Mountain, Eaton-Hills, and
Canon-City groups are fragments ; whilst those of Bear Eiver, Judith
Eiver, and perhaps other places, were independent lacustrine forma-
tions*.

In the ^Annals,' ser, 3. vol. xi. (1862), we have already given an
abstract view of the geology and natural history of the Upper Mis-
souri (a continuation northwards of the geology of jSTew Mexico and
Colorado), founded on Dr. Hayden's researches (with Dr. Meek and
others) in 1857-60, published in his Ecport of 1862; and we have
now before us a fuller account (published in 1869) of some of the
researches there referred to, namely those carried out in company
with Capt. (now Lt.-Col.) Eaynolds, in 1859-60, on the Yellowstone
and Missouri Eivers, and by the author on the I^iobara and AYhite
Eivers, and some remarks on the Dakota Territory. A special fea-

ture in this report (pages v-ix) is the careful historical account of
earlier labours in this grand geological field of TTorth-western Ame-
rica, extending from 42° to 49° :N"orth lat., and between 98° and
114° "W. long. The geological notes on some parts of the Dakota
(from Yancton to Sioux Falls and the Pipestone Quarry) were made
in 1866. The country consists of the Lower Cretaceous rocks of that
region resting on Carboniferous, with perhaps some Triassic strata
between. The famous Catlinite, or Eed Pipestone, is included in
quartzites that belong to a supra-Carboniferous formation, but
whether Triassic or Lower Cretaceous Dr. Hayden does not feel

competent to declare.

In Dr. Newberry's Eeport on the Cretaceous and Tertiary Plants,
we have an eloquent exordium on the growth and scientific value
of geology, and its power in elucidating the physical geography of
the North-American continent, and on the gradual accretion of the
PaloDozoic, Mesozoic, and Caenozoic strata to the old territorial nu-
cleus, with especial reference to the floras of the successive periods,
as illustrated by the fossil plants brought down to sea and lake, and
left in their accumulating deposits. In speaking of the Cretaceous
formations, covering so large a part of the North-western American
region under notice, Dr. Newberry writes:—*^ The Cretaceous period
has left behind it a grand series of monuments on this continent,
from which may be read all the more important facts of its history.
In some localities the strata of that age attained a thickness of 3000
or 4000 feet, and they now occupy more of the surface of the conti-
nent than those of any other formation. The era of the deposition
of these strata was one of continental subsidence, in which the area
of dry land was, especially at the west, greatly reduced. In the
region east of the Mississippi the change of level was comparatively

* Ann. Xat. Hist. Inn. rif.
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slight, and resulted iii the addition of but a narrow margin of Cre-
taceous rock, much of which has doubtless been cut away by the
waves of the Atlantic^ extending from Martha's Yineyard_around our

I Atlantic and Gulf-coast to Mexico. The north-eastern portion of
the continent seems not to have shared in this depression, as no Cre-
taceous rocks have yet been found there. West of the Mississippi,

however, a broad area extends from the Arctic Sea to Mexico, and
having a width of a thousand miles or more, which had previously
been dry land and covered with forests, was gradually invaded by
the sea, sunk beneath its waters, and for the most part deeply co-

vered by its calcareous deposits. . , .Suffice it to say that over a
great part of the area I have described the Lower Cretaceous strata,

which correspond in age with the Gault of England, are coarse,

thick-bedded sandstones and conglomerates, which everywhere con-
tain the impressions of broad-leaved dicotyledonous trees, and in
many instances beds of lignite, sometimes fifty feet in thickness.

These are generally somewhat irregular, as though of drifted mate-
rials. The lithological characters of this member of the series, as

well as its fossils, prove that it is composed of the immediate debris

of the land, and it was gradually submerged beneath the ocean

sand, gravel, leaves, trunks of trees, &c,,—and is, in fact, simply an
unbroken series of sea-beaches.

"These coarser beds are foUowed, in the ascending series, by
strata of more or less pure limestone, highly charged with charac-

teristic Cretaceous MoUusks (InoceramiiSy Ammonites^ Baculites, &c.),

the natural accumulation from the waters of the ocean, and forming
a marked contrast with the mechanical sediments and terrestrial

fossils of the underlying beds.
" That the encroachment of the ocean was from the east and south

towards the Eocky Mountains is proved by the fact that as we go
from Texas and Arkansas in that direction, we find the limestones

becoming less pure, containing more inorganic material (sand and
true

formation
** During this submergence there was oceanic communication be-

tween the Gulf of Mexico and the Arctic Sea, as the Cretaceous

strata stretch in unbroken sheets from Texas northward to and
through the British Possessions. All the eastern half of the con-

tinent was, however, out of water, for we find no Cretaceous

rocks deposited upon it ; and the same is true of a considerable por-

tion of the far west. In California the Cretaceous beds reach but
+

little way up the flanks of the Sierra 2^evada, and in some portions

of the Eocky-Mountain country no traces of these rocks can be
found,

" The Plants to which I have referred as forming the characteristic

fossils of the Lower Cretaceous beds are of special interest, as they

open a new chapter in the botanical history of the world. Although
the region which furnishes them has been but partially surveyed,

and collections made under the most unfavourable circumstances,

already fully fifty species of forest-trees are represented in these
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collections, and fragments obtained of at least as many more. The
character of the vegetation which they reveal is that of a fertile
surface and of a temperate climate, a vegetation, indeed, similar to
that which now grows over the greater portion of the United States.

" A fact of still greater interest is that we here find representatives
of quite a number of the most characteristic genera of our present
forest, viz. Linodendron, Magnolia, Sassafras, Platanus. Fagus,
Poj^idns, &c. So modem is the aspect of this flora, that it is not
surprising that, when submitted to the fossil botanists of the Old
World

ures
low*; and a much larger number of fossil plants from this horizon,
collected by myself or others in Few Jersey, Kansas, New Mexico,

hands

confirm
MX

regard to our Cretaceous flora, viz. : ' That on this continent vege-
tation was revolutionized at the close of the Triassie period, when
the Cyeadaceous flora, which then prevailed on the earth's surface
was succeeded by the " reign of Angiosperms " in the introduction of
a hundred or more species of forest-trees, in great part belonging to

porti
xiuiii mat eariy penoa tne aspects of our flora do not seem to have
materially changed, showing a stability and constancv in the phy-
sical conditions which prevaHed here, such as is not indicated by the

countnes
" Of the flora of the Upper Cretaceous strata we have, as yet, but
very

that over the
underlain

sea existed during all the later ages of the period; and it was only
here and there that land-plants continued to grow on shores that
were subsequently submerged so that they could be buried and pre-
served. In the districts I have examined in Colorado, Utah, and
JNew Mexico, shore-lines continued to exist to the close of the Creta-
ceous period

; and there I have found, in the shales, sandstones, and
ligmtes, at several levels, traces of plants which grew at a period
later than those .... derived from the Lower Cretaceous beds. From
this It 18 evident that the vegetation of the continent experienced >
no very marked change throughout the Cretaceous period. Many

recur

stiU

ig to genera largely represented in the Tertiary

, ,

,

more allied to that of the present day. It is
probable, however, that we shaU find that by the contraction of the
land-surface the climate of the remaining portion of the continent
became more insular in character, and was thus capable of support-
ing a vegetation more characteristic of a lower latitude.

"Tertiary Period.—After the deposition of the Upper Cretaceous
strata (such as correspond with the White Chalk of England), the

[* Xot published with this Report.]
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! sea retreated from the area it had invaded at the commencement of
the Cretaceous period ; and this retreat would seem to have been
considerably rapid, from the fact that over most of the area covered

f bj the Cretaceous sea we find no evidence of the deposition of the
strata corresponding in age to those of the first and lowest division

of the Tertiary, the Eocene. In the region east of the Mississippi,

Qn the shores of the Gulf and Atlantic, the Eocene beds form a con-
spicuous member of the Tertiary series ; but in the far west they
have not yet been recognized. The Miocene strata occupy a large

area in the far west; but, except in California, where they compose
a great part of the coast-monntains and cover the base of the Sierra

Nevada, they are altogether of frcshAvater origin. In the area of

the Great Basin, between the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Moun-
tains, these lacustrine deposits are largely developed ; and in the

region of the plains they extend in a series of local basins from the

north lino of Texas far up into the British Possessions.
*' Conclusive evidence of the progressive elevation of this portion

of our Continent is ajfforded by the observations of Dr, Hayden, who
found the lower beds of some of these freshwater deposits containing

estuary shells, oysters, &c., showing that at this period salt water
had access to them. Subsequently further elevation prevented the

influx of the sea, and they were filled with a succession of fresh-

water sediments. During this elevation, the arm of the sea, which,

in the Cretaceous and early Tertiary ages, extended up the valley

of the Mississippi to and beyond the mouth of the Ohio, gradually

contracted, and the Tertiary beds were left as parallel belts of de-

posit from its waters, covering a V-shaped area along the lower

Mississippi, including the eastern portion of Arkansas, the State of

Louisiana, the western and southern portions of the State of Missis-

sippi, and thence reaching around along the coast up on to the

Atlantic shore* In the Miocene epoch, therefore, our continent had
nearly the outlines which it exhibits at the present time, and the

topography of the eastern portion remained almost unchanged. At
the west, however, great changes took place, particularly marked by
the elevation of most of the great mountain-chains which traverse

that region. It should be borne in mind, however, that, as has been

before stated, these mountain-chains have been represented by lines

of elevation from the earliest geological periods, and in snbseqnent

oscillations of level they seem to have acted simply as hinges or

joints, upon which the plates of the continent turned.

" These mountain-masses were not wholly submerged during the

SHnrian period; but the Carboniferous sea swept over nearly all parts

of them. In the great Cretaceous subsidence they were but partly

covered ; and since then they, with the tablelands which they crown,

have remained far above the sea and the general level of the conti-

nent, and, exposed io atmospheric erosion during all subsequent

ages, now exhibit the most striking evidences of the potency of this

agent to be found upon the earth's surface.

" Prom the freshwater Miocene Tertiaries to which I have referred.

Dr. I\ V- Hayden has obtained a magnificent series of fossil plants,
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and from these and the overlying Pliocene beds a still more interesting
collection of the remains of vertebrate animals As a whole, the
flora Tvhich the plants represent is strikingly like that of the Lower
Miocene of Europe, which has been so amply illustrated in the
beautiful work of Professor Heer, several species being identical,
and the generic correspondence remarkably close. It will be noticed.

an
plants which give character to the flora of the Eocene and, to a cer-
tain degree, to that of the Miocene of Europe. [On the contrary, we
have a grouping of plauts which is closely copied by the flora of our
Southern States at the present day. The great fan-palms which
Dr. Hayden discovered are the only plants in the collection which
have a tropical look ; but these are associated with poplars, syca-
mores, hazelnut, mulberry, &e., which are very significant of a tem-
perate climate, while, so far as yet observed, the tropical element in
the Miocene flora of Europe, formed by Cinnamomum, Ilakea, Dy-
andra, &c., is here entirely wanting.

" In the Cretaceous rocks of Vancouver's Island and the Tertiaries
of EelHugham Bay, species of Cinnamomum have been found, as
also in the Eocene deposits of the Mississippi valley, and the Eocene
lignites of_ Brandon, Yermont—fossils which are indicative of a
warmer climate than that which now prevails at these points ; so
that we have evidence that during the Cretaceous period the climate
of [the region of] Vancouver's Island was warmer than that of the
interior of the continent—and that during the Eocene period the
climate of the eastern half of the continent was warmer than now,
corresponding in some degree to the tropical climate which prevailed
in Europe during the same epoch.

" In the collection of fossil plants recently described by Professor
Heer, from^Disco Island, off the west coast of Greenland, under the
parallel of 70°, he finds Sequoia Langsdorfii, Quernis Olafseni, Cory-
Jus Macquarrii, and EJiamnus Eridani, which are characteristic of
the Miocene of Europe, with a 8aUshuna,—aR showing that during
this period a climate equally mild with that of our middle States
prevailed so far north. With this fact before us, and that of the
discovery in Iceland of a similar flora which includes a Liriodendron
scarcely distinguishable from our own, we are led to expect to find
in the Miocene of the central portion of our continent a flora of a
decidedly tropical character. Such, however, has not been the case,
and the plants coUected by Dr. Hayden on the Upper Missouri, as
well as those derived from the Miocene strata of BeUingham Bay,
Birch Bay, &c., on the north-west coast, unmistakably indicate a
chmate but a few degrees warmer than that of the present day.

" From the Pliocene beds of the Upper Missouri we have as yet
obtained no plants ; but the interesting series of vertebrate remains
collected by Dr. Hayden, to which reference has been made, comes
partly from the Miocene and partly from the Pliocene strata. These
represent a fauna very different from any thing now Hying on this
continent, showu^g that our plants have experienced far less changes
than our animals. This fauna includes ElepTias, Mastodon, Rlmio-
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ceros (three species), and a great variety of ruminants, rodents,
carnivores, &c., forming more than sixty species, many of them of
large size. Such a groaping of animals might he considered indica-

tive of a warmer climate than the present ; hut the associated plants
contain some living species, and are all closely allied to our present
flora. Of the freshwater shells found in these heds the same may
be said ; and the plants obtained &om Califo"^nia and the valley of
the Mississippi, from strata which correspond very closely in age
with those containing the Pliocene vertebrates, include a still larger
number of living species.

*'We have every reason to believe, therefore, that during the
Miocene and Pliocene Tertiary periods the form and climate of o..r

continent were similar to what they now are^ that, while the cli-

mate was a little warmer, the aspects of nature were not greatly

different from the present, and that the isotheinal lines were curved
across the continent very much as now. This is indicated by the

flora on the north-west coast, which includes several of Dr. Hayden's
Up2:)er-Missouri species, and yet with them some which he did not
find, and such as are indicative of a somewhat warmer climate,

** TIte Drift Period,—Ha\iug such an approach to the present con-

dition of our continent during the later Tertiary ages, when many of

our living spec'es of both animals and plants were introduced, we
have been very slow to accept the evidence which the glacial epoch

famishes us of a revolution in the physical geography of our coun-
try, scarcely 1 s in degree than that recorded by any portion of the

geological history. It would be foreign to my purpose to discuss

here all the phenomena of the Drift Period ; and it v.^ be sufficient

to give conclusions without the proofs upon which they rest, merely

remarking that these conclusions are now generally accepted by
those who have bad the best opportunity of observing the facts.

They are in general terms as follows

:

^^ Pirsf. That during the Drift Period a great depression of tem-
perature took place over our continent, and that, at a co fesponding

period in the chain of events (whether synchronous or not), a similar

eo^d period occurred in the Old World.
" Second. That during the prevalence of this cold ^erm ice co-

vered the greater part of the hemisphere down to the parallel of 38'

or 40^, and covered the summits of our western mountain-ranges

down to the northern line of Mexico and Arizona. South of these

limits we have no proof of the existence of glac'ers; and if they had
existed, they would have been sure to leave their traces behind

them. During this cold interval the fauna and flora of the northern

portion of oar continent must have been driven southward many
degrees below their previous and present range.

*' Third, After a longer or shorter period of continuance, the

climate again changed, the temperature was elevated, the ice was
melted, the glrciers withdrawn to Greenland on the one side and to

the northern po-rtions of the Rocky Mountains on the other.
** Fourth. By the melting of the accumulated snow and ice, the

central portions of the continent were flooded, and the basin of the

Ann. c& Mag, N. Hist. Ser. 4. Voh vi. 33
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great lakes vras filled by an unbroken sheet of fresh water. From
this were deposited the oldest Drift materials, stratified clays and

fine sands, which rest upon the glacial surface. Upon these clays

are found beds of bonlders and masses of transported rock derived

from the far north, which must have been floated southward on the

surface of this inland sea, and dropped upon the fine and stratified

sediments that covered its bottom,
" It is also evident that during the ice-period the northern portion

of our continent was considerably elevated^ as the channels of all the

draining streams were then deeply excavated (to be subsequently

partially filled with sand, gravel, &e.), and are now traversed by
streams wh^ch in some instances are flowing 100 or 200 feet above

their ancient beds. During this interval the deeply eroded trough

of the Hudson, the channel of the Mississippi, the mouth of the

Columbia, and the Golden Gate must have been excavated.
" This elevation was perhaps sufficient cause for the increase of

cold ; for it was doubtless attended by a great expansion of our

continental surface toward the north, which would be a further

source of cold. The elevated portion would serve as a condenser,

and, with the temperature below 32°, would arrest and accumulate

the precipitation which now forms the great streams which drain

the northern half of our eoitinent.
" The period of the melting of the ice was one of depression, as

on the Atla itic coast it was followed by the deposition of Drift clays,

which reach high above the present ocean level. This depression was
perhaps in itself sufiicicnt to restore the climate to its j>revious

standard,

"The few fossils found in the Drift deposits of the interior of the

continent are the remains of coniferous trees of species which now
live throughout its northern portions (balsam, fir, red cedar, white
pine, &c.), while on the Atlantic coast the Drift clays contain large

numbers of marine moUusks; and these, as might have been expected,

are arctic or subarctic in character.

"As to the effect produced by the cold period upon animal and
vegetable life, it would seem probable that many of the larger verte-

brates which lived on our continent during the Pliocene age were
destroyed by it, as very few of them still exist ; but in regard to

our plants the observations made on the Pliocene flora seem to prove
that nearly all the species of that period are still living and in the

same localities ; so that it would seem certain that the life-destroying

power of the cold penod was limited to those portions of the conti-

nent lying north of the 38th parallel. That the p-:e-existent flo^a

and farina were driven southward, and suffered a narrowing of their

range, is unquestionable; and this was perhaps fatal to the largest

of our land animals ; but it had little effect on the flora and mollus-
cous fauna, which are found to be essentially the same that they

were before the Glacial epoch.
" On the whole the effect of the ice-period was highly beneficial

to the portions of our continent most affected by it, as all the aspe-

rities of the surface were ground down and diminished, while the

I
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depressions "svere more or less filled, and the whole covered with
comminuted materials which, spread smoothly over the underlying
rocks, formed a surface particularly favourahle for cultivation."

Turning from the systematic, exact, ard well-applied geology of
tne Unitea states surveyors to the vague and dogmatic, uneducated
and pretentiers elaboration of an amateur's attempt at explanation
and correlation of the grand geological phenomena of the western
hemi phcre, we take up, in Mr. G. Catlin's ' Lifted and Subsided Eocks
of America,' a budget of as imperfect observations, erroneous im-
pressions, false conclusions, and baseless fantasies as were ever put
together in a so-called geological book. The only point of interest

is the reference to subterranean streams of water in the Rocky-
Mountain district ; but far other means than crude notions, picked
up casually in travel, and shaped by a little book-reading, must be
used to indicate their unseen courses and lighten their obscure his-

toiles, whether they come out in the Pacific or the Atlantic, in both
or in neither.

MISCELLANEOUS.
JjSiw^-PJanarice,

To the Editors of the Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

Gektlemek,—In the September Number of the * Annals of Natural

History ' (page 255) I observe a notice of two species of Land-
PlanaricB from Borneo, by the Eev. "W. Houghton, who inquires re-

garding the occurrence of similar forms elsewhere. It may interest

Mr. Houghton to know that I described a similar species, occurring

at Madras in the cold season, under the name of Planaria lunata^

w^hich was 6f larger size and had no transverse stripes on the back.

I cannot give an exact reference to the volume of the * Madras
Journal of Literature and Science ' in which the description occurs*

;

but, if Mr. Houghton desires, I will do so on my return home, and
may perhaps even be able to find a loose copy of the paper itself for

him. I remain, Gentlemen, yours &c.,

"Walter Elliot^ F.L.S.

Edinburgh, Nov. 11, 1870,

I am now able to add the reference :—Madras Journ. of Lit. and Sc.

vol. XV. (1848) p. 102, pi. 1.

Walfelee, Nov. 26th*

Notes on the Genus Myoietis. By Dr. J. E. Gkat, F.R.S.

I described this genus in the * Proceedings of the Zoological

Society^ for 1858^ from a small animal which Mr. Wallace found in

the Island of Aru, where it lives in houses and is as destructive as

rats to every thing eatable.

The British Museum received from Mr. Franks, as coming from

the Leyden Museum, in 1868, a much larger animal, under the

name of '^ Myodictiis ThorbecJcii,^^ " &t«7o7o, Salawati." On com-
parison of the two animals, it is evidently the adult state of the
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animal discovered in the Am Islands by Mr. Wallace; it chiefly

differs from his specimen in the colours being brighter and more

distinctly defined, the parts which are rufous in the young be'.ng

dark red-bay in the adult.

Prof. Schlegel, in the 'Nederl. Tijdsehr. Dierk/ vol. iii., describes

the adult animal under the name of Phascogalea Thorheckiana, and

refers to the younger one as P. Wallacei (Gray). (See Eecord Zool.

iii. p. 43.)

The examination of the skull of the adult animal shows that the

skuU described and figured in the Proc. Zool. Soc. 1858, p. 112, tab.

64, is that of an animal with milk-teeth, while the teeth of the adult

skuU are very like those of Phascogcde and Antecliinus : they agree

with the teeth of AnteeJunns apicalis in the third false grinder on

each Bide being much smaller than the preceding teeth; but it differs

from both these genera in not having any small third false grinder

in the lower jaw ; the true grinders in both jaws are more like those

of Antechinns than PJiascogale.

The synonymy of the species will be :

—

Myoictis Wallacii, Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1858, p. 112, t. 64 ; Cat.

Mam. N- Guinea in B. M. 1859, p. 11. figs. 1-4 (yoimg).

Phascogale Wallacei (Gray) ; Schlegel, NederL Tijdsehr. Dierk. iii.

(1866) p. 355,

Phascogalea Thorhech'ana, Schlegel^ Nederl. Tijdsehr. Dierk. iii. (18GG)

p. 257 ,; Zool. Record^ iii. p. 43.

Inhabits Aru (Wallace), Island of Salawattie (ScJiUgel).

new Locality for Trocheta sub^

)/ (lie Annals and Magazine of «

Gextlemex,—In February 1869 I published my identification of

certain leeches sent to me for examination from the neighbourhcod
of Horsham ; and in May of the same year Mr. Gedge mentioned, in

the ' AnnaLs/ haviQg found in his note-book a memorandum of

some having been sent to him, in the preceding January, from the

same locality. I have now the pleasure of recording my having
found this leech in the ditches of the Beddiugton sewage-irrigation

farm of the town of Croydon.
The experiences of naturahsts have differed as to the capability

of Trocheta of living for any length of time in vratcr. It may be
interesting therefore to mention that I found my specimens entirely

immersed in and crawling on the bottom of the great ditch through
which the Croydon sewage passes before it flows over the land ; and
one of them is now alive in a bowl of water at the British Museum,
where it has been four weeks, with the exception of a few hours
spent in an envelope in my pocket. I am told that these leeclies

Norwood.
farm

I am. Gentlemen,
The Waldrons, Croydon. ' Your obedient Servant,

f

-«

Nov. 10, 1870. Henet Lkk,
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On the Motor]] Phenomena of Animal Cells,

By N. LlEBERKUHlT.
r

M. Lieberkiiliii's memoir contains numerous observations upon
the obscure phenomena of intracellular life. It is difficult to arrange
them in a single whole, although they relate without exception to a
common subject. The following is a sketch of the principal facts.

Schwann had already been struck by the resemblance of the tissue

of the chorda dorsalis to that of vegetable cells. This comparison
has since been confirmed. The fundamental chondrogenous sub-

stance of the chorda dorsalis corresponds to the cellulose envelope

of the vegetable cell; the masses of protoplasm adhering to the

inner wall of the capsule sometimes exhibit movements and con-

tractions such as we are acquainted with in the cells of plants; this

protoplasm contains a liquid homologous with the liquid of the ve-

getable cell, across which filaments of granular protoplasm capable

of changes of form are often stretched. The nuclei are applied

against the wall. At a later period of development the granular

protoplasm disappears, and there remains only a frothy substance,

which at last disappears in its turn. Some very small granules

which are sometimes found in the cellular liquid show by their mo-
lecular movement that they are situated in a very fluid medium

;

and their movement of progression proves the existence of determi-

nate currents in this liquid.

A large portion of M. Lieberkiihn's researches bear upon the rela-

tions of the cellular liquid and the protoplasm in the S^ongillce.

These two elements may separate from each other to such an extent

as to give origin to a sort of froth, in which small vacuoles may
unite to form larger ones. Sometimes we even find one large va-

cuole in each cell. In this case these contain a transparent liquid,

and the nucleus is always placed in the protoplasm surroimding it.

The protoplasm may extend amoeboid pseudopodia in various direc-

tions. This separation of the protoplasm and cellular liquid may in

its turn disappear completely ; or only a few small vacuoles may re-

main in the protoplasm of the cell, and then these vacuoles suddenly

cojitract like the contractile vesicles of the Infusoria. Notwith-

standing assertions to the contrary, M. Lieberkiihn maintains the

opinion that the contractile substance of the S^omjillce is formed

entirely by the aggregation of independent cells ; this he demon-

strates by bringing a Spongilla to a temperature of about 140° F.

The cells are then seen to contract and separate from each other in

small isolated masses, each furnished with a nucleus. The cells of

S^ponrjilla, like the tissue of the chorda dorsal! , are able, in certain

cases, to reproduce the plan of vegetable cells. This is what occurs

dui'ing the formation of the siliceous parts of the envelope of the

gemmules. Thus, at the surface of the soft protoplasm of the ceUs,

a firm envelope of spongine is secreted; and tiiis finally persists alone

with the siliceous body formed in its interior, whilst the protoplasm

becomes atrophied. It is certain that the vacuoles of the cells of

SpongilJa arc filled with a liquid of very small density; for the gra-

Ann.dd Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 4. Fo/. vi. 34
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On the BeptiVia of the Triassic Formations of the Atlantic Region of
the United States. By Prof. Cope.

Prof, Cope made some observations on the Eeptilia of the Triassic
formations of the Atlantic region of the United States. He observed
that thirteen species had been described and referred to ten genera.
None of these had been referred by their describers to their appro-
priate orders, and he had undertaken an investigation of thera,
having for its object such reference, as well as the determination of
the closer affinities.

Throe of the species he proved to be Dinosanria. He had already
assigned Merjadacbjliis and Bathi/gnathus to this di\ision, and would
now add Clepsysaxmis, Lee, from evidence derived from an ischium
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nules which penetrate it enter upon molecular movements in the

same way as in the vacuoles of the cells of the chorda dorsalis.

Phenomena very similar to those described in the cells of the

SpongiUce have been observed by M. Lieberkiihn in the colourless

corpuscles of the blood of the salamanders and tritons. In the

course of a single day one of these corpuscles may acquire a frothy

appearance in consequence of the abundance of its vacuoles, or unite

the whole of the cellular liquid in one large vacuole, round which

the contractile substance with its nucleus is arranged like a thick

membrane. Even in this form the colourless blood-corpuscle may
execute movements and envelope red corpuscles, exactly as the-

Amoehc^^ or a Monas amyli^ or an Aetinophrys wiE swallow foreign

bodies.

Analogous phenomena also take place in the pigment-cells of the ^
skin of the tadpoles of frogs and toads. Here also we find large

vacuoles holding in suspension pigment-granules, which move about

rapidly; and the cell may present amoeboid movements.
In aU the cases just enumerated it is important that we should

not confound vital phenomena with those which are not vital.

Holecular movements arc now-a-days justly regarded as having no-
thing to do with life, but it is generally supposed that the amoeboid
movements of cells are a vital phenomenon. M, Lieberkiihn rejects

this notion as erroneous, and shows, by observations made upon, the
gemmules of sponges, that dead cells may manifest amoeboid move-
ments. "WTien a little glycerine or common salt is added to the
water in which a SpongilJa is living, the body of the Spongilla con-
tracts energetically, loses its transparency, and all vital manifesta-
tions cease entirely, never to reappear. If a gemmule be crushed
in glycerine, the cells escape from it as a mass of perfectly motion-
less granules. These cells are certainly dead, and quite incapable of
being developed like the cells of a gemmule crushed in water. And
nevertheless these dead cells present amoeboid movements as soon
as a little water is added to the glycerine. On the other hand, a
dead cell has never yet been seen to envelope another/ as a colour-
less blood-corpuscle will envelope a red one.

—

Schriften der Ges. zur
Biford, der gesammten Naturw. zu Marhurg^ Band ix. 1870); Bihl.

Vniv. October 14, 1870, Bull. Sci, pp. 158-160.
>
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discovered among the original remains. It resembled that of Mega-
dactyJus.

Of the remaining ten species, he was satisfied that those referred

to Palceosaurus hj Emmons, as well as the Gompsosaurus and Euri/-

doritSj were founded on the posterior teeth of Belodonts. He also

said that nothing was to be found in the descriptions of Bhytidodon,
Emmons, and Omosaunis, Leidy, to distinguish them from Belodon,
to which genus he was inclined to refer the remains which had
fallen under his observation. Thus three species were certainly to be

distinguished from the ten, viz. iSelodon carolinensis, Emm. (Ithy-

tidodoUj Emm., ? Centemodon sidcatus, Lea); Belodon priscus^ Leidy
{Pcdceoscmriis carolinensis^ Emm.^ ? Compsosaurus prisms^ Leidy,

GlepsysauriiS pennsylvanicits in part, EmmonsJ ; Belodon Leaii,

Emmons (^Clepsysaurus, Lea). The above were not asserted to

belong to the same genus without doubt, but that evidence to

distinguish them was yet wanting. He added a fourth species,

discovered by Chas. M. Wheatley in the Triassic tracks of Phoenix-

ville, Pennsylvania, which was apparently distinct from the above,

and of larger size. The remains preserved were dorsal, lumbar, and
caudal vertebrae, with costal and abdominal ribs; left femur and
fibula, nearly perfect; portion of pelvis; ungueal and chevron

bones, &c. The femur measured 13 inches in length, and the lum-
bar vertebrae exhibited slender cylindric diapophyses, which bore

ribs to the sacrum* This reptile was named Belodon lepturus^ and
was estimated to have attained a length of about 12 feet.

Eleven of the thirteen species being thus disposed of, there re-*

mained the Dicynodon rosmarus^ C*^P^j ^^^ Bliahdopelix lonyispinis^

Cope. The latter he had formerly suspected to be a Pterosaurian,

but he thought it more likely that it would turn out to be a Rhyn-
chocophalian reptile.

He called attention to four remarkable vertebrae from the Creta-

ceous greensand of New Jersey, which were characterized by the

possession of enormous pneumatic foramina. The articular ex-

tremities were rugose, and with scarcely any dense layer, so

that they probably belonged to an immature animal, and were to

be referred to the sacral or the lumbar region. If they be-

longed to the latter, they indicated a coossification similar to that

seen in many birds. That they were not dorsal is indicated by the

lack of capitular articulations. The pneumatic foramina occupied

half of the ccntnim, along its middle, leaving abutments fore a7^d

aft for the support of the neural arch, which was lost in each one.

There were no diapophyses. The neural canal presented a deepen-

ing and compression at the middle of the centrum, and a rising and

expansion near the articulations. Centra much compressed mesially,

as well as contracted upwards ; articular extremity subtriangular,

with rounded angles and notch for neural canal one-third its vertical

diameter. Cancellous tissue coarse, but much finer than in Lcelaps;

the dense layer thin. The total length of the four is 17| inches, the

shortest measuring 4, the other three 4^ inches in length. The
complete number of six would have measured 26 inches in length.
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These vertebrae had hecn described as the sacrals of a young
Hadrosaurus by Leidy (Cretaceous Reptiles of IT. S. p. 100) ; but there
are several reasons for dissenting from this conclusion. The pneu-
matic foramina of the sacral nerves, which, however, in known
reptiles and birds, issue hehveen the neural arches, not beneath
them, not only in the sacral, but in the lumbar and other vertebra.
The reasons for qucsiioc-ng their pertinence to Hadrosaurus were _

first, the genus Megadactylus presents similar large pneumatic fora-
mina, and they oecxu- in both the caudal and lumbar vertebrae ; the
lumbar and caudal verteb te of two species of Hadrosaurus are
kno^vn, and do not present any pneumatic foramina whatever, which
would scarcely be the case were the present vertebrae sacrals of
Hadrosaurus, Second, they form too long a series for the known
ilium otHadrosaur s. From the approximation of the facets for
the sacral diapophyses in the type specimens of ff. Foidhei, it would
appear that those vertebrse had somewhat the shortened form of
the caudals; yet the p:esent animal appears to be a young one-
Third, the structure is in several respects more Megalosaurian than
Iguanodontine. Thus the alternate enlargement and contraction of
the neural canal is seen in Pakeo^aurns and CJe-psi/saiiriis ; the neu-
ral arches appear to have alternated above the articulations of the
centra.^ The pneumatic foramina exist in Lcelaps, but of reduced
dimensions.

In respect to the presence of the foramina just mentioned there
is a resemblance to the Omithopsis HuJlcei, recently discovered hy
Secley, though here the comparison ends. In that form the can-
cellous texture of the centrum is extremely open and light, and
composed " of enormous honeycomb-like cells of irregtilar polygonal
form—for the most part long in the direction of the length of the
centrum, and divided by exceedingly thin and compact hlms of
hone," &c. The structure in the subject of the above description is
spongy and light, but much closer. Lcdajjs offers a much closer
resemblance to Orniihojpsis in its exceedingly coarse structure;

hoUow.
lumb

wi
probably have referred Ornithopsis to the Goniopod Dinosauria
rather than to the Ornithosauria. Prof. Cope added that he had
already (Aug. 1869) published the view that the bone described
previously as a quadratum of Iguanodon (the type of Seeley's Onii-
tfiopsis} vras evidently not a cranial bone, hut that he had always
supposed it to be a vertebra.

The reptile represented by the above vertebra3 was named Pneu-
matoartJmis pehreus, the possibility of its being found to be Orni-
thotarsm being entertained, though the near resemblance of the
bones to those of a tortoise could not be overlooked. The speci-
mens were discovered by Dr. John H. Slack, in Monmouth Co.,
iM. Z.~Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. vol. xi. No. 84.
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